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SEC URIT Y  REQ UIREM EN TSEC URIT Y  REQ UIREM EN T DEF EN DER F O R C LO UD SO L UT IO NDEF EN DER F O R C LO UD SO L UT IO N

Continuous assessmentContinuous assessment  - Understand your current
security posture.

Secure scoreSecure score - A single score so that you can tell, at a
glance, your current security situation: the higher the score,
the lower the identified risk level.

SecureSecure - Harden all connected resources and services. Security recommendationsSecurity recommendations - Customized and prioritized
hardening tasks to improve your posture. You implement a
recommendation by following the detailed remediation steps
provided in the recommendation. For many
recommendations, Defender for Cloud offers a "Fix" button
for automated implementation!

DefendDefend - Detect and resolve threats to those resources and
services.

Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  - With the enhanced security features
enabled, Defender for Cloud detects threats to your
resources and workloads. These alerts appear in the Azure
portal and Defender for Cloud can also send them by email
to the relevant personnel in your organization. Alerts can
also be streamed to SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management
solutions as required.

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud is a tool for security posture management and threat protection. It strengthens the security

posture of your cloud resources, and with its integrated Microsoft Defender plans, Defender for Cloud protects

workloads running in Azure, hybrid, and other cloud platforms.

Defender for Cloud provides the tools needed to harden your resources, track your security posture, protect

against cyber attacks, and streamline security management. Because it's natively integrated, deployment of

Defender for Cloud is easy, providing you with simple auto provisioning to secure your resources by default.

Defender for Cloud fills three vital needs as you manage the security of your resources and workloads in the

cloud and on-premises:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-cloud-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 

Posture management and workload protection

  Cloud security posture management (CSPM)Cloud security posture management (CSPM)

  Cloud workload protection (CWP)Cloud workload protection (CWP)

 Azure, hybrid, and multi-cloud protections

  Azure-native protectionsAzure-native protections

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's features cover the two broad pillars of cloud security: cloud security posture

management and cloud workload protection.

In Defender for Cloud, the posture management features provide:

VisibilityVisibility  - to help you understand your current security situation

Hardening guidanceHardening guidance - to help you efficiently and effectively improve your security

The central feature in Defender for Cloud that enables you to achieve those goals is secure scoresecure score. Defender for

Cloud continually assesses your resources, subscriptions, and organization for security issues. It then aggregates

all the findings into a single score so that you can tell, at a glance, your current security situation: the higher the

score, the lower the identified risk level.

When you open Defender for Cloud for the first time, it will meet the visibility and strengthening goals as

follows:

1. Generate a secure scoreGenerate a secure score for your subscriptions based on an assessment of your connected resources

compared with the guidance in Azure Security Benchmark. Use the score to understand your security

posture, and the compliance dashboard to review your compliance with the built-in benchmark. When

you've enabled the enhanced security features, you can customize the standards used to assess your

compliance, and add other regulations (such as NIST and Azure CIS) or organization-specific security

requirements.

2. Provide hardening recommendationsProvide hardening recommendations  based on any identified security misconfigurations and

weaknesses. Use these security recommendations to strengthen the security posture of your

organization's Azure, hybrid, and multi-cloud resources.

Learn more about secure score.

Defender for Cloud offers security alerts that are powered by Microsoft Threat Intelligence. It also includes a

range of advanced, intelligent, protections for your workloads. The workload protections are provided through

Microsoft Defender plans specific to the types of resources in your subscriptions. For example, you can enable

Microsoft Defender for StorageMicrosoft Defender for Storage to get alerted about suspicious activities related to your Azure Storage

accounts.

Because Defender for Cloud is an Azure-native service, many Azure services are monitored and protected

without needing any deployment.

When necessary, Defender for Cloud can automatically deploy a Log Analytics agent to gather security-related

data. For Azure machines, deployment is handled directly. For hybrid and multi-cloud environments, Microsoft

Defender plans are extended to non Azure machines with the help of Azure Arc. CSPM features are extended to

multi-cloud machines without the need for any agents (see Defend resources running on other clouds).

Defender for Cloud helps you detect threats across:

Azure PaaS ser vicesAzure PaaS ser vices  - Detect threats targeting Azure services including Azure App Service, Azure SQL,

Azure Storage Account, and more data services. You can also perform anomaly detection on your Azure

activity logs using the native integration with Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps (formerly known as

Microsoft Cloud App Security).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/overview
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/azure-arc/


  Defend your hybrid resourcesDefend your hybrid resources

  Defend resources running on other cloudsDefend resources running on other clouds

 Vulnerability assessment and management

Azure data ser vicesAzure data ser vices  - Defender for Cloud includes capabilities that help you automatically classify your

data in Azure SQL. You can also get assessments for potential vulnerabilities across Azure SQL and

Storage services, and recommendations for how to mitigate them.

NetworksNetworks  - Defender for Cloud helps you limit exposure to brute force attacks. By reducing access to

virtual machine ports, using the just-in-time VM access, you can harden your network by preventing

unnecessary access. You can set secure access policies on selected ports, for only authorized users,

allowed source IP address ranges or IP addresses, and for a limited amount of time.

In addition to defending your Azure environment, you can add Defender for Cloud capabilities to your hybrid

cloud environment to protect your non-Azure servers. To help you focus on what matters the most, you'll get

customized threat intelligence and prioritized alerts according to your specific environment.

To extend protection to on-premises machines, deploy Azure Arc and enable Defender for Cloud's enhanced

security features. Learn more in Add non-Azure machines with Azure Arc.

Defender for Cloud can protect resources in other clouds (such as AWS and GCP).

For example, if you've connected an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account to an Azure subscription, you can

enable any of these protections:

Defender for Cloud's CSPM featuresDefender for Cloud's CSPM features  extend to your AWS resources. This agentless plan assesses your

AWS resources according to AWS-specific security recommendations and these are included in your secure

score. The resources will also be assessed for compliance with built-in standards specific to AWS (AWS CIS,

AWS PCI DSS, and AWS Foundational Security Best Practices). Defender for Cloud's asset inventory page is a

multi-cloud enabled feature helping you manage your AWS resources alongside your Azure resources.

Microsoft Defender for KubernetesMicrosoft Defender for Kubernetes  extends its container threat detection and advanced defenses to your

Amazon EKS L inux clustersAmazon EKS L inux clusters .

Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers  brings threat detection and advanced defenses to your Windows and

Linux EC2 instances. This plan includes the integrated license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, security

baselines and OS level assessments, vulnerability assessment scanning, adaptive application controls (AAC),

file integrity monitoring (FIM), and more.

Learn more about connecting your AWS and GCP accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud includes vulnerability assessment solutions for your virtual machines, container registries,

and SQL servers as part of the enhanced security features. Some of the scanners are powered by Qualys. But

you don't need a Qualys license, or even a Qualys account - everything's handled seamlessly inside Defender for

Cloud.

Microsoft Defender for servers includes automatic, native integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

Learn more, Protect your endpoints with Defender for Cloud's integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/azure-arc/


 Optimize and improve security by configuring recommended controls

Endpoint. With this integration enabled, you'll have access to the vulnerability findings from Microsoft threatMicrosoft threat

and vulnerability managementand vulnerability management. Learn more in Investigate weaknesses with Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management.

Review the findings from these vulnerability scanners and respond to them all from within Defender for Cloud.

This broad approach brings Defender for Cloud closer to being the single pane of glass for all of your cloud

security efforts.

Learn more on the following pages:

Defender for Cloud's integrated Qualys scanner for Azure and hybrid machines

Identify vulnerabilities in images in Azure container registries

It's a security basic to know and make sure your workloads are secure, and it starts with having tailored security

policies in place. Because policies in Defender for Cloud are built on top of Azure Policy controls, you're getting

the full range and flexibility of a world-class policy solutionworld-class policy solution. In Defender for Cloud, you can set your policies

to run on management groups, across subscriptions, and even for a whole tenant.

Defender for Cloud continuously discovers new resources that are being deployed across your workloads and

assesses whether they are configured according to security best practices. If not, they're flagged and you get a

prioritized list of recommendations for what you need to fix. Recommendations help you reduce the attack

surface across each of your resources.

The list of recommendations is enabled and supported by the Azure Security Benchmark. This Microsoft-

authored, Azure-specific, benchmark provides a set of guidelines for security and compliance best practices

based on common compliance frameworks. Learn more in Introduction to Azure Security Benchmark.

In this way, Defender for Cloud enables you not just to set security policies, but to apply secure configuration

standards across your resources.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


To help you understand how important each recommendation is to your overall security posture, Defender for

Cloud groups the recommendations into security controls and adds a secure scoresecure score value to each control. This

is crucial in enabling you to pr ior itize your security workprior itize your security work .



 Defend against threats

Defender for Cloud provides:

Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  - When Defender for Cloud detects a threat in any area of your environment, it

generates a security alert. These alerts describe details of the affected resources, suggested remediation

steps, and in some cases an option to trigger a logic app in response. Whether an alert is generated by

Defender for Cloud, or received by Defender for Cloud from an integrated security product, you can

export it. To export your alerts to Microsoft Sentinel, any third-party SIEM, or any other external tool,

follow the instructions in Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution. Defender for

Cloud's threat protection includes fusion kill-chain analysis, which automatically correlates alerts in your

environment based on cyber kill-chain analysis, to help you better understand the full story of an attack

campaign, where it started and what kind of impact it had on your resources. Defender for Cloud's

supported kill chain intents are based on version 7 of the MITRE ATT&CK matrix.

Advanced threat protection featuresAdvanced threat protection features  for virtual machines, SQL databases, containers, web



TIPTIP
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applications, your network, and more - Protections include securing the management ports of your VMs

with just-in-time access, and adaptive application controls to create allowlists for what apps should and

shouldn't run on your machines.

The Defender plansDefender plans  page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud offers the following plans for comprehensive

defenses for the compute, data, and service layers of your environment:

Microsoft Defender for servers

Microsoft Defender for Storage

Microsoft Defender for SQL

Microsoft Defender for Containers

Microsoft Defender for App Service

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault

Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager

Microsoft Defender for DNS

Microsoft Defender for open-source relational databases

Use the advanced protection tiles in the workload protections dashboard to monitor and configure each of these

protections.

Microsoft Defender for IoT is a separate product. You'll find all the details in Introducing Microsoft Defender for IoT.

To get started with Defender for Cloud, you need a subscription to Microsoft Azure. If you don't have a

subscription, sign up for a free trial.

Defender for Cloud's free plan is enabled on all your current Azure subscriptions when you visit the

Defender for Cloud pages in the Azure portal for the first time, or if enabled programmatically via the

REST API. To take advantage of advanced security management and threat detection capabilities, you

must enable the enhanced security features. These features are free for the first 30 days. Learn more

about the pricing.

If you're ready to enable enhanced security features now, Quickstart: Enable enhanced security features

walks you through the steps.

Enable Microsoft Defender plans

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-iot/overview.html
https://azure.microsoft.com/free/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
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 What are the benefits of enabling enhanced security features?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The enhanced security features are free for the first 30 days. At the end of 30 days, if you decide to continue

using the service, we'll automatically start charging for usage.

You can upgrade from the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page, as described in Quickstart: Enable enhanced security

features. For pricing details in your local currency or region, see the pricing page.

Defender for Cloud is offered in two modes:

Without enhanced security featuresWithout enhanced security features  (Free) - Defender for Cloud is enabled for free on all your Azure

subscriptions when you visit the workload protection dashboard in the Azure portal for the first time, or if

enabled programmatically via API. Using this free mode provides the secure score and its related

features: security policy, continuous security assessment, and actionable security recommendations to

help you protect your Azure resources.

Defender for Cloud with all enhanced security featuresDefender for Cloud with all enhanced security features  - Enabling enhanced security extends the

capabilities of the free mode to workloads running in private and other public clouds, providing unified

security management and threat protection across your hybrid cloud workloads. Some of the major

benefits include:

Microsoft Defender for EndpointMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint - Microsoft Defender for servers includes Microsoft Defender for

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/enhanced-security-features-overview.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/security/endpoint-defender


 FAQ - Pricing and billing

Endpoint for comprehensive endpoint detection and response (EDR). Learn more about the benefits of

using Microsoft Defender for Endpoint together with Defender for Cloud in Use Defender for Cloud's

integrated EDR solution.

Vulnerability assessment for vir tual machines, container registr ies, and SQL resourcesVulnerability assessment for vir tual machines, container registr ies, and SQL resources  -

Easily enable vulnerability assessment solutions to discover, manage, and resolve vulnerabilities. View,

investigate, and remediate the findings directly from within Defender for Cloud.

Multi-cloud securityMulti-cloud security  - Connect your accounts from Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud

Platform (GCP) to protect resources and workloads on those platforms with a range of Microsoft

Defender for Cloud security features.

Hybrid securityHybrid security  – Get a unified view of security across all of your on-premises and cloud workloads.

Apply security policies and continuously assess the security of your hybrid cloud workloads to ensure

compliance with security standards. Collect, search, and analyze security data from multiple sources,

including firewalls and other partner solutions.

Threat protection aler tsThreat protection aler ts  - Advanced behavioral analytics and the Microsoft Intelligent Security

Graph provide an edge over evolving cyber-attacks. Built-in behavioral analytics and machine learning

can identify attacks and zero-day exploits. Monitor networks, machines, data stores (SQL servers

hosted inside and outside Azure, Azure SQL databases, Azure SQL Managed Instance, and Azure

Storage) and cloud services for incoming attacks and post-breach activity. Streamline investigation

with interactive tools and contextual threat intelligence.

Track compliance with a range of standardsTrack compliance with a range of standards  - Defender for Cloud continuously assesses your

hybrid cloud environment to analyze the risk factors according to the controls and best practices in

Azure Security Benchmark. When you enable the enhanced security features, you can apply a range of

other industry standards, regulatory standards, and benchmarks according to your organization's

needs. Add standards and track your compliance with them from the regulatory compliance

dashboard.

Access and application controlsAccess and application controls  - Block malware and other unwanted applications by applying

machine learning powered recommendations adapted to your specific workloads to create allow and

blocklists. Reduce the network attack surface with just-in-time, controlled access to management ports

on Azure VMs. Access and application controls drastically reduce exposure to brute force and other

network attacks.

Container security featuresContainer security features  - Benefit from vulnerability management and real-time threat

protection on your containerized environments. Charges are based on the number of unique

container images pushed to your connected registry. After an image has been scanned once, you

won't be charged for it again unless it's modified and pushed once more.

Breadth threat protection for resources connected to AzureBreadth threat protection for resources connected to Azure - Cloud-native threat protection

for the Azure services common to all of your resources: Azure Resource Manager, Azure DNS, Azure

network layer, and Azure Key Vault. Defender for Cloud has unique visibility into the Azure

management layer and the Azure DNS layer, and can therefore protect cloud resources that are

connected to those layers.

How can I track who in my organization enabled a Microsoft Defender plan in Defender for Cloud?

What are the plans offered by Defender for Cloud?

How do I enable Defender for Cloud's enhanced security for my subscription?

Can I enable Microsoft Defender for servers on a subset of servers in my subscription?

If I already have a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint can I get a discount for Defender for servers?

My subscription has Microsoft Defender for servers enabled, do I pay for not-running servers?

Will I be charged for machines without the Log Analytics agent installed?

If a Log Analytics agent reports to multiple workspaces, will I be charged twice?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


  How can I track who in my organization enabled a Microsoft Defender plan in Defender for Cloud?How can I track who in my organization enabled a Microsoft Defender plan in Defender for Cloud?

  What are the plans offered by Defender for Cloud?What are the plans offered by Defender for Cloud?

  How do I enable Defender for Cloud's enhanced security for my subscription?How do I enable Defender for Cloud's enhanced security for my subscription?

M ET H O DM ET H O D IN ST RUC T IO N SIN ST RUC T IO N S

Defender for Cloud pages of the Azure portal Enable enhanced protections

If a Log Analytics agent reports to multiple workspaces, is the 500-MB free data ingestion available on all of

them?

Is the 500-MB free data ingestion calculated for an entire workspace or strictly per machine?

What data types are included in the 500-MB data daily allowance?

Azure Subscriptions may have multiple administrators with permissions to change the pricing settings. To find

out which user made a change, use the Azure Activity Log.

If the user's info isn't listed in the Event initiated byEvent initiated by  column, explore the event's JSON for the relevant details.

The free offering from Microsoft Defender for Cloud offers the secure score and related tools. Enabling

enhanced security turns on all of the Microsoft Defender plans to provide a range of security benefits for all

your resources in Azure, hybrid, and multi-cloud environments.

You can use any of the following ways to enable enhanced security for your subscription:



REST API Pricings API

Azure CLI az security pricing

PowerShell Set-AzSecurityPricing

Azure Policy Bundle Pricings

M ET H O DM ET H O D IN ST RUC T IO N SIN ST RUC T IO N S

  Can I enable Microsoft Defender for servers on a subset of servers in my subscription?Can I enable Microsoft Defender for servers on a subset of servers in my subscription?

  If I already have a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint can I get a discount for Defender for servers?If I already have a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint can I get a discount for Defender for servers?

  My subscription has Microsoft Defender for servers enabled, do I pay for not-running servers?My subscription has Microsoft Defender for servers enabled, do I pay for not-running servers?

STAT ESTAT E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N IN STA N C E USA GE B IL L EDIN STA N C E USA GE B IL L ED

Starting VM is starting up. Not billed

Running Normal working state for a VM Billed

Stopping This is a transitional state. When
completed, it will show as Stopped.

Billed

Stopped The VM has been shut down from
within the guest OS or using the
PowerOff APIs. Hardware is still
allocated to the VM and it remains on
the host.

Billed

Deallocating Transitional state. When completed,
the VM will show as Deallocated.

Not billed

No. When you enable Microsoft Defender for servers on a subscription, all the machines in the subscription will

be protected by Defender for servers.

An alternative is to enable Microsoft Defender for servers at the Log Analytics workspace level. If you do this,

only servers reporting to that workspace will be protected and billed. However, several capabilities will be

unavailable. These include just-in-time VM access, network detections, regulatory compliance, adaptive network

hardening, adaptive application control, and more.

If you've already got a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Ser versMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint for Ser vers , you won't have to pay for

that part of your Microsoft Defender for servers license. Learn more about this license.

To request your discount, contact Defender for Cloud's support team. You'll need to provide the relevant

workspace ID, region, and number of Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for servers licenses applied for machines

in the given workspace.

The discount will be effective starting from the approval date, and won't take place retroactively.

No. When you enable Microsoft Defender for servers on a subscription, you won't be charged for any machines

that are in the deallocated power state while they're in that state. Machines are billed according to their power

state as shown in the following table:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/pricings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cli/azure/security/pricing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/set-azsecuritypricing
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/blob/master/Pricing%20%2526%20Settings/ARM%20Templates/Set-ASC-Bundle-Pricing.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/minimum-requirements#licensing-requirements
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Support/HelpAndSupportBlade/overview


Deallocated The VM has been stopped successfully
and removed from the host.

Not billed

STAT ESTAT E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N IN STA N C E USA GE B IL L EDIN STA N C E USA GE B IL L ED

  Will I be charged for machines without the Log Analytics agent installed?Will I be charged for machines without the Log Analytics agent installed?

  If a Log Analytics agent reports to multiple workspaces, will I be charged twice?If a Log Analytics agent reports to multiple workspaces, will I be charged twice?

  If a Log Analytics agent reports to multiple workspaces, is the 500-MB free data ingestion available on all ofIf a Log Analytics agent reports to multiple workspaces, is the 500-MB free data ingestion available on all of
them?them?

  Is the 500-MB free data ingestion calculated for an entire workspace or strictly per machine?Is the 500-MB free data ingestion calculated for an entire workspace or strictly per machine?

  What data types are included in the 500-MB data daily allowance?What data types are included in the 500-MB data daily allowance?

Yes. When you enable Microsoft Defender for servers on a subscription, the machines in that subscription get a

range of protections even if you haven't installed the Log Analytics agent. This is applicable for Azure virtual

machines, Azure virtual machine scale sets instances, and Azure Arc-enabled servers.

Yes. If you've configured your Log Analytics agent to send data to two or more different Log Analytics

workspaces (multi-homing), you'll be charged for every workspace that has a 'Security' or 'AntiMalware'

solution installed.

Yes. If you've configured your Log Analytics agent to send data to two or more different Log Analytics

workspaces (multi-homing), you'll get 500-MB free data ingestion. It's calculated per node, per reported

workspace, per day, and available for every workspace that has a 'Security' or 'AntiMalware' solution installed.

You'll be charged for any data ingested over the 500-MB limit.

You'll get 500-MB free data ingestion per day, for every Windows machine connected to the workspace.

Specifically for security data types directly collected by Defender for Cloud.

This data is a daily rate averaged across all nodes. So even if some machines send 100-MB and others send 800-

MB, if the total doesn't exceed the [number of machines] x 500-MB[number of machines] x 500-MB free limit, you won't be charged extra.

Defender for Cloud's billing is closely tied to the billing for Log Analytics. Microsoft Defender for servers

provides a 500 MB/node/day allocation for Windows machines against the following subset of security data

types:

SecurityAlert

SecurityBaseline

SecurityBaselineSummary

SecurityDetection

SecurityEvent

WindowsFirewall

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/reference/tables/tables-category#security
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MaliciousIPCommunication

SysmonEvent

ProtectionStatus

Update and UpdateSummary data types when the Update Management solution is not running on the

workspace or solution targeting is enabled

If the workspace is in the legacy Per Node pricing tier, the Defender for Cloud and Log Analytics allocations are

combined and applied jointly to all billable ingested data.

This article explained Defender for Cloud's pricing options. For related material, see:

How to optimize your Azure workload costs

Pricing details according to currency or region

You may want to manage your costs and limit the amount of data collected for a solution by limiting it to a

particular set of agents. Use solution targeting to apply a scope to the solution and target a subset of

computers in the workspace. If you're using solution targeting, Defender for Cloud lists the workspace as not

having a solution.

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/how-to-optimize-your-azure-workload-costs/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/solution-targeting
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 January 2022

  Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager updated with new alerts and greater emphasis on high-riskMicrosoft Defender for Resource Manager updated with new alerts and greater emphasis on high-risk
operations mapped to MITRE ATT&CK® Matrixoperations mapped to MITRE ATT&CK® Matrix

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud is in active development and receives improvements on an ongoing basis. To stay up to date

with the most recent developments, this page provides you with information about new features, bug fixes, and

deprecated functionality.

This page is updated frequently, so revisit it often.

To learn about planned changes that are coming soon to Defender for Cloud, see Important upcoming changes

to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

If you're looking for items older than six months, you'll find them in the Archive for What's new in Microsoft Defender for

Cloud.

Updates in January include:

Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager updated with new alerts and greater emphasis on high-risk

operations mapped to MITRE ATT&CK® Matrix

Recommendations to enable Microsoft Defender plans on workspaces (in preview)

Auto provision Log Analytics agent to Azure Arc-enabled machines (preview)

Deprecated the recommendation to classify sensitive data in SQL databases

Communication with suspicious domain alert expanded to included known Log4Shell-related domains

'Copy alert JSON' button added to security alert details pane

Renamed two recommendations

Deprecate Kubernetes cluster containers should only listen on allowed ports policy

Added 'Active Alerts' workbook

'System update' recommendation added to government cloud

The cloud management layer is a crucial service connected to all your cloud resources. Because of this, it is also

a potential target for attackers. Consequently, we recommend security operations teams closely monitor the

resource management layer.

Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager automatically monitors the resource management operations in your

organization, whether they're performed through the Azure portal, Azure REST APIs, Azure CLI, or other Azure

programmatic clients. Defender for Cloud runs advanced security analytics to detect threats and alerts you

about suspicious activity.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/release-notes.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Initiala high-risk 'Initial
Access' operationAccess' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.InitialAccess)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
access restricted resources.
The identified operations
are designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
access their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to gain initial
access to restricted
resources in your
environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Initial Access Medium

The plan's protections greatly enhance an organization's resiliency against attacks from threat actors and

significantly increase the number of Azure resources protected by Defender for Cloud.

In December 2020, we introduced the preview of Defender for Resource Manager, and in May 2021 the plan was

release for general availability.

With this update, we've comprehensively revised the focus of the Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager

plan. The updated plan includes many new aler ts focused on identifying suspicious invocation of high-new aler ts focused on identifying suspicious invocation of high-

r isk operationsr isk operations . These new alerts provide extensive monitoring for attacks across the complete MITRE

ATT&CK® matrix for cloud-based techniques.

This matrix covers the following range of potential intentions of threat actors who may be targeting your

organization's resources: Initial Access, Execution, Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defense Evasion, Credential

Access, Discovery, Lateral Movement, Collection, Exfiltration, and Impact.

The new alerts for this Defender plan cover these intentions as shown in the following table.

These alerts also appear in the alerts reference page.

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/cloud/


Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Execution'a high-risk 'Execution'
operation detectedoperation detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Execution)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation on a machine in
your subscription which
might indicate an attempt
to execute code. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to access
restricted credentials and
compromise resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Execution Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Persistence'a high-risk 'Persistence'
operation detectedoperation detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Persistence)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
establish persistence. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to establish
persistence in your
environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Persistence Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Privilegea high-risk 'Privilege
Escalation' operationEscalation' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.PrivilegeEscalation)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
escalate privileges. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to escalate
privileges while
compromising resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Privilege Escalation Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Defensea high-risk 'Defense
Evasion' operationEvasion' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.DefenseEvasion)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
evade defenses. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage the security
posture of their
environments. While this
activity may be legitimate, a
threat actor might utilize
such operations to avoid
being detected while
compromising resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Defense Evasion Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Credentiala high-risk 'Credential
Access' operationAccess' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.CredentialAccess)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
access credentials. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
access their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to access
restricted credentials and
compromise resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Credential Access Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Laterala high-risk 'Lateral
Movement' operationMovement' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.LateralMovement)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
perform lateral movement.
The identified operations
are designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to compromise
additional resources in your
environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Lateral Movement Medium
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Dataa high-risk 'Data
Collection' operationCollection' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Collection)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
collect data. The identified
operations are designed to
allow administrators to
efficiently manage their
environments. While this
activity may be legitimate, a
threat actor might utilize
such operations to collect
sensitive data on resources
in your environment. This
can indicate that the
account is compromised
and is being used with
malicious intent.

Collection Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Impact'a high-risk 'Impact'
operation detectedoperation detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Impact)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempted
configuration change. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to access
restricted credentials and
compromise resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Impact Medium
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Azure ResourceAzure Resource
Manager operationManager operation
from suspicious IPfrom suspicious IP
addressaddress
(ARM_OperationFromSuspic
iousIP)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager detected
an operation from an IP
address that has been
marked as suspicious in
threat intelligence feeds.

Execution Medium

In addition, these two alerts from this plan have come out of preview:



Azure ResourceAzure Resource
Manager operationManager operation
from suspicious proxyfrom suspicious proxy
IP addressIP address
(ARM_OperationFromSuspic
iousProxyIP)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager detected
a resource management
operation from an IP
address that is associated
with proxy services, such as
TOR. While this behavior
can be legitimate, it's often
seen in malicious activities,
when threat actors try to
hide their source IP.

Defense Evasion Medium
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  Recommendations to enable Microsoft Defender plans on workspaces (in preview)Recommendations to enable Microsoft Defender plans on workspaces (in preview)
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Microsoft Defender for servers should
be enabled on workspaces

Microsoft Defender for servers brings
threat detection and advanced
defenses for your Windows and Linux
machines.
With this Defender plan enabled on
your subscriptions but not on your
workspaces, you're paying for the full
capability of Microsoft Defender for
servers but missing out on some of
the benefits.
When you enable Microsoft Defender
for servers on a workspace, all
machines reporting to that workspace
will be billed for Microsoft Defender for
servers - even if they're in
subscriptions without Defender plans
enabled. Unless you also enable
Microsoft Defender for servers on the
subscription, those machines won't be
able to take advantage of just-in-time
VM access, adaptive application
controls, and network detections for
Azure resources.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for servers.
(No related policy)

Medium

To benefit from all of the security features available from Microsoft Defender for servers and Microsoft Defender

for SQL on machines, the plans must be enabled on bothboth the subscription and workspace levels.

When a machine is in a subscription with one of these plan enabled, you'll be billed for the full protections.

However, if that machine is reporting to a workspace without the plan enabled, you won't actually receive those

benefits.

We've added two recommendations that highlight workspaces without these plans enabled, that nevertheless

have machines reporting to them from subscriptions that do have the plan enabled.

The two recommendations, which both offer automated remediation (the 'Fix' action), are:

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1ce68079-b783-4404-b341-d2851d6f0fa2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-servers-introduction?wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_portal_recoremediation


Microsoft Defender for SQL on
machines should be enabled on
workspaces

Microsoft Defender for servers brings
threat detection and advanced
defenses for your Windows and Linux
machines.
With this Defender plan enabled on
your subscriptions but not on your
workspaces, you're paying for the full
capability of Microsoft Defender for
servers but missing out on some of
the benefits.
When you enable Microsoft Defender
for servers on a workspace, all
machines reporting to that workspace
will be billed for Microsoft Defender for
servers - even if they're in
subscriptions without Defender plans
enabled. Unless you also enable
Microsoft Defender for servers on the
subscription, those machines won't be
able to take advantage of just-in-time
VM access, adaptive application
controls, and network detections for
Azure resources.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for servers.
(No related policy)

Medium
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  Auto provision Log Analytics agent to Azure Arc-enabled machines (preview)Auto provision Log Analytics agent to Azure Arc-enabled machines (preview)

NOTENOTE

Defender for Cloud uses the Log Analytics agent to gather security-related data from machines. The agent reads

various security-related configurations and event logs and copies the data to your workspace for analysis.

Defender for Cloud's auto provisioning settings have a toggle for each type of supported extension, including

the Log Analytics agent.

In a further expansion of our hybrid cloud features, we've added an option to auto provision the Log Analytics

agent to machines connected to Azure Arc.

As with the other other auto provisioning options, this is configured at the subscription level.

When you enable this option, you'll be prompted for the workspace.

For this preview, you can't select the default workspaces that was created by Defender for Cloud. To ensure you receive

the full set of security features available for the Azure Arc-enabled servers, verify that you have the relevant security

solution installed on the selected workspace.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e9c320f1-03a0-4d2b-9a37-84b3bdc2e281
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-servers-introduction?wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_portal_recoremediation


  Deprecated the recommendation to classify sensitive data in SQL databasesDeprecated the recommendation to classify sensitive data in SQL databases

  Communication with suspicious domain alert expanded to included known Log4Shell-related domainsCommunication with suspicious domain alert expanded to included known Log4Shell-related domains
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Communication withCommunication with
suspicious domainsuspicious domain
identified by threatidentified by threat
intelligenceintelligence
(AzureDNS_ThreatIntelSusp
ectDomain)

Communication with
suspicious domain was
detected by analyzing DNS
transactions from your
resource and comparing
against known malicious
domains identified by threat
intelligence feeds.
Communication to
malicious domains is
frequently performed by
attackers and could imply
that your resource is
compromised.

Initial Access / Persistence /
Execution / Command And
Control / Exploitation

Medium

  'Copy alert JSON' button added to security alert details pane'Copy alert JSON' button added to security alert details pane

We've removed the recommendation Sensitive data in your SQL databases should be classifiedSensitive data in your SQL databases should be classified as part

of an overhaul of how Defender for Cloud identifies and protects sensitive date in your cloud resources.

Advance notice of this change appeared for the last six months in the Important upcoming changes to Microsoft

Defender for Cloud page.

The following alert was previously only available to organizations who'd enabled the Microsoft Defender for

DNS plan.

With this update, the alert will also show for subscriptions with the Microsoft Defender for servers or Defender

for App Service plan enabled.

In addition, Microsoft Threat Intelligence has expanded the list of known malicious domains to include domains

associated with exploiting the widely publicised vulnerabilities associated with Log4j.

To help our users quickly share an alert's details with others (for example, SOC analysts, resource owners, and

developers) we've added the capability to easily extract all the details of a specific alert with one button from the

security alert's details pane.

The new Copy aler t JSONCopy aler t JSON button puts the alert’s details, in JSON format, into the user's clipboard.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/auto-provisioning-agent-toggle.jpg#lightbox
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684


  Renamed two recommendationsRenamed two recommendations

  Deprecate Kubernetes cluster containers should only listen on allowed ports policyDeprecate Kubernetes cluster containers should only listen on allowed ports policy

P O L IC Y  N A M EP O L IC Y  N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N EF F EC T ( S)EF F EC T ( S) VERSIO NVERSIO N

Kubernetes cluster
containers should only
listen on allowed ports

Restrict containers to listen
only on allowed ports to
secure access to the
Kubernetes cluster. This
policy is generally available
for Kubernetes Service
(AKS), and preview for AKS
Engine and Azure Arc
enabled Kubernetes. For
more information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 6.1.2

  Added 'Active Alert' workbookAdded 'Active Alert' workbook

For consistency with other recommendation names, we've renamed the following two recommendations:

Recommendation to resolve vulnerabilities discovered in running container images

Previous name: Vulnerabilities in running container images should be remediated (powered by

Qualys)

New name: Running container images should have vulnerability findings resolved

Recommendation to enable diagnostic logs for Azure App Service

Previous name: Diagnostic logs should be enabled in App Service

New name: Diagnostic logs in App Service should be enabled

We have deprecated the Kubernetes cluster containers should only listen on allowed por tsKubernetes cluster containers should only listen on allowed por ts

recommendation.

The Ser vices should listen on allowed por ts onlySer vices should listen on allowed por ts only  recommendation should be used to limit ports that an

application exposes to the internet.

To assist our users in their understanding of the active threats to their environments, and prioritize between

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/copy-alert-json.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F440b515e-a580-421e-abeb-b159a61ddcbc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerAllowedPorts.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/add45209-73f6-4fa5-a5a5-74a451b07fbe


  'System update' recommendation added to government cloud'System update' recommendation added to government cloud

 December 2021

  Microsoft Defender for Containers plan released for general availability (GA)Microsoft Defender for Containers plan released for general availability (GA)

active alerts during the remediation process, we have added the Active Alerts workbook.

The active alerts workbook allows users to view a unified dashboard of their aggregated alerts by severity, type,

tag, MITRE ATT&CK tactics, and location. Learn more in Use the 'Active Alerts' workbook.

The 'System updates should be installed on your machines' recommendation is now available on all

government clouds.

It's likely that this change will impact your government cloud subscription's secure score. We expect the change

to lead to a decreased score, but it's possible the recommendation's inclusion might result in an increased score

in some cases.

Updates in December include:

Microsoft Defender for Containers plan released for general availability (GA)

New alerts for Microsoft Defender for Storage released for general availability (GA)

Improvements to alerts for Microsoft Defender for Storage

'PortSweeping' alert removed from network layer alerts

Over two years ago, we introduced Defender for Kubernetes and Defender for container registries as part of the

Azure Defender offering within Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

With the release of Microsoft Defender for Containers, we've merged these two existing Defender plans.

The new plan:

Combines the features of the two existing plansCombines the features of the two existing plans  - threat detection for Kubernetes clusters and

vulnerability assessment for images stored in container registries

Br ings new and improved featuresBrings new and improved features  - including multi-cloud support, host level threat detection with over

sixtysixty  new Kubernetes-aware analytics, and vulnerability assessment for running images

Introduces Kubernetes-native at-scale onboardingIntroduces Kubernetes-native at-scale onboarding - by default, when you enable the plan all relevant

components are configured to be deployed automatically

With this release, the availability and presentation of Defender for Kubernetes and Defender for container

registries has changed as follows:

New subscriptions - The two previous container plans are no longer available

Existing subscriptions - Wherever they appear in the Azure portal, the plans are shown as DeprecatedDeprecated with

instructions for how to upgrade to the newer plan



  New alerts for Microsoft Defender for Storage released for general availability (GA)New alerts for Microsoft Defender for Storage released for general availability (GA)
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The new plan is free for the month of December 2021. For the potential changes to the billing from the old plans

to Defender for Containers, and for more details on the benefits introduced with this plan, see Introducing

Microsoft Defender for Containers.

For more information, see:

Overview of Microsoft Defender for Containers

Enable Microsoft Defender for Containers

Introducing Microsoft Defender for Containers - Microsoft Tech Community

Microsoft Defender for Containers | Defender for Cloud in the Field #3 - YouTube

Threat actors use tools and scripts to scan for publicly open containers in the hope of finding misconfigured

open storage containers with sensitive data.

Microsoft Defender for Storage detects these scanners so that you can block them and remediate your posture.

The preview alert that detected this was called “Anonymous scan of public storage containers”“Anonymous scan of public storage containers” . To provide

greater clarity about the suspicious events discovered, we've divided this into twotwo new alerts. These alerts are

relevant to Azure Blob Storage only.

We have improved the detection logic, updated the alert metadata, and changed the alert name and alert type.

These are the new alerts:

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-defender-for-cloud/introducing-microsoft-defender-for-containers/ba-p/2952317
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-defender-for-cloud/introducing-microsoft-defender-for-containers/ba-p/2952317
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeH0a3enLJ0&t=201s


Publicly accessiblePublicly accessible
storage containersstorage containers
successfully discoveredsuccessfully discovered
(Storage.Blob_OpenContain
ersScanning.SuccessfulDisco
very)

A successful discovery of
publicly open storage
container(s) in your storage
account was performed in
the last hour by a scanning
script or tool.

This usually indicates a
reconnaissance attack,
where the threat actor tries
to list blobs by guessing
container names, in the
hope of finding
misconfigured open storage
containers with sensitive
data in them.

The threat actor may use
their own script or use
known scanning tools like
Microburst to scan for
publicly open containers.

✔ Azure Blob Storage
✖ Azure Files
✖ Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2

Collection Medium

Publicly accessiblePublicly accessible
storage containersstorage containers
unsuccessfully scannedunsuccessfully scanned
(Storage.Blob_OpenContain
ersScanning.FailedAttempt)

A series of failed attempts
to scan for publicly open
storage containers were
performed in the last hour. 

This usually indicates a
reconnaissance attack,
where the threat actor tries
to list blobs by guessing
container names, in the
hope of finding
misconfigured open storage
containers with sensitive
data in them.

The threat actor may use
their own script or use
known scanning tools like
Microburst to scan for
publicly open containers.

✔ Azure Blob Storage
✖ Azure Files
✖ Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2

Collection Low
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For more information, see:

Threat matrix for storage services

Introduction to Microsoft Defender for Storage

List of alerts provided by Microsoft Defender for Storage

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/04/08/threat-matrix-for-storage/


  Improvements to alerts for Microsoft Defender for StorageImprovements to alerts for Microsoft Defender for Storage

  Detecting access from a Tor exit nodeDetecting access from a Tor exit node

  Unusual unauthenticated accessUnusual unauthenticated access

  'PortSweeping' alert removed from network layer alerts'PortSweeping' alert removed from network layer alerts

The initial access alerts now have improved accuracy and more data to support investigation.

Threat actors use various techniques in the initial access to gain a foothold within a network. Two of the

Microsoft Defender for Storage alerts that detect behavioral anomalies in this stage now have improved

detection logic and additional data to support investigations.

If you've configured automations or defined alert suppression rules for these alerts in the past, update them in

accordance with these changes.

Access from a Tor exit node might indicate a threat actor trying to hide their identity.

The alert is now tuned to generate only for authenticated access, which results in higher accuracy and

confidence that the activity is malicious. This enhancement reduces the benign positive rate.

An outlying pattern will have high severity, while less anomalous patterns will have medium severity.

The alert name and description have been updated. The AlertType remains unchanged.

Alert name (old): Access from a Tor exit node to a storage account

Alert name (new): Authenticated access from a Tor exit node

Alert types: Storage.Blob_TorAnomaly / Storage.Files_TorAnomaly

Description: One or more storage container(s) / file share(s) in your storage account were successfully

accessed from an IP address known to be an active exit node of Tor (an anonymizing proxy). Threat actors use

Tor to make it difficult to trace the activity back to them. Authenticated access from a Tor exit node is a likely

indication that a threat actor is trying to hide their identity. Applies to: Azure Blob Storage, Azure Files, Azure

Data Lake Storage Gen2

MITRE tactic: Initial access

Severity: High/Medium

A change in access patterns may indicate that a threat actor was able to exploit public read access to storage

containers, either by exploiting a mistake in access configurations, or by changing the access permissions.

This medium severity alert is now tuned with improved behavioral logic, higher accuracy, and confidence that

the activity is malicious. This enhancement reduces the benign positive rate.

The alert name and description have been updated. The AlertType remains unchanged.

Alert name (old): Anonymous access to a storage account

Alert name (new): Unusual unauthenticated access to a storage container

Alert types: Storage.Blob_AnonymousAccessAnomaly

Description: This storage account was accessed without authentication, which is a change in the common

access pattern. Read access to this container is usually authenticated. This might indicate that a threat actor

was able to exploit public read access to storage container(s) in this storage account(s). Applies to: Azure Blob

Storage

MITRE tactic: Collection

Severity: Medium

For more information, see:

Threat matrix for storage services

Introduction to Microsoft Defender for Storage

List of alerts provided by Microsoft Defender for Storage

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/04/08/threat-matrix-for-storage/


A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Possible outgoing por tPossible outgoing por t
scanning activityscanning activity
detecteddetected
(PortSweeping)

Network traffic analysis
detected suspicious
outgoing traffic from %
{Compromised Host}. This
traffic may be a result of a
port scanning activity.
When the compromised
resource is a load balancer
or an application gateway,
the suspected outgoing
traffic has been originated
from to one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway). If
this behavior is intentional,
please note that performing
port scanning is against
Azure Terms of service. If
this behavior is
unintentional, it may mean
your resource has been
compromised.

Discovery Medium

 November 2021

  Azure Security Center and Azure Defender become Microsoft Defender for CloudAzure Security Center and Azure Defender become Microsoft Defender for Cloud

The following alert was removed from our network layer alerts due to inefficiencies:

Our Ignite release includes:

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender become Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Native CSPM for AWS and threat protection for Amazon EKS, and AWS EC2

Prioritize security actions by data sensitivity (powered by Azure Purview) (in preview)

Expanded security control assessments with Azure Security Benchmark v3

Microsoft Sentinel connector's optional bi-directional alert synchronization released for general availability

(GA)

New recommendation to push Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) logs to Sentinel

Recommendations mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK® framework - released for general availability (GA)

Other changes in November include:

Microsoft Threat and Vulnerability Management added as vulnerability assessment solution - released for

general availability (GA)

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Linux now supported by Microsoft Defender for servers - released for

general availability (GA)

Snapshot export for recommendations and security findings (in preview)

Auto provisioning of vulnerability assessment solutions released for general availability (GA)

Software inventory filters in asset inventory released for general availability (GA)

New AKS security policy added to default initiative – for use by private preview customers only

Inventory display of on-premises machines applies different template for resource name

According to the 2021 State of the Cloud report, 92% of organizations now have a multi-cloud strategy. At

https://info.flexera.com/CM-REPORT-State-of-the-Cloud#download


  Native CSPM for AWS and threat protection for Amazon EKS, and AWS EC2Native CSPM for AWS and threat protection for Amazon EKS, and AWS EC2

Microsoft, our goal is to centralize security across these environments and help security teams work more

effectively.

Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud (formerly known as Azure Security Center and Azure Defender) is a Cloud

Security Posture Management (CSPM) and cloud workload protection (CWP) solution that discovers weaknesses

across your cloud configuration, helps strengthen the overall security posture of your environment, and protects

workloads across multi-cloud and hybrid environments.

At Ignite 2019, we shared our vision to create the most complete approach for securing your digital estate and

integrating XDR technologies under the Microsoft Defender brand. Unifying Azure Security Center and Azure

Defender under the new name Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud, reflects the integrated capabilities of our

security offering and our ability to support any cloud platform.

A new environment settingsenvironment settings  page provides greater visibility and control over your management groups,

subscriptions, and AWS accounts. The page is designed to onboard AWS accounts at scale: connect your AWS

management accountmanagement account, and you'll automatically onboard existing and future accounts.

When you've added your AWS accounts, Defender for Cloud protects your AWS resources with any or all of the

following plans:

Defender for Cloud's CSPM featuresDefender for Cloud's CSPM features  extend to your AWS resources. This agentless plan assesses your

AWS resources according to AWS-specific security recommendations and these are included in your secure

score. The resources will also be assessed for compliance with built-in standards specific to AWS (AWS CIS,



  Prioritize security actions by data sensitivity (powered by Azure Purview) (in preview)Prioritize security actions by data sensitivity (powered by Azure Purview) (in preview)

  Expanded security control assessments with Azure Security Benchmark v3Expanded security control assessments with Azure Security Benchmark v3

  Microsoft Sentinel connector's optional bi-directional alert synchronization released for general availabilityMicrosoft Sentinel connector's optional bi-directional alert synchronization released for general availability
(GA)(GA)

AWS PCI DSS, and AWS Foundational Security Best Practices). Defender for Cloud's asset inventory page is a

multi-cloud enabled feature helping you manage your AWS resources alongside your Azure resources.

Microsoft Defender for KubernetesMicrosoft Defender for Kubernetes  extends its container threat detection and advanced defenses to your

Amazon EKS L inux clustersAmazon EKS L inux clusters .

Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers  brings threat detection and advanced defenses to your Windows and

Linux EC2 instances. This plan includes the integrated license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, security

baselines and OS level assessments, vulnerability assessment scanning, adaptive application controls (AAC),

file integrity monitoring (FIM), and more.

Learn more about connecting your AWS accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Data resources remain a popular target for threat actors. So it's crucial for security teams to identify, prioritize,

and secure sensitive data resources across their cloud environments.

To address this challenge, Microsoft Defender for Cloud now integrates sensitivity information from Azure

Purview. Azure Purview is a unified data governance service that provides rich insights into the sensitivity of

your data within multi-cloud, and on-premises workloads.

The integration with Azure Purview extends your security visibility in Defender for Cloud from the infrastructure

level down to the data, enabling an entirely new way to prioritize resources and security activities for your

security teams.

Learn more in Prioritize security actions by data sensitivity.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's security recommendations are enabled and supported by the Azure Security

Benchmark.

Azure Security Benchmark is the Microsoft-authored, Azure-specific set of guidelines for security and

compliance best practices based on common compliance frameworks. This widely respected benchmark builds

on the controls from the Center for Internet Security (CIS) and the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) with a focus on cloud-centric security.

From Ignite 2021, Azure Security Benchmark v3v3  is available in Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance

dashboard and enabled as the new default initiative for all Azure subscriptions protected with Microsoft

Defender for Cloud.

Enhancements for v3 include:

Additional mappings to industry frameworks PCI-DSS v3.2.1 and CIS Controls v8.

More granular and actionable guidance for controls with the introduction of:

Security Pr inciplesSecurity Pr inciples  - Providing insight into the overall security objectives that build the foundation

for our recommendations.

Azure GuidanceAzure Guidance - The technical “how-to” for meeting these objectives.

New controls include DevOps security for issues such as threat modeling and software supply chain

security, as well as key and certificate management for best practices in Azure.

Learn more in Introduction to Azure Security Benchmark.

In July, we announced a preview feature, bi-directional aler t synchronizationbi-directional aler t synchronization, for the built-in connector in

Microsoft Sentinel (Microsoft's cloud-native SIEM and SOAR solution). This feature is now released for general

availability (GA).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/purview/overview
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/security/benchmarks/introduction.html
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://www.nist.gov/
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_DSS_v3-2-1.pdf
https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/v8/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index


  New recommendation to push Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) logs to SentinelNew recommendation to push Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) logs to Sentinel

  Recommendations mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK® framework - released for general availability (GA)Recommendations mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK® framework - released for general availability (GA)

When you connect Microsoft Defender for Cloud to Microsoft Sentinel, the status of security alerts is

synchronized between the two services. So, for example, when an alert is closed in Defender for Cloud, that alert

will display as closed in Microsoft Sentinel as well. Changing the status of an alert in Defender for Cloud won't

affect the status of any Microsoft Sentinel incidentsincidents  that contain the synchronized Microsoft Sentinel alert, only

that of the synchronized alert itself.

When you enable bi-directional aler t synchronizationbi-directional aler t synchronization you'll automatically sync the status of the original

Defender for Cloud alerts with Microsoft Sentinel incidents that contain the copies of those Defender for Cloud

alerts. So, for example, when a Microsoft Sentinel incident containing a Defender for Cloud alert is closed,

Defender for Cloud will automatically close the corresponding original alert.

Learn more in Connect Azure Defender alerts from Azure Security Center and Stream alerts to Azure Sentinel.

In a further enhancement to the combined value of Defender for Cloud and Microsoft Sentinel, we'll now

highlight Azure Kubernetes Service instances that aren't sending log data to Microsoft Sentinel.

SecOps teams can choose the relevant Microsoft Sentinel workspace directly from the recommendation details

page and immediately enable the streaming of raw logs. This seamless connection between the two products

makes it easy for security teams to ensure complete logging coverage across their workloads to stay on top of

their entire environment.

The new recommendation, "Diagnostic logs in Kubernetes services should be enabled" includes the 'Fix' option

for faster remediation.

We've also enhanced the "Auditing on SQL server should be enabled" recommendation with the same Sentinel

streaming capabilities.

We've enhanced Defender for Cloud's security recommendations to show their position on the MITRE

ATT&CK® framework. This globally accessible knowledge base of threat actors' tactics and techniques based

on real-world observations, provides more context to help you understand the associated risks of the

recommendations for your environment.

You'll find these tactics wherever you access recommendation information:

Azure Resource Graph quer y resultsAzure Resource Graph quer y results  for relevant recommendations include the MITRE ATT&CK®

tactics and techniques.

Recommendation details pagesRecommendation details pages  show the mapping for all relevant recommendations:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-azure-security-center.html


  Microsoft Threat and Vulnerability Management added as vulnerability assessment solution - released forMicrosoft Threat and Vulnerability Management added as vulnerability assessment solution - released for
general availability (GA)general availability (GA)

  Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Linux now supported by Microsoft Defender for servers - released forMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint for Linux now supported by Microsoft Defender for servers - released for
general availability (GA)general availability (GA)

The recommendations page in Defender for CloudThe recommendations page in Defender for Cloud has a new  filter to select

recommendations according to their associated tactic:

Learn more in Review your security recommendations.

In October, we announced an extension to the integration between Microsoft Defender for servers and Microsoft

Defender for Endpoint, to support a new vulnerability assessment provider for your machines: Microsoft threat

and vulnerability management. This feature is now released for general availability (GA).

Use threat and vulnerability managementthreat and vulnerability management to discover vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in near real

time with the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint enabled, and without the need for additional

agents or periodic scans. Threat and vulnerability management prioritizes vulnerabilities based on the threat

landscape and detections in your organization.

Use the security recommendation "A vulnerability assessment solution should be enabled on your virtual

machines" to surface the vulnerabilities detected by threat and vulnerability management for your supported

machines.

To automatically surface the vulnerabilities, on existing and new machines, without the need to manually

remediate the recommendation, see Vulnerability assessment solutions can now be auto enabled (in preview).

Learn more in Investigate weaknesses with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint's threat and vulnerability

management.

In August, we announced preview support for deploying the Defender for Endpoint for Linux sensor to

supported Linux machines. This feature is now released for general availability (GA).

Microsoft Defender for servers includes an integrated license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. Together, they

provide comprehensive endpoint detection and response (EDR) capabilities.

When Defender for Endpoint detects a threat, it triggers an alert. The alert is shown in Defender for Cloud. From

Defender for Cloud, you can also pivot to the Defender for Endpoint console, and perform a detailed

investigation to uncover the scope of the attack.

Learn more in Protect your endpoints with Security Center's integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/next-gen-threat-and-vuln-mgt
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/ffff0522-1e88-47fc-8382-2a80ba848f5d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/tvm-supported-os?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/microsoft-defender-endpoint-linux
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/security/endpoint-defender


  Snapshot export for recommendations and security findings (in preview)Snapshot export for recommendations and security findings (in preview)

  Auto provisioning of vulnerability assessment solutions released for general availability (GA)Auto provisioning of vulnerability assessment solutions released for general availability (GA)

  Software inventory filters in asset inventory released for general availability (GA)Software inventory filters in asset inventory released for general availability (GA)

  New AKS security policy added to default initiative – for use by private preview customers onlyNew AKS security policy added to default initiative – for use by private preview customers only

  Inventory display of on-premises machines applies different template for resource nameInventory display of on-premises machines applies different template for resource name

Endpoint.

Defender for Cloud generates detailed security alerts and recommendations. You can view them in the portal or

through programmatic tools. You might also need to export some or all of this information for tracking with

other monitoring tools in your environment.

Defender for Cloud's continuous expor tcontinuous expor t feature lets you fully customize what will be exported, and where it

will go. Learn more in Continuously export Microsoft Defender for Cloud data.

Even though the feature is called continuous, there's also an option to export weekly snapshots. Until now, these

weekly snapshots were limited to secure score and regulatory compliance data. We've added the capability to

export recommendations and security findings.

In October, we announced the addition of vulnerability assessment solutions to Defender for Cloud's auto

provisioning page. This is relevant to Azure virtual machines and Azure Arc machines on subscriptions protected

by Azure Defender for servers. This feature is now released for general availability (GA).

If the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is enabled, Defender for Cloud presents a choice of

vulnerability assessment solutions:

(NEWNEW) The Microsoft threat and vulnerability management module of Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (see

the release note)

The integrated Qualys agent

Your chosen solution will be automatically enabled on supported machines.

Learn more in Automatically configure vulnerability assessment for your machines.

In October, we announced new filters for the asset inventory page to select machines running specific software -

and even specify the versions of interest. This feature is now released for general availability (GA).

You can query the software inventory data in Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

To use these features, you'll need to enable the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

For full details, including sample Kusto queries for Azure Resource Graph, see Access a software inventory.

To ensure that Kubernetes workloads are secure by default, Defender for Cloud includes Kubernetes level

policies and hardening recommendations, including enforcement options with Kubernetes admission control.

As part of this project, we've added a policy and recommendation (disabled by default) for gating deployment

on Kubernetes clusters. The policy is in the default initiative but is only relevant for organizations who register

for the related private preview.

You can safely ignore the policies and recommendation ("Kubernetes clusters should gate deployment of

vulnerable images") and there will be no impact on your environment.

If you'd like to participate in the private preview, you'll need to be a member of the private preview ring. If you're

not already a member, submit a request here. Members will be notified when the preview begins.

To improve the presentation of resources in the Asset inventory, we've removed the "source-computer-IP"

element from the template for naming on-premises machines.

Previous format:Previous format: machine-name_source-computer-id_VMUUID

https://aka.ms/atscale


 October 2021

  Microsoft Threat and Vulnerability Management added as vulnerability assessment solution (in preview)Microsoft Threat and Vulnerability Management added as vulnerability assessment solution (in preview)

  Vulnerability assessment solutions can now be auto enabled (in preview)Vulnerability assessment solutions can now be auto enabled (in preview)

From this update:From this update: machine-name_VMUUID

Updates in October include:

Microsoft Threat and Vulnerability Management added as vulnerability assessment solution (in preview)

Vulnerability assessment solutions can now be auto enabled (in preview)

Software inventory filters added to asset inventory (in preview)

Changed prefix of some alert types from "ARM_" to "VM_"

Changes to the logic of a security recommendation for Kubernetes clusters

Recommendations details pages now show related recommendations

New alerts for Azure Defender for Kubernetes (in preview)

We've extended the integration between Azure Defender for servers and Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, to

support a new vulnerability assessment provider for your machines: Microsoft threat and vulnerability

management.

Use threat and vulnerability managementthreat and vulnerability management to discover vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in near real

time with the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint enabled, and without the need for additional

agents or periodic scans. Threat and vulnerability management prioritizes vulnerabilities based on the threat

landscape and detections in your organization.

Use the security recommendation "A vulnerability assessment solution should be enabled on your virtual

machines" to surface the vulnerabilities detected by threat and vulnerability management for your supported

machines.

To automatically surface the vulnerabilities, on existing and new machines, without the need to manually

remediate the recommendation, see Vulnerability assessment solutions can now be auto enabled (in preview).

Learn more in Investigate weaknesses with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint's threat and vulnerability

management.

Security Center's auto provisioning page now includes the option to automatically enable a vulnerability

assessment solution to Azure virtual machines and Azure Arc machines on subscriptions protected by Azure

Defender for servers.

If the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is enabled, Defender for Cloud presents a choice of

vulnerability assessment solutions:

(NEWNEW) The Microsoft threat and vulnerability management module of Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (see

the release note)

The integrated Qualys agent

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/next-gen-threat-and-vuln-mgt
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/ffff0522-1e88-47fc-8382-2a80ba848f5d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/tvm-supported-os?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true


  Software inventory filters added to asset inventory (in preview)Software inventory filters added to asset inventory (in preview)

  Changed prefix of some alert types from "ARM_" to "VM_"Changed prefix of some alert types from "ARM_" to "VM_"

Your chosen solution will be automatically enabled on supported machines.

Learn more in Automatically configure vulnerability assessment for your machines.

The asset inventory page now includes a filter to select machines running specific software - and even specify

the versions of interest.

Additionally, you can query the software inventory data in Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

To use these new features, you'll need to enable the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

For full details, including sample Kusto queries for Azure Resource Graph, see Access a software inventory.

In July 2021, we announced a logical reorganization of Azure Defender for Resource Manager alerts

As part of a logical reorganization of some of the Azure Defender plans, we moved twenty-one alerts from

Azure Defender for Resource Manager to Azure Defender for servers.

With this update, we've changed the prefixes of these alerts to match this reassignment and replaced "ARM_"

with "VM_" as shown in the following table:



O RIGIN A L  N A M EO RIGIN A L  N A M E F RO M  T H IS C H A N GEF RO M  T H IS C H A N GE

ARM_AmBroadFilesExclusion VM_AmBroadFilesExclusion

ARM_AmDisablementAndCodeExecution VM_AmDisablementAndCodeExecution

ARM_AmDisablement VM_AmDisablement

ARM_AmFileExclusionAndCodeExecution VM_AmFileExclusionAndCodeExecution

ARM_AmTempFileExclusionAndCodeExecution VM_AmTempFileExclusionAndCodeExecution

ARM_AmTempFileExclusion VM_AmTempFileExclusion

ARM_AmRealtimeProtectionDisabled VM_AmRealtimeProtectionDisabled

ARM_AmTempRealtimeProtectionDisablement VM_AmTempRealtimeProtectionDisablement

ARM_AmRealtimeProtectionDisablementAndCodeExec VM_AmRealtimeProtectionDisablementAndCodeExec

ARM_AmMalwareCampaignRelatedExclusion VM_AmMalwareCampaignRelatedExclusion

ARM_AmTemporarilyDisablement VM_AmTemporarilyDisablement

ARM_UnusualAmFileExclusion VM_UnusualAmFileExclusion

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousCmd VM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousCmd

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousEntryPoint VM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousEntryPoint

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousPayload VM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousPayload

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousFailure VM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousFailure

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionUnusualDeletion VM_CustomScriptExtensionUnusualDeletion

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionUnusualExecution VM_CustomScriptExtensionUnusualExecution

ARM_VMAccessUnusualConfigReset VM_VMAccessUnusualConfigReset

ARM_VMAccessUnusualPasswordReset VM_VMAccessUnusualPasswordReset

ARM_VMAccessUnusualSSHReset VM_VMAccessUnusualSSHReset

  Changes to the logic of a security recommendation for Kubernetes clustersChanges to the logic of a security recommendation for Kubernetes clusters

Learn more about the Azure Defender for Resource Manager and Azure Defender for servers plans.

The recommendation "Kubernetes clusters should not use the default namespace" prevents usage of the default

namespace for a range of resource types. Two of the resource types that were included in this recommendation

have been removed: ConfigMap and Secret.

Learn more about this recommendation and hardening your Kubernetes clusters in Understand Azure Policy for

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes


  Recommendations details pages now show related recommendationsRecommendations details pages now show related recommendations

TIPTIP

Kubernetes clusters.

To clarify the relationships between different recommendations, we've added a Related recommendationsRelated recommendations

area to the details pages of many recommendations.

The three relationship types that are shown on these pages are:

PrerequisitePrerequisite - A recommendation that must be completed before the selected recommendation

AlternativeAlternative - A different recommendation which provides another way of achieving the goals of the

selected recommendation

DependentDependent - A recommendation for which the selected recommendation is a prerequisite

For each related recommendation, the number of unhealthy resources is shown in the "Affected resources"

column.

If a related recommendation is grayed out, its dependency isn't yet completed and so isn't available.

An example of related recommendations:

1. Security Center checks your machines for supported vulnerability assessment solutions:

A vulnerability assessment solution should be enabled on your vir tual machinesA vulnerability assessment solution should be enabled on your vir tual machines

2. If one is found, you'll get notified about discovered vulnerabilities:

Vulnerabilities in your vir tual machines should be remediatedVulnerabilities in your vir tual machines should be remediated

Obviously, Security Center can't notify you about discovered vulnerabilities unless it finds a supported

vulnerability assessment solution.

Therefore:

Recommendation #1 is a prerequisite for recommendation #2

Recommendation #2 depends upon recommendation #1



  New alerts for Azure Defender for Kubernetes (in preview)New alerts for Azure Defender for Kubernetes (in preview)

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M IT RE TA C T ICM IT RE TA C T IC SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Anomalous podAnomalous pod
deployment (Preview)deployment (Preview)
(K8S_AnomalousPodDeploy
ment)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected pod
deployment that is
anomalous based on
previous pod deployment
activity. This activity is
considered an anomaly
when taking into account
how the different features
seen in the deployment
operation are in relations to
one another. The features
monitored by this analytics
include the container image
registry used, the account
performing the deployment,
day of the week, how often
does this account performs
pod deployments, user
agent used in the
operation, is this a
namespace which is pod
deployment occur to often,
or other feature. Top
contributing reasons for
raising this alert as
anomalous activity are
detailed under the alert
extended properties.

Execution Medium

To expand the threat protections provided by Azure Defender for Kubernetes, we've added two preview alerts.

These alerts are generated based on a new machine learning model and Kubernetes advanced analytics,

measuring multiple deployment and role assignment attributes against previous activities in the cluster and

across all clusters monitored by Azure Defender.



Excessive roleExcessive role
permissions assigned inpermissions assigned in
Kubernetes clusterKubernetes cluster
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S_ServiceAcountPermissi
onAnomaly)

Analysis of the Kubernetes
audit logs detected an
excessive permissions role
assignment to your cluster.
From examining role
assignments, the listed
permissions are uncommon
to the specific service
account. This detection
considers previous role
assignments to the same
service account across
clusters monitored by
Azure, volume per
permission, and the impact
of the specific permission.
The anomaly detection
model used for this alert
takes into account how this
permission is used across all
clusters monitored by Azure
Defender.

Privilege Escalation Low

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M IT RE TA C T ICM IT RE TA C T IC SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

 September 2021

  Two new recommendations to audit OS configurations for Azure security baseline compliance (in preview)Two new recommendations to audit OS configurations for Azure security baseline compliance (in preview)

For a full list of the Kubernetes alerts, see Alerts for Kubernetes clusters.

In September, the following update was released:

The following two recommendations have been released to assess your machines' compliance with the

Windows security baseline and the Linux security baseline:

For Windows machines, Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your Windows machines should be

remediated (powered by Guest Configuration)

For Linux machines, Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your Linux machines should be remediated

(powered by Guest Configuration)

These recommendations make use of the guest configuration feature of Azure Policy to compare the OS

configuration of a machine with the baseline defined in the Azure Security Benchmark.

Learn more about using these recommendations in Harden a machine's OS configuration using guest

configuration.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-linux
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1f655fb7-63ca-4980-91a3-56dbc2b715c6
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8c3d9ad0-3639-4686-9cd2-2b2ab2609bda
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/overview
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Deprecating a preview alert:
ARM.MCAS_ActivityFromAnonymousIPAddresses

January 2022

Legacy implementation of ISO 27001 is being replaced with
new ISO 27001:2013

January 2022

Multiple changes to identity recommendations February 2022

Deprecating the recommendation to use service principals to
protect your subscriptions

February 2022

Moving recommendation Vulnerabilities in container security
configurations should be remediated from the secure score
to best practices

February 2022

Deprecating the recommendations to install the network
traffic data collection agent

February 2022

Changes to recommendations for managing endpoint
protection solutions

March 2022

AWS recommendations to GA March 2022

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The information on this page relates to pre-release products or features, which may be substantially modified before they

are commercially released, if ever. Microsoft makes no commitments or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the

information provided here.

On this page, you'll learn about changes that are planned for Defender for Cloud. It describes planned

modifications to the product that might impact things like your secure score or workflows.

If you're looking for the latest release notes, you'll find them in the What's new in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/upcoming-changes.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Relocation of custom recommendations March 2022

Deprecating Microsoft Defender for IoT device
recommendations

March 2022

Deprecating Microsoft Defender for IoT device alerts March 2022

P L A N N ED C H A N GEP L A N N ED C H A N GE EST IM AT ED DAT E F O R C H A N GEEST IM AT ED DAT E F O R C H A N GE

  Deprecating a preview alert: ARM.MCAS_ActivityFromAnonymousIPAddressesDeprecating a preview alert: ARM.MCAS_ActivityFromAnonymousIPAddresses

A L ERT  N A M EA L ERT  N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

PREVIEW - Activity from a risky IP addressPREVIEW - Activity from a risky IP address
(ARM.MCAS_ActivityFromAnonymousIPAddresses)

Users activity from an IP address that has been identified as
an anonymous proxy IP address has been detected.
These proxies are used by people who want to hide their
device's IP address, and can be used for malicious intent. This
detection uses a machine learning algorithm that reduces
false positives, such as mis-tagged IP addresses that are
widely used by users in the organization.
Requires an active Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps
license.

  Legacy implementation of ISO 27001 is being replaced with new ISO 27001:2013Legacy implementation of ISO 27001 is being replaced with new ISO 27001:2013

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: January 2022

We'll be deprecating the following preview alert:

We've created new alerts that provide this information and add to it. In addition, the newer alerts

(ARM_OperationFromSuspiciousIP, ARM_OperationFromSuspiciousProxyIP) don't require a license for Microsoft

Defender for Cloud Apps (formerly known as Microsoft Cloud App Security).

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: January 2022

The legacy implementation of ISO 27001 will be removed from Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance

dashboard. If you're tracking your ISO 27001 compliance with Defender for Cloud, onboard the new ISO

27001:2013 standard for all relevant management groups or subscriptions, and the current legacy ISO 27001

will soon be removed from the dashboard.



  Multiple changes to identity recommendationsMultiple changes to identity recommendations
Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: February 2022

Defender for Cloud includes multiple recommendations for improving the management of users and accounts.

In December, we'll be making the changes outlined below.

TIPTIP

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N A SSESSM EN T  KEYA SSESSM EN T  KEY

MFA should be enabled on accounts with owner
permissions on your subscription

94290b00-4d0c-d7b4-7cea-064a9554e681

MFA should be enabled on accounts with read
permissions on your subscription

151e82c5-5341-a74b-1eb0-bc38d2c84bb5

MFA should be enabled on accounts with write
permissions on your subscription

57e98606-6b1e-6193-0e3d-fe621387c16b

Improved freshness inter valImproved freshness inter val  - Currently, the identity recommendations have a freshness interval of

24 hours. This update will reduce that interval to 12 hours.

Account exemption capabilityAccount exemption capability  - Defender for Cloud has many features for customizing the experience

and making sure your secure score reflects your organization's security priorities. The exempt option on

security recommendations is one such feature. For a full overview and instructions, see Exempting

resources and recommendations from your secure score. With this update, you'll be able to exempt

specific accounts from evaluation by the eight recommendations listed in the following table.

Typically, you'd exempt emergency “break glass” accounts from MFA recommendations, because such

accounts are often deliberately excluded from an organization's MFA requirements. Alternatively, you

might have external accounts that you'd like to permit access to but which don't have MFA enabled.

When you exempt an account, it won't be shown as unhealthy and also won't cause a subscription to appear

unhealthy.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/upcoming-changes/removing-iso-27001-legacy-implementation.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/94290b00-4d0c-d7b4-7cea-064a9554e681
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/151e82c5-5341-a74b-1eb0-bc38d2c84bb5
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/57e98606-6b1e-6193-0e3d-fe621387c16b


External accounts with owner permissions should be
removed from your subscription

c3b6ae71-f1f0-31b4-e6c1-d5951285d03d

External accounts with read permissions should be
removed from your subscription

a8c6a4ad-d51e-88fe-2979-d3ee3c864f8b

External accounts with write permissions should be
removed from your subscription

04e7147b-0deb-9796-2e5c-0336343ceb3d

Deprecated accounts with owner permissions should be
removed from your subscription

e52064aa-6853-e252-a11e-dffc675689c2

Deprecated accounts should be removed from your
subscription

00c6d40b-e990-6acf-d4f3-471e747a27c4

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N A SSESSM EN T  KEYA SSESSM EN T  KEY

P RO P ERT YP RO P ERT Y C URREN T  VA L UEC URREN T  VA L UE F RO M  T H E UP DAT EF RO M  T H E UP DAT E

Assessment key e52064aa-6853-e252-a11e-
dffc675689c2

Unchanged

Name Deprecated accounts with owner
permissions should be removed
from your subscription

Subscriptions should be purged of
accounts that are blocked in Active
Directory and have owner
permissions

Description User accounts that have been
blocked from signing in, should be
removed from your subscriptions.
These accounts can be targets for
attackers looking to find ways to
access your data without being
noticed.

User accounts that have been
blocked from signing into Active
Directory, should be removed from
your subscriptions. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking
to find ways to access your data
without being noticed.
Learn more about securing the
identity perimeter in Azure Identity
Management and access control
security best practices.

Related policy Deprecated accounts with owner
permissions should be removed
from your subscription

Subscriptions should be purged of
accounts that are blocked in Active
Directory and have owner
permissions

P RO P ERT YP RO P ERT Y C URREN T  VA L UEC URREN T  VA L UE F RO M  T H E UP DAT EF RO M  T H E UP DAT E

Assessment key 00c6d40b-e990-6acf-d4f3-
471e747a27c4

Unchanged

Recommendations renameRecommendations rename - From this update, we're renaming two recommendations. We're also

revising their descriptions. The assessment keys will remain unchanged.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/c3b6ae71-f1f0-31b4-e6c1-d5951285d03d
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/a8c6a4ad-d51e-88fe-2979-d3ee3c864f8b
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/04e7147b-0deb-9796-2e5c-0336343ceb3d
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e52064aa-6853-e252-a11e-dffc675689c2
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/00c6d40b-e990-6acf-d4f3-471e747a27c4
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e52064aa-6853-e252-a11e-dffc675689c2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/identity-management-best-practices
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252febb62a0c-3560-49e1-89ed-27e074e9f8ad


  Deprecating the recommendation to use service principals to protect your subscriptionsDeprecating the recommendation to use service principals to protect your subscriptions

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Service principals should be used to
protect your subscriptions instead of
Management Certificates

Management certificates allow anyone
who authenticates with them to
manage the subscription(s) they are
associated with. To manage
subscriptions more securely, using
service principals with Resource
Manager is recommended to limit the
blast radius in the case of a certificate
compromise. It also automates
resource management. 
(Related policy: Service principals
should be used to protect your
subscriptions instead of management
certificates)

Medium

  Deprecating the recommendations to install the network traffic data collection agentDeprecating the recommendations to install the network traffic data collection agent

Name Deprecated accounts should be
removed from your subscription

Subscriptions should be purged of
accounts that are blocked in Active
Directory and have read and write
permissions

Description User accounts that have been
blocked from signing in, should be
removed from your subscriptions.
These accounts can be targets for
attackers looking to find ways to
access your data without being
noticed.

User accounts that have been
blocked from signing into Active
Directory, should be removed from
your subscriptions. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking
to find ways to access your data
without being noticed.
Learn more about securing the
identity perimeter in Azure Identity
Management and access control
security best practices.

Related policy Deprecated accounts should be
removed from your subscription

Subscriptions should be purged of
accounts that are blocked in Active
Directory and have read and write
permissions

P RO P ERT YP RO P ERT Y C URREN T  VA L UEC URREN T  VA L UE F RO M  T H E UP DAT EF RO M  T H E UP DAT E

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: February 2022

As organizations are moving away from using management certificates to manage their subscriptions, and our

recent announcement that we're retiring the Cloud Services (classic) deployment model, we'll be deprecating the

following Defender for Cloud recommendation and its related policy:

Learn more:

Cloud Services (classic) deployment model is retiring on 31 August 2024

Overview of Azure Cloud Services (classic)

Workflow of Windows Azure classic VM Architecture - including RDFE workflow basics

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: February 2022

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/00c6d40b-e990-6acf-d4f3-471e747a27c4
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/identity-management-best-practices
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f6b1cbf55-e8b6-442f-ba4c-7246b6381474
https://azure.microsoft.com/updates/cloud-services-retirement-announcement/
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/2acd365d-e8b5-4094-bce4-244b7c51d67c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f6646a0bd-e110-40ca-bb97-84fcee63c414
https://azure.microsoft.com/updates/cloud-services-retirement-announcement/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-choose-me
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-workflow-process


REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Linux virtual
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Microsoft
Dependency agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure virtual
machines to enable advanced network
protection features such as traffic
visualization on the network map,
network hardening recommendations
and specific network threats.
(Related policy: Network traffic data
collection agent should be installed on
Linux virtual machines)

Medium

Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Windows virtual
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Microsoft
Dependency agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure virtual
machines to enable advanced network
protection features such as traffic
visualization on the network map,
network hardening recommendations,
and specific network threats.
(Related policy: Network traffic data
collection agent should be installed on
Windows virtual machines)

Medium

  Moving recommendation Vulnerabilities in container security configurations should be remediated from theMoving recommendation Vulnerabilities in container security configurations should be remediated from the
secure score to best practicessecure score to best practices

  Changes to recommendations for managing endpoint protection solutionsChanges to recommendations for managing endpoint protection solutions

Changes in our roadmap and priorities have removed the need for the network traffic data collection agent.

Consequently, we'll be deprecating the following two recommendations and their related policies.

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: February 2022

The recommendation for 'Vulnerabilities in container security configurations should be remediated' is being

moved from the secure score section to best practices section.

The current user experience only provides the score when all compliance checks have passed. Most customers

have difficulties with meeting all the required checks. We are working on an improved experience for this

recommendation, and once released the recommendation will be moved back to the secure score.

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: March 2022

In August 2021, we added two new previewpreview  recommendations to deploy and maintain the endpoint protection

solutions on your machines. For full details, see the release note.

When the recommendations are released to general availability, they will replace the following existing

recommendations:

Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines  will replace:

Install endpoint protection solution on virtual machines (key: 83f577bd-a1b6-b7e1-0891-

12ca19d1e6df)

Install endpoint protection solution on your machines (key: 383cf3bc-fdf9-4a02-120a-3e7e36c6bfee)

Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your machinesEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your machines  will replace the existing

recommendation that has the same name. The two recommendations have different assessment keys:

Assessment key for the previewpreview  recommendation: 37a3689a-818e-4a0e-82ac-b1392b9bb000

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8c3e93d3-0276-4d06-b20a-9a9f3012742c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f04c4380f-3fae-46e8-96c9-30193528f602
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/24d8af06-d441-40b4-a49c-311421aa9f58
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f2f2ee1de-44aa-4762-b6bd-0893fc3f306d
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/83f577bd-a1b6-b7e1-0891-12ca19d1e6df
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/383cf3bc-fdf9-4a02-120a-3e7e36c6bfee


  AWS recommendations to GAAWS recommendations to GA

  Relocation of custom recommendationsRelocation of custom recommendations

  Deprecating Microsoft Defender for IoT device recommendationsDeprecating Microsoft Defender for IoT device recommendations

A SSESSM EN T  KEYA SSESSM EN T  KEY REC O M M EN DAT IO N SREC O M M EN DAT IO N S

1a36f14a-8bd8-45f5-abe5-eef88d76ab5b: IoT Devices Open Ports On Device

Assessment key for the GAGA recommendation: 3bcd234d-c9c7-c2a2-89e0-c01f419c1a8a

Learn more:

Defender for Cloud's supported endpoint protection solutions

How these recommendations assess the status of your deployed solutions

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: March 2022

There are currently AWS recommendations in the preview stage. These recommendations come from the AWS

Foundational Security Best Practices standard which is assigned by default. All of the recommendations will

become Generally Available (GA) in March 2022.

When these recommendations go live, their impact will be included in the calculations of your secure score.

Expect changes to your secure score.

To find these recommendationsTo find these recommendations :

1. Navigate to Environment settingsEnvironment settings  > AWS connector  > Standards (preview)Standards (preview) .

2. Right click on AWS Foundational Security Best Practices (preview)AWS Foundational Security Best Practices (preview) , and select view assessmentsview assessments .

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: March 2022

Custom recommendation are those created by a user, and have no impact on the secure score. Therefore, the

custom recommendations are being relocated from the Secure score recommendations tab to the All

recommendations tab.

When the move occurs, the custom recommendations will be found via a new "recommendation type" filter.

Learn more in Create custom security initiatives and policies.

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: March 2022

Microsoft Defender for IoT device recommendations will no longer be visible in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

These recommendations will still be available on Microsoft Defender for IoT's Recommendations page, and in

Microsoft Sentinel.

The following recommendations will be deprecated:



ba975338-f956-41e7-a9f2-7614832d382d: IoT Devices Permissive firewall rule in the input chain was found

beb62be3-5e78-49bd-ac5f-099250ef3c7c: IoT Devices Permissive firewall policy in one of the chains was found

d5a8d84a-9ad0-42e2-80e0-d38e3d46028a: IoT Devices Permissive firewall rule in the output chain was found

5f65e47f-7a00-4bf3-acae-90ee441ee876: IoT Devices Operating system baseline validation failure

a9a59ebb-5d6f-42f5-92a1-036fd0fd1879: IoT Devices Agent sending underutilized messages

2acc27c6-5fdb-405e-9080-cb66b850c8f5: IoT Devices TLS cipher suite upgrade needed

d74d2738-2485-4103-9919-69c7e63776ec: IoT Devices Auditd process stopped sending events

A SSESSM EN T  KEYA SSESSM EN T  KEY REC O M M EN DAT IO N SREC O M M EN DAT IO N S

  Deprecating Microsoft Defender for IoT device alertsDeprecating Microsoft Defender for IoT device alerts

 Next steps

Estimated date for change:Estimated date for change: March 2022

All Microsoft Defender for IoT device alerts will no longer be visible in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. These

alerts will still be available on Microsoft Defender for IoT's Alert page, and in Microsoft Sentinel.

For all recent changes to Defender for Cloud, see What's new in Microsoft Defender for Cloud?



   

 

Supported platforms
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NOTENOTE

 Combinations of environments
 

 Supported operating systems

NOTENOTE

 Managed virtual machine services
 

 Cloud Services
 

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page shows the platforms and environments supported by Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud supports virtual machines and servers on different types of hybrid environments:

Only Azure

Azure and on-premises

Azure and other clouds

Azure, other clouds, and on-premises

For an Azure environment activated on an Azure subscription, Microsoft Defender for Cloud will automatically

discover IaaS resources that are deployed within the subscription.

Defender for Cloud depends on the Log Analytics agent. Ensure your machines are running one of the

supported operating systems for this agent as described on the following pages:

Log Analytics agent for Windows supported operating systems

Log Analytics agent for Linux supported operating systems

Also ensure your Log Analytics agent is properly configured to send data to Defender for Cloud

To learn more about the specific Defender for Cloud features available on Windows and Linux, see Feature

coverage for machines.

Even though Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers  is designed to protect servers, most of its features are supported for

Windows 10 machines. One feature that isn't currently supported is Defender for Cloud's integrated EDR solution:

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

Virtual machines are also created in a customer subscription as part of some Azure-managed services as well,

such as Azure Kubernetes (AKS), Azure Databricks, and more. Defender for Cloud discovers these virtual

machines too, and the Log Analytics agent can be installed and configured if a supported OS is available.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/os-coverage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agents-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agents-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agents-overview


 Next steps

Virtual machines that run in a cloud service are also supported. Only cloud services web and worker roles that

run in production slots are monitored. To learn more about cloud services, see Overview of Azure Cloud

Services.

Protection for VMs residing in Azure Stack Hub is also supported. For more information about Defender for

Cloud's integration with Azure Stack Hub, see Onboard your Azure Stack Hub virtual machines to Defender for

Cloud.

Learn how Defender for Cloud collects data using the Log Analytics Agent.

Learn how Defender for Cloud manages and safeguards data.

Learn how to plan and understand the design considerations to adopt Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-choose-me


   

 

Feature coverage for machines
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NOTENOTE

 Supported features for virtual machines and servers
 

 

 

F EAT UREF EAT URE
A Z URE VIRT UA LA Z URE VIRT UA L
M A C H IN ESM A C H IN ES

A Z URE VIRT UA LA Z URE VIRT UA L
M A C H IN E SC A L EM A C H IN E SC A L E
SET SSET S

A Z URE A RC -A Z URE A RC -
EN A B L ED M A C H IN ESEN A B L ED M A C H IN ES

DEF EN DER F O RDEF EN DER F O R
SERVERS REQ UIREDSERVERS REQ UIRED

Microsoft Defender
for Endpoint
integration

✔
(on supported
versions)

✔
(on supported
versions)

✔ Yes

Virtual machine
behavioral analytics
(and security alerts)

✔ ✔ ✔ Yes

Fileless security alerts ✔ ✔ ✔ Yes

Network-based
security alerts

✔ ✔ - Yes

Just-in-time VM
access

✔ - - Yes

Integrated Qualys
vulnerability scanner

✔ - ✔ Yes

File integrity
monitoring

✔ ✔ ✔ Yes

Adaptive application
controls

✔ - ✔ Yes

Network map ✔ ✔ - Yes

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The tabstabs  below show the features of Microsoft Defender for Cloud that are available for Windows and Linux

machines.

Windows machinesWindows machines

Linux machinesLinux machines

Multi-cloud machinesMulti-cloud machines

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/supported-machines-endpoint-solutions-clouds.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Adaptive network
hardening

✔ - - Yes

Regulatory
compliance
dashboard & reports

✔ ✔ ✔ Yes

Docker host
hardening

- - - Yes

Missing OS patches
assessment

✔ ✔ ✔ Azure: No

Azure Arc-enabled:
Yes

Security
misconfigurations
assessment

✔ ✔ ✔ Azure: No

Azure Arc-enabled:
Yes

Endpoint protection
assessment

✔ ✔ ✔ Azure: No

Azure Arc-enabled:
Yes

Disk encryption
assessment

✔
(for supported
scenarios)

✔ - No

Third-party
vulnerability
assessment

✔ - ✔ No

Network security
assessment

✔ ✔ - No

F EAT UREF EAT URE
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DEF EN DER F O RDEF EN DER F O R
SERVERS REQ UIREDSERVERS REQ UIRED

TIPTIP

 Supported endpoint protection solutions
 

To experiment with features that are only available with enhanced security features enabled, you can enroll in a 30-day

trial. For more information, see the pricing page.

The following table provides a matrix of supported endpoint protection solutions and whether you can use

Microsoft Defender for Cloud to install each solution for you.

For information about when recommendations are generated for each of these solutions, see Endpoint

Protection Assessment and Recommendations.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/disk-encryption-windows
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


SO L UT IO NSO L UT IO N SUP P O RT ED P L AT F O RM SSUP P O RT ED P L AT F O RM S DEF EN DER F O R C LO UD IN STA L L AT IO NDEF EN DER F O R C LO UD IN STA L L AT IO N

Microsoft Defender Antivirus Windows Server 2016 or later No (built into OS)

System Center Endpoint Protection
(Microsoft Antimalware)

Windows Server 2012 R2 Via extension

Trend Micro – Deep Security Windows Server (all) No

Symantec v12.1.1100+ Windows Server (all) No

McAfee v10+ Windows Server (all) No

McAfee v10+ Linux (GA) No

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for
Linux

Linux (GA) Via extension

Sophos V9+ Linux (GA) No

 Feature support in government and national clouds

F EAT URE/ SERVIC EF EAT URE/ SERVIC E A Z UREA Z URE A Z URE GO VERN M EN TA Z URE GO VERN M EN T A Z URE C H IN A  21VIA N ETA Z URE C H IN A  21VIA N ET

Defender for Cloud freeDefender for Cloud free
featuresfeatures

- Continuous export GA GA GA

- Workflow automation GA GA GA

- Recommendation
exemption rules

Public Preview Not Available Not Available

- Alert suppression rules GA GA GA

- Email notifications for
security alerts

GA GA GA

- Auto provisioning for
agents and extensions

GA GA GA

- Asset inventory GA GA GA

- Azure Monitor
Workbooks reports in
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud's workbooks gallery

GA GA GA

1

 

 It's not enough to have Microsoft Defender for Endpoint on the Linux machine: the machine will only appear as

healthy if the always-on scanning feature (also known as real-time protection (RTP)) is active. By default, the RTP

feature is disableddisabled to avoid clashes with other AV software.

1



- Integration with Microsoft
Defender for Cloud Apps

GA Not Available Not Available

Microsoft DefenderMicrosoft Defender
plans and extensionsplans and extensions

- Microsoft Defender for
servers

GA GA GA

- Microsoft Defender for
App Service

GA Not Available Not Available

- Microsoft Defender for
DNS

GA GA GA

- Microsoft Defender for
container registries 

GA GA GA 

- Microsoft Defender for
container registries
scanning of images in
CI/CD workflows 

Public Preview Not Available Not Available

- Microsoft Defender for
Kubernetes 

GA GA GA

- Microsoft Defender for
Containers 

GA GA GA

- Defender extension for
Azure Arc-enabled
Kubernetes clusters, servers
or data services 

Public Preview Not Available Not Available

- Microsoft Defender for
Azure SQL database servers

GA GA GA 

- Microsoft Defender for
SQL servers on machines

GA GA Not Available

- Microsoft Defender for
open-source relational
databases

GA Not Available Not Available

- Microsoft Defender for
Key Vault

GA Not Available Not Available

- Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager

GA GA GA

- Microsoft Defender for
Storage 

GA GA Not Available

F EAT URE/ SERVIC EF EAT URE/ SERVIC E A Z UREA Z URE A Z URE GO VERN M EN TA Z URE GO VERN M EN T A Z URE C H IN A  21VIA N ETA Z URE C H IN A  21VIA N ET
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file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc.html


- Threat protection for
Cosmos DB

Public Preview Not Available Not Available

- Kubernetes workload
protection

GA GA GA

- Bi-directional alert
synchronization with
Sentinel

Public Preview Not Available Not Available

Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for
ser vers featuresser vers features 

- Just-in-time VM access GA GA GA

- File integrity monitoring GA GA GA

- Adaptive application
controls

GA GA GA

- Adaptive network
hardening

GA Not Available Not Available

- Docker host hardening GA GA GA

- Integrated Qualys
vulnerability scanner

GA Not Available Not Available

- Regulatory compliance
dashboard & reports 

GA GA GA

- Microsoft Defender for
Endpoint deployment and
integrated license

GA GA Not Available

- Connect AWS account GA Not Available Not Available

- Connect GCP account GA Not Available Not Available

F EAT URE/ SERVIC EF EAT URE/ SERVIC E A Z UREA Z URE A Z URE GO VERN M EN TA Z URE GO VERN M EN T A Z URE C H IN A  21VIA N ETA Z URE C H IN A  21VIA N ET
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 Partially GA: The ability to disable specific findings from vulnerability scans is in public preview.1

 

 Vulnerability scans of container registries on the Azure Government cloud can only be performed with the scan

on push feature.

2

 

 Requires Microsoft Defender for container registries.3

 

 Partially GA: Support for Azure Arc-enabled clusters is in public preview and not available on Azure

Government.

4

 

 Requires Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes or Microsoft Defender for Containers.5

 

 Partially GA: Some of the threat protection alerts from Microsoft Defender for Storage are in public preview.6

 

 These features all require Microsoft Defender for servers.7

8

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-azure-security-center.html
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 There may be differences in the standards offered per cloud type.8

 

 Partially GA: Subset of alerts and vulnerability assessment for SQL servers. Behavioral threat protections aren't

available.

9

 

 Partially GA: Support for Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters (and therefore AWS EKS too) is in public preview

and not available on Azure Government. Run-time visibility of vulnerabilities in container images is also a

preview feature.

10

Learn how Defender for Cloud collects data using the Log Analytics Agent.

Learn how Defender for Cloud manages and safeguards data.

Review the platforms that support Defender for Cloud.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/security-center-os-coverage.html
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NOTENOTE

SERVIC ESERVIC E
REC O M M EN DAT IO N SREC O M M EN DAT IO N S
( F REE)( F REE) SEC URIT Y  A L ERT SSEC URIT Y  A L ERT S

VUL N ERA B IL IT YVUL N ERA B IL IT Y
A SSESSM EN TA SSESSM EN T

Azure App Service ✔ ✔ -

Azure Automation account ✔ - -

Azure Batch account ✔ - -

Azure Blob Storage ✔ ✔ -

Azure Cache for Redis ✔ - -

Azure Cloud Services ✔ - -

Azure Cognitive Search ✔ - -

Azure Container Registry ✔ ✔ ✔

Azure Cosmos DB* ✔ ✔ -

Azure Data Lake Analytics ✔ - -

Azure Data Lake Storage ✔ ✔ -

Azure Database for MySQL* - ✔ -

Azure Database for
PostgreSQL*

- ✔ -

Azure Event Hubs
namespace

✔ - -

Azure Functions app ✔ - -

Azure Key Vault ✔ ✔ -

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The table below shows the availability of Microsoft Defender for Cloud features for the supported Azure PaaS

resources.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/features-paas.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Azure Kubernetes Service ✔ ✔ -

Azure Load Balancer ✔ - -

Azure Logic Apps ✔ - -

Azure SQL Database ✔ ✔ ✔

Azure SQL Managed
Instance

✔ ✔ ✔

Azure Service Bus
namespace

✔ - -

Azure Service Fabric
account

✔ - -

Azure Storage accounts ✔ ✔ -

Azure Stream Analytics ✔ - -

Azure Subscription ✔ ** ✔ -

Azure Virtual Network
(incl. subnets, NICs, and
network security groups)

✔ - -

SERVIC ESERVIC E
REC O M M EN DAT IO N SREC O M M EN DAT IO N S
( F REE)( F REE) SEC URIT Y  A L ERT SSEC URIT Y  A L ERT S

VUL N ERA B IL IT YVUL N ERA B IL IT Y
A SSESSM EN TA SSESSM EN T

* These features are currently supported in preview.

** Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) recommendations are available only for subscriptions with enhanced

security features enabled.
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Roles and allowed actions

A C T IO NA C T IO N

SEC URIT YSEC URIT Y
REA DERREA DER  /   /  
REA DERREA DER

SEC URIT YSEC URIT Y
A DM INA DM IN

C O N T RIB UTO RC O N T RIB UTO R  / /
O W N ERO W N ER C O N T RIB UTO RC O N T RIB UTO R O W N ERO W N ER

(Resource(Resource
group level)group level)

(Subscription(Subscription
level)level)

(Subscription(Subscription
level)level)

Add/assign
initiatives
(including)
regulatory
compliance
standards)

- - - ✔ ✔

Edit security
policy

- ✔ - ✔ ✔

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud uses Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC), which provides built-in roles that can be

assigned to users, groups, and services in Azure.

Defender for Cloud assesses the configuration of your resources to identify security issues and vulnerabilities. In

Defender for Cloud, you only see information related to a resource when you are assigned the role of Owner,

Contributor, or Reader for the subscription or the resource's resource group.

In addition to the built-in roles, there are two roles specific to Defender for Cloud:

Security ReaderSecurity Reader : A user that belongs to this role has viewing rights to Defender for Cloud. The user can

view recommendations, alerts, a security policy, and security states, but cannot make changes.

Security AdminSecurity Admin: A user that belongs to this role has the same rights as the Security Reader and can also

update the security policy and dismiss alerts and recommendations.

The security roles, Security Reader and Security Admin, have access only in Defender for Cloud. The security roles do not

have access to other Azure services such as Storage, Web & Mobile, or Internet of Things.

The following table displays roles and allowed actions in Defender for Cloud.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/permissions.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/role-assignments-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles


Enable / disable
Microsoft
Defender plans

- ✔ - ✔ ✔

Dismiss alerts - ✔ - ✔ ✔

Apply security
recommendation
s for a resource
(and use Fix)

- - ✔ ✔ ✔

View alerts and
recommendation
s

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

A C T IO NA C T IO N

SEC URIT YSEC URIT Y
REA DERREA DER  /   /  
REA DERREA DER

SEC URIT YSEC URIT Y
A DM INA DM IN

C O N T RIB UTO RC O N T RIB UTO R  / /
O W N ERO W N ER C O N T RIB UTO RC O N T RIB UTO R O W N ERO W N ER

NOTENOTE

 Next steps

For auto provisioningauto provisioning, the specific role required depends on the extension you're deploying. For full details,

check the tab for the specific extension in the availability table on the auto provisioning quick start page.

We recommend that you assign the least permissive role needed for users to complete their tasks. For example, assign

the Reader role to users who only need to view information about the security health of a resource but not take action,

such as applying recommendations or editing policies.

This article explained how Defender for Cloud uses Azure RBAC to assign permissions to users and identified

the allowed actions for each role. Now that you're familiar with the role assignments needed to monitor the

security state of your subscription, edit security policies, and apply recommendations, learn how to:

Set security policies in Defender for Cloud

Manage security recommendations in Defender for Cloud

Manage and respond to security alerts in Defender for Cloud

Monitor partner security solutions
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NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites

 Enable Defender for Cloud on your Azure subscription

TIPTIP

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud provides unified security management and threat protection across your hybrid and multi-

cloud workloads. While the free features offer limited security for your Azure resources only, enabling enhanced

security features extends these capabilities to on-premises and other clouds. Defender for Cloud helps you find

and fix security vulnerabilities, apply access and application controls to block malicious activity, detect threats

using analytics and intelligence, and respond quickly when under attack. You can try the enhanced security

features at no cost. To learn more, see the pricing page.

This quickstart section will walk you through all the recommended steps to enable Microsoft Defender for Cloud

and the enhanced security features. When you've completed all the quickstart steps, you'll have:

Defender for Cloud enabled on your Azure subscriptions

Enhanced security features enabled on your Azure subscriptions

Automatic data collection set up

Email notifications set up for security alerts

Your hybrid and multi-cloud machines connected to Azure

To get started with Defender for Cloud, you must have a subscription to Microsoft Azure. If you don't have a

subscription, you can sign up for a free account.

To enable enhanced security features on a subscription, you must be assigned the role of Subscription Owner,

Subscription Contributor, or Security Admin.

To enable Defender for Cloud on all subscriptions within a management group, see Enable Defender for Cloud on multiple

Azure subscriptions.

1. Sign into the Azure portal.

2. From the portal's menu, select Defender for CloudDefender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud's overview page opens.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/get-started.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/free-trial/
https://azure.microsoft.com/features/azure-portal/


 Next steps

Defender for Cloud – Over viewDefender for Cloud – Over view  provides a unified view into the security posture of your hybrid cloud

workloads, helping you discover and assess the security of your workloads and to identify and mitigate

risks. Learn more in Microsoft Defender for Cloud's overview page.

Defender for Cloud automatically, at no cost, enables any of your Azure subscriptions not previously

onboarded by you or another subscription user.

You can view and filter the list of subscriptions by selecting the Subscr iptionsSubscr iptions  menu item. Defender for Cloud

will adjust the display to reflect the security posture of the selected subscriptions.

Within minutes of launching Defender for Cloud the first time, you might see:

RecommendationsRecommendations  for ways to improve the security of your connected resources.

An inventory of your resources that are now being assessed by Defender for Cloud, along with the security

posture of each.

To take full advantage of Defender for Cloud, continue with the next steps of the quickstart section.

In this quickstart you enabled Defender for Cloud. The next step is to enable enhanced security features for

unified security management and threat protection across your hybrid cloud workloads.

Quickstart: Enable enhanced security features

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/get-started/overview.png#lightbox
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NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites

 Enable enhanced security features from the Azure portal

  To enable enhanced security features on your subscriptions and workspaces:To enable enhanced security features on your subscriptions and workspaces:

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

To learn about the benefits of enhanced security features, see Microsoft Defender for Cloud's enhanced security

features.

For the purpose of the Defender for Cloud quickstarts and tutorials you must enable the enhanced security

features.

You can protect an entire Azure subscription with Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features and the

protections will be inherited by all resources within the subscription.

A free 30-day trial is available. For pricing details in your local currency or region, see the pricing page.

To enable all Defender for Cloud features including threat protection capabilities, you must enable enhanced

security features on the subscription containing the applicable workloads. Enabling it at the workspace level

doesn't enable just-in-time VM access, adaptive application controls, and network detections for Azure

resources. In addition, the only Microsoft Defender plans available at the workspace level are Microsoft

Defender for servers and Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on machines.

You can enable Microsoft Defender for Storage accountsMicrosoft Defender for Storage accounts  at either the subscription level or resource

level

You can enable Microsoft Defender for SQLMicrosoft Defender for SQL  at either the subscription level or resource level

You can enable Microsoft Defender for open-source relational databasesMicrosoft Defender for open-source relational databases  at the resource level only

TIPTIP

To enable enhanced security features on one subscription:

1. From Defender for Cloud's main menu, select Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the subscription or workspace that you want to protect.

3. Select Enable all Microsoft Defender plansEnable all Microsoft Defender plans  to upgrade.

4. Select SaveSave.

You'll notice that each Microsoft Defender plan is priced separately and can be individually set to on or off. For

example, you might want to turn off Defender for App Service on subscriptions that don't have an associated

Azure App Service plan.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/enable-enhanced-security.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


To enable enhanced security on multiple subscriptions or workspaces:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Getting star tedGetting star ted.

The UpgradeUpgrade tab lists subscriptions and workspaces eligible for onboarding.



 Disable enhanced security features

2. From the Select subscr iptions and workspaces to protect with Microsoft Defender forSelect subscr iptions and workspaces to protect with Microsoft Defender for

CloudCloud list, select the subscriptions and workspaces to upgrade and select UpgradeUpgrade to enable all

Microsoft Defender for Cloud security features.

If you select subscriptions and workspaces that aren't eligible for trial, the next step will

upgrade them and charges will begin.

If you select a workspace that's eligible for a free trial, the next step will begin a trial.

If you need to disable enhanced security features for a subscription, the procedure is the same but you select

Enhanced security offEnhanced security off :

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

3. Select Defender plansDefender plans  and select Enhanced security offEnhanced security off .



NOTENOTE

 Next steps

4. Select SaveSave.

After you disable enhanced security features - whether you disable a single plan or all plans at once - data collection may

continue for a short period of time.

Now that you've enabled enhanced security features, enable the necessary agents and extensions to perform

automatic data collection as described in auto provisioning agents and extensions.
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Add non-Azure machines with Azure Arc

NOTENOTE

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud can monitor the security posture of your non-Azure computers, but first you need to

connect them to Azure.

You can connect your non-Azure computers in any of the following ways:

Using Azure Arc-enabled servers (recommendedrecommended)

From Defender for Cloud's pages in the Azure portal (Getting star tedGetting star ted and Inventor yInventor y )

Each of these is described on this page.

If you're connecting machines from other cloud providers, see Connect your AWS accounts or Connect your GCP

accounts.

The preferred way of adding your non-Azure machines to Microsoft Defender for Cloud is with Azure Arc-

enabled servers.

A machine with Azure Arc-enabled servers becomes an Azure resource and - when you've installed the Log

Analytics agent on it - appears in Defender for Cloud with recommendations like your other Azure resources.

In addition, Azure Arc-enabled servers provides enhanced capabilities such as the option to enable guest

configuration policies on the machine, simplify deployment with other Azure services, and more. For an

overview of the benefits, see Supported cloud operations.

Defender for Cloud's auto-deploy tools for deploying the Log Analytics agent don't support machines running Azure Arc.

When you've connected your machines using Azure Arc, use the relevant Defender for Cloud recommendation to deploy

the agent and benefit from the full range of protections offered by Defender for Cloud:

Log Analytics agent should be installed on your Linux-based Azure Arc machines

Log Analytics agent should be installed on your Windows-based Azure Arc machines

Learn more about Azure Arc-enabled servers.

To deploy Azure Arc:To deploy Azure Arc:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/quickstart-onboard-machines.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/720a3e77-0b9a-4fa9-98b6-ddf0fd7e32c1
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/27ac71b1-75c5-41c2-adc2-858f5db45b08
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview


TIPTIP

 Add non-Azure machines from the Azure portal

For one machine, follow the instructions in Quickstart: Connect hybrid machines with Azure Arc-enabled

servers.

To connect multiple machines at scale to Azure Arc-enabled servers, see Connect hybrid machines to Azure at

scale

If you're onboarding machines running on Amazon Web Services (AWS), Defender for Cloud's connector for AWS

transparently handles the Azure Arc deployment for you. Learn more in Connect your AWS accounts to Microsoft

Defender for Cloud.

TIPTIP

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Getting star tedGetting star ted page.

2. Select the Get star tedGet star ted tab.

3. Below Add non-Azure ser versAdd non-Azure ser vers , select ConfigureConfigure .

You can also open add machines from the inventor yinventor y  page's Add non-Azure ser versAdd non-Azure ser vers  button.

A list of your Log Analytics workspaces is shown. The list includes, if applicable, the default workspace

created for you by Defender for Cloud when automatic provisioning was enabled. Select this workspace

or another workspace you want to use.

You can add computers to an existing workspace or create a new workspace.

4. Optionally, to create a new workspace, select Create new workspaceCreate new workspace.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/learn/quick-enable-hybrid-vm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/onboard-service-principal
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/quickstart-onboard-machines/onboarding-get-started-tab.png#lightbox


  Onboard your Azure Stack Hub VMsOnboard your Azure Stack Hub VMs

  Onboard your Linux machinesOnboard your Linux machines

  Onboard your Windows machinesOnboard your Windows machines

5. From the list of workspaces, select Add Ser versAdd Ser vers  for the relevant workspace.

The Agents managementAgents management page appears.

From here, choose the relevant procedure below depending on the type of machines you're onboarding:

Onboard your Azure Stack Hub VMs

Onboard your Linux machines

Onboard your Windows machines

To add Azure Stack Hub VMs, you need the information on the Agents managementAgents management page and to configure the

Azure Monitor, Update and Configuration ManagementAzure Monitor, Update and Configuration Management virtual machine extension on the virtual

machines running on your Azure Stack Hub instance.

1. From the Agents managementAgents management page, copy the Workspace IDWorkspace ID and Pr imar y KeyPrimar y Key  into Notepad.

2. Log into your Azure Stack HubAzure Stack Hub portal and open the Vir tual machinesVir tual machines  page.

3. Select the virtual machine that you want to protect with Defender for Cloud.

TIPTIP

4. Select ExtensionsExtensions . The list of virtual machine extensions installed on this virtual machine is shown.

5. Select the AddAdd tab. The New ResourceNew Resource menu shows the list of available virtual machine extensions.

6. Select the Azure Monitor, Update and Configuration ManagementAzure Monitor, Update and Configuration Management extension and select CreateCreate. The

Install extensionInstall extension configuration page opens.

NOTENOTE

7. On the Install extensionInstall extension configuration page, paste the Workspace IDWorkspace ID and Workspace Key (Pr imar yWorkspace Key (Pr imar y

Key)Key)  that you copied into Notepad in the previous step.

8. When you complete the configuration, select OKOK. The extension's status will show as ProvisioningProvisioning

SucceededSucceeded. It might take up to one hour for the virtual machine to appear in Defender for Cloud.

For information on how to create a virtual machine on Azure Stack Hub, see this quickstart for Windows virtual

machines or this quickstart for Linux virtual machines.

If you do not see the Azure Monitor, Update and Configuration ManagementAzure Monitor, Update and Configuration Management  extension listed in your

marketplace, please reach out to your Azure Stack Hub operator to make it available.

To add Linux machines, you need the WGET command from the Agents managementAgents management page.

1. From the Agents managementAgents management page, copy the WGETWGET command into Notepad. Save this file to a

location that can be accessible from your Linux computer.

2. On your Linux computer, open the file with the WGET command. Select the entire content and copy and

paste it into a terminal console.

3. When the installation completes, you can validate that the omsagent  is installed by running the pgrep

command. The command will return the omsagent  PID.

The logs for the Agent can be found at: /var/opt/microsoft/omsagent/\<workspace id>/log/ . It might take

up to 30 minutes for the new Linux machine to appear in Defender for Cloud.

To add Windows machines, you need the information on the Agents managementAgents management page and to download the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/user/azure-stack-quick-windows-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/user/azure-stack-quick-linux-portal


 Verifying

 Next steps

appropriate agent file (32/64-bit).

1. Select the Download Windows AgentDownload Windows Agent link applicable to your computer processor type to download the

setup file.

2. From the Agents managementAgents management page, copy the Workspace IDWorkspace ID and Pr imar y KeyPrimar y Key  into Notepad.

3. Copy the downloaded setup file to the target computer and run it.

4. Follow the installation wizard (NextNext, I AgreeI Agree, NextNext, NextNext).

a. On the Azure Log AnalyticsAzure Log Analytics  page, paste the Workspace IDWorkspace ID and Workspace Key (Pr imar y Key)Workspace Key (Pr imar y Key)

that you copied into Notepad.

b. If the computer should report to a Log Analytics workspace in Azure Government cloud, select AzureAzure

US GovernmentUS Government from the Azure CloudAzure Cloud dropdown list.

c. If the computer needs to communicate through a proxy server to the Log Analytics service, select

AdvancedAdvanced and provide the URL and port number of the proxy server.

d. When you've entered all of the configuration settings, select NextNext.

e. From the Ready to InstallReady to Install  page, review the settings to be applied and select InstallInstall .

f. On the Configuration completed successfullyConfiguration completed successfully  page, select FinishFinish .

When complete, the Microsoft Monitor ing agentMicrosoft Monitor ing agent appears in Control PanelControl Panel . You can review your

configuration there and verify that the agent is connected.

For further information on installing and configuring the agent, see Connect Windows machines.

Congratulations! Now you can see your Azure and non-Azure machines together in one place. Open the asset

inventory page and filter to the relevant resource types. These icons distinguish the types:

 Non-Azure machine

 Azure VM

 Azure Arc-enabled server

This page showed you how to add your non-Azure machines to Microsoft Defender for Cloud. To monitor their

status, use the inventory tools as explained in the following page:

Explore and manage your resources with asset inventory

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agent-windows
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NOTENOTE
Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

With cloud workloads commonly spanning multiple cloud platforms, cloud security services must do the same.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud protects workloads in Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Google Cloud

Platform (GCP).

To protect your AWS-based resources, you can connect an account with one of two mechanisms:

Classic cloud connectors experienceClassic cloud connectors experience - As part of the initial multi-cloud offering, we introduced these

cloud connectors as a way to connect your AWS and GCP accounts. If you've already configured an AWS

connector through the classic cloud connectors experience, we recommend deleting these connectors (as

explained in Remove classic connectors), and connecting the account again using the newer mechanism.

If you don't do this before creating the new connector through the environment settings page, do so

afterwards to avoid seeing duplicate recommendations.

Environment settings page (in preview)Environment settings page (in preview)  (recommended) - This preview page provides a greatly

improved, simpler, onboarding experience (including auto provisioning). This mechanism also extends

Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features to your AWS resources:

Defender for Cloud's CSPM featuresDefender for Cloud's CSPM features  extend to your AWS resources. This agentless plan assesses

your AWS resources according to AWS-specific security recommendations and these are included in

your secure score. The resources will also be assessed for compliance with built-in standards specific

to AWS (AWS CIS, AWS PCI DSS, and AWS Foundational Security Best Practices). Defender for Cloud's

asset inventory page is a multi-cloud enabled feature helping you manage your AWS resources

alongside your Azure resources.

Microsoft Defender for ContainersMicrosoft Defender for Containers  extends Defender for Cloud's container threat detection and

advanced defenses to your Amazon EKS clustersAmazon EKS clusters .

Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers  brings threat detection and advanced defenses to your Windows

and Linux EC2 instances. This plan includes the integrated license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint,

security baselines and OS level assessments, vulnerability assessment scanning, adaptive application

controls (AAC), file integrity monitoring (FIM), and more.

For a reference list of all the recommendations Defender for Cloud can provide for AWS resources, see Security

recommendations for AWS resources - a reference guide.

This screenshot shows AWS accounts displayed in Defender for Cloud's overview dashboard.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/quickstart-onboard-aws.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Preview.
The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional
legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,
preview, or otherwise not yet released into general
availability.

Pricing: The CSPM planCSPM plan is free.
The Defender for ContainersDefender for Containers  plan is free during the
preview. After which, it will be billed for AWS at the same
price as for Azure resources.
For every AWS machine connected to Azure with Azure Arc-
enabled servers, the Defender for ser versDefender for ser vers  plan is billed at
the same price as the Microsoft Defender for servers plan for
Azure machines. If an AWS EC2 doesn't have the Azure Arc
agent deployed, you won't be charged for that machine.

Required roles and permissions: OwnerOwner  on the relevant Azure subscription
ContributorContributor  can also connect an AWS account if an owner
provides the service principal details (required for the
Defender for servers plan)

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Prerequisites

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/quickstart-onboard-aws/aws-account-in-overview.png#lightbox
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview


 Connect your AWS account

  Remove 'classic' connectorsRemove 'classic' connectors

  Create a new connectorCreate a new connector

To connect an AWS account to your Azure subscription, you'll obviously need access to an AWS account.

To enable the Defender for Kubernetes planTo enable the Defender for Kubernetes plan, you'll need:

At least one Amazon EKS cluster with permission to access to the EKS K8s API server. If you need to

create a new EKS cluster, follow the instructions in Getting started with Amazon EKS – eksctl.

The resource capacity to create a new SQS queue, Kinesis Fire Hose delivery stream, and S3 bucket in

the cluster's region.

To enable the Defender for ser vers planTo enable the Defender for ser vers plan, you'll need:

Microsoft Defender for servers enabled (see Quickstart: Enable enhanced security features.

An active AWS account with EC2 instances managed by AWS Systems Manager (SSM) and using SSM

agent. Some Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) have the SSM agent pre-installed, their AMIs are listed

in AMIs with SSM Agent preinstalled. If your EC2 instances don't have the SSM Agent, follow the

relevant instructions from Amazon:

Install SSM Agent for a hybrid environment (Windows)

Install SSM Agent for a hybrid environment (Linux)

Follow the steps below to create your AWS cloud connector.

If you have any existing connectors created with the classic cloud connectors experience, remove them first:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings  and select the option to switch back to

the classic connectors experience.

From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. For each connector, select the “…” at the end of the row, and select DeleteDelete.

3. On AWS, delete the role ARN or the credentials created for the integration.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/eks/latest/userguide/getting-started-eksctl.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/ssm-agent-technical-details.html#ami-preinstalled-agent
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-install-managed-win.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-install-managed-linux.html


2. Select Add environmentAdd environment > Amazon Web Ser vicesAmazon Web Ser vices .

3. Enter the details of the AWS account, including the location where you'll store the connector resource,

and select Next: Select plansNext: Select plans .



NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

4. The select plans tab is where you choose which Defender for Cloud capabilities to enable for this AWS

account.

Each capability has its own requirements for permissions and might incur charges.

To present the current status of your recommendations, the CSPM plan queries the AWS resource APIs several

times a day. These read-only API calls incur no charges, but they are registered in CloudTrail if you've enabled a

trail for read events. As explained in the AWS documentation, there are no additional charges for keeping one trail.

If you're exporting the data out of AWS (for example, to an external SIEM), this increased volume of calls might

also increase ingestion costs. In such cases, We recommend filtering out the read-only calls from the Defender for

Cloud user or role ARN: arn:aws:iam::[accountId]:role/CspmMonitorAws (this is the default role name, confirm the

role name configured on your account).

To extend Defender for Servers coverage to your AWS EC2, set the Ser versSer vers  plan to OnOn and edit

the configuration as required.

For Defender for Kubernetes to protect your AWS EKS clusters, Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes and

the Defender extension should be installed. Set the ContainersContainers  plan to OnOn, and use the dedicated

Defender for Cloud recommendation to deploy the extension (and Arc, if necessary) as explained

in Protect Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service clusters.

5. Complete the setup:

a. Select Next: Configure accessNext: Configure access .

b. Download the CloudFormation template.

c. Using the downloaded CloudFormation template, create the stack in AWS as instructed on screen.

d. Select Next: Review and generateNext: Review and generate.

e. Select CreateCreate.

Defender for Cloud will immediately start scanning your AWS resources and you'll see security

recommendations within a few hours. For a reference list of all the recommendations Defender for Cloud can

https://aws.amazon.com/cloudtrail/pricing/


 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Required roles and permissions: OwnerOwner  on the relevant Azure subscription
ContributorContributor  can also connect an AWS account if an owner
provides the service principal details

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connect your AWS account

  Step 1. Set up AWS Security Hub:Step 1. Set up AWS Security Hub:

  Step 2. Set up authentication for Defender for Cloud in AWSStep 2. Set up authentication for Defender for Cloud in AWS

  Create an IAM role for Defender for CloudCreate an IAM role for Defender for Cloud

provide for AWS resources, see Security recommendations for AWS resources - a reference guide.

Follow the steps below to create your AWS cloud connector.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. To view security recommendations for multiple regions, repeat the following steps for each relevant

region.

If you're using an AWS management account, repeat the following three steps to configure the management

account and all connected member accounts across all relevant regions

a. Enable AWS Config.

b. Enable AWS Security Hub.

c. Verify that data is flowing to the Security Hub. When you first enable Security Hub, it might take

several hours for data to be available.

There are two ways to allow Defender for Cloud to authenticate to AWS:

Create an IAM role for Defender for CloudCreate an IAM role for Defender for Cloud (Recommended) - The most secure method

AWS user for Defender for CloudAWS user for Defender for Cloud - A less secure option if you don't have IAM enabled

1. From your Amazon Web Services console, under Security, Identity & ComplianceSecurity, Identity & Compliance, select IAMIAM.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/gs-console.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/securityhub/latest/userguide/securityhub-settingup.html


  Create an AWS user for Defender for CloudCreate an AWS user for Defender for Cloud

2. Select RolesRoles  and Create roleCreate role.

3. Select Another AWS accountAnother AWS account.

4. Enter the following details:

Account IDAccount ID - enter the Microsoft Account ID (158177204117158177204117 ) as shown in the AWS connector page

in Defender for Cloud.

Require External IDRequire External ID - should be selected

External IDExternal ID - enter the subscription ID as shown in the AWS connector page in Defender for Cloud

5. Select NextNext.

6. In the Attach permission policiesAttach permission policies  section, select the following AWS managed policies:

SecurityAudit ( arn:aws:iam::aws:policy/SecurityAudit )

AmazonSSMAutomationRole ( arn:aws:iam::aws:policy/service-role/AmazonSSMAutomationRole )

AWSSecurityHubReadOnlyAccess ( arn:aws:iam::aws:policy/AWSSecurityHubReadOnlyAccess )

7. Optionally add tags. Adding Tags to the user doesn't affect the connection.

8. Select NextNext.

9. In The Roles list, choose the role you created

10. Save the Amazon Resource Name (ARN) for later.

1. Open the UsersUsers  tab and select Add userAdd user .

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies_job-functions.html


  Step 3. Configure the SSM AgentStep 3. Configure the SSM Agent

  Step 4. Complete Azure Arc prerequisitesStep 4. Complete Azure Arc prerequisites

  Step 5. Connect AWS to Defender for CloudStep 5. Connect AWS to Defender for Cloud

2. In the DetailsDetails  step, enter a username for Defender for Cloud and ensure that you select ProgrammaticProgrammatic

accessaccess  for the AWS Access Type.

3. Select Next PermissionsNext Permissions .

4. Select Attach existing policies directlyAttach existing policies directly  and apply the following policies:

SecurityAudit

AmazonSSMAutomationRole

AWSSecurityHubReadOnlyAccess

5. Select Next: TagsNext: Tags . Optionally add tags. Adding Tags to the user doesn't affect the connection.

6. Select ReviewReview .

7. Save the automatically generated Access key IDAccess key ID and Secret access keySecret access key  CSV file for later.

8. Review the summary and select Create userCreate user .

AWS Systems Manager is required for automating tasks across your AWS resources. If your EC2 instances don't

have the SSM Agent, follow the relevant instructions from Amazon:

Installing and Configuring SSM Agent on Windows Instances

Installing and Configuring SSM Agent on Amazon EC2 Linux Instances

1. Make sure the appropriate Azure resources providers are registered:

Microsoft.HybridCompute

Microsoft.GuestConfiguration

2. Create a Service Principal for onboarding at scale. As an OwnerOwner  on the subscription you want to use for

the onboarding, create a service principal for Azure Arc onboarding as described in Create a Service

Principal for onboarding at scale.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings  and select the option to switch back to

the classic connectors experience.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-install-ssm-win.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-install-ssm-agent.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/agent-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/onboard-service-principal


2. Select Add AWS accountAdd AWS account.

3. Configure the options in the AWS authenticationAWS authentication tab:

a. Enter a Display nameDisplay name for the connector.

b. Confirm that the subscription is correct. It's the subscription that will include the connector and AWS

Security Hub recommendations.

c. Depending on the authentication option, you chose in Step 2. Set up authentication for Defender for

Cloud in AWS:

Select Assume RoleAssume Role and paste the ARN from Create an IAM role for Defender for Cloud.



  Step 6. ConfirmationStep 6. Confirmation

TIPTIP

OR

Select CredentialsCredentials  and paste the access keyaccess key  and secret keysecret key  from the .csv file you saved

in Create an AWS user for Defender for Cloud.

4. Select NextNext.

5. Configure the options in the Azure Arc ConfigurationAzure Arc Configuration tab:

Defender for Cloud discovers the EC2 instances in the connected AWS account and uses SSM to onboard

them to Azure Arc.

For the list of supported operating systems, see What operating systems for my EC2 instances are supported? in

the FAQ.

a. Select the Resource GroupResource Group and Azure RegionAzure Region that the discovered AWS EC2s will be onboarded

to in the selected subscription.

b. Enter the Ser vice Pr incipal IDSer vice Pr incipal ID and Ser vice Pr incipal Client SecretSer vice Pr incipal Client Secret for Azure Arc as described

here Create a Service Principal for onboarding at scale

c. If the machine is connecting to the internet via a proxy server, specify the proxy server IP address

or the name and port number that the machine uses to communicate with the proxy server. Enter

the value in the format http://<proxyURL>:<proxyport>

d. Select Review + createReview + create.

Review the summary information

The Tags sections will list all Azure Tags that will be automatically created for each onboarded EC2

with its own relevant details to easily recognize it in Azure.

Learn more about Azure Tags in Use tags to organize your Azure resources and management

hierarchy.

When the connector is successfully created, and AWS Security Hub has been configured properly:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/onboard-service-principal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/tag-resources


 Monitoring your AWS resources

Defender for Cloud scans the environment for AWS EC2 instances, onboarding them to Azure Arc, enabling

to install the Log Analytics agent and providing threat protection and security recommendations.

The Defender for Cloud service scans for new AWS EC2 instances every 6 hours and onboards them

according to the configuration.

The AWS CIS standard will be shown in the Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance dashboard.

If Security Hub policy is enabled, recommendations will appear in the Defender for Cloud portal and the

regulatory compliance dashboard 5-10 minutes after onboard completes.

As you can see in the previous screenshot, Defender for Cloud's security recommendations page displays your

AWS resources. You can use the environments filter to enjoy Defender for Cloud's multi-cloud capabilities: view

the recommendations for Azure, AWS, and GCP resources together.

To view all the active recommendations for your resources by resource type, use Defender for Cloud's asset

inventory page and filter to the AWS resource type in which you're interested:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/quickstart-onboard-aws/aws-resources-in-recommendations.png#lightbox


 FAQ - AWS in Defender for Cloud
  What operating systems for my EC2 instances are supported?What operating systems for my EC2 instances are supported?

 Next steps

For a list of the AMIs with the SSM Agent preinstalled see this page in the AWS docs.

For other operating systems, the SSM Agent should be installed manually using the following instructions:

Install SSM Agent for a hybrid environment (Windows)

Install SSM Agent for a hybrid environment (Linux)

Connecting your AWS account is part of the multi-cloud experience available in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

For related information, see the following page:

Security recommendations for AWS resources - a reference guide.

Connect your GCP accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/ssm-agent-technical-details.html#ami-preinstalled-agent
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-install-managed-win.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-install-managed-linux.html


   

 

Connect your GCP accounts to Microsoft Defender
for Cloud

 2/15/2022 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

With cloud workloads commonly spanning multiple cloud platforms, cloud security services must do the same.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud protects workloads in Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Google Cloud

Platform (GCP).

Adding a GCP account to an Azure subscription connects Defender for Cloud with GCP Security Command.

Defender for Cloud can then protect your resources across both of these cloud environments and provide:

Detection of security misconfigurations

A single view showing Defender for Cloud recommendations and GCP Security Command Center findings

Incorporation of your GCP resources into Defender for Cloud's secure score calculations

Integration of GCP Security Command Center recommendations based on the CIS standard into the

Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance dashboard

At Ignite Fall 2021, we announced an updated way of connecting your accounts from other cloud providers. This uses the

new Environment settingsEnvironment settings page. GCP accounts aren't supported from that page. To connect a GCP account to your

Azure subscription, you'll need to use the classic cloud connectors experience as described below.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/quickstart-onboard-gcp.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Required roles and permissions: OwnerOwner  or ContributorContributor  on the relevant Azure Subscription

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connect your GCP account

  Step 1. Set up GCP Security Command Center with Security Health AnalyticsStep 1. Set up GCP Security Command Center with Security Health Analytics

Create a connector for every organization you want to monitor from Defender for Cloud.

When connecting your GCP accounts to specific Azure subscriptions, consider the Google Cloud resource

hierarchy and these guidelines:

You can connect your GCP accounts to Defender for Cloud in the organization level

You can connect multiple organizations to one Azure subscription

You can connect multiple organizations to multiple Azure subscriptions

When you connect an organization, all projects within that organization are added to Defender for Cloud

Follow the steps below to create your GCP cloud connector.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/quickstart-onboard-gcp/gcp-account-in-overview.png#lightbox
https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/cloud-platform-resource-hierarchy#resource-hierarchy-detail


  Step 2. Enable GCP Security Command Center APIStep 2. Enable GCP Security Command Center API

  Step 3. Create a dedicated service account for the security configuration integrationStep 3. Create a dedicated service account for the security configuration integration

For all the GCP projects in your organization, you must also:

1. Set up GCP Security Command CenterGCP Security Command Center  using these instructions from the GCP documentation.

2. Enable Security Health AnalyticsSecurity Health Analytics  using these instructions from the GCP documentation.

3. Verify that there is data flowing to the Security Command Center.

The instructions for connecting your GCP environment for security configuration follow Google's

recommendations for consuming security configuration recommendations. The integration leverages Google

Security Command Center and will consume additional resources that might impact your billing.

When you first enable Security Health Analytics, it might take several hours for data to be available.

1. From Google's Cloud Console API L ibrar yCloud Console API L ibrar y , select each project in the organization you want to connect to

Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

2. In the API Library, find and select Security Command Center APISecurity Command Center API.

3. On the API's page, select ENABLEENABLE.

Learn more about the Security Command Center API.

NOTENOTE

1. In the GCP ConsoleGCP Console, select a project from the organization in which you're creating the required service

account.

When this service account is added at the organization level, it'll be used to access the data gathered by Security

Command Center from all of the other enabled projects in the organization.

2. In the Navigation menuNavigation menu, Under IAM & adminIAM & admin options, select Ser vice accountsSer vice accounts .

3. Select CREATE SERVICE ACCOUNTCREATE SERVICE ACCOUNT.

4. Enter an account name, and select CreateCreate.

5. Specify the RoleRole as Defender for Cloud Admin ViewerDefender for Cloud Admin Viewer , and select ContinueContinue.

6. The Grant users access to this ser vice accountGrant users access to this ser vice account section is optional. Select DoneDone.

7. Copy the Email valueEmail value of the created service account, and save it for later use.

8. In the Navigation menuNavigation menu, Under IAM & adminIAM & admin options, select IAMIAM

a. Switch to organization level.

b. Select ADDADD.

c. In the New membersNew members  field, paste the Email valueEmail value you copied earlier.

d. Specify the role as Defender for Cloud Admin ViewerDefender for Cloud Admin Viewer  and then select SaveSave.

https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/quickstart-scc-setup
https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/how-to-use-security-health-analytics
https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center/docs/reference/rest/


  Step 4. Create a private key for the dedicated service accountStep 4. Create a private key for the dedicated service account

  Step 5. Connect GCP to Defender for CloudStep 5. Connect GCP to Defender for Cloud

1. Switch to project level.

2. In the Navigation menuNavigation menu, Under IAM & adminIAM & admin options, select Ser vice accountsSer vice accounts .

3. Open the dedicated service account and select Edit.

4. In the KeysKeys  section, select ADD KEYADD KEY and then Create new keyCreate new key .

5. In the Create private key screen, select JSONJSON, and then select CREATECREATE.

6. Save this JSON file for later use.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings  and select the option to switch back to

the classic connectors experience.

2. Select add GCP account.



  Step 6. ConfirmationStep 6. Confirmation

 Monitoring your GCP resources

3. In the onboarding page, do the following and then select NextNext.

a. Validate the chosen subscription.

b. In the Display nameDisplay name field, enter a display name for the connector.

c. In the Organization IDOrganization ID field, enter your organization's ID. If you don't know it, see Creating and

managing organizations.

d. In the Pr ivate keyPrivate key  file box, browse to the JSON file you downloaded in Step 4. Create a private key for

the dedicated service account.

When the connector is successfully created and GCP Security Command Center has been configured properly:

The GCP CIS standard will be shown in the Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance dashboard.

Security recommendations for your GCP resources will appear in the Defender for Cloud portal and the

regulatory compliance dashboard 5-10 minutes after onboard completes:

As shown above, Microsoft Defender for Cloud's security recommendations page displays your GCP resources

together with your Azure and AWS resources for a true multi-cloud view.

To view all the active recommendations for your resources by resource type, use Defender for Cloud's asset

inventory page and filter to the GCP resource type in which you're interested:

https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/creating-managing-organization


 FAQ - Connecting GCP accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud
  Can I connect multiple GCP organizations to Defender for Cloud?Can I connect multiple GCP organizations to Defender for Cloud?

  Is there an API for connecting my GCP resources to Defender for Cloud?Is there an API for connecting my GCP resources to Defender for Cloud?

 Next steps

Yes. Defender for Cloud's GCP connector connects your Google Cloud resources at the organization level.

Create a connector for every GCP organization you want to monitor from Defender for Cloud. When you

connect an organization, all projects within that organization are added to Defender for Cloud.

Learn about the Google Cloud resource hierarchy in Google's online docs.

Yes. To create, edit, or delete Defender for Cloud cloud connectors with a REST API, see the details of the

Connectors API.

Connecting your GCP account is part of the multi-cloud experience available in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

For related information, see the following page:

Connect your AWS accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Google Cloud resource hierarchy--Learn about the Google Cloud resource hierarchy in Google's online docs

https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/cloud-platform-resource-hierarchy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/connectors
https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/cloud-platform-resource-hierarchy


   

 

Configure auto provisioning for agents and
extensions from Microsoft Defender for Cloud

 2/15/2022 • 17 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites

 

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud collects data from your resources using the relevant agent or extensions for that

resource and the type of data collection you've enabled. Use the procedures below to ensure your resources

have the necessary agents and extensions used by Defender for Cloud.

When you enable auto provisioning of any of the supported extensions, you'll potentially impact existing and future

machines. But when you disabledisable auto provisioning for an extension, you'll only affect the future machines: nothing is

uninstalled by disabling auto provisioning.

To get started with Defender for Cloud, you must have a subscription to Microsoft Azure. If you don't have a

subscription, you can sign up for a free account.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/enable-data-collection.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/free-trial/


Availability
 

 

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Auto provisioning is generally available (GA)

Pricing: Auto provisioning is free to use

Required roles and permissions: Depends on the specific extension - see relevant tab

Supported destinations: Depends on the specific extension - see relevant tab

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet

TIPTIP

 How does Defender for Cloud collect data?

Auto provisioningAuto provisioning

Log Analytics agentLog Analytics agent

Vulnerability assessmentVulnerability assessment

Defender for EndpointDefender for Endpoint

Guest ConfigurationGuest Configuration

Defender for ContainersDefender for Containers

This table shows the availability details for the auto provisioning featurefeature itself.

For items marked in preview: The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms that apply to Azure

features that are in beta, preview, or otherwise not yet released into general availability.

Defender for Cloud collects data from your Azure virtual machines (VMs), virtual machine scale sets, IaaS

containers, and non-Azure (including on-premises) machines to monitor for security vulnerabilities and threats.

Data collection is required to provide visibility into missing updates, misconfigured OS security settings,

endpoint protection status, and health and threat protection. Data collection is only needed for compute

resources such as VMs, virtual machine scale sets, IaaS containers, and non-Azure computers.

You can benefit from Microsoft Defender for Cloud even if you don’t provision agents. However, you'll have

limited security and the capabilities listed above aren't supported.

Data is collected using:

The Log Analytics agentLog Analytics agent, which reads various security-related configurations and event logs from the

machine and copies the data to your workspace for analysis. Examples of such data are: operating system

type and version, operating system logs (Windows event logs), running processes, machine name, IP

addresses, and logged in user.

Security extensionsSecurity extensions , such as the Azure Policy Add-on for Kubernetes, which can also provide data to

Defender for Cloud regarding specialized resource types.

https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes


TIPTIP

 Why use auto provisioning?

 How does auto provisioning work?

TIPTIP

 Enable auto provisioning of the Log Analytics agent and extensions
 

As Defender for Cloud has grown, the types of resources that can be monitored has also grown. The number of

extensions has also grown. Auto provisioning has expanded to support additional resource types by leveraging the

capabilities of Azure Policy.

Any of the agents and extensions described on this page can be installed manually (see Manual installation of

the Log Analytics agent). However, auto provisioningauto provisioning reduces management overhead by installing all required

agents and extensions on existing - and new - machines to ensure faster security coverage for all supported

resources.

We recommend enabling auto provisioning, but it's disabled by default.

Defender for Cloud's auto provisioning settings have a toggle for each type of supported extension. When you

enable auto provisioning of an extension, you assign the appropriate Deploy if not existsDeploy if not exists  policy. This policy

type ensures the extension is provisioned on all existing and future resources of that type.

Learn more about Azure Policy effects including deploy if not exists in Understand Azure Policy effects.

When automatic provisioning is on for the Log Analytics agent, Defender for Cloud deploys the agent on all

supported Azure VMs and any new ones created. For the list of supported platforms, see Supported platforms

in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

To enable auto provisioning of the Log Analytics agent:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

3. In the Auto provisioningAuto provisioning page, set the status of auto provisioning for the Log Analytics agent to OnOn.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/effects
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/security-center-os-coverage.html


4. From the configuration options pane, define the workspace to use.

Connect Azure VMs to the default workspace(s) created by Defender for CloudConnect Azure VMs to the default workspace(s) created by Defender for Cloud -

Defender for Cloud creates a new resource group and default workspace in the same geolocation,

and connects the agent to that workspace. If a subscription contains VMs from multiple

geolocations, Defender for Cloud creates multiple workspaces to ensure compliance with data

privacy requirements.

The naming convention for the workspace and resource group is:

Workspace: DefaultWorkspace-[subscription-ID]-[geo]

Resource Group: DefaultResourceGroup-[geo]

A Defender for Cloud solution is automatically enabled on the workspace per the pricing tier set

for the subscription.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/enable-data-collection/enable-automatic-provisioning.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/enable-data-collection/log-analytics-agent-deploy-options.png#lightbox


TIPTIP

TIPTIP
For questions regarding default workspaces, see:

Am I billed for Azure Monitor logs on the workspaces created by Defender for Cloud?

Where is the default Log Analytics workspace created?

Can I delete the default workspaces created by Defender for Cloud?

Connect Azure VMs to a different workspaceConnect Azure VMs to a different workspace - From the dropdown list, select the workspace

to store collected data. The dropdown list includes all workspaces across all of your subscriptions.

You can use this option to collect data from virtual machines running in different subscriptions and

store it all in your selected workspace.

If you already have an existing Log Analytics workspace, you might want to use the same

workspace (requires read and write permissions on the workspace). This option is useful if you're

using a centralized workspace in your organization and want to use it for security data collection.

Learn more in Manage access to log data and workspaces in Azure Monitor.

If your selected workspace already has a "Security" or "SecurityCenterFree" solution enabled, the

pricing will be set automatically. If not, install a Defender for Cloud solution on the workspace:

a. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

b. Select the workspace to which you'll be connecting the agents.

c. Select Enhanced security offEnhanced security off  or Enable all Microsoft Defender plansEnable all Microsoft Defender plans .

5. From the Windows security eventsWindows security events  configuration, select the amount of raw event data to store:

NoneNone – Disable security event storage. This is the default setting.

MinimalMinimal  – A small set of events for when you want to minimize the event volume.

CommonCommon – A set of events that satisfies most customers and provides a full audit trail.

All eventsAll events  – For customers who want to make sure all events are stored.

To set these options at the workspace level, see Setting the security event option at the workspace level.

For more information of these options, see Windows security event options for the Log Analytics agent.

6. Select ApplyApply  in the configuration pane.

7. To enable automatic provisioning of an extension other than the Log Analytics agent:

a. If you're enabling auto provisioning for the Microsoft Dependency agent, ensure the Log Analytics

agent is set to auto deploy.

b. Toggle the status to OnOn for the relevant extension.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-data-collection-agents.html#am-i-billed-for-azure-monitor-logs-on-the-workspaces-created-by-defender-for-cloud-
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-data-collection-agents.html#where-is-the-default-log-analytics-workspace-created-
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-data-collection-agents.html#can-i-delete-the-default-workspaces-created-by-defender-for-cloud-
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/logs/manage-access


 Windows security event options for the Log Analytics agent
 

NOTENOTE

EXT EN SIO NEXT EN SIO N P O L IC YP O L IC Y

Policy Add-on for Kubernetes Deploy Azure Policy Add-on to Azure Kubernetes
Service clusters

Microsoft Dependency agent (preview) (Windows
VMs)

Deploy Dependency agent for Windows virtual
machines

Microsoft Dependency agent (preview) (Linux VMs) Deploy Dependency agent for Linux virtual machines

Guest Configuration agent (preview) Deploy prerequisites to enable Guest Configuration
policies on virtual machines

c. Select SaveSave. The Azure Policy definition is assigned and a remediation task is created.

8. Select SaveSave. If a workspace needs to be provisioned, agent installation might take up to 25 minutes.

9. You'll be asked if you want to reconfigure monitored VMs that were previously connected to a default

workspace:

NoNo - your new workspace settings will only be applied to newly discovered VMs that don't have the

Log Analytics agent installed.

YesYes  - your new workspace settings will apply to all VMs and every VM currently connected to a

Defender for Cloud created workspace will be reconnected to the new target workspace.

If you select YesYes , don't delete the workspace(s) created by Defender for Cloud until all VMs have been

reconnected to the new target workspace. This operation fails if a workspace is deleted too early.

Selecting a data collection tier in Microsoft Defender for Cloud only affects the storage of security events in your

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fa8eff44f-8c92-45c3-a3fb-9880802d67a7
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f1c210e94-a481-4beb-95fa-1571b434fb04
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f4da21710-ce6f-4e06-8cdb-5cc4c93ffbee
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/64dcfa3033a3ff231ec4e73d2c1dad4db4e3b5dd/built-in-policies/policySetDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_Prerequisites.json


  RequirementsRequirements

  Information for Microsoft Sentinel usersInformation for Microsoft Sentinel users

  What event types are stored for "Common" and "Minimal"?What event types are stored for "Common" and "Minimal"?

DATA  T IERDATA  T IER C O L L EC T ED EVEN T  IN DIC ATO RSC O L L EC T ED EVEN T  IN DIC ATO RS

Minimal 1102,4624,4625,4657,4663,4688,4700,4702,4719,4720,47
22,4723,4724,4727,4728,4732,4735,4737,4739,4740,4754,
4755,

Log Analytics workspace. The Log Analytics agent will still collect and analyze the security events required for

Defender for Cloud’s threat protection, regardless of the level of security events you choose to store in your

workspace. Choosing to store security events enables investigation, search, and auditing of those events in your

workspace.

The enhanced security protections of Defender for Cloud are required for storing Windows security event data.

Learn more about the enhanced protection plans.

Storing data in Log Analytics might incur additional charges for data storage. For more information, see the

pricing page.

Users of Microsoft Sentinel: note that security events collection within the context of a single workspace can be

configured from either Microsoft Defender for Cloud or Microsoft Sentinel, but not both. If you're planning to

add Microsoft Sentinel to a workspace that is already getting alerts from Microsoft Defender for Cloud, and is

set to collect Security Events, you have two options:

Leave the Security Events collection in Microsoft Defender for Cloud as is. You will be able to query and

analyze these events in Microsoft Sentinel as well as in Defender for Cloud. You will not, however, be able to

monitor the connector's connectivity status or change its configuration in Microsoft Sentinel. If this is

important to you, consider the second option.

Disable Security Events collection in Microsoft Defender for Cloud (by setting Windows security eventsWindows security events  to

NoneNone in the configuration of your Log Analytics agent). Then add the Security Events connector in Microsoft

Sentinel. As with the first option, you will be able to query and analyze events in both Microsoft Sentinel and

Defender for Cloud, but you will now be able to monitor the connector's connectivity status or change its

configuration in - and only in - Microsoft Sentinel.

These sets were designed to address typical scenarios. Make sure to evaluate which one fits your needs before

implementing it.

To determine the events for the CommonCommon and MinimalMinimal  options, we worked with customers and industry

standards to learn about the unfiltered frequency of each event and their usage. We used the following

guidelines in this process:

MinimalMinimal  - Make sure that this set covers only events that might indicate a successful breach and important

events that have a very low volume. For example, this set contains user successful and failed login (event IDs

4624, 4625), but it doesn’t contain sign out which is important for auditing but not meaningful for detection

and has relatively high volume. Most of the data volume of this set is the login events and process creation

event (event ID 4688).

CommonCommon - Provide a full user audit trail in this set. For example, this set contains both user logins and user

sign outs (event ID 4634). We include auditing actions like security group changes, key domain controller

Kerberos operations, and other events that are recommended by industry organizations.

Events that have very low volume were included in the common set as the main motivation to choose it over all

the events is to reduce the volume and not to filter out specific events.

Here is a complete breakdown of the Security and App Locker event IDs for each set:

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


4756,4767,4799,4825,4946,4948,4956,5024,5033,8001,80
02,8003,8004,8005,8006,8007,8222

Common 1,299,300,324,340,403,404,410,411,412,413,431,500,501,1
100,1102,1107,1108,4608,4610,4611,4614,4622,

4624,4625,4634,4647,4648,4649,4657,4661,4662,4663,46
65,4666,4667,4688,4670,4672,4673,4674,4675,4689,4697,

4700,4702,4704,4705,4716,4717,4718,4719,4720,4722,47
23,4724,4725,4726,4727,4728,4729,4733,4732,4735,4737,

4738,4739,4740,4742,4744,4745,4746,4750,4751,4752,47
54,4755,4756,4757,4760,4761,4762,4764,4767,4768,4771,

4774,4778,4779,4781,4793,4797,4798,4799,4800,4801,48
02,4803,4825,4826,4870,4886,4887,4888,4893,4898,4902,

4904,4905,4907,4931,4932,4933,4946,4948,4956,4985,50
24,5033,5059,5136,5137,5140,5145,5632,6144,6145,6272,

6273,6278,6416,6423,6424,8001,8002,8003,8004,8005,80
06,8007,8222,26401,30004

DATA  T IERDATA  T IER C O L L EC T ED EVEN T  IN DIC ATO RSC O L L EC T ED EVEN T  IN DIC ATO RS

NOTENOTE

  Setting the security event option at the workspace levelSetting the security event option at the workspace level

If you are using Group Policy Object (GPO), it is recommended that you enable audit policies Process Creation Event

4688 and the CommandLine field inside event 4688. For more information about Process Creation Event 4688, see

Defender for Cloud's FAQ. For more information about these audit policies, see Audit Policy Recommendations.

To enable data collection for Adaptive Application Controls, Defender for Cloud configures a local AppLocker policy in

Audit mode to allow all applications. This will cause AppLocker to generate events which are then collected and

leveraged by Defender for Cloud. It is important to note that this policy will not be configured on any machines on

which there is already a configured AppLocker policy.

To collect Windows Filtering Platform Event ID 5156, you need to enable Audit Filtering Platform Connection (Auditpol

/set /subcategory:"Filtering Platform Connection" /Success:Enable)

You can define the level of security event data to store at the workspace level.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu in the Azure portal, select Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant workspace. The only data collection events for a workspace are the Windows security

events described on this page.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-data-collection-agents.html#what-happens-when-data-collection-is-enabled-
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/identity/ad-ds/plan/security-best-practices/audit-policy-recommendations
https://www.ultimatewindowssecurity.com/securitylog/encyclopedia/event.aspx?eventID=5156
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/auditing/audit-filtering-platform-connection


 Manual agent provisioning
 

3. Select the amount of raw event data to store and select SaveSave.

To manually install the Log Analytics agent:

1. Disable auto provisioning.

2. Optionally, create a workspace.

3. Enable Microsoft Defender for Cloud on the workspace on which you're installing the Log Analytics agent:

NOTENOTE

a. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

b. Set the workspace on which you're installing the agent. Make sure the workspace is in the same

subscription you use in Defender for Cloud and that you have read/write permissions for the

workspace.

c. Select Microsoft Defender for Cloud onMicrosoft Defender for Cloud on, and SaveSave.

If the workspace already has a SecuritySecurity  or SecurityCenterFreeSecurityCenterFree solution enabled, the pricing will be set

automatically.

4. To deploy agents on new VMs using a Resource Manager template, install the Log Analytics agent:

Install the Log Analytics agent for Windows

Install the Log Analytics agent for Linux

5. To deploy agents on your existing VMs, follow the instructions in Collect data about Azure Virtual

Machines (the section Collect event and performance dataCollect event and performance data is optional).

6. To use PowerShell to deploy the agents, use the instructions from the virtual machines documentation:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/extensions/oms-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/extensions/oms-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/vm/monitor-virtual-machine


TIPTIP

 Automatic provisioning in cases of a pre-existing agent installation
 

 Disable auto provisioning

For Windows machines

For Linux machines

For more information about onboarding, see Automate onboarding of Microsoft Defender for Cloud using PowerShell.

The following use cases specify how automatic provision works in cases when there is already an agent or

extension installed.

Log Analytics agent is installed on the machine, but not as an extension (Direct agent)Log Analytics agent is installed on the machine, but not as an extension (Direct agent)  - If the

Log Analytics agent is installed directly on the VM (not as an Azure extension), Defender for Cloud will

install the Log Analytics agent extension, and might upgrade the Log Analytics agent to the latest version.

The agent installed will continue to report to its already configured workspace(s), and additionally will

report to the workspace configured in Defender for Cloud (Multi-homing is supported on Windows

machines).

If the configured workspace is a user workspace (not Defender for Cloud's default workspace), then you

will need to install the "Security" or "SecurityCenterFree" solution on it for Defender for Cloud to start

processing events from VMs and computers reporting to that workspace.

For Linux machines, Agent multi-homing is not yet supported - hence, if an existing agent installation is

detected, automatic provisioning will not occur and the machine's configuration will not be altered.

For existing machines on subscriptions onboarded to Defender for Cloud before 17 March 2019, when an

existing agent will be detected, the Log Analytics agent extension will not be installed and the machine

will not be affected. For these machines, see to the "Resolve monitoring agent health issues on your

machines" recommendation to resolve the agent installation issues on these machines.

System Center Operations Manager agent is installed on the machineSystem Center Operations Manager agent is installed on the machine - Defender for Cloud will

install the Log Analytics agent extension side by side to the existing Operations Manager. The existing

Operations Manager agent will continue to report to the Operations Manager server normally. The

Operations Manager agent and Log Analytics agent share common run-time libraries, which will be

updated to the latest version during this process. If Operations Manager agent version 2012 is installed,

do notdo not enable automatic provisioning.

A pre-existing VM extension is presentA pre-existing VM extension is present:

When the Monitoring Agent is installed as an extension, the extension configuration allows reporting

to only a single workspace. Defender for Cloud does not override existing connections to user

workspaces. Defender for Cloud will store security data from the VM in the workspace already

connected, provided that the "Security" or "SecurityCenterFree" solution has been installed on it.

Defender for Cloud may upgrade the extension version to the latest version in this process.

To see to which workspace the existing extension is sending data to, run the test to Validate

connectivity with Microsoft Defender for Cloud. Alternatively, you can open Log Analytics workspaces,

select a workspace, select the VM, and look at the Log Analytics agent connection.

If you have an environment where the Log Analytics agent is installed on client workstations and

reporting to an existing Log Analytics workspace, review the list of operating systems supported by

Microsoft Defender for Cloud to make sure your operating system is supported. For more

information, see Existing log analytics customers.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/extensions/oms-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/extensions/oms-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/yuridiogenes/validating-connectivity-with-azure-security-center
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/security-center-os-coverage.html
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-azure-monitor-logs.html#body


 

NOTENOTE

 Troubleshooting

When you disable auto provisioning, agents will not be provisioned on new VMs.

To turn off automatic provisioning of an agent:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu in the portal, select Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

3. Select Auto provisioningAuto provisioning.

4. Toggle the status to OffOff  for the relevant agent.

5. Select SaveSave. When auto provisioning is disabled, the default workspace configuration section is not

displayed:

Disabling automatic provisioning does not remove the Log Analytics agent from Azure VMs where the agent was

provisioned. For information on removing the OMS extension, see How do I remove OMS extensions installed by

Defender for Cloud.

To identify monitoring agent network requirements, see Troubleshooting monitoring agent network

requirements.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-data-collection-agents.html#how-do-i-remove-oms-extensions-installed-by-defender-for-cloud-


 Next steps

To identify manual onboarding issues, see How to troubleshoot Operations Management Suite onboarding

issues.

This page explained how to enable auto provisioning for the Log Analytics agent and other Defender for Cloud

extensions. It also described how to define a Log Analytics workspace in which to store the collected data. Both

operations are required to enable data collection. Storing data in Log Analytics, whether you use a new or

existing workspace, might incur more charges for data storage. For pricing details in your local currency or

region, see the pricing page.

https://support.microsoft.com/help/3126513/how-to-troubleshoot-operations-management-suite-onboarding-issues
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


   

 

Configure email notifications for security alerts
 2/15/2022 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Security alerts need to reach the right people in your organization. By default, Microsoft Defender for Cloud

emails subscription owners whenever a high-severity alert is triggered for their subscription. This page explains

how to customize these notifications.

Use Defender for Cloud's Email notificationsEmail notifications  settings page to define preferences for notification emails

including:

whowho should be notified should be notified - Emails can be sent to select individuals or to anyone with a specified Azure role

for a subscription.

whatwhat they should be notified about they should be notified about - Modify the severity levels for which Defender for Cloud should

send out notifications.

To avoid alert fatigue, Defender for Cloud limits the volume of outgoing mails. For each subscription, Defender

for Cloud sends:

a maximum of one email per 6 hours6 hours  (4 emails per day) for high-severityhigh-severity  alerts

a maximum of one email per 12 hours12 hours  (2 emails per day) for medium-severitymedium-severity  alerts

a maximum of one email per 24 hours24 hours  for low-severitylow-severity  alerts

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/configure-email-notifications.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free

Required roles and permissions: Security AdminSecurity Admin
Subscription OwnerSubscription Owner

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Customize the security alerts email notifications via the portal
 

 Customize the alerts email notifications through the API

{
    "properties": {
        "emails": admin@contoso.com;admin2@contoso.com,
        "notificationsByRole": {
            "state": "On",
            "roles": ["AccountAdmin", "Owner"]
        },
        "alertNotifications": {
            "state": "On",
            "minimalSeverity": "Medium"
        },
        "phone": ""
    }
}

 See also

You can send email notifications to individuals or to all users with specific Azure roles.

1. From Defender for Cloud's Environment settingsEnvironment settings  area, select the relevant subscription, and open

Email notificationsEmail notifications .

2. Define the recipients for your notifications with one or both of these options:

From the dropdown list, select from the available roles.

Enter specific email addresses separated by commas. There's no limit to the number of email

addresses that you can enter.

3. To apply the security contact information to your subscription, select SaveSave.

You can also manage your email notifications through the supplied REST API. For full details see the

SecurityContacts API documentation.

This is an example request body for the PUT request when creating a security contact configuration:

URI: 
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/<SubscriptionId>/providers/Microsoft.Security/securityContacts/default?
api-version=2020-01-01-preview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/securitycontacts


To learn more about security alerts, see the following pages:

Security alerts - a reference guide--Learn about the security alerts you might see in Microsoft Defender for

Cloud's Threat Protection module

Manage and respond to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud--Learn how to manage and respond

to security alerts

Workflow automation--Automate responses to alerts with custom notification logic



   

 

Quickstart: Create an automatic response to a
specific security alert using an ARM template

 2/15/2022 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites

 Review the template

{
  "$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-04-01/deploymentTemplate.json#",
  "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
  "parameters": {
    "automationName": {
      "type": "string",
      "minLength": 3,
      "maxLength": 24
    },
    "location": {
      "type": "string",
      "defaultValue": "[resourceGroup().location]",
      "metadata": {
        "description": "Location for the automation"
      }
    },
    "logicAppName": {
      "type": "string",
      "minLength": 3
    },
    "logicAppResourceGroupName": {

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This quickstart describes how to use an Azure Resource Manager template (ARM template) to create a workflow

automation that triggers a logic app when specific security alerts are received by Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

An ARM template is a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file that defines the infrastructure and configuration for

your project. The template uses declarative syntax. In declarative syntax, you describe your intended deployment

without writing the sequence of programming commands to create the deployment.

If your environment meets the prerequisites and you're familiar with using ARM templates, select the Deploy toDeploy to

AzureAzure button. The template will open in the Azure portal.

If you don't have an Azure subscription, create a free account before you begin.

For a list of the roles and permissions required to work with Microsoft Defender for Cloud's workflow

automation feature, see workflow automation.

The template used in this quickstart is from Azure Quickstart Templates.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/quickstart-automation-alert.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.Template/uri/https%253a%252f%252fraw.githubusercontent.com%252fAzure%252fazure-quickstart-templates%252fmaster%252fquickstarts%252fmicrosoft.security%252fsecuritycenter-create-automation-for-alertnamecontains%252fazuredeploy.json
https://azure.microsoft.com/free/?WT.mc_id=A261C142F
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/securitycenter-create-automation-for-alertnamecontains/


    "logicAppResourceGroupName": {
      "type": "string",
      "minLength": 3
    },
    "subscriptionId": {
      "type": "string",
      "defaultValue": "[subscription().subscriptionId]",
      "metadata": {
        "description": "The Azure resource GUID id of the subscription"
      }
    },
    "alertSettings": {
      "type": "object",
      "metadata": {
        "description": "The alert settings object used for deploying the automation"
      }
    }
  },
  "variables": {
    "automationDescription": "automation description for subscription {0}",
    "scopeDescription": "automation scope for subscription {0}"
  },
  "resources": [
    {
      "type": "Microsoft.Security/automations",
      "apiVersion": "2019-01-01-preview",
      "name": "[parameters('automationName')]",
      "location": "[parameters('location')]",
      "properties": {
        "description": "[format(variables('automationDescription'),'{0}', parameters('subscriptionId'))]",
        "isEnabled": true,
        "actions": [
          {
            "actionType": "LogicApp",
            "logicAppResourceId": "[resourceId('Microsoft.Logic/workflows', parameters('logicAppName'))]",
            "uri": "[listCallbackURL(resourceId(parameters('subscriptionId'), 
parameters('logicAppResourceGroupName'), 'Microsoft.Logic/workflows/triggers', parameters('logicAppName'), 
'manual'), '2019-05-01').value]"
          }
        ],
        "scopes": [
          {
            "description": "[format(variables('scopeDescription'),'{0}', parameters('subscriptionId'))]",
            "scopePath": "[subscription().id]"
          }
        ],
        "sources": [
          {
            "eventSource": "Alerts",
            "eventVersionType": "Api",
            "copy": [
              {
                "name": "ruleSets",
                "count": "[length(parameters('alertSettings').alertSeverityMapping)]",
                "input": {
                  "rules": [
                    {
                      "propertyJPath": "
[parameters('alertSettings').alertSeverityMapping[copyIndex('ruleSets')].jpath]",
                      "propertyType": "string",
                      "expectedValue": "
[parameters('alertSettings').alertSeverityMapping[copyIndex('ruleSets')].expectedValue]",
                      "operator": "
[parameters('alertSettings').alertSeverityMapping[copyIndex('ruleSets')].operator]"
                    },
                    {
                      "propertyJPath": "Severity",
                      "propertyType": "string",
                      "expectedValue": "
[parameters('alertSettings').alertSeverityMapping[copyIndex('ruleSets')].severity]",



[parameters('alertSettings').alertSeverityMapping[copyIndex('ruleSets')].severity]",
                      "operator": "Equals"
                    }
                  ]
                }
              }
            ]
          }
        ]
      }
    }
  ]
}

  Relevant resourcesRelevant resources

 Deploy the template

 Review deployed resources

Microsoft.Security/automationsMicrosoft.Security/automations : The automation that will trigger the logic app, upon receiving a

Microsoft Defender for Cloud alert that contains a specific string.

Microsoft.Logic/workflowsMicrosoft.Logic/workflows : An empty triggerable Logic App.

For other Defender for Cloud quickstart templates, see these community contributed templates.

New-AzResourceGroup -Name <resource-group-name> -Location <resource-group-location> #use this command 
when you need to create a new resource group for your deployment
New-AzResourceGroupDeployment -ResourceGroupName <resource-group-name> -TemplateUri 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/master/quickstarts/microsoft.security/securitycenter-create-automation-for-
alertnamecontains/azuredeploy.json

az group create --name <resource-group-name> --location <resource-group-location> #use this command 
when you need to create a new resource group for your deployment
az deployment group create --resource-group <my-resource-group> --template-uri 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/master/quickstarts/microsoft.security/securitycenter-create-automation-for-
alertnamecontains/azuredeploy.json

PowerShellPowerShell :

CLICLI:

Por talPor tal :

To find more information about this deployment option, see Use a deployment button to deploy

templates from GitHub repository.

Use the Azure portal to check the workflow automation has been deployed.

1. From the Azure portal, open Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud.

2. From the top menu bar, select the filter icon, and select the specific subscription on which you deployed the

new workflow automation.

3. From Microsoft Defender for Cloud's menu, open workflow automationworkflow automation and check for your new

automation.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/templates/microsoft.security/automations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/templates/microsoft.logic/workflows
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/?resourceType=Microsoft.Security&pageNumber=1&sort=Popular
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.Template/uri/https%253a%252f%252fraw.githubusercontent.com%252fAzure%252fazure-quickstart-templates%252fmaster%252fquickstarts%252fmicrosoft.security%252fsecuritycenter-create-automation-for-alertnamecontains%252fazuredeploy.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/deploy-to-azure-button
https://portal.azure.com


 Clean up resources

 Next steps

TIPTIP
If you have many workflow automations on your subscription, use the filter by namefilter by name option.

When no longer needed, delete the workflow automation using the Azure portal.

1. From the Azure portal, open Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud.

2. From the top menu bar, select the filter icon, and select the specific subscription on which you deployed the

new workflow automation.

3. From Microsoft Defender for Cloud's menu, open workflow automationworkflow automation and find the automation to be

deleted.

4. Select the checkbox for the item to be deleted.

5. From the toolbar, select DeleteDelete.

For a step-by-step tutorial that guides you through the process of creating a template, see:

Tutorial: Create and deploy your first ARM template

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/quickstart-automation-alert/validating-template-run.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/quickstart-automation-alert/deleting-workflow-automation.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/template-tutorial-create-first-template
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 How are regulatory compliance standards represented in Defender
for Cloud?

 What regulatory compliance standards are available in Defender for
Cloud?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud continually compares the configuration of your resources with requirements in

industry standards, regulations, and benchmarks. The regulator y compliance dashboardregulator y compliance dashboard provides insights

into your compliance posture based on how you're meeting specific compliance requirements.

Learn more about Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance dashboard in the frequently asked questions.

Industry standards, regulatory standards, and benchmarks are represented in Defender for Cloud's regulatory

compliance dashboard. Each standard is an initiative defined in Azure Policy.

To see compliance data mapped as assessments in your dashboard, add a compliance standard to your

management group or subscription from within the Security policySecurity policy  page. To learn more about Azure Policy

and initiatives, see Working with security policies.

When you've assigned a standard or benchmark to your selected scope, the standard appears in your regulatory

compliance dashboard with all associated compliance data mapped as assessments. You can also download

summary reports for any of the standards that have been assigned.

Microsoft tracks the regulatory standards themselves and automatically improves its coverage in some of the

packages over time. When Microsoft releases new content for the initiative, it will appear automatically in your

dashboard as new policies mapped to controls in the standard.

By default, every subscription has the Azure Security BenchmarkAzure Security Benchmark assigned. This is the Microsoft-authored,

Azure-specific guidelines for security and compliance best practices based on common compliance frameworks.

Learn more about Azure Security Benchmark.

Available regulatory standards:

PCI-DSS v3.2.1:2018

SOC TSP

NIST SP 800-53 R4

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/update-regulatory-compliance-packages.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
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 Add a regulatory standard to your dashboard

  PrerequisitesPrerequisites

  Add a standardAdd a standard

NIST SP 800 171 R2

UK OFFICIAL and UK NHS

Canada Federal PBMM

Azure CIS 1.1.0

HIPAA/HITRUST

SWIFT CSP CSCF v2020

ISO 27001:2013

New Zealand ISM Restricted

CMMC Level 3

Azure CIS 1.3.0

NIST SP 800-53 R5

FedRAMP H

FedRAMP M

Standards are added to the dashboard as they become available. The preceding list might not contain recently added

standards.

The following steps explain how to add a package to monitor your compliance with one of the supported

regulatory standards.

To add standards to your dashboard:

The subscription must have Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features enabled

The user must have owner or policy contributor permissions

TIPTIP

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Regulator y complianceRegulator y compliance to open the regulatory compliance

dashboard. Here you can see the compliance standards currently assigned to the currently selected

subscriptions.

2. From the top of the page, select Manage compliance policiesManage compliance policies . The Policy Management page appears.

3. Select the subscription or management group for which you want to manage the regulatory compliance

posture.

We recommend selecting the highest scope for which the standard is applicable so that compliance data is

aggregated and tracked for all nested resources.

4. To add the standards relevant to your organization, expand the Industr y & regulator y standardsIndustr y & regulator y standards

section and select Add more standardsAdd more standards .

5. From the Add regulator y compliance standardsAdd regulator y compliance standards  page, you can search for any of the available

standards:
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6. Select AddAdd and enter all the necessary details for the specific initiative such as scope, parameters, and

remediation.

7. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Regulator y complianceRegulator y compliance again to go back to the regulatory

compliance dashboard.

Your new standard appears in your list of Industry & regulatory standards.

It may take a few hours for a newly added standard to appear in the compliance dashboard.



 Remove a standard from your dashboard
You can continue to customize the regulatory compliance dashboard, to focus only on the standards that are

applicable to you, by removing any of the supplied regulatory standards that aren't relevant to your

organization.

To remove a standard:

NOTENOTE

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Security policySecurity policy .

2. Select the relevant subscription from which you want to remove a standard.

You can remove a standard from a subscription, but not from a management group.

The security policy page opens. For the selected subscription, it shows the default policy, the industry and

regulatory standards, and any custom initiatives you've created.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/regulatory-compliance-dashboard/compliance-dashboard.png#lightbox


 Next steps

3. For the standard you want to remove, select DisableDisable. A confirmation window appears.

4. Select YesYes . The standard will be removed.

In this article, you learned how to add compliance standardsadd compliance standards  to monitor your compliance with regulatory

and industry standards.

For related material, see the following pages:

Azure Security Benchmark

Defender for Cloud regulatory compliance dashboard - Learn how to track and export your regulatory

compliance data with Defender for Cloud and external tools

Working with security policies

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
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 Planning guide
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 Security roles and access controls

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This guide is for information technology (IT) professionals, IT architects, information security analysts, and cloud

administrators planning to use Defender for Cloud.

This guide covers tasks that you can follow to optimize your use of Defender for Cloud based on your

organization's security requirements and cloud management model. To take full advantage of Defender for

Cloud, it is important to understand how different individuals or teams in your organization use the service to

meet secure development and operations, monitoring, governance, and incident response needs. The key areas

to consider when planning to use Defender for Cloud are:

Security Roles and Access Controls

Security Policies and Recommendations

Data Collection and Storage

Onboarding non-Azure resources

Ongoing Security Monitoring

Incident Response

In the next section, you will learn how to plan for each one of those areas and apply those recommendations

based on your requirements.

Read Defender for Cloud frequently asked questions (FAQ) for a list of common questions that can also be useful during

the designing and planning phase.

Depending on the size and structure of your organization, multiple individuals and teams may use Defender for

Cloud to perform different security-related tasks. In the following diagram, you have an example of fictitious

personas and their respective roles and security responsibilities:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/security-center-planning-and-operations-guide.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-general.html#body


Defender for Cloud enables these individuals to meet these various responsibilities. For example:

Jeff (Workload Owner)Jeff (Workload Owner)

Manage a cloud workload and its related resources

Responsible for implementing and maintaining protections in accordance with company security policy

Ellen (CISO/CIO)Ellen (CISO/CIO)

Responsible for all aspects of security for the company

Wants to understand the company's security posture across cloud workloads

Needs to be informed of major attacks and risks

David (IT Security)David (IT Security)

Sets company security policies to ensure the appropriate protections are in place

Monitors compliance with policies

Generates reports for leadership or auditors

Judy (Security Operations)Judy (Security Operations)

Monitors and responds to security alerts 24/7

Escalates to Cloud Workload Owner or IT Security Analyst

Sam (Security Analyst)Sam (Security Analyst)

Investigate attacks

Work with Cloud Workload Owner to apply remediation

Defender for Cloud uses Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC), which provides built-in roles that can be

assigned to users, groups, and services in Azure. When a user opens Defender for Cloud, they only see

information related to resources they have access to. Which means the user is assigned the role of Owner,

Contributor, or Reader to the subscription or resource group that a resource belongs to. In addition to these

roles, there are two specific Defender for Cloud roles:

Security readerSecurity reader : a user that belongs to this role is able to view only Defender for Cloud configurations,

which include recommendations, alerts, policy, and health, but it won't be able to make changes.

Security adminSecurity admin: same as security reader but it can also update the security policy, dismiss

recommendations and alerts.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/role-assignments-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
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 Security policies and recommendations

The Defender for Cloud roles described above do not have access to other service areas of Azure such as

Storage, Web & Mobile, or Internet of Things.

Using the personas explained in the previous diagram, the following Azure RBAC would be needed:

Jeff (Workload Owner)Jeff (Workload Owner)

Resource Group Owner/Contributor

Ellen (CISO/CIO)Ellen (CISO/CIO)

Subscription Owner/Contributor or Security Admin

David (IT Security)David (IT Security)

Subscription Owner/Contributor or Security Admin

Judy (Security Operations)Judy (Security Operations)

Subscription Reader or Security Reader to view Alerts

Subscription Owner/Contributor or Security Admin required to dismiss Alerts

Sam (Security Analyst)Sam (Security Analyst)

Subscription Reader to view Alerts

Subscription Owner/Contributor required to dismiss Alerts

Access to the workspace may be required

Some other important information to consider :

Only subscription Owners/Contributors and Security Admins can edit a security policy.

Only subscription and resource group Owners and Contributors can apply security recommendations for a

resource.

When planning access control using Azure RBAC for Defender for Cloud, be sure to understand who in your

organization will be using Defender for Cloud. Also, what types of tasks they will be performing and then

configure Azure RBAC accordingly.

We recommend that you assign the least permissive role needed for users to complete their tasks. For example, users

who only need to view information about the security state of resources but not take action, such as applying

recommendations or editing policies, should be assigned the Reader role.

A security policy defines the desired configuration of your workloads and helps ensure compliance with

company or regulatory security requirements. In Defender for Cloud, you can define policies for your Azure

subscriptions, which can be tailored to the type of workload or the sensitivity of data.

Defender for Cloud policies contain the following components:

Data collection: agent provisioning and data collection settings.

Security policy: an Azure Policy that determines which controls are monitored and recommended by

Defender for Cloud, or use Azure Policy to create new definitions, define additional policies, and assign

policies across management groups.

Email notifications: security contacts and notification settings.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
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  Security policies definitions and recommendationsSecurity policies definitions and recommendations

 Data collection and storage

  AgentAgent

NOTENOTE

  WorkspaceWorkspace

Pricing tier: with or without Microsoft Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features, which determine

which Defender for Cloud features are available for resources in scope (can be specified for subscriptions

and workspaces using the API).

Specifying a security contact will ensure that Azure can reach the right person in your organization if a security incident

occurs. Read Provide security contact details in Defender for Cloud for more information on how to enable this

recommendation.

Defender for Cloud automatically creates a default security policy for each of your Azure subscriptions. You can

edit the policy in Defender for Cloud or use Azure Policy to create new definitions, define additional policies, and

assign policies across Management Groups (which can represent the entire organization, a business unit in it

etc.), and monitor compliance to these policies across these scopes.

Before configuring security policies, review each of the security recommendations, and determine whether these

policies are appropriate for your various subscriptions and resource groups. It is also important to understand

what action should be taken to address Security Recommendations and who in your organization will be

responsible for monitoring for new recommendations and taking the needed steps.

Defender for Cloud uses the Log Analytics agent – this is the same agent used by the Azure Monitor service – to

collect security data from your virtual machines. Data collected from this agent will be stored in your Log

Analytics workspace(s).

When automatic provisioning is enabled in the security policy, the Log Analytics agent (for Windows or Linux) is

installed on all supported Azure VMs, and any new ones that are created. If the VM or computer already has the

Log Analytics agent installed, Defender for Cloud will leverage the current installed agent. The agent's process is

designed to be non-invasive and have very minimal impact on VM performance.

The Log Analytics agent for Windows requires use TCP port 443. See the Troubleshooting article for additional

details.

If at some point you want to disable Data Collection, you can turn it off in the security policy. However, because

the Log Analytics agent may be used by other Azure management and monitoring services, the agent will not be

uninstalled automatically when you turn off data collection in Defender for Cloud. You can manually uninstall

the agent if needed.

To find a list of supported VMs, read the Defender for Cloud frequently asked questions (FAQ).

A workspace is an Azure resource that serves as a container for data. You or other members of your

organization might use multiple workspaces to manage different sets of data that is collected from all or

portions of your IT infrastructure.

Data collected from the Log Analytics agent (on behalf of Defender for Cloud) will be stored in either an existing

Log Analytics workspace(s) associated with your Azure subscription or a new workspace(s), taking into account

the Geo of the VM.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agent-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/vm/monitor-virtual-machine
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-vms.html#body
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 Onboard non-Azure resources

 Ongoing security monitoring

In the Azure portal, you can browse to see a list of your Log Analytics workspaces, including any created by

Defender for Cloud. A related resource group will be created for new workspaces. Both will follow this naming

convention:

Workspace: DefaultWorkspace-[subscription-ID]-[geo]

Resource Group: DefaultResourceGroup-[geo]

For workspaces created by Defender for Cloud, data is retained for 30 days. For existing workspaces, retention is

based on the workspace pricing tier. If you want, you can also use an existing workspace.

If your agent reports to a workspace other than the defaultdefault workspace, any Microsoft Defender plans providing

enhanced security features that you've enabled on the subscription should also be enabled on the workspace.

Microsoft makes strong commitments to protect the privacy and security of this data. Microsoft adheres to strict

compliance and security guidelines—from coding to operating a service. For more information about data handling and

privacy, read Defender for Cloud Data Security.

Defender for Cloud can monitor the security posture of your non-Azure computers but you need to first

onboard these resources. Read Onboard non-Azure computers for more information on how to onboard non-

Azure resources.

After initial configuration and application of Defender for Cloud recommendations, the next step is considering

Defender for Cloud operational processes.

The Defender for Cloud Overview provides a unified view of security across all your Azure resources and any

non-Azure resources you have connected. The example below shows an environment with many issues to be

addressed:
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  Monitoring for new or changed resourcesMonitoring for new or changed resources

  Hardening access and applicationsHardening access and applications

Defender for Cloud will not interfere with your normal operational procedures, it will passively monitor your deployments

and provide recommendations based on the security policies you enabled.

When you first opt in to use Defender for Cloud for your current Azure environment, make sure that you review

all recommendations, which can be done in the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

Plan to visit the threat intelligence option as part of your daily security operations. There you can identify

security threats against the environment, such as identify if a particular computer is part of a botnet.

Most Azure environments are dynamic, with resources regularly being created, spun up or down, reconfigured,

and changed. Defender for Cloud helps ensure that you have visibility into the security state of these new

resources.

When you add new resources (VMs, SQL DBs) to your Azure Environment, Defender for Cloud will automatically

discover these resources and begin to monitor their security. This also includes PaaS web roles and worker roles.

If Data Collection is enabled in the Security Policy, additional monitoring capabilities will be enabled

automatically for your virtual machines.

You should also regularly monitor existing resources for configuration changes that could have created security

risks, drift from recommended baselines, and security alerts.

As part of your security operations, you should also adopt preventative measures to restrict access to VMs, and

control the applications that are running on VMs. By locking down inbound traffic to your Azure VMs, you are

reducing the exposure to attacks, and at the same time providing easy access to connect to VMs when needed.

Use just-in-time VM access access feature to hardening access to your VMs.

You can use adaptive application controls to limit which applications can run on your VMs located in Azure.

Among other benefits, this helps harden your VMs against malware. Using machine learning, Defender for



 Incident response
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Cloud analyzes processes running in the VM to help you create allow listing rules.

Defender for Cloud detects and alerts you to threats as they occur. Organizations should monitor for new

security alerts and take action as needed to investigate further or remediate the attack. For more information on

how Defender for Cloud threat protection works, read How Defender for Cloud detects and responds to threats.

While this article doesn't have the intent to assist you creating your own Incident Response plan, we are going to

use Microsoft Azure Security Response in the Cloud lifecycle as the foundation for incident response stages. The

stages are shown in the following diagram:

You can use the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Computer Security Incident Handling Guide as a

reference to assist you building your own.

You can use Defender for Cloud Alerts during the following stages:

DetectDetect: identify a suspicious activity in one or more resources.

AssessAssess : perform the initial assessment to obtain more information about the suspicious activity.

DiagnoseDiagnose: use the remediation steps to conduct the technical procedure to address the issue.

Each Security Alert provides information that can be used to better understand the nature of the attack and

suggest possible mitigations. Some alerts also provide links to either more information or to other sources of

information within Azure. You can use the information provided for further research and to begin mitigation,

and you can also search security-related data that is stored in your workspace.

The following example shows a suspicious RDP activity taking place:

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf
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 Next steps

This page shows the details regarding the time that the attack took place, the source hostname, the target VM

and also gives recommendation steps. In some circumstances, the source information of the attack may be

empty. Read Missing Source Information in Defender for Cloud Alerts for more information about this type of

behavior.

Once you identify the compromised system, you can run a workflow automation that was previously created.

These are a collection of procedures that can be executed from Defender for Cloud once triggered by an alert.

In the How to Leverage the Defender for Cloud & Microsoft Operations Management Suite for an Incident

Response video, you can see some demonstrations that show how Defender for Cloud can be used in each one

of those stages.

Read Managing and responding to security alerts in Defender for Cloud for more information on how to use Defender for

Cloud capabilities to assist you during your Incident Response process.

In this document, you learned how to plan for Defender for Cloud adoption. To learn more about Defender for

Cloud, see the following:

Managing and responding to security alerts in Defender for Cloud

Monitoring partner solutions with Defender for Cloud — Learn how to monitor the health status of your

partner solutions.

Defender for Cloud FAQ — Find frequently asked questions about using the service.

Azure Security blog — Find blog posts about Azure security and compliance.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/azuresecurity/missing-source-information-in-azure-security-center-alerts
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-general.html#body
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/azuresecurity/
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 Prerequisites

 Manage VM access

 Harden VMs against malware

 Next steps

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud limits your exposure to threats by using access and application controls to block malicious

activity. Just-in-time (JIT) virtual machine (VM) access reduces your exposure to attacks by enabling you to deny

persistent access to VMs. Instead, you provide controlled and audited access to VMs only when needed.

Adaptive application controls help harden VMs against malware by controlling which applications can run on

your VMs. Defender for Cloud uses machine learning to analyze the processes running in the VM and helps you

apply allow listing rules using this intelligence.

In this tutorial you'll learn how to:

Configure a just-in-time VM access policy

Configure an application control policy

To step through the features covered in this tutorial, you must have Defender for Cloud's enhanced security

features enabled. A free trial is available. To upgrade, see Enable enhanced protections.

JIT VM access can be used to lock down inbound traffic to your Azure VMs, reducing exposure to attacks while

providing easy access to connect to VMs when needed.

Management ports do not need to be open at all times. They only need to be open while you are connected to

the VM, for example to perform management or maintenance tasks. When just-in-time is enabled, Defender for

Cloud uses Network Security Group (NSG) rules, which restrict access to management ports so they cannot be

targeted by attackers.

Follow the guidance in Secure your management ports with just-in-time access.

Adaptive application controls help you define a set of applications that are allowed to run on configured

resource groups, which among other benefits helps harden your VMs against malware. Defender for Cloud uses

machine learning to analyze the processes running in the VM and helps you apply allow listing rules using this

intelligence.

Follow the guidance in Use adaptive application controls to reduce your machines' attack surfaces.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/tutorial-protect-resources.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


In this tutorial, you learned how to limit your exposure to threats by:

Configuring a just-in-time VM access policy to provide controlled and audited access to VMs only when

needed

Configuring an adaptive application controls policy to control which applications can run on your VMs

Advance to the next tutorial to learn about responding to security incidents.

Tutorial: Respond to security incidents
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 Prerequisites

 Triage security alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud continuously analyzes your hybrid cloud workloads using advanced analytics and

threat intelligence to alert you about potentially malicious activities in your cloud resources. You can also

integrate alerts from other security products and services into Defender for Cloud. Once an alert is raised, swift

action is needed to investigate and remediate the potential security issue.

In this tutorial, you will learn how to:

Triage security alerts

Investigate a security alert to determine the root cause

Respond to a security alert and mitigate that root cause

If you don't have an Azure subscription, create a free account before you begin.

To step through the features covered in this tutorial, you must have Defender for Cloud's enhanced security

features enabled. You can try these at no cost. To learn more, see the pricing page. The quickstart Get started

with Defender for Cloud walks you through how to upgrade.

Defender for Cloud provides a unified view of all security alerts. Security alerts are ranked based on the severity

of the detected activity.

Triage your alerts from the Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  page:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/tutorial-security-incident.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/free/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
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 Investigate a security alert

Use this page to review the active security alerts in your environment to decide which alert to investigate first.

When triaging security alerts, prioritize alerts based on the alert severity by addressing alerts with higher

severity first. Learn more about alerts severity in How are alerts classified?.

You can connect Microsoft Defender for Cloud to most popular SIEM solutions including Microsoft Sentinel and consume

the alerts from your tool of choice. Learn more in Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution.

When you've decided which alert to investigate first:

1. Select the desired alert.

2. From the alert overview page, select the resource to investigate first.

3. Begin your investigation from the left pane, which shows the high-level information about the security

alert.



 Respond to a security alert

This pane shows:

Alert severity, status, and activity time

Description that explains the precise activity that was detected

Affected resources

Kill chain intent of the activity on the MITRE ATT&CK matrix

4. For more detailed information that can help you investigate the suspicious activity, examine the Aler tAler t

detailsdetails  tab.

5. When you've reviewed the information on this page, you may have enough to proceed with a response. If

you need further details:

Contact the resource owner to verify whether the detected activity is a false positive.

Investigate the raw logs generated by the attacked resource

After you've investigated a security alert and understood its scope, you can respond to the alert from within

Microsoft Defender for Cloud:

1. Open the Take actionTake action tab to see the recommended responses.



2. Review the Mitigate the threatMitigate the threat section for the manual investigation steps necessary to mitigate the

issue.

3. To harden your resources and prevent future attacks of this kind, remediate the security

recommendations in the Prevent future attacksPrevent future attacks  section.

4. To trigger a logic app with automated response steps, use the Tr igger automated responseTrigger automated response section.

5. If the detected activity isn’t malicious, you can suppress future alerts of this kind using the SuppressSuppress

similar  aler tssimilar  aler ts  section.

6. When you've completed the investigation into the alert and responded in the appropriate way, change

the status to DismissedDismissed.

This removes the alert from the main alerts list. You can use the filter from the alerts list page to view all

alerts with DismissedDismissed status.

7. We encourage you to provide feedback about the alert to Microsoft:

a. Marking the alert as UsefulUseful  or Not usefulNot useful .

b. Select a reason and add a comment.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/tutorial-security-incident/alert-details-take-action.png#lightbox


 End the tutorial
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We review your feedback to improve our algorithms and provide better security alerts.

Other quickstarts and tutorials in this collection build upon this quickstart. If you plan to continue to work with

subsequent quickstarts and tutorials, keep automatic provisioning and Defender for Cloud's enhanced security

features enabled.

If you don't plan to continue, or you want to disable either of these features:

NOTENOTE

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

3. Select Defender plansDefender plans  and select Enhanced security offEnhanced security off .

4. Select SaveSave.

After you disable enhanced security features - whether you disable a single plan or all plans at once - data

collection may continue for a short period of time.



 Next steps
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5. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

6. Select the relevant subscription.

7. Select Auto provisioningAuto provisioning.

8. Disable the relevant extensions.

Disabling automatic provisioning does not remove the Log Analytics agent from Azure VMs that already have the

agent. Disabling automatic provisioning limits security monitoring for your resources.

In this tutorial, you learned about Defender for Cloud features to be used when responding to a security alert.

For related material see:

Respond to Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts

Security alerts - a reference guide

Introduction to Defender for Cloud

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-key-vault-usage.html
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 Prerequisites

 Assess your regulatory compliance

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud helps streamline the process for meeting regulatory compliance requirements,

using the regulator y compliance dashboardregulator y compliance dashboard.

Defender for Cloud continuously assesses your hybrid cloud environment to analyze the risk factors according

to the controls and best practices in the standards that you've applied to your subscriptions. The dashboard

reflects the status of your compliance with these standards.

When you enable Defender for Cloud on an Azure subscription, the Azure Security Benchmark is automatically

assigned to that subscription. This widely respected benchmark builds on the controls from the Center for

Internet Security (CIS) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with a focus on cloud-

centric security.

The regulatory compliance dashboard shows the status of all the assessments within your environment for your

chosen standards and regulations. As you act on the recommendations and reduce risk factors in your

environment, your compliance posture improves.

In this tutorial you'll learn how to:

Evaluate your regulatory compliance using the regulatory compliance dashboard

Improve your compliance posture by taking action on recommendations

Download PDF/CSV reports as well as certification reports of your compliance status

Setup alerts on changes to your compliance status

Export your compliance data as a continuous stream and as weekly snapshots

If you don’t have an Azure subscription, create a free account before you begin.

To step through the features covered in this tutorial:

Enable enhanced security features. You can enable these for free for 30 days.

You must be signed in with an account that has reader access to the policy compliance data (SecuritySecurity

ReaderReader  is insufficient). The role of Global readerGlobal reader  for the subscription will work. At a minimum, you'll need

to have Resource Policy Contr ibutorResource Policy Contr ibutor  and Security AdminSecurity Admin roles assigned.

The regulatory compliance dashboard shows your selected compliance standards with all their requirements,

where supported requirements are mapped to applicable security assessments. The status of these assessments

reflects your compliance with the standard.

Use the regulatory compliance dashboard to help focus your attention on the gaps in compliance with your

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/regulatory-compliance-dashboard.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://www.nist.gov/
https://azure.microsoft.com/free/


chosen standards and regulations. This focused view also enables you to continuously monitor your compliance

over time within dynamic cloud and hybrid environments.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Regulator y complianceRegulator y compliance.

At the top of the screen, is a dashboard with an overview of your compliance status and the set of

supported compliance regulations. You'll see your overall compliance score, and the number of passing

vs. failing assessments associated with each standard.

2. Select a tab for a compliance standard that is relevant to you (1). You'll see which subscriptions the

standard is applied on (2), and the list of all controls for that standard (3). For the applicable controls, you

can view the details of passing and failing assessments associated with that control (4), and the number

of affected resources (5). Some controls are grayed out. These controls don't have any Defender for Cloud

assessments associated with them. Check their requirements and assess them in your environment.

Some of these might be process-related and not technical.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/regulatory-compliance-dashboard/compliance-dashboard.png#lightbox


 Improve your compliance posture
Using the information in the regulatory compliance dashboard, improve your compliance posture by resolving

recommendations directly within the dashboard.

1. Select any of the failing assessments that appear in the dashboard to view the details for that

recommendation. Each recommendation includes a set of remediation steps to resolve the issue.

2. Select a particular resource to view more details and resolve the recommendation for that resource. 

For example, in the Azure CIS 1.1 .0Azure CIS 1.1 .0  standard, select the recommendation Disk encr yption should beDisk encr yption should be

applied on vir tual machinesapplied on vir tual machines .

3. In this example, when you select Take actionTake action from the recommendation details page, you arrive in the

Azure Virtual Machine pages of the Azure portal, where you can enable encryption from the SecuritySecurity

tab:



 Generate compliance status reports and certificates

NOTENOTE

For more information about how to apply recommendations, see Implementing security

recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

4. After you take action to resolve recommendations, you'll see the result in the compliance dashboard

report because your compliance score improves.

Assessments run approximately every 12 hours, so you will see the impact on your compliance data only after the

next run of the relevant assessment.

To generate a PDF report with a summary of your current compliance status for a particular standard,

select Download repor tDownload repor t.

The report provides a high-level summary of your compliance status for the selected standard based on

Defender for Cloud assessments data. The report's organized according to the controls of that particular

standard. The report can be shared with relevant stakeholders, and might provide evidence to internal

and external auditors.



To download Azure and Dynamics cer tification repor tscer tification repor ts  for the standards applied to your subscriptions,

use the Audit repor tsAudit repor ts  option.

Select the tab for the relevant reports types (PCI, SOC, ISO, and others) and use filters to find the specific

reports you need:

For example, from the PCI tab you can download a ZIP file containing a digitally signed certificate

demonstrating Microsoft Azure, Dynamics 365, and Other Online Services' compliance with ISO22301

framework, together with the necessary collateral to interpret and present the certificate.



 Configure frequent exports of your compliance status data

NOTENOTE
When you download one of these certification reports, you'll be shown the following privacy notice:

By downloading this file, you are giving consent to Microsoft to store the current user and the selected

subscriptions at the time of download. This data is used in order to notify you in case of changes or updates to

the downloaded audit report. This data is used by Microsoft and the audit firms that produce the

certification/reports only when notification is required.

If you want to track your compliance status with other monitoring tools in your environment, Defender for

Cloud includes an export mechanism to make this straightforward. Configure continuous expor tcontinuous expor t to send

select data to an Azure Event Hub or a Log Analytics workspace. Learn more in continuously export Defender for

Cloud data.

Use continuous export data to an Azure Event Hub or a Log Analytics workspace:

Export all regulatory compliance data in a continuous streamcontinuous stream:

Export weekly snapshotsweekly snapshots  of your regulatory compliance data:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/regulatory-compliance-dashboard/export-compliance-data-stream.png#lightbox


TIPTIP

 Run workflow automations when there are changes to your
compliance

You can also manually export reports about a single point in time directly from the regulatory compliance dashboard.

Generate these PDF/CSV repor tsPDF/CSV repor ts  or Azure and Dynamics cer tification repor tsAzure and Dynamics cer tification repor ts  using the Download repor tDownload repor t  or

Audit repor tsAudit repor ts  toolbar options. See Assess your regulatory compliance

Defender for Cloud's workflow automation feature can trigger Logic Apps whenever one of your regulatory

compliance assessments change state.

For example, you might want Defender for Cloud to email a specific user when a compliance assessment fails.

You'll need to create the logic app first (using Azure Logic Apps) and then set up the trigger in a new workflow

automation as explained in Automate responses to Defender for Cloud triggers.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/regulatory-compliance-dashboard/export-compliance-data-snapshot.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview


 FAQ - Regulatory compliance dashboard

  What standards are supported in the compliance dashboard?What standards are supported in the compliance dashboard?

  

What standards are supported in the compliance dashboard?

Why do some controls appear grayed out?

How can I remove a built-in standard, like PCI-DSS, ISO 27001, or SOC2 TSP from the dashboard?

I made the suggested changed based on the recommendation, yet it isn't being reflected in the dashboard

What permissions do I need to access the compliance dashboard?

The regulatory compliance dashboard isn't loading for me

How can I view a report of passing and failing controls per standard in my dashboard?

How can I download a report with compliance data in a format other than PDF?

How can I create exceptions for some of the policies in the regulatory compliance dashboard?

What Microsoft Defender plans or licenses do I need to use the regulatory compliance dashboard?

How do I know which benchmark or standard to use?

By default, the regulatory compliance dashboard shows you the Azure Security Benchmark. The Azure Security

Benchmark is the Microsoft-authored, Azure-specific guidelines for security, and compliance best practices

based on common compliance frameworks. Learn more in the Azure Security Benchmark introduction.

To track your compliance with any other standard, you'll need to explicitly add them to your dashboard.

You can add other standards such as Azure CIS 1.3.0, NIST SP 800-53, NIST SP 800-171, SWIFT CSP CSCF-

v2020, UK Official and UK NHS, HIPAA, Canada Federal PBMM, ISO 27001, SOC2-TSP, and PCI-DSS 3.2.1.

More standards will be added to the dashboard and included in the information on Customize the set of

standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/regulatory-compliance-triggers-workflow-automation.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/security/benchmarks/introduction.html


Why do some controls appear grayed out?Why do some controls appear grayed out?

  How can I remove a built-in standard, like PCI-DSS, ISO 27001, or SOC2 TSP from the dashboard?How can I remove a built-in standard, like PCI-DSS, ISO 27001, or SOC2 TSP from the dashboard?

  I made the suggested changed based on the recommendation, yet it isn't being reflected in the dashboardI made the suggested changed based on the recommendation, yet it isn't being reflected in the dashboard

  What permissions do I need to access the compliance dashboard?What permissions do I need to access the compliance dashboard?

  The regulatory compliance dashboard isn't loading for meThe regulatory compliance dashboard isn't loading for me

  How can I view a report of passing and failing controls per standard in my dashboard?How can I view a report of passing and failing controls per standard in my dashboard?

For each compliance standard in the dashboard, there's a list of the standard's controls. For the applicable

controls, you can view the details of passing and failing assessments.

Some controls are grayed out. These controls don't have any Defender for Cloud assessments associated with

them. Some may be procedure or process-related, and so can't be verified by Defender for Cloud. Some don't

have any automated policies or assessments implemented yet, but will have in the future. And some controls

may be the platform's responsibility as explained in Shared responsibility in the cloud.

To customize the regulatory compliance dashboard, and focus only on the standards that are applicable to you,

you can remove any of the displayed regulatory standards that aren't relevant to your organization. To remove a

standard, follow the instructions in Remove a standard from your dashboard.

After you take action to resolve recommendations, wait 12 hours to see the changes to your compliance data.

Assessments are run approximately every 12 hours, so you'll see the effect on your compliance data only after

the assessments run.

To view compliance data, you need to have at least ReaderReader  access to the policy compliance data as well; so

Security Reader alone won’t suffice. If you're a global reader on the subscription, that will be enough too.

The minimum set of roles for accessing the dashboard and managing standards is Resource PolicyResource Policy

Contr ibutorContr ibutor  and Security AdminSecurity Admin.

To use the regulatory compliance dashboard, Defender for Cloud must be enabled at the subscription level. If

the dashboard isn't loading correctly, try the following steps:

1. Clear your browser's cache.

2. Try a different browser.

3. Try opening the dashboard from different network location.

On the main dashboard, you can see a report of passing and failing controls for (1) the 'top 4' lowest

compliance standards in the dashboard. To see all the passing/failing controls status, select (2) Show all Show all xx

(where x is the number of standards you're tracking). A context plane displays the compliance status for every

one of your tracked standards.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/shared-responsibility


  How can I download a report with compliance data in a format other than PDF?How can I download a report with compliance data in a format other than PDF?

  How can I create exceptions for some of the policies in the regulatory compliance dashboard?How can I create exceptions for some of the policies in the regulatory compliance dashboard?

  What Microsoft Defender plans or licenses do I need to use the regulatory compliance dashboard?What Microsoft Defender plans or licenses do I need to use the regulatory compliance dashboard?

  How do I know which benchmark or standard to use?How do I know which benchmark or standard to use?

When you select Download repor tDownload repor t, select the standard and the format (PDF or CSV). The resulting report will

reflect the current set of subscriptions you've selected in the portal's filter.

The PDF report shows a summary status for the standard you selected

The CSV report provides detailed results per resource, as it relates to policies associated with each control

Currently, there's no support for downloading a report for a custom policy; only for the supplied regulatory

standards.

For policies that are built into Defender for Cloud and included in the secure score, you can create exemptions

for one or more resources directly in the portal as explained in Exempting resources and recommendations

from your secure score.

For other policies, you can create an exemption directly in the policy itself, by following the instructions in Azure

Policy exemption structure.

If you've got any of the Microsoft Defender plan enabled on any of your Azure resources, you can access

Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance dashboard and all of its data.

Azure Security Benchmark (ASB) is the canonical set of security recommendations and best practices defined by

Microsoft, aligned with common compliance control frameworks including CIS Microsoft Azure Foundations

Benchmark and NIST SP 800-53. ASB is a comprehensive benchmark, and is designed to recommend the most

up-to-date security capabilities of a wide range of Azure services. We recommend ASB to customers who want

to maximize their security posture and align their compliance status with industry standards.

The CIS Benchmark is authored by an independent entity – Center for Internet Security (CIS) – and contains

recommendations on a subset of core Azure services. We work with CIS to try to ensure that their

recommendations are up to date with the latest enhancements in Azure, but they do sometimes fall behind and

become outdated. Nonetheless, some customers like to use this objective, third-party assessment from CIS as

their initial and primary security baseline.

Since we’ve released the Azure Security Benchmark, many customers have chosen to migrate to it as a

replacement for CIS benchmarks.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/exemption-structure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-53/rev-5/final
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/


 Next steps
In this tutorial, you learned about using Defender for Cloud’s regulatory compliance dashboard to:

View and monitor your compliance posture regarding the standards and regulations that are important to

you.

Improve your compliance status by resolving relevant recommendations and watching the compliance score

improve.

The regulatory compliance dashboard can greatly simplify the compliance process, and significantly cut the time

required for gathering compliance evidence for your Azure, hybrid, and multi-cloud environment.

To learn more, see these related pages:

Customize the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard - Learn how to select which

standards appear in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

Managing security recommendations in Defender for Cloud - Learn how to use recommendations in

Defender for Cloud to help protect your Azure resources.



   

 

Manage security policies
 2/15/2022 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Who can edit security policies?

 Manage your security policies

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how security policies are configured, and how to view them in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

To understand the relationships between initiatives, policies, and recommendations, see What are security

policies, initiatives, and recommendations?

Defender for Cloud uses Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC), which provides built-in roles you can

assign to Azure users, groups, and services. When users open Defender for Cloud, they see only information

related to the resources they can access. Which means users are assigned the role of owner, contributor, or

reader to the resource's subscription. There are also two specific Defender for Cloud roles:

Security readerSecurity reader : Has rights to view Defender for Cloud items such as recommendations, alerts, policy, and

health. Can't make changes.

Security adminSecurity admin: Has the same view rights as security reader. Can also update the security policy and

dismiss alerts.

You can edit security policies through the Azure Policy portal, via REST API or using Windows PowerShell.

To view your security policies in Defender for Cloud:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. Here, you can see the

management groups, subscriptions, and the initiatives applied to each.

2. Select the relevant subscription or management group whose policies you want to view.

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page.

4. The security policy page for that subscription or management group appears. It shows the available and

assigned policies.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/tutorial-security-policy.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


NOTENOTE
If there is a label "MG Inherited" alongside your default initiative, it means that the initiative has been assigned to

a management group and inherited by the subscription you're viewing.

5. Choose from the available options on this page:

a. To work with industry standards, select Add more standardsAdd more standards . For more information, see

Customize the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

b. To assign and manage custom initiatives, select Add custom initiativesAdd custom initiatives . For more information,

see Using custom security initiatives and policies.

c. To view and edit the default initiative, select it and proceed as described below.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/tutorial-security-policy/security-policy-page.png#lightbox


This Security policySecurity policy  screen reflects the action taken by the policies assigned on the subscription

or management group you selected.

Use the links at the top to open a policy assignmentassignment that applies on the subscription or

management group. These links let you access the assignment and edit or disable the

policy. For example, if you see that a particular policy assignment is effectively denying

endpoint protection, use the link to edit or disable the policy.

In the list of policies, you can see the effective application of the policy on your subscription

or management group. The settings of each policy that apply to the scope are taken into

consideration and the cumulative outcome of actions taken by the policy is shown. For

example, if in one assignment of the policy is disabled, but in another it's set to

AuditIfNotExist, then the cumulative effect applies AuditIfNotExist. The more active effect

always takes precedence.

The policies' effect can be: Append, Audit, AuditIfNotExists, Deny, DeployIfNotExists,

Disabled. For more information on how effects are applied, see Understand Policy effects.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/effects


 Disable security policies and disable recommendations

NOTENOTE
When you view assigned policies, you can see multiple assignments and you can see how each assignment

is configured on its own.

When your security initiative triggers a recommendation that's irrelevant for your environment, you can prevent

that recommendation from appearing again. To disable a recommendation, disable the specific policy that

generates the recommendation.

The recommendation you want to disable will still appear if it's required for a regulatory standard you've

applied with Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance tools. Even if you've disabled a policy in the built-in

initiative, a policy in the regulatory standard's initiative will still trigger the recommendation if it's necessary for

compliance. You can't disable policies from regulatory standard initiatives.

For more information about recommendations, see Managing security recommendations.

NOTENOTE

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. Here, you can see the

management groups, subscriptions, and the initiatives applied to each.

2. Select the subscription or management group for which you want to disable the recommendation (and

policy).

Remember that a management group applies its policies to its subscriptions. Therefore, if you disable a

subscription's policy, and the subscription belongs to a management group that still uses the same policy, then

you will continue to receive the policy recommendations. The policy will still be applied from the management level

and the recommendations will still be generated.

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page.

4. From the Default initiativeDefault initiative or Your custom initiativesYour custom initiatives  sections, select the relevant initiative

containing the policy you want to disable.

5. Open the ParametersParameters  section and search for the policy that invokes the recommendation that you want

to disable.

6. From the dropdown list, change the value for the corresponding policy to DisabledDisabled.



 Enable a security policy

NOTENOTE

7. Select SaveSave.

The change might take up to 12 hours to take effect.

Some policies in your initiatives might be disabled by default. For example, in the Azure Security Benchmark

initiative, some policies are provided for you to enable only if they meet a specific regulatory or compliance

requirement for your organization. Such policies include recommendations to encrypt data at rest with

customer-managed keys, such as "Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-managed key

(CMK)".

To enable a disabled policy and ensure it's assessed for your resources:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. Here, you can see the

management groups, subscriptions, and the initiatives applied to each.

2. Select the subscription or management group for which you want to enable the recommendation (and

policy).

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page.

4. From the Default initiativeDefault initiative, Industr y & regulator y standardsIndustr y & regulator y standards , or Your custom initiativesYour custom initiatives  sections,

select the relevant initiative with the policy you want to enable.

5. Open the ParametersParameters  section and search for the policy that invokes the recommendation that you want

to disable.

6. From the dropdown list, change the value for the corresponding policy to AuditIfNotExistsAuditIfNotExists  or EnforceEnforce.



 Next steps

NOTENOTE

7. Select SaveSave.

The change might take up to 12 hours to take effect.

This page explained security policies. For related information, see the following pages:

Learn how to set policies using PowerShell

Learn how to edit a security policy in Azure Policy

Learn how to set a policy across subscriptions or on Management groups using Azure Policy

Learn how to enable Defender for Cloud on all subscriptions in a management group

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/assign-policy-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/tutorials/create-and-manage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The resource health page described in this tutorial is a preview release.

The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms that apply to Azure features that are

in beta, preview, or otherwise not yet released into general availability. | |Pricing:|Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

DNSDNS  is billed as shown on the pricing page.

The resource health page provides a snapshot view of the overall health of a single resource. You can review

detailed information about the resource and all recommendations that apply to that resource. Also, if you're

using any of the advanced protection plans of Microsoft Defender for Cloud, you can see outstanding security

alerts for that specific resource too.

This single page, currently in preview, in Defender for Cloud's portal pages shows:

1. Resource informationResource information - The resource group and subscription it's attached to, the geographic location, and

more.

2. Applied security featureApplied security feature - Whether a Microsoft Defender plan is enabled for the resource.

3. Counts of outstanding recommendations and aler tsCounts of outstanding recommendations and aler ts  - The number of outstanding security

recommendations and Defender for Cloud alerts.

4. Actionable recommendations and aler tsActionable recommendations and aler ts  - Two tabs list the recommendations and alerts that apply to

the resource.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/investigate-resource-health.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


 Prerequisites

 Access the health information for a resource

TIPTIP

In this tutorial you'll learn how to:

Access the resource health page for all resource types

Evaluate the outstanding security issues for a resource

Improve the security posture for the resource

To step through the features covered in this tutorial:

An Azure subscription If you don’t have an Azure subscription, create a free account before you begin.

To apply security recommendations, you must be signed in with an account that has the relevant permissions

(Resource Group Contributor, Resource Group Owner, Subscription Contributor, or Subscription Owner)

To dismiss alerts, you must be signed in with an account that has the relevant permissions (Security Admin,

Subscription Contributor, or Subscription Owner)

In the screenshots below, we're opening a virtual machine, but the resource health page can show you the details for all

resource types.

To open the resource health page for a resource:

1. Select any resource from the asset inventory page.

https://azure.microsoft.com/free/


2. Use the left pane of the resource health page for an overview of the subscription, status, and monitoring

information about the resource. You can also see whether enhanced security features are enabled for the

resource:

3. Use the two tabs on the right pane to review the lists of security recommendations and alerts that apply

to this resource:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/investigate-resource-health/inventory-select-resource.png#lightbox


 Evaluate the outstanding security issues for a resource

NOTENOTE
Microsoft Defender for Cloud uses the terms "healthy" and "unhealthy" to describe the security status of a

resource. These terms relate to whether the resource is compliant with a specific security recommendation.

In the screenshot above, you can see that recommendations are listed even when this resource is "healthy". One

advantage of the resource health page is that all recommendations are listed so you can get a complete picture of

your resources' health.

The resource health page lists the recommendations for which your resource is "unhealthy" and the alerts that

are active.

To ensure your resource is hardened according to the policies applied to your subscriptions, fix the issues

described in the recommendations:

TIPTIP

1. From the right pane, select a recommendation.

2. Continue as instructed on screen.

The instructions for fixing issues raised by security recommendations differ for each of Defender for Cloud's

recommendations.

To decide which recommendations to resolve first, look at the severity of each one and its potential impact

on your secure score.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/investigate-resource-health/resource-health-right-pane.png#lightbox


 Next steps

To investigate a security alert:

1. From the right pane, select an alert.

2. Follow the instructions in Respond to security alerts.

In this tutorial, you learned about using Defender for Cloud’s resource health page.

To learn more, see these related pages:

Respond to security alerts

Review your security recommendations



   

 

Azure Resource Graph sample queries for Microsoft
Defender for Cloud

 2/15/2022 • 11 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Sample queries
  Controls secure score per subscriptionControls secure score per subscription

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores/securescorecontrols'
| extend controlName=properties.displayName,
 controlId=properties.definition.name,
 notApplicableResourceCount=properties.notApplicableResourceCount,
 unhealthyResourceCount=properties.unhealthyResourceCount,
 healthyResourceCount=properties.healthyResourceCount,
 percentageScore=properties.score.percentage,
 currentScore=properties.score.current,
 maxScore=properties.definition.properties.maxScore,
 weight=properties.weight,
 controlType=properties.definition.properties.source.sourceType,
 controlRecommendationIds=properties.definition.properties.assessmentDefinitions
| project tenantId, subscriptionId, controlName, controlId, unhealthyResourceCount, healthyResourceCount, 
notApplicableResourceCount, percentageScore, currentScore, maxScore, weight, controlType, 
controlRecommendationIds

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores/securescorecontrols' | 
extend controlName=properties.displayName, controlId=properties.definition.name, 
notApplicableResourceCount=properties.notApplicableResourceCount, 
unhealthyResourceCount=properties.unhealthyResourceCount, 
healthyResourceCount=properties.healthyResourceCount, percentageScore=properties.score.percentage, 
currentScore=properties.score.current, maxScore=properties.definition.properties.maxScore, 
weight=properties.weight, controlType=properties.definition.properties.source.sourceType, 
controlRecommendationIds=properties.definition.properties.assessmentDefinitions | project tenantId, 
subscriptionId, controlName, controlId, unhealthyResourceCount, healthyResourceCount, 
notApplicableResourceCount, percentageScore, currentScore, maxScore, weight, controlType, 
controlRecommendationIds"

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page is a collection of Azure Resource Graph sample queries for Microsoft Defender for Cloud. For a

complete list of Azure Resource Graph samples, see Resource Graph samples by Category and Resource Graph

samples by Table.

Returns controls secure score per subscription.

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/resource-graph-samples.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/samples/samples-by-category
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/samples/samples-by-table


  Count healthy, unhealthy, and not applicable resources per recommendationCount healthy, unhealthy, and not applicable resources per recommendation

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments'
| extend resourceId=id,
 recommendationId=name,
 resourceType=type,
 recommendationName=properties.displayName,
 source=properties.resourceDetails.Source,
 recommendationState=properties.status.code,
 description=properties.metadata.description,
 assessmentType=properties.metadata.assessmentType,
 remediationDescription=properties.metadata.remediationDescription,
 policyDefinitionId=properties.metadata.policyDefinitionId,
 implementationEffort=properties.metadata.implementationEffort,
 recommendationSeverity=properties.metadata.severity,
 category=properties.metadata.categories,
 userImpact=properties.metadata.userImpact,
 threats=properties.metadata.threats,
 portalLink=properties.links.azurePortal
| summarize numberOfResources=count(resourceId) by tostring(recommendationName), 
tostring(recommendationState)

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments' | extend 
resourceId=id, recommendationId=name, resourceType=type, recommendationName=properties.displayName, 
source=properties.resourceDetails.Source, recommendationState=properties.status.code, 
description=properties.metadata.description, assessmentType=properties.metadata.assessmentType, 
remediationDescription=properties.metadata.remediationDescription, 
policyDefinitionId=properties.metadata.policyDefinitionId, 
implementationEffort=properties.metadata.implementationEffort, 
recommendationSeverity=properties.metadata.severity, category=properties.metadata.categories, 
userImpact=properties.metadata.userImpact, threats=properties.metadata.threats, 
portalLink=properties.links.azurePortal | summarize numberOfResources=count(resourceId) by 
tostring(recommendationName), tostring(recommendationState)"

  Get all IoT alerts on hub, filtered by typeGet all IoT alerts on hub, filtered by type

SecurityResources
| where type =~ 'microsoft.security/iotalerts' and id contains '{hub_id}' and properties.alertType contains 
'{alert_type}'

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type =~ 'microsoft.security/iotalerts' and id contains 
'{hub_id}' and properties.alertType contains '{alert_type}'"

Returns count of healthy, unhealthy, and not applicable resources per recommendation. Use summarize  and 

count  to define how to group and aggregate the values by property.

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns all IoT alerts for a specific hub (replace placeholder {hub_id} ) and alert type (replace placeholder 

{alert_type} ).

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal



  Get sensitivity insight of a specific resourceGet sensitivity insight of a specific resource

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/insights/classification'
| where properties.associatedResource contains '$resource_id'
| project SensitivityInsight = properties.insightProperties.purviewCatalogs[0].sensitivity

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/insights/classification' | where 
properties.associatedResource contains '\$resource_id' | project SensitivityInsight = 
properties.insightProperties.purviewCatalogs[0].sensitivity"

  Get specific IoT alertGet specific IoT alert

SecurityResources
| where type =~ 'microsoft.security/iotalerts' and properties.systemAlertId contains '{system_Alert_Id}'

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type =~ 'microsoft.security/iotalerts' and 
properties.systemAlertId contains '{system_Alert_Id}'"

  List Azure Security Center recommendationsList Azure Security Center recommendations

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments'
| extend resourceId=id,
 recommendationId=name,
 recommendationName=properties.displayName,
 source=properties.resourceDetails.Source,
 recommendationState=properties.status.code,
 description=properties.metadata.description,
 assessmentType=properties.metadata.assessmentType,
 remediationDescription=properties.metadata.remediationDescription,
 policyDefinitionId=properties.metadata.policyDefinitionId,
 implementationEffort=properties.metadata.implementationEffort,
 recommendationSeverity=properties.metadata.severity,
 category=properties.metadata.categories,
 userImpact=properties.metadata.userImpact,
 threats=properties.metadata.threats,
 portalLink=properties.links.azurePortal
| project tenantId, subscriptionId, resourceId, recommendationName, recommendationId, recommendationState, 
recommendationSeverity, description, remediationDescription, assessmentType, policyDefinitionId, 
implementationEffort, userImpact, category, threats, source, portalLink

 

Returns sensitivity insight of a specific resource (replace placeholder {resource_id}).

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns specific IoT alert by a provided system alert ID (replace placeholder {system_Alert_Id} ).

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns all Azure Security Center assessments, organized in tabular manner with field per property.

Azure CLI



 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments' | extend 
resourceId=id, recommendationId=name, recommendationName=properties.displayName, 
source=properties.resourceDetails.Source, recommendationState=properties.status.code, 
description=properties.metadata.description, assessmentType=properties.metadata.assessmentType, 
remediationDescription=properties.metadata.remediationDescription, 
policyDefinitionId=properties.metadata.policyDefinitionId, 
implementationEffort=properties.metadata.implementationEffort, 
recommendationSeverity=properties.metadata.severity, category=properties.metadata.categories, 
userImpact=properties.metadata.userImpact, threats=properties.metadata.threats, 
portalLink=properties.links.azurePortal | project tenantId, subscriptionId, resourceId, recommendationName, 
recommendationId, recommendationState, recommendationSeverity, description, remediationDescription, 
assessmentType, policyDefinitionId, implementationEffort, userImpact, category, threats, source, portalLink"

  List Container Registry vulnerability assessment resultsList Container Registry vulnerability assessment results

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments'
| where properties.displayName contains 'Vulnerabilities in Azure Container Registry images should be 
remediated'
| summarize by assessmentKey=name //the ID of the assessment
| join kind=inner (
 securityresources
 | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments/subassessments'
 | extend assessmentKey = extract('.*assessments/(.+?)/.*',1,  id)
) on assessmentKey
| project assessmentKey, subassessmentKey=name, id, parse_json(properties), resourceGroup, subscriptionId, 
tenantId
| extend description = properties.description,
 displayName = properties.displayName,
 resourceId = properties.resourceDetails.id,
 resourceSource = properties.resourceDetails.source,
 category = properties.category,
 severity = properties.status.severity,
 code = properties.status.code,
 timeGenerated = properties.timeGenerated,
 remediation = properties.remediation,
 impact = properties.impact,
 vulnId = properties.id,
 additionalData = properties.additionalData

 

 

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns all the all the vulnerabilities found on container images. Azure Defender for Containers has to be

enabled in order to view these security findings.

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal



az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments' | where 
properties.displayName contains 'Vulnerabilities in Azure Container Registry images should be remediated' | 
summarize by assessmentKey=name //the ID of the assessment | join kind=inner ( securityresources | where 
type == 'microsoft.security/assessments/subassessments' | extend assessmentKey = 
extract('.*assessments/(.+?)/.*',1, id) ) on assessmentKey | project assessmentKey, subassessmentKey=name, 
id, parse_json(properties), resourceGroup, subscriptionId, tenantId | extend description = 
properties.description, displayName = properties.displayName, resourceId = properties.resourceDetails.id, 
resourceSource = properties.resourceDetails.source, category = properties.category, severity = 
properties.status.severity, code = properties.status.code, timeGenerated = properties.timeGenerated, 
remediation = properties.remediation, impact = properties.impact, vulnId = properties.id, additionalData = 
properties.additionalData"

  List Qualys vulnerability assessment resultsList Qualys vulnerability assessment results

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments'
| where * contains 'vulnerabilities in your virtual machines'
| summarize by assessmentKey=name //the ID of the assessment
| join kind=inner (
 securityresources
 | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments/subassessments'
 | extend assessmentKey = extract('.*assessments/(.+?)/.*',1,  id)
) on assessmentKey
| project assessmentKey, subassessmentKey=name, id, parse_json(properties), resourceGroup, subscriptionId, 
tenantId
| extend description = properties.description,
 displayName = properties.displayName,
 resourceId = properties.resourceDetails.id,
 resourceSource = properties.resourceDetails.source,
 category = properties.category,
 severity = properties.status.severity,
 code = properties.status.code,
 timeGenerated = properties.timeGenerated,
 remediation = properties.remediation,
 impact = properties.impact,
 vulnId = properties.id,
 additionalData = properties.additionalData

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments' | where * contains 
'vulnerabilities in your virtual machines' | summarize by assessmentKey=name //the ID of the assessment | 
join kind=inner ( securityresources | where type == 'microsoft.security/assessments/subassessments' | extend 
assessmentKey = extract('.*assessments/(.+?)/.*',1, id) ) on assessmentKey | project assessmentKey, 
subassessmentKey=name, id, parse_json(properties), resourceGroup, subscriptionId, tenantId | extend 
description = properties.description, displayName = properties.displayName, resourceId = 
properties.resourceDetails.id, resourceSource = properties.resourceDetails.source, category = 
properties.category, severity = properties.status.severity, code = properties.status.code, timeGenerated = 
properties.timeGenerated, remediation = properties.remediation, impact = properties.impact, vulnId = 
properties.id, additionalData = properties.additionalData"

  Regulatory compliance assessments stateRegulatory compliance assessments state

Returns all the vulnerabilities found on virtual machines that have a Qualys agent installed.

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns regulatory compliance assessments state per compliance standard and control.



SecurityResources
| where type == 
'microsoft.security/regulatorycompliancestandards/regulatorycompliancecontrols/regulatorycomplianceassessmen
ts'
| extend assessmentName=properties.description,
 complianceStandard=extract(@'/regulatoryComplianceStandards/(.+)/regulatoryComplianceControls',1,id),
 complianceControl=extract(@'/regulatoryComplianceControls/(.+)/regulatoryComplianceAssessments',1,id),
 skippedResources=properties.skippedResources,
 passedResources=properties.passedResources,
 failedResources=properties.failedResources,
 state=properties.state
| project tenantId, subscriptionId, id, complianceStandard, complianceControl, assessmentName, state, 
skippedResources, passedResources, failedResources

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 
'microsoft.security/regulatorycompliancestandards/regulatorycompliancecontrols/regulatorycomplianceassessmen
ts' | extend assessmentName=properties.description, 
complianceStandard=extract(@'/regulatoryComplianceStandards/(.+)/regulatoryComplianceControls',1,id), 
complianceControl=extract(@'/regulatoryComplianceControls/(.+)/regulatoryComplianceAssessments',1,id), 
skippedResources=properties.skippedResources, passedResources=properties.passedResources, 
failedResources=properties.failedResources, state=properties.state | project tenantId, subscriptionId, id, 
complianceStandard, complianceControl, assessmentName, state, skippedResources, passedResources, 
failedResources"

  Regulatory compliance state per compliance standardRegulatory compliance state per compliance standard

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/regulatorycompliancestandards'
| extend complianceStandard=name,
 state=properties.state,
 passedControls=properties.passedControls,
 failedControls=properties.failedControls,
 skippedControls=properties.skippedControls,
 unsupportedControls=properties.unsupportedControls
| project tenantId, subscriptionId, complianceStandard, state, passedControls, failedControls, 
skippedControls, unsupportedControls

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/regulatorycompliancestandards' | 
extend complianceStandard=name, state=properties.state, passedControls=properties.passedControls, 
failedControls=properties.failedControls, skippedControls=properties.skippedControls, 
unsupportedControls=properties.unsupportedControls | project tenantId, subscriptionId, complianceStandard, 
state, passedControls, failedControls, skippedControls, unsupportedControls"

  Secure score per management groupSecure score per management group

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns regulatory compliance state per compliance standard per subscription.

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns secure score per management group.



SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores'
| project subscriptionId,
 subscriptionTotal = iff(properties.score.max == 0, 0.00, round(tolong(properties.weight) * 
todouble(properties.score.current)/tolong(properties.score.max),2)),
 weight = tolong(iff(properties.weight == 0, 1, properties.weight))
| join kind=leftouter (
 ResourceContainers
 | where type == 'microsoft.resources/subscriptions' and properties.state == 'Enabled'
 | project subscriptionId, mgChain=properties.managementGroupAncestorsChain )
 on subscriptionId
| mv-expand mg=mgChain
| summarize sumSubs = sum(subscriptionTotal), sumWeight = sum(weight), resultsNum = count() by 
tostring(mg.displayName), mgId = tostring(mg.name)
| extend secureScore = iff(tolong(resultsNum) == 0, 404.00, round(sumSubs/sumWeight*100,2))
| project mgName=mg_displayName, mgId, sumSubs, sumWeight, resultsNum, secureScore
| order by mgName asc

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores' | project 
subscriptionId, subscriptionTotal = iff(properties.score.max == 0, 0.00, round(tolong(properties.weight) * 
todouble(properties.score.current)/tolong(properties.score.max),2)), weight = tolong(iff(properties.weight 
== 0, 1, properties.weight)) | join kind=leftouter ( ResourceContainers | where type == 
'microsoft.resources/subscriptions' and properties.state == 'Enabled' | project subscriptionId, 
mgChain=properties.managementGroupAncestorsChain ) on subscriptionId | mv-expand mg=mgChain | summarize 
sumSubs = sum(subscriptionTotal), sumWeight = sum(weight), resultsNum = count() by tostring(mg.displayName), 
mgId = tostring(mg.name) | extend secureScore = iff(tolong(resultsNum) == 0, 404.00, 
round(sumSubs/sumWeight*100,2)) | project mgName=mg_displayName, mgId, sumSubs, sumWeight, resultsNum, 
secureScore | order by mgName asc"

  Secure score per subscriptionSecure score per subscription

SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores'
| extend percentageScore=properties.score.percentage,
 currentScore=properties.score.current,
 maxScore=properties.score.max,
 weight=properties.weight
| project tenantId, subscriptionId, percentageScore, currentScore, maxScore, weight

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores' | extend 
percentageScore=properties.score.percentage, currentScore=properties.score.current, 
maxScore=properties.score.max, weight=properties.weight | project tenantId, subscriptionId, percentageScore, 
currentScore, maxScore, weight"

  Show Azure Defender pricing tier per subscriptionShow Azure Defender pricing tier per subscription

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns secure score per subscription.

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Returns Azure Defender pricing tier plan per subscription.



SecurityResources
| where type == 'microsoft.security/pricings'
| project Subscription= subscriptionId, Azure_Defender_plan= name, Status= properties.pricingTier

 

 

az graph query -q "SecurityResources | where type == 'microsoft.security/pricings' | project Subscription= 
subscriptionId, Azure_Defender_plan= name, Status= properties.pricingTier"

 Next steps

Azure CLI

Azure PowerShell

Portal

Learn more about the query language.

Learn more about how to explore resources.

See samples of Starter language queries.

See samples of Advanced language queries.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/concepts/query-language
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/concepts/explore-resources
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/samples/starter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/samples/advanced


   

 

What are security policies, initiatives, and
recommendations?

 2/15/2022 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 What is a security policy?

 What is a security initiative?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud applies security initiatives to your subscriptions. These initiatives contain one or

more security policies. Each of those policies results in a security recommendation for improving your security

posture. This page explains each of these ideas in detail.

An Azure Policy definition, created in Azure Policy, is a rule about specific security conditions that you want

controlled. Built in definitions include things like controlling what type of resources can be deployed or

enforcing the use of tags on all resources. You can also create your own custom policy definitions.

To implement these policy definitions (whether built-in or custom), you'll need to assign them. You can assign

any of these policies through the Azure portal, PowerShell, or Azure CLI. Policies can be disabled or enabled

from Azure Policy.

There are different types of policies in Azure Policy. Defender for Cloud mainly uses 'Audit' policies that check

specific conditions and configurations then report on compliance. There are also "Enforce' policies that can be

used to apply secure settings.

An Azure Policy initiative is a collection of Azure Policy definitions, or rules, that are grouped together towards a

specific goal or purpose. Azure initiatives simplify management of your policies by grouping a set of policies

together, logically, as a single item.

A security initiative defines the desired configuration of your workloads and helps ensure you're complying with

the security requirements of your company or regulators.

Like security policies, Defender for Cloud initiatives are also created in Azure Policy. You can use Azure Policy to

manage your policies, build initiatives, and assign initiatives to multiple subscriptions or for entire management

groups.

The default initiative automatically assigned to every subscription in Microsoft Defender for Cloud is Azure

Security Benchmark. This benchmark is the Microsoft-authored, Azure-specific set of guidelines for security and

compliance best practices based on common compliance frameworks. This widely respected benchmark builds

on the controls from the Center for Internet Security (CIS) and the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) with a focus on cloud-centric security. Learn more about Azure Security Benchmark.

Defender for Cloud offers the following options for working with security initiatives and policies:

View and edit the built-in default initiativeView and edit the built-in default initiative - When you enable Defender for Cloud, the initiative

named 'Azure Security Benchmark' is automatically assigned to all Defender for Cloud registered

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/security-policy-concept.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://www.nist.gov/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


 What is a security recommendation?

 Viewing the relationship between a recommendation and a policy

subscriptions. To customize this initiative, you can enable or disable individual policies within it by editing

a policy's parameters. See the list of built-in security policies to understand the options available out-of-

the-box.

Add your own custom initiativesAdd your own custom initiatives  - If you want to customize the security initiatives applied to your

subscription, you can do so within Defender for Cloud. You'll then receive recommendations if your

machines don't follow the policies you create. For instructions on building and assigning custom policies,

see Using custom security initiatives and policies.

Add regulator y compliance standards as initiativesAdd regulator y compliance standards as initiatives  - Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance

dashboard shows the status of all the assessments within your environment in the context of a particular

standard or regulation (such as Azure CIS, NIST SP 800-53 R4, SWIFT CSP CSCF-v2020). For more

information, see Improve your regulatory compliance.

Using the policies, Defender for Cloud periodically analyzes the compliance status of your resources to identify

potential security misconfigurations and weaknesses. It then provides you with recommendations on how to

remediate those issues. Recommendations are the result of assessing your resources against the relevant

policies and identifying resources that aren't meeting your defined requirements.

Defender for Cloud makes its security recommendations based on your chosen initiatives. When a policy from

your initiative is compared against your resources and finds one or more that aren't compliant it is presented as

a recommendation in Defender for Cloud.

Recommendations are actions for you to take to secure and harden your resources. Each recommendation

provides you with the following information:

A short description of the issue

The remediation steps to carry out in order to implement the recommendation

The affected resources

In practice, it works like this:

1. Azure Security Benchmark is an initiativeinitiative that contains requirements.

For example, Azure Storage accounts must restrict network access to reduce their attack surface.

2. The initiative includes multiple policiespolicies , each with a requirement of a specific resource type. These

policies enforce the requirements in the initiative.

To continue the example, the storage requirement is enforced with the policy "Storage accounts should

restrict network access using virtual network rules".

3. Microsoft Defender for Cloud continually assesses your connected subscriptions. If it finds a resource that

doesn't satisfy a policy, it displays a recommendationrecommendation to fix that situation and harden the security of

resources that aren't meeting your security requirements.

So, for example, if an Azure Storage account on any of your protected subscriptions isn't protected with

virtual network rules, you'll see the recommendation to harden those resources.

So, (1) an initiative includes (2) policies that generate (3) environment-specific recommendations.

As mentioned above, Defender for Cloud's built in recommendations are based on the Azure Security

Benchmark. Almost every recommendation has an underlying policy that is derived from a requirement in the

benchmark.



 Next steps

When you're reviewing the details of a recommendation, it's often helpful to be able to see the underlying policy.

For every recommendation supported by a policy, use the View policy definitionView policy definition link from the

recommendation details page to go directly to the Azure Policy entry for the relevant policy:

Use this link to view the policy definition and review the evaluation logic.

If you're reviewing the list of recommendations on our Security recommendations reference guide, you'll also

see links to the policy definition pages:

This page explained, at a high level, the basic concepts and relationships between policies, initiatives, and

recommendations. For related information, see:

Create custom initiatives

Disable security policies to disable recommendations

Learn how to edit a security policy in Azure Policy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/tutorials/create-and-manage


   

 

Secure score in Microsoft Defender for Cloud
 2/15/2022 • 24 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Introduction to secure score

 How your secure score is calculated

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud has two main goals:

to help you understand your current security situation

to help you efficiently and effectively improve your security

The central feature in Defender for Cloud that enables you to achieve those goals is secure scoresecure score.

Defender for Cloud continually assesses your resources, subscriptions, and organization for security issues. It

then aggregates all the findings into a single score so that you can tell, at a glance, your current security

situation: the higher the score, the lower the identified risk level.

The secure score is shown in the Azure portal pages as a percentage value, but the underlying values are also

clearly presented:

To increase your security, review Defender for Cloud's recommendations page for the outstanding actions

necessary to raise your score. Each recommendation includes instructions to help you remediate the specific

issue.

Recommendations are grouped into security controlssecurity controls . Each control is a logical group of related security

recommendations, and reflects your vulnerable attack surfaces. Your score only improves when you remediate

all of the recommendations for a single resource within a control. To see how well your organization is securing

each individual attack surface, review the scores for each security control.

For more information, see How your secure score is calculated below.

The contribution of each security control towards the overall secure score is shown clearly on the

recommendations page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/secure-score-security-controls.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


  Example scores for a controlExample scores for a control

## N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

1 Remediate vulnerabilit ies securityRemediate vulnerabilit ies security
controlcontrol

This control groups multiple
recommendations related to
discovering and resolving known
vulnerabilities.

To get all the possible points for a security control, all your resources must comply with all of the security

recommendations within the security control. For example, Defender for Cloud has multiple recommendations

regarding how to secure your management ports. You'll need to remediate them all to make a difference to your

secure score.

In this example:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/secure-score-security-controls/security-controls.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/secure-score-security-controls/remediate-vulnerabilities-control.png#lightbox


2 Max scoreMax score The maximum number of points you
can gain by completing all
recommendations within a control. The
maximum score for a control indicates
the relative significance of that control
and is fixed for every environment. Use
the max score values to triage the
issues to work on first.
For a list of all controls and their max
scores, see Security controls and their
recommendations.

3 Number of resourcesNumber of resources There are 35 resources affected by this
control.
To understand the possible
contribution of every resource, divide
the max score by the number of
resources.
For this example, 6/35=0.1714
Ever y resource contributesEver y resource contributes
0.1714 points.0.1714 points.

4 Current scoreCurrent score The current score for this control.
Current score=[Score per resource]*
[Number of healthy resources]
0.1714 x 5 healthy resources = 0.86
Each control contributes towards the
total score. In this example, the control
is contributing 0.86 points to current
total secure score.

5 Potential score increasePotential score increase The remaining points available to you
within the control. If you remediate all
the recommendations in this control,
your score will increase by 9%.
Potential score increase=[Score per
resource]*[Number of unhealthy
resources]
0.1714 x 30 unhealthy resources =
5.14

## N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  Calculations - understanding your scoreCalculations - understanding your score

M ET RICM ET RIC F O RM UL A  A N D EXA M P L EF O RM UL A  A N D EXA M P L E



Security control's current scoreSecurity control's current score

Each individual security control contributes towards the
Security Score. Each resource affected by a recommendation
within the control, contributes towards the control's current
score. The current score for each control is a measure of the
status of the resources within the control.

In this example, the max score of 6 would be divided by 78
because that's the sum of the healthy and unhealthy
resources.
6 / 78 = 0.0769
Multiplying that by the number of healthy resources (4)
results in the current score:
0.0769 * 4 = 0.310.31

Secure scoreSecure score
Single subscription

In this example, there is a single subscription with all security
controls available (a potential maximum score of 60 points).
The score shows 28 points out of a possible 60 and the
remaining 32 points are reflected in the "Potential score
increase" figures of the security controls.

M ET RICM ET RIC F O RM UL A  A N D EXA M P L EF O RM UL A  A N D EXA M P L E



Secure scoreSecure score
Multiple subscriptions

When calculating the combined score for multiple
subscriptions, Defender for Cloud includes a weight for each
subscription. The relative weights for your subscriptions are
determined by Defender for Cloud based on factors such as
the number of resources.
The current score for each subscription is calculated in the
same way as for a single subscription, but then the weight is
applied as shown in the equation.
When viewing multiple subscriptions, secure score evaluates
all resources within all enabled policies and groups their
combined impact on each security control's maximum score.

The combined score is notnot  an average; rather it's the
evaluated posture of the status of all resources across all
subscriptions.
Here too, if you go to the recommendations page and add
up the potential points available, you will find that it's the
difference between the current score (24) and the maximum
score available (60).

M ET RICM ET RIC F O RM UL A  A N D EXA M P L EF O RM UL A  A N D EXA M P L E

  Which recommendations are included in the secure score calculations?Which recommendations are included in the secure score calculations?

 Improve your secure score

Only built-in recommendations have an impact on the secure score.

Recommendations flagged as PreviewPreview  aren't included in the calculations of your secure score. They should still

be remediated wherever possible, so that when the preview period ends they'll contribute towards your score.

An example of a preview recommendation:

To improve your secure score, remediate security recommendations from your recommendations list. You can



 Security controls and their recommendations

TIPTIP

SEC URE SC O RESEC URE SC O RE
SEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L  A N DSEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L  A N D
DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N REC O M M EN DAT IO N SREC O M M EN DAT IO N S

1010 Enable MFAEnable MFA - Defender for Cloud
places a high value on multi-factor
authentication (MFA). Use these
recommendations to secure the users
of your subscriptions. 
There are three ways to enable MFA
and be compliant with the
recommendations: security defaults,
per-user assignment, conditional
access policy. Learn more about these
options in Manage MFA enforcement
on your subscriptions.

- MFA should be enabled on accounts
with owner permissions on
subscriptions
- MFA should be enabled on accounts
with owner permissions on your
subscription
- MFA should be enabled on accounts
with write permissions on
subscriptions
- MFA should be enabled on accounts
with write permissions on your
subscription

88 Secure management por tsSecure management por ts  - Brute
force attacks often target management
ports. Use these recommendations to
reduce your exposure with tools like
just-in-time VM access and network
security groups.

- Internet-facing virtual machines
should be protected with network
security groups
- Management ports of virtual
machines should be protected with
just-in-time network access control
- Management ports should be closed
on your virtual machines

remediate each recommendation manually for each resource, or by using the FixFix option (when available) to

resolve an issue on multiple resources quickly. For more information, see Remediate recommendations.

Another way to improve your score and ensure your users don't create resources that negatively impact your

score is to configure the Enforce and Deny options on the relevant recommendations. Learn more in Prevent

misconfigurations with Enforce/Deny recommendations.

The table below lists the security controls in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. For each control, you can see the

maximum number of points you can add to your secure score if you remediate all of the recommendations

listed in the control, for all of your resources.

The set of security recommendations provided with Defender for Cloud is tailored to the available resources in

each organization's environment. The recommendations can be further customized by disabling policies and

exempting specific resources from a recommendation.

We recommend every organization carefully review their assigned Azure Policy initiatives.

For details of reviewing and editing your initiatives, see Working with security policies.

Even though Defender for Cloud's default security initiative is based on industry best practices and standards,

there are scenarios in which the built-in recommendations listed below might not completely fit your

organization. Consequently, it'll sometimes be necessary to adjust the default initiative - without compromising

security - to ensure it's aligned with your organization's own policies, industry standards, regulatory standards,

and benchmarks you're obligated to meet.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/multi-factor-authentication-enforcement
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/just-in-time-access-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview


66 Apply system updatesApply system updates - Not
applying updates leaves unpatched
vulnerabilities and results in
environments that are susceptible to
attacks. Use these recommendations
to maintain operational efficiency,
reduce security vulnerabilities, and
provide a more stable environment for
your end users. To deploy system
updates, you can use the Update
Management solution to manage
patches and updates for your
machines.

- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Linux-based Azure Arc-
enabled machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machine scale sets
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Windows-based Azure
Arc-enabled machines
- System updates on virtual machine
scale sets should be installed
- System updates should be installed
on your machines
- System updates should be installed
on your machines (powered by Update
Center)

66 Remediate vulnerabilit iesRemediate vulnerabilit ies  -
Defender for Cloud includes multiple
vulnerability assessment scanners to
check your machines, databases, and
container registries for weaknesses
that threat actors might leverage. Use
these recommendations to enable
these scanners and review their
findings.
Learn more about scanning machines,
SQL servers, and container registries.

- [Preview] Kubernetes clusters should
gate deployment of vulnerable images
- Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes
clusters should have the Azure Policy
extension installed
- Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have the Azure Policy add-on
for Kubernetes installed
- Container images should be
deployed from trusted registries only
- Container registry images should
have vulnerability findings resolved
- Machines should have a vulnerability
assessment solution
- Machines should have vulnerability
findings resolved
- Vulnerabilities in running container
images should be remediated
(powered by Qualys)
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/update-management/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-vm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-sql-on-machines-vulnerability-assessment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-container-registries-usage


44 Encr ypt data in transitEncr ypt data in transit  - Use these
recommendations to secure data that’s
moving between components,
locations, or programs. Such data is
susceptible to man-in-the-middle
attacks, eavesdropping, and session
hijacking.

- API App should only be accessible
over HTTPS
- Enforce SSL connection should be
enabled for MySQL database servers
- Enforce SSL connection should be
enabled for PostgreSQL database
servers
- FTPS should be required in API apps
- FTPS should be required in function
apps
- FTPS should be required in web apps
- Function App should only be
accessible over HTTPS
- Redis Cache should allow access only
via SSL
- Secure transfer to storage accounts
should be enabled
- TLS should be updated to the latest
version for API apps
- TLS should be updated to the latest
version for function apps
- TLS should be updated to the latest
version for web apps
- Web Application should only be
accessible over HTTPS

44 Restrict unauthorized networkRestrict unauthorized network
accessaccess - Azure offers a suite of tools
designed to ensure accesses across
your network meet the highest
security standards.
Use these recommendations to
manage Defender for Cloud's adaptive
network hardening settings, ensure
you’ve configured Azure Private Link
for all relevant PaaS services, enable
Azure Firewall on your virtual
networks, and more.

- Adaptive network hardening
recommendations should be applied
on internet facing virtual machines
- All network ports should be
restricted on network security groups
associated to your virtual machine
- App Configuration should use private
link
- Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes
clusters should have the Azure Policy
extension installed
- Azure Cache for Redis should reside
within a virtual network
- Azure Event Grid domains should use
private link
- Azure Event Grid topics should use
private link
- Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have the Azure Policy add-on
for Kubernetes installed
- Azure Machine Learning workspaces
should use private link
- Azure SignalR Service should use
private link
- Azure Spring Cloud should use
network injection
- Container registries should not allow
unrestricted network access
- Container registries should use
private link
- Containers should listen on allowed
ports only
- CORS should not allow every
resource to access API Apps
- CORS should not allow every
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/adaptive-network-hardening
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/private-link/private-link-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/overview


resource to access Function Apps
- CORS should not allow every
resource to access Web Applications
- Firewall should be enabled on Key
Vault
- Internet-facing virtual machines
should be protected with network
security groups
- IP forwarding on your virtual
machine should be disabled
- Kubernetes API server should be
configured with restricted access
- Private endpoint should be
configured for Key Vault
- Private endpoint should be enabled
for MariaDB servers
- Private endpoint should be enabled
for MySQL servers
- Private endpoint should be enabled
for PostgreSQL servers
- Public network access should be
disabled for MariaDB servers
- Public network access should be
disabled for MySQL servers
- Public network access should be
disabled for PostgreSQL servers
- Services should listen on allowed
ports only
- Storage account should use a private
link connection
- Storage accounts should restrict
network access using virtual network
rules
- Usage of host networking and ports
should be restricted
- Virtual networks should be protected
by Azure Firewall
- VM Image Builder templates should
use private link

44 Enable encr yption at restEnable encr yption at rest  - Use
these recommendations to ensure you
mitigate misconfigurations around the
protection of your stored data.

- Service Fabric clusters should have
the ClusterProtectionLevel property
set to EncryptAndSign
- Transparent Data Encryption on SQL
databases should be enabled
- Virtual machines should encrypt
temp disks, caches, and data flows
between Compute and Storage
resources

44 Manage access and permissionsManage access and permissions -
A core part of a security program is
ensuring your users have the
necessary access to do their jobs but
no more than that: the least privilege
access model. Use these
recommendations to manage your
identity and access requirements.

- Authentication to Linux machines
should require SSH keys
- Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes
clusters should have the Azure Policy
extension installed
- Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have the Azure Policy add-on
for Kubernetes installed
- Container with privilege escalation
should be avoided
- Containers sharing sensitive host
namespaces should be avoided
- Deprecated accounts should be
removed from subscriptions
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- Deprecated accounts should be
removed from your subscription
- Deprecated accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions
- Deprecated accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
your subscription
- External accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions
- External accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
your subscription
- External accounts with write
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions
- External accounts with write
permissions should be removed from
your subscription
- Function apps should have Client
Certificates (Incoming client
certificates) enabled
- Guest Configuration extension
should be installed on machines
- Immutable (read-only) root
filesystem should be enforced for
containers
- Least privileged Linux capabilities
should be enforced for containers
- Managed identity should be used in
API apps
- Managed identity should be used in
function apps
- Managed identity should be used in
web apps
- Privileged containers should be
avoided
- Role-Based Access Control should be
used on Kubernetes Services
- Running containers as root user
should be avoided
- Service Fabric clusters should only
use Azure Active Directory for client
authentication
- Service principals should be used to
protect your subscriptions instead of
Management Certificates
- Storage account public access should
be disallowed
- Usage of pod HostPath volume
mounts should be restricted to a
known list to restrict node access from
compromised containers
- Virtual machines' Guest
Configuration extension should be
deployed with system-assigned
managed identity
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44 Remediate security configurationsRemediate security configurations
- Misconfigured IT assets have a
higher risk of being attacked. Use
these recommendations to harden the
identified misconfigurations across
your infrastructure.

- Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes
clusters should have the Azure Policy
extension installed
- Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have the Azure Policy add-on
for Kubernetes installed
- Container hosts should be
configured securely
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Linux-based Azure Arc-
enabled machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machine scale sets
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Windows-based Azure
Arc-enabled machines
- Machines should be configured
securely
- Overriding or disabling of containers
AppArmor profile should be restricted
- Pod Security Policies should be
defined on Kubernetes Services
(Deprecated)
- SQL databases should have
vulnerability findings resolved
- SQL managed instances should have
vulnerability assessment configured
- SQL servers on machines should
have vulnerability findings resolved
- SQL servers should have vulnerability
assessment configured
- Virtual machine scale sets should be
configured securely
- Vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your Linux machines
should be remediated (powered by
Guest Configuration)
- Vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your Windows
machines should be remediated
(powered by Guest Configuration)

33 Apply adaptive applicationApply adaptive application
controlcontrol - Adaptive application control
is an intelligent, automated, end-to-
end solution to control which
applications can run on your machines.
It also helps to harden your machines
against malware.

- Adaptive application controls for
defining safe applications should be
enabled on your machines
- Allowlist rules in your adaptive
application control policy should be
updated
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Linux-based Azure Arc-
enabled machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Windows-based Azure
Arc-enabled machines
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22 Protect your applications withProtect your applications with
Azure advanced networkingAzure advanced networking
solutionssolutions -

- Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes
clusters should have the Azure Policy
extension installed
- Azure DDoS Protection Standard
should be enabled
- Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have the Azure Policy add-on
for Kubernetes installed
- Container CPU and memory limits
should be enforced
- Web Application Firewall (WAF)
should be enabled for Application
Gateway
- Web Application Firewall (WAF)
should be enabled for Azure Front
Door Service service

22 Enable endpoint protectionEnable endpoint protection -
Defender for Cloud checks your
organization’s endpoints for active
threat detection and response
solutions such as Microsoft Defender
for Endpoint or any of the major
solutions shown in this list.
When an Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR) solution isn’t found,
you can use these recommendations
to deploy Microsoft Defender for
Endpoint (included as part of Microsoft
Defender for servers).
Other recommendations in this control
help you deploy the Log Analytics
agent and configure file integrity
monitoring.

- Endpoint protection health issues on
machines should be resolved
- Endpoint protection health issues on
machines should be resolved
- Endpoint protection health issues on
virtual machine scale sets should be
resolved
- Endpoint protection should be
installed on machines
- Endpoint protection should be
installed on machines
- Endpoint protection should be
installed on virtual machine scale sets
- File integrity monitoring should be
enabled on servers
- Install endpoint protection solution
on virtual machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Linux-based Azure Arc-
enabled machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machine scale sets
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on virtual machines
- Log Analytics agent should be
installed on Windows-based Azure
Arc-enabled machines
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/supported-machines-endpoint-solutions-clouds?tabs=features-windows#supported-endpoint-protection-solutions-
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-servers-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/file-integrity-monitoring-overview


11 Enable auditing and loggingEnable auditing and logging -
Detailed logs are a crucial part of
incident investigations and many other
troubleshooting operations. The
recommendations in this control focus
on ensuring you’ve enabled diagnostic
logs wherever relevant.

- Auditing on SQL server should be
enabled
- Diagnostic logs in App Service should
be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Azure Data Lake
Store should be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Azure Stream
Analytics should be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Batch accounts
should be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Data Lake
Analytics should be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Event Hub should
be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Key Vault should
be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Kubernetes
services should be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Logic Apps should
be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Search services
should be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Service Bus should
be enabled
- Diagnostic logs in Virtual Machine
Scale Sets should be enabled

00 Implement security best practicesImplement security best practices
- This control has no impact on your
secure score. For that reason, it’s a
collection of recommendations which
are important to fulfil for the sake of
your organization’s security, but which
we feel shouldn’t be a part of how you
assess your overall score.

- [Enable if required] Azure Cosmos DB
accounts should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt data at rest
- [Enable if required] Azure Machine
Learning workspaces should be
encrypted with a customer-managed
key (CMK)
- [Enable if required] Cognitive Services
accounts should enable data
encryption with a customer-managed
key (CMK)
- [Enable if required] Container
registries should be encrypted with a
customer-managed key (CMK)
- [Enable if required] MySQL servers
should use customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest
- [Enable if required] PostgreSQL
servers should use customer-managed
keys to encrypt data at rest
- [Enable if required] SQL managed
instances should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt data at rest
- [Enable if required] SQL servers
should use customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest
- [Enable if required] Storage accounts
should use customer-managed key
(CMK) for encryption
- A maximum of 3 owners should be
designated for subscriptions
- Access to storage accounts with
firewall and virtual network
configurations should be restricted
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- All advanced threat protection types
should be enabled in SQL managed
instance advanced data security
settings
- All advanced threat protection types
should be enabled in SQL server
advanced data security settings
- API Management services should use
a virtual network
- Audit retention for SQL servers
should be set to at least 90 days
- Auto provisioning of the Log
Analytics agent should be enabled on
subscriptions
- Automation account variables should
be encrypted
- Azure Backup should be enabled for
virtual machines
- Azure Cosmos DB accounts should
have firewall rules
- Cognitive Services accounts should
enable data encryption
- Cognitive Services accounts should
restrict network access
- Cognitive Services accounts should
use customer owned storage or enable
data encryption
- Default IP Filter Policy should be
Deny
- Diagnostic logs in IoT Hub should be
enabled
- Email notification for high severity
alerts should be enabled
- Email notification to subscription
owner for high severity alerts should
be enabled
- Ensure API app has Client Certificates
Incoming client certificates set to On
- External accounts with read
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions
- External accounts with read
permissions should be removed from
your subscription
- Geo-redundant backup should be
enabled for Azure Database for
MariaDB
- Geo-redundant backup should be
enabled for Azure Database for MySQL
- Geo-redundant backup should be
enabled for Azure Database for
PostgreSQL
- Guest Attestation extension should
be installed on supported Linux virtual
machine scale sets
- Guest Attestation extension should
be installed on supported Linux virtual
machines
- Guest Attestation extension should
be installed on supported Windows
virtual machine scale sets
- Guest Attestation extension should
be installed on supported Windows
virtual machines
- Guest Configuration extension
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should be installed on machines
- Identical Authentication Credentials
- IoT Devices - Agent sending
underutilized messages
- IoT Devices - Auditd process stopped
sending events
- IoT Devices - Open Ports On Device
- IoT Devices - Operating system
baseline validation failure
- IoT Devices - Permissive firewall
policy in one of the chains was found
- IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule
in the input chain was found
- IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule
in the output chain was found
- IoT Devices - TLS cipher suite
upgrade needed
- IP Filter rule large IP range
- Java should be updated to the latest
version for API apps
- Java should be updated to the latest
version for function apps
- Java should be updated to the latest
version for web apps
- Key Vault keys should have an
expiration date
- Key Vault secrets should have an
expiration date
- Key vaults should have purge
protection enabled
- Key vaults should have soft delete
enabled
- Kubernetes clusters should be
accessible only over HTTPS
- Kubernetes clusters should disable
automounting API credentials
- Kubernetes clusters should not grant
CAPSYSADMIN security capabilities
- Kubernetes clusters should not use
the default namespace
- Linux virtual machines should
enforce kernel module signature
validation
- Linux virtual machines should use
only signed and trusted boot
components
- Linux virtual machines should use
Secure Boot
- Machines should be restarted to
apply security configuration updates
- MFA should be enabled on accounts
with read permissions on subscriptions
- MFA should be enabled on accounts
with read permissions on your
subscription
- Microsoft Defender for SQL should
be enabled for unprotected Azure SQL
servers
- Microsoft Defender for SQL should
be enabled for unprotected SQL
Managed Instances
- Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Linux virtual
machines
- Network traffic data collection agent
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should be installed on Windows virtual
machines
- Network Watcher should be enabled
- Non-internet-facing virtual machines
should be protected with network
security groups
- PHP should be updated to the latest
version for API apps
- PHP should be updated to the latest
version for web apps
- Private endpoint connections on
Azure SQL Database should be
enabled
- Public network access on Azure SQL
Database should be disabled
- Public network access should be
disabled for Cognitive Services
accounts
- Python should be updated to the
latest version for API apps
- Python should be updated to the
latest version for function apps
- Python should be updated to the
latest version for web apps
- Remote debugging should be turned
off for API App
- Remote debugging should be turned
off for Function App
- Remote debugging should be turned
off for Web Applications
- Secure Boot should be enabled on
supported Windows virtual machines
- SQL servers should have an Azure
Active Directory administrator
provisioned
- Storage accounts should be migrated
to new Azure Resource Manager
resources
- Subnets should be associated with a
network security group
- Subscriptions should have a contact
email address for security issues
- There should be more than one
owner assigned to subscriptions
- Validity period of certificates stored
in Azure Key Vault should not exceed
12 months
- Virtual machines guest attestation
status should be healthy
- Virtual machines should be migrated
to new Azure Resource Manager
resources
- Virtual machines' Guest
Configuration extension should be
deployed with system-assigned
managed identity
- vTPM should be enabled on
supported virtual machines
- Web apps should request an SSL
certificate for all incoming requests
- Windows Defender Exploit Guard
should be enabled on machines
- Windows web servers should be
configured to use secure
communication protocols
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00 Enable enhanced securityEnable enhanced security
featuresfeatures - Use these
recommendations to enable any of the
enhanced security features plans.

- Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes
clusters should have the Defender
extension installed
- Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have Defender profile enabled
- Microsoft Defender for App Service
should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for Azure SQL
Database servers should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for Containers
should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for DNS should
be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for Key Vault
should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for open-source
relational databases should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for Resource
Manager should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for servers
should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for servers
should be enabled on workspaces
- Microsoft Defender for SQL on
machines should be enabled on
workspaces
- Microsoft Defender for SQL servers
on machines should be enabled
- Microsoft Defender for Storage
should be enabled
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 FAQ - Secure score
  If I address only three out of four recommendations in a security control, will my secure score change?If I address only three out of four recommendations in a security control, will my secure score change?

  If a recommendation isn't applicable to me, and I disable it in the policy, will my security control be fulfilledIf a recommendation isn't applicable to me, and I disable it in the policy, will my security control be fulfilled
and my secure score updated?and my secure score updated?

  If a security control offers me zero points towards my secure score, should I ignore it?If a security control offers me zero points towards my secure score, should I ignore it?

 Next steps

No. It won't change until you remediate all of the recommendations for a single resource. To get the maximum

score for a control, you must remediate all recommendations, for all resources.

Yes. We recommend disabling recommendations when they're inapplicable in your environment. For

instructions on how to disable a specific recommendation, see Disable security policies.

In some cases, you'll see a control max score greater than zero, but the impact is zero. When the incremental

score for fixing resources is negligible, it's rounded to zero. Don't ignore these recommendations as they still

bring security improvements. The only exception is the "Additional Best Practice" control. Remediating these

recommendations won't increase your score, but it will enhance your overall security.

This article described the secure score and the included security controls.

Access and track your secure score

For related material, see the following articles:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/enhanced-security-features-overview


Learn about the different elements of a recommendation

Learn how to remediate recommendations

View the GitHub-based tools for working programmatically with secure score

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score
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API App should only be accessible over
HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures server/service
authentication and protects data in
transit from network layer
eavesdropping attacks.
(Related policy: API App should only be
accessible over HTTPS)

Medium

CORS should not allow every resource
to access API Apps

Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)
should not allow all domains to access
your API app. Allow only required
domains to interact with your API app.
(Related policy: CORS should not allow
every resource to access your API App)

Low

This article lists the recommendations you might see in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. The recommendations

shown in your environment depend on the resources you're protecting and your customized configuration.

Defender for Cloud's recommendations are based on the Azure Security Benchmark. Azure Security Benchmark

is the Microsoft-authored, Azure-specific set of guidelines for security and compliance best practices based on

common compliance frameworks. This widely respected benchmark builds on the controls from the Center for

Internet Security (CIS) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with a focus on cloud-

centric security.

To learn about how to respond to these recommendations, see Remediate recommendations in Defender for

Cloud.

Your secure score is based on the number of security recommendations you've completed. To decide which

recommendations to resolve first, look at the severity of each one and its potential impact on your secure score.

If a recommendation's description says "No related policy", it's usually because that recommendation is dependent on a

different recommendation and its policy. For example, the recommendation "Endpoint protection health failures should be

remediated...", relies on the recommendation that checks whether an endpoint protection solution is even installed

("Endpoint protection solution should be installed..."). The underlying recommendation does have a policy. Limiting the

policies to only the foundational recommendation simplifies policy management.

There are 3131  recommendations in this category.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/recommendations-reference.md
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/security/benchmarks/introduction.html
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://www.nist.gov/
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/bf82a334-13b6-ca57-ea75-096fc2ffce50
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fb7ddfbdc-1260-477d-91fd-98bd9be789a6
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e40df93c-7a7c-1b0a-c787-9987ceb98e54
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fmicrosoft.authorization%252fpolicydefinitions%252f358c20a6-3f9e-4f0e-97ff-c6ce485e2aac


CORS should not allow every resource
to access Function Apps

Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)
should not allow all domains to access
your Function app. Allow only required
domains to interact with your Function
app.
(Related policy: CORS should not allow
every resource to access your Function
Apps)

Low

CORS should not allow every resource
to access Web Applications

Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)
should not allow all domains to access
your web application. Allow only
required domains to interact with your
web app.
(Related policy: CORS should not allow
every resource to access your Web
Applications)

Low

Diagnostic logs in App Service should
be enabled

Audit enabling of diagnostic logs on
the app.
This enables you to recreate activity
trails for investigation purposes if a
security incident occurs or your
network is compromised
(No related policy)

Medium

Ensure API app has Client Certificates
Incoming client certificates set to On

Client certificates allow for the app to
request a certificate for incoming
requests. Only clients that have a valid
certificate will be able to reach the app.
(Related policy: Ensure API app has
'Client Certificates (Incoming client
certificates)' set to 'On')

Medium

FTPS should be required in API apps Enable FTPS enforcement for enhanced
security
(Related policy: FTPS only should be
required in your API App)

High

FTPS should be required in function
apps

Enable FTPS enforcement for enhanced
security
(Related policy: FTPS only should be
required in your Function App)

High

FTPS should be required in web apps Enable FTPS enforcement for enhanced
security
(Related policy: FTPS should be
required in your Web App)

High

Function App should only be
accessible over HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures server/service
authentication and protects data in
transit from network layer
eavesdropping attacks.
(Related policy: Function App should
only be accessible over HTTPS)

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/7b3d4796-9400-2904-692b-4a5ede7f0a1e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fmicrosoft.authorization%252fpolicydefinitions%252f0820b7b9-23aa-4725-a1ce-ae4558f718e5
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/df4d1739-47f0-60c7-1706-3731fea6ab03
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fmicrosoft.authorization%252fpolicydefinitions%252f5744710e-cc2f-4ee8-8809-3b11e89f4bc9
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/40394a2c-60fb-7cc5-1944-065772e94f05
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/ce2768c3-a7c7-1bbf-22cd-f9db675a9807
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f0c192fe8-9cbb-4516-85b3-0ade8bd03886
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/67fc622b-4ce6-8c52-08ae-9f830036b757
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f9a1b8c48-453a-4044-86c3-d8bfd823e4f5
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/972a6579-f38f-c0b9-1b4b-a5bbeba3ab5b
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f399b2637-a50f-4f95-96f8-3a145476eb15
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Function apps should have Client
Certificates (Incoming client
certificates) enabled

Client certificates allow for the app to
request a certificate for incoming
requests. Only clients with valid
certificates will be able to reach the
app.
(Related policy: Function apps should
have 'Client Certificates (Incoming
client certificates)' enabled)

Medium

Java should be updated to the latest
version for API apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for Java either due to security
flaws or to include additional
functionality.
Using the latest Python version for API
apps is recommended to benefit from
security fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'Java
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the API app)

Medium

Java should be updated to the latest
version for function apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for Java software either due
to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Java version for
function apps is recommended to
benefit from security fixes, if any,
and/or new functionalities of the latest
version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'Java
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the Function app)

Medium

Java should be updated to the latest
version for web apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for Java software either due
to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Java version for web
apps is recommended to benefit from
security fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'Java
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the Web app)

Medium

Managed identity should be used in
API apps

For enhanced authentication security,
use a managed identity.
On Azure, managed identities
eliminate the need for developers to
have to manage credentials by
providing an identity for the Azure
resource in Azure AD and using it to
obtain Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) tokens.
(Related policy: Managed identity
should be used in your API App)

Medium
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Managed identity should be used in
function apps

For enhanced authentication security,
use a managed identity.
On Azure, managed identities
eliminate the need for developers to
have to manage credentials by
providing an identity for the Azure
resource in Azure AD and using it to
obtain Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) tokens.
(Related policy: Managed identity
should be used in your Function App)

Medium

Managed identity should be used in
web apps

For enhanced authentication security,
use a managed identity.
On Azure, managed identities
eliminate the need for developers to
have to manage credentials by
providing an identity for the Azure
resource in Azure AD and using it to
obtain Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) tokens.
(Related policy: Managed identity
should be used in your Web App)

Medium

Microsoft Defender for App Service
should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for App Service
leverages the scale of the cloud, and
the visibility that Azure has as a cloud
provider, to monitor for common web
app attacks.
Microsoft Defender for App Service
can discover attacks on your
applications and identify emerging
attacks.

Important: Remediating this
recommendation will result in charges
for protecting your App Service plans.
If you don't have any App Service
plans in this subscription, no charges
will be incurred.
If you create any App Service plans on
this subscription in the future, they will
automatically be protected and
charges will begin at that time.
Learn more in Protect your web apps
and APIs.
(Related policy: Azure Defender for App
Service should be enabled)

High

PHP should be updated to the latest
version for API apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for PHP software either due
to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest PHP version for API
apps is recommended to benefit from
security fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'PHP
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the API app)

Medium
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PHP should be updated to the latest
version for web apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for PHP software either due
to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest PHP version for web
apps is recommended to benefit from
security fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'PHP
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the WEB app)

Medium

Python should be updated to the
latest version for API apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for Python software either
due to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Python version for API
apps is recommended to benefit from
security fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'Python
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the API app)

Medium

Python should be updated to the
latest version for function apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for Python software either
due to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Python version for
function apps is recommended to
benefit from security fixes, if any,
and/or new functionalities of the latest
version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'Python
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the Function app)

Medium

Python should be updated to the
latest version for web apps

Periodically, newer versions are
released for Python software either
due to security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Python version for
web apps is recommended to benefit
from security fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest version.
(Related policy: Ensure that 'Python
version' is the latest, if used as a part
of the Web app)

Medium

Remote debugging should be turned
off for API App

Remote debugging requires inbound
ports to be opened on an API app.
Remote debugging should be turned
off.
(Related policy: Remote debugging
should be turned off for API Apps)

Low
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Remote debugging should be turned
off for Function App

Remote debugging requires inbound
ports to be opened on an Azure
Function app. Remote debugging
should be turned off.
(Related policy: Remote debugging
should be turned off for Function
Apps)

Low

Remote debugging should be turned
off for Web Applications

Remote debugging requires inbound
ports to be opened on a web
application. Remote debugging is
currently enabled. If you no longer
need to use remote debugging, it
should be turned off.
(Related policy: Remote debugging
should be turned off for Web
Applications)

Low

TLS should be updated to the latest
version for API apps

Upgrade to the latest TLS version
(Related policy: Latest TLS version
should be used in your API App)

High

TLS should be updated to the latest
version for function apps

Upgrade to the latest TLS version
(Related policy: Latest TLS version
should be used in your Function App)

High

TLS should be updated to the latest
version for web apps

Upgrade to the latest TLS version
(Related policy: Latest TLS version
should be used in your Web App)

High

Web Application should only be
accessible over HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures server/service
authentication and protects data in
transit from network layer
eavesdropping attacks.
(Related policy: Web Application should
only be accessible over HTTPS)

Medium

Web apps should request an SSL
certificate for all incoming requests

Client certificates allow for the app to
request a certificate for incoming
requests.
Only clients that have a valid certificate
will be able to reach the app.
(Related policy: Ensure WEB app has
'Client Certificates (Incoming client
certificates)' set to 'On')

Medium
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Adaptive application controls for
defining safe applications should be
enabled on your machines

Enable application controls to define
the list of known-safe applications
running on your machines, and alert
you when other applications run. This
helps harden your machines against
malware. To simplify the process of
configuring and maintaining your
rules, Defender for Cloud uses machine
learning to analyze the applications
running on each machine and suggest
the list of known-safe applications.
(Related policy: Adaptive application
controls for defining safe applications
should be enabled on your machines)

High

Allowlist rules in your adaptive
application control policy should be
updated

Monitor for changes in behavior on
groups of machines configured for
auditing by Defender for Cloud's
adaptive application controls. Defender
for Cloud uses machine learning to
analyze the running processes on your
machines and suggest a list of known-
safe applications. These are presented
as recommended apps to allow in
adaptive application control policies.
(Related policy: Allowlist rules in your
adaptive application control policy
should be updated)

High

Authentication to Linux machines
should require SSH keys

Although SSH itself provides an
encrypted connection, using
passwords with SSH still leaves the VM
vulnerable to brute-force attacks. The
most secure option for authenticating
to an Azure Linux virtual machine over
SSH is with a public-private key pair,
also known as SSH keys. Learn more in
Detailed steps: Create and manage
SSH keys for authentication to a Linux
VM in Azure.
(Related policy: Audit Linux machines
that are not using SSH key for
authentication)

Medium

Automation account variables should
be encrypted

It is important to enable encryption of
Automation account variable assets
when storing sensitive data.
(Related policy: Automation account
variables should be encrypted)

High
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Azure Backup should be enabled for
virtual machines

Protect the data on your Azure virtual
machines with Azure Backup.
Azure Backup is an Azure-native, cost-
effective, data protection solution.
It creates recovery points that are
stored in geo-redundant recovery
vaults.
When you restore from a recovery
point, you can restore the whole VM
or specific files.
(Related policy: Azure Backup should
be enabled for Virtual Machines)

Low

Container hosts should be configured
securely

Remediate vulnerabilities in security
configuration on machines with Docker
installed to protect them from attacks.
(Related policy: Vulnerabilities in
container security configurations
should be remediated)

High

Diagnostic logs in Azure Stream
Analytics should be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Azure Stream Analytics should be
enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Batch accounts
should be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Batch accounts should be enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Event Hub should
be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Event Hub should be enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Kubernetes services
should be enabled

Enable diagnostic logs in your
Kubernetes services and retain them
up to a year. This enables you to
recreate activity trails for investigation
purposes when a security incident
occurs.
(No related policy)

Low
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Diagnostic logs in Logic Apps should
be enabled

To ensure you can recreate activity
trails for investigation purposes when
a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised, enable
logging. If your diagnostic logs aren't
being sent to a Log Analytics
workspace, Azure Storage account, or
Azure Event Hub, ensure you've
configured diagnostic settings to send
platform metrics and platform logs to
the relevant destinations. Learn more
in Create diagnostic settings to send
platform logs and metrics to different
destinations.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in Logic
Apps should be enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Search services
should be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Search services should be enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Service Bus should
be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Service Bus should be enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Virtual Machine
Scale Sets should be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Virtual Machine Scale Sets should be
enabled)

Low

Endpoint protection health issues on
machines should be resolved

For full Defender for Cloud protection,
resolve monitoring agent issues on
your machines by following the
instructions in the Troubleshooting
guide.
(Related policy: Monitor missing
Endpoint Protection in Azure Security
Center)

Medium

Endpoint protection health issues on
machines should be resolved

Resolve endpoint protection health
issues on your virtual machines to
protect them from latest threats and
vulnerabilities. See the documentation
for the endpoint protection solutions
supported by Defender for Cloud and
the endpoint protection assessments.
(No related policy)

Medium
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Endpoint protection health issues on
virtual machine scale sets should be
resolved

Remediate endpoint protection health
failures on your virtual machine scale
sets to protect them from threats and
vulnerabilities.
(Related policy: Endpoint protection
solution should be installed on virtual
machine scale sets)

Low

Endpoint protection should be
installed on machines

To protect machines from threats and
vulnerabilities, install a supported
endpoint protection solution.
Learn more about how endpoint
protection for machines is evaluated in
Endpoint protection assessment and
recommendations in Microsoft
Defender for Cloud.
(No related policy)

High

Endpoint protection should be
installed on machines

Install an endpoint protection solution
on your Windows and Linux machines,
to protect them from threats and
vulnerabilities.
(No related policy)

Medium

Endpoint protection should be
installed on virtual machine scale sets

Install an endpoint protection solution
on your virtual machines scale sets, to
protect them from threats and
vulnerabilities.
(Related policy: Endpoint protection
solution should be installed on virtual
machine scale sets)

High

File integrity monitoring should be
enabled on servers

Defender for Cloud has identified
virtual machines that are missing a file
integrity monitoring solution. To
monitor changes to critical files,
registry keys, and more on your
servers, enable file integrity
monitoring. Learn more >
(No related policy)

High
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Guest Attestation extension should be
installed on supported Linux virtual
machine scale sets

Install Guest Attestation extension on
supported Linux virtual machine scale
sets to allow Microsoft Defender for
Cloud to proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity. Once
installed, boot integrity will be attested
via Remote Attestation. This
assessment only applies to trusted
launch enabled Linux virtual machine
scale sets.

Important:
Trusted launch requires the creation of
new virtual machines.
You can't enable trusted launch on
existing virtual machines that were
initially created without it.
Learn more about Trusted launch for
Azure virtual machines.
(No related policy)

Low

Guest Attestation extension should be
installed on supported Linux virtual
machines

Install Guest Attestation extension on
supported Linux virtual machines to
allow Microsoft Defender for Cloud to
proactively attest and monitor the
boot integrity. Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via Remote
Attestation. This assessment only
applies to trusted launch enabled Linux
virtual machines.

Important:
Trusted launch requires the creation of
new virtual machines.
You can't enable trusted launch on
existing virtual machines that were
initially created without it.
Learn more about Trusted launch for
Azure virtual machines.
(No related policy)

Low

Guest Attestation extension should be
installed on supported Windows
virtual machine scale sets

Install Guest Attestation extension on
supported virtual machine scale sets
to allow Microsoft Defender for Cloud
to proactively attest and monitor the
boot integrity. Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via Remote
Attestation. This assessment only
applies to trusted launch enabled
virtual machine scale sets.

Important:
Trusted launch requires the creation of
new virtual machines.
You can't enable trusted launch on
existing virtual machines that were
initially created without it.
Learn more about Trusted launch for
Azure virtual machines.
(No related policy)

Low
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Guest Attestation extension should be
installed on supported Windows
virtual machines

Install Guest Attestation extension on
supported virtual machines to allow
Microsoft Defender for Cloud to
proactively attest and monitor the
boot integrity. Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via Remote
Attestation. This assessment only
applies to trusted launch enabled
virtual machines.

Important:
Trusted launch requires the creation of
new virtual machines.
You can't enable trusted launch on
existing virtual machines that were
initially created without it.
Learn more about Trusted launch for
Azure virtual machines.
(No related policy)

Low

Guest Configuration extension should
be installed on machines

To ensure secure configurations of in-
guest settings of your machine, install
the Guest Configuration extension. In-
guest settings that the extension
monitors include the configuration of
the operating system, application
configuration or presence, and
environment settings. Once installed,
in-guest policies will be available such
as 'Windows Exploit guard should be
enabled'. Learn more.
(Related policy: Virtual machines
should have the Guest Configuration
extension)

Medium

Install endpoint protection solution on
virtual machines

Install an endpoint protection solution
on your virtual machines, to protect
them from threats and vulnerabilities.
(Related policy: Monitor missing
Endpoint Protection in Azure Security
Center)

High

Linux virtual machines should enforce
kernel module signature validation

To help mitigate against the execution
of malicious or unauthorized code in
kernel mode, enforce kernel module
signature validation on supported
Linux virtual machines. Kernel module
signature validation ensures that only
trusted kernel modules will be allowed
to run. This assessment only applies to
Linux virtual machines that have the
Azure Monitor Agent installed.
(No related policy)

Low
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Linux virtual machines should use only
signed and trusted boot components

With Secure Boot enabled, all OS boot
components (boot loader, kernel,
kernel drivers) must be signed by
trusted publishers. Defender for Cloud
has identified untrusted OS boot
components on one or more of your
Linux machines. To protect your
machines from potentially malicious
components, add them to your allow
list or remove the identified
components.
(No related policy)

Low

Linux virtual machines should use
Secure Boot

To protect against the installation of
malware-based rootkits and boot kits,
enable Secure Boot on supported
Linux virtual machines. Secure Boot
ensures that only signed operating
systems and drivers will be allowed to
run. This assessment only applies to
Linux virtual machines that have the
Azure Monitor Agent installed.
(No related policy)

Low

Log Analytics agent should be installed
on Linux-based Azure Arc-enabled
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Log
Analytics agent (also known as OMS)
to collect security events from your
Azure Arc machines. To deploy the
agent on all your Azure Arc machines,
follow the remediation steps.
(No related policy)

High

Log Analytics agent should be installed
on virtual machine scale sets

Defender for Cloud collects data from
your Azure virtual machines (VMs) to
monitor for security vulnerabilities and
threats. Data is collected using the Log
Analytics agent, formerly known as the
Microsoft Monitoring Agent (MMA),
which reads various security-related
configurations and event logs from the
machine and copies the data to your
workspace for analysis. You'll also need
to follow that procedure if your VMs
are used by an Azure managed service
such as Azure Kubernetes Service or
Azure Service Fabric. You cannot
configure auto-provisioning of the
agent for Azure virtual machine scale
sets. To deploy the agent on virtual
machine scale sets (including those
used by Azure managed services such
as Azure Kubernetes Service and Azure
Service Fabric), follow the procedure in
the remediation steps.
(Related policy: Log Analytics agent
should be installed on your virtual
machine scale sets for Azure Security
Center monitoring)

High
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Log Analytics agent should be installed
on virtual machines

Defender for Cloud collects data from
your Azure virtual machines (VMs) to
monitor for security vulnerabilities and
threats. Data is collected using the Log
Analytics agent, formerly known as the
Microsoft Monitoring Agent (MMA),
which reads various security-related
configurations and event logs from the
machine and copies the data to your
Log Analytics workspace for analysis.
This agent is also required if your VMs
are used by an Azure managed service
such as Azure Kubernetes Service or
Azure Service Fabric. We recommend
configuring auto-provisioning to
automatically deploy the agent. If you
choose not to use auto-provisioning,
manually deploy the agent to your
VMs using the instructions in the
remediation steps.
(Related policy: Log Analytics agent
should be installed on your virtual
machine for Azure Security Center
monitoring)

High

Log Analytics agent should be installed
on Windows-based Azure Arc-enabled
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Log
Analytics agent (also known as MMA)
to collect security events from your
Azure Arc machines. To deploy the
agent on all your Azure Arc machines,
follow the remediation steps.
(No related policy)

High

Machines should be configured
securely

Remediate vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your machines to
protect them from attacks.
(Related policy: Vulnerabilities in
security configuration on your
machines should be remediated)

Low

Machines should be restarted to apply
security configuration updates

To apply security configuration updates
and protect against vulnerabilities,
restart your machines. This assessment
only applies to Linux virtual machines
that have the Azure Monitor Agent
installed.
(No related policy)

Low

Machines should have a vulnerability
assessment solution

Defender for Cloud regularly checks
your connected machines to ensure
they're running vulnerability
assessment tools. Use this
recommendation to deploy a
vulnerability assessment solution.
(Related policy: A vulnerability
assessment solution should be enabled
on your virtual machines)

Medium
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Machines should have vulnerability
findings resolved

Resolve the findings from the
vulnerability assessment solutions on
your virtual machines.
(Related policy: A vulnerability
assessment solution should be enabled
on your virtual machines)

Low

Management ports of virtual
machines should be protected with
just-in-time network access control

Defender for Cloud has identified some
overly-permissive inbound rules for
management ports in your Network
Security Group. Enable just-in-time
access control to protect your VM
from internet-based brute-force
attacks. Learn more in Understanding
just-in-time (JIT) VM access.
(Related policy: Management ports of
virtual machines should be protected
with just-in-time network access
control)

High

Microsoft Defender for servers should
be enabled

Microsoft Defender for servers
provides real-time threat protection
for your server workloads and
generates hardening
recommendations as well as alerts
about suspicious activities.
You can use this information to quickly
remediate security issues and improve
the security of your servers.

Important: Remediating this
recommendation will result in charges
for protecting your servers. If you
don't have any servers in this
subscription, no charges will be
incurred.
If you create any servers on this
subscription in the future, they will
automatically be protected and
charges will begin at that time.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for servers.
(Related policy: Azure Defender for
servers should be enabled)

High
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Microsoft Defender for servers should
be enabled on workspaces

Microsoft Defender for servers brings
threat detection and advanced
defenses for your Windows and Linux
machines.
With this Defender plan enabled on
your subscriptions but not on your
workspaces, you're paying for the full
capability of Microsoft Defender for
servers but missing out on some of
the benefits.
When you enable Microsoft Defender
for servers on a workspace, all
machines reporting to that workspace
will be billed for Microsoft Defender for
servers - even if they're in
subscriptions without Defender plans
enabled. Unless you also enable
Microsoft Defender for servers on the
subscription, those machines won't be
able to take advantage of just-in-time
VM access, adaptive application
controls, and network detections for
Azure resources.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for servers.
(No related policy)

Medium

Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Linux virtual
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Microsoft
Dependency agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure virtual
machines to enable advanced network
protection features such as traffic
visualization on the network map,
network hardening recommendations
and specific network threats.
(Related policy: Network traffic data
collection agent should be installed on
Linux virtual machines)

Medium

Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Windows virtual
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Microsoft
Dependency agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure virtual
machines to enable advanced network
protection features such as traffic
visualization on the network map,
network hardening recommendations,
and specific network threats.
(Related policy: Network traffic data
collection agent should be installed on
Windows virtual machines)

Medium

Pod Security Policies should be defined
on Kubernetes Services (Deprecated)

(Deprecated) Define Pod Security
Policies to reduce the attack vector by
removing unnecessary application
privileges. It is recommended to
configure Pod Security Policies to
ensure that Pods that request
resources you don't allow can't run in
the AKS cluster.
(No related policy)

High
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Secure Boot should be enabled on
supported Windows virtual machines

Enable Secure Boot on supported
Windows virtual machines to mitigate
against malicious and unauthorized
changes to the boot chain. Once
enabled, only trusted bootloaders,
kernel and kernel drivers will be
allowed to run. This assessment only
applies to trusted launch enabled
Windows virtual machines.

Important:
Trusted launch requires the creation of
new virtual machines.
You can't enable trusted launch on
existing virtual machines that were
initially created without it.
Learn more about Trusted launch for
Azure virtual machines..
(No related policy)

Low

Service Fabric clusters should have the
ClusterProtectionLevel property set to
EncryptAndSign

Service Fabric provides three levels of
protection (None, Sign and
EncryptAndSign) for node-to-node
communication using a primary cluster
certificate. Set the protection level to
ensure that all node-to-node
messages are encrypted and digitally
signed.
(Related policy: Service Fabric clusters
should have the ClusterProtectionLevel
property set to EncryptAndSign)

High

Service Fabric clusters should only use
Azure Active Directory for client
authentication

Perform Client authentication only via
Azure Active Directory in Service Fabric
(Related policy: Service Fabric clusters
should only use Azure Active Directory
for client authentication)

High

System updates on virtual machine
scale sets should be installed

Install missing system security and
critical updates to secure your
Windows and Linux virtual machine
scale sets.
(Related policy: System updates on
virtual machine scale sets should be
installed)

High

System updates should be installed on
your machines

Install missing system security and
critical updates to secure your
Windows and Linux virtual machines
and computers
(Related policy: System updates should
be installed on your machines)

High
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System updates should be installed on
your machines (powered by Update
Center)

Your machines are missing system,
security, and critical updates. Software
updates often include critical patches
to security holes. Such holes are
frequently exploited in malware attacks
so it's vital to keep your software
updated. To install all outstanding
patches and secure your machines,
follow the remediation steps.
(No related policy)

High

Virtual machine scale sets should be
configured securely

Remediate vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your virtual machine
scale sets to protect them from
attacks.
(Related policy: Vulnerabilities in
security configuration on your virtual
machine scale sets should be
remediated)

High

Virtual machines guest attestation
status should be healthy

Guest attestation is performed by
sending a trusted log (TCGLog) to an
attestation server. The server uses
these logs to determine whether boot
components are trustworthy. This
assessment is intended to detect
compromises of the boot chain which
might be the result of a bootkit or
rootkit infection.
This assessment only applies to Trusted
Launch enabled virtual machines that
have the Guest Attestation extension
installed.
(No related policy)

Medium

Virtual machines should be migrated
to new Azure Resource Manager
resources

Virtual Machines (classic) was
deprecated and these VMs should be
migrated to Azure Resource Manager.
Because Azure Resource Manager now
has full IaaS capabilities and other
advancements, we deprecated the
management of IaaS virtual machines
(VMs) through Azure Service Manager
(ASM) on February 28, 2020. This
functionality will be fully retired on
March 1, 2023.

Available resources and information
about this tool & migration:
Overview of Virtual machines (classic)
deprecation, step by step process for
migration & available Microsoft
resources.
Details about Migrate to Azure
Resource Manager migration tool.
Migrate to Azure Resource Manager
migration tool using PowerShell.
(Related policy: Virtual machines
should be migrated to new Azure
Resource Manager resources)

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e1145ab1-eb4f-43d8-911b-36ddf771d13f
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Virtual machines should encrypt temp
disks, caches, and data flows between
Compute and Storage resources

By default, a virtual machine's OS and
data disks are encrypted-at-rest using
platform-managed keys; 
temp disks and data caches aren't
encrypted, and data isn't encrypted
when flowing between compute and
storage resources. 
For a comparison of different disk
encryption technologies in Azure, see
https://aka.ms/diskencryptioncomparis
on. 
Use Azure Disk Encryption to encrypt
all this data. 
Disregard this recommendation if: 
1. You're using the encryption-at-host
feature, or 2. Server-side encryption
on Managed Disks meets your security
requirements. 
Learn more in Server-side encryption
of Azure Disk Storage.
(Related policy: Disk encryption should
be applied on virtual machines)

High

Virtual machines' Guest Configuration
extension should be deployed with
system-assigned managed identity

The Guest Configuration extension
requires a system assigned managed
identity. Azure virtual machines in the
scope of this policy will be non-
compliant when they have the Guest
Configuration extension installed but
do not have a system assigned
managed identity. Learn more
(Related policy: Guest Configuration
extension should be deployed to Azure
virtual machines with system assigned
managed identity)

Medium

vTPM should be enabled on
supported virtual machines

Enable virtual TPM device on
supported virtual machines to facilitate
Measured Boot and other OS security
features that require a TPM. Once
enabled, vTPM can be used to attest
boot integrity. This assessment only
applies to trusted launch enabled
virtual machines.

Important:
Trusted launch requires the creation of
new virtual machines.
You can't enable trusted launch on
existing virtual machines that were
initially created without it.
Learn more about Trusted launch for
Azure virtual machines.
(No related policy)

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/d57a4221-a804-52ca-3dea-768284f06bb7
https://aka.ms/diskencryptioncomparison
https://aka.ms/disksse
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f0961003e-5a0a-4549-abde-af6a37f2724d
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/69133b6b-695a-43eb-a763-221e19556755
https://aka.ms/gcpol
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fd26f7642-7545-4e18-9b75-8c9bbdee3a9a
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/861bbc73-0a55-8d1d-efc6-e92d9e1176e0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/trusted-launch


Vulnerabilities in running container
images should be remediated
(powered by Qualys)

Container image vulnerability
assessment scans container images
running on your Kubernetes clusters
for security vulnerabilities and exposes
detailed findings for each image.
Resolving the vulnerabilities can greatly
improve your containers' security
posture and protect them from
attacks.
(No related policy)

High

Vulnerabilities in security configuration
on your Linux machines should be
remediated (powered by Guest
Configuration)

Remediate vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your Linux machines
to protect them from attacks.
(Related policy: Linux machines should
meet requirements for the Azure
security baseline)

Low

Vulnerabilities in security configuration
on your Windows machines should be
remediated (powered by Guest
Configuration)

Remediate vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your Windows
machines to protect them from
attacks.
(No related policy)

Low

Windows Defender Exploit Guard
should be enabled on machines

Windows Defender Exploit Guard uses
the Azure Policy Guest Configuration
agent. Exploit Guard has four
components that are designed to lock
down devices against a wide variety of
attack vectors and block behaviors
commonly used in malware attacks
while enabling enterprises to balance
their security risk and productivity
requirements (Windows only).
(Related policy: Audit Windows
machines on which Windows Defender
Exploit Guard is not enabled)

Medium

Windows web servers should be
configured to use secure
communication protocols

To protect the privacy of information
communicated over the Internet, your
web servers should use the latest
version of the industry-standard
cryptographic protocol, Transport
Layer Security (TLS). TLS secures
communications over a network by
using security certificates to encrypt a
connection between machines.
(Related policy: Audit Windows web
servers that are not using secure
communication protocols)

High
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[Enable if required] Container registries
should be encrypted with a customer-
managed key (CMK)

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Use customer-managed keys to
manage the encryption at rest of the
contents of your registries. By default,
the data is encrypted at rest with
service-managed keys, but customer-
managed keys (CMK) are commonly
required to meet regulatory
compliance standards. CMKs enable
the data to be encrypted with an
Azure Key Vault key created and
owned by you. You have full control
and responsibility for the key lifecycle,
including rotation and management.
Learn more about CMK encryption at
https://aka.ms/acr/CMK.
(Related policy: Container registries
should be encrypted with a customer-
managed key (CMK))

Low

[Preview] Kubernetes clusters should
gate deployment of vulnerable images

Protect your Kubernetes clusters and
container workloads from potential
threats by restricting deployment of
container images with vulnerable
software components. Use Defender
for Cloud's CI/CD scanning and
Microsoft Defender for container
registries to identify and patch
vulnerabilities prior to deployment.
Evaluation prerequisite: Azure policy
add-on/extension and the Defender
profile/extension.
Applicable only for private preview
customers.
(No related policy)

High

Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters
should have the Azure Policy extension
installed

Azure Policy extension for Kubernetes
extends Gatekeeper v3, an admission
controller webhook for Open Policy
Agent (OPA), to apply at-scale
enforcements and safeguards on your
clusters in a centralized, consistent
manner.
(No related policy)

High

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/af560c4d-9c05-e073-b9f1-f7a94958ff25
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/tutorial-security-policy?wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_portal_recoremediation
https://aka.ms/acr/CMK
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f5b9159ae-1701-4a6f-9a7a-aa9c8ddd0580
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/111cb068-89df-48bd-9493-2e6773444af8
https://aka.ms/AzureDefenderCICDscanning
https://aka.ms/AzureDefenderForContainerRegistries
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/0642d770-b189-42ef-a2ce-9dcc3ec6c169
https://github.com/open-policy-agent/gatekeeper
https://www.openpolicyagent.org/


Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have the Azure Policy add-on
for Kubernetes installed

Azure Policy add-on for Kubernetes
extends Gatekeeper v3, an admission
controller webhook for Open Policy
Agent (OPA), to apply at-scale
enforcements and safeguards on your
clusters in a centralized, consistent
manner.

(Related policy: Azure Policy Add-on for
Kubernetes service (AKS) should be
installed and enabled on your clusters)

High

Container CPU and memory limits
should be enforced

Enforcing CPU and memory limits
prevents resource exhaustion attacks
(a form of denial of service attack).

(Related policy: Ensure container CPU
and memory resource limits do not
exceed the specified limits in
Kubernetes cluster)

Medium

Container images should be deployed
from trusted registries only

Images running on your Kubernetes
cluster should come from known and
monitored container image registries.
Trusted registries reduce your cluster's
exposure risk by limiting the potential
for the introduction of unknown
vulnerabilities, security issues and
malicious images.
(Related policy: Ensure only allowed
container images in Kubernetes
cluster)

High
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Defender for Cloud requires the
Add-on to audit and enforce
security capabilities and
compliance inside your clusters.
Learn more.

Requires Kubernetes v1.14.0 or
later.

We recommend setting limits for
containers to ensure the runtime
prevents the container from using
more than the configured resource
limit.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/08e628db-e2ed-4793-bc91-d13e684401c3
https://github.com/open-policy-agent/gatekeeper
https://www.openpolicyagent.org/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f0a15ec92-a229-4763-bb14-0ea34a568f8d
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/405c9ae6-49f9-46c4-8873-a86690f27818
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fe345eecc-fa47-480f-9e88-67dcc122b164
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8d244d29-fa00-4332-b935-c3a51d525417
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252ffebd0533-8e55-448f-b837-bd0e06f16469


Container registries should not allow
unrestricted network access

Azure container registries by default
accept connections over the internet
from hosts on any network. To protect
your registries from potential threats,
allow access from only specific public IP
addresses or address ranges. If your
registry doesn't have an IP/firewall rule
or a configured virtual network, it will
appear in the unhealthy resources.
Learn more about Container Registry
network rules here:
https://aka.ms/acr/portal/public-
network and here
https://aka.ms/acr/vnet.
(Related policy: Container registries
should not allow unrestricted network
access)

Medium

Container registries should use private
link

Azure Private Link lets you connect
your virtual network to Azure services
without a public IP address at the
source or destination. The private link
platform handles the connectivity
between the consumer and services
over the Azure backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints to your
container registries instead of the
entire service, you'll also be protected
against data leakage risks. Learn more
at: https://aka.ms/acr/private-link.
(Related policy: Container registries
should use private link)

Medium

Container registry images should have
vulnerability findings resolved

Container image vulnerability
assessment scans your registry for
security vulnerabilities and exposes
detailed findings for each image.
Resolving the vulnerabilities can greatly
improve your containers' security
posture and protect them from
attacks.
(Related policy: Vulnerabilities in Azure
Container Registry images should be
remediated)

High

Container with privilege escalation
should be avoided

Containers shouldn't run with privilege
escalation to root in your Kubernetes
cluster.
The AllowPrivilegeEscalation attribute
controls whether a process can gain
more privileges than its parent
process.
(Related policy: Kubernetes clusters
should not allow container privilege
escalation)

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9b828565-a0ed-61c2-6bf3-1afc99a9b2ca
https://aka.ms/acr/portal/public-network
https://aka.ms/acr/vnet
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/43dc2a2e-ce69-4d42-923e-ab7d136f2cfe
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f1c6e92c9-99f0-4e55-9cf2-0c234dc48f99


Containers sharing sensitive host
namespaces should be avoided

To protect against privilege escalation
outside the container, avoid pod access
to sensitive host namespaces (host
process ID and host IPC) in a
Kubernetes cluster.
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster
containers should not share host
process ID or host IPC namespace)

Medium

Containers should listen on allowed
ports only

To reduce the attack surface of your
Kubernetes cluster, restrict access to
the cluster by limiting containers
access to the configured ports.
(Related policy: Ensure containers listen
only on allowed ports in Kubernetes
cluster)

Medium

Immutable (read-only) root filesystem
should be enforced for containers

Containers should run with a read only
root file system in your Kubernetes
cluster. Immutable filesystem protects
containers from changes at run-time
with malicious binaries being added to
PATH.
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster
containers should run with a read only
root file system)

Medium

Kubernetes API server should be
configured with restricted access

To ensure that only applications from
allowed networks, machines, or
subnets can access your cluster, restrict
access to your Kubernetes API server.
You can restrict access by defining
authorized IP ranges, or by setting up
your API servers as private clusters as
explained inCreate a private Azure
Kubernetes Service cluster.
(Related policy: Authorized IP ranges
should be defined on Kubernetes
Services)

High

Kubernetes clusters should be
accessible only over HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures authentication
and protects data in transit from
network layer eavesdropping attacks.
This capability is currently generally
available for Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and in preview for AKS Engine and
Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes. For
more info, visit
https://aka.ms/kubepolicydoc
(Related policy: Enforce HTTPS ingress
in Kubernetes cluster)

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/802c0637-5a8c-4c98-abd7-7c96d89d6010
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/private-clusters
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f0e246bcf-5f6f-4f87-bc6f-775d4712c7ea
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https://aka.ms/kubepolicydoc
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f1a5b4dca-0b6f-4cf5-907c-56316bc1bf3d


Least privileged Linux capabilities
should be enforced for containers

To reduce attack surface of your
container, restrict Linux capabilities and
grant specific privileges to containers
without granting all the privileges of
the root user. We recommend
dropping all capabilities, then adding
those that are required
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster
containers should only use allowed
capabilities)

Medium

Microsoft Defender for Containers
should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Containers
provides hardening, vulnerability
assessment and run-time protections
for your Azure, hybrid, and multi-cloud
Kubernetes environments.
You can use this information to quickly
remediate security issues and improve
the security of your containers.

Important: Remediating this
recommendation will result in charges
for protecting your Kubernetes
clusters. If you don't have any
Kubernetes clusters in this
subscription, no charges will be
incurred.
If you create any Kubernetes clusters
on this subscription in the future, they
will automatically be protected and
charges will begin at that time.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for Containers.
(No related policy)

High

Overriding or disabling of containers
AppArmor profile should be restricted

Containers running on your
Kubernetes cluster should be limited to
allowed AppArmor profiles only.
;AppArmor (Application Armor) is a
Linux security module that protects an
operating system and its applications
from security threats. To use it, a
system administrator associates an
AppArmor security profile with each
program.
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster
containers should only use allowed
AppArmor profiles)

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/11c95609-3553-430d-b788-fd41cde8b2db
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Privileged containers should be
avoided

To prevent unrestricted host access,
avoid privileged containers whenever
possible.

(Related policy: Do not allow privileged
containers in Kubernetes cluster)

Medium

Role-Based Access Control should be
used on Kubernetes Services

To provide granular filtering on the
actions that users can perform, use
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) to
manage permissions in Kubernetes
Service Clusters and configure relevant
authorization policies. For more
information, see Azure role-based
access control.
(Related policy: Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) should be used on
Kubernetes Services)

High

Running containers as root user
should be avoided

Containers shouldn't run as root users
in your Kubernetes cluster. Running a
process as the root user inside a
container runs it as root on the host. If
there's a compromise, an attacker has
root in the container, and any
misconfigurations become easier to
exploit.
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster
pods and containers should only run
with approved user and group IDs)

High

Services should listen on allowed ports
only

To reduce the attack surface of your
Kubernetes cluster, restrict access to
the cluster by limiting services access
to the configured ports.
(Related policy: Ensure services listen
only on allowed ports in Kubernetes
cluster)

Medium
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Privileged containers have all of
the root capabilities of a host
machine. They can be used as
entry points for attacks and to
spread malicious code or malware
to compromised applications,
hosts and networks.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/5d90913f-a1c5-4429-ad54-2c6c17fb3c73
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f95edb821-ddaf-4404-9732-666045e056b4
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/b0fdc63a-38e7-4bab-a7c4-2c2665abbaa9
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/concepts-identity#role-based-access-controls-rbac
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fac4a19c2-fa67-49b4-8ae5-0b2e78c49457
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9b795646-9130-41a4-90b7-df9eae2437c8
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Usage of host networking and ports
should be restricted

Restrict pod access to the host
network and the allowable host port
range in a Kubernetes cluster. Pods
created with the hostNetwork attribute
enabled will share the node's network
space. To avoid compromised container
from sniffing network traffic, we
recommend not putting your pods on
the host network. If you need to
expose a container port on the node's
network, and using a Kubernetes
Service node port does not meet your
needs, another possibility is to specify
a hostPort for the container in the pod
spec.
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster
pods should only use approved host
network and port range)

Medium

Usage of pod HostPath volume
mounts should be restricted to a
known list to restrict node access from
compromised containers

We recommend limiting pod HostPath
volume mounts in your Kubernetes
cluster to the configured allowed host
paths. If there's a compromise, the
container node access from the
containers should be restricted.
(Related policy: Kubernetes cluster pod
hostPath volumes should only use
allowed host paths)

Medium
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There are 7272  recommendations in this category.
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[Enable if required] Azure Cosmos DB
accounts should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt data at rest

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Use customer-managed keys to
manage the encryption at rest of your
Azure Cosmos DB. By default, the data
is encrypted at rest with service-
managed keys, but customer-managed
keys (CMK) are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance standards.
CMKs enable the data to be encrypted
with an Azure Key Vault key created
and owned by you. You have full
control and responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation and
management. Learn more about CMK
encryption at
https://aka.ms/cosmosdb-cmk.
(Related policy: Azure Cosmos DB
accounts should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt data at rest)

Low
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[Enable if required] Azure Machine
Learning workspaces should be
encrypted with a customer-managed
key (CMK)

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Manage encryption at rest of your
Azure Machine Learning workspace
data with customer-managed keys
(CMK). By default, customer data is
encrypted with service-managed keys,
but CMKs are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance standards.
CMKs enable the data to be encrypted
with an Azure Key Vault key created
and owned by you. You have full
control and responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation and
management. Learn more about CMK
encryption at https://aka.ms/azureml-
workspaces-cmk.
(Related policy: Azure Machine
Learning workspaces should be
encrypted with a customer-managed
key (CMK))

Low
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[Enable if required] Cognitive Services
accounts should enable data
encryption with a customer-managed
key (CMK)

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Customer-managed keys (CMK) are
commonly required to meet regulatory
compliance standards. CMKs enable
the data stored in Cognitive Services
to be encrypted with an Azure Key
Vault key created and owned by you.
You have full control and responsibility
for the key lifecycle, including rotation
and management. Learn more about
CMK encryption at
https://aka.ms/cosmosdb-cmk.
(Related policy: Cognitive Services
accounts should enable data
encryption with a customer-managed
key(CMK))

Low
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[Enable if required] MySQL servers
should use customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Use customer-managed keys to
manage the encryption at rest of your
MySQL servers. By default, the data is
encrypted at rest with service-
managed keys, but customer-managed
keys (CMK) are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance standards.
CMKs enable the data to be encrypted
with an Azure Key Vault key created
and owned by you. You have full
control and responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation and
management.
(Related policy: Bring your own key
data protection should be enabled for
MySQL servers)

Low
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[Enable if required] PostgreSQL servers
should use customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Use customer-managed keys to
manage the encryption at rest of your
PostgreSQL servers. By default, the
data is encrypted at rest with service-
managed keys, but customer-managed
keys (CMK) are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance standards.
CMKs enable the data to be encrypted
with an Azure Key Vault key created
and owned by you. You have full
control and responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation and
management.
(Related policy: Bring your own key
data protection should be enabled for
PostgreSQL servers)

Low
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[Enable if required] SQL managed
instances should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt data at rest

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Implementing Transparent Data
Encryption (TDE) with your own key
provides you with increased
transparency and control over the TDE
Protector, increased security with an
HSM-backed external service, and
promotion of separation of duties. This
recommendation applies to
organizations with a related
compliance requirement.
(Related policy: SQL managed
instances should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt data at rest)

Low

[Enable if required] SQL servers should
use customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Implementing Transparent Data
Encryption (TDE) with your own key
provides increased transparency and
control over the TDE Protector,
increased security with an HSM-
backed external service, and
promotion of separation of duties. This
recommendation applies to
organizations with a related
compliance requirement.
(Related policy: SQL servers should use
customer-managed keys to encrypt
data at rest)

Low
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[Enable if required] Storage accounts
should use customer-managed key
(CMK) for encryption

Recommendations to use customer-
managed keys for encryption of data
at rest are not assessed by default, but
are available to enable for applicable
scenarios. Data is encrypted
automatically using platform-managed
keys, so the use of customer-managed
keys should only be applied when
obligated by compliance or restrictive
policy requirements. 
To enable this recommendation,
navigate to your Security Policy for the
applicable scope, and update the Effect
parameter for the corresponding policy
to audit or enforce the use of
customer-managed keys. Learn more
in Manage security policies.
Secure your storage account with
greater flexibility using customer-
managed keys (CMKs). When you
specify a CMK, that key is used to
protect and control access to the key
that encrypts your data. Using CMKs
provides additional capabilities to
control rotation of the key encryption
key or cryptographically erase data.
(Related policy: Storage accounts
should use customer-managed key
(CMK) for encryption)

Low

All advanced threat protection types
should be enabled in SQL managed
instance advanced data security
settings

It is recommended to enable all
advanced threat protection types on
your SQL managed instances. Enabling
all types protects against SQL injection,
database vulnerabilities, and any other
anomalous activities.
(No related policy)

Medium

All advanced threat protection types
should be enabled in SQL server
advanced data security settings

It is recommended to enable all
advanced threat protection types on
your SQL servers. Enabling all types
protects against SQL injection,
database vulnerabilities, and any other
anomalous activities.
(No related policy)

Medium
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API Management services should use
a virtual network

Azure Virtual Network deployment
provides enhanced security, isolation
and allows you to place your API
Management service in a non-internet
routable network that you control
access to. These networks can then be
connected to your on-premises
networks using various VPN
technologies, which enables access to
your backend services within the
network and/or on-premises. The
developer portal and API gateway, can
be configured to be accessible either
from the Internet or only within the
virtual network.
(Related policy: API Management
services should use a virtual network)

Medium

App Configuration should use private
link

Azure Private Link lets you connect
your virtual network to Azure services
without a public IP address at the
source or destination. The private link
platform handles the connectivity
between the consumer and services
over the Azure backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints to your
app configuration instances instead of
the entire service, you'll also be
protected against data leakage risks.
Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/appconfig/private-
endpoint.
(Related policy: App Configuration
should use private link)

Medium

Audit retention for SQL servers should
be set to at least 90 days

Audit SQL servers configured with an
auditing retention period of less than
90 days.
(Related policy: SQL servers should be
configured with 90 days auditing
retention or higher.)

Low

Auditing on SQL server should be
enabled

Enable auditing on your SQL Server to
track database activities across all
databases on the server and save
them in an audit log.
(Related policy: Auditing on SQL server
should be enabled)

Low
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Auto provisioning of the Log Analytics
agent should be enabled on
subscriptions

To monitor for security vulnerabilities
and threats, Microsoft Defender for
Cloud collects data from your Azure
virtual machines. Data is collected by
the Log Analytics agent, formerly
known as the Microsoft Monitoring
Agent (MMA), which reads various
security-related configurations and
event logs from the machine and
copies the data to your Log Analytics
workspace for analysis. We
recommend enabling auto
provisioning to automatically deploy
the agent to all supported Azure VMs
and any new ones that are created.
(Related policy: Auto provisioning of
the Log Analytics agent should be
enabled on your subscription)

Low

Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters
should have the Defender extension
installed

Defender's extension for Azure Arc
provides threat protection for your
Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters. The
extension collects data from all control
plane (master) nodes in the cluster and
sends it to the Microsoft Defender for
Kubernetes backend in the cloud for
further analysis. Learn more in
/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-
for-kubernetes-azure-arc?
wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_
portal_recoremediation.
(No related policy)

High

Azure Cache for Redis should reside
within a virtual network

Azure Virtual Network (VNet)
deployment provides enhanced
security and isolation for your Azure
Cache for Redis, as well as subnets,
access control policies, and other
features to further restrict access.
When an Azure Cache for Redis
instance is configured with a VNet, it is
not publicly addressable and can only
be accessed from virtual machines and
applications within the VNet.
(Related policy: Azure Cache for Redis
should reside within a virtual network)

Medium

Azure Cosmos DB accounts should
have firewall rules

Firewall rules should be defined on
your Azure Cosmos DB accounts to
prevent traffic from unauthorized
sources. Accounts that have at least
one IP rule defined with the virtual
network filter enabled are deemed
compliant. Accounts disabling public
access are also deemed compliant.
(Related policy: Azure Cosmos DB
accounts should have firewall rules)

Medium
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Azure Event Grid domains should use
private link

Azure Private Link lets you connect
your virtual network to Azure services
without a public IP address at the
source or destination. The private link
platform handles the connectivity
between the consumer and services
over the Azure backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints to your
Event Grid domains instead of the
entire service, you'll also be protected
against data leakage risks. Learn more
at: https://aka.ms/privateendpoints.
(Related policy: Azure Event Grid
domains should use private link)

Medium

Azure Event Grid topics should use
private link

Azure Private Link lets you connect
your virtual network to Azure services
without a public IP address at the
source or destination. The private link
platform handles the connectivity
between the consumer and services
over the Azure backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints to your
topics instead of the entire service,
you'll also be protected against data
leakage risks. Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/privateendpoints.
(Related policy: Azure Event Grid topics
should use private link)

Medium

Azure Kubernetes Service clusters
should have Defender profile enabled

Microsoft Defender for Containers
provides cloud-native Kubernetes
security capabilities including
environment hardening, workload
protection, and run-time protection.
When you enable the
SecurityProfile.AzureDefender profile
on your Azure Kubernetes Service
cluster, an agent is deployed to your
cluster to collect security event data.
Learn more about Microsoft Defender
for Containers.
(No related policy)

High
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Azure Machine Learning workspaces
should use private link

Azure Private Link lets you connect
your virtual network to Azure services
without a public IP address at the
source or destination. The private link
platform handles the connectivity
between the consumer and services
over the Azure backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints to your
Azure Machine Learning workspaces
instead of the entire service, you'll also
be protected against data leakage
risks. Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/azureml-workspaces-
privatelink.
(Related policy: Azure Machine
Learning workspaces should use
private link)

Medium

Azure SignalR Service should use
private link

Azure Private Link lets you connect
your virtual network to Azure services
without a public IP address at the
source or destination. The private link
platform handles the connectivity
between the consumer and services
over the Azure backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints to your
SignalR resources instead of the entire
service, you'll also be protected against
data leakage risks. Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/asrs/privatelink.
(Related policy: Azure SignalR Service
should use private link)

Medium

Azure Spring Cloud should use
network injection

Azure Spring Cloud instances should
use virtual network injection for the
following purposes: 1. Isolate Azure
Spring Cloud from Internet. 2. Enable
Azure Spring Cloud to interact with
systems in either on premises data
centers or Azure service in other
virtual networks. 3. Empower
customers to control inbound and
outbound network communications
for Azure Spring Cloud.
(Related policy: Azure Spring Cloud
should use network injection)

Medium

Cognitive Services accounts should
enable data encryption

This policy audits any Cognitive
Services account not using data
encryption. For each Cognitive
Services account with storage, should
enable data encryption with either
customer managed or Microsoft
managed key.
(Related policy: Cognitive Services
accounts should enable data
encryption)

Low
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Cognitive Services accounts should
restrict network access

Network access to Cognitive Services
accounts should be restricted.
Configure network rules so only
applications from allowed networks
can access the Cognitive Services
account. To allow connections from
specific internet or on-premises clients,
access can be granted to traffic from
specific Azure virtual networks or to
public internet IP address ranges.
(Related policy: Cognitive Services
accounts should restrict network
access)

Medium

Cognitive Services accounts should
use customer owned storage or enable
data encryption

This policy audits any Cognitive
Services account not using customer
owned storage nor data encryption.
For each Cognitive Services account
with storage, use either customer
owned storage or enable data
encryption.
(Related policy: Cognitive Services
accounts should use customer owned
storage or enable data encryption.)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Azure Data Lake
Store should be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in
Azure Data Lake Store should be
enabled)

Low

Diagnostic logs in Data Lake Analytics
should be enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in Data
Lake Analytics should be enabled)

Low

Email notification for high severity
alerts should be enabled

To ensure the relevant people in your
organization are notified when there is
a potential security breach in one of
your subscriptions, enable email
notifications for high severity alerts in
Defender for Cloud.
(Related policy: Email notification for
high severity alerts should be enabled)

Low
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Email notification to subscription
owner for high severity alerts should
be enabled

To ensure your subscription owners are
notified when there is a potential
security breach in their subscription,
set email notifications to subscription
owners for high severity alerts in
Defender for Cloud.
(Related policy: Email notification to
subscription owner for high severity
alerts should be enabled)

Medium

Enforce SSL connection should be
enabled for MySQL database servers

Azure Database for MySQL supports
connecting your Azure Database for
MySQL server to client applications
using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
Enforcing SSL connections between
your database server and your client
applications helps protect against 'man
in the middle' attacks by encrypting
the data stream between the server
and your application.
This configuration enforces that SSL is
always enabled for accessing your
database server.
(Related policy: Enforce SSL connection
should be enabled for MySQL
database servers)

Medium

Enforce SSL connection should be
enabled for PostgreSQL database
servers

Azure Database for PostgreSQL
supports connecting your Azure
Database for PostgreSQL server to
client applications using Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL).
Enforcing SSL connections between
your database server and your client
applications helps protect against 'man
in the middle' attacks by encrypting
the data stream between the server
and your application.
This configuration enforces that SSL is
always enabled for accessing your
database server.
(Related policy: Enforce SSL connection
should be enabled for PostgreSQL
database servers)

Medium
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Geo-redundant backup should be
enabled for Azure Database for
MariaDB

Azure Database for MariaDB allows
you to choose the redundancy option
for your database server.
It can be set to a geo-redundant
backup storage in which the data is
not only stored within the region in
which your server is hosted, but is also
replicated to a paired region to provide
recovery options in case of a region
failure.
Configuring geo-redundant storage
for backup is only allowed when
creating a server.
(Related policy: Geo-redundant backup
should be enabled for Azure Database
for MariaDB)

Low

Geo-redundant backup should be
enabled for Azure Database for
MySQL

Azure Database for MySQL allows you
to choose the redundancy option for
your database server.
It can be set to a geo-redundant
backup storage in which the data is
not only stored within the region in
which your server is hosted, but is also
replicated to a paired region to provide
recovery options in case of a region
failure.
Configuring geo-redundant storage
for backup is only allowed when
creating a server.
(Related policy: Geo-redundant backup
should be enabled for Azure Database
for MySQL)

Low

Geo-redundant backup should be
enabled for Azure Database for
PostgreSQL

Azure Database for PostgreSQL allows
you to choose the redundancy option
for your database server.
It can be set to a geo-redundant
backup storage in which the data is
not only stored within the region in
which your server is hosted, but is also
replicated to a paired region to provide
recovery options in case of a region
failure.
Configuring geo-redundant storage
for backup is only allowed when
creating a server.
(Related policy: Geo-redundant backup
should be enabled for Azure Database
for PostgreSQL)

Low

Kubernetes clusters should disable
automounting API credentials

Disable automounting API credentials
to prevent a potentially compromised
Pod resource to run API commands
against Kubernetes clusters. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicydoc.
(Related policy: Kubernetes clusters
should disable automounting API
credentials)

High
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Kubernetes clusters should not grant
CAPSYSADMIN security capabilities

To reduce the attack surface of your
containers, restrict CAP_SYS_ADMIN
Linux capabilities. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicydoc.
(No related policy)

High

Kubernetes clusters should not use the
default namespace

Prevent usage of the default
namespace in Kubernetes clusters to
protect against unauthorized access
for ConfigMap, Pod, Secret, Service,
and ServiceAccount resource types.
For more information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicydoc.
(Related policy: Kubernetes clusters
should not use the default namespace)

Low

Microsoft Defender for Azure SQL
Database servers should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for SQL is a unified
package that provides advanced SQL
security capabilities.
It includes functionality for surfacing
and mitigating potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting anomalous
activities that could indicate a threat to
your database, and discovering and
classifying sensitive data.
Important: Protections from this plan
are charged as shown on the
Defender plansDefender plans page. If you don't
have any Azure SQL Database servers
in this subscription, you won't be
charged. If you later create Azure SQL
Database servers on this subscription,
they'll automatically be protected and
charges will begin. Learn about the
pricing details per region.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for SQL.
(Related policy: Azure Defender for
Azure SQL Database servers should be
enabled)

High

Microsoft Defender for DNS should be
enabled

Microsoft Defender for DNS provides
an additional layer of protection for
your cloud resources by continuously
monitoring all DNS queries from your
Azure resources. Defender for DNS
alerts you about suspicious activity at
the DNS layer. Learn more in
Introduction to Microsoft Defender for
DNS. Enabling this Defender plan
results in charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on Defender
for Cloud's pricing page:
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/de
fender-for-cloud/#pricing.
(No related policy)

High
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Microsoft Defender for open-source
relational databases should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for open-source
relational databases detects
anomalous activities indicating unusual
and potentially harmful attempts to
access or exploit databases. Learn
more in Introduction to Microsoft
Defender for open-source relational
databases.

Important: Enabling this plan will result
in charges for protecting your open-
source relational databases. If you
don't have any open-source relational
databases in this subscription, no
charges will be incurred. If you create
any open-source relational databases
on this subscription in the future, they
will automatically be protected and
charges will begin at that time.
(No related policy)

High

Microsoft Defender for Resource
Manager should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Resource
Manager automatically monitors the
resource management operations in
your organization. Defender for Cloud
detects threats and alerts you about
suspicious activity. Learn more in
Introduction to Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager. Enabling this
Defender plan results in charges. Learn
about the pricing details per region on
Defender for Cloud's pricing page:
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/de
fender-for-cloud/#pricing.
(No related policy)

High
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Microsoft Defender for SQL on
machines should be enabled on
workspaces

Microsoft Defender for servers brings
threat detection and advanced
defenses for your Windows and Linux
machines.
With this Defender plan enabled on
your subscriptions but not on your
workspaces, you're paying for the full
capability of Microsoft Defender for
servers but missing out on some of
the benefits.
When you enable Microsoft Defender
for servers on a workspace, all
machines reporting to that workspace
will be billed for Microsoft Defender for
servers - even if they're in
subscriptions without Defender plans
enabled. Unless you also enable
Microsoft Defender for servers on the
subscription, those machines won't be
able to take advantage of just-in-time
VM access, adaptive application
controls, and network detections for
Azure resources.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for servers.
(No related policy)

Medium

Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on
machines should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for SQL is a unified
package that provides advanced SQL
security capabilities.
It includes functionality for surfacing
and mitigating potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting anomalous
activities that could indicate a threat to
your database, and discovering and
classifying sensitive data.

Important: Remediating this
recommendation will result in charges
for protecting your SQL servers on
machines. If you don't have any SQL
servers on machines in this
subscription, no charges will be
incurred.
If you create any SQL servers on
machines on this subscription in the
future, they will automatically be
protected and charges will begin at
that time.
Learn more about Microsoft Defender
for SQL servers on machines.
(Related policy: Azure Defender for SQL
servers on machines should be
enabled)

High
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Microsoft Defender for SQL should be
enabled for unprotected Azure SQL
servers

Microsoft Defender for SQL is a unified
package that provides advanced SQL
security capabilities. It surfaces and
mitigates potential database
vulnerabilities, and detects anomalous
activities that could indicate a threat to
your database. Microsoft Defender for
SQL is billed as shown on pricing
details per region.
(Related policy: Advanced data security
should be enabled on your SQL
servers)

High

Microsoft Defender for SQL should be
enabled for unprotected SQL
Managed Instances

Microsoft Defender for SQL is a unified
package that provides advanced SQL
security capabilities. It surfaces and
mitigates potential database
vulnerabilities, and detects anomalous
activities that could indicate a threat to
your database. Microsoft Defender for
SQL is billed as shown on pricing
details per region.
(Related policy: Advanced data security
should be enabled on SQL Managed
Instance)

High

Microsoft Defender for Storage should
be enabled

Microsoft Defender for storage detects
unusual and potentially harmful
attempts to access or exploit storage
accounts.
Important: Protections from this plan
are charged as shown on the
Defender plansDefender plans page. If you don't
have any Azure Storage accounts in
this subscription, you won't be
charged. If you later create Azure
Storage accounts on this subscription,
they'll automatically be protected and
charges will begin. Learn about the
pricing details per region.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for Storage.
(Related policy: Azure Defender for
Storage should be enabled)

High

Network Watcher should be enabled Network Watcher is a regional service
that enables you to monitor and
diagnose conditions at a network
scenario level in, to, and from Azure.
Scenario level monitoring enables you
to diagnose problems at an end-to-
end network level view. Network
diagnostic and visualization tools
available with Network Watcher help
you understand, diagnose, and gain
insights to your network in Azure.
(Related policy: Network Watcher
should be enabled)

Low
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Private endpoint connections on Azure
SQL Database should be enabled

Private endpoint connections enforce
secure communication by enabling
private connectivity to Azure SQL
Database.
(Related policy: Private endpoint
connections on Azure SQL Database
should be enabled)

Medium

Private endpoint should be enabled for
MariaDB servers

Private endpoint connections enforce
secure communication by enabling
private connectivity to Azure Database
for MariaDB.
Configure a private endpoint
connection to enable access to traffic
coming only from known networks
and prevent access from all other IP
addresses, including within Azure.
(Related policy: Private endpoint
should be enabled for MariaDB
servers)

Medium

Private endpoint should be enabled for
MySQL servers

Private endpoint connections enforce
secure communication by enabling
private connectivity to Azure Database
for MySQL.
Configure a private endpoint
connection to enable access to traffic
coming only from known networks
and prevent access from all other IP
addresses, including within Azure.
(Related policy: Private endpoint
should be enabled for MySQL servers)

Medium

Private endpoint should be enabled for
PostgreSQL servers

Private endpoint connections enforce
secure communication by enabling
private connectivity to Azure Database
for PostgreSQL.
Configure a private endpoint
connection to enable access to traffic
coming only from known networks
and prevent access from all other IP
addresses, including within Azure.
(Related policy: Private endpoint
should be enabled for PostgreSQL
servers)

Medium

Public network access on Azure SQL
Database should be disabled

Disabling the public network access
property improves security by
ensuring your Azure SQL Database can
only be accessed from a private
endpoint. This configuration denies all
logins that match IP or virtual network
based firewall rules.
(Related policy: Public network access
on Azure SQL Database should be
disabled)

Medium
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Public network access should be
disabled for Cognitive Services
accounts

This policy audits any Cognitive
Services account in your environment
with public network access enabled.
Public network access should be
disabled so that only connections from
private endpoints are allowed.
(Related policy: Public network access
should be disabled for Cognitive
Services accounts)

Medium

Public network access should be
disabled for MariaDB servers

Disable the public network access
property to improve security and
ensure your Azure Database for
MariaDB can only be accessed from a
private endpoint. This configuration
strictly disables access from any public
address space outside of Azure IP
range, and denies all logins that match
IP or virtual network-based firewall
rules.
(Related policy: Public network access
should be disabled for MariaDB
servers)

Medium

Public network access should be
disabled for MySQL servers

Disable the public network access
property to improve security and
ensure your Azure Database for
MySQL can only be accessed from a
private endpoint. This configuration
strictly disables access from any public
address space outside of Azure IP
range, and denies all logins that match
IP or virtual network-based firewall
rules.
(Related policy: Public network access
should be disabled for MySQL servers)

Medium

Public network access should be
disabled for PostgreSQL servers

Disable the public network access
property to improve security and
ensure your Azure Database for
PostgreSQL can only be accessed from
a private endpoint. This configuration
disables access from any public
address space outside of Azure IP
range, and denies all logins that match
IP or virtual network-based firewall
rules.
(Related policy: Public network access
should be disabled for PostgreSQL
servers)

Medium
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Redis Cache should allow access only
via SSL

Enable only connections via SSL to
Redis Cache. Use of secure connections
ensures authentication between the
server and the service and protects
data in transit from network layer
attacks such as man-in-the-middle,
eavesdropping, and session-hijacking.
(Related policy: Only secure
connections to your Azure Cache for
Redis should be enabled)

High

SQL databases should have
vulnerability findings resolved

SQL Vulnerability assessment scans
your database for security
vulnerabilities, and exposes any
deviations from best practices such as
misconfigurations, excessive
permissions, and unprotected sensitive
data. Resolving the vulnerabilities
found can greatly improve your
database security posture. Learn more
(Related policy: Vulnerabilities on your
SQL databases should be remediated)

High

SQL managed instances should have
vulnerability assessment configured

Vulnerability assessment can discover,
track, and help you remediate
potential database vulnerabilities.
(Related policy: Vulnerability
assessment should be enabled on SQL
Managed Instance)

High

SQL servers on machines should have
vulnerability findings resolved

SQL Vulnerability assessment scans
your database for security
vulnerabilities, and exposes any
deviations from best practices such as
misconfigurations, excessive
permissions, and unprotected sensitive
data. Resolving the vulnerabilities
found can greatly improve your
database security posture. Learn more
(Related policy: Vulnerabilities on your
SQL servers on machine should be
remediated)

High

SQL servers should have an Azure
Active Directory administrator
provisioned

Provision an Azure AD administrator
for your SQL server to enable Azure
AD authentication. Azure AD
authentication enables simplified
permission management and
centralized identity management of
database users and other Microsoft
services.
(Related policy: An Azure Active
Directory administrator should be
provisioned for SQL servers)

High
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SQL servers should have vulnerability
assessment configured

Vulnerability assessment can discover,
track, and help you remediate
potential database vulnerabilities.
(Related policy: Vulnerability
assessment should be enabled on your
SQL servers)

High

Storage account should use a private
link connection

Private links enforce secure
communication, by providing private
connectivity to the storage account
(Related policy: Storage account should
use a private link connection)

Medium

Storage accounts should be migrated
to new Azure Resource Manager
resources

To benefit from new capabilities in
Azure Resource Manager, you can
migrate existing deployments from the
Classic deployment model. Resource
Manager enables security
enhancements such as: stronger access
control (RBAC), better auditing, ARM-
based deployment and governance,
access to managed identities, access to
key vault for secrets, Azure AD-based
authentication and support for tags
and resource groups for easier security
management. Learn more
(Related policy: Storage accounts
should be migrated to new Azure
Resource Manager resources)

Low

Storage accounts should restrict
network access using virtual network
rules

Protect your storage accounts from
potential threats using virtual network
rules as a preferred method instead of
IP-based filtering. Disabling IP-based
filtering prevents public IPs from
accessing your storage accounts.
(Related policy: Storage accounts
should restrict network access using
virtual network rules)

Medium

Subscriptions should have a contact
email address for security issues

To ensure the relevant people in your
organization are notified when there is
a potential security breach in one of
your subscriptions, set a security
contact to receive email notifications
from Defender for Cloud.
(Related policy: Subscriptions should
have a contact email address for
security issues)

Low

Transparent Data Encryption on SQL
databases should be enabled

Enable transparent data encryption to
protect data-at-rest and meet
compliance requirements
(Related policy: Transparent Data
Encryption on SQL databases should
be enabled)

Low
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VM Image Builder templates should
use private link

Audit VM Image Builder templates
that do not have a virtual network
configured. When a virtual network is
not configured, a public IP is created
and used instead, which may directly
expose resources to the internet and
increase the potential attack surface.
(Related policy: VM Image Builder
templates should use private link)

Medium

Web Application Firewall (WAF) should
be enabled for Application Gateway

Deploy Azure Web Application Firewall
(WAF) in front of public facing web
applications for additional inspection of
incoming traffic. Web Application
Firewall (WAF) provides centralized
protection of your web applications
from common exploits and
vulnerabilities such as SQL injections,
Cross-Site Scripting, local and remote
file executions. You can also restrict
access to your web applications by
countries, IP address ranges, and other
http(s) parameters via custom rules.
(Related policy: Web Application
Firewall (WAF) should be enabled for
Application Gateway)

Low

Web Application Firewall (WAF) should
be enabled for Azure Front Door
Service service

Deploy Azure Web Application Firewall
(WAF) in front of public facing web
applications for additional inspection of
incoming traffic. Web Application
Firewall (WAF) provides centralized
protection of your web applications
from common exploits and
vulnerabilities such as SQL injections,
Cross-Site Scripting, local and remote
file executions. You can also restrict
access to your web applications by
countries, IP address ranges, and other
http(s) parameters via custom rules.
(Related policy: Web Application
Firewall (WAF) should be enabled for
Azure Front Door Serviceservice)

Low
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  IdentityAndAccess recommendations
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A maximum of 3 owners should be
designated for subscriptions

To reduce the potential for breaches by
compromised owner accounts, we
recommend limiting the number of
owner accounts to a maximum of 3
(Related policy: A maximum of 3
owners should be designated for your
subscription)

High

There are 2929  recommendations in this category.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f6b0e473-eb23-c3be-fe61-2ae3e8309530
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f2154edb9-244f-4741-9970-660785bccdaa
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/efe75f01-6fff-5d9d-08e6-092b98d3fb3f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f564feb30-bf6a-4854-b4bb-0d2d2d1e6c66
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/0c02a769-03f1-c4d7-85a5-db5dca505c49
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f055aa869-bc98-4af8-bafc-23f1ab6ffe2c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/6f90a6d6-d4d6-0794-0ec1-98fa77878c2e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f4f11b553-d42e-4e3a-89be-32ca364cad4c


Deprecated accounts should be
removed from subscriptions

User accounts that have been blocked
from signing in, should be removed
from your subscriptions.
These accounts can be targets for
attackers looking to find ways to
access your data without being
noticed.
(Related policy: Deprecated accounts
should be removed from your
subscription)

High

Deprecated accounts should be
removed from your subscription

User accounts that have been blocked
from signing in, should be removed
from your subscriptions.
These accounts can be targets for
attackers looking to find ways to
access your data without being
noticed.
(Related policy: Deprecated accounts
should be removed from your
subscription)

High

Deprecated accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions

User accounts that have been blocked
from signing in, should be removed
from your subscriptions.
These accounts can be targets for
attackers looking to find ways to
access your data without being
noticed.
(Related policy: Deprecated accounts
with owner permissions should be
removed from your subscription)

High

Deprecated accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
your subscription

User accounts that have been blocked
from signing in, should be removed
from your subscriptions.
These accounts can be targets for
attackers looking to find ways to
access your data without being
noticed.
(Related policy: Deprecated accounts
with owner permissions should be
removed from your subscription)

High

Diagnostic logs in Key Vault should be
enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in Key
Vault should be enabled)

Low
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External accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions

Accounts with owner permissions that
have different domain names (external
accounts), should be removed from
your subscription. This prevents
unmonitored access. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking to
find ways to access your data without
being noticed.
(Related policy: External accounts with
owner permissions should be removed
from your subscription)

High

External accounts with owner
permissions should be removed from
your subscription

Accounts with owner permissions that
have different domain names (external
accounts), should be removed from
your subscription. This prevents
unmonitored access. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking to
find ways to access your data without
being noticed.
(Related policy: External accounts with
owner permissions should be removed
from your subscription)

High

External accounts with read
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions

Accounts with read permissions that
have different domain names (external
accounts), should be removed from
your subscription. This prevents
unmonitored access. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking to
find ways to access your data without
being noticed.
(Related policy: External accounts with
read permissions should be removed
from your subscription)

High

External accounts with read
permissions should be removed from
your subscription

Accounts with read permissions that
have different domain names (external
accounts), should be removed from
your subscription. This prevents
unmonitored access. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking to
find ways to access your data without
being noticed.
(Related policy: External accounts with
read permissions should be removed
from your subscription)

High

External accounts with write
permissions should be removed from
subscriptions

Accounts with write permissions that
have different domain names (external
accounts), should be removed from
your subscription. This prevents
unmonitored access. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking to
find ways to access your data without
being noticed.
(Related policy: External accounts with
write permissions should be removed
from your subscription)

High
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External accounts with write
permissions should be removed from
your subscription

Accounts with write permissions that
have different domain names (external
accounts), should be removed from
your subscription. This prevents
unmonitored access. These accounts
can be targets for attackers looking to
find ways to access your data without
being noticed.
(Related policy: External accounts with
write permissions should be removed
from your subscription)

High

Firewall should be enabled on Key
Vault

Key vault's firewall prevents
unauthorized traffic from reaching
your key vault and provides an
additional layer of protection for your
secrets. Enable the firewall to make
sure that only traffic from allowed
networks can access your key vault.
(Related policy: Firewall should be
enabled on Key Vault)

Medium

Key Vault keys should have an
expiration date

Cryptographic keys should have a
defined expiration date and not be
permanent. Keys that are valid forever
provide a potential attacker with more
time to compromise the key. It is a
recommended security practice to set
expiration dates on cryptographic
keys.
(Related policy: Key Vault keys should
have an expiration date)

High

Key Vault secrets should have an
expiration date

Secrets should have a defined
expiration date and not be permanent.
Secrets that are valid forever provide a
potential attacker with more time to
compromise them. It is a
recommended security practice to set
expiration dates on secrets.
(Related policy: Key Vault secrets
should have an expiration date)

High

Key vaults should have purge
protection enabled

Malicious deletion of a key vault can
lead to permanent data loss. A
malicious insider in your organization
can potentially delete and purge key
vaults. Purge protection protects you
from insider attacks by enforcing a
mandatory retention period for soft
deleted key vaults. No one inside your
organization or Microsoft will be able
to purge your key vaults during the
soft delete retention period.
(Related policy: Key vaults should have
purge protection enabled)

Medium
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Key vaults should have soft delete
enabled

Deleting a key vault without soft
delete enabled permanently deletes all
secrets, keys, and certificates stored in
the key vault. Accidental deletion of a
key vault can lead to permanent data
loss. Soft delete allows you to recover
an accidentally deleted key vault for a
configurable retention period.
(Related policy: Key vaults should have
soft delete enabled)

High

MFA should be enabled on accounts
with owner permissions on
subscriptions

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
should be enabled for all subscription
accounts with owner permissions to
prevent a breach of accounts or
resources.
(Related policy: MFA should be enabled
on accounts with owner permissions
on your subscription)

High

MFA should be enabled on accounts
with owner permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
should be enabled for all subscription
accounts with owner permissions to
prevent a breach of accounts or
resources.
(Related policy: MFA should be enabled
on accounts with owner permissions
on your subscription)

High

MFA should be enabled on accounts
with read permissions on subscriptions

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
should be enabled for all subscription
accounts with read privileges to
prevent a breach of accounts or
resources.
(Related policy: MFA should be enabled
on accounts with read permissions on
your subscription)

High

MFA should be enabled on accounts
with read permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
should be enabled for all subscription
accounts with read privileges to
prevent a breach of accounts or
resources.
(Related policy: MFA should be enabled
on accounts with read permissions on
your subscription)

High

MFA should be enabled on accounts
with write permissions on
subscriptions

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
should be enabled for all subscription
accounts with write privileges to
prevent a breach of accounts or
resources.
(Related policy: MFA should be enabled
accounts with write permissions on
your subscription)

High
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MFA should be enabled on accounts
with write permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
should be enabled for all subscription
accounts with write privileges to
prevent a breach of accounts or
resources.
(Related policy: MFA should be enabled
accounts with write permissions on
your subscription)

High

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault
should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Cloud includes
Microsoft Defender for Key Vault,
providing an additional layer of
security intelligence.
Microsoft Defender for Key Vault
detects unusual and potentially
harmful attempts to access or exploit
Key Vault accounts.
Important: Protections from this plan
are charged as shown on the
Defender plansDefender plans page. If you don't
have any key vaults in this
subscription, you won't be charged. If
you later create key vaults on this
subscription, they'll automatically be
protected and charges will begin. Learn
about the pricing details per region.
Learn more in Introduction to
Microsoft Defender for Key Vault.
(Related policy: Azure Defender for Key
Vault should be enabled)

High

Private endpoint should be configured
for Key Vault

Private link provides a way to connect
Key Vault to your Azure resources
without sending traffic over the public
internet. Private link provides defense
in depth protection against data
exfiltration.
(Related policy: Private endpoint
should be configured for Key Vault)

Medium

Service principals should be used to
protect your subscriptions instead of
Management Certificates

Management certificates allow anyone
who authenticates with them to
manage the subscription(s) they are
associated with. To manage
subscriptions more securely, using
service principals with Resource
Manager is recommended to limit the
blast radius in the case of a certificate
compromise. It also automates
resource management. 
(Related policy: Service principals
should be used to protect your
subscriptions instead of management
certificates)

Medium
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Storage account public access should
be disallowed

Anonymous public read access to
containers and blobs in Azure Storage
is a convenient way to share data, but
might present security risks. To prevent
data breaches caused by undesired
anonymous access, Microsoft
recommends preventing public access
to a storage account unless your
scenario requires it.
(Related policy: Storage account public
access should be disallowed)

Medium

There should be more than one owner
assigned to subscriptions

Designate more than one subscription
owner in order to have administrator
access redundancy.
(Related policy: There should be more
than one owner assigned to your
subscription)

High

Validity period of certificates stored in
Azure Key Vault should not exceed 12
months

Ensure your certificates do not have a
validity period that exceeds 12
months.
(Related policy: Certificates should
have the specified maximum validity
period)

Medium
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  IoT recommendations
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Default IP Filter Policy should be Deny IP Filter Configuration should have
rules defined for allowed traffic and
should deny all other traffic by default
(No related policy)

Medium

Diagnostic logs in IoT Hub should be
enabled

Enable logs and retain them for up to
a year. This enables you to recreate
activity trails for investigation purposes
when a security incident occurs or your
network is compromised.
(Related policy: Diagnostic logs in IoT
Hub should be enabled)

Low

Identical Authentication Credentials Identical authentication credentials to
the IoT Hub used by multiple devices.
This could indicate an illegitimate
device impersonating a legitimate
device. It also exposes the risk of
device impersonation by an attacker
(No related policy)

High

There are 1212  recommendations in this category.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/51fd8bb1-0db4-bbf1-7e2b-cfcba7eb66a6
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fmicrosoft.authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f4fa4b6c0-31ca-4c0d-b10d-24b96f62a751
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/2c79b4af-f830-b61e-92b9-63dfa30f16e4
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f09024ccc-0c5f-475e-9457-b7c0d9ed487b
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/fc84abc0-eee6-4758-8372-a7681965ca44
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f0a075868-4c26-42ef-914c-5bc007359560
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/5a3d6cdd-8eb3-46d2-ba11-d24a0d47fe65
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/77785808-ce86-4e40-b45f-19110a547397
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f383856f8-de7f-44a2-81fc-e5135b5c2aa4
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9d07b7e6-2986-4964-a76c-b2689604e212


IoT Devices - Agent sending
underutilized messages

IoT agent message size capacity is
currently underutilized, causing an
increase in the number of sent
messages. Adjust message intervals for
better utilization
(No related policy)

Low

IoT Devices - Auditd process stopped
sending events

Security events originated from Auditd
process are no longer received from
this device
(No related policy)

High

IoT Devices - Open Ports On Device A listening endpoint was found on the
device
(No related policy)

Medium

IoT Devices - Operating system
baseline validation failure

Security-related system configuration
issues identified
(No related policy)

Medium

IoT Devices - Permissive firewall policy
in one of the chains was found

An allowed firewall policy was found in
main firewall Chains (INPUT/OUTPUT).
The policy should Deny all traffic by
default define rules to allow necessary
communication to/from the device
(No related policy)

Medium

IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule in
the input chain was found

A rule in the firewall has been found
that contains a permissive pattern for
a wide range of IP addresses or Ports
(No related policy)

Medium

IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule in
the output chain was found

A rule in the firewall has been found
that contains a permissive pattern for
a wide range of IP addresses or ports
(No related policy)

Medium

IoT Devices - TLS cipher suite upgrade
needed

Unsecure TLS configurations detected.
Immediate TLS cipher suite upgrade
recommended
(No related policy)

Medium

IP Filter rule large IP range An Allow IP Filter rule's source IP range
is too large. Overly permissive rules
might expose your IoT hub to
malicious intenders
(No related policy)

Medium
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  Networking recommendations
There are 1414  recommendations in this category.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/a9a59ebb-5d6f-42f5-92a1-036fd0fd1879
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1a36f14a-8bd8-45f5-abe5-eef88d76ab5b
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/5f65e47f-7a00-4bf3-acae-90ee441ee876
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/beb62be3-5e78-49bd-ac5f-099250ef3c7c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/ba975338-f956-41e7-a9f2-7614832d382d
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/d5a8d84a-9ad0-42e2-80e0-d38e3d46028a
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/2acc27c6-5fdb-405e-9080-cb66b850c8f5
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/d8326952-60bb-40fb-b33f-51e662708a88
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Access to storage accounts with
firewall and virtual network
configurations should be restricted

Review the settings of network access
in your storage account firewall
settings. We recommended
configuring network rules so that only
applications from allowed networks
can access the storage account. To
allow connections from specific
internet or on-premise clients, access
can be granted to traffic from specific
Azure virtual networks or to public
internet IP address ranges.
(Related policy: Storage accounts
should restrict network access)

Low

Adaptive network hardening
recommendations should be applied
on internet facing virtual machines

Defender for Cloud has analyzed the
internet traffic communication patterns
of the virtual machines listed below,
and determined that the existing rules
in the NSGs associated to them are
overly-permissive, resulting in an
increased potential attack surface.
This typically occurs when this IP
address doesn't communicate regularly
with this resource. Alternatively, the IP
address has been flagged as malicious
by Defender for Cloud's threat
intelligence sources. Learn more in
Improve your network security posture
with adaptive network hardening.
(Related policy: Adaptive network
hardening recommendations should
be applied on internet facing virtual
machines)

High

All network ports should be restricted
on network security groups associated
to your virtual machine

Defender for Cloud has identified some
of your network security groups'
inbound rules to be too permissive.
Inbound rules should not allow access
from 'Any' or 'Internet' ranges. This
can potentially enable attackers to
target your resources.
(Related policy: All network ports
should be restricted on network
security groups associated to your
virtual machine)

High

Azure DDoS Protection Standard
should be enabled

Defender for Cloud has discovered
virtual networks with Application
Gateway resources unprotected by the
DDoS protection service. These
resources contain public IPs. Enable
mitigation of network volumetric and
protocol attacks.
(Related policy: Azure DDoS Protection
Standard should be enabled)

Medium

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/45d313c3-3fca-5040-035f-d61928366d31
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f34c877ad-507e-4c82-993e-3452a6e0ad3c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f9f0eed0-f143-47bf-b856-671ea2eeed62
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/adaptive-network-hardening?wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_portal_recoremediation
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f08e6af2d-db70-460a-bfe9-d5bd474ba9d6
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/3b20e985-f71f-483b-b078-f30d73936d43
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f9daedab3-fb2d-461e-b861-71790eead4f6
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e3de1cc0-f4dd-3b34-e496-8b5381ba2d70
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fa7aca53f-2ed4-4466-a25e-0b45ade68efd


Internet-facing virtual machines
should be protected with network
security groups

Protect your VM from potential
threats by restricting access to it with a
network security group (NSG). NSGs
contain a list of Access Control List
(ACL) rules that allow or deny network
traffic to your VM from other
instances, in or outside the same
subnet.
To keep your machine as secure as
possible, the VM access to the internet
must be restricted and an NSG should
be enabled on the subnet.
VMs with 'High' severity are internet-
facing VMs.
(Related policy: Internet-facing virtual
machines should be protected with
network security groups)

High

IP forwarding on your virtual machine
should be disabled

Defender for Cloud has discovered
that IP forwarding is enabled on some
of your virtual machines. Enabling IP
forwarding on a virtual machine's NIC
allows the machine to receive traffic
addressed to other destinations. IP
forwarding is rarely required (e.g.,
when using the VM as a network
virtual appliance), and therefore, this
should be reviewed by the network
security team.
(Related policy: IP Forwarding on your
virtual machine should be disabled)

Medium

Management ports of virtual
machines should be protected with
just-in-time network access control

Defender for Cloud has identified some
overly-permissive inbound rules for
management ports in your Network
Security Group. Enable just-in-time
access control to protect your VM
from internet-based brute-force
attacks. Learn more in Understanding
just-in-time (JIT) VM access.
(Related policy: Management ports of
virtual machines should be protected
with just-in-time network access
control)

High

Management ports should be closed
on your virtual machines

Open remote management ports are
exposing your VM to a high level of
risk from Internet-based attacks. These
attacks attempt to brute force
credentials to gain admin access to the
machine.
(Related policy: Management ports
should be closed on your virtual
machines)

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f22730e10-96f6-4aac-ad84-9383d35b5917


Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Linux virtual
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Microsoft
Dependency agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure virtual
machines to enable advanced network
protection features such as traffic
visualization on the network map,
network hardening recommendations
and specific network threats.
(Related policy: Network traffic data
collection agent should be installed on
Linux virtual machines)

Medium

Network traffic data collection agent
should be installed on Windows virtual
machines

Defender for Cloud uses the Microsoft
Dependency agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure virtual
machines to enable advanced network
protection features such as traffic
visualization on the network map,
network hardening recommendations,
and specific network threats.
(Related policy: Network traffic data
collection agent should be installed on
Windows virtual machines)

Medium

Non-internet-facing virtual machines
should be protected with network
security groups

Protect your non-internet-facing
virtual machine from potential threats
by restricting access to it with a
network security group (NSG). NSGs
contain a list of Access Control List
(ACL) rules that allow or deny network
traffic to your VM from other
instances, whether or not they're on
the same subnet.
Note that to keep your machine as
secure as possible, the VM's access to
the internet must be restricted and an
NSG should be enabled on the subnet.
(Related policy: Non-internet-facing
virtual machines should be protected
with network security groups)

Low

Secure transfer to storage accounts
should be enabled

Secure transfer is an option that forces
your storage account to accept
requests only from secure connections
(HTTPS). Use of HTTPS ensures
authentication between the server and
the service and protects data in transit
from network layer attacks such as
man-in-the-middle, eavesdropping,
and session-hijacking.
(Related policy: Secure transfer to
storage accounts should be enabled)

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f404c3081-a854-4457-ae30-26a93ef643f9


Subnets should be associated with a
network security group

Protect your subnet from potential
threats by restricting access to it with a
network security group (NSG). NSGs
contain a list of Access Control List
(ACL) rules that allow or deny network
traffic to your subnet. When an NSG is
associated with a subnet, the ACL rules
apply to all the VM instances and
integrated services in that subnet, but
don't apply to internal traffic inside the
subnet. To secure resources in the
same subnet from one another, enable
NSG directly on the resources as well.
(Related policy: Subnets should be
associated with a Network Security
Group)

Low

Virtual networks should be protected
by Azure Firewall

Some of your virtual networks aren't
protected with a firewall. Use Azure
Firewall to restrict access to your
virtual networks and prevent potential
threats. Learn more about Azure
Firewall.
(Related policy: All Internet traffic
should be routed via your deployed
Azure Firewall)

Low
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 Deprecated recommendations
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Access to App Services should be
restricted

Restrict access to your App Services by
changing the networking
configuration, to deny inbound traffic
from ranges that are too broad.
(Related policy: [Preview]: Access to
App Services should be restricted)

High

The rules for web applications on IaaS
NSGs should be hardened

Harden the network security group
(NSG) of your virtual machines that are
running web applications, with NSG
rules that are overly permissive with
regard to web application ports.
(Related policy: The NSGs rules for web
applications on IaaS should be
hardened)

High

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/eade5b56-eefd-444f-95c8-23f29e5d93cb
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fe71308d3-144b-4262-b144-efdc3cc90517
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f67fb4ed-d481-44d7-91e5-efadf504f74a
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/azure-firewall
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252ffc5e4038-4584-4632-8c85-c0448d374b2c


Pod Security Policies should be defined
to reduce the attack vector by
removing unnecessary application
privileges (Preview)

Define Pod Security Policies to reduce
the attack vector by removing
unnecessary application privileges. It is
recommended to configure pod
security policies so pods can only
access resources which they are
allowed to access.
(Related policy: [Preview]: Pod Security
Policies should be defined on
Kubernetes Services)

Medium

Install Azure Security Center for IoT
security module to get more visibility
into your IoT devices

Install Azure Security Center for IoT
security module to get more visibility
into your IoT devices.

Low

Your machines should be restarted to
apply system updates

Restart your machines to apply the
system updates and secure the
machine from vulnerabilities. (Related
policy: System updates should be
installed on your machines)

Medium

Monitoring agent should be installed
on your machines

This action installs a monitoring agent
on the selected virtual machines. Select
a workspace for the agent to report to.
(No related policy)

High
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 Next steps
To learn more about recommendations, see the following:

What are security policies, initiatives, and recommendations?

Review your security recommendations



   

 

Security recommendations for AWS resources - a
reference guide

 2/15/2022 • 74 minutes to read • Edit Online

  AWS Compute recommendations
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Amazon EC2 instances managed by
Systems Manager should have a patch
compliance status of COMPLIANT
after a patch installation

This control checks whether the
compliance status of the Amazon EC2
Systems Manager patch compliance is
COMPLIANT or NON_COMPLIANT
after the patch installation on the
instance.
It only checks instances that are
managed by AWS Systems Manager
Patch Manager.
It does not check whether the patch
was applied within the 30-day limit
prescribed by PCI DSS requirement
'6.2'.
It also does not validate whether the
patches applied were classified as
security patches.
You should create patching groups
with the appropriate baseline settings
and ensure in-scope systems are
managed by those patch groups in
Systems Manager. For more
information about patch groups, see
the AWS Systems Manager User
Guide.

Medium

This article lists the recommendations you might see in Microsoft Defender for Cloud if you've connected an

AWS account from the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. The recommendations shown in your environment

depend on the resources you're protecting and your customized configuration.

To learn about how to respond to these recommendations, see Remediate recommendations in Defender for

Cloud.

Your secure score is based on the number of security recommendations you've completed. To decide which

recommendations to resolve first, look at the severity of each one and its potential impact on your secure score.

There are 1818  AWS recommendations in this category.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/recommendations-reference-aws.md
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/5b3c2887-d7b7-4887-b074-4e6057027709
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-patch-group-tagging.html


Amazon EFS should be configured to
encrypt file data at rest using AWS
KMS

This control checks whether Amazon
Elastic File System is configured to
encrypt the file data using AWS KMS.
The check fails in the following cases: 
*"Encrypted" is set to "false" in the
DescribeFileSystems response. 
The "KmsKeyId" key in the
DescribeFileSystems response does not
match the KmsKeyId parameter for
efs-encrypted-check. 
Note that this control does not use the
"KmsKeyId" parameter for efs-
encrypted-check. It only checks the
value of "Encrypted". For an added
layer of security for your sensitive data
in Amazon EFS, you should create
encrypted file systems. 
Amazon EFS supports encryption for
file systems at-rest. You can enable
encryption of data at rest when you
create an Amazon EFS file system. 
To learn more about Amazon EFS
encryption, see Data encryption in
Amazon EFS in the Amazon Elastic File
System User Guide.

Medium

Amazon EFS volumes should be in
backup plans

This control checks whether Amazon
Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) file
systems are added to the backup plans
in AWS Backup. The control fails if
Amazon EFS file systems are not
included in the backup plans. 
Including EFS file systems in the
backup plans helps you to protect
your data from deletion and data loss.

Medium

Application Load Balancer deletion
protection should be enabled

This control checks whether an
Application Load Balancer has deletion
protection enabled. The control fails if
deletion protection is not configured. 
Enable deletion protection to protect
your Application Load Balancer from
deletion.

Medium

Auto Scaling groups associated with a
load balancer should use health checks

Auto Scaling groups that are
associated with a load balancer are
using Elastic Load Balancing health
checks. 
PCI DSS does not require load
balancing or highly available
configurations. This is recommended
by AWS best practices.

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4e482075-311f-401e-adc7-f8a8affc5635
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/API_DescribeFileSystems.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/API_DescribeFileSystems.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/efs-encrypted-check.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/efs-encrypted-check.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/encryption.html
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e864e460-158b-4a4a-beb9-16ebc25c1240
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/5c508bf1-26f9-4696-bb61-8341d395e3de
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/837d6a45-503f-4c95-bf42-323763960b62


AWS accounts should have Azure Arc
auto provisioning enabled

For full visibility of the security content
from Microsoft Defender for servers,
EC2 instances should be connected to
Azure Arc. To ensure that all eligible
EC2 instances automatically receive
Azure Arc, enable auto-provisioning
from Defender for Cloud at the AWS
account level. Learn more about Azure
Arc, and Microsoft Defender for
Servers.

High

CloudFront distributions should have
origin failover configured

This control checks whether an
Amazon CloudFront distribution is
configured with an origin group that
has two or more origins.
CloudFront origin failover can increase
availability. Origin failover
automatically redirects traffic to a
secondary origin if the primary origin
is unavailable or if it returns specific
HTTP response status codes.

Medium

CodeBuild GitHub or Bitbucket source
repository URLs should use OAuth

This control checks whether the
GitHub or Bitbucket source repository
URL contains either personal access
tokens or a user name and password.
Authentication credentials should
never be stored or transmitted in clear
text or appear in the repository URL.
Instead of personal access tokens or
user name and password, you should
use OAuth to grant authorization for
accessing GitHub or Bitbucket
repositories.
Using personal access tokens or a user
name and password could expose your
credentials to unintended data
exposure and unauthorized access.

High

CodeBuild project environment
variables should not contain
credentials

This control checks whether the project
contains the environment variables 
AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID  and 

AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY .

Authentication credentials 
AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID  and 

AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY  should

never be stored in clear text, as this
could lead to unintended data
exposure and unauthorized access.

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/882a80f0-943f-473e-b6d7-40c7a625540e
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-servers-introduction
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4779e962-2ea3-4126-aa76-379ea271887c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9694d4ef-f21a-40b7-b535-618ac5c5d21e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/a88b4b72-b461-4b5e-b024-91da1cbe500f


DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) clusters
should be encrypted at rest

This control checks whether a DAX
cluster is encrypted at rest. 
Encrypting data at rest reduces the
risk of data stored on disk being
accessed by a user not authenticated
to AWS. The encryption adds another
set of access controls to limit the
ability of unauthorized users to access
to the data. 
For example, API permissions are
required to decrypt the data before it
can be read.

Medium

DynamoDB tables should
automatically scale capacity with
demand

This control checks whether an
Amazon DynamoDB table can scale its
read and write capacity as needed. This
control passes if the table uses either
on-demand capacity mode or
provisioned mode with auto scaling
configured. 
Scaling capacity with demand avoids
throttling exceptions, which helps to
maintain availability of your
applications.

Medium

EC2 instances should be connected to
Azure Arc

Connect your EC2 instances to Azure
Arc in order to have full visibility to
Microsoft Defender for Servers security
content. Learn more about Azure Arc,
and about Microsoft Defender for
Servers on hybrid-cloud environment.

High

EC2 instances should be managed by
AWS Systems Manager

Status of the Amazon EC2 Systems
Manager patch compliance is
'COMPLIANT' or 'NON_COMPLIANT'
after the patch installation on the
instance. 
Only instances that are managed by
AWS Systems Manager Patch Manager
are checked. Patches that were applied
within the 30-day limit prescribed by
PCI DSS requirement '6' are not
checked.

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/58e67d3d-8b17-4c1c-9bc4-550b10f0328a
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/47476790-2527-4bdb-b839-3b48ed18dccf
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/231dee23-84db-44d2-bd9d-c32fbcfb42a3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-servers-introduction
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4be5393d-cc33-4ef7-acae-80295bc3ae35


Instances managed by Systems
Manager should have an association
compliance status of COMPLIANT

This control checks whether the status
of the AWS Systems Manager
association compliance is COMPLIANT
or NON_COMPLIANT after the
association is run on an instance. The
control passes if the association
compliance status is COMPLIANT.
A State Manager association is a
configuration that is assigned to your
managed instances. The configuration
defines the state that you want to
maintain on your instances. For
example, an association can specify
that antivirus software must be
installed and running on your
instances, or that certain ports must
be closed.
After you create one or more State
Manager associations, compliance
status information is immediately
available to you in the console or in
response to AWS CLI commands or
corresponding Systems Manager API
operations. For associations,
"Configuration" Compliance shows
statuses of Compliant or Non-
compliant and the severity level
assigned to the association, such as
"Critical" or "Medium". To learn more
about State Manager association
compliance, see About About State
Manager association compliance in the
AWS Systems Manager User Guide.
You must configure your in-scope EC2
instances for Systems Manager
association. You must also configure
the patch baseline for the security
rating of the vendor of patches, and
set the autoapproval date to meet PCI
DSS '3.2.1' requirement '6.2'. For
additional guidance on how to Create
an association, see Create an
association in the AWS Systems
Manager User Guide. For additional
information on working with patching
in Systems Manager, see AWS Systems
Manager Patch Manager in the AWS
Systems Manager User Guide.

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/67a90ae0-b3d1-44f0-9dcf-a03234ebeb65
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-compliance-about.html#sysman-compliance-about-association
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-state-assoc.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/systems-manager-patch.html


Lambda functions should have a dead-
letter queue configured

This control checks whether a Lambda
function is configured with a dead-
letter queue. The control fails if the
Lambda function is not configured
with a dead-letter queue.
As an alternative to an on-failure
destination, you can configure your
function with a dead-letter queue to
save discarded events for further
processing. 
A dead-letter queue acts the same as
an on-failure destination. It is used
when an event fails all processing
attempts or expires without being
processed.
A dead-letter queue allows you to look
back at errors or failed requests to
your Lambda function to debug or
identify unusual behavior.
From a security perspective, it is
important to understand why your
function failed and to ensure that your
function does not drop data or
compromise data security as a result. 
For example, if your function cannot
communicate to an underlying
resource, that could be a symptom of
a denial of service (DoS) attack
elsewhere in the network.

Medium

Lambda functions should use
supported runtimes

This control checks that the Lambda
function settings for runtimes match
the expected values set for the
supported runtimes for each language.
This control checks for the following
runtimes: 
nodejs14.xnodejs14.x, nodejs12.xnodejs12.x,
nodejs10.xnodejs10.x, python3.8python3.8 , python3.7python3.7 ,
python3.6python3.6 , ruby2.7ruby2.7 , ruby2.5ruby2.5 ,
java11java11 , java8java8 , java8.al2java8.al2 , go1.xgo1.x,
dotnetcore3.1dotnetcore3.1 , dotnetcore2.1dotnetcore2.1
Lambda runtimes are built around a
combination of operating system,
programming language, and software
libraries that are subject to
maintenance and security updates.
When a runtime component is no
longer supported for security updates,
Lambda deprecates the runtime. Even
though you cannot create functions
that use the deprecated runtime, the
function is still available to process
invocation events. Make sure that your
Lambda functions are current and do
not use out-of-date runtime
environments.
To learn more about the supported
runtimes that this control checks for
the supported languages, see AWS
Lambda runtimes in the AWS Lambda
Developer Guide.

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dcf10b98-798f-4734-9afd-800916bf1e65
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e656e5b7-130c-4fb4-be90-9bdd4f82fdfb
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/lambda-runtimes.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/lambda-runtimes.html


Management ports of EC2 instances
should be protected with just-in-time
network access control

Microsoft Defender for Cloud has
identified some overly-permissive
inbound rules for management ports
in your network. Enable just-in-time
access control to protect your
Instances from internet-based brute-
force attacks. Learn more.

High

Unused EC2 security groups should be
removed

Security groups should be attached to
Amazon EC2 instances or to an ENI. 
healthy finding can indicate there are
unused Amazon EC2 security groups.

Low
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  AWS Container recommendations
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EKS clusters should grant the required
AWS permissions to Microsoft
Defender for Cloud

Microsoft Defender for Containers
provides protections for your EKS
clusters. 
To monitor your cluster for security
vulnerabilities and threats, Defender
for Containers needs permissions for
your AWS account. These permissions
will be used to enable Kubernetes
control plane logging on your cluster
and establish a reliable pipeline
between your cluster and Defender for
Cloud's backend in the cloud. 
Learn more about Microsoft Defender
for Cloud's security features for
containerized environments.

High

EKS clusters should have Microsoft
Defender's extension for Azure Arc
installed

Microsoft Defender's cluster extension
provides security capabilities for your
EKS clusters. The extension collects
data from a cluster and its nodes to
identify security vulnerabilities and
threats. 
The extension works with Azure Arc-
enabled Kubernetes. If your cluster
isn't connected to Azure Arc-enabled
Kubernetes, connect it as described in
the remediation steps. 
Learn more about Microsoft Defender
for Cloud's security features for
containerized environments.

High

There are 33  AWS recommendations in this category.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9b26b102-ccde-4697-aa30-f0621f865f99
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/just-in-time-access-usage?wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_portal_recoremediation
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f065cc7b-f63b-4865-b8ff-4a1292e1a5cb
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/7d3a977e-46f1-419a-9046-4bd44db80aac
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-kubernetes-introduction
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/38307993-84fb-4636-8ce7-3a64466bb5cc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/extensions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-kubernetes-introduction


Microsoft Defender for Containers
should be enabled on AWS connectors

Microsoft Defender for Containers
provides real-time threat protection
for containerized environments and
generates alerts about suspicious
activities.
Use this information to harden the
security of Kubernetes clusters and
remediate security issues.

Important: When you've enabled
Microsoft Defender for Containers and
deployed Azure Arc to your EKS
clusters, the protections - and charges
- will begin. If you don't deploy Azure
Arc on a cluster, Defender for
Containers will not protect it and no
charges will be incurred for this
Microsoft Defender plan for that
cluster.

High
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  AWS Data recommendations
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Amazon Aurora clusters should have
backtracking enabled

This control checks whether Amazon
Aurora clusters have backtracking
enabled.
Backups help you to recover more
quickly from a security incident. They
also strengthens the resilience of your
systems. Aurora backtracking reduces
the time to recover a database to a
point in time. It does not require a
database restore to do so.
For more information about
backtracking in Aurora, see
Backtracking an Aurora DB cluster in
the Amazon Aurora User Guide.

Medium

Amazon EBS snapshots should not be
publicly restorable

Amazon EBS snapshots should not be
publicly restorable by everyone unless
explicitly allowed, to avoid accidental
exposure of data. Additionally,
permission to change Amazon EBS
configurations should be restricted to
authorized AWS accounts only.

High

There are 6161  AWS recommendations in this category.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/11d0f4af-6924-4a2e-8b66-781a4553c828
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/d0ef47dc-95aa-4765-a075-72c07df8acff
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/AuroraMySQL.Managing.Backtrack.html
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/02e8de17-1a01-45cb-b906-6d07a78f4b3c


Amazon ECS task definitions should
have secure networking modes and
user definitions

This control checks whether an active
Amazon ECS task definition that has
host networking mode also has
privileged or user container definitions.
The control fails for task definitions
that have host network mode and
container definitions where
privileged=false or is empty and
user=root or is empty.
If a task definition has elevated
privileges, it is because the customer
has specifically opted in to that
configuration.
This control checks for unexpected
privilege escalation when a task
definition has host networking enabled
but the customer has not opted in to
elevated privileges.

High

Amazon Elasticsearch Service domains
should encrypt data sent between
nodes

This control checks whether Amazon
ES domains have node-to-node
encryption enabled. HTTPS (TLS) can
be used to help prevent potential
attackers from eavesdropping on or
manipulating network traffic using
person-in-the-middle or similar
attacks. Only encrypted connections
over HTTPS (TLS) should be allowed.
Enabling node-to-node encryption for
Amazon ES domains ensures that
intra-cluster communications are
encrypted in transit. There can be a
performance penalty associated with
this configuration. You should be
aware of and test the performance
trade-off before enabling this option.

Medium

Amazon Elasticsearch Service domains
should have encryption at rest
enabled

It is important to enable encryptions
rest of Amazon ES domains to protect
sensitive data

Medium

Amazon Redshift clusters should have
audit logging enabled

This control checks whether an
Amazon Redshift cluster has audit
logging enabled.
Amazon Redshift audit logging
provides additional information about
connections and user activities in your
cluster. This data can be stored and
secured in Amazon S3 and can be
helpful in security audits and
investigations. For more information,
see Database audit logging in the
Amazon Redshift Cluster Management
Guide.

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/0dc124a8-2a69-47c5-a4e1-678d725a33ab
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9b63a099-6c0c-4354-848b-17de1f3c8ae3
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/cf747c91-14f3-4b30-aafe-eb12c18fd030
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e2a0ec17-447b-44b6-8646-c0b5584b6b0a
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/redshift/latest/mgmt/db-auditing.html


Amazon Redshift clusters should have
automatic snapshots enabled

This control checks whether Amazon
Redshift clusters have automated
snapshots enabled. It also checks
whether the snapshot retention period
is greater than or equal to seven.
Backups help you to recover more
quickly from a security incident. They
strengthen the resilience of your
systems. Amazon Redshift takes
periodic snapshots by default. This
control checks whether automatic
snapshots are enabled and retained for
at least seven days. For more details
on Amazon Redshift automated
snapshots, see Automated snapshots
in the Amazon Redshift Cluster
Management Guide.

Medium

Amazon Redshift clusters should
prohibit public access

We recommend Amazon Redshift
clusters to avoid public accessibility by
evaluating the 'publiclyAccessible' field
in the cluster configuration item.

High

Amazon Redshift should have
automatic upgrades to major versions
enabled

This control checks whether automatic
major version upgrades are enabled
for the Amazon Redshift cluster.
Enabling automatic major version
upgrades ensures that the latest major
version updates to Amazon Redshift
clusters are installed during the
maintenance window.
These updates might include security
patches and bug fixes. Keeping up to
date with patch installation is an
important step in securing systems.

Medium

Amazon SQS queues should be
encrypted at rest

This control checks whether Amazon
SQS queues are encrypted at rest.
Server-side encryption (SSE) allows you
to transmit sensitive data in encrypted
queues. To protect the content of
messages in queues, SSE uses keys
managed in AWS KMS.
For more information, see Encryption
at rest in the Amazon Simple Queue
Service Developer Guide.

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/7a152832-6600-49d1-89be-82e474190e13
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/redshift/latest/mgmt/working-with-snapshots.html#about-automated-snapshots
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/7f5ac036-11e1-4cda-89b5-a115b9ae4f72
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/176f9062-64d0-4edd-bb0f-915012a6ef16
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/340a07a1-7d68-4562-ac25-df77c214fe13
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSSimpleQueueService/latest/SQSDeveloperGuide/sqs-server-side-encryption.html


An RDS event notifications
subscription should be configured for
critical cluster events

This control checks whether an
Amazon RDS event subscription exists
that has notifications enabled for the
following source type,
event category key-value pairs.
DBCluster: ["maintenance" and
"failure"].
RDS event notifications uses Amazon
SNS to make you aware of changes in
the availability or configuration of your
RDS resources. These notifications
allow for rapid response.
For additional information about RDS
event notifications, see Using Amazon
RDS event notification in the Amazon
RDS User Guide.

Low

An RDS event notifications
subscription should be configured for
critical database instance events

This control checks whether an
Amazon RDS event subscription exists
with notifications enabled for the
following source type.
event category key-value pairs.
DBInstance: ["maintenance",
"configuration change" and "failure"].
RDS event notifications use Amazon
SNS to make you aware of changes in
the availability or configuration of your
RDS resources. These notifications
allow for rapid response.
For additional information about RDS
event notifications, see Using Amazon
RDS event notification in the Amazon
RDS User Guide.

Low

An RDS event notifications
subscription should be configured for
critical database parameter group
events

This control checks whether an
Amazon RDS event subscription exists
with notifications enabled for the
following source type.
event category key-value pairs.
DBParameterGroup:
["configuration","change"].
RDS event notifications use Amazon
SNS to make you aware of changes in
the availability or configuration of your
RDS resources. These notifications
allow for rapid response.
For additional information about RDS
event notifications, see Using Amazon
RDS event notification in the Amazon
RDS User Guide.

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/65659c22-6588-405b-b118-614c2b4ead5b
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_Events.html
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/ff4f3ab3-8ed7-4b4f-a721-4c3b66a59140
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_Events.html
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An RDS event notifications
subscription should be configured for
critical database security group events

This control checks whether an
Amazon RDS event subscription exists
with notifications enabled for the
following source type, event category
key-value pairs.DBSecurityGroup:
["configuration","change","failure"].
RDS event notifications use Amazon
SNS to make you aware of changes in
the availability or configuration of your
RDS resources. These notifications
allow for a rapid response.
For additional information about RDS
event notifications , see Using Amazon
RDS event notification in the Amazon
RDS User Guide.

Low

API Gateway REST and WebSocket API
logging should be enabled

This control checks whether all stages
of an Amazon API Gateway REST or
WebSocket API have logging enabled. 
The control fails if logging is not
enabled for all methods of a stage or if
logging Level is neither ERROR nor
INFO. 
API Gateway REST or WebSocket API
stages should have relevant logs
enabled. API Gateway REST and
WebSocket API execution logging
provides detailed records of requests
made to API Gateway REST and
WebSocket API stages. 
The stages include API integration
backend responses, Lambda authorizer
responses, and the requestId for AWS
integration endpoints.

Medium

API Gateway REST API cache data
should be encrypted at rest

This control checks whether all
methods in API Gateway REST API
stages that have cache enabled are
encrypted. The control fails if any
method in an API Gateway REST API
stage is configured to cache and the
cache is not encrypted. 
Encrypting data at rest reduces the
risk of data stored on disk being
accessed by a user not authenticated
to AWS. It adds another set of access
controls to limit unauthorized users
ability access the data. For example,
API permissions are required to
decrypt the data before it can be read. 
API Gateway REST API caches should
be encrypted at rest for an added layer
of security.

Medium
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API Gateway REST API stages should
be configured to use SSL certificates
for backend authentication

This control checks whether Amazon
API Gateway REST API stages have SSL
certificates configured. 
Backend systems use these certificates
to authenticate that incoming requests
are from API Gateway. 
API Gateway REST API stages should
be configured with SSL certificates to
allow backend systems to authenticate
that requests originate from API
Gateway.

Medium

API Gateway REST API stages should
have AWS X-Ray tracing enabled

This control checks whether AWS X-
Ray active tracing is enabled for your
Amazon API Gateway REST API stages.
X-Ray active tracing enables a more
rapid response to performance
changes in the underlying
infrastructure. Changes in performance
could result in a lack of availability of
the API. 
X-Ray active tracing provides real-time
metrics of user requests that flow
through your API Gateway REST API
operations and connected services.

Low

API Gateway should be associated
with an AWS WAF web ACL

This control checks whether an API
Gateway stage uses an AWS WAF web
access control list (ACL). 
This control fails if an AWS WAF web
ACL is not attached to a REST API
Gateway stage. 
AWS WAF is a web application firewall
that helps protect web applications
and APIs from attacks. It enables you
to configure an ACL, which is a set of
rules that allow, block, or count web
requests based on customizable web
security rules and conditions that you
define. 
Ensure that your API Gateway stage is
associated with an AWS WAF web ACL
to help protect it from malicious
attacks.

Medium
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Application and Classic Load Balancers
logging should be enabled

This control checks whether the
Application Load Balancer and the
Classic Load Balancer have logging
enabled. The control fails if
access_logs.s3.enabled is false. 
Elastic Load Balancing provides access
logs that capture detailed information
about requests sent to your load
balancer. Each log contains information
such as the time the request was
received, the client's IP address,
latencies, request paths, and server
responses. You can use these access
logs to analyze traffic patterns and to
troubleshoot issues. 
To learn more, see Access logs for your
Classic Load Balancer in User Guide for
Classic Load Balancers. 

Medium

Attached EBS volumes should be
encrypted at-rest

This control checks whether the EBS
volumes that are in an attached state
are encrypted. To pass this check, EBS
volumes must be in use and
encrypted. If the EBS volume is not
attached, then it is not subject to this
check. 
For an added layer of security of your
sensitive data in EBS volumes, you
should enable EBS encryption at rest.
Amazon EBS encryption offers a
straightforward encryption solution for
your EBS resources that doesn't
require you to build, maintain, and
secure your own key management
infrastructure. It uses AWS KMS
customer master keys (CMK) when
creating encrypted volumes and
snapshots. 
To learn more about Amazon EBS
encryption, see Amazon EBS
encryption in the Amazon EC2 User
Guide for Linux Instances.

Medium
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AWS Database Migration Service
replication instances should not be
public

To protect your replicated instances
from threats. A private replication
instance should have a private IP
address that you cannot access
outside of the replication network. 
A replication instance should have a
private IP address when the source
and target databases are in the same
network, and the network is connected
to the replication instance's VPC using
a VPN, AWS Direct Connect, or VPC
peering. 
You should also ensure that access to
your AWS DMS instance configuration
is limited to only authorized users. 
To do this, restrict users' IAM
permissions to modify AWS DMS
settings and resources.

High

Classic Load Balancer listeners should
be configured with HTTPS or TLS
termination

This control checks whether your
Classic Load Balancer listeners are
configured with HTTPS or TLS protocol
for front-end (client to load balancer)
connections. The control is applicable if
a Classic Load Balancer has listeners. If
your Classic Load Balancer does not
have a listener configured, then the
control does not report any findings.
The control passes if the Classic Load
Balancer listeners are configured with
TLS or HTTPS for front-end
connections.
The control fails if the listener is not
configured with TLS or HTTPS for
front-end connections.
Before you start to use a load balancer,
you must add one or more listeners. A
listener is a process that uses the
configured protocol and port to check
for connection requests. Listeners can
support both HTTP and HTTPS/TLS
protocols. You should always use an
HTTPS or TLS listener, so that the load
balancer does the work of encryption
and decryption in transit.

Medium

Classic Load Balancers should have
connection draining enabled

This control checks whether Classic
Load Balancers have connection
draining enabled.
Enabling connection draining on
Classic Load Balancers ensures that the
load balancer stops sending requests
to instances that are de-registering or
unhealthy. It keeps the existing
connections open. This is particularly
useful for instances in Auto Scaling
groups, to ensure that connections
aren't severed abruptly.

Medium
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CloudFront distributions should have
AWS WAF enabled

This control checks whether
CloudFront distributions are associated
with either AWS WAF or AWS WAFv2
web ACLs. The control fails if the
distribution is not associated with a
web ACL.
AWS WAF is a web application firewall
that helps protect web applications
and APIs from attacks. It allows you to
configure a set of rules, called a web
access control list (web ACL), that
allow, block, or count web requests
based on customizable web security
rules and conditions that you define.
Ensure your CloudFront distribution is
associated with an AWS WAF web ACL
to help protect it from malicious
attacks.

Medium

CloudFront distributions should have
logging enabled

This control checks whether server
access logging is enabled on
CloudFront distributions. The control
fails if access logging is not enabled for
a distribution.
CloudFront access logs provide
detailed information about every user
request that CloudFront receives. Each
log contains information such as the
date and time the request was
received, the IP address of the viewer
that made the request, the source of
the request, and the port number of
the request from the viewer.
These logs are useful for applications
such as security and access audits and
forensics investigation. For additional
guidance on how to analyze access
logs, see Querying Amazon
CloudFront logs in the Amazon Athena
User Guide.

Medium

CloudFront distributions should
require encryption in transit

This control checks whether an
Amazon CloudFront distribution
requires viewers to use HTTPS directly
or whether it uses redirection. The
control fails if ViewerProtocolPolicy is
set to allow-all for
defaultCacheBehavior or for
cacheBehaviors.
HTTPS (TLS) can be used to help
prevent potential attackers from using
person-in-the-middle or similar attacks
to eavesdrop on or manipulate
network traffic. Only encrypted
connections over HTTPS (TLS) should
be allowed. Encrypting data in transit
can affect performance. You should
test your application with this feature
to understand the performance profile
and the impact of TLS.

Medium
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CloudTrail logs should be encrypted at
rest using KMS CMKs

We recommended to configure
CloudTrail use SSE-KMS. 
Configuring CloudTrail to use SSE-KMS
provides additional confidentiality
controls on log data as a given user
must have S3 read permission on the
corresponding log bucket and must be
granted decrypt permission by the
CMK policy.

Medium

Connections to Amazon Redshift
clusters should be encrypted in transit

This control checks whether
connections to Amazon Redshift
clusters are required to use encryption
in transit. The check fails if the Amazon
Redshift cluster parameter require_SSL
is not set to '1'.
TLS can be used to help prevent
potential attackers from using person-
in-the-middle or similar attacks to
eavesdrop on or manipulate network
traffic. Only encrypted connections
over TLS should be allowed. Encrypting
data in transit can affect performance.
You should test your application with
this feature to understand the
performance profile and the impact of
TLS.

Medium

Connections to Elasticsearch domains
should be encrypted using TLS 1.2

This control checks whether
connections to Elasticsearch domains
are required to use TLS 1.2. The check
fails if the Elasticsearch domain
TLSSecurityPolicy is not Policy-Min-
TLS-1-2-2019-07.
HTTPS (TLS) can be used to help
prevent potential attackers from using
person-in-the-middle or similar attacks
to eavesdrop on or manipulate
network traffic. Only encrypted
connections over HTTPS (TLS) should
be allowed. Encrypting data in transit
can affect performance. You should
test your application with this feature
to understand the performance profile
and the impact of TLS. TLS 1.2
provides several security
enhancements over previous versions
of TLS.

Medium
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DynamoDB tables should have point-
in-time recovery enabled

This control checks whether point-in-
time recovery (PITR) is enabled for an
Amazon DynamoDB table. 
Backups help you to recover more
quickly from a security incident. They
also strengthen the resilience of your
systems. DynamoDB point-in-time
recovery automates backups for
DynamoDB tables. It reduces the time
to recover from accidental delete or
write operations. 
DynamoDB tables that have PITR
enabled can be restored to any point
in time in the last 35 days.

Medium

EBS default encryption should be
enabled

This control checks whether account-
level encryption is enabled by default
for Amazon Elastic Block Store(Amazon
EBS).
The control fails if the account level
encryption is not enabled.
When encryption is enabled for your
account, Amazon EBS volumes and
snapshot copies are encrypted at rest.
This adds an additional layer of
protection for your data.
For more information, see Encryption
by default in the Amazon EC2 User
Guide for Linux Instances.
Note that following instance types do
not support encryption: R1, C1, and
M1.

Medium

Elastic Beanstalk environments should
have enhanced health reporting
enabled

This control checks whether enhanced
health reporting is enabled for your
AWS Elastic Beanstalk environments.
Elastic Beanstalk enhanced health
reporting enables a more rapid
response to changes in the health of
the underlying infrastructure. These
changes could result in a lack of
availability of the application.
Elastic Beanstalk enhanced health
reporting provides a status descriptor
to gauge the severity of the identified
issues and identify possible causes to
investigate. The Elastic Beanstalk
health agent, included in supported
Amazon Machine Images (AMIs),
evaluates logs and metrics of
environment EC2 instances.

Low
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Elastic Beanstalk managed platform
updates should be enabled

his control checks whether managed
platform updates are enabled for the
Elastic Beanstalk environment.
Enabling managed platform updates
ensures that the latest available
platform fixes, updates, and features
for the environment are installed.
Keeping up to date with patch
installation is an important step in
securing systems.

High

Elasticsearch domain error logging to
CloudWatch Logs should be enabled

This control checks whether
Elasticsearch domains are configured
to send error logs to CloudWatch
Logs.
You should enable error logs for
Elasticsearch domains and send those
logs to CloudWatch Logs for retention
and response. Domain error logs can
assist with security and access audits,
and can help to diagnose availability
issues.

Medium

Elasticsearch domains should be
configured with at least three
dedicated master nodes

This control checks whether
Elasticsearch domains are configured
with at least three dedicated master
nodes. This control fails if the domain
does not use dedicated master nodes.
This control passes if Elasticsearch
domains have five dedicated master
nodes. However, using more than
three master nodes might be
unnecessary to mitigate the availability
risk, and will result in additional cost.
An Elasticsearch domain requires at
least three dedicated master nodes for
high availability and fault-tolerance.
Dedicated master node resources can
be strained during data node
blue/green deployments because there
are additional nodes to manage.
Deploying an Elasticsearch domain
with at least three dedicated master
nodes ensures sufficient master node
resource capacity and cluster
operations if a node fails.

Medium

Elasticsearch domains should have at
least three data nodes

This control checks whether
Elasticsearch domains are configured
with at least three data nodes and
zoneAwarenessEnabled is true.
An Elasticsearch domain requires at
least three data nodes for high
availability and fault-tolerance.
Deploying an Elasticsearch domain
with at least three data nodes ensures
cluster operations if a node fails.

Medium
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Elasticsearch domains should have
audit logging enabled

This control checks whether
Elasticsearch domains have audit
logging enabled. This control fails if an
Elasticsearch domain does not have
audit logging enabled.
Audit logs are highly customizable.
They allow you to track user activity on
your Elasticsearch clusters, including
authentication successes and failures,
requests to OpenSearch, index
changes, and incoming search queries.

Medium

Enhanced monitoring should be
configured for RDS DB instances and
clusters

This control checks whether enhanced
monitoring is enabled for your RDS DB
instances.
In Amazon RDS, Enhanced Monitoring
enables a more rapid response to
performance changes in underlying
infrastructure. These performance
changes could result in a lack of
availability of the data. Enhanced
Monitoring provides real-time metrics
of the operating system that your RDS
DB instance runs on. An agent is
installed on the instance. The agent
can obtain metrics more accurately
than is possible from the hypervisor
layer.
Enhanced Monitoring metrics are
useful when you want to see how
different processes or threads on a DB
instance use the CPU. For more
information, see Enhanced
Monitoring in the Amazon RDS User
Guide.

Low

Ensure rotation for customer created
CMKs is enabled

AWS Key Management Service (KMS)
allows customers to rotate the backing
key which is key material stored within
the KMS which is tied to the key ID of
the Customer Created customer
master key (CMK). 
It is the backing key that is used to
perform cryptographic operations such
as encryption and decryption. 
Automated key rotation currently
retains all prior backing keys so that
decryption of encrypted data can take
place transparently. It is recommended
that CMK key rotation be enabled. 
Rotating encryption keys helps reduce
the potential impact of a compromised
key as data encrypted with a new key
cannot be accessed with a previous
key that may have been exposed.

Medium
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Ensure S3 bucket access logging is
enabled on the CloudTrail S3 bucket

S3 Bucket Access Logging generates a
log that contains access records Ensure
S3 bucket access logging is enabled on
the CloudTrail S3 bucket for each
request made to your S3 bucket. 
An access log record contains details
about the request, such as the request
type, the resources specified in the
request worked, and the time and date
the request was processed. 
It is recommended that bucket access
logging be enabled on the CloudTrail
S3 bucket. 
By enabling S3 bucket logging on
target S3 buckets, it is possible to
capture all events which may affect
objects within an target buckets.
Configuring logs to be placed in a
separate bucket allows access to log
information which can be useful in
security and incident response
workflows.

Low

Ensure the S3 bucket used to store
CloudTrail logs is not publicly
accessible

CloudTrail logs a record of every API
call made in your AWS account. These
log files are stored in an S3 bucket. 
It is recommended that the bucket
policy, or access control list (ACL),
applied to the S3 bucket that
CloudTrail logs to prevents public
access to the CloudTrail logs. 
Allowing public access to CloudTrail log
content may aid an adversary in
identifying weaknesses in the affected
account's use or configuration.

High

Imported ACM certificates should be
renewed after a specified time period

This control checks whether ACM
certificates in your account are marked
for expiration within 30 days. It checks
both imported certificates and
certificates provided by AWS
Certificate Manager.
ACM can automatically renew
certificates that use DNS validation.
For certificates that use email
validation, you must respond to a
domain validation email.
ACM also does not automatically
renew certificates that you import. You
must renew imported certificates
manually.
For more information about managed
renewal for ACM certificates, see
Managed renewal for ACM certificates
in the AWS Certificate Manager User
Guide.

Medium
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RDS automatic minor version
upgrades should be enabled

This control checks whether automatic
minor version upgrades are enabled
for the RDS database instance.
Enabling automatic minor version
upgrades ensures that the latest minor
version updates to the relational
database management system
(RDBMS) are installed. These upgrades
might include security patches and
bug fixes. Keeping up to date with
patch installation is an important step
in securing systems.

High

RDS cluster snapshots and database
snapshots should be encrypted at rest

This control checks whether RDS DB
snapshots are encrypted.
This control is intended for RDS DB
instances. However, it can also
generate findings for snapshots of
Aurora DB instances, Neptune DB
instances, and Amazon DocumentDB
clusters. If these findings are not
useful, then you can suppress them.
Encrypting data at rest reduces the
risk that an unauthenticated user gets
access to data that is stored on disk.
Data in RDS snapshots should be
encrypted at rest for an added layer of
security.

Medium

RDS clusters should have deletion
protection enabled

This control checks whether RDS
clusters have deletion protection
enabled.
This control is intended for RDS DB
instances. However, it can also
generate findings for Aurora DB
instances, Neptune DB instances, and
Amazon DocumentDB clusters. If these
findings are not useful, then you can
suppress them.
Enabling cluster deletion protection is
an additional layer of protection
against accidental database deletion or
deletion by an unauthorized entity.
When deletion protection is enabled,
an RDS cluster cannot be deleted.
Before a deletion request can succeed,
deletion protection must be disabled.

Low

RDS DB clusters should be configured
for multiple Availability Zones

RDS DB clusters should be configured
for multiple the data that is stored.
Deployment to multiple Availability
Zones allows for automate Availability
Zones to ensure availability of ed
failover in the event of an Availability
Zone availability issue and during
regular RDS maintenance events.

Medium
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RDS DB clusters should be configured
to copy tags to snapshots

Identification and inventory of your IT
assets is a crucial aspect of governance
and security.
You need to have visibility of all your
RDS DB clusters so that you can assess
their security posture and act on
potential areas of weakness.
Snapshots should be tagged in the
same way as their parent RDS
database clusters.
Enabling this setting ensures that
snapshots inherit the tags of their
parent database clusters.

Low

RDS DB instances should be
configured to copy tags to snapshots

This control checks whether RDS DB
instances are configured to copy all
tags to snapshots when the snapshots
are created.
Identification and inventory of your IT
assets is a crucial aspect of governance
and security.
You need to have visibility of all your
RDS DB instances so that you can
assess their security posture and take
action on potential areas of weakness.
Snapshots should be tagged in the
same way as their parent RDS
database instances. Enabling this
setting ensures that snapshots inherit
the tags of their parent database
instances.

Low

RDS DB instances should be
configured with multiple Availability
Zones

This control checks whether high
availability is enabled for your RDS DB
instances. 
RDS DB instances should be
configured for multiple Availability
Zones (AZs). This ensures the
availability of the data stored. Multi-
AZ deployments allow for automated
failover if there is an issue with
Availability Zone availability and during
regular RDS maintenance.

Medium

RDS DB instances should have deletion
protection enabled

This control checks whether your RDS
DB instances that use one of the listed
database engines have deletion
protection enabled.
Enabling instance deletion protection is
an additional layer of protection
against accidental database deletion or
deletion by an unauthorized entity.
While deletion protection is enabled,
an RDS DB instance cannot be deleted.
Before a deletion request can succeed,
deletion protection must be disabled.

Low
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RDS DB instances should have
encryption at rest enabled

This control checks whether storage
encryption is enabled for your Amazon
RDS DB instances.
This control is intended for RDS DB
instances. However, it can also
generate findings for Aurora DB
instances, Neptune DB instances, and
Amazon DocumentDB clusters. If these
findings are not useful, then you can
suppress them.
For an added layer of security for your
sensitive data in RDS DB instances, you
should configure your RDS DB
instances to be encrypted at rest. To
encrypt your RDS DB instances and
snapshots at rest, enable the
encryption option for your RDS DB
instances. Data that is encrypted at
rest includes the underlying storage
for DB instances, its automated
backups, read replicas, and snapshots.
RDS encrypted DB instances use the
open standard AES-256 encryption
algorithm to encrypt your data on the
server that hosts your RDS DB
instances. After your data is encrypted,
Amazon RDS handles authentication of
access and decryption of your data
transparently with a minimal impact on
performance. You do not need to
modify your database client
applications to use encryption.
Amazon RDS encryption is currently
available for all database engines and
storage types. Amazon RDS encryption
is available for most DB instance
classes. To learn about DB instance
classes that do not support Amazon
RDS encryption, see Encrypting
Amazon RDS resources in the Amazon
RDS User Guide.

Medium

RDS DB Instances should prohibit
public access

We recommend that you also ensure
that access to your RDS instance's
configuration is limited to authorized
users only, by restricting users' IAM
permissions to modify RDS instances'
settings and resources.

High

RDS snapshots should prohibit public
access

We recommend only allowing
authorized principals to access the
snapshot and change Amazon RDS
configuration.

High
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Remove unused Secrets Manager
secrets

This control checks whether your
secrets have been accessed within a
specified number of days. The default
value is 90 days. If a secret was not
accessed within the defined number of
days, this control fails.
Deleting unused secrets is as
important as rotating secrets. Unused
secrets can be abused by their former
users, who no longer need access to
these secrets. Also, as more users get
access to a secret, someone might
have mishandled and leaked it to an
unauthorized entity, which increases
the risk of abuse. Deleting unused
secrets helps revoke secret access from
users who no longer need it. It also
helps to reduce the cost of using
Secrets Manager. Therefore, it is
essential to routinely delete unused
secrets.

Medium

S3 buckets should have cross-region
replication enabled

Enabling S3 cross-region replication
ensures that multiple versions of the
data are available in different distinct
Regions. 
This allows you to protect your S3
bucket against DDoS attacks and data
corruption events.

Low

S3 buckets should have server-side
encryption enabled

Enable server-side encryption to
protect data in your S3 buckets. 
Encrypting the data can prevent access
to sensitive data in the event of a data
breach.

Medium
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Secrets Manager secrets configured
with automatic rotation should rotate
successfully

This control checks whether an AWS
Secrets Manager secret rotated
successfully based on the rotation
schedule. The control fails if
RotationOccurringAsScheduledRotationOccurringAsScheduled is
falsefalse. The control does not evaluate
secrets that do not have rotation
configured.
Secrets Manager helps you improve
the security posture of your
organization. Secrets include database
credentials, passwords, and third-party
API keys. You can use Secrets Manager
to store secrets centrally, encrypt
secrets automatically, control access to
secrets, and rotate secrets safely and
automatically.
Secrets Manager can rotate secrets.
You can use rotation to replace long-
term secrets with short-term ones.
Rotating your secrets limits how long
an unauthorized user can use a
compromised secret. For this reason,
you should rotate your secrets
frequently.
In addition to configuring secrets to
rotate automatically, you should
ensure that those secrets rotate
successfully based on the rotation
schedule.
To learn more about rotation, see
Rotating your AWS Secrets Manager
secrets in the AWS Secrets Manager
User Guide.

Medium
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Secrets Manager secrets should be
rotated within a specified number of
days

This control checks whether your
secrets have been rotated at least once
within 90 days.
Rotating secrets can help you to
reduce the risk of an unauthorized use
of your secrets in your AWS account.
Examples include database credentials,
passwords, third-party API keys, and
even arbitrary text. If you do not
change your secrets for a long period
of time, the secrets are more likely to
be compromised.
As more users get access to a secret, it
can become more likely that someone
mishandled and leaked it to an
unauthorized entity. Secrets can be
leaked through logs and cache data.
They can be shared for debugging
purposes and not changed or revoked
once the debugging completes. For all
these reasons, secrets should be
rotated frequently.
You can configure your secrets for
automatic rotation in AWS Secrets
Manager. With automatic rotation, you
can replace long-term secrets with
short-term ones, significantly reducing
the risk of compromise.
Security Hub recommends that you
enable rotation for your Secrets
Manager secrets. To learn more about
rotation, see Rotating your AWS
Secrets Manager secrets in the AWS
Secrets Manager User Guide.

Medium

SNS topics should be encrypted at rest
using AWS KMS

This control checks whether an SNS
topic is encrypted at rest using AWS
KMS.
Encrypting data at rest reduces the
risk of data stored on disk being
accessed by a user not authenticated
to AWS. It also adds another set of
access controls to limit the ability of
unauthorized users to access the data. 
For example, API permissions are
required to decrypt the data before it
can be read. SNS topics should be
encrypted at-rest for an added layer of
security. For more information, see
Encryption at rest in the Amazon
Simple Notification Service Developer
Guide.

Medium

VPC flow logging should be enabled in
all VPCs

VPC Flow Logs provide visibility into
network traffic that passes through the
VPC and can be used to detect
anomalous traffic or insight during
security events.

Medium
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  AWS IdentityAndAccess recommendations
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Amazon Elasticsearch Service domains
should be in a VPC

VPC cannot contain domains with a
public endpoint. 
Note: this does not evaluate the VPC
subnet routing configuration to
determine public reachability.

High

Amazon S3 permissions granted to
other AWS accounts in bucket policies
should be restricted

Implementing least privilege access is
fundamental to reducing security risk
and the impact of errors or malicious
intent. If an S3 bucket policy allows
access from external accounts, it could
result in data exfiltration by an insider
threat or an attacker. The
'blacklistedactionpatterns' parameter
allows for successful evaluation of the
rule for S3 buckets. The parameter
grants access to external accounts for
action patterns that are not included in
the 'blacklistedactionpatterns' list.

High

Avoid the use of the "root" account The "root" account has unrestricted
access to all resources in the AWS
account. It is highly recommend that
the use of this account be avoided.
The "root" account is the most
privileged AWS account. Minimizing
the use of this account and adopting
the principle of least privilege for
access management will reduce the
risk of accidental changes and
unintended disclosure of highly
privileged credentials.

High

There are 4646  AWS recommendations in this category.
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AWS KMS keys should not be
unintentionally deleted

This control checks whether KMS keys
are scheduled for deletion. The control
fails if a KMS key is scheduled for
deletion.
KMS keys cannot be recovered once
deleted. Data encrypted under a KMS
key is also permanently unrecoverable
if the KMS key is deleted. If meaningful
data has been encrypted under a KMS
key scheduled for deletion, consider
decrypting the data or re-encrypting
the data under a new KMS key unless
you are intentionally performing a
cryptographic erasure.
When a KMS key is scheduled for
deletion, a mandatory waiting period is
enforced to allow time to reverse the
deletion, if it was scheduled in error.
The default waiting period is 30 days,
but it can be reduced to as short as 7
days when the KMS key is scheduled
for deletion. During the waiting period,
the scheduled deletion can be canceled
and the KMS key will not be deleted.
For additional information regarding
deleting KMS keys, see Deleting KMS
keys in the AWS Key Management
Service Developer Guide.

High

AWS WAF Classic global web ACL
logging should be enabled

This control checks whether logging is
enabled for an AWS WAF global Web
ACL. This control fails if logging is not
enabled for the web ACL.
Logging is an important part of
maintaining the reliability, availability,
and performance of AWS WAF globally.
It is a business and compliance
requirement in many organizations,
and allows you to troubleshoot
application behavior. It also provides
detailed information about the traffic
that is analyzed by the web ACL that is
attached to AWS WAF.

Medium

CloudFront distributions should have a
default root object configured

This control checks whether an
Amazon CloudFront distribution is
configured to return a specific object
that is the default root object. The
control fails if the CloudFront
distribution does not have a default
root object configured.
A user might sometimes request the
distributions root URL instead of an
object in the distribution. When this
happens, specifying a default root
object can help you to avoid exposing
the contents of your web distribution.

High
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CloudFront distributions should have
origin access identity enabled

This control checks whether an
Amazon CloudFront distribution with
Amazon S3 Origin type has Origin
Access Identity (OAI) configured. The
control fails if OAI is not configured.
CloudFront OAI prevents users from
accessing S3 bucket content directly.
When users access an S3 bucket
directly, they effectively bypass the
CloudFront distribution and any
permissions that are applied to the
underlying S3 bucket content.

Medium

CloudTrail log file validation should be
enabled

To ensure additional integrity checking
of CloudTrail logs, we recommend
enabling file validation on all
CloudTrails.

Low

CloudTrail should be enabled AWS CloudTrail is a web service that
records AWS API calls for your account
and delivers log files to you. Not all
services enable logging by default for
all APIs and events. 
You should implement any additional
audit trails other than CloudTrail and
review the documentation for each
service in CloudTrail Supported
Services and Integrations.

High

CloudTrail trails should be integrated
with CloudWatch Logs

In addition to capturing CloudTrail logs
within a specified S3 bucket for long
term analysis, real-time analysis can be
performed by configuring CloudTrail to
send logs to CloudWatch Logs. 
For a trail that is enabled in all regions
in an account, CloudTrail sends log files
from all those regions to a CloudWatch
Logs log group. We recommended
that CloudTrail logs will be sent to
CloudWatch Logs to ensure AWS
account activity is being captured,
monitored, and appropriately alarmed
on. 
Sending CloudTrail logs to CloudWatch
Logs facilitates real-time and historic
activity logging based on user, API,
resource, and IP address, and provides
opportunity to establish alarms and
notifications for anomalous or
sensitivity account activity.

Low
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Database logging should be enabled This control checks whether the
following logs of Amazon RDS are
enabled and sent to CloudWatch Logs:
- Oracle: (Alert, Audit, Trace, Listener)
- PostgreSQL: (Postgresql, Upgrade)
- MySQL: (Audit, Error, General,
SlowQuery)
- MariaDB: (Audit, Error, General,
SlowQuery)
- SQL Server: (Error, Agent)
- Aurora: (Audit, Error, General,
SlowQuery)
- Aurora-MySQL: (Audit, Error,
General, SlowQuery)
- Aurora-PostgreSQL: (Postgresql,
Upgrade).
RDS databases should have relevant
logs enabled. Database logging
provides detailed records of requests
made to RDS. Database logs can assist
with security and access audits and can
help to diagnose availability issues.

Medium

Disable direct internet access for
Amazon SageMaker notebook
instances

Direct internet access should be
disabled for an SageMaker notebook
instance. 
This checks whether the
'DirectInternetAccess' field is disabled
for the notebook instance. 
Your instance should be configured
with a VPC and the default setting
should be Disable - Access the internet
through a VPC. 
In order to enable internet access to
train or host models from a notebook,
make sure that your VPC has a NAT
gateway and your security group
allows outbound connections. Ensure
access to your SageMaker
configuration is limited to only
authorized users, and restrict users'
IAM permissions to modify SageMaker
settings and resources.

High

Do not setup access keys during initial
user setup for all IAM users that have
a console password

AWS console defaults the checkbox for
creating access keys to enabled. This
results in many access keys being
generated unnecessarily. 
In addition to unnecessary credentials,
it also generates unnecessary
management work in auditing and
rotating these keys. 
Requiring that additional steps be
taken by the user after their profile has
been created will give a stronger
indication of intent that access keys
are [a] necessary for their work and [b]
once the access key is established on
an account that the keys may be in
use somewhere in the organization

Medium
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Ensure a support role has been
created to manage incidents with AWS
Support

AWS provides a support center that
can be used for incident notification
and response, as well as technical
support and customer services. 
Create an IAM Role to allow authorized
users to manage incidents with AWS
Support.
By implementing least privilege for
access control, an IAM Role will require
an appropriate IAM Policy to allow
Support Center Access in order to
manage Incidents with AWS Support.

Low

Ensure access keys are rotated every
90 days or less

Access keys consist of an access key ID
and secret access key, which are used
to sign programmatic requests that
you make to AWS. 
AWS users need their own access keys
to make programmatic calls to AWS
from the AWS Command Line Interface
(AWS CLI), Tools for Windows
PowerShell, the AWS SDKs, or direct
HTTP calls using the APIs for individual
AWS services. 
It is recommended that all access keys
be regularly rotated. 
Rotating access keys will reduce the
window of opportunity for an access
key that is associated with a
compromised or terminated account
to be used. 
Access keys should be rotated to
ensure that data cannot be accessed
with an old key which might have been
lost, cracked, or stolen.

Medium

Ensure AWS Config is enabled in all
regions

AWS Config is a web service that
performs configuration management
of supported AWS resources within
your account and delivers log files to
you. 
The recorded information includes the
configuration item (AWS resource),
relationships between configuration
items (AWS resources), any
configuration changes between
resources. 
It is recommended to enable AWS
Config be enabled in all regions. 

The AWS configuration item history
captured by AWS Config enables
security analysis, resource change
tracking, and compliance auditing.

Medium
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Ensure CloudTrail is enabled in all
regions

AWS CloudTrail is a web service that
records AWS API calls for your account
and delivers log files to you. 
The recorded information includes the
identity of the API caller, the time of
the API call, the source IP address of
the API caller, the request parameters,
and the response elements returned
by the AWS service. CloudTrail provides
a history of AWS API calls for an
account, including API calls made via
the Management Console, SDKs,
command line tools, and higher-level
AWS services (such as
CloudFormation). 
The AWS API call history produced by
CloudTrail enables security analysis,
resource change tracking, and
compliance auditing. Additionally, 
* ensuring that a multi-regions trail
exists will ensure that unexpected
activity occurring in otherwise unused
regions is detected 
* ensuring that a multi-regions trail
exists will ensure that "Global Service
Logging" is enabled for a trail by
default to capture recording of events
generated on AWS global services 
* for a multi-regions trail, ensuring
that management events configured
for all type of Read/Writes ensures
recording of management operations
that are performed on all resources in
an AWS account.

High

Ensure credentials unused for 90 days
or greater are disabled

AWS IAM users can access AWS
resources using different types of
credentials, such as passwords or
access keys. 
It is recommended that all credentials
that have been unused in 90 or
greater days be removed or
deactivated.
Disabling or removing unnecessary
credentials will reduce the window of
opportunity for credentials associated
with a compromised or abandoned
account to be used.

Medium
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Ensure IAM password policy expires
passwords within 90 days or less

IAM password policies can require
passwords to be rotated or expired
after a given number of days. 
It is recommended that the password
policy expire passwords after 90 days
or less. 
Reducing the password lifetime
increases account resiliency against
brute force login attempts.
Additionally, requiring regular
password changes help in the
following scenarios: 
* Passwords can be stolen or
compromised sometimes without your
knowledge. This can happen via a
system compromise, software
vulnerability, or internal threat. 
* Certain corporate and government
web filters or proxy servers have the
ability to intercept and record traffic
even if it's encrypted. 
* Many people use the same password
for many systems such as work, email,
and personal. 
* Compromised end user workstations
might have a keystroke logger.

Low

Ensure IAM password policy prevents
password reuse

IAM password policies can prevent the
reuse of a given password by the same
user. 
It is recommended that the password
policy prevent the reuse of passwords. 
Preventing password reuse increases
account resiliency against brute force
login attempts.

Low

Ensure IAM password policy requires
at least one lowercase letter

Password policies are, in part, used to
enforce password complexity
requirements. IAM password policies
can be used to ensure password are
comprised of different character sets. 
It is recommended that the password
policy require at least one lowercase
letter. 
Setting a password complexity policy
increases account resiliency against
brute force login attempts

Medium

Ensure IAM password policy requires
at least one number

Password policies are, in part, used to
enforce password complexity
requirements. IAM password policies
can be used to ensure password are
comprised of different character sets. 
It is recommended that the password
policy require at least one number. 
Setting a password complexity policy
increases account resiliency against
brute force login attempts.

Medium
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Ensure IAM password policy requires
at least one symbol

Password policies are, in part, used to
enforce password complexity
requirements. 
IAM password policies can be used to
ensure password are comprised of
different character sets. 
It is recommended that the password
policy require at least one symbol.
Setting a password complexity policy
increases account resiliency against
brute force login attempts.

Medium

Ensure IAM password policy requires
at least one uppercase letter

Password policies are, in part, used to
enforce password complexity
requirements. IAM password policies
can be used to ensure password are
comprised of different character sets. 
It is recommended that the password
policy require at least one uppercase
letter. 
Setting a password complexity policy
increases account resiliency against
brute force login attempts.

Medium

Ensure IAM password policy requires
minimum length of 14 or greater

Password policies are, in part, used to
enforce password complexity
requirements. IAM password policies
can be used to ensure password are at
least a given length. 
It is recommended that the password
policy require a minimum password
length '14'. 
Setting a password complexity policy
increases account resiliency against
brute force login attempts.

Medium

Ensure multi-factor authentication
(MFA) is enabled for all IAM users that
have a console password

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
adds an extra layer of protection on
top of a user name and password.
With MFA enabled, when a user signs
in to an AWS website, they will be
prompted for their user name and
password as well as for an
authentication code from their AWS
MFA device. 
It is recommended that MFA be
enabled for all accounts that have a
console password.
Enabling MFA provides increased
security for console access as it
requires the authenticating principal to
possess a device that emits a time-
sensitive key and have knowledge of a
credential.

Medium
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GuardDuty should be enabled To provide additional protection
against intrusions, GuardDuty should
be enabled on your AWS account and
region. 
Note: GuardDuty might not be a
complete solution for every
environment

Medium

Hardware MFA should be enabled for
the "root" account

The root account is the most privileged
user in an account. MFA adds an extra
layer of protection on top of a user
name and password. With MFA
enabled, when a user signs in to an
AWS website, they're prompted for
their user name and password and for
an authentication code from their AWS
MFA device.
For Level 2, it is recommended that
you protect the root account with a
hardware MFA. A hardware MFA has a
smaller attack surface than a virtual
MFA. For example, a hardware MFA
doesn't suffer the attack surface
introduced by the mobile smartphone
that a virtual MFA resides on. 
Using hardware MFA for many, many
accounts might create a logistical
device management issue. If this
occurs, consider implementing this
Level 2 recommendation selectively to
the highest security accounts. You can
then apply the Level 1
recommendation to the remaining
accounts.

Low

IAM authentication should be
configured for RDS clusters

This control checks whether an RDS DB
cluster has IAM database
authentication enabled.
IAM database authentication allows for
password-free authentication to
database instances. The authentication
uses an authentication token. Network
traffic to and from the database is
encrypted using SSL. For more
information, see IAM database
authentication in the Amazon Aurora
User Guide.

Medium

IAM authentication should be
configured for RDS instances

This control checks whether an RDS DB
instance has IAM database
authentication enabled.
IAM database authentication allows
authentication to database instances
with an authentication token instead
of a password. Network traffic to and
from the database is encrypted using
SSL. For more information, see IAM
database authentication in the
Amazon Aurora User Guide.

Medium
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IAM customer managed policies
should not allow decryption actions on
all KMS keys

Checks whether the default version of
IAM customer managed policies allow
principals to use the AWS KMS
decryption actions on all resources.
This control uses Zelkova, an
automated reasoning engine, to
validate and warn you about policies
that may grant broad access to your
secrets across AWS accounts.This
control fails if the "kms:Decrypt" or
"kms:ReEncryptFrom" actions are
allowed on all KMS keys. The control
evaluates both attached and
unattached customer managed
policies. It does not check inline
policies or AWS managed policies.
With AWS KMS, you control who can
use your KMS keys and gain access to
your encrypted data. IAM policies
define which actions an identity (user,
group, or role) can perform on which
resources. Following security best
practices, AWS recommends that you
allow least privilege. In other words,
you should grant to identities only the
"kms:Decrypt" or "kms:ReEncryptFrom"
permissions and only for the keys that
are required to perform a task.
Otherwise, the user might use keys
that are not appropriate for your data.
Instead of granting permissions for all
keys, determine the minimum set of
keys that users need to access
encrypted data. Then design policies
that allow users to use only those
keys. For example, do not allow
"kms:Decrypt" permission on all KMS
keys. Instead, allow "kms:Decrypt" only
on keys in a particular Region for your
account. By adopting the principle of
least privilege, you can reduce the risk
of unintended disclosure of your data.

Medium
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IAM customer managed policies that
you create should not allow wildcard
actions for services

This control checks whether the IAM
identity-based policies that you create
have Allow statements that use the *
wildcard to grant permissions for all
actions on any service. The control fails
if any policy statement includes 'Effect':
'Allow' with 'Action': 'Service:'. 
For example, the following statement
in a policy results in a failed finding.
'Statement': [
{
'Sid': 'EC2-Wildcard',
'Effect': 'Allow',
'Action': 'ec2:

',

'Resource': ''
}
The control also fails if you use 'Effect':
'Allow' with 'NotAction': 'service:'. In
that case, the NotAction element
provides access to all of the actions in
an AWS service, except for the actions
specified in NotAction.
This control only applies to customer
managed IAM policies. It does not
apply to IAM policies that are
managed by AWS.
When you assign permissions to AWS
services, it is important to scope the
allowed IAM actions in your IAM
policies. You should restrict IAM
actions to only those actions that are
needed. This helps you to provision
least privilege permissions. Overly
permissive policies might lead to
privilege escalation if the policies are
attached to an IAM principal that
might not require the permission.
In some cases, you might want to
allow IAM actions that have a similar
prefix, such as DescribeFlowLogs and
DescribeAvailabilityZones. In these
authorized cases, you can add a
suffixed wildcard to the common prefix.
For example, ec2:Describe*.

This control passes if you use a
prefixed IAM action with a suffixed
wildcard. For example, the following
statement in a policy results in a
passed finding.
'Statement': [
{
'Sid': 'EC2-Wildcard',
'Effect': 'Allow',
'Action': 'ec2:Describe*',
'Resource': '*'
}

When you group related IAM actions
in this way, you can also avoid
exceeding the IAM policy size limits.

Low
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IAM policies should be attached only
to groups or roles

By default, IAM users, groups, and
roles have no access to AWS resources.
IAM policies are the means by which
privileges are granted to users, groups,
or roles. 
It is recommended that IAM policies
be applied directly to groups and roles
but not users.
Assigning privileges at the group or
role level reduces the complexity of
access management as the number of
users grow. 
Reducing access management
complexity may in-turn reduce
opportunity for a principal to
inadvertently receive or retain
excessive privileges.

Low

IAM policies that allow full ":"
administrative privileges should not be
created

IAM policies are the means by which
privileges are granted to users, groups,
or roles. 
It is recommended and considered a
standard security advice to grant least
privilege-that is, granting only the
permissions required to perform a
task. 
Determine what users need to do and
then craft policies for them that let the
users perform only those tasks, instead
of allowing full administrative
privileges. 
It's more secure to start with a
minimum set of permissions and grant
additional permissions as necessary,
rather than starting with permissions
that are too lenient and then trying to
tighten them later. 
Providing full administrative privileges
instead of restricting to the minimum
set of permissions that the user is
required to do exposes the resources
to potentially unwanted actions.
IAM policies that have a statement
with "Effect": "Allow" with "Action": ""
over "Resource": "" should be removed.

High
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IAM principals should not have IAM
inline policies that allow decryption
actions on all KMS keys

Checks whether the inline policies that
are embedded in your IAM identities
(role, user, or group) allow the AWS
KMS decryption actions on all KMS
keys. This control uses Zelkova, an
automated reasoning engine, to
validate and warn you about policies
that may grant broad access to your
secrets across AWS accounts. 
This control fails if "kms:Decrypt" or
"kms:ReEncryptFrom" actions are
allowed on all KMS keys in an inline
policy.
With AWS KMS, you control who can
use your KMS keys and gain access to
your encrypted data. IAM policies
define which actions an identity (user,
group, or role) can perform on which
resources. Following security best
practices, AWS recommends that you
allow least privilege. In other words,
you should grant to identities only the
permissions they need and only for
keys that are required to perform a
task. Otherwise, the user might use
keys that are not appropriate for your
data.
Instead of granting permission for all
keys, determine the minimum set of
keys that users need to access
encrypted data. Then design policies
that allow the users to use only those
keys. For example, do not allow
"kms:Decrypt" permission on all KMS
keys. Instead, allow them only on keys
in a particular Region for your account.
By adopting the principle of least
privilege, you can reduce the risk of
unintended disclosure of your data.

Medium

Lambda functions should restrict
public access

Lambda function resource-based
policy should restrict public access. This
recommendation does not check
access by internal principals. 
Ensure access to the function is
restricted to authorized principals only
by using least privilege resource-based
policies.

High

MFA should be enabled for all IAM
users

All IAM users should have multi-factor
authentication (MFA) enabled.

Medium
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MFA should be enabled for the "root"
account

The root account is the most privileged
user in an account. MFA adds an extra
layer of protection on top of a user
name and password. With MFA
enabled, when a user signs in to an
AWS website, they're prompted for
their user name and password and for
an authentication code from their AWS
MFA device.
When you use virtual MFA for root
accounts, it is recommended that the
device used is not a personal device.
Instead, use a dedicated mobile device
(tablet or phone) that you manage to
keep charged and secured
independent of any individual personal
devices. 
This lessens the risks of losing access
to the MFA due to device loss, device
trade-in, or if the individual owning the
device is no longer employed at the
company.

Low

Password policies for IAM users should
have strong configurations

Checks whether the account password
policy for IAM users uses the following
minimum configurations.
* RequireUppercaseCharacters- Require
at least one uppercase character in
password. (Default = true)
* RequireLowercaseCharacters- Require
at least one lowercase character in
password. (Default = true)
* RequireNumbers- Require at least
one number in password. (Default =
true) 
* MinimumPasswordLength- Password
minimum length. (Default = 7 or
longer)
* PasswordReusePrevention- Number
of passwords before allowing reuse.
(Default = 4) 
* MaxPasswordAge- Number of days
before password expiration. (Default =
90)

Medium

Root account access key shouldn't exist The root account is the most privileged
user in an AWS account. AWS Access
Keys provide programmatic access to a
given AWS account. 
It is recommended that all access keys
associated with the root account be
removed. 
Removing access keys associated with
the root account limits vectors by
which the account can be
compromised. 
Additionally, removing the root access
keys encourages the creation and use
of role based accounts that are least
privileged.

High
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S3 Block Public Access setting should
be enabled

Enabling Block Public Access setting for
your S3 bucket can help prevent
sensitive data leaks and protect your
bucket from malicious actions.

Medium

S3 Block Public Access setting should
be enabled at the bucket level

This control checks whether S3 buckets
have bucket-level public access blocks
applied. This control fails is if any of the
following settings are set to false:
* ignorePublicAcls
* blockPublicPolicy
* blockPublicAcls
* restrictPublicBuckets
Block Public Access at the S3 bucket
level provides controls to ensure that
objects never have public access. Public
access is granted to buckets and
objects through access control lists
(ACLs), bucket policies, or both.
Unless you intend to have your S3
buckets publicly accessible, you should
configure the bucket level Amazon S3
Block Public Access feature.

High

S3 buckets public read access should
be removed

Removing public read access to your
S3 bucket can help protect your data
and prevent a data breach.

High

S3 buckets public write access should
be removed

Allowing public write access to your S3
bucket can leave you vulnerable to
malicious actions such as storing data
at your expense, encrypting your files
for ransom, or using your bucket to
operate malware.

High

Secrets Manager secrets should have
automatic rotation enabled

This control checks whether a secret
stored in AWS Secrets Manager is
configured with automatic rotation.
Secrets Manager helps you improve
the security posture of your
organization. Secrets include database
credentials, passwords, and third-party
API keys. You can use Secrets Manager
to store secrets centrally, encrypt
secrets automatically, control access to
secrets, and rotate secrets safely and
automatically.
Secrets Manager can rotate secrets.
You can use rotation to replace long-
term secrets with short-term ones.
Rotating your secrets limits how long
an unauthorized user can use a
compromised secret. For this reason,
you should rotate your secrets
frequently. To learn more about
rotation, see Rotating your AWS
Secrets Manager secrets in the AWS
Secrets Manager User Guide.

Medium
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Stopped EC2 instances should be
removed after a specified time period

This control checks whether any EC2
instances have been stopped for more
than the allowed number of days. An
EC2 instance fails this check if it is
stopped for longer than the maximum
allowed time period, which by default
is 30 days. 
A failed finding indicates that an EC2
instance has not run for a significant
period of time. This creates a security
risk because the EC2 instance is not
being actively maintained (analyzed,
patched, updated). If it is later
launched, the lack of proper
maintenance could result in
unexpected issues in your AWS
environment. To safely maintain an
EC2 instance over time in a
nonrunning state, start it periodically
for maintenance and then stop it after
maintenance. Ideally this is an
automated process.

Medium
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Amazon EC2 should be configured to
use VPC endpoints

This control checks whether a service
endpoint for Amazon EC2 is created
for each VPC. The control fails if a VPC
does not have a VPC endpoint created
for the Amazon EC2 service. 
To improve the security posture of
your VPC, you can configure Amazon
EC2 to use an interface VPC endpoint.
Interface endpoints are powered by
AWS PrivateLink, a technology that
enables you to access Amazon EC2 API
operations privately. It restricts all
network traffic between your VPC and
Amazon EC2 to the Amazon network.
Because endpoints are supported
within the same Region only, you
cannot create an endpoint between a
VPC and a service in a different Region.
This prevents unintended Amazon EC2
API calls to other Regions. 
To learn more about creating VPC
endpoints for Amazon EC2, see
Amazon EC2 and interface VPC
endpoints in the Amazon EC2 User
Guide for Linux Instances.

Medium

There are 3636  AWS recommendations in this category.
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https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/interface-vpc-endpoints.html


Amazon ECS services should not have
public IP addresses assigned to them
automatically

A public IP address is an IP address
that is reachable from the internet.
If you launch your Amazon ECS
instances with a public IP address, then
your Amazon ECS instances are
reachable from the internet.
Amazon ECS services should not be
publicly accessible, as this may allow
unintended access to your container
application servers.

High

Amazon EMR cluster master nodes
should not have public IP addresses

This control checks whether master
nodes on Amazon EMR clusters have
public IP addresses.
The control fails if the master node has
public IP addresses that are associated
with any of its instances. Public IP
addresses are designated in the
PublicIp field of the NetworkInterfaces
configuration for the instance.
This control only checks Amazon EMR
clusters that are in a RUNNING or
WAITING state.

High

Amazon Redshift clusters should use
enhanced VPC routing

This control checks whether an
Amazon Redshift cluster has
EnhancedVpcRouting enabled.
Enhanced VPC routing forces all COPY
and UNLOAD traffic between the
cluster and data repositories to go
through your VPC. You can then use
VPC features such as security groups
and network access control lists to
secure network traffic. You can also use
VPC Flow Logs to monitor network
traffic.

High

Application Load Balancer should be
configured to redirect all HTTP
requests to HTTPS

To enforce encryption in transit, you
should use redirect actions with
Application Load Balancers to redirect
client HTTP requests to an HTTPS
request on port 443.

Medium

Application load balancers should be
configured to drop HTTP headers

This control evaluates AWS Application
Load Balancers (ALB) to ensure they
are configured to drop invalid HTTP
headers. The control fails if the value of
routing.http.drop_invalid_header_fields.
enabled is set to false.
By default, ALBs are not configured to
drop invalid HTTP header values.
Removing these header values
prevents HTTP desync attacks.

Medium
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Configure Lambda functions to a VPC This control checks whether a Lambda
function is in a VPC. It does not
evaluate the VPC subnet routing
configuration to determine public
reachability. 
Note that if Lambda@Edge is found in
the account, then this control
generates failed findings. To prevent
these findings, you can disable this
control.

Low

EC2 instances should not have a public
IP address

This control checks whether EC2
instances have a public IP address. The
control fails if the "publicIp" field is
present in the EC2 instance
configuration item. This control applies
to IPv4 addresses only. 
A public IPv4 address is an IP address
that is reachable from the internet. If
you launch your instance with a public
IP address, then your EC2 instance is
reachable from the internet. A private
IPv4 address is an IP address that is
not reachable from the internet. You
can use private IPv4 addresses for
communication between EC2 instances
in the same VPC or in your connected
private network. 
IPv6 addresses are globally unique,
and therefore are reachable from the
internet. However, by default all
subnets have the IPv6 addressing
attribute set to false. For more
information about IPv6, see IP
addressing in your VPC in the Amazon
VPC User Guide. 
If you have a legitimate use case to
maintain EC2 instances with public IP
addresses, then you can suppress the
findings from this control. For more
information about front-end
architecture options, see the AWS
Architecture Blog or the This Is My
Architecture series.

High

EC2 instances should not use multiple
ENIs

This control checks whether an EC2
instance uses multiple Elastic Network
Interfaces (ENIs) or Elastic Fabric
Adapters (EFAs).This control passes if a
single network adapter is used. The
control includes an optional parameter
list to identify the allowed ENIs. 
Multiple ENIs can cause dual-homed
instances, meaning instances that have
multiple subnets. This can add network
security complexity and introduce
unintended network paths and access.

Low
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EC2 instances should use IMDSv2 This control checks whether your EC2
instance metadata version is
configured with Instance Metadata
Service Version 2 (IMDSv2). The
control passes if "HttpTokens" is set to
"required" for IMDSv2. The control fails
if "HttpTokens" is set to "optional". 
You use instance metadata to
configure or manage the running
instance. The IMDS provides access to
temporary, frequently rotated
credentials. These credentials remove
the need to hard code or distribute
sensitive credentials to instances
manually or programmatically. The
IMDS is attached locally to every EC2
instance. It runs on a special 'link local'
IP address of 169.254.169.254. This IP
address is only accessible by software
that runs on the instance. 
Version 2 of the IMDS adds new
protections for the following types of
vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities
could be used to try to access the
IMDS.
* Open website application firewalls 
* Open reverse proxies 
* Server-side request forgery (SSRF)
vulnerabilities 
* Open Layer 3 firewalls and network
address translation (NAT) 
Security Hub recommends that you
configure your EC2 instances with
IMDSv2.

High

EC2 subnets should not automatically
assign public IP addresses

This control checks whether the
assignment of public IPs in Amazon
Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC)
subnets have "MapPublicIpOnLaunch"
set to "FALSE". The control passes if
the flag is set to "FALSE". 
All subnets have an attribute that
determines whether a network
interface created in the subnet
automatically receives a public IPv4
address. Instances that are launched
into subnets that have this attribute
enabled have a public IP address
assigned to their primary network
interface.

Medium
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Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for AWS Config configuration
changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for detecting
changes to CloudTrail's configurations. 
Monitoring changes to AWS Config
configuration will help ensure
sustained visibility of configuration
items within the AWS account.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for AWS Management Console
authentication failures

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for failed
console authentication attempts. 
Monitoring failed console logins may
decrease lead time to detect an
attempt to brute force a credential,
which may provide an indicator, such
as source IP, that can be used in other
event correlation.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for changes to Network Access
Control Lists (NACL)

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. NACLs are used as a
stateless packet filter to control ingress
and egress traffic for subnets within a
VPC. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for changes
made to NACLs. 
Monitoring changes to NACLs will help
ensure that AWS resources and
services are not unintentionally
exposed.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for changes to network gateways

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. Network gateways
are required to send/receive traffic to a
destination outside of a VPC. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for changes
to network gateways. 
Monitoring changes to network
gateways will help ensure that all
ingress/egress traffic traverses the VPC
border via a controlled path.

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/c7156050-6f51-4d3f-a880-9f2363648cfb


Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for CloudTrail configuration
changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for detecting
changes to CloudTrail's configurations. 

Monitoring changes to CloudTrail's
configuration will help ensure
sustained visibility to activities
performed in the AWS account.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for disabling or scheduled
deletion of customer created CMKs

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for customer
created CMKs which have changed
state to disabled or scheduled deletion.
Data encrypted with disabled or
deleted keys will no longer be
accessible.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for IAM policy changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established changes
made to Identity and Access
Management (IAM) policies. 
Monitoring changes to IAM policies
will help ensure authentication and
authorization controls remain intact.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for Management Console sign-in
without MFA

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for console
logins that are not protected by multi-
factor authentication (MFA). 
Monitoring for single-factor console
logins will increase visibility into
accounts that are not protected by
MFA.

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/0dc3b824-092a-4fc6-b8b4-31d5c2403024
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/d12e97c1-1f3e-4c69-8cc1-6e4cc6a9b167
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8e5ad1a9-3803-4399-baf2-a7eb9483b954
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/001ddfe0-1b98-443f-819d-99f060fd67d5


Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for route table changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. Routing tables are
used to route network traffic between
subnets and to network gateways. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for changes
to route tables. 
Monitoring changes to route tables
will help ensure that all VPC traffic
flows through an expected path.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for S3 bucket policy changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for changes
to S3 bucket policies. 
Monitoring changes to S3 bucket
policies may reduce time to detect and
correct permissive policies on sensitive
S3 buckets.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for security group changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. Security Groups are
a stateful packet filter that controls
ingress and egress traffic within a VPC.
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established changes to
Security Groups. 
Monitoring changes to security group
will help ensure that resources and
services are not unintentionally
exposed.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for unauthorized API calls

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for
unauthorized API calls. 
Monitoring unauthorized API calls will
help reveal application errors and may
reduce time to detect malicious
activity.

Low
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/7e70666f-4bec-4ca0-8b59-c6c8b9b3cc1e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/69ed2dc0-6f39-4a33-a747-20a28f85b33c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/aedabb63-8bdb-47f9-955c-72b652a75e2a
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/231951ea-e9db-41cd-a7d0-611105fa4fb9


Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for usage of 'root' account

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is recommended that a metric filter
and alarm be established for root login
attempts. 

Monitoring for root account logins will
provide visibility into the use of a fully
privileged account and an opportunity
to reduce the use of it.

Low

Ensure a log metric filter and alarm
exist for VPC changes

Real-time monitoring of API calls can
be achieved by directing CloudTrail
Logs to CloudWatch Logs and
establishing corresponding metric
filters and alarms. 
It is possible to have more than 1 VPC
within an account, in addition it is also
possible to create a peer connection
between 2 VPCs enabling network
traffic to route between VPCs. It is
recommended that a metric filter and
alarm be established for changes made
to VPCs. 
Monitoring changes to IAM policies
will help ensure authentication and
authorization controls remain intact.

Low

Ensure no security groups allow
ingress from 0.0.0.0/0 to port 3389

Security groups provide stateful
filtering of ingress/egress network
traffic to AWS resources. It is
recommended that no security group
allows unrestricted ingress access to
port 3389. 
Removing unfettered connectivity to
remote console services, such as RDP,
reduces a server's exposure to risk.

High

Management ports of EC2 instances
should be protected with just-in-time
network access control

Microsoft Defender for Cloud has
identified some overly-permissive
inbound rules for management ports
in your network. Enable just-in-time
access control to protect your
Instances from internet-based brute-
force attacks. Learn more.

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/59f84fbd-7946-41b3-88b1-d899dcac92bc
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4b4bfa9b-fd2a-43f1-961f-654b9d5c9a60
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/79082bbe-34fc-480a-a7fc-3aad94954609
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9b26b102-ccde-4697-aa30-f0621f865f99
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/just-in-time-access-usage?wt.mc_id=defenderforcloud_inproduct_portal_recoremediation


RDS databases and clusters should not
use a database engine default port

This control checks whether the RDS
cluster or instance uses a port other
than the default port of the database
engine.
If you use a known port to deploy an
RDS cluster or instance, an attacker
can guess information about the
cluster or instance.
The attacker can use this information
in conjunction with other information
to connect to an RDS cluster or
instance or gain additional information
about your application.
When you change the port, you must
also update the existing connection
strings that were used to connect to
the old port.
You should also check the security
group of the DB instance to ensure
that it includes an ingress rule that
allows connectivity on the new port.

Low

RDS instances should be deployed in a
VPC

VPCs provide a number of network
controls to secure access to RDS
resources.
These controls include VPC Endpoints,
network ACLs, and security groups.
To take advantage of these controls,
we recommend that you move EC2-
Classic RDS instances to EC2-VPC.

Low

S3 buckets should require requests to
use Secure Socket Layer

We recommend to require requests to
use Secure Socket Layer (SSL) on all
Amazon S3 bucket. 
S3 buckets should have policies that
require all requests ('Action: S3:*') to
only accept transmission of data over
HTTPS in the S3 resource policy,
indicated by the condition key
'aws:SecureTransport'.

Medium

Security groups should not allow
ingress from 0.0.0.0/0 to port 22

To reduce the server's exposure, it is
recommended not to allow
unrestricted ingress access to port '22'.

High
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f1736090-65fc-454f-a437-af58fd91ad1e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/9a84b879-8aab-4b82-80f2-22e637a26813
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1fb7ea50-412e-4dd4-ac79-94d54bd8f21e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e1f4bba6-5f43-4dc5-ab15-f2a9f5807fea


Security groups should not allow
unrestricted access to ports with high
risk

This control checks whether
unrestricted incoming traffic for the
security groups is accessible to the
specified ports that have the highest
risk. This control passes when none of
the rules in a security group allow
ingress traffic from 0.0.0.0/0 for those
ports.
Unrestricted access (0.0.0.0/0)
increases opportunities for malicious
activity, such as hacking, denial-of-
service attacks, and loss of data.
Security groups provide stateful
filtering of ingress and egress network
traffic to AWS resources. No security
group should allow unrestricted
ingress access to the following ports:
- 3389 (RDP)
- 20, 21 (FTP)
- 22 (SSH)
- 23 (Telnet)
- 110 (POP3)
- 143 (IMAP)
- 3306 (mySQL)
- 8080 (proxy)
- 1433, 1434 (MSSQL)
- 9200 or 9300 (Elasticsearch)
- 5601 (Kibana)
- 25 (SMTP)
- 445 (CIFS)
- 135 (RPC)
- 4333 (ahsp)
- 5432 (postgresql)
- 5500 (fcp-addr-srvr1)

Medium
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/194fd099-90fa-43e1-8d06-6b4f5138e952


Security groups should only allow
unrestricted incoming traffic for
authorized ports

This control checks whether the
security groups that are in use allow
unrestricted incoming traffic.
Optionally the rule checks whether the
port numbers are listed in the
"authorizedTcpPorts" parameter.
- If the security group rule port
number allows unrestricted incoming
traffic, but the port number is specified
in "authorizedTcpPorts", then the
control passes. The default value for
"authorizedTcpPorts" is 80, 44380, 443 .
- If the security group rule port
number allows unrestricted incoming
traffic, but the port number is not
specified in authorizedTcpPorts input
parameter, then the control fails.
- If the parameter is not used, then the
control fails for any security group that
has an unrestricted inbound rule.
Security groups provide stateful
filtering of ingress and egress network
traffic to AWS. Security group rules
should follow the principal of least
privileged access. Unrestricted access
(IP address with a /0 suffix) increases
the opportunity for malicious activity
such as hacking, denial-of-service
attacks, and loss of data.
Unless a port is specifically allowed, the
port should deny unrestricted access.

High

Unused EC2 EIPs should be removed Elastic IP addresses that are allocated
to a VPC should be attached to
Amazon EC2 instances or in-use elastic
network interfaces (ENIs).

Low

Unused network access control lists
should be removed

This control checks whether there are
any unused network access control
lists (ACLs).
The control checks the item
configuration of the resource
"AWS::EC2::NetworkAcl" and
determines the relationships of the
network ACL.
If the only relationship is the VPC of
the network ACL, then the control fails.
If other relationships are listed, then
the control passes.

Low

VPC's default security group should
restricts all traffic

Security group should restrict all traffic
to reduce resource exposure.

Low
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 Next steps
For related information, see the following:

Connect your AWS accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8b328664-f3f1-45ab-976d-f6c66647b3b8
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/601406b5-110c-41be-ad69-9c5661ba5f7c
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/5f9a7d87-ec2e-409a-991a-48c29484d6b5
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/500c4d2e-9baf-4081-b8a8-936ac85771a5


What are security policies, initiatives, and recommendations?

Review your security recommendations
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 What are security alerts and security incidents?

 Respond to today's threats

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud generates alerts for resources deployed on your Azure, on-premises, and hybrid cloud

environments.

Security alerts are triggered by advanced detections and are available only with enhanced security features

enabled. You can upgrade from the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page, as described in Quickstart: Enable enhanced

security features. A free 30-day trial is available. For pricing details in your currency of choice and according to

your region, see the pricing page.

Aler tsAler ts  are the notifications that Defender for Cloud generates when it detects threats on your resources.

Defender for Cloud prioritizes and lists the alerts, along with the information needed for you to quickly

investigate the problem. Defender for Cloud also provides detailed steps to help you remediate attacks. Alerts

data is retained for 90 days.

A security incidentA security incident is a collection of related alerts, instead of listing each alert individually. Defender for Cloud

uses Cloud smart alert correlation (incidents) to correlate different alerts and low fidelity signals into security

incidents.

Using incidents, Defender for Cloud provides you with a single view of an attack campaign and all of the related

alerts. This view enables you to quickly understand what actions the attacker took, and what resources were

affected.

There have been significant changes in the threat landscape over the last 20 years. In the past, companies

typically only had to worry about web site defacement by individual attackers who were mostly interested in

seeing "what they could do". Today's attackers are much more sophisticated and organized. They often have

specific financial and strategic goals. They also have more resources available to them, as they might be funded

by nation states or organized crime.

These changing realities have led to an unprecedented level of professionalism in the attacker ranks. No longer

are they interested in web defacement. They are now interested in stealing information, financial accounts, and

private data – all of which they can use to generate cash on the open market or to leverage a particular business,

political, or military position. Even more concerning than those attackers with a financial objective are the

attackers who breach networks to do harm to infrastructure and people.

In response, organizations often deploy various point solutions, which focus on defending either the enterprise

perimeter or endpoints by looking for known attack signatures. These solutions tend to generate a high volume

of low fidelity alerts, which require a security analyst to triage and investigate. Most organizations lack the time

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/alerts-overview.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


 Continuous monitoring and assessments

 How does Defender for Cloud detect threats?
 

and expertise required to respond to these alerts – so many go unaddressed.

In addition, attackers have evolved their methods to subvert many signature-based defenses and adapt to cloud

environments. New approaches are required to more quickly identify emerging threats and expedite detection

and response.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud benefits from having security research and data science teams throughout

Microsoft who continuously monitor for changes in the threat landscape. This includes the following initiatives:

Threat intelligence monitor ingThreat intelligence monitor ing: Threat intelligence includes mechanisms, indicators, implications, and

actionable advice about existing or emerging threats. This information is shared in the security community

and Microsoft continuously monitors threat intelligence feeds from internal and external sources.

S ignal shar ingSignal shar ing: Insights from security teams across Microsoft's broad portfolio of cloud and on-premises

services, servers, and client endpoint devices are shared and analyzed.

Microsoft security specialistsMicrosoft security specialists : Ongoing engagement with teams across Microsoft that work in specialized

security fields, like forensics and web attack detection.

Detection tuningDetection tuning: Algorithms are run against real customer data sets and security researchers work with

customers to validate the results. True and false positives are used to refine machine learning algorithms.

These combined efforts culminate in new and improved detections, which you can benefit from instantly –

there's no action for you to take.

Microsoft security researchers are constantly on the lookout for threats. Because of our global presence in the

cloud and on-premises, we have access to an expansive set of telemetry. The wide-reaching and diverse

collection of datasets enables us to discover new attack patterns and trends across our on-premises consumer

and enterprise products, as well as our online services. As a result, Defender for Cloud can rapidly update its

detection algorithms as attackers release new and increasingly sophisticated exploits. This approach helps you

keep pace with a fast moving threat environment.

To detect real threats and reduce false positives, Defender for Cloud collects, analyzes, and integrates log data

from your Azure resources and the network. It also works with connected partner solutions, like firewall and

endpoint protection solutions. Defender for Cloud analyzes this information, often correlating information from

multiple sources, to identify threats.

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/detecting-threats-with-azure-security-center/


 How are alerts classified?

Defender for Cloud employs advanced security analytics, which go far beyond signature-based approaches.

Breakthroughs in big data and machine learning technologies are leveraged to evaluate events across the entire

cloud fabric – detecting threats that would be impossible to identify using manual approaches and predicting

the evolution of attacks. These security analytics include:

Integrated threat intelligenceIntegrated threat intelligence: Microsoft has an immense amount of global threat intelligence.

Telemetry flows in from multiple sources, such as Azure, Microsoft 365, Microsoft CRM online, Microsoft

Dynamics AX, outlook.com, MSN.com, the Microsoft Digital Crimes Unit (DCU), and Microsoft Security

Response Center (MSRC). Researchers also receive threat intelligence information that is shared among

major cloud service providers and feeds from other third parties. Microsoft Defender for Cloud can use

this information to alert you to threats from known bad actors.

Behavioral analyticsBehavioral analytics : Behavioral analytics is a technique that analyzes and compares data to a

collection of known patterns. However, these patterns are not simple signatures. They are determined

through complex machine learning algorithms that are applied to massive datasets. They are also

determined through careful analysis of malicious behaviors by expert analysts. Microsoft Defender for

Cloud can use behavioral analytics to identify compromised resources based on analysis of virtual

machine logs, virtual network device logs, fabric logs, and other sources.

Anomaly detectionAnomaly detection: Microsoft Defender for Cloud also uses anomaly detection to identify threats. In

contrast to behavioral analytics (which depends on known patterns derived from large data sets),

anomaly detection is more "personalized" and focuses on baselines that are specific to your deployments.

Machine learning is applied to determine normal activity for your deployments and then rules are

generated to define outlier conditions that could represent a security event.

Defender for Cloud assigns a severity to alerts, to help you prioritize the order in which you attend to each alert,

so that when a resource is compromised, you can get to it right away. The severity is based on how confident

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/machine-learning-in-azure-security-center/
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HighHigh There is a high probability that your resource is
compromised. You should look into it right away. Defender
for Cloud has high confidence in both the malicious intent
and in the findings used to issue the alert. For example, an
alert that detects the execution of a known malicious tool
such as Mimikatz, a common tool used for credential theft.

MediumMedium This is probably a suspicious activity might indicate that a
resource is compromised. Defender for Cloud's confidence in
the analytic or finding is medium and the confidence of the
malicious intent is medium to high. These would usually be
machine learning or anomaly-based detections. For example,
a sign-in attempt from an anomalous location.

LowLow This might be a benign positive or a blocked attack.
Defender for Cloud isn't confident enough that the intent is
malicious and the activity might be innocent. For example,
log clear is an action that might happen when an attacker
tries to hide their tracks, but in many cases is a routine
operation performed by admins. Defender for Cloud doesn't
usually tell you when attacks were blocked, unless it's an
interesting case that we suggest you look into.

InformationalInformational An incident is typically made up of a number of alerts, some
of which might appear on their own to be only
informational, but in the context of the other alerts might be
worthy of a closer look.

 Export alerts

 Cloud smart alert correlation (incidents)

Defender for Cloud is in the finding or the analytic used to issue the alert as well as the confidence level that

there was malicious intent behind the activity that led to the alert.

Alert severity is displayed differently in the portal and versions of the REST API that predate 01-01-2019. If you're using

an older version of the API, upgrade for the consistent experience described below.

You have a range of options for viewing your alerts outside of Defender for Cloud, including:

Download CSV repor tDownload CSV repor t on the alerts dashboard provides a one-time export to CSV.

Continuous expor tContinuous expor t from Environment settings allows you to configure streams of security alerts and

recommendations to Log Analytics workspaces and Event Hubs. Learn more about continuous export.

Microsoft Sentinel connectorMicrosoft Sentinel connector  streams security alerts from Microsoft Defender for Cloud into Microsoft

Sentinel. Learn more about connecting Microsoft Defender for Cloud with Microsoft Sentinel.

Learn about all of the export options in Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution and

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud continuously analyzes hybrid cloud workloads by using advanced analytics and

threat intelligence to alert you about malicious activity.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-azure-security-center.html
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 Next steps

The breadth of threat coverage is growing. The need to detect even the slightest compromise is important, and it

can be challenging for security analysts to triage the different alerts and identify an actual attack. Defender for

Cloud helps analysts cope with this alert fatigue. It helps diagnose attacks as they occur, by correlating different

alerts and low fidelity signals into security incidents.

Fusion analytics is the technology and analytic back end that powers Defender for Cloud incidents, enabling it to

correlate different alerts and contextual signals together. Fusion looks at the different signals reported on a

subscription across the resources. Fusion finds patterns that reveal attack progression or signals with shared

contextual information, indicating that you should use a unified response procedure for them.

Fusion analytics combines security domain knowledge with AI to analyze alerts, discovering new attack patterns

as they occur.

Defender for Cloud leverages MITRE Attack Matrix to associate alerts with their perceived intent, helping

formalize security domain knowledge. In addition, by using the information gathered for each step of an attack,

Defender for Cloud can rule out activity that appears to be steps of an attack, but actually isn't.

Because attacks often occur across different tenants, Defender for Cloud can combine AI algorithms to analyze

attack sequences that are reported on each subscription. This technique identifies the attack sequences as

prevalent alert patterns, instead of just being incidentally associated with each other.

During an investigation of an incident, analysts often need extra context to reach a verdict about the nature of

the threat and how to mitigate it. For example, even when a network anomaly is detected, without

understanding what else is happening on the network or with regard to the targeted resource, it's difficult to

understand what actions to take next. To help, a security incident can include artifacts, related events, and

information. The additional information available for security incidents varies, depending on the type of threat

detected and the configuration of your environment.

For a list of security incident alerts that can be produced by the fusion analytics, see the Reference table of alerts.

To manage your security incidents, see How to manage security incidents in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.



In this article, you learned about the different types of alerts available in Defender for Cloud. For more

information, see:

Security alerts in Azure Activity log - In addition to being available in the Azure portal or programmatically,

Security alerts and incidents are audited as events in Azure Activity Log

Reference table of Defender for Cloud alerts

Respond to security alerts

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2114113
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 Alerts for Windows machines

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

A logon from aA logon from a
malicious IP has beenmalicious IP has been
detected. [seen multipledetected. [seen multiple
times]times]

A successful remote
authentication for the
account [account] and
process [process] occurred,
however the logon IP
address (x.x.x.x) has
previously been reported as
malicious or highly unusual.
A successful attack has
probably occurred. Files
with the .scr extensions are
screen saver files and are
normally reside and execute
from the Windows system
directory.

- High

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This article lists the security alerts you might get from Microsoft Defender for Cloud and any Microsoft

Defender plans you've enabled. The alerts shown in your environment depend on the resources and services

you're protecting, as well as your customized configuration.

At the bottom of this page, there's a table describing the Microsoft Defender for Cloud kill chain aligned with

version 7 of the MITRE ATT&CK matrix.

Learn how to respond to these alerts.

Learn how to export alerts.

Alerts from different sources might take different amounts of time to appear. For example, alerts that require analysis of

network traffic might take longer to appear than alerts related to suspicious processes running on virtual machines.

Further details and notes

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/alerts-reference.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://attack.mitre.org/versions/v7/


Addition of GuestAddition of Guest
account to Localaccount to Local
Administrators groupAdministrators group

Analysis of host data has
detected the addition of the
built-in Guest account to
the Local Administrators
group on %{Compromised
Host}, which is strongly
associated with attacker
activity.

- Medium

An event log wasAn event log was
clearedcleared

Machine logs indicate a
suspicious event log
clearing operation by user:
'%{user name}' in Machine:
'%{CompromisedEntity}'.
The %{log channel} log was
cleared.

- Informational

Antimalware ActionAntimalware Action
FailedFailed

Microsoft Antimalware has
encountered an error when
taking an action on
malware or other
potentially unwanted
software.

- Medium

Antimalware ActionAntimalware Action
TakenTaken

Microsoft Antimalware for
Azure has taken an action
to protect this machine
from malware or other
potentially unwanted
software.

- Medium

Antimalware broad filesAntimalware broad files
exclusion in your vir tualexclusion in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_AmBroadFilesExclusion
)

Files exclusion from
antimalware extension with
broad exclusion rule was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription. Such exclusion
practically disabling the
Antimalware protection.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
arbitrary code or infecting
the machine with malware.

- Medium
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Antimalware disabledAntimalware disabled
and code execution inand code execution in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_AmDisablementAndCo
deExecution)

Antimalware disabled at the
same time as code
execution on your virtual
machine. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers disable
antimalware scanners to
prevent detection while
running unauthorized tools
or infecting the machine
with malware.

- High

Antimalware disabled inAntimalware disabled in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_AmDisablement)

Antimalware disabled in
your virtual machine. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable the
antimalware on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection.

Defense Evasion Medium

Antimalware fileAntimalware file
exclusion and codeexclusion and code
execution in yourexecution in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmFileExclusionAndCo
deExecution)

File excluded from your
antimalware scanner at the
same time as code was
executed via a custom script
extension on your virtual
machine. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
unauthorized tools or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion, Execution High
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Antimalware fileAntimalware file
exclusion and codeexclusion and code
execution in yourexecution in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmTempFileExclusionA
ndCodeExecution)

Temporary file exclusion
from antimalware extension
in parallel to execution of
code via custom script
extension was detected in
your virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
arbitrary code or infecting
the machine with malware.

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Antimalware fileAntimalware file
exclusion in your vir tualexclusion in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_AmTempFileExclusion)

File excluded from your
antimalware scanner on
your virtual machine. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
unauthorized tools or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium

Antimalware real-timeAntimalware real-time
protection was disabledprotection was disabled
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_AmRealtimeProtection
Disabled)

Real-time protection
disablement of the
antimalware extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable
real-time protection from
the antimalware scan on
your virtual machine to
avoid detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium
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Antimalware real-timeAntimalware real-time
protection was disabledprotection was disabled
temporarily in yourtemporarily in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmTempRealtimeProte
ctionDisablement)

Real-time protection
temporary disablement of
the antimalware extension
was detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable
real-time protection from
the antimalware scan on
your virtual machine to
avoid detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium

Antimalware real-timeAntimalware real-time
protection was disabledprotection was disabled
temporarily while codetemporarily while code
was executed in yourwas executed in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmRealtimeProtection
DisablementAndCodeExec)

Real-time protection
temporary disablement of
the antimalware extension
in parallel to code execution
via custom script extension
was detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable
real-time protection from
the antimalware scan on
your virtual machine to
avoid detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

- High

Antimalware scansAntimalware scans
blocked for filesblocked for files
potentially related topotentially related to
malware campaigns onmalware campaigns on
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(Preview)(Preview)
(VM_AmMalwareCampaign
RelatedExclusion)

An exclusion rule was
detected in your virtual
machine to prevent your
antimalware extension
scanning certain files that
are suspected of being
related to a malware
campaign. The rule was
detected by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription. Attackers
might exclude files from
antimalware scans to
prevent detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium
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AntimalwareAntimalware
temporarily disabled intemporarily disabled in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_AmTemporarilyDisable
ment)

Antimalware temporarily
disabled in your virtual
machine. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable the
antimalware on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection.

- Medium

Antimalware unusualAntimalware unusual
file exclusion in yourfile exclusion in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_UnusualAmFileExclusio
n)

Unusual file exclusion from
antimalware extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
arbitrary code or infecting
the machine with malware.

Defense Evasion Medium

Communication withCommunication with
suspicious domainsuspicious domain
identified by threatidentified by threat
intelligenceintelligence
(AzureDNS_ThreatIntelSusp
ectDomain)

Communication with
suspicious domain was
detected by analyzing DNS
transactions from your
resource and comparing
against known malicious
domains identified by threat
intelligence feeds.
Communication to
malicious domains is
frequently performed by
attackers and could imply
that your resource is
compromised.

Initial Access, Persistence,
Execution, Command And
Control, Exploitation

Medium

Custom script extensionCustom script extension
with suspiciouswith suspicious
command in yourcommand in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousCmd)

Custom script extension
with suspicious command
was detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extension to execute
a malicious code on your
virtual machine via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium
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Custom script extensionCustom script extension
with suspicious entr y-with suspicious entr y-
point in your vir tualpoint in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousEntryPoint)

Custom script extension
with a suspicious entry-
point was detected in your
virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription. The entry-
point refers to a suspicious
GitHub repository.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Custom script extensionCustom script extension
with suspicious payloadwith suspicious payload
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousPayload)

Custom script extension
with a payload from a
suspicious GitHub
repository was detected in
your virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Detected actionsDetected actions
indicative of disablingindicative of disabling
and deleting IIS log filesand deleting IIS log files

Analysis of host data
detected actions that show
IIS log files being disabled
and/or deleted.

- Medium

Detected anomalousDetected anomalous
mix of upper and lowermix of upper and lower
case characters incase characters in
command-linecommand-line

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a command line
with anomalous mix of
upper and lower case
characters. This kind of
pattern, while possibly
benign, is also typical of
attackers trying to hide
from case-sensitive or
hash-based rule matching
when performing
administrative tasks on a
compromised host.

- Medium
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Detected change to aDetected change to a
registr y key that can beregistr y key that can be
abused to bypass UACabused to bypass UAC

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected that a registry key
that can be abused to
bypass UAC (User Account
Control) was changed. This
kind of configuration, while
possibly benign, is also
typical of attacker activity
when trying to move from
unprivileged (standard user)
to privileged (for example
administrator) access on a
compromised host.

- Medium

Detected decoding ofDetected decoding of
an executable usingan executable using
built- in cer tutil.exe toolbuilt- in cer tutil.exe tool

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected that certutil.exe, a
built-in administrator utility,
was being used to decode
an executable instead of its
mainstream purpose that
relates to manipulating
certificates and certificate
data. Attackers are known
to abuse functionality of
legitimate administrator
tools to perform malicious
actions, for example using a
tool such as certutil.exe to
decode a malicious
executable that will then be
subsequently executed.

- High

Detected enabling ofDetected enabling of
the WDigestthe WDigest
UseLogonCredentialUseLogonCredential
registr y keyregistr y key

Analysis of host data
detected a change in the
registry key
HKLM\SYSTEM\
CurrentControlSet\Control\
SecurityProviders\WDigest\
"UseLogonCredential".
Specifically this key has
been updated to allow
logon credentials to be
stored in clear text in LSA
memory. Once enabled an
attacker can dump clear
text passwords from LSA
memory with credential
harvesting tools such as
Mimikatz.

- Medium
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Detected encodedDetected encoded
executable in commandexecutable in command
line dataline data

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a base-64
encoded executable. This
has previously been
associated with attackers
attempting to construct
executables on-the-fly
through a sequence of
commands, and attempting
to evade intrusion detection
systems by ensuring that
no individual command
would trigger an alert. This
could be legitimate activity,
or an indication of a
compromised host.

- High

Detected obfuscatedDetected obfuscated
command linecommand line

Attackers use increasingly
complex obfuscation
techniques to evade
detections that run against
the underlying data.
Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious
indicators of obfuscation on
the commandline.

- Informational

Detected PetyaDetected Petya
ransomware indicatorsransomware indicators

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected indicators
associated with Petya
ransomware. See
https://aka.ms/petya-blog
for more information.
Review the command line
associated in this alert and
escalate this alert to your
security team.

- High

Detected possibleDetected possible
execution of keygenexecution of keygen
executableexecutable

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected execution of a
process whose name is
indicative of a keygen tool;
such tools are typically used
to defeat software licensing
mechanisms but their
download is often bundled
with other malicious
software. Activity group
GOLD has been known to
make use of such keygens
to covertly gain back door
access to hosts that they
compromise.

- Medium
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Detected possibleDetected possible
execution of malwareexecution of malware
dropperdropper

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a filename that
has previously been
associated with one of
activity group GOLD's
methods of installing
malware on a victim host.

- High

Detected possible localDetected possible local
reconnaissance activityreconnaissance activity

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a combination of
systeminfo commands that
has previously been
associated with one of
activity group GOLD's
methods of performing
reconnaissance activity.
While 'systeminfo.exe' is a
legitimate Windows tool,
executing it twice in
succession in the way that
has occurred here is rare.

-

Detected potentiallyDetected potentially
suspicious use ofsuspicious use of
Telegram toolTelegram tool

Analysis of host data shows
installation of Telegram, a
free cloud-based instant
messaging service that
exists both for mobile and
desktop system. Attackers
are known to abuse this
service to transfer malicious
binaries to any other
computer, phone, or tablet.

- Medium

Detected suppression ofDetected suppression of
legal notice displayed tolegal notice displayed to
users at logonusers at logon

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected changes to the
registry key that controls
whether a legal notice is
displayed to users when
they log on. Microsoft
security analysis has
determined that this is a
common activity
undertaken by attackers
after having compromised a
host.

- Low
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Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
combination of HTA andcombination of HTA and
PowerShellPowerShell

mshta.exe (Microsoft HTML
Application Host) which is a
signed Microsoft binary is
being used by the attackers
to launch malicious
PowerShell commands.
Attackers often resort to
having an HTA file with
inline VBScript. When a
victim browses to the HTA
file and chooses to run it,
the PowerShell commands
and scripts that it contains
are executed. Analysis of
host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected mshta.exe
launching PowerShell
commands.

- Medium

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
commandlinecommandline
argumentsarguments

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious
commandline arguments
that have been used in
conjunction with a reverse
shell used by activity group
HYDROGEN.

- High

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
commandline used tocommandline used to
star t all executables in astar t all executables in a
director ydirector y

Analysis of host data has
detected a suspicious
process running on %
{Compromised Host}. The
commandline indicates an
attempt to start all
executables (*.exe) that may
reside in a directory. This
could be an indication of a
compromised host.

- Medium

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
credentials incredentials in
commandlinecommandline

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a suspicious
password being used to
execute a file by activity
group BORON. This activity
group has been known to
use this password to
execute Pirpi malware on a
victim host.

- High
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Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
document credentialsdocument credentials

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a suspicious,
common precomputed
password hash used by
malware being used to
execute a file. Activity group
HYDROGEN has been
known to use this password
to execute malware on a
victim host.

- High

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
execution ofexecution of
VBScript.EncodeVBScript.Encode
commandcommand

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of
VBScript.Encode command.
This encodes the scripts
into unreadable text,
making it more difficult for
users to examine the code.
Microsoft threat research
shows that attackers often
use encoded VBscript files
as part of their attack to
evade detection systems.
This could be legitimate
activity, or an indication of a
compromised host.

- Medium

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
execution viaexecution via
rundll32.exerundll32.exe

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected rundll32.exe being
used to execute a process
with an uncommon name,
consistent with the process
naming scheme previously
seen used by activity group
GOLD when installing their
first stage implant on a
compromised host.

- High

Detected suspicious fileDetected suspicious file
cleanup commandscleanup commands

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a combination of
systeminfo commands that
has previously been
associated with one of
activity group GOLD's
methods of performing
post-compromise self-
cleanup activity. While
'systeminfo.exe' is a
legitimate Windows tool,
executing it twice in
succession, followed by a
delete command in the way
that has occurred here is
rare.

- High
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Detected suspicious fileDetected suspicious file
creationcreation

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected creation or
execution of a process
which has previously
indicated post-compromise
action taken on a victim
host by activity group
BARIUM. This activity group
has been known to use this
technique to download
additional malware to a
compromised host after an
attachment in a phishing
doc has been opened.

- High

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
named pipenamed pipe
communicationscommunications

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected data being written
to a local named pipe from
a Windows console
command. Named pipes are
known to be a channel used
by attackers to task and
communicate with a
malicious implant. This
could be legitimate activity,
or an indication of a
compromised host.

- High

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
network activitynetwork activity

Analysis of network traffic
from %{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious
network activity. Such
traffic, while possibly
benign, is typically used by
an attacker to communicate
with malicious servers for
downloading of tools,
command-and-control and
exfiltration of data. Typical
related attacker activity
includes copying remote
administration tools to a
compromised host and
exfiltrating user data from
it.

- Low

Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
new firewall rulenew firewall rule

Analysis of host data
detected a new firewall rule
has been added via
netsh.exe to allow traffic
from an executable in a
suspicious location.

- Medium
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Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of Cacls to lower theof Cacls to lower the
security state of thesecurity state of the
systemsystem

Attackers use myriad ways
like brute force, spear
phishing etc. to achieve
initial compromise and get
a foothold on the network.
Once initial compromise is
achieved they often take
steps to lower the security
settings of a system. Cacls
—short for change access
control list is Microsoft
Windows native command-
line utility often used for
modifying the security
permission on folders and
files. A lot of time the
binary is used by the
attackers to lower the
security settings of a
system. This is done by
giving Everyone full access
to some of the system
binaries like ftp.exe, net.exe,
wscript.exe etc. Analysis of
host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious use of
Cacls to lower the security
of a system.

- Medium

Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of FTP -s Switchof FTP -s Switch

Analysis of process creation
data from the %
{Compromised Host}
detected the use of the FTP
"-s:filename" switch. This
switch is used to specify an
FTP script file for the client
to run. Malware or
malicious processes are
known to use this FTP
switch (-s:filename) to point
to a script file which is
configured to connect to a
remote FTP server and
download additional
malicious binaries.

- Medium
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Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of Pcalua.exe to launchof Pcalua.exe to launch
executable codeexecutable code

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the use of
pcalua.exe to launch
executable code. Pcalua.exe
is component of the
Microsoft Windows
"Program Compatibility
Assistant" which detects
compatibility issues during
the installation or execution
of a program. Attackers are
known to abuse
functionality of legitimate
Windows system tools to
perform malicious actions,
for example using
pcalua.exe with the -a
switch to launch malicious
executables either locally or
from remote shares.

- Medium

Detected the disablingDetected the disabling
of critical ser vicesof critical ser vices

The analysis of host data on
%{Compromised Host}
detected execution of
"net.exe stop" command
being used to stop critical
services like SharedAccess
or the Windows Security
app. The stopping of either
of these services can be
indication of a malicious
behavior.

- Medium

Digital currency miningDigital currency mining
related behaviorrelated behavior
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
process or command
normally associated with
digital currency mining.

- High

Dynamic PS scriptDynamic PS script
constructionconstruction

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a PowerShell script
being constructed
dynamically. Attackers
sometimes use this
approach of progressively
building up a script in order
to evade IDS systems. This
could be legitimate activity,
or an indication that one of
your machines has been
compromised.

- Medium
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Executable foundExecutable found
running from arunning from a
suspicious locationsuspicious location

Analysis of host data
detected an executable file
on %{Compromised Host}
that is running from a
location in common with
known suspicious files. This
executable could either be
legitimate activity, or an
indication of a
compromised host.

- High

Fileless attack behaviorFileless attack behavior
detecteddetected
(VM_FilelessAttackBehavior.
Windows)

The memory of the process
specified contains behaviors
commonly used by fileless
attacks. Specific behaviors
include:
1) Shellcode, which is a
small piece of code typically
used as the payload in the
exploitation of a software
vulnerability.
2) Active network
connections. See
NetworkConnections below
for details.
3) Function calls to security
sensitive operating system
interfaces. See Capabilities
below for referenced OS
capabilities.
4) Contains a thread that
was started in a dynamically
allocated code segment.
This is a common pattern
for process injection attacks.

Defense Evasion Low
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Fileless attack techniqueFileless attack technique
detecteddetected
(VM_FilelessAttackTechniqu
e.Windows)

The memory of the process
specified below contains
evidence of a fileless attack
technique. Fileless attacks
are used by attackers to
execute code while evading
detection by security
software. Specific behaviors
include:
1) Shellcode, which is a
small piece of code typically
used as the payload in the
exploitation of a software
vulnerability.
2) Executable image injected
into the process, such as in
a code injection attack.
3) Active network
connections. See
NetworkConnections below
for details.
4) Function calls to security
sensitive operating system
interfaces. See Capabilities
below for referenced OS
capabilities.
5) Process hollowing, which
is a technique used by
malware in which a
legitimate process is loaded
on the system to act as a
container for hostile code.
6) Contains a thread that
was started in a dynamically
allocated code segment.
This is a common pattern
for process injection attacks.

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Fileless attack toolkitFileless attack toolkit
detecteddetected
(VM_FilelessAttackToolkit.Wi
ndows)

The memory of the process
specified contains a fileless
attack toolkit: [toolkit
name]. Fileless attack
toolkits use techniques that
minimize or eliminate traces
of malware on disk, and
greatly reduce the chances
of detection by disk-based
malware scanning solutions.
Specific behaviors include:
1) Well-known toolkits and
crypto mining software.
2) Shellcode, which is a
small piece of code typically
used as the payload in the
exploitation of a software
vulnerability.
3) Injected malicious
executable in process
memory.

Defense Evasion, Execution Medium
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High risk softwareHigh risk software
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data from
%{Compromised Host}
detected the usage of
software that has been
associated with the
installation of malware in
the past. A common
technique utilized in the
distribution of malicious
software is to package it
within otherwise benign
tools such as the one seen
in this alert. Upon using
these tools, the malware
can be silently installed in
the background.

- Medium

Local AdministratorsLocal Administrators
group members weregroup members were
enumeratedenumerated

Machine logs indicate a
successful enumeration on
group %{Enumerated
Group Domain Name}%
{Enumerated Group Name}.
Specifically, %{Enumerating
User Domain Name}%
{Enumerating User Name}
remotely enumerated the
members of the %
{Enumerated Group
Domain Name}%
{Enumerated Group Name}
group. This activity could
either be legitimate activity,
or an indication that a
machine in your
organization has been
compromised and used to
reconnaissance %{vmname}.

- Informational

Malicious firewall ruleMalicious firewall rule
created by ZINC ser vercreated by ZINC ser ver
implant [seen multipleimplant [seen multiple
times]times]

A firewall rule was created
using techniques that
match a known actor, ZINC.
The rule was possibly used
to open a port on %
{Compromised Host} to
allow for Command &
Control communications.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- High

Malicious SQL activityMalicious SQL activity Machine logs indicate that
'%{process name}' was
executed by account: %
{user name}. This activity is
considered malicious.

- High
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Multiple DomainMultiple Domain
Accounts QueriedAccounts Queried

Analysis of host data has
determined that an unusual
number of distinct domain
accounts are being queried
within a short time period
from %{Compromised
Host}. This kind of activity
could be legitimate, but can
also be an indication of
compromise.

- Medium

Possible credentialPossible credential
dumping detected [seendumping detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data has
detected use of native
windows tool (e.g.
sqldumper.exe) being used
in a way that allows to
extract credentials from
memory. Attackers often
use these techniques to
extract credentials that they
then further use for lateral
movement and privilege
escalation. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Potential attempt toPotential attempt to
bypass AppLockerbypass AppLocker
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a potential
attempt to bypass
AppLocker restrictions.
AppLocker can be
configured to implement a
policy that limits what
executables are allowed to
run on a Windows system.
The command-line pattern
similar to that identified in
this alert has been
previously associated with
attacker attempts to
circumvent AppLocker
policy by using trusted
executables (allowed by
AppLocker policy) to
execute untrusted code.
This could be legitimate
activity, or an indication of a
compromised host.

- High
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PsExec executionPsExec execution
detecteddetected
(VM_RunByPsExec)

Analysis of host data
indicates that the process %
{Process Name} was
executed by PsExec utility.
PsExec can be used for
running processes remotely.
This technique might be
used for malicious
purposes.

Lateral Movement,
Execution

Informational

Ransomware indicatorsRansomware indicators
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data
indicates suspicious activity
traditionally associated with
lock-screen and encryption
ransomware. Lock screen
ransomware displays a full-
screen message preventing
interactive use of the host
and access to its files.
Encryption ransomware
prevents access by
encrypting data files. In
both cases a ransom
message is typically
displayed, requesting
payment in order to restore
file access. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- High

Ransomware indicatorsRansomware indicators
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data
indicates suspicious activity
traditionally associated with
lock-screen and encryption
ransomware. Lock screen
ransomware displays a full-
screen message preventing
interactive use of the host
and access to its files.
Encryption ransomware
prevents access by
encrypting data files. In
both cases a ransom
message is typically
displayed, requesting
payment in order to restore
file access.

- High

Rare SVCHOST ser viceRare SVCHOST ser vice
group executedgroup executed
(VM_SvcHostRunInRareServ
iceGroup)

The system process
SVCHOST was observed
running a rare service
group. Malware often uses
SVCHOST to masquerade
its malicious activity.

Defense Evasion, Execution Informational
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Sticky keys attackSticky keys attack
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data
indicates that an attacker
may be subverting an
accessibility binary (for
example sticky keys,
onscreen keyboard,
narrator) in order to
provide backdoor access to
the host %{Compromised
Host}.

- Medium

Successful brute forceSuccessful brute force
attackattack
(VM_LoginBruteForceSucces
s)

Several sign in attempts
were detected from the
same source. Some
successfully authenticated
to the host.
This resembles a burst
attack, in which an attacker
performs numerous
authentication attempts to
find valid account
credentials.

Exploitation Medium/High

Suspect integrity levelSuspect integrity level
indicative of RDPindicative of RDP
hijackinghijacking

Analysis of host data has
detected the tscon.exe
running with SYSTEM
privileges - this can be
indicative of an attacker
abusing this binary in order
to switch context to any
other logged on user on
this host; it is a known
attacker technique to
compromise additional user
accounts and move laterally
across a network.

- Medium

Suspect ser viceSuspect ser vice
installationinstallation

Analysis of host data has
detected the installation of
tscon.exe as a service: this
binary being started as a
service potentially allows an
attacker to trivially switch to
any other logged on user
on this host by hijacking
RDP connections; it is a
known attacker technique
to compromise additional
user accounts and move
laterally across a network.

- Medium

Suspected KerberosSuspected Kerberos
Golden Ticket attackGolden Ticket attack
parameters obser vedparameters obser ved

Analysis of host data
detected commandline
parameters consistent with
a Kerberos Golden Ticket
attack.

- Medium
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Suspicious AccountSuspicious Account
Creation DetectedCreation Detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected creation or use of
a local account %{Suspicious
account name} : this
account name closely
resembles a standard
Windows account or group
name '%{Similar To Account
Name}'. This is potentially a
rogue account created by
an attacker, so named in
order to avoid being
noticed by a human
administrator.

- Medium

Suspicious ActivitySuspicious Activity
DetectedDetected
(VM_SuspiciousActivity)

Analysis of host data has
detected a sequence of one
or more processes running
on %{machine name} that
have historically been
associated with malicious
activity. While individual
commands may appear
benign the alert is scored
based on an aggregation of
these commands. This could
either be legitimate activity,
or an indication of a
compromised host.

Execution Medium

SuspiciousSuspicious
authentication activityauthentication activity
(VM_LoginBruteForceValidU
serFailed)

Although none of them
succeeded, some of them
used accounts were
recognized by the host. This
resembles a dictionary
attack, in which an attacker
performs numerous
authentication attempts
using a dictionary of
predefined account names
and passwords in order to
find valid credentials to
access the host. This
indicates that some of your
host account names might
exist in a well-known
account name dictionary.

Probing Medium
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Suspicious codeSuspicious code
segment detectedsegment detected

Indicates that a code
segment has been allocated
by using non-standard
methods, such as reflective
injection and process
hollowing. The alert
provides additional
characteristics of the code
segment that have been
processed to provide
context for the capabilities
and behaviors of the
reported code segment.

- Medium

Suspicious commandSuspicious command
executionexecution
(VM_SuspiciousCommandLi
neExecution)

Machine logs indicate a
suspicious command-line
execution by user %{user
name}.

Execution High

Suspicious doubleSuspicious double
extension file executedextension file executed

Analysis of host data
indicates an execution of a
process with a suspicious
double extension. This
extension may trick users
into thinking files are safe
to be opened and might
indicate the presence of
malware on the system.

- High

Suspicious downloadSuspicious download
using Cer tutil detectedusing Cer tutil detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the use of
certutil.exe, a built-in
administrator utility, for the
download of a binary
instead of its mainstream
purpose that relates to
manipulating certificates
and certificate data.
Attackers are known to
abuse functionality of
legitimate administrator
tools to perform malicious
actions, for example using
certutil.exe to download
and decode a malicious
executable that will then be
subsequently executed. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium
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Suspicious downloadSuspicious download
using Cer tutil detectedusing Cer tutil detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the use of
certutil.exe, a built-in
administrator utility, for the
download of a binary
instead of its mainstream
purpose that relates to
manipulating certificates
and certificate data.
Attackers are known to
abuse functionality of
legitimate administrator
tools to perform malicious
actions, for example using
certutil.exe to download
and decode a malicious
executable that will then be
subsequently executed.

- Medium

Suspicious failedSuspicious failed
execution of customexecution of custom
script extension in yourscript extension in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousFailure)

Suspicious failure of a
custom script extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Such failures may be
associated with malicious
scripts run by this
extension.

Execution Medium

Suspicious PowerShellSuspicious PowerShell
Activity DetectedActivity Detected

Analysis of host data
detected a PowerShell script
running on %
{Compromised Host} that
has features in common
with known suspicious
scripts. This script could
either be legitimate activity,
or an indication of a
compromised host.

- High

Suspicious PowerShellSuspicious PowerShell
cmdlets executedcmdlets executed

Analysis of host data
indicates execution of
known malicious PowerShell
PowerSploit cmdlets.

- Medium

Suspicious processSuspicious process
executed [seen multipleexecuted [seen multiple
times]times]

Machine logs indicate that
the suspicious process: '%
{Suspicious Process}' was
running on the machine,
often associated with
attacker attempts to access
credentials. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- High
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Suspicious processSuspicious process
executedexecuted

Machine logs indicate that
the suspicious process: '%
{Suspicious Process}' was
running on the machine,
often associated with
attacker attempts to access
credentials.

- High

Suspicious processSuspicious process
name detected [seenname detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a process whose
name is suspicious, for
example corresponding to a
known attacker tool or
named in a way that is
suggestive of attacker tools
that try to hide in plain
sight. This process could be
legitimate activity, or an
indication that one of your
machines has been
compromised. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Suspicious processSuspicious process
name detectedname detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a process whose
name is suspicious, for
example corresponding to a
known attacker tool or
named in a way that is
suggestive of attacker tools
that try to hide in plain
sight. This process could be
legitimate activity, or an
indication that one of your
machines has been
compromised.

- Medium

Suspicious processSuspicious process
termination bursttermination burst
(VM_TaskkillBurst)

Analysis of host data
indicates a suspicious
process termination burst in
%{Machine Name}.
Specifically, %
{NumberOfCommands}
processes were killed
between %{Begin} and %
{Ending}.

Defense Evasion Low
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Suspicious ScreensaverSuspicious Screensaver
process executedprocess executed
(VM_SuspiciousScreenSaver
Execution)

The process '%{process
name}' was observed
executing from an
uncommon location. Files
with the .scr extensions are
screen saver files and are
normally reside and execute
from the Windows system
directory.

Defense Evasion, Execution Medium

Suspicious SQL activitySuspicious SQL activity Machine logs indicate that
'%{process name}' was
executed by account: %
{user name}. This activity is
uncommon with this
account.

- Medium

Suspicious SVCHOSTSuspicious SVCHOST
process executedprocess executed

The system process
SVCHOST was observed
running in an abnormal
context. Malware often uses
SVCHOST to masquerade
its malicious activity.

- High

Suspicious systemSuspicious system
process executedprocess executed
(VM_SystemProcessInAbnor
malContext)

The system process %
{process name} was
observed running in an
abnormal context. Malware
often uses this process
name to masquerade its
malicious activity.

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Suspicious VolumeSuspicious Volume
Shadow Copy ActivityShadow Copy Activity

Analysis of host data has
detected a shadow copy
deletion activity on the
resource. Volume Shadow
Copy (VSC) is an important
artifact that stores data
snapshots. Some malware
and specifically
Ransomware, targets VSC
to sabotage backup
strategies.

- High
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SuspiciousSuspicious
WindowPosition registr yWindowPosition registr y
value detectedvalue detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected an attempted
WindowPosition registry
configuration change that
could be indicative of hiding
application windows in non-
visible sections of the
desktop. This could be
legitimate activity, or an
indication of a
compromised machine: this
type of activity has been
previously associated with
known adware (or
unwanted software) such as
Win32/OneSystemCare and
Win32/SystemHealer and
malware such as
Win32/Creprote. When the
WindowPosition value is set
to 201329664, (Hex:
0x0c00 0c00,
corresponding to X-
axis=0c00 and the Y-
axis=0c00) this places the
console app's window in a
non-visible section of the
user's screen in an area that
is hidden from view below
the visible start
menu/taskbar. Known
suspect Hex value includes,
but not limited to c000c000

- Low

Suspiciously namedSuspiciously named
process detectedprocess detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a process whose
name is very similar to but
different from a very
commonly run process (%
{Similar To Process Name}).
While this process could be
benign attackers are known
to sometimes hide in plain
sight by naming their
malicious tools to resemble
legitimate process names.

- Medium
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Unusual config reset inUnusual config reset in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_VMAccessUnusualCon
figReset)

An unusual config reset was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
While this action may be
legitimate, attackers can try
utilizing VM Access
extension to reset the
configuration in your virtual
machine and compromise it.

Credential Access Medium

Unusual deletion ofUnusual deletion of
custom script extensioncustom script extension
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
UnusualDeletion)

Unusual deletion of a
custom script extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Unusual execution ofUnusual execution of
custom script extensioncustom script extension
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
UnusualExecution)

Unusual execution of a
custom script extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Unusual processUnusual process
execution detectedexecution detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
process by %{User Name}
that was unusual. Accounts
such as %{User Name} tend
to perform a limited set of
operations, this execution
was determined to be out
of character and may be
suspicious.

- High
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Unusual user passwordUnusual user password
reset in your vir tualreset in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_VMAccessUnusualPass
wordReset)

An unusual user password
reset was detected in your
virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
While this action may be
legitimate, attackers can try
utilizing the VM Access
extension to reset the
credentials of a local user in
your virtual machine and
compromise it.

Credential Access Medium

Unusual user SSH keyUnusual user SSH key
reset in your vir tualreset in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_VMAccessUnusualSSH
Reset)

An unusual user SSH key
reset was detected in your
virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
While this action may be
legitimate, attackers can try
utilizing VM Access
extension to reset SSH key
of a user account in your
virtual machine and
compromise it.

Credential Access Medium

VBScript HTTP objectVBScript HTTP object
allocation detectedallocation detected

Creation of a VBScript file
using Command Prompt
has been detected. The
following script contains
HTTP object allocation
command. This action can
be used to download
malicious files.

- High

Windows registr yWindows registr y
persistence methodpersistence method
detecteddetected
(VM_RegistryPersistencyKey
)

Analysis of host data has
detected an attempt to
persist an executable in the
Windows registry. Malware
often uses such a technique
to survive a boot.

Persistence Low
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 Alerts for Linux machines
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Further details and notes



a histor y file has beena histor y file has been
clearedcleared

Analysis of host data
indicates that the command
history log file has been
cleared. Attackers may do
this to cover their traces.
The operation was
performed by user: '%{user
name}'.

- Medium

Access of htaccess fileAccess of htaccess file
detecteddetected
(VM_SuspectHtaccessFileAc
cess)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected possible
manipulation of a htaccess
file. Htaccess is a powerful
configuration file that allows
you to make multiple
changes to a web server
running the Apache Web
software including basic
redirect functionality, or for
more advanced functions
such as basic password
protection. Attackers will
often modify htaccess files
on machines they have
compromised to gain
persistence.

Persistence, Defense
Evasion, Execution

Medium

Antimalware broad filesAntimalware broad files
exclusion in your vir tualexclusion in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_AmBroadFilesExclusion
)

Files exclusion from
antimalware extension with
broad exclusion rule was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription. Such exclusion
practically disabling the
Antimalware protection.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
arbitrary code or infecting
the machine with malware.

- Medium
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Antimalware disabledAntimalware disabled
and code execution inand code execution in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_AmDisablementAndCo
deExecution)

Antimalware disabled at the
same time as code
execution on your virtual
machine. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers disable
antimalware scanners to
prevent detection while
running unauthorized tools
or infecting the machine
with malware.

- High

Antimalware disabled inAntimalware disabled in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_AmDisablement)

Antimalware disabled in
your virtual machine. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable the
antimalware on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection.

Defense Evasion Medium

Antimalware fileAntimalware file
exclusion and codeexclusion and code
execution in yourexecution in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmFileExclusionAndCo
deExecution)

File excluded from your
antimalware scanner at the
same time as code was
executed via a custom script
extension on your virtual
machine. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
unauthorized tools or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion, Execution High
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Antimalware fileAntimalware file
exclusion and codeexclusion and code
execution in yourexecution in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmTempFileExclusionA
ndCodeExecution)

Temporary file exclusion
from antimalware extension
in parallel to execution of
code via custom script
extension was detected in
your virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
arbitrary code or infecting
the machine with malware.

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Antimalware fileAntimalware file
exclusion in your vir tualexclusion in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_AmTempFileExclusion)

File excluded from your
antimalware scanner on
your virtual machine. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
unauthorized tools or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium

Antimalware real-timeAntimalware real-time
protection was disabledprotection was disabled
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_AmRealtimeProtection
Disabled)

Real-time protection
disablement of the
antimalware extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable
real-time protection from
the antimalware scan on
your virtual machine to
avoid detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium
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Antimalware real-timeAntimalware real-time
protection was disabledprotection was disabled
temporarily in yourtemporarily in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmTempRealtimeProte
ctionDisablement)

Real-time protection
temporary disablement of
the antimalware extension
was detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable
real-time protection from
the antimalware scan on
your virtual machine to
avoid detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium

Antimalware real-timeAntimalware real-time
protection was disabledprotection was disabled
temporarily while codetemporarily while code
was executed in yourwas executed in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_AmRealtimeProtection
DisablementAndCodeExec)

Real-time protection
temporary disablement of
the antimalware extension
in parallel to code execution
via custom script extension
was detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable
real-time protection from
the antimalware scan on
your virtual machine to
avoid detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

- High

Antimalware scansAntimalware scans
blocked for filesblocked for files
potentially related topotentially related to
malware campaigns onmalware campaigns on
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(Preview)(Preview)
(VM_AmMalwareCampaign
RelatedExclusion)

An exclusion rule was
detected in your virtual
machine to prevent your
antimalware extension
scanning certain files that
are suspected of being
related to a malware
campaign. The rule was
detected by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription. Attackers
might exclude files from
antimalware scans to
prevent detection while
running arbitrary code or
infecting the machine with
malware.

Defense Evasion Medium
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AntimalwareAntimalware
temporarily disabled intemporarily disabled in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_AmTemporarilyDisable
ment)

Antimalware temporarily
disabled in your virtual
machine. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might disable the
antimalware on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection.

- Medium

Antimalware unusualAntimalware unusual
file exclusion in yourfile exclusion in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_UnusualAmFileExclusio
n)

Unusual file exclusion from
antimalware extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers might exclude
files from the antimalware
scan on your virtual
machine to prevent
detection while running
arbitrary code or infecting
the machine with malware.

Defense Evasion Medium

Attempt to stop apt-Attempt to stop apt-
daily-upgrade.timerdaily-upgrade.timer
ser vice detected [seenser vice detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected an attempt to
stop apt-daily-
upgrade.timer service. In
some recent attacks,
attackers have been
observed stopping this
service, to download
malicious files and granting
execution privileges for their
attack. This behavior was
seen [x] times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Low

Attempt to stop apt-Attempt to stop apt-
daily-upgrade.timerdaily-upgrade.timer
ser vice detectedser vice detected
(VM_TimerServiceDisabled)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected an attempt to
stop apt-daily-
upgrade.timer service. In
some recent attacks,
attackers have been
observed stopping this
service, to download
malicious files and granting
execution privileges for their
attack.

Defense Evasion Low
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Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
common Linux botscommon Linux bots
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
process normally associated
with common Linux
botnets. This behavior was
seen [x] times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
common Linux botscommon Linux bots
detecteddetected
(VM_CommonBot)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
process normally associated
with common Linux
botnets.

Execution, Collection,
Command and Control

Medium

Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
Fair ware ransomwareFair ware ransomware
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of
rm -rf commands applied to
suspicious locations. As rm
-rf will recursively delete
files, it is normally used on
discrete folders. In this case,
it is being used in a location
that could remove a lot of
data. Fairware ransomware
is known to execute rm -rf
commands in this folder.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
Fair ware ransomwareFair ware ransomware
detecteddetected
(VM_FairwareMalware)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of
rm -rf commands applied to
suspicious locations. As rm
-rf will recursively delete
files, it is normally used on
discrete folders. In this case,
it is being used in a location
that could remove a lot of
data. Fairware ransomware
is known to execute rm -rf
commands in this folder.

Execution Medium
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Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
ransomware detectedransomware detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of
files that have resemblance
of known ransomware that
can prevent users from
accessing their system or
personal files, and demands
ransom payment in order
to regain access. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- High

Communication withCommunication with
suspicious domainsuspicious domain
identified by threatidentified by threat
intelligenceintelligence
(AzureDNS_ThreatIntelSusp
ectDomain)

Communication with
suspicious domain was
detected by analyzing DNS
transactions from your
resource and comparing
against known malicious
domains identified by threat
intelligence feeds.
Communication to
malicious domains is
frequently performed by
attackers and could imply
that your resource is
compromised.

Initial Access, Persistence,
Execution, Command And
Control, Exploitation

Medium

Container with a minerContainer with a miner
image detectedimage detected
(VM_MinerInContainerImag
e)

Machine logs indicate
execution of a Docker
container that run an image
associated with a digital
currency mining.

Execution High

Cr ypto coin minerCr ypto coin miner
executionexecution 
(VM_CryptoCoinMinerExecu
tion)

Analysis of host/device data
detected a process being
started in a way very similar
to a coin mining process.

Execution Medium

Custom script extensionCustom script extension
with suspiciouswith suspicious
command in yourcommand in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousCmd)

Custom script extension
with suspicious command
was detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extension to execute
a malicious code on your
virtual machine via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium
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Custom script extensionCustom script extension
with suspicious entr y-with suspicious entr y-
point in your vir tualpoint in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousEntryPoint)

Custom script extension
with a suspicious entry-
point was detected in your
virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription. The entry-
point refers to a suspicious
GitHub repository.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Custom script extensionCustom script extension
with suspicious payloadwith suspicious payload
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousPayload)

Custom script extension
with a payload from a
suspicious GitHub
repository was detected in
your virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Detected anomalousDetected anomalous
mix of upper and lowermix of upper and lower
case characters incase characters in
command linecommand line

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a command line
with anomalous mix of
upper and lower case
characters. This kind of
pattern, while possibly
benign, is also typical of
attackers trying to hide
from case-sensitive or
hash-based rule matching
when performing
administrative tasks on a
compromised host.

- Medium

Detected file downloadDetected file download
from a known maliciousfrom a known malicious
source [seen multiplesource [seen multiple
times]times]
(VM_SuspectDownload)

Analysis of host data has
detected the download of a
file from a known malware
source on %{Compromised
Host}. This behavior was
seen over [x] times today
on the following machines:
[Machine names]

Privilege Escalation,
Execution, Exfiltration,
Command and Control

Medium
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Detected file downloadDetected file download
from a known maliciousfrom a known malicious
sourcesource

Analysis of host data has
detected the download of a
file from a known malware
source on %{Compromised
Host}.

- Medium

Detected persistenceDetected persistence
attempt [seen multipleattempt [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host} has
detected installation of a
startup script for single-
user mode. It is extremely
rare that any legitimate
process needs to execute in
that mode, so this may
indicate that an attacker
has added a malicious
process to every run-level
to guarantee persistence.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Detected persistenceDetected persistence
attemptattempt
(VM_NewSingleUserModeSt
artupScript)

Host data analysis has
detected that a startup
script for single-user mode
has been installed.
Because it's rare that any
legitimate process would be
required to run in that
mode, this might indicate
that an attacker has added
a malicious process to every
run-level to guarantee
persistence.

Persistence Medium

Detected suspicious fileDetected suspicious file
download [seen multipledownload [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious
download of remote file on
%{Compromised Host}. This
behavior was seen 10 times
today on the following
machines: [Machine name]

- Low

Detected suspicious fileDetected suspicious file
downloaddownload
(VM_SuspectDownloadArtif
acts)

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious
download of remote file on
%{Compromised Host}.

Persistence Low
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Detected suspiciousDetected suspicious
network activitynetwork activity

Analysis of network traffic
from %{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious
network activity. Such
traffic, while possibly
benign, is typically used by
an attacker to communicate
with malicious servers for
downloading of tools,
command-and-control and
exfiltration of data. Typical
related attacker activity
includes copying remote
administration tools to a
compromised host and
exfiltrating user data from
it.

- Low

Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of the useraddof the useradd
command [seen multiplecommand [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious use of
the useradd command on
%{Compromised Host}. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium

Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of the useraddof the useradd
commandcommand
(VM_SuspectUserAddition)

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious use of
the useradd command on
%{Compromised Host}.

Persistence Medium

Digital currency miningDigital currency mining
related behaviorrelated behavior
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
process or command
normally associated with
digital currency mining.

- High

Disabling of auditdDisabling of auditd
logging [seen multiplelogging [seen multiple
times]times]

The Linux Audit system
provides a way to track
security-relevant
information on the system.
It records as much
information about the
events that are happening
on your system as possible.
Disabling auditd logging
could hamper discovering
violations of security
policies used on the system.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Low
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Docker build operationDocker build operation
detected on adetected on a
Kubernetes nodeKubernetes node
(VM_ImageBuildOnNode)

Machine logs indicate a
build operation of a
container image on a
Kubernetes node. While this
behavior might be
legitimate, attackers might
build their malicious images
locally to avoid detection.

Defense Evasion Low

Executable foundExecutable found
running from arunning from a
suspicious locationsuspicious location
(VM_SuspectExecutablePath
)

Analysis of host data
detected an executable file
on %{Compromised Host}
that is running from a
location in common with
known suspicious files. This
executable could either be
legitimate activity, or an
indication of a
compromised host.

Execution High

Exploitation of XorgExploitation of Xorg
vulnerability [seenvulnerability [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the user of Xorg
with suspicious arguments.
Attackers may use this
technique in privilege
escalation attempts. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium

Exposed Docker daemonExposed Docker daemon
on TCP socketon TCP socket
(VM_ExposedDocker)

Machine logs indicate that
your Docker daemon
(dockerd) exposes a TCP
socket. By default, Docker
configuration, does not use
encryption or
authentication when a TCP
socket is enabled. This
enables full access to the
Docker daemon, by anyone
with access to the relevant
port.

Execution, Exploitation Medium

Failed SSH brute forceFailed SSH brute force
attackattack
(VM_SshBruteForceFailed)

Failed brute force attacks
were detected from the
following attackers: %
{Attackers}. Attackers were
trying to access the host
with the following user
names: %{Accounts used on
failed sign in to host
attempts}.

Probing Medium
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Fileless Attack BehaviorFileless Attack Behavior
DetectedDetected
(VM_FilelessAttackBehavior.
Linux)

The memory of the process
specified below contains
behaviors commonly used
by fileless attacks.
Specific behaviors include:
{list of observed behaviors}

Execution Low

Fileless AttackFileless Attack
Technique DetectedTechnique Detected
(VM_FilelessAttackTechniqu
e.Linux)

The memory of the process
specified below contains
evidence of a fileless attack
technique. Fileless attacks
are used by attackers to
execute code while evading
detection by security
software.
Specific behaviors include:
{list of observed behaviors}

Execution High

Fileless Attack ToolkitFileless Attack Toolkit
DetectedDetected
(VM_FilelessAttackToolkit.Li
nux)

The memory of the process
specified below contains a
fileless attack toolkit:
{ToolKitName}. Fileless
attack toolkits typically do
not have a presence on the
filesystem, making
detection by traditional
anti-virus software difficult.
Specific behaviors include:
{list of observed behaviors}

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Hidden file executionHidden file execution
detecteddetected

Analysis of host data
indicates that a hidden file
was executed by %{user
name}. This activity could
either be legitimate activity,
or an indication of a
compromised host.

- Informational

Indicators associatedIndicators associated
with DDOS toolkitwith DDOS toolkit
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected file names that are
part of a toolkit associated
with malware capable of
launching DDoS attacks,
opening ports and services
and taking full control over
the infected system. This
could also possibly be
legitimate activity. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium
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Indicators associatedIndicators associated
with DDOS toolkitwith DDOS toolkit
detecteddetected
(VM_KnownLinuxDDoSToolk
it)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected file names that are
part of a toolkit associated
with malware capable of
launching DDoS attacks,
opening ports and services
and taking full control over
the infected system. This
could also possibly be
legitimate activity.

Persistence, Lateral
Movement, Execution,
Exploitation

Medium

Local hostLocal host
reconnaissance detectedreconnaissance detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
command normally
associated with common
Linux bot reconnaissance.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Local hostLocal host
reconnaissance detectedreconnaissance detected
(VM_LinuxReconnaissance)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
command normally
associated with common
Linux bot reconnaissance.

Discovery Medium

Manipulation of hostManipulation of host
firewall detected [seenfirewall detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]
(VM_FirewallDisabled)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected possible
manipulation of the on-
host firewall. Attackers will
often disable this to
exfiltrate data. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

Defense Evasion, Exfiltration Medium

Manipulation of hostManipulation of host
firewall detectedfirewall detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected possible
manipulation of the on-
host firewall. Attackers will
often disable this to
exfiltrate data.

- Medium
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MITRE Caldera agentMITRE Caldera agent
detecteddetected
(VM_MitreCalderaTools)

Machine logs indicate that
the suspicious process: '%
{Suspicious Process}' was
running on %
{Compromised Host}. This is
often associated with the
MITRE 54ndc47 agent
which could be used
maliciously to attack other
machines in some way.

All Medium

New SSH key addedNew SSH key added
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]
(VM_SshKeyAddition)

A new SSH key was added
to the authorized keys file.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

Persistence Low

New SSH key addedNew SSH key added A new SSH key was added
to the authorized keys file

- Low

Possible attack toolPossible attack tool
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Machine logs indicate that
the suspicious process: '%
{Suspicious Process}' was
running on %
{Compromised Host}. This
tool is often associated with
malicious users attacking
other machines in some
way. This behavior was seen
[x] times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Possible attack toolPossible attack tool
detecteddetected
(VM_KnownLinuxAttackTool
)

Machine logs indicate that
the suspicious process: '%
{Suspicious Process}' was
running on %
{Compromised Host}. This
tool is often associated with
malicious users attacking
other machines in some
way.

Execution, Collection,
Command and Control,
Probing

Medium

Possible backdoorPossible backdoor
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data has
detected a suspicious file
being downloaded then run
on %{Compromised Host}
in your subscription. This
activity has previously been
associated with installation
of a backdoor. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium
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Possible credentialPossible credential
access tool detectedaccess tool detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Machine logs indicate a
possible known credential
access tool was running on
%{Compromised Host}
launched by process: '%
{Suspicious Process}'. This
tool is often associated with
attacker attempts to access
credentials. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Possible credentialPossible credential
access tool detectedaccess tool detected
(VM_KnownLinuxCredential
AccessTool)

Machine logs indicate a
possible known credential
access tool was running on
%{Compromised Host}
launched by process: '%
{Suspicious Process}'. This
tool is often associated with
attacker attempts to access
credentials.

Credential Access Medium

Possible dataPossible data
exfiltration [seenexfiltration [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a possible data
egress condition. Attackers
will often egress data from
machines they have
compromised. This behavior
was seen [x]] times today
on the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Possible dataPossible data
exfiltrationexfiltration
(VM_DataEgressArtifacts)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a possible data
egress condition. Attackers
will often egress data from
machines they have
compromised.

Collection, Exfiltration Medium

Possible exploitation ofPossible exploitation of
Hadoop YarnHadoop Yarn
(VM_HadoopYarnExploit)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the possible
exploitation of the Hadoop
Yarn service.

Exploitation Medium

Possible exploitation ofPossible exploitation of
the mailser ver detectedthe mailser ver detected
(VM_MailserverExploitation
)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected an unusual
execution under the mail
server account

Exploitation Medium
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Possible Log TamperingPossible Log Tampering
Activity Detected [seenActivity Detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected possible removal
of files that tracks user's
activity during the course of
its operation. Attackers
often try to evade detection
and leave no trace of
malicious activities by
deleting such log files. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium

Possible Log TamperingPossible Log Tampering
Activity DetectedActivity Detected
(VM_SystemLogRemoval)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected possible removal
of files that tracks user's
activity during the course of
its operation. Attackers
often try to evade detection
and leave no trace of
malicious activities by
deleting such log files.

Defense Evasion Medium

Possible malicious webPossible malicious web
shell detected [seenshell detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]
(VM_Webshell)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a possible web
shell. Attackers will often
upload a web shell to a
machine they have
compromised to gain
persistence or for further
exploitation. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

Persistence, Exploitation Medium

Possible malicious webPossible malicious web
shell detectedshell detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a possible web
shell. Attackers will often
upload a web shell to a
machine they have
compromised to gain
persistence or for further
exploitation.

- Medium

Possible passwordPossible password
change using cr ypt-change using cr ypt-
method detected [seenmethod detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected password change
using crypt method.
Attackers can make this
change to continue access
and gaining persistence
after compromise. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium
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Potential overriding ofPotential overriding of
common files [seencommon files [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data has
detected common
executables being
overwritten on %
{Compromised Host}.
Attackers will overwrite
common files as a way to
obfuscate their actions or
for persistence. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium

Potential overriding ofPotential overriding of
common filescommon files
(VM_OverridingCommonFil
es)

Analysis of host data has
detected common
executables being
overwritten on %
{Compromised Host}.
Attackers will overwrite
common files as a way to
obfuscate their actions or
for persistence.

Persistence Medium

Potential por tPotential por t
for warding to externalfor warding to external
IP address [seenIP address [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the initiation of
port forwarding to an
external IP address. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium

Potential por tPotential por t
for warding to externalfor warding to external
IP addressIP address
(VM_SuspectPortForwardin
g)

Host data analysis detected
the initiation of port
forwarding to an external IP
address.

Exfiltration, Command and
Control

Medium

Potential reverse shellPotential reverse shell
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a potential reverse
shell. These are used to get
a compromised machine to
call back into a machine an
attacker owns. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Medium

Potential reverse shellPotential reverse shell
detecteddetected
(VM_ReverseShell)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a potential reverse
shell. These are used to get
a compromised machine to
call back into a machine an
attacker owns.

Exfiltration, Exploitation Medium
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Privileged command runPrivileged command run
in containerin container
(VM_PrivilegedExecutionInC
ontainer)

Machine logs indicate that a
privileged command was
run in a Docker container. A
privileged command has
extended privileges on the
host machine.

Privilege Escalation Low

Privileged ContainerPrivileged Container
DetectedDetected
(VM_PrivilegedContainerArt
ifacts)

Machine logs indicate that a
privileged Docker container
is running. A privileged
container has a full access
to the host's resources. If
compromised, an attacker
can use the privileged
container to gain access to
the host machine.

Privilege Escalation,
Execution

Low

Process associated withProcess associated with
digital currency miningdigital currency mining
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of a
process normally associated
with digital currency mining.
This behavior was seen over
100 times today on the
following machines:
[Machine name]

- Medium

Process associated withProcess associated with
digital currency miningdigital currency mining
detecteddetected

Host data analysis detected
the execution of a process
that is normally associated
with digital currency mining.

Exploitation, Execution Medium

Process seen accessingProcess seen accessing
the SSH authorized keysthe SSH authorized keys
file in an unusual wayfile in an unusual way
(VM_SshKeyAccess)

An SSH authorized keys file
has been accessed in a
method similar to known
malware campaigns. This
access can indicate that an
attacker is attempting to
gain persistent access to a
machine.

- Low

Python encodedPython encoded
downloader detecteddownloader detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the execution of
encoded Python that
downloads and runs code
from a remote location. This
may be an indication of
malicious activity. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Low
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Screenshot taken onScreenshot taken on
host [seen multiplehost [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected the user of a
screen capture tool.
Attackers may use these
tools to access private data.
This behavior was seen [x]
times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Low

Script extensionScript extension
mismatch detectedmismatch detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a mismatch
between the script
interpreter and the
extension of the script file
provided as input. This has
frequently been associated
with attacker script
executions. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Script extensionScript extension
mismatch detectedmismatch detected
(VM_MismatchedScriptFeat
ures)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a mismatch
between the script
interpreter and the
extension of the script file
provided as input. This has
frequently been associated
with attacker script
executions.

Defense Evasion Medium

Shellcode detectedShellcode detected
[seen multiple times][seen multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected shellcode being
generated from the
command line. This process
could be legitimate activity,
or an indication that one of
your machines has been
compromised. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

SSH ser ver is runningSSH ser ver is running
inside a containerinside a container
(VM_ContainerSSH)

Machine logs indicate that
an SSH server is running
inside a Docker container.
While this behavior can be
intentional, it frequently
indicates that a container is
misconfigured or breached.

Execution Medium
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Successful SSH bruteSuccessful SSH brute
force attackforce attack
(VM_SshBruteForceSuccess)

Analysis of host data has
detected a successful brute
force attack. The IP %
{Attacker source IP} was
seen making multiple login
attempts. Successful logins
were made from that IP
with the following user(s): %
{Accounts used to
successfully sign in to host}.
This means that the host
may be compromised and
controlled by a malicious
actor.

Exploitation High

Suspect Password FileSuspect Password File
AccessAccess 
(VM_SuspectPasswordFileAc
cess)

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious access
to encrypted user
passwords.

Persistence Informational

Suspicious AccountSuspicious Account
Creation DetectedCreation Detected

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected creation or use of
a local account %{Suspicious
account name} : this
account name closely
resembles a standard
Windows account or group
name '%{Similar To Account
Name}'. This is potentially a
rogue account created by
an attacker, so named in
order to avoid being
noticed by a human
administrator.

- Medium

Suspicious compilationSuspicious compilation
detected [seen multipledetected [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious
compilation. Attackers will
often compile exploits on a
machine they have
compromised to escalate
privileges. This behavior was
seen [x] times today on the
following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Suspicious compilationSuspicious compilation
detecteddetected
(VM_SuspectCompilation)

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected suspicious
compilation. Attackers will
often compile exploits on a
machine they have
compromised to escalate
privileges.

Privilege Escalation,
Exploitation

Medium
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Suspicious DNS OverSuspicious DNS Over
HttpsHttps 
(VM_SuspiciousDNSOverHtt
ps)

Analysis of host data
indicates the use of a DNS
call over HTTPS in an
uncommon fashion. This
technique is used by
attackers to hide calls out
to suspect or malicious
sites.

DefenseEvasion, Exfiltration Medium

Suspicious failedSuspicious failed
execution of customexecution of custom
script extension in yourscript extension in your
vir tual machinevir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
SuspiciousFailure)

Suspicious failure of a
custom script extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Such failures may be
associated with malicious
scripts run by this
extension.

Execution Medium

Suspicious kernelSuspicious kernel
module detected [seenmodule detected [seen
multiple times]multiple times]

Analysis of host data on %
{Compromised Host}
detected a shared object file
being loaded as a kernel
module. This could be
legitimate activity, or an
indication that one of your
machines has been
compromised. This behavior
was seen [x] times today on
the following machines:
[Machine names]

- Medium

Suspicious passwordSuspicious password
access [seen multipleaccess [seen multiple
times]times]

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious access
to encrypted user
passwords on %
{Compromised Host}. This
behavior was seen [x] times
today on the following
machines: [Machine names]

- Informational

Suspicious passwordSuspicious password
accessaccess

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious access
to encrypted user
passwords on %
{Compromised Host}.

- Informational
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Suspicious PHPSuspicious PHP
execution detectedexecution detected
(VM_SuspectPhp)

Machine logs indicate that a
suspicious PHP process is
running. The action
included an attempt to run
OS commands or PHP code
from the command line
using the PHP process.
While this behavior can be
legitimate, in web
applications this behavior is
also observed in malicious
activities such as attempts
to infect websites with web
shells.

Execution Medium

Suspicious request toSuspicious request to
Kubernetes APIKubernetes API
(VM_KubernetesAPI)

Machine logs indicate that a
suspicious request was
made to the Kubernetes
API. The request was sent
from a Kubernetes node,
possibly from one of the
containers running in the
node. Although this
behavior can be intentional,
it might indicate that the
node is running a
compromised container.

LateralMovement Medium

Suspicious request toSuspicious request to
the Kubernetesthe Kubernetes
DashboardDashboard
(VM_KubernetesDashboard)

Machine logs indicate that a
suspicious request was
made to the Kubernetes
Dashboard. The request
was sent from a Kubernetes
node, possibly from one of
the containers running in
the node. Although this
behavior can be intentional,
it might indicate that the
node is running a
compromised container.

LateralMovement Medium

Threat Intel CommandThreat Intel Command
Line Suspect DomainLine Suspect Domain 
(VM_ThreatIntelCommandLi
neSuspectDomain)

The process
'PROCESSNAME' on 'HOST'
connected to a location that
has been reported to be
malicious or unusual. This is
an indicator that a
compromise may have
occurred.

Initial Access Medium
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Unusual config reset inUnusual config reset in
your vir tual machineyour vir tual machine
(VM_VMAccessUnusualCon
figReset)

An unusual config reset was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
While this action may be
legitimate, attackers can try
utilizing VM Access
extension to reset the
configuration in your virtual
machine and compromise it.

Credential Access Medium

Unusual deletion ofUnusual deletion of
custom script extensioncustom script extension
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
UnusualDeletion)

Unusual deletion of a
custom script extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Unusual execution ofUnusual execution of
custom script extensioncustom script extension
in your vir tual machinein your vir tual machine
(VM_CustomScriptExtension
UnusualExecution)

Unusual execution of a
custom script extension was
detected in your virtual
machine by analyzing the
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
Attackers may use custom
script extensions to execute
malicious code on your
virtual machines via the
Azure Resource Manager.

Execution Medium

Unusual user passwordUnusual user password
reset in your vir tualreset in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_VMAccessUnusualPass
wordReset)

An unusual user password
reset was detected in your
virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
While this action may be
legitimate, attackers can try
utilizing the VM Access
extension to reset the
credentials of a local user in
your virtual machine and
compromise it.

Credential Access Medium
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Unusual user SSH keyUnusual user SSH key
reset in your vir tualreset in your vir tual
machinemachine
(VM_VMAccessUnusualSSH
Reset)

An unusual user SSH key
reset was detected in your
virtual machine by
analyzing the Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.
While this action may be
legitimate, attackers can try
utilizing VM Access
extension to reset SSH key
of a user account in your
virtual machine and
compromise it.

Credential Access Medium
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 Alerts for Azure App Service
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An attempt to run LinuxAn attempt to run Linux
commands on acommands on a
Windows App Ser viceWindows App Ser vice
(AppServices_LinuxComman
dOnWindows)

Analysis of App Service
processes detected an
attempt to run a Linux
command on a Windows
App Service. This action was
running by the web
application. This behavior is
often seen during
campaigns that exploit a
vulnerability in a common
web application.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

- Medium

An IP that connected toAn IP that connected to
your Azure App Ser viceyour Azure App Ser vice
FTP Interface was foundFTP Interface was found
in Threat Intelligencein Threat Intelligence
(AppServices_IncomingTiClie
ntIpFtp)

Azure App Service FTP log
indicates a connection from
a source address that was
found in the threat
intelligence feed. During
this connection, a user
accessed the pages listed.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Initial Access Medium

Further details and notes



Attempt to run highAttempt to run high
privilege commandprivilege command
detecteddetected
(AppServices_HighPrivilegeC
ommand)

Analysis of App Service
processes detected an
attempt to run a command
that requires high
privileges.
The command ran in the
web application context.
While this behavior can be
legitimate, in web
applications this behavior is
also observed in malicious
activities.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

- Medium

Communication withCommunication with
suspicious domainsuspicious domain
identified by threatidentified by threat
intelligenceintelligence
(AzureDNS_ThreatIntelSusp
ectDomain)

Communication with
suspicious domain was
detected by analyzing DNS
transactions from your
resource and comparing
against known malicious
domains identified by threat
intelligence feeds.
Communication to
malicious domains is
frequently performed by
attackers and could imply
that your resource is
compromised.

Initial Access, Persistence,
Execution, Command And
Control, Exploitation

Medium

Connection to web pageConnection to web page
from anomalous IPfrom anomalous IP
address detectedaddress detected
(AppServices_AnomalousPa
geAccess)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates an anomalous
connection to a sensitive
web page from the listed
source IP address. This
might indicate that
someone is attempting a
brute force attack into your
web app administration
pages. It might also be the
result of a new IP address
being used by a legitimate
user. If the source IP
address is trusted, you can
safely suppress this alert for
this resource. To learn how
to suppress security alerts,
see Suppress alerts from
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud. 
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Initial Access Medium
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Dangling DNS recordDangling DNS record
for an App Ser vicefor an App Ser vice
resource detectedresource detected
(AppServices_DanglingDom
ain)

A DNS record that points to
a recently deleted App
Service resource (also
known as "dangling DNS"
entry) has been detected.
This leaves you susceptible
to a subdomain takeover.
Subdomain takeovers
enable malicious actors to
redirect traffic intended for
an organization’s domain to
a site performing malicious
activity.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

- High

Detected encodedDetected encoded
executable in commandexecutable in command
line dataline data
(AppServices_Base64Encode
dExecutableInCommandLin
eParams)

Analysis of host data on
{Compromised host}
detected a base-64
encoded executable. This
has previously been
associated with attackers
attempting to construct
executables on-the-fly
through a sequence of
commands, and attempting
to evade intrusion detection
systems by ensuring that
no individual command
would trigger an alert. This
could be legitimate activity,
or an indication of a
compromised host.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Detected file downloadDetected file download
from a known maliciousfrom a known malicious
sourcesource
(AppServices_SuspectDownl
oad)

Analysis of host data has
detected the download of a
file from a known malware
source on your host.
(Applies to: App Service on
Linux)

Privilege Escalation,
Execution, Exfiltration,
Command and Control

Medium

Detected suspicious fileDetected suspicious file
downloaddownload
(AppServices_SuspectDownl
oadArtifacts)

Analysis of host data has
detected suspicious
download of remote file.
(Applies to: App Service on
Linux)

Persistence Medium

Digital currency miningDigital currency mining
related behaviorrelated behavior
detecteddetected
(AppServices_DigitalCurrenc
yMining)

Analysis of host data on
Inn-Flow-WebJobs detected
the execution of a process
or command normally
associated with digital
currency mining.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Execution High
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Executable decodedExecutable decoded
using cer tutilusing cer tutil
(AppServices_ExecutableDec
odedUsingCertutil)

Analysis of host data on
[Compromised entity]
detected that certutil.exe, a
built-in administrator utility,
was being used to decode
an executable instead of its
mainstream purpose that
relates to manipulating
certificates and certificate
data. Attackers are known
to abuse functionality of
legitimate administrator
tools to perform malicious
actions, for example using a
tool such as certutil.exe to
decode a malicious
executable that will then be
subsequently executed.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Fileless Attack BehaviorFileless Attack Behavior
DetectedDetected
(AppServices_FilelessAttackB
ehaviorDetection)

The memory of the process
specified below contains
behaviors commonly used
by fileless attacks.
Specific behaviors include:
{list of observed behaviors}
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Execution Medium

Fileless AttackFileless Attack
Technique DetectedTechnique Detected
(AppServices_FilelessAttackT
echniqueDetection)

The memory of the process
specified below contains
evidence of a fileless attack
technique. Fileless attacks
are used by attackers to
execute code while evading
detection by security
software.
Specific behaviors include:
{list of observed behaviors}
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Execution High

Fileless Attack ToolkitFileless Attack Toolkit
DetectedDetected
(AppServices_FilelessAttackT
oolkitDetection)

The memory of the process
specified below contains a
fileless attack toolkit:
{ToolKitName}. Fileless
attack toolkits typically do
not have a presence on the
filesystem, making
detection by traditional
anti-virus software difficult.
Specific behaviors include:
{list of observed behaviors}
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Defense Evasion, Execution High
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Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for
Cloud test aler t for AppCloud test aler t for App
Ser vice (not a threat)Ser vice (not a threat)
(AppServices_EICAR)

This is a test alert
generated by Microsoft
Defender for Cloud. No
further action is needed.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

- High

NMap scanningNMap scanning
detecteddetected
(AppServices_Nmap)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates a possible web
fingerprinting activity on
your App Service resource.
The suspicious activity
detected is associated with
NMAP. Attackers often use
this tool for probing the
web application to find
vulnerabilities.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

PreAttack Medium

Phishing content hostedPhishing content hosted
on Azure Webappson Azure Webapps
(AppServices_PhishingConte
nt)

URL used for phishing
attack found on the Azure
AppServices website. This
URL was part of a phishing
attack sent to Microsoft
365 customers. The content
typically lures visitors into
entering their corporate
credentials or financial
information into a
legitimate looking website.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Collection High

PHP file in upload folderPHP file in upload folder
(AppServices_PhpInUploadF
older)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates an access to a
suspicious PHP page
located in the upload folder.
This type of folder does not
usually contain PHP files.
The existence of this type of
file might indicate an
exploitation taking
advantage of arbitrary file
upload vulnerabilities.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Execution Medium

PossiblePossible
Cr yptocoinminerCr yptocoinminer
download detecteddownload detected
(AppServices_CryptoCoinMi
nerDownload)

Analysis of host data has
detected the download of a
file normally associated with
digital currency mining.
(Applies to: App Service on
Linux)

Defense Evasion, Command
and Control, Exploitation

Medium
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Possible dataPossible data
exfiltration detectedexfiltration detected
(AppServices_DataEgressArt
ifacts)

Analysis of host/device data
detected a possible data
egress condition. Attackers
will often egress data from
machines they have
compromised.
(Applies to: App Service on
Linux)

Collection, Exfiltration Medium

Potential dangling DNSPotential dangling DNS
record for an Apprecord for an App
Ser vice resourceSer vice resource
detecteddetected
(AppServices_PotentialDang
lingDomain)

A DNS record that points to
a recently deleted App
Service resource (also
known as "dangling DNS"
entry) has been detected.
This might leave you
susceptible to a subdomain
takeover. Subdomain
takeovers enable malicious
actors to redirect traffic
intended for an
organization’s domain to a
site performing malicious
activity. In this case, a text
record with the Domain
Verification ID was found.
Such text records prevent
subdomain takeover but we
still recommend removing
the dangling domain. If you
leave the DNS record
pointing at the subdomain
you’re at risk if anyone in
your organization deletes
the TXT file or record in the
future.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

- Low

Potential reverse shellPotential reverse shell
detecteddetected
(AppServices_ReverseShell)

Analysis of host data
detected a potential reverse
shell. These are used to get
a compromised machine to
call back into a machine an
attacker owns.
(Applies to: App Service on
Linux)

Exfiltration, Exploitation Medium
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Raw data downloadRaw data download
detecteddetected
(AppServices_DownloadCod
eFromWebsite)

Analysis of App Service
processes detected an
attempt to download code
from raw-data websites
such as Pastebin. This action
was run by a PHP process.
This behavior is associated
with attempts to download
web shells or other
malicious components to
the App Service.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Execution Medium

Saving curl output toSaving curl output to
disk detecteddisk detected
(AppServices_CurlToDisk)

Analysis of App Service
processes detected the
running of a curl command
in which the output was
saved to the disk. While this
behavior can be legitimate,
in web applications this
behavior is also observed in
malicious activities such as
attempts to infect websites
with web shells.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

- Low

Spam folder referrerSpam folder referrer
detecteddetected
(AppServices_SpamReferrer)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates web activity
that was identified as
originating from a web site
associated with spam
activity. This can occur if
your website is
compromised and used for
spam activity.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

- Low

Suspicious access toSuspicious access to
possibly vulnerable webpossibly vulnerable web
page detectedpage detected
(AppServices_ScanSensitiveP
age)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates a web page
that seems to be sensitive
was accessed. This
suspicious activity
originated from a source IP
address whose access
pattern resembles that of a
web scanner.
This activity is often
associated with an attempt
by an attacker to scan your
network to try and gain
access to sensitive or
vulnerable web pages.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

- Low
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Suspicious domainSuspicious domain
name referencename reference
(AppServices_Commandline
SuspectDomain)

Analysis of host data
detected reference to
suspicious domain name.
Such activity, while possibly
legitimate user behavior, is
frequently an indication of
the download or execution
of malicious software.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of further
malicious software or
remote administration
tools.
(Applies to: App Service on
Linux)

Exfiltration Low

Suspicious downloadSuspicious download
using Cer tutil detectedusing Cer tutil detected
(AppServices_DownloadUsin
gCertutil)

Analysis of host data on
{NAME} detected the use of
certutil.exe, a built-in
administrator utility, for the
download of a binary
instead of its mainstream
purpose that relates to
manipulating certificates
and certificate data.
Attackers are known to
abuse functionality of
legitimate administrator
tools to perform malicious
actions, for example using
certutil.exe to download
and decode a malicious
executable that will then be
subsequently executed.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Execution Medium

Suspicious PHPSuspicious PHP
execution detectedexecution detected
(AppServices_SuspectPhp)

Machine logs indicate that a
suspicious PHP process is
running. The action
included an attempt to run
operating system
commands or PHP code
from the command line, by
using the PHP process.
While this behavior can be
legitimate, in web
applications this behavior
might indicate malicious
activities, such as attempts
to infect websites with web
shells.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Execution Medium
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Suspicious PowerShellSuspicious PowerShell
cmdlets executedcmdlets executed
(AppServices_PowerShellPo
werSploitScriptExecution)

Analysis of host data
indicates execution of
known malicious PowerShell
PowerSploit cmdlets.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Execution Medium

Suspicious processSuspicious process
executedexecuted
(AppServices_KnownCreden
tial AccessTools)

Machine logs indicate that
the suspicious process: '%
{process path}' was running
on the machine, often
associated with attacker
attempts to access
credentials.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Credential Access High

Suspicious processSuspicious process
name detectedname detected
(AppServices_ProcessWithK
nownSuspiciousExtension)

Analysis of host data on
{NAME} detected a process
whose name is suspicious,
for example corresponding
to a known attacker tool or
named in a way that is
suggestive of attacker tools
that try to hide in plain
sight. This process could be
legitimate activity, or an
indication that one of your
machines has been
compromised.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Persistence, Defense
Evasion

Medium

Suspicious SVCHOSTSuspicious SVCHOST
process executedprocess executed
(AppServices_SVCHostFrom
InvalidPath)

The system process
SVCHOST was observed
running in an abnormal
context. Malware often use
SVCHOST to mask its
malicious activity.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

Defense Evasion, Execution High

Suspicious User AgentSuspicious User Agent
detecteddetected
(AppServices_UserAgentInje
ction)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates requests with
suspicious user agent. This
behavior can indicate on
attempts to exploit a
vulnerability in your App
Service application.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Initial Access Medium
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Suspicious WordPressSuspicious WordPress
theme invocationtheme invocation
detecteddetected
(AppServices_WpThemeInje
ction)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates a possible
code injection activity on
your App Service resource.
The suspicious activity
detected resembles that of
a manipulation of
WordPress theme to
support server side
execution of code, followed
by a direct web request to
invoke the manipulated
theme file.
This type of activity was
seen in the past as part of
an attack campaign over
WordPress.
If your App Service resource
isn’t hosting a WordPress
site, it isn’t vulnerable to
this specific code injection
exploit and you can safely
suppress this alert for the
resource. To learn how to
suppress security alerts, see
Suppress alerts from
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Execution High

Vulnerability scannerVulnerability scanner
detecteddetected
(AppServices_DrupalScanner
)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates that a possible
vulnerability scanner was
used on your App Service
resource.
The suspicious activity
detected resembles that of
tools targeting a content
management system (CMS).
If your App Service resource
isn’t hosting a Drupal site, it
isn’t vulnerable to this
specific code injection
exploit and you can safely
suppress this alert for the
resource. To learn how to
suppress security alerts, see
Suppress alerts from
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows)

PreAttack Medium
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Vulnerability scannerVulnerability scanner
detecteddetected
(AppServices_JoomlaScanne
r)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates that a possible
vulnerability scanner was
used on your App Service
resource.
The suspicious activity
detected resembles that of
tools targeting Joomla
applications.
If your App Service resource
isn’t hosting a Joomla site,
it isn’t vulnerable to this
specific code injection
exploit and you can safely
suppress this alert for the
resource. To learn how to
suppress security alerts, see
Suppress alerts from
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

PreAttack Medium

Vulnerability scannerVulnerability scanner
detecteddetected
(AppServices_WpScanner)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates that a possible
vulnerability scanner was
used on your App Service
resource.
The suspicious activity
detected resembles that of
tools targeting WordPress
applications.
If your App Service resource
isn’t hosting a WordPress
site, it isn’t vulnerable to
this specific code injection
exploit and you can safely
suppress this alert for the
resource. To learn how to
suppress security alerts, see
Suppress alerts from
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

PreAttack Medium
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Web fingerprintingWeb fingerprinting
detecteddetected
(AppServices_WebFingerpri
nting)

Azure App Service activity
log indicates a possible web
fingerprinting activity on
your App Service resource.
The suspicious activity
detected is associated with
a tool called Blind Elephant.
The tool fingerprint web
servers and tries to detect
the installed applications
and version.
Attackers often use this tool
for probing the web
application to find
vulnerabilities.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

PreAttack Medium

Website is tagged asWebsite is tagged as
malicious in threatmalicious in threat
intelligence feedintelligence feed
(AppServices_SmartScreen)

Your website as described
below is marked as a
malicious site by Windows
SmartScreen. If you think
this is a false positive,
contact Windows
SmartScreen via report
feedback link provided.
(Applies to: App Service on
Windows and App Service
on Linux)

Collection Medium
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 Alerts for containers - Kubernetes clusters
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A file was downloadedA file was downloaded
and executed (Preview)and executed (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_LinuxSuspicious
Activity)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates that a file has
been downloaded to the
container, given execution
privileges and then
executed.

Execution Medium

Microsoft Defender for Containers provides security alerts on the cluster level and on the underlying cluster

nodes by monitoring both control plane (API server) and the containerized workload itself. Control plane

security alerts can be recognized by a prefix of K8S_  of the alert type. Security alerts for runtime workload in

the clusters can be recognized by the K8S.NODE_  prefix of the alert type.

Further details and notes



A histor y file has beenA histor y file has been
cleared (Preview)cleared (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_HistoryFileClear
ed)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates that the command
history log file has been
cleared. Attackers may do
this to cover their tracks.
The operation was
performed by the specified
user account.

DefenseEvasion Medium

An uncommonAn uncommon
connection attemptconnection attempt
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectConnect
ion)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected an uncommon
connection attempt utilizing
a socks protocol. This is
very rare in normal
operations, but a known
technique for attackers
attempting to bypass
network-layer detections.

Execution, Exfiltration,
Exploitation

Medium

Anomalous podAnomalous pod
deployment (Preview)deployment (Preview)
(K8S_AnomalousPodDeploy
ment)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected pod
deployment which is
anomalous based on
previous pod deployment
activity. This activity is
considered an anomaly
when taking into account
how the different features
seen in the deployment
operation are in relations to
one another. The features
monitored include the
container image registry
used, the account
performing the deployment,
day of the week, how often
this account performs pod
deployments, user agent
used in the operation,
whether this is a namespace
to which pod deployments
often occur, and other
features. Top contributing
reasons for raising this alert
as anomalous activity are
detailed under the alert’s
extended properties.

Execution Medium
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Attempt to stop apt-Attempt to stop apt-
daily-upgrade.timerdaily-upgrade.timer
ser vice detectedser vice detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_TimerServiceDis
abled)

Analysis of host/device data
detected an attempt to
stop apt-daily-
upgrade.timer service.
Attackers have been
observed stopping this
service to download
malicious files and grant
execution privileges for their
attacks. This activity can
also happen if the service is
updated through normal
administrative actions.

DefenseEvasion Informational

Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
common Linux botscommon Linux bots
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_CommonBot)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected execution of a
process normally associated
with common Linux
botnets.

Execution, Collection,
Command And Control

Medium

Behavior similar toBehavior similar to
Fair ware ransomwareFair ware ransomware
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_FairwareMalwar
e)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected the execution of
rm -rf commands applied to
suspicious locations. As rm
-rf will recursively delete
files, it is normally used on
discrete folders. In this case,
it is being used in a location
that could remove a lot of
data. Fairware ransomware
is known to execute rm -rf
commands in this folder.

Execution Medium

Command within aCommand within a
container running withcontainer running with
high privileges (Preview)high privileges (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_PrivilegedExecut
ionInContainer)

Machine logs indicate that a
privileged command was
run in a Docker container. A
privileged command has
extended privileges on the
host machine.

PrivilegeEscalation Low

Container running inContainer running in
privileged modeprivileged mode
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_PrivilegedConta
inerArtifacts)

Machine logs indicate that a
privileged Docker container
is running. A privileged
container has full access to
the host's resources. If
compromised, an attacker
can use the privileged
container to gain access to
the host machine.

PrivilegeEscalation,
Execution

Low
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Container with aContainer with a
sensitive volume mountsensitive volume mount
detecteddetected
(K8S_SensitiveMount)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a new
container with a sensitive
volume mount. The volume
that was detected is a
hostPath type which
mounts a sensitive file or
folder from the node to the
container. If the container
gets compromised, the
attacker can use this mount
for gaining access to the
node.

Privilege Escalation Medium

CoreDNS modificationCoreDNS modification
in Kubernetes detectedin Kubernetes detected
(K8S_CoreDnsModification)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a
modification of the
CoreDNS configuration. The
configuration of CoreDNS
can be modified by
overriding its configmap.
While this activity can be
legitimate, if attackers have
permissions to modify the
configmap, they can change
the behavior of the cluster’s
DNS server and poison it.

Lateral Movement Low

Creation of admissionCreation of admission
webhook configurationwebhook configuration
detecteddetected
(K8S_AdmissionController)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a new
admission webhook
configuration. Kubernetes
has two built-in generic
admission controllers:
MutatingAdmissionWebhoo
k and
ValidatingAdmissionWebho
ok. The behavior of these
admission controllers is
determined by an
admission webhook that
the user deploys to the
cluster. The usage of such
admission controllers can
be legitimate, however
attackers can use such
webhooks for modifying the
requests (in case of
MutatingAdmissionWebhoo
k) or inspecting the
requests and gain sensitive
information (in case of
ValidatingAdmissionWebho
ok).

Credential Access,
Persistence

Low
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Detected file downloadDetected file download
from a known maliciousfrom a known malicious
source (Preview)source (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectDownlo
ad)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected download of a file
from a source frequently
used to distribute malware.

PrivilegeEscalation,
Execution, Exfiltration,
Command And Control

Medium

Detected PersistenceDetected Persistence
Attempt (Preview)Attempt (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_NewSingleUser
ModeStartupScript)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected installation of a
startup script for single-
user mode. It is extremely
rare that any legitimate
process needs to execute in
that mode so it may
indicate an attacker has
added a malicious process
to every run-level to
guarantee persistence.

Persistence Medium

Detected suspicious fileDetected suspicious file
download (Preview)download (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectDownlo
adArtifacts)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected suspicious
download of a remote file.

Persistence Low

Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of the nohup commandof the nohup command
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectNohup)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected suspicious use of
the nohup command.
Attackers have been seen
using the command nohup
to run hidden files from a
temporary directory to
allow their executables to
run in the background. It is
rare to see this command
run on hidden files located
in a temporary directory.

Persistence, DefenseEvasion Medium

Detected suspicious useDetected suspicious use
of the useraddof the useradd
command (Preview)command (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectUserAd
dition)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected suspicious use of
the useradd command.

Persistence Medium

Digital currency miningDigital currency mining
container detectedcontainer detected
(K8S_MaliciousContainerIm
age)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a
container that has an image
associated with a digital
currency mining tool.

Execution High

Digital currency miningDigital currency mining
related behaviorrelated behavior
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_DigitalCurrency
Mining)

Analysis of host data
detected the execution of a
process or command
normally associated with
digital currency mining.

Execution High
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Docker build operationDocker build operation
detected on adetected on a
Kubernetes nodeKubernetes node
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ImageBuildOnN
ode)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates a build operation
of a container image on a
Kubernetes node. While this
behavior might be
legitimate, attackers might
build their malicious images
locally to avoid detection.

DefenseEvasion Low

Excessive roleExcessive role
permissions assigned inpermissions assigned in
Kubernetes clusterKubernetes cluster
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S_ServiceAcountPermissi
onAnomaly)

Analysis of the Kubernetes
audit logs detected an
excessive permissions role
assignment to your cluster.
The listed permissions for
the assigned roles are
uncommon to the specific
service account. This
detection considers
previous role assignments
to the same service account
across clusters monitored
by Azure, volume per
permission, and the impact
of the specific permission.
The anomaly detection
model used for this alert
takes into account how this
permission is used across all
clusters monitored by
Microsoft Defender for
Cloud.

Privilege Escalation Low

Executable foundExecutable found
running from arunning from a
suspicious locationsuspicious location
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectExecuta
blePath)

Analysis of host data
detected an executable file
that is running from a
location associated with
known suspicious files. This
executable could either be
legitimate activity, or an
indication of a
compromised host.

Execution Medium

Execution of hidden fileExecution of hidden file
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ExecuteHiddenF
ile)

Analysis of host data
indicates that a hidden file
was executed by the
specified user account.

Persistence, DefenseEvasion Informational
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Exposed Docker daemonExposed Docker daemon
on TCP socket (Preview)on TCP socket (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ExposedDocker)

Machine logs indicate that
your Docker daemon
(dockerd) exposes a TCP
socket. By default, Docker
configuration, does not use
encryption or
authentication when a TCP
socket is enabled. This
enables full access to the
Docker daemon, by anyone
with access to the relevant
port.

Execution, Exploitation Medium

Exposed KubeflowExposed Kubeflow
dashboard detecteddashboard detected
(K8S_ExposedKubeflow)

The Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected exposure
of the Istio Ingress by a
load balancer in a cluster
that runs Kubeflow. This
action might expose the
Kubeflow dashboard to the
internet. If the dashboard is
exposed to the internet,
attackers can access it and
run malicious containers or
code on the cluster. Find
more details in the
following article:
https://aka.ms/exposedkube
flow-blog

Initial Access Medium

Exposed KubernetesExposed Kubernetes
dashboard detecteddashboard detected
(K8S_ExposedDashboard)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected exposure
of the Kubernetes
Dashboard by a
LoadBalancer service.
Exposed dashboard allows
an unauthenticated access
to the cluster management
and poses a security threat.

Initial Access High

Exposed KubernetesExposed Kubernetes
ser vice detectedser vice detected
(K8S_ExposedService)

The Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected exposure
of a service by a load
balancer. This service is
related to a sensitive
application that allows high
impact operations in the
cluster such as running
processes on the node or
creating new containers. In
some cases, this service
doesn't require
authentication. If the
service doesn't require
authentication, exposing it
to the internet poses a
security risk.

Initial Access Medium
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Exposed Redis ser vice inExposed Redis ser vice in
AKS detectedAKS detected
(K8S_ExposedRedis)

The Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected exposure
of a Redis service by a load
balancer. If the service
doesn't require
authentication, exposing it
to the internet poses a
security risk.

Initial Access Low

Indicators associatedIndicators associated
with DDOS toolkitwith DDOS toolkit
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_KnownLinuxDD
oSToolkit)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected file names that are
part of a toolkit associated
with malware capable of
launching DDoS attacks,
opening ports and services,
and taking full control over
the infected system. This
could also possibly be
legitimate activity.

Persistence,
LateralMovement,
Execution, Exploitation

Medium

K8S API requests fromK8S API requests from
proxy IP addressproxy IP address
detecteddetected
(K8S_TI_Proxy)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected API
requests to your cluster
from an IP address that is
associated with proxy
services, such as TOR. While
this behavior can be
legitimate, it's often seen in
malicious activities, when
attackers try to hide their
source IP.

Execution Low

Kubernetes eventsKubernetes events
deleteddeleted
(K8S_DeleteEvents)

Defender for Cloud
detected that some
Kubernetes events have
been deleted. Kubernetes
events are objects in
Kubernetes which contain
information about changes
in the cluster. Attackers
might delete those events
for hiding their operations
in the cluster.

Defense Evasion Medium

Kubernetes penetrationKubernetes penetration
testing tool detectedtesting tool detected
(K8S_PenTestToolsKubeHunt
er)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected usage of
Kubernetes penetration
testing tool in the AKS
cluster. While this behavior
can be legitimate, attackers
might use such public tools
for malicious purposes.

Execution Low
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Local hostLocal host
reconnaissance detectedreconnaissance detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_LinuxReconnaiss
ance)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected the execution of a
command normally
associated with common
Linux bot reconnaissance.

Discovery Medium

Manipulation of hostManipulation of host
firewall detectedfirewall detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_FirewallDisabled
)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected possible
manipulation of the on-
host firewall. Attackers will
often disable this to
exfiltrate data.

DefenseEvasion, Exfiltration Medium

Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for
Cloud test aler t (not aCloud test aler t (not a
threat). (Preview)threat). (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_EICAR)

This is a test alert
generated by Microsoft
Defender for Cloud. No
further action is needed.

Execution High

MITRE Caldera agentMITRE Caldera agent
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_MitreCalderaTo
ols)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicate that a suspicious
process was running. This is
often associated with the
MITRE 54ndc47 agent
which could be used
maliciously to attack other
machines.

Persistence,
PrivilegeEscalation,
DefenseEvasion,
CredentialAccess, Discovery,
LateralMovement,
Execution, Collection,
Exfiltration, Command And
Control, Probing,
Exploitation

Medium

New container in theNew container in the
kube-system namespacekube-system namespace
detecteddetected
(K8S_KubeSystemContainer)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a new
container in the kube-
system namespace that
isn’t among the containers
that normally run in this
namespace. The kube-
system namespaces should
not contain user resources.
Attackers can use this
namespace for hiding
malicious components.

Persistence Low

New high privileges roleNew high privileges role
detecteddetected
(K8S_HighPrivilegesRole)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a new role
with high privileges. A
binding to a role with high
privileges gives the
user\group high privileges
in the cluster. Unnecessary
privileges might cause
privilege escalation in the
cluster.

Persistence Low
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Possible attack toolPossible attack tool
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_KnownLinuxAtt
ackTool)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates a suspicious tool
ran. This tool is often
associated with malicious
users attacking others.

Execution, Collection,
Command And Control,
Probing

Medium

Possible backdoorPossible backdoor
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_LinuxBackdoorA
rtifact)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a suspicious file
being downloaded and run.
This activity has previously
been associated with
installation of a backdoor.

Persistence, DefenseEvasion,
Execution, Exploitation

Medium

Possible command linePossible command line
exploitation attemptexploitation attempt
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ExploitAttempt)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a possible
exploitation attempt against
a known vulnerability.

Exploitation Medium

Possible credentialPossible credential
access tool detectedaccess tool detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_KnownLinuxCre
dentialAccessTool)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates a possible known
credential access tool was
running on the container, as
identified by the specified
process and commandline
history item. This tool is
often associated with
attacker attempts to access
credentials.

CredentialAccess Medium

PossiblePossible
Cr yptocoinminerCr yptocoinminer
download detecteddownload detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_CryptoCoinMin
erDownload)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected the download of a
file normally associated with
digital currency mining.

DefenseEvasion, Command
And Control, Exploitation

Medium

Possible dataPossible data
exfiltration detectedexfiltration detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_DataEgressArtif
acts)

Analysis of host/device data
detected a possible data
egress condition. Attackers
will often egress data from
machines they have
compromised.

Collection, Exfiltration Medium

Possible Log TamperingPossible Log Tampering
Activity DetectedActivity Detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SystemLogRem
oval)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected possible removal
of files that tracks user's
activity during the course of
its operation. Attackers
often try to evade detection
and leave no trace of
malicious activities by
deleting such log files.

DefenseEvasion Medium
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Possible passwordPossible password
change using cr ypt-change using cr ypt-
method detectedmethod detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectPasswor
dChange)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a password
change using the crypt
method. Attackers can
make this change to
continue access and gain
persistence after
compromise.

CredentialAccess Medium

Potential overriding ofPotential overriding of
common files (Preview)common files (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_OverridingCom
monFiles)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected common files as a
way to obfuscate their
actions or for persistence.

Persistence Medium

Potential por tPotential por t
for warding to externalfor warding to external
IP address (Preview)IP address (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectPortFor
warding)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected the initiation of
port forwarding to an
external IP address.

Exfiltration, Command And
Control

Medium

Potential reverse shellPotential reverse shell
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ReverseShell)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a potential reverse
shell. These are used to get
a compromised machine to
call back into a machine an
attacker owns.

Exfiltration, Exploitation Medium

Privileged containerPrivileged container
detecteddetected
(K8S_PrivilegedContainer)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a new
privileged container. A
privileged container has
access to the node’s
resources and breaks the
isolation between
containers. If compromised,
an attacker can use the
privileged container to gain
access to the node.

Privilege Escalation Low

Process associated withProcess associated with
digital currency miningdigital currency mining
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_CryptoCoinMin
erArtifacts)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected the execution of a
process normally associated
with digital currency mining.

Execution, Exploitation Medium

Process seen accessingProcess seen accessing
the SSH authorized keysthe SSH authorized keys
file in an unusual wayfile in an unusual way
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SshKeyAccess)

An SSH authorized_keys file
was accessed in a method
similar to known malware
campaigns. This access
could signify that an actor is
attempting to gain
persistent access to a
machine.

Unknown Low
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Role binding to theRole binding to the
cluster-admin rolecluster-admin role
detecteddetected
(K8S_ClusterAdminBinding)

Kubernetes audit log
analysis detected a new
binding to the cluster-
admin role which gives
administrator privileges.
Unnecessary administrator
privileges might cause
privilege escalation in the
cluster.

Persistence Low

Screenshot taken onScreenshot taken on
host (Preview)host (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_KnownLinuxScr
eenshotTool)

Analysis of host/device data
detected the use of a screen
capture tool. Attackers may
use these tools to access
private data.

Collection Low

Script extensionScript extension
mismatch detectedmismatch detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_MismatchedScri
ptFeatures)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a mismatch
between the script
interpreter and the
extension of the script file
provided as input. This has
frequently been associated
with attacker script
executions.

DefenseEvasion Medium

Security-related processSecurity-related process
termination detectedtermination detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectProcess
Termination)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected attempt to
terminate processes related
to security monitoring on
the container. Attackers will
often try to terminate such
processes using predefined
scripts post-compromise.

Persistence Low

SSH ser ver is runningSSH ser ver is running
inside a containerinside a container
(Preview) (Preview)(Preview) (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ContainerSSH)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected an SSH server
running inside the
container.

Execution Medium

Suspicious compilationSuspicious compilation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectCompila
tion)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected suspicious
compilation. Attackers will
often compile exploits to
escalate privileges.

PrivilegeEscalation,
Exploitation

Medium

Suspicious fileSuspicious file
timestamp modificationtimestamp modification
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_TimestampTam
pering)

Analysis of host/device data
detected a suspicious
timestamp modification.
Attackers will often copy
timestamps from existing
legitimate files to new tools
to avoid detection of these
newly dropped files.

Persistence, DefenseEvasion Low
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Suspicious request toSuspicious request to
Kubernetes APIKubernetes API
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_KubernetesAPI)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates that a suspicious
request was made to the
Kubernetes API. The
request was sent from a
container in the cluster.
Although this behavior can
be intentional, it might
indicate that a
compromised container is
running in the cluster.

LateralMovement Medium

Suspicious request toSuspicious request to
the Kubernetesthe Kubernetes
Dashboard (Preview)Dashboard (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_KubernetesDas
hboard)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates that a suspicious
request was made to the
Kubernetes Dashboard. The
request was sent from a
container in the cluster.
Although this behavior can
be intentional, it might
indicate that a
compromised container is
running in the cluster.

Execution Medium

Potential cr ypto coinPotential cr ypto coin
miner star ted (Preview)miner star ted (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_CryptoCoinMin
erExecution)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a process being
started in a way normally
associated with digital
currency mining.

Execution Medium

Suspicious passwordSuspicious password
access (Preview)access (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspectPasswor
dFileAccess)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected suspicious access
to encrypted user
passwords.

Persistence Informational

Suspicious use of DNSSuspicious use of DNS
over HTTPS (Preview)over HTTPS (Preview)
(K8S.NODE_SuspiciousDNS
OverHttps)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
indicates the use of a DNS
call over HTTPS in an
uncommon fashion. This
technique is used by
attackers to hide calls out
to suspect or malicious
sites.

DefenseEvasion, Exfiltration Medium

A possible connectionA possible connection
to malicious locationto malicious location
has been detected.has been detected.
(Preview)(Preview)
(K8S.NODE_ThreatIntelCom
mandLineSuspectDomain)

Analysis of processes
running within a container
detected a connection to a
location that has been
reported to be malicious or
unusual. This is an indicator
that a compromise may
have occured.

InitialAccess Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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 Alerts for SQL Database and Azure Synapse Analytics

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

A possible vulnerabilityA possible vulnerability
to SQL Injectionto SQL Injection
(SQL.VM_VulnerabilityToSqlI
njection
SQL.DB_VulnerabilityToSqlIn
jection
SQL.MI_VulnerabilityToSqlInj
ection
SQL.DW_VulnerabilityToSqlI
njection)

An application has
generated a faulty SQL
statement in the database.
This can indicate a possible
vulnerability to SQL
injection attacks. There are
two possible reasons for a
faulty statement. A defect in
application code might have
constructed the faulty SQL
statement. Or, application
code or stored procedures
didn't sanitize user input
when constructing the
faulty SQL statement, which
can be exploited for SQL
injection.

PreAttack Medium

Attempted logon by aAttempted logon by a
potentially harmfulpotentially harmful
applicationapplication
(SQL.DB_HarmfulApplicatio
n
SQL.VM_HarmfulApplicatio
n
SQL.MI_HarmfulApplication
SQL.DW_HarmfulApplicatio
n)

A potentially harmful
application attempted to
access SQL server '{name}'.

PreAttack High

Log on from an unusualLog on from an unusual
Azure Data CenterAzure Data Center
(SQL.DB_DataCenterAnoma
ly
SQL.VM_DataCenterAnoma
ly
SQL.DW_DataCenterAnoma
ly
SQL.MI_DataCenterAnomal
y)

There has been a change in
the access pattern to an
SQL Server, where someone
has signed in to the server
from an unusual Azure Data
Center. In some cases, the
alert detects a legitimate
action (a new application or
Azure service). In other
cases, the alert detects a
malicious action (attacker
operating from breached
resource in Azure).

Probing Low

Further details and notes



Log on from an unusualLog on from an unusual
locationlocation
(SQL.DB_GeoAnomaly
SQL.VM_GeoAnomaly
SQL.DW_GeoAnomaly
SQL.MI_GeoAnomaly)

There has been a change in
the access pattern to SQL
Server, where someone has
signed in to the server from
an unusual geographical
location. In some cases, the
alert detects a legitimate
action (a new application or
developer maintenance). In
other cases, the alert
detects a malicious action (a
former employee or
external attacker).

Exploitation Medium

Login from a principalLogin from a principal
user not seen in 60user not seen in 60
daysdays
(SQL.DB_PrincipalAnomaly
SQL.VM_PrincipalAnomaly
SQL.DW_PrincipalAnomaly
SQL.MI_PrincipalAnomaly)

A principal user not seen in
the last 60 days has logged
into your database. If this
database is new or this is
expected behavior caused
by recent changes in the
users accessing the
database, Defender for
Cloud will identify
significant changes to the
access patterns and
attempt to prevent future
false positives.

Exploitation Medium

Login from a suspiciousLogin from a suspicious
IPIP
(SQL.VM_SuspiciousIpAnom
aly)

Your resource has been
accessed successfully from
an IP address that
Microsoft Threat
Intelligence has associated
with suspicious activity.

PreAttack Medium

Potential SQL BrutePotential SQL Brute
Force attemptForce attempt

An abnormally high number
of failed sign in attempts
with different credentials
have occurred. In some
cases, the alert detects
penetration testing in
action. In other cases, the
alert detects a brute force
attack.

Probing High

Potential SQL injectionPotential SQL injection
(SQL.DB_PotentialSqlInjectio
n
SQL.VM_PotentialSqlInjectio
n
SQL.MI_PotentialSqlInjectio
n
SQL.DW_PotentialSqlInjectio
n
Synapse.SQLPool_PotentialS
qlInjection)

An active exploit has
occurred against an
identified application
vulnerable to SQL injection.
This means an attacker is
trying to inject malicious
SQL statements by using
the vulnerable application
code or stored procedures.

PreAttack High

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Potentially UnsafePotentially Unsafe
ActionAction
(SQL.DB_UnsafeCommands
SQL.MI_UnsafeCommands
SQL.DW_UnsafeCommands
)

A potentially unsafe action
was attempted on your
database '{name}' on server
'{name}'.

- High

Suspected brute forceSuspected brute force
attack using a valid userattack using a valid user

A potential brute force
attack has been detected
on your resource. The
attacker is using the valid
user sa, which has
permissions to login.

PreAttack High

Suspected brute forceSuspected brute force
attackattack

A potential brute force
attack has been detected
on your SQL server
'{name}'.

PreAttack High

Suspected successfulSuspected successful
brute force attackbrute force attack
(SQL.DB_BruteForce
SQL.VM_BruteForce
SQL.DW_BruteForce
SQL.MI_BruteForce)

A successful login occurred
after an apparent brute
force attack on your
resource

PreAttack High

Unusual expor t locationUnusual expor t location Someone has extracted a
massive amount of data
from your SQL Server
'{name}' to an unusual
location.

Exfiltration High

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

 Alerts for open-source relational databases
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Suspected brute forceSuspected brute force
attack using a valid userattack using a valid user
(SQL.PostgreSQL_BruteForc
e
SQL.MariaDB_BruteForce
SQL.MySQL_BruteForce)

A potential brute force
attack has been detected
on your resource. The
attacker is using the valid
user (username), which has
permissions to login.

PreAttack High

Suspected successfulSuspected successful
brute force attackbrute force attack
(SQL.PostgreSQL_BruteForc
e
SQL.MySQL_BruteForce
SQL.MariaDB_BruteForce)

A successful login occurred
after an apparent brute
force attack on your
resource.

PreAttack High

Further details and notes



Suspected brute forceSuspected brute force
attackattack
("SQL.MySQL_BruteForce")

A potential brute force
attack has been detected
on your SQL server
'{name}'.

PreAttack High

Attempted logon by aAttempted logon by a
potentially harmfulpotentially harmful
applicationapplication
(SQL.PostgreSQL_HarmfulA
pplication
SQL.MariaDB_HarmfulAppli
cation
SQL.MySQL_HarmfulApplica
tion)

A potentially harmful
application attempted to
access your resource.

PreAttack High

Login from a principalLogin from a principal
user not seen in 60user not seen in 60
daysdays
(SQL.PostgreSQL_PrincipalA
nomaly
SQL.MariaDB_PrincipalAno
maly
SQL.MySQL_PrincipalAnom
aly)

A principal user not seen in
the last 60 days has logged
into your database. If this
database is new or this is
expected behavior caused
by recent changes in the
users accessing the
database, Defender for
Cloud will identify
significant changes to the
access patterns and
attempt to prevent future
false positives.

Exploitation Medium

Login from a domainLogin from a domain
not seen in 60 daysnot seen in 60 days
(SQL.MariaDB_DomainAno
maly
SQL.PostgreSQL_DomainAn
omaly
SQL.MySQL_DomainAnoma
ly)

A user has logged in to
your resource from a
domain no other users have
connected from in the last
60 days. If this resource is
new or this is expected
behavior caused by recent
changes in the users
accessing the resource,
Defender for Cloud will
identify significant changes
to the access patterns and
attempt to prevent future
false positives.

Exploitation Medium

Log on from an unusualLog on from an unusual
Azure Data CenterAzure Data Center
(SQL.PostgreSQL_DataCent
erAnomaly
SQL.MariaDB_DataCenterA
nomaly
SQL.MySQL_DataCenterAn
omaly)

Someone logged on to your
resource from an unusual
Azure Data Center.

Probing Low

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Logon from an unusualLogon from an unusual
cloud providercloud provider
(SQL.PostgreSQL_CloudPro
viderAnomaly
SQL.MariaDB_CloudProvide
rAnomaly
SQL.MySQL_CloudProvider
Anomaly)

Someone logged on to your
resource from a cloud
provider not seen in the last
60 days. It's quick and easy
for threat actors to obtain
disposable compute power
for use in their campaigns.
If this is expected behavior
caused by the recent
adoption of a new cloud
provider, Defender for
Cloud will learn over time
and attempt to prevent
future false positives.

Exploitation Medium

Log on from an unusualLog on from an unusual
locationlocation
(SQL.MariaDB_GeoAnomaly
SQL.PostgreSQL_GeoAnom
aly
SQL.MySQL_GeoAnomaly)

Someone logged on to your
resource from an unusual
Azure Data Center.

Exploitation Medium

Login from a suspiciousLogin from a suspicious
IPIP
(SQL.PostgreSQL_Suspicious
IpAnomaly
SQL.MariaDB_SuspiciousIpA
nomaly
SQL.MySQL_SuspiciousIpAn
omaly)

Your resource has been
accessed successfully from
an IP address that
Microsoft Threat
Intelligence has associated
with suspicious activity.

PreAttack Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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 Alerts for Resource Manager
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Azure ResourceAzure Resource
Manager operationManager operation
from suspicious IPfrom suspicious IP
addressaddress
(ARM_OperationFromSuspic
iousIP)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager detected
an operation from an IP
address that has been
marked as suspicious in
threat intelligence feeds.

Execution Medium

Azure ResourceAzure Resource
Manager operationManager operation
from suspicious proxyfrom suspicious proxy
IP addressIP address
(ARM_OperationFromSuspic
iousProxyIP)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager detected
a resource management
operation from an IP
address that is associated
with proxy services, such as
TOR. While this behavior
can be legitimate, it's often
seen in malicious activities,
when threat actors try to
hide their source IP.

Defense Evasion Medium

Further details and notes



MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used totoolkit used to
enumerate resources inenumerate resources in
your subscriptionsyour subscriptions
(ARM_MicroBurst.AzDomai
nInfo)

MicroBurst's Information
Gathering module was run
on your subscription. This
tool can be used to discover
resources, permissions and
network structures. This
was detected by analyzing
the Azure Activity logs and
resource management
operations in your
subscription

- High

MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used totoolkit used to
enumerate resources inenumerate resources in
your subscriptionsyour subscriptions
(ARM_MicroBurst.AzureDo
mainInfo)

MicroBurst's Information
Gathering module was run
on your subscription. This
tool can be used to discover
resources, permissions and
network structures. This
was detected by analyzing
the Azure Activity logs and
resource management
operations in your
subscription

- High

MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used to executetoolkit used to execute
code on your vir tualcode on your vir tual
machinemachine
(ARM_MicroBurst.AzVMBul
kCMD)

MicroBurst's exploitation
toolkit was used to execute
code on your virtual
machines. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

Execution High

MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used to executetoolkit used to execute
code on your vir tualcode on your vir tual
machinemachine
(RM_MicroBurst.AzureRmV
MBulkCMD)

MicroBurst's exploitation
toolkit was used to execute
code on your virtual
machines. This was detected
by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

- High

MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used to extracttoolkit used to extract
keys from your Azurekeys from your Azure
key vaultskey vaults
(ARM_MicroBurst.AzKeyVau
ltKeysREST)

MicroBurst's exploitation
toolkit was used to extract
keys from your Azure key
vaults. This was detected by
analyzing Azure Activity
logs and resource
management operations in
your subscription.

- High

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used to extracttoolkit used to extract
keys to your storagekeys to your storage
accountsaccounts
(ARM_MicroBurst.AZStorag
eKeysREST)

MicroBurst's exploitation
toolkit was used to extract
keys to your storage
accounts. This was detected
by analyzing Azure Activity
logs and resource
management operations in
your subscription.

Collection High

MicroBurst exploitationMicroBurst exploitation
toolkit used to extracttoolkit used to extract
secrets from your Azuresecrets from your Azure
key vaultskey vaults
(ARM_MicroBurst.AzKeyVau
ltSecretsREST)

MicroBurst's exploitation
toolkit was used to extract
secrets from your Azure key
vaults. This was detected by
analyzing Azure Activity
logs and resource
management operations in
your subscription.

- High

Permissions granted forPermissions granted for
an RBAC role in anan RBAC role in an
unusual way for yourunusual way for your
Azure environmentAzure environment
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousRBACRole
Assignment)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager detected
an RBAC role assignment
that's unusual when
compared with other
assignments performed by
the same assigner /
performed for the same
assignee / in your tenant
due to the following
anomalies: assignment time,
assigner location, assigner,
authentication method,
assigned entities, client
software used, assignment
extent. This operation might
have been performed by a
legitimate user in your
organization. Alternatively,
it might indicate that an
account in your
organization was breached,
and that the threat actor is
trying to grant permissions
to an additional user
account they own.

Lateral Movement, Defense
Evasion

Medium

PowerZure exploitationPowerZure exploitation
toolkit used to elevatetoolkit used to elevate
access from Azure ADaccess from Azure AD
to Azureto Azure
(ARM_PowerZure.AzureElev
atedPrivileges)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit was used to elevate
access from AzureAD to
Azure. This was detected by
analyzing Azure Resource
Manager operations in your
tenant.

- High

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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PowerZure exploitationPowerZure exploitation
toolkit used totoolkit used to
enumerate resourcesenumerate resources
(ARM_PowerZure.GetAzureT
argets)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit was used to
enumerate resources on
behalf of a legitimate user
account in your
organization. This was
detected by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

Collection High

PowerZure exploitationPowerZure exploitation
toolkit used totoolkit used to
enumerate storageenumerate storage
containers, shares, andcontainers, shares, and
tablestables
(ARM_PowerZure.ShowStora
geContent)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit was used to
enumerate storage shares,
tables, and containers. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

- High

PowerZure exploitationPowerZure exploitation
toolkit used to executetoolkit used to execute
a Runbook in youra Runbook in your
subscriptionsubscription
(ARM_PowerZure.StartRunb
ook)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit was used to execute
a Runbook. This was
detected by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

- High

PowerZure exploitationPowerZure exploitation
toolkit used to extracttoolkit used to extract
Runbooks contentRunbooks content
(ARM_PowerZure.AzureRun
bookContent)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit was used to extract
Runbook content. This was
detected by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

Collection High

PREVIEW - Activity fromPREVIEW - Activity from
a risky IP addressa risky IP address
(ARM.MCAS_ActivityFromA
nonymousIPAddresses)

Users activity from an IP
address that has been
identified as an anonymous
proxy IP address has been
detected.
These proxies are used by
people who want to hide
their device's IP address,
and can be used for
malicious intent. This
detection uses a machine
learning algorithm that
reduces false positives, such
as mis-tagged IP addresses
that are widely used by
users in the organization.
Requires an active Microsoft
Defender for Cloud Apps
license.

- Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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PREVIEW - Activity fromPREVIEW - Activity from
infrequent countr yinfrequent countr y
(ARM.MCAS_ActivityFromIn
frequentCountry)

Activity from a location that
wasn't recently or ever
visited by any user in the
organization has occurred.
This detection considers
past activity locations to
determine new and
infrequent locations. The
anomaly detection engine
stores information about
previous locations used by
users in the organization.
Requires an active Microsoft
Defender for Cloud Apps
license.

- Medium

PREVIEW - AzuritePREVIEW - Azurite
toolkit run detectedtoolkit run detected
(ARM_Azurite)

A known cloud-
environment
reconnaissance toolkit run
has been detected in your
environment. The tool
Azurite can be used by an
attacker (or penetration
tester) to map your
subscriptions' resources and
identify insecure
configurations.

Collection High

PREVIEW - ImpossiblePREVIEW - Impossible
travel activitytravel activity
(ARM.MCAS_ImpossibleTrav
elActivity)

Two user activities (in a
single or multiple sessions)
have occurred, originating
from geographically distant
locations. This occurs within
a time period shorter than
the time it would have
taken the user to travel
from the first location to
the second. This indicates
that a different user is using
the same credentials.
This detection uses a
machine learning algorithm
that ignores obvious false
positives contributing to
the impossible travel
conditions, such as VPNs
and locations regularly used
by other users in the
organization. The detection
has an initial learning period
of seven days, during which
it learns a new user's
activity pattern.
Requires an active Microsoft
Defender for Cloud Apps
license.

- Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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https://github.com/mwrlabs/Azurite


PREVIEW - SuspiciousPREVIEW - Suspicious
management sessionmanagement session
using an inactiveusing an inactive
account detectedaccount detected
(ARM_UnusedAccountPersis
tence)

Subscription activity logs
analysis has detected
suspicious behavior. A
principal not in use for a
long period of time is now
performing actions that can
secure persistence for an
attacker.

Persistence Medium

PREVIEW - SuspiciousPREVIEW - Suspicious
management sessionmanagement session
using PowerShellusing PowerShell
detecteddetected
(ARM_UnusedAppPowershe
llPersistence)

Subscription activity logs
analysis has detected
suspicious behavior. A
principal that doesn't
regularly use PowerShell to
manage the subscription
environment is now using
PowerShell, and performing
actions that can secure
persistence for an attacker.

Persistence Medium

PREVIEW – SuspiciousPREVIEW – Suspicious
management sessionmanagement session
using Azure por talusing Azure por tal
detecteddetected
(ARM_UnusedAppIbizaPersi
stence)

Analysis of your
subscription activity logs
has detected a suspicious
behavior. A principal that
doesn't regularly use the
Azure portal (Ibiza) to
manage the subscription
environment (hasn't used
Azure portal to manage for
the last 45 days, or a
subscription that it is
actively managing), is now
using the Azure portal and
performing actions that can
secure persistence for an
attacker.

Persistence Medium

Privileged custom rolePrivileged custom role
created for yourcreated for your
subscription in asubscription in a
suspicious waysuspicious way
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_PrivilegedRoleDefiniti
onCreation)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager detected
a suspicious creation of
privileged custom role
definition in your
subscription. This operation
might have been performed
by a legitimate user in your
organization. Alternatively,
it might indicate that an
account in your
organization was breached,
and that the threat actor is
trying to create a privileged
role to use in the future to
evade detection.

Privilege Escalation, Defense
Evasion

Low

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Credentiala high-risk 'Credential
Access' operationAccess' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.CredentialAccess)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
access credentials. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
access their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to access
restricted credentials and
compromise resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Credential Access Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Dataa high-risk 'Data
Collection' operationCollection' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Collection)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
collect data. The identified
operations are designed to
allow administrators to
efficiently manage their
environments. While this
activity may be legitimate, a
threat actor might utilize
such operations to collect
sensitive data on resources
in your environment. This
can indicate that the
account is compromised
and is being used with
malicious intent.

Collection Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Defensea high-risk 'Defense
Evasion' operationEvasion' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.DefenseEvasion)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
evade defenses. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage the security
posture of their
environments. While this
activity may be legitimate, a
threat actor might utilize
such operations to avoid
being detected while
compromising resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Defense Evasion Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Execution'a high-risk 'Execution'
operation detectedoperation detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Execution)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation on a machine in
your subscription which
might indicate an attempt
to execute code. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to access
restricted credentials and
compromise resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Execution Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Impact'a high-risk 'Impact'
operation detectedoperation detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Impact)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempted
configuration change. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to access
restricted credentials and
compromise resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Impact Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Initiala high-risk 'Initial
Access' operationAccess' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.InitialAccess)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
access restricted resources.
The identified operations
are designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
access their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to gain initial
access to restricted
resources in your
environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Initial Access Medium
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Laterala high-risk 'Lateral
Movement' operationMovement' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.LateralMovement)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
perform lateral movement.
The identified operations
are designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to compromise
additional resources in your
environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Lateral Movement Medium

Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Persistence'a high-risk 'Persistence'
operation detectedoperation detected
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.Persistence)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
establish persistence. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to establish
persistence in your
environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Persistence Medium
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Suspicious invocation ofSuspicious invocation of
a high-risk 'Privilegea high-risk 'Privilege
Escalation' operationEscalation' operation
detected (Preview)detected (Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousOperation
.PrivilegeEscalation)

Microsoft Defender for
Resource Manager
identified a suspicious
invocation of a high-risk
operation in your
subscription which might
indicate an attempt to
escalate privileges. The
identified operations are
designed to allow
administrators to efficiently
manage their environments.
While this activity may be
legitimate, a threat actor
might utilize such
operations to escalate
privileges while
compromising resources in
your environment. This can
indicate that the account is
compromised and is being
used with malicious intent.

Privilege Escalation Medium

Usage of MicroBurstUsage of MicroBurst
exploitation toolkit toexploitation toolkit to
run an arbitrar y code orrun an arbitrar y code or
exfiltrate Azureexfiltrate Azure
Automation accountAutomation account
credentialscredentials
(ARM_MicroBurst.RunCode
OnBehalf)

Usage of MicroBurst
exploitation toolkit to run
an arbitrary code or
exfiltrate Azure Automation
account credentials. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

Persistence, Credential
Access

High

Usage of NetSPIUsage of NetSPI
techniques to maintaintechniques to maintain
persistence in yourpersistence in your
Azure environmentAzure environment
(ARM_NetSPI.MaintainPersis
tence)

Usage of NetSPI persistence
technique to create a
webhook backdoor and
maintain persistence in your
Azure environment. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

- High

Usage of PowerZureUsage of PowerZure
exploitation toolkit toexploitation toolkit to
run an arbitrar y code orrun an arbitrar y code or
exfiltrate Azureexfiltrate Azure
Automation accountAutomation account
credentialscredentials
(ARM_PowerZure.RunCode
OnBehalf)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit detected attempting
to run code or exfiltrate
Azure Automation account
credentials. This was
detected by analyzing Azure
Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

- High
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Usage of PowerZureUsage of PowerZure
function to maintainfunction to maintain
persistence in yourpersistence in your
Azure environmentAzure environment
(ARM_PowerZure.MaintainP
ersistence)

PowerZure exploitation
toolkit detected creating a
webhook backdoor to
maintain persistence in your
Azure environment. This
was detected by analyzing
Azure Resource Manager
operations in your
subscription.

- High
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 Alerts for DNS
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Anomalous networkAnomalous network
protocol usageprotocol usage
(AzureDNS_ProtocolAnomal
y)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected anomalous
protocol usage. Such traffic,
while possibly benign, may
indicate abuse of this
common protocol to bypass
network traffic filtering.
Typical related attacker
activity includes copying
remote administration tools
to a compromised host and
exfiltrating user data from
it.

Exfiltration -

Anonymity networkAnonymity network
activityactivity
(AzureDNS_DarkWeb)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected anonymity
network activity. Such
activity, while possibly
legitimate user behavior, is
frequently employed by
attackers to evade tracking
and fingerprinting of
network communications.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -

Further details and notes



Anonymity networkAnonymity network
activity using web proxyactivity using web proxy
(AzureDNS_DarkWebProxy)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected anonymity
network activity. Such
activity, while possibly
legitimate user behavior, is
frequently employed by
attackers to evade tracking
and fingerprinting of
network communications.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -

AttemptedAttempted
communication withcommunication with
suspicious sinkholedsuspicious sinkholed
domaindomain
(AzureDNS_SinkholedDomai
n)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected request for
sinkholed domain. Such
activity, while possibly
legitimate user behavior, is
frequently an indication of
the download or execution
of malicious software.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of further
malicious software or
remote administration
tools.

Exfiltration -

Communication withCommunication with
possible phishingpossible phishing
domaindomain
(AzureDNS_PhishingDomain
)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected a request for a
possible phishing domain.
Such activity, while possibly
benign, is frequently
performed by attackers to
harvest credentials to
remote services. Typical
related attacker activity is
likely to include the
exploitation of any
credentials on the
legitimate service.

Exfiltration -
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Communication withCommunication with
suspicioussuspicious
algorithmicallyalgorithmically
generated domaingenerated domain
(AzureDNS_DomainGenerati
onAlgorithm)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected possible usage of
a domain generation
algorithm. Such activity,
while possibly benign, is
frequently performed by
attackers to evade network
monitoring and filtering.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -

Communication withCommunication with
suspicious domainsuspicious domain
identified by threatidentified by threat
intelligenceintelligence
(AzureDNS_ThreatIntelSusp
ectDomain)

Communication with
suspicious domain was
detected by analyzing DNS
transactions from your
resource and comparing
against known malicious
domains identified by threat
intelligence feeds.
Communication to
malicious domains is
frequently performed by
attackers and could imply
that your resource is
compromised.

Initial Access Medium

Communication withCommunication with
suspicious randomsuspicious random
domain namedomain name
(AzureDNS_RandomizedDo
main)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected usage of a
suspicious randomly
generated domain name.
Such activity, while possibly
benign, is frequently
performed by attackers to
evade network monitoring
and filtering. Typical related
attacker activity is likely to
include the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -
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Digital currency miningDigital currency mining
activityactivity
(AzureDNS_CurrencyMining
)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected digital currency
mining activity. Such
activity, while possibly
legitimate user behavior, is
frequently performed by
attackers following
compromise of resources.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of common
mining tools.

Exfiltration -

Network intrusionNetwork intrusion
detection signaturedetection signature
activationactivation
(AzureDNS_SuspiciousDoma
in)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected a known malicious
network signature. Such
activity, while possibly
legitimate user behavior, is
frequently an indication of
the download or execution
of malicious software.
Typical related attacker
activity is likely to include
the download and
execution of further
malicious software or
remote administration
tools.

Exfiltration -

Possible data downloadPossible data download
via DNS tunnelvia DNS tunnel
(AzureDNS_DataInfiltration)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected a possible DNS
tunnel. Such activity, while
possibly legitimate user
behavior, is frequently
performed by attackers to
evade network monitoring
and filtering. Typical related
attacker activity is likely to
include the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -
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Possible dataPossible data
exfiltration via DNSexfiltration via DNS
tunneltunnel
(AzureDNS_DataExfiltration)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected a possible DNS
tunnel. Such activity, while
possibly legitimate user
behavior, is frequently
performed by attackers to
evade network monitoring
and filtering. Typical related
attacker activity is likely to
include the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -

Possible data transferPossible data transfer
via DNS tunnelvia DNS tunnel
(AzureDNS_DataObfuscatio
n)

Analysis of DNS
transactions from %
{CompromisedEntity}
detected a possible DNS
tunnel. Such activity, while
possibly legitimate user
behavior, is frequently
performed by attackers to
evade network monitoring
and filtering. Typical related
attacker activity is likely to
include the download and
execution of malicious
software or remote
administration tools.

Exfiltration -
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 Alerts for Azure Storage
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Access from aAccess from a
suspicious IP addresssuspicious IP address
(Storage.Blob_SuspiciousIp
Storage.Files_SuspiciousIp)

Indicates that this storage
account has been
successfully accessed from
an IP address that is
considered suspicious. This
alert is powered by
Microsoft Threat
Intelligence.
Learn more about
Microsoft's threat
intelligence capabilities.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Initial Access Medium

Further details and notes

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684


PREVIEW – PhishingPREVIEW – Phishing
content hosted on acontent hosted on a
storage accountstorage account
(Storage.Blob_PhishingCont
ent
Storage.Files_PhishingConte
nt)

A URL used in a phishing
attack points to your Azure
Storage account. This URL
was part of a phishing
attack affecting users of
Microsoft 365.
Typically, content hosted on
such pages is designed to
trick visitors into entering
their corporate credentials
or financial information into
a web form that looks
legitimate.
This alert is powered by
Microsoft Threat
Intelligence.
Learn more about
Microsoft's threat
intelligence capabilities.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files

Collection High

PREVIEW - StoragePREVIEW - Storage
account identified asaccount identified as
source for distributionsource for distribution
of malwareof malware
(Storage.Files_Widespreade
Am)

Antimalware alerts indicate
that an infected file(s) is
stored in an Azure file share
that is mounted to multiple
VMs. If attackers gain
access to a VM with a
mounted Azure file share,
they can use it to spread
malware to other VMs that
mount the same share.
Applies to: Azure Files

Lateral Movement,
Execution

High

PREVIEW - StoragePREVIEW - Storage
account with potentiallyaccount with potentially
sensitive data has beensensitive data has been
detected with a publiclydetected with a publicly
exposed containerexposed container
(Storage.Blob_OpenACL)

The access policy of a
container in your storage
account was modified to
allow anonymous access.
This might lead to a data
breach if the container
holds any sensitive data.
This alert is based on
analysis of Azure activity
log.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2

Privilege Escalation Medium
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https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684


Authenticated accessAuthenticated access
from a Tor exit nodefrom a Tor exit node
(Storage.Blob_TorAnomaly
Storage.Files_TorAnomaly)

One or more storage
container(s) / file share(s) in
your storage account were
successfully accessed from
an IP address known to be
an active exit node of Tor
(an anonymizing proxy).
Threat actors use Tor to
make it difficult to trace the
activity back to them.
Authenticated access from a
Tor exit node is a likely
indication that a threat
actor is trying to hide their
identity.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Initial access High/Medium

Access from an unusualAccess from an unusual
location to a storagelocation to a storage
accountaccount
(Storage.Blob_GeoAnomaly
Storage.Files_GeoAnomaly)

Indicates that there was a
change in the access
pattern to an Azure Storage
account. Someone has
accessed this account from
an IP address considered
unfamiliar when compared
with recent activity. Either
an attacker has gained
access to the account, or a
legitimate user has
connected from a new or
unusual geographic
location. An example of the
latter is remote
maintenance from a new
application or developer.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Exploitation Low

UnusualUnusual
unauthenticated accessunauthenticated access
to a storage containerto a storage container
(Storage.Blob_AnonymousA
ccessAnomaly)

This storage account was
accessed without
authentication, which is a
change in the common
access pattern. Read access
to this container is usually
authenticated. This might
indicate that a threat actor
was able to exploit public
read access to storage
container(s) in this storage
account(s).
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage

Collection Low
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Potential malwarePotential malware
uploaded to a storageuploaded to a storage
accountaccount
(Storage.Blob_MalwareHash
Reputation
Storage.Files_MalwareHashR
eputation)

Indicates that a blob
containing potential
malware has been uploaded
to a blob container or a file
share in a storage account.
This alert is based on hash
reputation analysis
leveraging the power of
Microsoft threat
intelligence, which includes
hashes for viruses, trojans,
spyware and ransomware.
Potential causes may
include an intentional
malware upload by an
attacker, or an unintentional
upload of a potentially
malicious blob by a
legitimate user.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files (Only
for transactions over REST
API)
Learn more about Azure's
hash reputation analysis for
malware.
Learn more about
Microsoft's threat
intelligence capabilities.

Lateral Movement High

Publicly accessiblePublicly accessible
storage containersstorage containers
successfully discoveredsuccessfully discovered
(Storage.Blob_OpenContain
ersScanning.SuccessfulDisco
very)

A successful discovery of
publicly open storage
container(s) in your storage
account was performed in
the last hour by a scanning
script or tool.

This usually indicates a
reconnaissance attack,
where the threat actor tries
to list blobs by guessing
container names, in the
hope of finding
misconfigured open storage
containers with sensitive
data in them.

The threat actor may use
their own script or use
known scanning tools like
Microburst to scan for
publicly open containers.

✔ Azure Blob Storage
✖ Azure Files
✖ Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2

Collection Medium
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Publicly accessiblePublicly accessible
storage containersstorage containers
unsuccessfully scannedunsuccessfully scanned
(Storage.Blob_OpenContain
ersScanning.FailedAttempt)

A series of failed attempts
to scan for publicly open
storage containers were
performed in the last hour. 

This usually indicates a
reconnaissance attack,
where the threat actor tries
to list blobs by guessing
container names, in the
hope of finding
misconfigured open storage
containers with sensitive
data in them.

The threat actor may use
their own script or use
known scanning tools like
Microburst to scan for
publicly open containers.

✔ Azure Blob Storage
✖ Azure Files
✖ Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2

Collection Low

Unusual accessUnusual access
inspection in a storageinspection in a storage
accountaccount
(Storage.Blob_AccessInspect
ionAnomaly
Storage.Files_AccessInspecti
onAnomaly)

Indicates that the access
permissions of a storage
account have been
inspected in an unusual
way, compared to recent
activity on this account. A
potential cause is that an
attacker has performed
reconnaissance for a future
attack.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files

Collection Medium

Unusual amount of dataUnusual amount of data
extracted from aextracted from a
storage accountstorage account
(Storage.Blob_DataExfiltratio
n.AmountOfDataAnomaly
Storage.Blob_DataExfiltratio
n.NumberOfBlobsAnomaly
Storage.Files_DataExfiltratio
n.AmountOfDataAnomaly
Storage.Files_DataExfiltratio
n.NumberOfFilesAnomaly)

Indicates that an unusually
large amount of data has
been extracted compared to
recent activity on this
storage container. A
potential cause is that an
attacker has extracted a
large amount of data from
a container that holds blob
storage.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Exfiltration Medium
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Unusual applicationUnusual application
accessed a storageaccessed a storage
accountaccount
(Storage.Blob_ApplicationAn
omaly
Storage.Files_ApplicationAn
omaly)

Indicates that an unusual
application has accessed
this storage account. A
potential cause is that an
attacker has accessed your
storage account by using a
new application.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files

Exploitation Medium

Unusual change ofUnusual change of
access permissions in aaccess permissions in a
storage accountstorage account
(Storage.Blob_PermissionsC
hangeAnomaly
Storage.Files_PermissionsCh
angeAnomaly)

Indicates that the access
permissions of this storage
container have been
changed in an unusual way.
A potential cause is that an
attacker has changed
container permissions to
weaken its security posture
or to gain persistence.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Persistence Medium

Unusual dataUnusual data
exploration in a storageexploration in a storage
accountaccount
(Storage.Blob_DataExplorati
onAnomaly
Storage.Files_DataExploratio
nAnomaly)

Indicates that blobs or
containers in a storage
account have been
enumerated in an abnormal
way, compared to recent
activity on this account. A
potential cause is that an
attacker has performed
reconnaissance for a future
attack.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files

Collection Medium

Unusual deletion in aUnusual deletion in a
storage accountstorage account
(Storage.Blob_DeletionAno
maly
Storage.Files_DeletionAnom
aly)

Indicates that one or more
unexpected delete
operations has occurred in
a storage account,
compared to recent activity
on this account. A potential
cause is that an attacker
has deleted data from your
storage account.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Exfiltration Medium
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Unusual upload ofUnusual upload of
.cspkg to a storage.cspkg to a storage
accountaccount
(Storage.Blob_CspkgUpload
Anomaly)

Indicates that an Azure
Cloud Services package
(.cspkg file) has been
uploaded to a storage
account in an unusual way,
compared to recent activity
on this account. A potential
cause is that an attacker
has been preparing to
deploy malicious code from
your storage account to an
Azure cloud service.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen2

Lateral Movement,
Execution

Medium

Unusual upload of .exeUnusual upload of .exe
to a storage accountto a storage account
(Storage.Blob_ExeUploadAn
omaly
Storage.Files_ExeUploadAno
maly)

Indicates that an .exe file
has been uploaded to a
storage account in an
unusual way, compared to
recent activity on this
account. A potential cause
is that an attacker has
uploaded a malicious
executable file to your
storage account, or that a
legitimate user has
uploaded an executable file.
Applies to: Azure Blob
Storage, Azure Files, Azure
Data Lake Storage Gen2

Lateral Movement,
Execution

Medium
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 Alerts for Azure Cosmos DB (Preview)
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PREVIEW - Access fromPREVIEW - Access from
a Tor exit nodea Tor exit node

This Cosmos DB account
was successfully accessed
from an IP address known
to be an active exit node of
Tor, an anonymizing proxy.
Authenticated access from a
Tor exit node is a likely
indication that a threat
actor is trying to hide their
identity.

Initial Access High/Medium

PREVIEW - Access fromPREVIEW - Access from
a suspicious IPa suspicious IP

This Cosmos DB account
was successfully accessed
from an IP address that was
identified as a threat by
Microsoft Threat
Intelligence.

Initial Access Medium

Further details and notes



PREVIEW - Access fromPREVIEW - Access from
an unusual locationan unusual location

This Cosmos DB account
was accessed from a
location considered
unfamiliar, based on the
usual access pattern. 

Either a threat actor has
gained access to the
account, or a legitimate
user has connected from a
new or unusual geographic
location

Initial Access Low

PREVIEW - UnusualPREVIEW - Unusual
volume of datavolume of data
extractedextracted

An unusually large volume
of data has been extracted
from this Cosmos DB
account. This might indicate
that a threat actor
exfiltrated data.

Exfiltration Medium

PREVIEW - Extraction ofPREVIEW - Extraction of
Cosmos DB accountsCosmos DB accounts
keys via a potentiallykeys via a potentially
malicious scriptmalicious script

A PowerShell script was run
in your subscription and
performed a suspicious
pattern of key-listing
operations to get the keys
of Cosmos DB accounts in
your subscription. Threat
actors use automated
scripts, like Microburst, to
list keys and find Cosmos
DB accounts they can
access. 

This operation might
indicate that an identity in
your organization was
breached, and that the
threat actor is trying to
compromise Cosmos DB
accounts in your
environment for malicious
intentions. 

Alternatively, a malicious
insider could be trying to
access sensitive data and
perform lateral movement.

Collection High
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PREVIEW - SQLPREVIEW - SQL
injection: potential datainjection: potential data
exfiltrationexfiltration

A suspicious SQL statement
was used to query a
container in this Cosmos
DB account. 

The injected statement
might have succeeded in
exfiltrating data that the
threat actor isn’t authorized
to access. 

Due to the structure and
capabilities of Cosmos DB
queries, many known SQL
injection attacks on Cosmos
DB accounts cannot work.
However, the variation used
in this attack may work and
threat actors can exfiltrate
data.

Exfiltration Medium

PREVIEW - SQLPREVIEW - SQL
injection: fuzzinginjection: fuzzing
attemptattempt

A suspicious SQL statement
was used to query a
container in this Cosmos
DB account. 

Like other well-known SQL
injection attacks, this attack
won’t succeed in
compromising the Cosmos
DB account. 

Nevertheless, it’s an
indication that a threat
actor is trying to attack the
resources in this account,
and your application may
be compromised. 

Some SQL injection attacks
can succeed and be used to
exfiltrate data. This means
that if the attacker
continues performing SQL
injection attempts, they
may be able to compromise
your Cosmos DB account
and exfiltrate data. 

You can prevent this threat
by using parameterized
queries.

Pre-attack Low
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 Alerts for Azure network layer
Further details and notes
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Network communicationNetwork communication
with a maliciouswith a malicious
machine detectedmachine detected
(Network_CommunicationW
ithC2)

Network traffic analysis
indicates that your machine
(IP %{Victim IP}) has
communicated with what is
possibly a Command and
Control center. When the
compromised resource is a
load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected activity might
indicate that one or more of
the resources in the
backend pool (of the load
balancer or application
gateway) has
communicated with what is
possibly a Command and
Control center.

Command and Control Medium

Possible compromisedPossible compromised
machine detectedmachine detected
(Network_ResourceIpIndicat
edAsMalicious)

Threat intelligence indicates
that your machine (at IP %
{Machine IP}) may have
been compromised by a
malware of type Conficker.
Conficker was a computer
worm that targets the
Microsoft Windows
operating system and was
first detected in November
2008. Conficker infected
millions of computers
including government,
business and home
computers in over 200
countries/regions, making it
the largest known
computer worm infection
since the 2003 Welchia
worm.

Command and Control Medium



Possible incoming %Possible incoming %
{Ser vice Name} brute{Ser vice Name} brute
force attempts detectedforce attempts detected
(Generic_Incoming_BF_One
ToOne)

Network traffic analysis
detected incoming %
{Service Name}
communication to %{Victim
IP}, associated with your
resource %{Compromised
Host} from %{Attacker IP}.
When the compromised
resource is a load balancer
or an application gateway,
the suspected incoming
traffic has been forwarded
to one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows
suspicious activity between
%{Start Time} and %{End
Time} on port %{Victim
Port}. This activity is
consistent with brute force
attempts against %{Service
Name} servers.

PreAttack Medium

Possible incoming SQLPossible incoming SQL
brute force attemptsbrute force attempts
detecteddetected
(SQL_Incoming_BF_OneToO
ne)

Network traffic analysis
detected incoming SQL
communication to %{Victim
IP}, associated with your
resource %{Compromised
Host}, from %{Attacker IP}.
When the compromised
resource is a load balancer
or an application gateway,
the suspected incoming
traffic has been forwarded
to one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows
suspicious activity between
%{Start Time} and %{End
Time} on port %{Port
Number} (%{SQL Service
Type}). This activity is
consistent with brute force
attempts against SQL
servers.

PreAttack Medium
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Possible outgoingPossible outgoing
denial-of-ser vice attackdenial-of-ser vice attack
detecteddetected
(DDOS)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
outgoing activity
originating from %
{Compromised Host}, a
resource in your
deployment. This activity
may indicate that your
resource was compromised
and is now engaged in
denial-of-service attacks
against external endpoints.
When the compromised
resource is a load balancer
or an application gateway,
the suspected activity might
indicate that one or more of
the resources in the
backend pool (of the load
balancer or application
gateway) was compromised.
Based on the volume of
connections, we believe that
the following IPs are
possibly the targets of the
DOS attack: %{Possible
Victims}. Note that it is
possible that the
communication to some of
these IPs is legitimate.

Impact Medium

Suspicious incomingSuspicious incoming
RDP network activityRDP network activity
from multiple sourcesfrom multiple sources
(RDP_Incoming_BF_ManyTo
One)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
incoming Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP)
communication to %{Victim
IP}, associated with your
resource %{Compromised
Host}, from multiple
sources. When the
compromised resource is a
load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected incoming traffic
has been forwarded to one
or more of the resources in
the backend pool (of the
load balancer or application
gateway). Specifically,
sampled network data
shows %{Number of
Attacking IPs} unique IPs
connecting to your
resource, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate an
attempt to brute force your
RDP end point from
multiple hosts (Botnet)

PreAttack Medium

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Suspicious incomingSuspicious incoming
RDP network activityRDP network activity
(RDP_Incoming_BF_OneToO
ne)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
incoming Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP)
communication to %{Victim
IP}, associated with your
resource %{Compromised
Host}, from %{Attacker IP}.
When the compromised
resource is a load balancer
or an application gateway,
the suspected incoming
traffic has been forwarded
to one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows %
{Number of Connections}
incoming connections to
your resource, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate an
attempt to brute force your
RDP end point

PreAttack Medium

Suspicious incomingSuspicious incoming
SSH network activitySSH network activity
from multiple sourcesfrom multiple sources
(SSH_Incoming_BF_ManyTo
One)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
incoming SSH
communication to %{Victim
IP}, associated with your
resource %{Compromised
Host}, from multiple
sources. When the
compromised resource is a
load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected incoming traffic
has been forwarded to one
or more of the resources in
the backend pool (of the
load balancer or application
gateway). Specifically,
sampled network data
shows %{Number of
Attacking IPs} unique IPs
connecting to your
resource, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate an
attempt to brute force your
SSH end point from
multiple hosts (Botnet)

PreAttack Medium

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Suspicious incomingSuspicious incoming
SSH network activitySSH network activity
(SSH_Incoming_BF_OneToO
ne)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
incoming SSH
communication to %{Victim
IP}, associated with your
resource %{Compromised
Host}, from %{Attacker IP}.
When the compromised
resource is a load balancer
or an application gateway,
the suspected incoming
traffic has been forwarded
to one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows %
{Number of Connections}
incoming connections to
your resource, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate an
attempt to brute force your
SSH end point

PreAttack Medium

Suspicious outgoing %Suspicious outgoing %
{Attacked Protocol}{Attacked Protocol}
traffic detectedtraffic detected
(PortScanning)

Network traffic analysis
detected suspicious
outgoing traffic from %
{Compromised Host} to
destination port %{Most
Common Port}. When the
compromised resource is a
load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected outgoing traffic
has been originated from to
one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
This behavior may indicate
that your resource is taking
part in %{Attacked
Protocol} brute force
attempts or port sweeping
attacks.

Discovery Medium

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Suspicious outgoingSuspicious outgoing
RDP network activity toRDP network activity to
multiple destinationsmultiple destinations
(RDP_Outgoing_BF_OneTo
Many)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
outgoing Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP)
communication to multiple
destinations originating
from %{Compromised Host}
(%{Attacker IP}), a resource
in your deployment. When
the compromised resource
is a load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected outgoing traffic
has been originated from to
one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows your
machine connecting to %
{Number of Attacked IPs}
unique IPs, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate that
your resource was
compromised and is now
used to brute force external
RDP end points. Note that
this type of activity could
possibly cause your IP to be
flagged as malicious by
external entities.

Discovery High

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Suspicious outgoingSuspicious outgoing
RDP network activityRDP network activity
(RDP_Outgoing_BF_OneToO
ne)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
outgoing Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP)
communication to %{Victim
IP} originating from %
{Compromised Host} (%
{Attacker IP}), a resource in
your deployment. When the
compromised resource is a
load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected outgoing traffic
has been originated from to
one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows %
{Number of Connections}
outgoing connections from
your resource, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate that
your machine was
compromised and is now
used to brute force external
RDP end points. Note that
this type of activity could
possibly cause your IP to be
flagged as malicious by
external entities.

Lateral Movement High

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Suspicious outgoingSuspicious outgoing
SSH network activity toSSH network activity to
multiple destinationsmultiple destinations
(SSH_Outgoing_BF_OneToM
any)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
outgoing SSH
communication to multiple
destinations originating
from %{Compromised Host}
(%{Attacker IP}), a resource
in your deployment. When
the compromised resource
is a load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected outgoing traffic
has been originated from to
one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows your
resource connecting to %
{Number of Attacked IPs}
unique IPs, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate that
your resource was
compromised and is now
used to brute force external
SSH end points. Note that
this type of activity could
possibly cause your IP to be
flagged as malicious by
external entities.

Discovery Medium

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Suspicious outgoingSuspicious outgoing
SSH network activitySSH network activity
(SSH_Outgoing_BF_OneToO
ne)

Network traffic analysis
detected anomalous
outgoing SSH
communication to %{Victim
IP} originating from %
{Compromised Host} (%
{Attacker IP}), a resource in
your deployment. When the
compromised resource is a
load balancer or an
application gateway, the
suspected outgoing traffic
has been originated from to
one or more of the
resources in the backend
pool (of the load balancer
or application gateway).
Specifically, sampled
network data shows %
{Number of Connections}
outgoing connections from
your resource, which is
considered abnormal for
this environment. This
activity may indicate that
your resource was
compromised and is now
used to brute force external
SSH end points. Note that
this type of activity could
possibly cause your IP to be
flagged as malicious by
external entities.

Lateral Movement Medium

Traffic detected from IPTraffic detected from IP
addressesaddresses
recommended forrecommended for
blockingblocking

Microsoft Defender for
Cloud detected inbound
traffic from IP addresses
that are recommended to
be blocked. This typically
occurs when this IP address
doesn't communicate
regularly with this resource.
Alternatively, the IP address
has been flagged as
malicious by Defender for
Cloud's threat intelligence
sources.

Probing Low

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

 Alerts for Azure Key Vault
Further details and notes



A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Access from aAccess from a
suspicious IP address tosuspicious IP address to
a key vaulta key vault
(KV_SuspiciousIPAccess)

A key vault has been
successfully accessed by an
IP that has been identified
by Microsoft Threat
Intelligence as a suspicious
IP address. This may
indicate that your
infrastructure has been
compromised. We
recommend further
investigation. Learn more
about Microsoft's threat
intelligence capabilities.

Credential Access Medium

Access from a TOR exitAccess from a TOR exit
node to a key vaultnode to a key vault
(KV_TORAccess)

A key vault has been
accessed from a known TOR
exit node. This could be an
indication that a threat
actor has accessed the key
vault and is using the TOR
network to hide their
source location. We
recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

High volume ofHigh volume of
operations in a keyoperations in a key
vaultvault
(KV_OperationVolumeAnom
aly)

An anomalous number of
key vault operations were
performed by a user, service
principal, and/or a specific
key vault. This anomalous
activity pattern may be
legitimate, but it could be
an indication that a threat
actor has gained access to
the key vault and the
secrets contained within it.
We recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

Suspicious policySuspicious policy
change and secretchange and secret
quer y in a key vaultquer y in a key vault
(KV_PutGetAnomaly)

A user or service principal
has performed an
anomalous Vault Put policy
change operation followed
by one or more Secret Get
operations. This pattern is
not normally performed by
the specified user or service
principal. This may be
legitimate activity, but it
could be an indication that
a threat actor has updated
the key vault policy to
access previously
inaccessible secrets. We
recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684


Suspicious secret listingSuspicious secret listing
and quer y in a key vaultand quer y in a key vault
(KV_ListGetAnomaly)

A user or service principal
has performed an
anomalous Secret List
operation followed by one
or more Secret Get
operations. This pattern is
not normally performed by
the specified user or service
principal and is typically
associated with secret
dumping. This may be
legitimate activity, but it
could be an indication that
a threat actor has gained
access to the key vault and
is trying to discover secrets
that can be used to move
laterally through your
network and/or gain access
to sensitive resources. We
recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

Unusual applicationUnusual application
accessed a key vaultaccessed a key vault
(KV_AppAnomaly)

A key vault has been
accessed by a service
principal that does not
normally access it. This
anomalous access pattern
may be legitimate activity,
but it could be an indication
that a threat actor has
gained access to the key
vault in an attempt to
access the secrets contained
within it. We recommend
further investigations.

Credential Access Medium

Unusual operationUnusual operation
pattern in a key vaultpattern in a key vault
KV_OperationPatternAnom
aly)

An anomalous pattern of
key vault operations was
performed by a user, service
principal, and/or a specific
key vault. This anomalous
activity pattern may be
legitimate, but it could be
an indication that a threat
actor has gained access to
the key vault and the
secrets contained within it.
We recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y



Unusual user accessed aUnusual user accessed a
key vaultkey vault
(KV_UserAnomaly)

A key vault has been
accessed by a user that
does not normally access it.
This anomalous access
pattern may be legitimate
activity, but it could be an
indication that a threat
actor has gained access to
the key vault in an attempt
to access the secrets
contained within it. We
recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

Unusual user-Unusual user-
application pairapplication pair
accessed a key vaultaccessed a key vault
(KV_UserAppAnomaly)

A key vault has been
accessed by a user-service
principal pair that does not
normally access it. This
anomalous access pattern
may be legitimate activity,
but it could be an indication
that a threat actor has
gained access to the key
vault in an attempt to
access the secrets contained
within it. We recommend
further investigations.

Credential Access Medium

User accessed highUser accessed high
volume of key vaultsvolume of key vaults
(KV_AccountVolumeAnomal
y)

A user or service principal
has accessed an
anomalously high volume
of key vaults. This
anomalous access pattern
may be legitimate activity,
but it could be an indication
that a threat actor has
gained access to multiple
key vaults in an attempt to
access the secrets contained
within them. We
recommend further
investigations.

Credential Access Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

 Alerts for Azure DDoS Protection

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

DDoS Attack detectedDDoS Attack detected
for Public IPfor Public IP

DDoS Attack detected for
Public IP (IP address) and
being mitigated.

Probing High

DDoS Attack mitigatedDDoS Attack mitigated
for Public IPfor Public IP

DDoS Attack mitigated for
Public IP (IP address).

Probing Low

Further details and notes



A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
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 Security incident alerts

A L ERTA L ERT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S
(( L EA RN  M O REL EA RN  M O RE )) SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Security incident withSecurity incident with
shared process detectedshared process detected

The incident which started
on {Start Time (UTC)} and
recently detected on
{Detected Time (UTC)}
indicates that an attacker
has {Action taken} your
resource {Host}

- High

Security incidentSecurity incident
detected on multipledetected on multiple
resourcesresources

The incident which started
on {Start Time (UTC)} and
recently detected on
{Detected Time (UTC)}
indicates that similar attack
methods were performed
on your cloud resources
{Host}

- Medium

Security incidentSecurity incident
detected from samedetected from same
sourcesource

The incident which started
on {Start Time (UTC)} and
recently detected on
{Detected Time (UTC)}
indicates that an attacker
has {Action taken} your
resource {Host}

- High

Security incidentSecurity incident
detected on multipledetected on multiple
machinesmachines

The incident which started
on {Start Time (UTC)} and
recently detected on
{Detected Time (UTC)}
indicates that an attacker
has {Action taken} your
resources {Host}

- Medium

 MITRE ATT&CK tactics
 

Further details and notes

Understanding the intention of an attack can help you investigate and report the event more easily. To help with

these efforts, Microsoft Defender for Cloud alerts include the MITRE tactics with many alerts.

The series of steps that describe the progression of a cyberattack from reconnaissance to data exfiltration is

often referred to as a "kill chain".

Defender for Cloud's supported kill chain intents are based on version 7 of the MITRE ATT&CK matrix and

described in the table below.

https://attack.mitre.org/versions/v7/


TA C T ICTA C T IC DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

PreAttackPreAttack PreAttack could be either an attempt to access a certain
resource regardless of a malicious intent, or a failed attempt
to gain access to a target system to gather information prior
to exploitation. This step is usually detected as an attempt,
originating from outside the network, to scan the target
system and identify an entry point.

Initial AccessInitial Access Initial Access is the stage where an attacker manages to get
a foothold on the attacked resource. This stage is relevant
for compute hosts and resources such as user accounts,
certificates etc. Threat actors will often be able to control the
resource after this stage.

PersistencePersistence Persistence is any access, action, or configuration change to
a system that gives a threat actor a persistent presence on
that system. Threat actors will often need to maintain access
to systems through interruptions such as system restarts,
loss of credentials, or other failures that would require a
remote access tool to restart or provide an alternate
backdoor for them to regain access.

Privilege EscalationPrivilege Escalation Privilege escalation is the result of actions that allow an
adversary to obtain a higher level of permissions on a
system or network. Certain tools or actions require a higher
level of privilege to work and are likely necessary at many
points throughout an operation. User accounts with
permissions to access specific systems or perform specific
functions necessary for adversaries to achieve their objective
may also be considered an escalation of privilege.

Defense EvasionDefense Evasion Defense evasion consists of techniques an adversary may
use to evade detection or avoid other defenses. Sometimes
these actions are the same as (or variations of) techniques in
other categories that have the added benefit of subverting a
particular defense or mitigation.

Credential AccessCredential Access Credential access represents techniques resulting in access
to or control over system, domain, or service credentials that
are used within an enterprise environment. Adversaries will
likely attempt to obtain legitimate credentials from users or
administrator accounts (local system administrator or
domain users with administrator access) to use within the
network. With sufficient access within a network, an
adversary can create accounts for later use within the
environment.

Discover yDiscover y Discovery consists of techniques that allow the adversary to
gain knowledge about the system and internal network.
When adversaries gain access to a new system, they must
orient themselves to what they now have control of and
what benefits operating from that system give to their
current objective or overall goals during the intrusion. The
operating system provides many native tools that aid in this
post-compromise information-gathering phase.



LateralMovementLateralMovement Lateral movement consists of techniques that enable an
adversary to access and control remote systems on a
network and could, but does not necessarily, include
execution of tools on remote systems. The lateral movement
techniques could allow an adversary to gather information
from a system without needing additional tools, such as a
remote access tool. An adversary can use lateral movement
for many purposes, including remote Execution of tools,
pivoting to additional systems, access to specific information
or files, access to additional credentials, or to cause an effect.

ExecutionExecution The execution tactic represents techniques that result in
execution of adversary-controlled code on a local or remote
system. This tactic is often used in conjunction with lateral
movement to expand access to remote systems on a
network.

CollectionCollection Collection consists of techniques used to identify and gather
information, such as sensitive files, from a target network
prior to exfiltration. This category also covers locations on a
system or network where the adversary may look for
information to exfiltrate.

ExfiltrationExfiltration Exfiltration refers to techniques and attributes that result or
aid in the adversary removing files and information from a
target network. This category also covers locations on a
system or network where the adversary may look for
information to exfiltrate.

Command and ControlCommand and Control The command and control tactic represents how adversaries
communicate with systems under their control within a
target network.

ImpactImpact Impact events primarily try to directly reduce the availability
or integrity of a system, service, or network; including
manipulation of data to impact a business or operational
process. This would often refer to techniques such as
ransomware, defacement, data manipulation, and others.

TA C T ICTA C T IC DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

NOTENOTE

 Next steps

For alerts that are in preview: The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms that apply to Azure

features that are in beta, preview, or otherwise not yet released into general availability.

To learn more about Microsoft Defender for Cloud security alerts, see the following:

Security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Manage and respond to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data

https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/


   

 

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's overview page
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NOTENOTE

 Features of the overview page

  MetricsMetrics

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

When you open Microsoft Defender for Cloud, the first page to appear is the overview page.

This interactive dashboard provides a unified view into the security posture of your hybrid cloud workloads.

Additionally, it shows security alerts, coverage information, and more.

You can select any element on the page to get more detailed information.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/overview-page.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/overview-page/overview.png#lightbox


  Feature tilesFeature tiles

  InsightsInsights

 Next steps

The top menu bartop menu bar  offers:

Subscr iptionsSubscr iptions  - You can view and filter the list of subscriptions by selecting this button. Defender for Cloud

will adjust the display to reflect the security posture of the selected subscriptions.

What's newWhat's new  - Opens the release notes so you can keep up to date with new features, bug fixes, and

deprecated functionality.

High-level numbersHigh-level numbers  for the connected cloud accounts, to show the context of the information in the main

tiles below. As well as the number of assessed resources, active recommendations, and security alerts. Select

the assessed resources number to access Asset inventory. Learn more about connecting your AWS accounts

and your GCP projects.

In the center of the page are the feature tilesfeature tiles , each linking to a high profile feature or dedicated dashboard:

Secure scoreSecure score - Defender for Cloud continually assesses your resources, subscriptions, and organization for

security issues. It then aggregates all the findings into a single score so that you can tell, at a glance, your

current security situation: the higher the score, the lower the identified risk level. Learn more.

Workload protectionsWorkload protections  - This is the cloud workload protection platform (CWPP) integrated within Defender

for Cloud for advanced, intelligent protection of your workloads running on Azure, on-premises machines, or

other cloud providers. For each resource type, there's a corresponding Microsoft Defender plan. The tile

shows the coverage of your connected resources (for the currently selected subscriptions) and the recent

alerts, color-coded by severity. Learn more about the enhanced security features.

Regulator y complianceRegulator y compliance - Defender for Cloud provides insights into your compliance posture based on

continuous assessments of your Azure environment. Defender for Cloud analyzes risk factors in your

environment according to security best practices. These assessments are mapped to compliance controls

from a supported set of standards. Learn more.

Firewall ManagerFirewall Manager  - This tile shows the status of your hubs and networks from Azure Firewall Manager.

Inventor yInventor y  - The asset inventory page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud provides a single page for viewing

the security posture of the resources you've connected to Microsoft Defender for Cloud. All resources with

unresolved security recommendations are shown in the inventory. If you've enabled the integration with

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint and enabled Microsoft Defender for servers, you'll also have access to a

software inventory. The tile on the overview page shows you at a glance the total healthy and unhealthy

resources (for the currently selected subscriptions). Learn more.

Information protectionInformation protection - A graph on this tile shows the resource types that have been scanned by Azure

Purview, found to contain sensitive data, and have outstanding recommendations and alerts. Follow the

scanscan link to access the Azure Purview accounts and configure new scans, or select any other part of the tile

to open the asset inventory and view your resources according to your Azure Purview data sensitivity

classifications. Learn more.

The InsightsInsights  pane offers customized items for your environment including:

Your most attacked resources

Your security controls that have the highest potential to increase your secure score

The active recommendations with the most resources impacted

Recent blog posts by Microsoft Defender for Cloud experts

This page introduced the Defender for Cloud overview page. For related information, see:

Explore and manage your resources with asset inventory and management tools

Secure score in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall-manager/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/purview/overview


   

 

The workload protections dashboard
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NOTENOTE

 What's shown on the dashboard?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This dashboard provides:

Visibility into your Microsoft Defender for Cloud coverage across your different resource types

Links to configure advanced threat protection capabilities

The onboarding state and agent installation

Threat detection alerts

To access the workload protections dashboard, select Workload protectionsWorkload protections  from the Cloud Security section

of Defender for Cloud's menu.

The dashboard includes the following sections:

1. Microsoft Defender for Cloud coverageMicrosoft Defender for Cloud coverage - Here you can see the resources types that are in your

subscription and eligible for protection by Defender for Cloud. Wherever relevant, you'll have the option

to upgrade too. If you want to upgrade all possible eligible resources, select Upgrade allUpgrade all .

2. Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  - When Defender for Cloud detects a threat in any area of your environment, it

generates an alert. These alerts describe details of the affected resources, suggested remediation steps,

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/workload-protections-dashboard.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workload-protections-dashboard/sample-defender-dashboard-numbered.png#lightbox


 Next steps

and in some cases an option to trigger a logic app in response. Selecting anywhere in this graph opens

the Security aler ts pageSecurity aler ts page.

3. Advanced protectionAdvanced protection - Defender for Cloud includes many advanced threat protection capabilities for

virtual machines, SQL databases, containers, web applications, your network, and more. In this advanced

protection section, you can see the status of the resources in your selected subscriptions for each of these

protections. Select any of them to go directly to the configuration area for that protection type.

4. InsightsInsights  - This rolling pane of news, suggested reading, and high priority alerts gives Defender for

Cloud's insights into pressing security matters that are relevant to you and your subscription. Whether it's

a list of high severity CVEs discovered on your VMs by a vulnerability analysis tool, or a new blog post by

a member of the Defender for Cloud team, you'll find it here in the Insights panel.

In this article, you learned about the workload protections dashboard.

Enable enhanced protections

For more on the advanced protection plans of Microsoft Defender for Cloud, see Introduction to Microsoft

Defender for Cloud
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Get your secure score from the portal

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

You can find your overall secure score, as well as your score per subscription, through the Azure portal or

programmatically as described in the following sections:

For a detailed explanation of how your scores are calculated, see Calculations - understanding your score.

Defender for Cloud displays your score prominently in the portal: it's the first main tile the Defender for Cloud

overview page. Selecting this tile, takes you to the dedicated secure score page, where you'll see the score

broken down by subscription. Select a single subscription to see the detailed list of prioritized recommendations

and the potential impact that remediating them will have on the subscription's score.

To recap, your secure score is shown in the following locations in Defender for Cloud's portal pages.

In a tile on Defender for Cloud's Over viewOver view  (main dashboard):

In the dedicated Secure scoreSecure score page you can see the secure score for your subscription and your

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/secure-score-access-and-track.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


NOTENOTE

management groups:

Any management groups for which you don't have sufficient permissions, will show their score as “Restricted.”

At the top of the RecommendationsRecommendations  page:



 Get your secure score from the REST API

 Get your secure score from Azure Resource Graph

You can access your score via the secure score API. The API methods provide the flexibility to query the data and

build your own reporting mechanism of your secure scores over time. For example, you can use the Secure

Scores API to get the score for a specific subscription. In addition, you can use the Secure Score Controls API to

list the security controls and the current score of your subscriptions.

For examples of tools built on top of the secure score API, see the secure score area of our GitHub community.

Azure Resource Graph provides instant access to resource information across your cloud environments with

robust filtering, grouping, and sorting capabilities. It's a quick and efficient way to query information across

Azure subscriptions programmatically or from within the Azure portal. Learn more about Azure Resource Graph.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/securescores
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/securescorecontrols
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index


 Tracking your secure score over time
  Secure Score Over Time report in workbooks pageSecure Score Over Time report in workbooks page

To access the secure score for multiple subscriptions with Azure Resource Graph:

1. From the Azure portal, open Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

2. Enter your Kusto query (using the examples below for guidance).

SecurityResources 
| where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores' 
| extend current = properties.score.current, max = todouble(properties.score.max)
| project subscriptionId, current, max, percentage = ((current / max)*100)

SecurityResources 
| where type == 'microsoft.security/securescores/securescorecontrols'
| extend SecureControl = properties.displayName, unhealthy = 
properties.unhealthyResourceCount, currentscore = properties.score.current, maxscore = 
properties.score.max
| project SecureControl , unhealthy, currentscore, maxscore

This query returns the subscription ID, the current score in points and as a percentage, and the

maximum score for the subscription.

This query returns the status of all the security controls. For each control, you'll get the number of

unhealthy resources, the current score, and the maximum score.

3. Select Run quer yRun quer y .

Defender for Cloud's workbooks page includes a ready-made report for visually tracking the scores of your

subscriptions, security controls, and more. Learn more in Create rich, interactive reports of Defender for Cloud

data.



  Power BI Pro dashboardsPower BI Pro dashboards

TIPTIP

 Next steps

If you're a Power BI user with a Pro account, you can use the Secure Score Over TimeSecure Score Over Time Power BI dashboard to

track your secure score over time and investigate any changes.

You can find this dashboard, as well as other tools for working programmatically with secure score, in the dedicated area

of the Microsoft Defender for Cloud community on GitHub: https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-

Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score

The dashboard contains the following two reports to help you analyze your security status:

Resources Summar yResources Summar y  - provides summarized data regarding your resources’ health.

Secure Score Summar ySecure Score Summar y  - provides summarized data regarding your score progress. Use the “Secure score

over time per subscription” chart to view changes in the score. If you notice a dramatic change in your score,

check the “detected changes that may affect your secure score” table for possible changes that could have

caused the change. This table presents deleted resources, newly deployed resources, or resources that their

security status changed for one of the recommendations.

This article described how to access and track your secure score. For related material, see the following articles:

Learn about the different elements of a recommendation

Learn how to remediate recommendations

View the GitHub-based tools for working programmatically with secure score

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score


   

 

Prioritize security actions by data sensitivity
 2/15/2022 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Preview.
The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional
legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,
preview, or otherwise not yet released into general
availability.

Pricing: You'll need an Azure Purview account to create the data
sensitivity classifications and run the scans. Viewing the scan
results and using the output is free for Defender for Cloud
users

Required roles and permissions: Security adminSecurity admin and Security contributorSecurity contributor

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet (Par tialPar tial: Subset of alerts and

vulnerability assessment for SQL servers. Behavioral threat
protections aren't available.)

 The triage problem and Defender for Cloud's solution

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Azure Purview, Microsoft's data governance service, provides rich insights into the sensitivity of your data. With

automated data discovery, sensitive data classification, and end-to-end data lineage, Azure Purview helps

organizations manage and govern data in hybrid and multi-cloud environments.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud customers using Azure Purview can benefit from an additional vital layer of

metadata in alerts and recommendations: information about any potentially sensitive data involved. This

knowledge helps solve the triage challenge and ensures security professionals can focus their attention on

threats to sensitive data.

This page explains the integration of Azure Purview's data sensitivity classification labels within Defender for

Cloud.

Security teams regularly face the challenge of how to triage incoming issues.

Defender for Cloud includes two mechanisms to help prioritize recommendations and security alerts:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/information-protection.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/purview/overview
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/


 Discover resources with sensitive data

TIPTIP

  Alerts and recommendations pagesAlerts and recommendations pages

  Inventory filtersInventory filters

For recommendations, we've provided security controlssecurity controls  to help you understand how important each

recommendation is to your overall security posture. Defender for Cloud includes a secure scoresecure score value

for each control to help you prioritize your security work. Learn more in Security controls and their

recommendations.

For alerts, we've assigned severity labelsseverity labels  to each alert to help you prioritize the order in which you

attend to each alert. Learn more in How are alerts classified?.

However, where possible, you'd want to focus the security team's efforts on risks to the organization's datadata. If

two recommendations have equal impact on your secure score, but one relates to a resource with sensitive data,

ideally you'd include that knowledge when determining prioritization.

Azure Purview's data sensitivity classifications and data sensitivity labels provide that knowledge.

To provide the vital information about discovered sensitive data, and help ensure you have that information

when you need it, Defender for Cloud displays information from Azure Purview in multiple locations.

If a resource is scanned by multiple Azure Purview accounts, the information shown in Defender for Cloud relates to the

most recent scan.

When you're reviewing a recommendation or investigating an alert, the information about any potentially

sensitive data involved is included on the page.

This vital additional layer of metadata helps solve the triage challenge and ensures your security team can focus

its attention on the threats to sensitive data.

The asset inventory page has a collection of powerful filters to group your resources with outstanding alerts and

recommendations according to the criteria relevant for any scenario. These filters include Data sensitiv ityData sensitiv ity

classificationsclassifications  and Data sensitiv ity labelsData sensitiv ity labels . Use these filters to evaluate the security posture of resources on

which Azure Purview has discovered sensitive data.



  Resource healthResource health
When you select a single resource - whether from an alert, recommendation, or the inventory page - you reach

a detailed health page showing a resource-centric view with the important security information related to that

resource.

The resource health page provides a snapshot view of the overall health of a single resource. You can review

detailed information about the resource and all recommendations that apply to that resource. Also, if you're

using any of the Microsoft Defender plans, you can see outstanding security alerts for that specific resource too.

When reviewing the health of a specific resource, you'll see the Azure Purview information on this page and can

use it determine what data has been discovered on this resource alongside the Azure Purview account used to

scan the resource.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/information-protection/information-protection-inventory-filters.png#lightbox


  Overview tileOverview tile
The dedicated Information protectionInformation protection tile in Defender for Cloud’s overview dashboard shows Azure

Purview’s coverage. It also shows the resource types with the most sensitive data discovered.

A graph shows the number of recommendations and alerts by classified resource types. The tile also includes a

link to Azure Purview to scan additional resources. Select the tile to see classified resources in Defender for

Cloud’s asset inventory page.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/information-protection/information-protection-resource-health.png#lightbox


 Next steps
For related information, see:

What is Azure Purview?

Azure Purview's supported data sources and file types and supported data stores

Azure Purview deployment best practices

How to label to your data in Azure Purview

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/information-protection/overview-dashboard-information-protection.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/purview/overview
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/purview/sources-and-scans.html
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/purview/purview-connector-overview.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/purview/deployment-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/purview/how-to-automatically-label-your-content


   

 

Use asset inventory to manage your resources'
security posture

 2/15/2022 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free*
* Some features of the inventory page, such as the software
inventory require paid solutions to be in-place

Required roles and permissions: All users

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The asset inventory page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud provides a single page for viewing the security

posture of the resources you've connected to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud periodically analyzes the security state of resources connected to your subscriptions to

identify potential security vulnerabilities. It then provides you with recommendations on how to remediate those

vulnerabilities.

When any resource has outstanding recommendations, they'll appear in the inventory.

Use this view and its filters to address such questions as:

Which of my subscriptions with enhanced security features enabled have outstanding recommendations?

Which of my machines with the tag 'Production' are missing the Log Analytics agent?

How many of my machines tagged with a specific tag have outstanding recommendations?

Which machines in a specific resource group have a known vulnerability (using a CVE number)?

The asset management possibilities for this tool are substantial and continue to grow.

The security recommendations on the asset inventory page are the same as those on the RecommendationsRecommendations page, but

here they're shown according to the affected resource. For information about how to resolve recommendations, see

Implementing security recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/asset-inventory.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 What are the key features of asset inventory?

  1 - Summaries1 - Summaries

  2 - Filters2 - Filters

  3 - Export and asset management tools3 - Export and asset management tools

TIPTIP

The inventory page provides the following tools:

Before you define any filters, a prominent strip of values at the top of the inventory view shows:

Total resourcesTotal resources : The total number of resources connected to Defender for Cloud.

Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources : Resources with active security recommendations. Learn more about security

recommendations.

Unmonitored resourcesUnmonitored resources : Resources with agent monitoring issues - they have the Log Analytics agent

deployed, but the agent isn't sending data or has other health issues.

Unregistered subscr iptionsUnregistered subscr iptions : Any subscription in the selected scope that haven't yet been connected to

Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

The multiple filters at the top of the page provide a way to quickly refine the list of resources according to the

question you're trying to answer. For example, if you wanted to answer the question Which of my machines with

the tag 'Production' are missing the Log Analytics agent? you could combine the Agent monitor ingAgent monitor ing filter with

the TagsTags  filter.

As soon as you've applied filters, the summary values are updated to relate to the query results.

Expor t optionsExpor t options  - Inventory includes an option to export the results of your selected filter options to a CSV file.

You can also export the query itself to Azure Resource Graph Explorer to further refine, save, or modify the

Kusto Query Language (KQL) query.

The KQL documentation provides a database with some sample data together with some simple queries to get the "feel"

for the language. Learn more in this KQL tutorial.

Asset management optionsAsset management options  - When you've found the resources that match your queries, inventory provides

shortcuts for operations such as:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/highlights-of-inventory.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/tutorial?pivots=azuredataexplorer


 How does asset inventory work?

 How to use asset inventory

Assign tags to the filtered resources - select the checkboxes alongside the resources you want to tag.

Onboard new servers to Defender for Cloud - use the Add non-Azure ser versAdd non-Azure ser vers  toolbar button.

Automate workloads with Azure Logic Apps - use the Tr igger Logic AppTrigger Logic App button to run a logic app on one

or more resources. Your logic apps have to be prepared in advance, and accept the relevant trigger type

(HTTP request). Learn more about logic apps.

Asset inventory utilizes Azure Resource Graph (ARG), an Azure service that provides the ability to query

Defender for Cloud's security posture data across multiple subscriptions.

ARG is designed to provide efficient resource exploration with the ability to query at scale.

Using the Kusto Query Language (KQL), asset inventory can quickly produce deep insights by cross-referencing

Defender for Cloud data with other resource properties.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. From Defender for Cloud's sidebar, select Inventor yInventor y .

2. Use the Filter  by nameFilter  by name box to display a specific resource, or use the filters as described below.

3. Select the relevant options in the filters to create the specific query you want to perform.

By default, the resources are sorted by the number of active security recommendations.

The options in each filter are specific to the resources in the currently selected subscriptions andand your selections in

the other filters.

For example, if you've selected only one subscription, and the subscription has no resources with outstanding

security recommendations to remediate (0 unhealthy resources), the RecommendationsRecommendations filter will have no

options.

4. To use the Security findings containSecurity findings contain filter, enter free text from the ID, security check, or CVE name of a

vulnerability finding to filter to the affected resources:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


TIPTIP
The Security findings containSecurity findings contain and TagsTags filters only accept a single value. To filter by more than one, use AddAdd

filtersfilters .

5.  To use the Defender for CloudDefender for Cloud filter, select one or more options (Off, On, or Partial):

OffOff  - Resources that aren't protected by a Microsoft Defender plan. You can right-click on any of

these and upgrade them:

OnOn - Resources that are protected by a Microsoft Defender plan

Par tialPar tial  - This applies to subscr iptionssubscr iptions  that have some but not all of the Microsoft Defender plans

disabled. For example, the following subscription has seven Microsoft Defender plans disabled.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/upgrade-resource-inventory.png#lightbox


 Access a software inventory

6. To further examine the results of your query, select the resources that interest you.

7. To view the current selected filter options as a query in Resource Graph Explorer, select Open quer yOpen quer y .

8. If you've defined some filters and left the page open, Defender for Cloud won't update the results

automatically. Any changes to resources won't impact the displayed results unless you manually reload

the page or select RefreshRefresh.

If you've enabled the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint and enabled Microsoft Defender for

servers, you'll have access to the software inventory.



NOTENOTE
The "Blank" option shows machines without Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (or without Microsoft Defender for servers).

As well as the filters in the asset inventory page, you can explore the software inventory data from Azure

Resource Graph Explorer.

Examples of using Azure Resource Graph Explorer to access and explore software inventory data:

1. Open Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

2. Select the following subscription scope: securityresources/softwareinventories

3. Enter any of the following queries (or customize them or write your own!) and select Run quer yRun quer y .

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| project id, Vendor=properties.vendor, Software=properties.softwareName, 
Version=properties.version

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| project id, Vendor=properties.vendor, Software=properties.softwareName, 
Version=tostring(properties.    version)
| where Software=="windows_server_2019" and parse_version(Version)
<=parse_version("10.0.17763.1999")

To generate a basic list of installed software:

To filter by version numbers:



 FAQ - Inventory
  Why aren't all of my subscriptions, machines, storage accounts, etc. shown?Why aren't all of my subscriptions, machines, storage accounts, etc. shown?

  Why do some of my resources show blank values in the Defender for Cloud or monitoring agent columns?Why do some of my resources show blank values in the Defender for Cloud or monitoring agent columns?

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| extend vmId = properties.azureVmId
| where properties.softwareName == "apache_http_server" or properties.softwareName == "mysql"
| summarize count() by tostring(vmId)
| where count_ > 1

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| extend vmId = tolower(properties.azureVmId)
| where properties.softwareName == "mysql"
| join (
securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/assessments"
| where properties.displayName == "Management ports should be closed on your virtual machines" 
and properties.status.code == "Unhealthy"
| extend vmId = tolower(properties.resourceDetails.Id)
) on vmId

To find machines with a combination of software products:

Combination of a software product with another security recommendation:

(In this example – machines having MySQL installed and exposed management ports)

The inventory view lists your Defender for Cloud connected resources from a Cloud Security Posture

Management (CSPM) perspective. The filters don't return every resource in your environment; only the ones

with outstanding (or 'active') recommendations.

For example, the following screenshot shows a user with access to 8 subscriptions but only 7 currently have

recommendations. So when they filter by Resource type = Subscr iptionsResource type = Subscr iptions , only those 7 subscriptions with

active recommendations appear in the inventory:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/filtered-subscriptions-some.png#lightbox


 Next steps

Not all Defender for Cloud monitored resources have agents. For example, Azure Storage accounts or PaaS

resources such as disks, Logic Apps, Data Lake Analysis, and Event Hub don't need agents to be monitored by

Defender for Cloud.

When pricing or agent monitoring isn't relevant for a resource, nothing will be shown in those columns of

inventory.

This article described the asset inventory page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

For more information on related tools, see the following pages:

Azure Resource Graph (ARG)

Kusto Query Language (KQL)

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/agent-pricing-blanks.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


   

 

Create rich, interactive reports of Defender for
Cloud data

 2/15/2022 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free

Required roles and permissions: To save workbooks, you must have at least Workbook
Contributor permissions on the target resource group

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Azure Monitor Workbooks provide a flexible canvas for data analysis and the creation of rich visual reports

within the Azure portal. They allow you to tap into multiple data sources from across Azure, and combine them

into unified interactive experiences.

Workbooks provide a rich set of capabilities for visualizing your Azure data. For detailed examples of each

visualization type, see the visualizations examples and documentation.

Within Microsoft Defender for Cloud, you can access the built-in workbooks to track your organization’s security

posture. You can also build custom workbooks to view a wide range of data from Defender for Cloud or other

supported data sources.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/custom-dashboards-azure-workbooks.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/visualize/workbooks-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/visualize/workbooks-text-visualizations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles


Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Workbooks gallery in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

TIPTIP

  Use the 'Secure Score Over Time' workbookUse the 'Secure Score Over Time' workbook

With the integrated Azure Workbooks functionality, Microsoft Defender for Cloud makes it straightforward to

build your own custom, interactive workbooks. Defender for Cloud also includes a gallery with the following

workbooks ready for your customization:

'Secure Score Over Time' workbook - Track your subscriptions' scores and changes to recommendations for

your resources

'System Updates' workbook - View missing system updates by resources, OS, severity, and more

'Vulnerability Assessment Findings' workbook - View the findings of vulnerability scans of your Azure

resources

'Compliance Over Time' workbook - View the status of a subscription's compliance with the regulatory or

industry standards you've selected

'Active Alerts' workbook - view active alerts by severity, type, tag, MITRE ATT&CK tactics, and location.

Choose one of the supplied workbooks or create your own.

Use the EditEdit  button to customize any of the supplied workbooks to your satisfaction. When you're done editing, select

SaveSave and your changes will be saved to a new workbook.

This workbook uses secure score data from your Log Analytics workspace. That data needs to be exported from

the continuous export tool as described in Configure continuous export from the Defender for Cloud pages in

Azure portal.

When you set up the continuous export, set the export frequency to both streaming updatesstreaming updates  and snapshotssnapshots .



NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

GRA P HGRA P H EXA M P L EEXA M P L E

Score trends for the last week and monthScore trends for the last week and month
Use this section to monitor the current score and general
trends of the scores for your subscriptions.

Aggregated score for all selected subscriptionsAggregated score for all selected subscriptions
Hover your mouse over any point in the trend line to see
the aggregated score at any date in the selected time range.

Snapshots get exported weekly, so you'll need to wait at least one week for the first snapshot to be exported before you

can view data in this workbook.

To configure continuous export across your organization, use the supplied Azure Policy 'DeployIfNotExist' policies

described in Configure continuous export at scale.

The secure score over time workbook has five graphs for the subscriptions reporting to the selected

workspaces:



Recommendations with the most unhealthyRecommendations with the most unhealthy
resourcesresources
This table helps you triage the recommendations that have
had the most resources changed to unhealthy over the
selected period.

Scores for specific security controlsScores for specific security controls
Defender for Cloud's security controls are logical groupings
of recommendations. This chart shows you, at a glance, the
weekly scores for all of your controls.

Resources changesResources changes
Recommendations with the most resources that have
changed state (healthy, unhealthy, or not applicable) during
the selected period are listed here. Select any
recommendation from the list to open a new table listing the
specific resources.

GRA P HGRA P H EXA M P L EEXA M P L E

  Use the 'System Updates' workbookUse the 'System Updates' workbook
This workbook is based on the security recommendation "System updates should be installed on your

machines".

The workbook helps you identify machines with outstanding updates.

You can view the situation for the selected subscriptions according to:

The list of resources with outstanding updates

The list of updates missing from your resources



  Use the 'Vulnerability Assessment Findings' workbookUse the 'Vulnerability Assessment Findings' workbook
Defender for Cloud includes vulnerability scanners for your machines, containers in container registries, and

SQL servers.

Learn more about using these scanners:

Find vulnerabilities with Microsoft threat and vulnerability management

Find vulnerabilities with the integrated Qualys scanner

Scan your registry images for vulnerabilities

Scan your SQL resources for vulnerabilities

Findings for each resource type are reported in separate recommendations:

Vulnerabilities in your virtual machines should be remediated (includes findings from Microsoft threat and

vulnerability management, the integrated Qualys scanner, and any configured BYOL VA solutions)

Container registry images should have vulnerability findings resolved

SQL databases should have vulnerability findings resolved

SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

This workbook gathers these findings and organizes them by severity, resource type, and category.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/82e20e14-edc5-4373-bfc4-f13121257c37
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f97aa83c-9b63-4f9a-99f6-b22c4398f936


  Use the 'Compliance Over Time' workbookUse the 'Compliance Over Time' workbook
Microsoft Defender for Cloud continually compares the configuration of your resources with requirements in

industry standards, regulations, and benchmarks. Built-in standards include NIST SP 800-53, SWIFT CSP CSCF

v2020, Canada Federal PBMM, HIPAA HITRUST, and more. You can select the specific standards relevant to your

organization using the regulatory compliance dashboard. Learn more in Customize the set of standards in your

regulatory compliance dashboard.

This workbook tracks your compliance status over time with the various standards you've added to your

dashboard.



When you select a standard from the overview area of the report, the lower pane reveals a more detailed

breakdown:



You can keep drilling down - right down to the recommendation level - to view the resources that have passed

or failed each control.



TIPTIP

  Use the 'Active Alerts' workbookUse the 'Active Alerts' workbook

NOTENOTE

For each panel of the report, you can export the data to Excel with the "Export to Excel" option.

This workbook displays the active security alerts for your subscriptions on one dashboard. Security alerts are

the notifications that Defender for Cloud generates when it detects threats on your resources. Defender for

Cloud prioritizes, and lists the alerts, along with information needed for quick investigation and remediation.

This workbook benefits you by letting you understand the active threats on your environment, and allows you to

prioritize between the active alerts.

Most workbooks use Azure Resource Graph (ARG) to query their data. For example, to display the Map View, Log

Analytics workspace is used to query the data. Continuous export should be enabled, and export the security alerts to

the Log Analytics workspace.

You can view the active alerts by severity, resource group, or tag.

You can also view your subscription's top alerts by attacked resources, alert types, and new alerts.



You can get more details on any of these alerts by selecting it.

The MITRE ATT&CK tactics displays by the order of the kill-chain, and the number of alerts the subscription has

at each stage.

You can see all of the active alerts in a table with the ability to filter by columns. By selecting an alert, the alert

view button appears.

By selecting the Open Alert View button, you can see all the details of that specific alert.



By selecting Map View, you can also see all alerts based on their location.



 Import workbooks from other workbook galleries

By selecting a location on the map you will be able to view all of the alerts for that location.

You can see the details for that alert with the Open Alert View button.

If you've built workbooks in other Azure services and want to move them into your Microsoft Defender for

Cloud workbooks gallery:

1. Open the target workbook.

2. From the toolbar, select EditEdit.

3. From the toolbar, select </></> to enter the Advanced Editor.



 Next steps

4. Copy the workbook's Gallery Template JSON.

5. Open the workbooks gallery in Defender for Cloud and from the menu bar select NewNew .

6. Select the </></> to enter the Advanced Editor.

7. Paste in the entire Gallery Template JSON.

8. Select ApplyApply .

9. From the toolbar, select Save AsSave As .

10. Enter the required details for saving the workbook:

a. A name for the workbook

b. The desired region

c. Subscription, resource group, and sharing as appropriate.

You'll find your saved workbook in the Recently modified workbooksRecently modified workbooks  category.

This article described Defender for Cloud's integrated Azure Monitor Workbooks page with built-in reports and

the option to build your own custom, interactive reports.

Learn more about Azure Monitor Workbooks

The built-in workbooks pull their data from Defender for Cloud's recommendations. Learn about the many

security recommendations in Security recommendations - a reference guide

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/visualize/workbooks-overview
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 Monitor recommendations
 

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This topic explains how to view and understand the recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud to help

you protect your Azure resources.

Defender for Cloud analyzes the security state of your resources to identify potential vulnerabilities.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page to see the recommendations

applicable to your environment. Recommendations are grouped into security controls.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/review-security-recommendations.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/review-security-recommendations/view-recommendations.png#lightbox


2. To find recommendations specific to the resource type, severity, environment, or other criteria that are

important to you, use the optional filters above the list of recommendations.

3. Expand a control and select a specific recommendation to view the recommendation details page.

The page includes:

a. For supported recommendations, the top toolbar shows any or all of the following buttons:

EnforceEnforce and DenyDeny  (see Prevent misconfigurations with Enforce/Deny recommendations).

View policy definitionView policy definition to go directly to the Azure Policy entry for the underlying policy.

Open quer yOpen quer y  - All recommendations have the option to view the detailed information about

the affected resources using Azure Resource Graph Explorer.

b. Severity indicatorSeverity indicator .

c. Freshness inter valFreshness inter val  (where relevant).

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/review-security-recommendations/recommendation-details-page.png#lightbox


TIPTIP

d. Count of exempted resourcesCount of exempted resources  if exemptions exist for a recommendation, this shows the

number of resources that have been exempted with a link to view the specific resources.

e. Mapping to MITRE ATT&CK ® tactics and techniquesMapping to MITRE ATT&CK ® tactics and techniques  if a recommendation has defined

tactics and techniques, select the icon for links to the relevant pages on MITRE's site.

f. Descr iptionDescr iption - A short description of the security issue.

g. When relevant, the details page also includes a table of related recommendationsrelated recommendations :

The relationship types are:

PrerequisitePrerequisite - A recommendation that must be completed before the selected

recommendation

AlternativeAlternative - A different recommendation which provides another way of achieving the goals

of the selected recommendation

DependentDependent - A recommendation for which the selected recommendation is a prerequisite

For each related recommendation, the number of unhealthy resources is shown in the "Affected

resources" column.

If a related recommendation is grayed out, its dependency isn't yet completed and so isn't available.

h. Remediation stepsRemediation steps  - A description of the manual steps required to remediate the security issue

on the affected resources. For recommendations with the FixFix option**, you can select ViewView

remediation logicremediation logic before applying the suggested fix to your resources.

i. Affected resourcesAffected resources  - Your resources are grouped into tabs:

Healthy resourcesHealthy resources  – Relevant resources which either aren't impacted or on which you've

already remediated the issue.

Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  – Resources which are still impacted by the identified issue.

Not applicable resourcesNot applicable resources  – Resources for which the recommendation can't give a

definitive answer. The not applicable tab also includes reasons for each resource.



 Review recommendation data in Azure Resource Graph Explorer
(ARG)

j. Action buttons to remediate the recommendation or trigger a logic app.

The toolbar on the recommendation details page includes an Open quer yOpen quer y  button to explore the details in Azure

Resource Graph (ARG), an Azure service that provides the ability to query - across multiple subscriptions -

Defender for Cloud's security posture data.

ARG is designed to provide efficient resource exploration with the ability to query at scale across your cloud

environments with robust filtering, grouping, and sorting capabilities. It's a quick and efficient way to query

information across Azure subscriptions programmatically or from within the Azure portal.

Using the Kusto Query Language (KQL), you can cross-reference Defender for Cloud data with other resource

properties.

For example, this recommendation details page shows fifteen affected resources:

When you open the underlying query, and run it, Azure Resource Graph Explorer returns the same fifteen

resources and their health status for this recommendation:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


 Preview recommendations

 Next steps

Recommendations flagged as PreviewPreview  aren't included in the calculations of your secure score.

They should still be remediated wherever possible, so that when the preview period ends they'll contribute

towards your score.

An example of a preview recommendation:

In this document, you were introduced to security recommendations in Defender for Cloud. For related

information:

Remediate recommendations--Learn how to configure security policies for your Azure subscriptions and

resource groups.

Prevent misconfigurations with Enforce/Deny recommendations.

Automate responses to Defender for Cloud triggers--Automate responses to recommendations

Exempt a resource from a recommendation

Security recommendations - a reference guide
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 Remediation steps
 

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Recommendations give you suggestions on how to better secure your resources. You implement a

recommendation by following the remediation steps provided in the recommendation.

After reviewing all the recommendations, decide which one to remediate first. We recommend that you

prioritize the security controls with the highest potential to increase your secure score.

1. From the list, select a recommendation.

2. Follow the instructions in the Remediation stepsRemediation steps  section. Each recommendation has its own set of

instructions. The following screenshot shows remediation steps for configuring applications to only allow

traffic over HTTPS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/implement-security-recommendations.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Fix button

3. Once completed, a notification appears informing you whether the issue is resolved.

To simplify remediation and improve your environment's security (and increase your secure score), many

recommendations include a FixFix option.

FixFix helps you quickly remediate a recommendation on multiple resources.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/implement-security-recommendations/security-center-remediate-recommendation.png#lightbox


TIPTIP
The FixFix feature is only available for specific recommendations. To find recommendations that have an available fix, use the

Response actionsResponse actions filter for the list of recommendations:

To implement a FixFix:

NOTENOTE

1. From the list of recommendations that have the FixFix action icon,  , select a recommendation.

2. From the Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  tab, select the resources that you want to implement the

recommendation on, and select RemediateRemediate.

Some of the listed resources might be disabled, because you don't have the appropriate permissions to modify

them.

3. In the confirmation box, read the remediation details and implications.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/implement-security-recommendations/security-center-recommendations-fix-action.png#lightbox


 Fix actions logged to the activity log
 

 Next steps

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

The implications are listed in the grey box in the Remediate resourcesRemediate resources window that opens after clicking

RemediateRemediate. They list what changes happen when proceeding with the FixFix.

4. Insert the relevant parameters if necessary, and approve the remediation.

It can take several minutes after remediation completes to see the resources in the Healthy resourcesHealthy resources tab. To

view the remediation actions, check the activity log.

5. Once completed, a notification appears informing you if the remediation succeeded.

The remediation operation uses a template deployment or REST API PATCH  request to apply the configuration

on the resource. These operations are logged in Azure activity log.

In this document, you were shown how to remediate recommendations in Defender for Cloud. To learn how

recommendations are defined and selected for your environment, see the following page:

What are security policies, initiatives, and recommendations?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/activity-log
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 Prevent resource creation

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Security misconfigurations are a major cause of security incidents. Defender for Cloud can help prevent

misconfigurations of new resources with regard to specific recommendations.

This feature can help keep your workloads secure and stabilize your secure score.

Enforcing a secure configuration, based on a specific recommendation, is offered in two modes:

Using the DenyDeny  effect of Azure Policy, you can stop unhealthy resources from being created

Using the EnforceEnforce option, you can take advantage of Azure Policy's DeployIfNotExistDeployIfNotExist effect and

automatically remediate non-compliant resources upon creation

This can be found at the top of the resource details page for selected security recommendations (see

Recommendations with deny/enforce options).

1. Open the recommendation that your new resources must satisfy, and select the DenyDeny  button at the top of

the page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/prevent-misconfigurations.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


TIPTIP

The configuration pane opens listing the scope options.

2. Set the scope by selecting the relevant subscription or management group.

You can use the three dots at the end of the row to change a single subscription, or use the checkboxes to select

multiple subscriptions or groups then select Change to DenyChange to Deny .



 Enforce a secure configuration
1. Open the recommendation that you'll deploy a template deployment for if new resources don't satisfy it,

and select the EnforceEnforce button at the top of the page.



 Recommendations with deny/enforce options

The configuration pane opens with all of the policy configuration options.

2. Set the scope, assignment name, and other relevant options.

3. Select Review + createReview + create.

These recommendations can be used with the denydeny  option:

[Enable if required] Azure Cosmos DB accounts should use customer-managed keys to encrypt data at rest

[Enable if required] Azure Machine Learning workspaces should be encrypted with a customer-managed key

(CMK)

[Enable if required] Cognitive Services accounts should enable data encryption with a customer-managed

key (CMK)

[Enable if required] Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-managed key (CMK)

Access to storage accounts with firewall and virtual network configurations should be restricted

Automation account variables should be encrypted

Azure Cache for Redis should reside within a virtual network

Azure Spring Cloud should use network injection

Container CPU and memory limits should be enforced

Container images should be deployed from trusted registries only



Container with privilege escalation should be avoided

Containers sharing sensitive host namespaces should be avoided

Containers should listen on allowed ports only

Immutable (read-only) root filesystem should be enforced for containers

Key Vault keys should have an expiration date

Key Vault secrets should have an expiration date

Key vaults should have purge protection enabled

Key vaults should have soft delete enabled

Least privileged Linux capabilities should be enforced for containers

Overriding or disabling of containers AppArmor profile should be restricted

Privileged containers should be avoided

Redis Cache should allow access only via SSL

Running containers as root user should be avoided

Secure transfer to storage accounts should be enabled

Service Fabric clusters should have the ClusterProtectionLevel property set to EncryptAndSign

Service Fabric clusters should only use Azure Active Directory for client authentication

Services should listen on allowed ports only

Storage account public access should be disallowed

Storage accounts should be migrated to new Azure Resource Manager resources

Storage accounts should restrict network access using virtual network rules

Usage of host networking and ports should be restricted

Usage of pod HostPath volume mounts should be restricted to a known list to restrict node access from

compromised containers

Validity period of certificates stored in Azure Key Vault should not exceed 12 months

Virtual machines should be migrated to new Azure Resource Manager resources

Web Application Firewall (WAF) should be enabled for Application Gateway

Web Application Firewall (WAF) should be enabled for Azure Front Door Service service

These recommendations can be used with the enforceenforce option:

Auditing on SQL server should be enabled

Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should have Microsoft Defender for Cloud's extension installed

Azure Backup should be enabled for virtual machines

Microsoft Defender for App Service should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for container registries should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for DNS should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for servers should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for Azure SQL Database servers should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on machines should be enabled

Microsoft Defender for SQL should be enabled for unprotected Azure SQL servers

Microsoft Defender for Storage should be enabled

Azure Policy Add-on for Kubernetes should be installed and enabled on your clusters

Diagnostic logs in Azure Stream Analytics should be enabled

Diagnostic logs in Batch accounts should be enabled

Diagnostic logs in Data Lake Analytics should be enabled



Diagnostic logs in Event Hub should be enabled

Diagnostic logs in Key Vault should be enabled

Diagnostic logs in Logic Apps should be enabled

Diagnostic logs in Search services should be enabled

Diagnostic logs in Service Bus should be enabled
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free

Required roles and permissions: Security admin roleSecurity admin role or OwnerOwner  on the resource group
Must also have write permissions for the target resource

To work with Azure Logic Apps workflows, you must also
have the following Logic Apps roles/permissions:
- Logic App Operator permissions are required or Logic App
read/trigger access (this role can't create or edit logic apps;
only run existing ones)
- Logic App Contributor permissions are required for Logic
App creation and modification
If you want to use Logic App connectors, you may need
additional credentials to sign in to their respective services
(for example, your Outlook/Teams/Slack instances)

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Create a logic app and define when it should automatically run

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Every security program includes multiple workflows for incident response. These processes might include

notifying relevant stakeholders, launching a change management process, and applying specific remediation

steps. Security experts recommend that you automate as many steps of those procedures as you can.

Automation reduces overhead. It can also improve your security by ensuring the process steps are done quickly,

consistently, and according to your predefined requirements.

This article describes the workflow automation feature of Microsoft Defender for Cloud. This feature can trigger

Logic Apps on security alerts, recommendations, and changes to regulatory compliance. For example, you might

want Defender for Cloud to email a specific user when an alert occurs. You'll also learn how to create Logic Apps

using Azure Logic Apps.

1. From Defender for Cloud's sidebar, select Workflow automationWorkflow automation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/workflow-automation.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles


From this page you can create new automation rules, as well as enable, disable, or delete existing ones.

2. To define a new workflow, click Add workflow automationAdd workflow automation. The options pane for your new automation

opens.

Here you can enter :

a. A name and description for the automation.

b. The triggers that will initiate this automatic workflow. For example, you might want your Logic App

to run when a security alert that contains "SQL" is generated.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/list-of-workflow-automations.png#lightbox


TIPTIP

NOTENOTE
If your trigger is a recommendation that has "sub-recommendations", for example VulnerabilityVulnerability

assessment findings on your SQL databases should be remediatedassessment findings on your SQL databases should be remediated, the logic app will not trigger

for every new security finding; only when the status of the parent recommendation changes.

c. The Logic App that will run when your trigger conditions are met.

3. From the Actions section, select visit the Logic Apps pagevisit the Logic Apps page to begin the Logic App creation process.

You'll be taken to Azure Logic Apps.

4. Select AddAdd.

5. Enter a name, resource group, and location, and select Review and createReview and create > CreateCreate.

The message Deployment is in progressDeployment is in progress  appears. Wait for the deployment complete notification to

appear and select Go to resourceGo to resource from the notification.

6. In your new logic app, you can choose from built-in, predefined templates from the security category. Or

you can define a custom flow of events to occur when this process is triggered.

Sometimes in a logic app, parameters are included in the connector as part of a string and not in their own field.

For an example of how to extract parameters, see step #14 of Working with logic app parameters while building

Microsoft Defender for Cloud workflow automations.

The logic app designer supports these Defender for Cloud triggers:

When a Microsoft Defender for Cloud Recommendation is created or tr iggeredWhen a Microsoft Defender for Cloud Recommendation is created or tr iggered - If your

logic app relies on a recommendation that gets deprecated or replaced, your automation will stop

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/logic-apps-create-new.png#lightbox
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/working-with-logic-app-parameters-while-building-azure-security/ba-p/1342121


 Manually trigger a Logic App

NOTENOTE

working and you'll need to update the trigger. To track changes to recommendations, use the

release notes.

When a Defender for Cloud Aler t is created or tr iggeredWhen a Defender for Cloud Aler t is created or tr iggered - You can customize the trigger so

that it relates only to alerts with the severity levels that interest you.

When a Defender for Cloud regulator y compliance assessment is created or tr iggeredWhen a Defender for Cloud regulator y compliance assessment is created or tr iggered

- Trigger automations based on updates to regulatory compliance assessments.

If you are using the legacy trigger "When a response to a Microsoft Defender for Cloud alert is triggered", your

logic apps will not be launched by the Workflow Automation feature. Instead, use either of the triggers mentioned

above.

7. After you've defined your logic app, return to the workflow automation definition pane ("Add workflow

automation"). Click RefreshRefresh to ensure your new Logic App is available for selection.

8. Select your logic app and save the automation. Note that the Logic App dropdown only shows Logic Apps

with supporting Defender for Cloud connectors mentioned above.

You can also run Logic Apps manually when viewing any security alert or recommendation.

To manually run a Logic App, open an alert or a recommendation and click Tr igger Logic AppTrigger Logic App:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/sample-logic-app.png#lightbox


 Configure workflow automation at scale using the supplied policies
Automating your organization's monitoring and incident response processes can greatly improve the time it

takes to investigate and mitigate security incidents.

To deploy your automation configurations across your organization, use the supplied Azure Policy

'DeployIfNotExist' policies described below to create and configure workflow automation procedures.

Get started with workflow automation templates.

To implement these policies:

GO A LGO A L P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

Workflow automation for security
alerts

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Microsoft Defender for Cloud alerts

f1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-
268cdd02361e

Workflow automation for security
recommendations

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Microsoft Defender for Cloud
recommendations

73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-
43795f3492ef

Workflow automation for regulatory
compliance changes

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Microsoft Defender for Cloud
regulatory compliance

509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-
d0dac20be63c

1. From the table below, select the policy you want to apply:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/manually-trigger-logic-app.png#lightbox
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252ff1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-268cdd02361e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-43795f3492ef
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-d0dac20be63c


TIPTIP
You can also find these by searching Azure Policy:

1. Open Azure Policy.

2. From the Azure Policy menu, select DefinitionsDefinitions and search for them by name.

2. From the relevant Azure Policy page, select AssignAssign.

3. Open each tab and set the parameters as desired:

a. In the BasicsBasics  tab, set the scope for the policy. To use centralized management, assign the policy to

the Management Group containing the subscriptions that will use the workflow automation

configuration.

b. In the ParametersParameters  tab, set the resource group and data type details.



 Data types schemas

 FAQ - Workflow automation
  Does workflow automation support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?Does workflow automation support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?

 Next steps

TIPTIP
Each parameter has a tooltip explaining the options available to you.

Azure Policy's parameters tab (1) provides access to similar configuration options as Defender for Cloud's

workflow automation page (2).

c. Optionally, to apply this assignment to existing subscriptions, open the RemediationRemediation tab and

select the option to create a remediation task.

4. Review the summary page and select CreateCreate.

To view the raw event schemas of the security alerts or recommendations events passed to the Logic App

instance, visit the Workflow automation data types schemas. This can be useful in cases where you are not using

Defender for Cloud's built-in Logic App connectors mentioned above, but instead are using Logic App's generic

HTTP connector - you could use the event JSON schema to manually parse it as you see fit.

When preparing your environment for BCDR scenarios, where the target resource is experiencing an outage or

other disaster, it's the organization's responsibility to prevent data loss by establishing backups according to the

guidelines from Azure Event Hubs, Log Analytics workspace, and Logic App.

For every active automation, we recommend you create an identical (disabled) automation and store it in a

different location. When there's an outage, you can enable these backup automations and maintain normal

operations.

Learn more about Business continuity and disaster recovery for Azure Logic Apps.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/azure-policy-next-to-workflow-automation.png#lightbox
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/business-continuity-disaster-recovery-guidance


In this article, you learned about creating Logic Apps, automating their execution in Defender for Cloud, and

running them manually.

For related material, see:

The Microsoft Learn module on how to use workflow automation to automate a security response

Security recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

About Azure Logic Apps

Connectors for Azure Logic Apps

Workflow automation data types schemas

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/resolve-threats-with-azure-security-center/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/connectors/apis-list
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
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 Who can edit security policies?

 Manage your security policies

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how security policies are configured, and how to view them in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

To understand the relationships between initiatives, policies, and recommendations, see What are security

policies, initiatives, and recommendations?

Defender for Cloud uses Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC), which provides built-in roles you can

assign to Azure users, groups, and services. When users open Defender for Cloud, they see only information

related to the resources they can access. Which means users are assigned the role of owner, contributor, or

reader to the resource's subscription. There are also two specific Defender for Cloud roles:

Security readerSecurity reader : Has rights to view Defender for Cloud items such as recommendations, alerts, policy, and

health. Can't make changes.

Security adminSecurity admin: Has the same view rights as security reader. Can also update the security policy and

dismiss alerts.

You can edit security policies through the Azure Policy portal, via REST API or using Windows PowerShell.

To view your security policies in Defender for Cloud:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. Here, you can see the

management groups, subscriptions, and the initiatives applied to each.

2. Select the relevant subscription or management group whose policies you want to view.

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page.

4. The security policy page for that subscription or management group appears. It shows the available and

assigned policies.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/tutorial-security-policy.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


NOTENOTE
If there is a label "MG Inherited" alongside your default initiative, it means that the initiative has been assigned to

a management group and inherited by the subscription you're viewing.

5. Choose from the available options on this page:

a. To work with industry standards, select Add more standardsAdd more standards . For more information, see

Customize the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

b. To assign and manage custom initiatives, select Add custom initiativesAdd custom initiatives . For more information,

see Using custom security initiatives and policies.

c. To view and edit the default initiative, select it and proceed as described below.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/tutorial-security-policy/security-policy-page.png#lightbox


This Security policySecurity policy  screen reflects the action taken by the policies assigned on the subscription

or management group you selected.

Use the links at the top to open a policy assignmentassignment that applies on the subscription or

management group. These links let you access the assignment and edit or disable the

policy. For example, if you see that a particular policy assignment is effectively denying

endpoint protection, use the link to edit or disable the policy.

In the list of policies, you can see the effective application of the policy on your subscription

or management group. The settings of each policy that apply to the scope are taken into

consideration and the cumulative outcome of actions taken by the policy is shown. For

example, if in one assignment of the policy is disabled, but in another it's set to

AuditIfNotExist, then the cumulative effect applies AuditIfNotExist. The more active effect

always takes precedence.

The policies' effect can be: Append, Audit, AuditIfNotExists, Deny, DeployIfNotExists,

Disabled. For more information on how effects are applied, see Understand Policy effects.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/effects


 Disable security policies and disable recommendations

NOTENOTE
When you view assigned policies, you can see multiple assignments and you can see how each assignment

is configured on its own.

When your security initiative triggers a recommendation that's irrelevant for your environment, you can prevent

that recommendation from appearing again. To disable a recommendation, disable the specific policy that

generates the recommendation.

The recommendation you want to disable will still appear if it's required for a regulatory standard you've

applied with Defender for Cloud's regulatory compliance tools. Even if you've disabled a policy in the built-in

initiative, a policy in the regulatory standard's initiative will still trigger the recommendation if it's necessary for

compliance. You can't disable policies from regulatory standard initiatives.

For more information about recommendations, see Managing security recommendations.

NOTENOTE

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. Here, you can see the

management groups, subscriptions, and the initiatives applied to each.

2. Select the subscription or management group for which you want to disable the recommendation (and

policy).

Remember that a management group applies its policies to its subscriptions. Therefore, if you disable a

subscription's policy, and the subscription belongs to a management group that still uses the same policy, then

you will continue to receive the policy recommendations. The policy will still be applied from the management level

and the recommendations will still be generated.

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page.

4. From the Default initiativeDefault initiative or Your custom initiativesYour custom initiatives  sections, select the relevant initiative

containing the policy you want to disable.

5. Open the ParametersParameters  section and search for the policy that invokes the recommendation that you want

to disable.

6. From the dropdown list, change the value for the corresponding policy to DisabledDisabled.



 Enable a security policy

NOTENOTE

7. Select SaveSave.

The change might take up to 12 hours to take effect.

Some policies in your initiatives might be disabled by default. For example, in the Azure Security Benchmark

initiative, some policies are provided for you to enable only if they meet a specific regulatory or compliance

requirement for your organization. Such policies include recommendations to encrypt data at rest with

customer-managed keys, such as "Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-managed key

(CMK)".

To enable a disabled policy and ensure it's assessed for your resources:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page. Here, you can see the

management groups, subscriptions, and the initiatives applied to each.

2. Select the subscription or management group for which you want to enable the recommendation (and

policy).

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page.

4. From the Default initiativeDefault initiative, Industr y & regulator y standardsIndustr y & regulator y standards , or Your custom initiativesYour custom initiatives  sections,

select the relevant initiative with the policy you want to enable.

5. Open the ParametersParameters  section and search for the policy that invokes the recommendation that you want

to disable.

6. From the dropdown list, change the value for the corresponding policy to AuditIfNotExistsAuditIfNotExists  or EnforceEnforce.



 Next steps

NOTENOTE

7. Select SaveSave.

The change might take up to 12 hours to take effect.

This page explained security policies. For related information, see the following pages:

Learn how to set policies using PowerShell

Learn how to edit a security policy in Azure Policy

Learn how to set a policy across subscriptions or on Management groups using Azure Policy

Learn how to enable Defender for Cloud on all subscriptions in a management group

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/assign-policy-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/tutorials/create-and-manage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
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NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Preview
The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional
legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,
preview, or otherwise not yet released into general
availability.

Pricing: This is a premium Azure Policy capability that's offered at no
additional cost for customers with Microsoft Defender for
Cloud's enhanced security features enabled. For other users,
charges might apply in the future.

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

A core priority of every security team is to ensure analysts can focus on the tasks and incidents that matter to

the organization. Defender for Cloud has many features for customizing the experience and making sure your

secure score reflects your organization's security priorities. The exemptexempt option is one such feature.

When you investigate your security recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud, one of the first pieces of

information you review is the list of affected resources.

Occasionally, a resource will be listed that you feel shouldn't be included. Or a recommendation will show in a

scope where you feel it doesn't belong. The resource might have been remediated by a process not tracked by

Defender for Cloud. The recommendation might be inappropriate for a specific subscription. Or perhaps your

organization has simply decided to accept the risks related to the specific resource or recommendation.

In such cases, you can create an exemption for a recommendation to:

Exempt a resourceExempt a resource to ensure it isn't listed with the unhealthy resources in the future, and doesn't

impact your secure score. The resource will be listed as not applicable and the reason will be shown as

"exempted" with the specific justification you select.

Exempt a subscr iption or management groupExempt a subscr iption or management group to ensure that the recommendation doesn't impact

your secure score and won't be shown for the subscription or management group in the future. This

relates to existing resources and any you create in the future. The recommendation will be marked with

the specific justification you select for the scope that you selected.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/exempt-resource.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/


Required roles and permissions: OwnerOwner  or Resource Policy ContributorResource Policy Contributor  to create an
exemption
To create a rule, you need permissions to edit policies in
Azure Policy.
Learn more in Azure RBAC permissions in Azure Policy.

Limitations: Exemptions can be created only for recommendations
included in Defender for Cloud's default initiative, Azure
Security Benchmark, or any of the supplied regulatory
standard initiatives. Recommendations that are generated
from custom initiatives cannot be exempted. Learn more
about the relationships between policies, initiatives, and
recommendations.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Define an exemption

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

To fine-tune the security recommendations that Defender for Cloud makes for your subscriptions, management

group, or resources, you can create an exemption rule to:

Mark a specific recommendationrecommendation or as "mitigated" or "risk accepted". You can create recommendation

exemptions for a subscription, multiple subscriptions, or an entire management group.

Mark one or more resourcesone or more resources  as "mitigated" or "risk accepted" for a specific recommendation.

Exemptions can be created only for recommendations included in Defender for Cloud's default initiative, Azure Security

Benchmark or any of the supplied regulatory standard initiatives. Recommendations that are generated from any custom

initiatives assigned to your subscriptions cannot be exempted. Learn more about the relationships between policies,

initiatives, and recommendations.

You can also create exemptions using the API. For an example JSON, and an explanation of the relevant structures see

Azure Policy exemption structure.

To create an exemption rule:

1. Open the recommendations details page for the specific recommendation.

2. From the toolbar at the top of the page, select ExemptExempt.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/exemption-structure


3. In the ExemptExempt pane:

a. Select the scope for this exemption rule:

If you select a management group, the recommendation will be exempted from all

subscriptions within that group

If you're creating this rule to exempt one or more resources from the recommendation, choose

"Selected resources"" and select the relevant ones from the list

b. Enter a name for this exemption rule.

c. Optionally, set an expiration date.

d. Select the category for the exemption:

NOTENOTE

Resolved through 3rd par ty (mitigated)Resolved through 3rd par ty (mitigated)  – if you're using a third-party service that

Defender for Cloud hasn't identified.

When you exempt a recommendation as mitigated, you aren't given points towards your secure

score. But because points aren't removed for the unhealthy resources, the result is that your score

will increase.

Risk accepted (waiver)Risk accepted (waiver)  – if you’ve decided to accept the risk of not mitigating this

recommendation

e. Enter a description.

f. Select CreateCreate.



When the exemption takes effect (it might take up to 30 minutes):

The recommendation or resources won't impact your secure score.

If you've exempted specific resources, they'll be listed in the Not applicableNot applicable tab of the

recommendation details page.

If you've exempted a recommendation, it will be hidden by default on Defender for Cloud's

recommendations page. This is because the default options of the Recommendation statusRecommendation status  filter

on that page are to exclude Not applicableNot applicable recommendations. The same is true if you exempt all

recommendations in a security control.

The information strip at the top of the recommendation details page updates the number of

exempted resources:



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

4. To review your exempted resources, open the Not applicableNot applicable tab:

The reason for each exemption is included in the table (1).

To modify or delete an exemption, select the ellipsis menu ("...") as shown (2).

5. To review all of the exemption rules on your subscription, select View exemptionsView exemptions  from the information

strip:

To see the specific exemptions relevant to one recommendation, filter the list according to the relevant scope and

recommendation name.



 Monitor exemptions created in your subscriptions

 Use the inventory to find resources that have exemptions applied

TIPTIP
Alternatively, use Azure Resource Graph to find recommendations with exemptions.

As explained earlier on this page, exemption rules are a powerful tool providing granular control over the

recommendations affecting resources in your subscriptions and management groups.

To keep track of how your users are exercising this capability, we've created an Azure Resource Manager (ARM)

template that deploys a Logic App Playbook and all necessary API connections to notify you when an exemption

has been created.

To learn more about the playbook, see the tech community blog post How to keep track of Resource

Exemptions in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

You'll find the ARM template in the Microsoft Defender for Cloud GitHub repository

To deploy all the necessary components, use this automated process

The asset inventory page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud provides a single page for viewing the security

posture of the resources you've connected to Defender for Cloud. Learn more in Explore and manage your

resources with asset inventory.

The inventory page includes many filters to let you narrow the list of resources to the ones of most interest for

any given scenario. One such filter is the Contains exemptionsContains exemptions . Use this filter to find all resources that have

been exempted from one or more recommendation.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/how-to-keep-track-of-resource-exemptions-in-azure-security/ba-p/1770580
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation/Notify-ResourceExemption
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.Template/uri/https%253A%252F%252Fraw.githubusercontent.com%252FAzure%252FAzure-Security-Center%252Fmaster%252FWorkflow%252520automation%252FNotify-ResourceExemption%252Fazuredeploy.json


 Find recommendations with exemptions using Azure Resource Graph
Azure Resource Graph (ARG) provides instant access to resource information across your cloud environments

with robust filtering, grouping, and sorting capabilities. It's a quick and efficient way to query information across

Azure subscriptions programmatically or from within the Azure portal.

To view all recommendations that have exemption rules:

1. Open Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

2. Enter the following query and select Run quer yRun quer y .



 FAQ - Exemption rules

  What happens when one recommendation is in multiple policy initiatives?What happens when one recommendation is in multiple policy initiatives?

  Are there any recommendations that don't support exemption?Are there any recommendations that don't support exemption?

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/assessments"
// Get recommendations in useful format
| project
 ['TenantID'] = tenantId,
 ['SubscriptionID'] = subscriptionId,
 ['AssessmentID'] = name,
 ['DisplayName'] = properties.displayName,
 ['ResourceType'] = tolower(split(properties.resourceDetails.Id,"/").[7]),
 ['ResourceName'] = tolower(split(properties.resourceDetails.Id,"/").[8]),
 ['ResourceGroup'] = resourceGroup,
 ['ContainsNestedRecom'] = tostring(properties.additionalData.subAssessmentsLink),
 ['StatusCode'] = properties.status.code,
 ['StatusDescription'] = properties.status.description,
 ['PolicyDefID'] = properties.metadata.policyDefinitionId,
 ['Description'] = properties.metadata.description,
 ['RecomType'] = properties.metadata.assessmentType,
 ['Remediation'] = properties.metadata.remediationDescription,
 ['Severity'] = properties.metadata.severity,
 ['Link'] = properties.links.azurePortal
 | where StatusDescription contains "Exempt"    

Learn more in the following pages:

Learn more about Azure Resource Graph.

How to create queries with Azure Resource Graph Explorer

Kusto Query Language (KQL)

What happens when one recommendation is in multiple policy initiatives?

Are there any recommendations that don't support exemption?

Sometimes, a security recommendation appears in more than one policy initiative. If you've got multiple

instances of the same recommendation assigned to the same subscription, and you create an exemption for the

recommendation, it will affect all of the initiatives that you have permission to edit.

For example, the recommendation **** is part of the default policy initiative assigned to all Azure subscriptions

by Microsoft Defender for Cloud. It's also in XXXXX.

If you try to create an exemption for this recommendation, you'll see one of the two following messages:

If you havehave the necessary permissions to edit both initiatives, you'll see:

This recommendation is included in several policy initiatives: [initiative names separated by comma].

Exemptions will be created on all of them.

If you don't havedon't have sufficient permissions on both initiatives, you'll see this message instead:

You have limited permissions to apply the exemption on all the policy initiatives, the exemptions will be

created only on the initiatives with sufficient permissions.

These generally available recommendations don't support exemption:

All advanced threat protection types should be enabled in SQL managed instance advanced data security

settings

All advanced threat protection types should be enabled in SQL server advanced data security settings

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/first-query-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


 Next steps

Container CPU and memory limits should be enforced

Container images should be deployed from trusted registries only

Container with privilege escalation should be avoided

Containers sharing sensitive host namespaces should be avoided

Containers should listen on allowed ports only

Default IP Filter Policy should be Deny

Immutable (read-only) root filesystem should be enforced for containers

IoT Devices - Open Ports On Device

IoT Devices - Permissive firewall policy in one of the chains was found

IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule in the input chain was found

IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule in the output chain was found

IP Filter rule large IP range

Least privileged Linux capabilities should be enforced for containers

Machines should be configured securely

Overriding or disabling of containers AppArmor profile should be restricted

Privileged containers should be avoided

Running containers as root user should be avoided

Services should listen on allowed ports only

SQL servers should have an Azure Active Directory administrator provisioned

Usage of host networking and ports should be restricted

Usage of pod HostPath volume mounts should be restricted to a known list to restrict node access from

compromised containers

In this article, you learned how to exempt a resource from a recommendation so that it doesn't impact your

secure score. For more information about secure score, see:

Secure score in Microsoft Defender for Cloud
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 To add a custom initiative to your subscription

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

To help secure your systems and environment, Microsoft Defender for Cloud generates security

recommendations. These recommendations are based on industry best practices, which are incorporated into

the generic, default security policy supplied to all customers. They can also come from Defender for Cloud's

knowledge of industry and regulatory standards.

With this feature, you can add your own custom initiatives. You'll then receive recommendations if your

environment doesn't follow the policies you create. Any custom initiatives you create will appear alongside the

built-in initiatives in the regulatory compliance dashboard, as described in the tutorial Improve your regulatory

compliance.

As discussed in the Azure Policy documentation, when you specify a location for your custom initiative, it must

be a management group or a subscription.

For an overview of the key concepts on this page, see What are security policies, initiatives, and recommendations?.

NOTENOTE

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription or management group to which you would like to add a custom initiative.

For your custom initiatives to be evaluated and displayed in Defender for Cloud, you must add them at the

subscription level (or higher). We recommend that you select the widest scope available.

3. Open the Security policySecurity policy  page, and in the Your custom initiativesYour custom initiatives  area, select Add a customAdd a custom

initiativeinitiative.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/custom-security-policies.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/definition-structure


NOTENOTE

4. In the Add custom initiatives page, review the list of custom policies already created in your organization.

If you see one you want to assign to your subscription, select AddAdd.

If there isn't an initiative in the list that meets your needs, create a new custom initiative:

a. Select Create newCreate new .

b. Enter the definition's location and name.

c. Select the policies to include and select AddAdd.

d. Enter any desired parameters.

e. Select SaveSave.

f. In the Add custom initiatives page, click refresh. Your new initiative will be available.

g. Select AddAdd and assign it to your subscription.

Creating new initiatives requires subscription owner credentials. For more information about Azure roles, see

Permissions in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Your new initiative takes effect and you can see the impact in the following two ways:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/custom-security-policies/accessing-security-policy-page.png#lightbox


 Configure a security policy in Azure Policy using the REST API

 API examples

From the Defender for Cloud menu, select Regulator y complianceRegulator y compliance. The compliance dashboard

opens to show your new custom initiative alongside the built-in initiatives.

You'll begin to receive recommendations if your environment doesn't follow the policies you've

defined.

5. To see the resulting recommendations for your policy, click RecommendationsRecommendations  from the sidebar to open

the recommendations page. The recommendations will appear with a "Custom" label and be available

within approximately one hour.

As part of the native integration with Azure Policy, Microsoft Defender for Cloud enables you to take advantage

Azure Policy’s REST API to create policy assignments. The following instructions walk you through creation of

policy assignments, as well as customization of existing assignments.

Important concepts in Azure Policy:

A policy definitionpolicy definition is a rule

An initiativeinitiative is a collection of policy definitions (rules)

An assignmentassignment is an application of an initiative or a policy to a specific scope (management group,

subscription, etc.)

Defender for Cloud has a built-in initiative, Azure Security Benchmark, that includes all of its security policies. To

assess Defender for Cloud’s policies on your Azure resources, you should create an assignment on the

management group, or subscription you want to assess.

The built-in initiative has all of Defender for Cloud’s policies enabled by default. You can choose to disable

certain policies from the built-in initiative. For example, to apply all of Defender for Cloud’s policies except webweb

application firewallapplication firewall , change the value of the policy’s effect parameter to DisabledDisabled.

In the following examples, replace these variables:

{scope}{scope}  enter the name of the management group or subscription to which you're applying the policy

{policyAssignmentName}{policyAssignmentName}  enter the name of the relevant policy assignment

{name}{name}  enter your name, or the name of the administrator who approved the policy change

This example shows you how to assign the built-in Defender for Cloud initiative on a subscription or

management group

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/custom-security-policies/custom-policy-recommendations-in-context.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


   PUT  
   
https://management.azure.com/{scope}/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments/{policyAssignmentNa
me}?api-version=2018-05-01 

   Request Body (JSON) 

   { 

     "properties":{ 

   "displayName":"Enable Monitoring in Microsoft Defender for Cloud", 

   "metadata":{ 

   "assignedBy":"{Name}" 

   }, 

   "policyDefinitionId":"/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policySetDefinitions/1f3afdf9-d0c9-4c3d-847f-
89da613e70a8", 

   "parameters":{}, 

   } 

   } 

This example shows you how to assign the built-in Defender for Cloud initiative on a subscription, with the

following policies disabled:

System updates (“systemUpdatesMonitoringEffect”)

Security configurations ("systemConfigurationsMonitoringEffect")

Endpoint protection ("endpointProtectionMonitoringEffect")



   PUT 
https://management.azure.com/{scope}/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments/{policyAssignmentNa
me}?api-version=2018-05-01 

   Request Body (JSON) 

   { 

     "properties":{ 

   "displayName":"Enable Monitoring in Microsoft Defender for Cloud", 

   "metadata":{ 

   "assignedBy":"{Name}" 

   }, 

   "policyDefinitionId":"/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policySetDefinitions/1f3afdf9-d0c9-4c3d-847f-
89da613e70a8", 

   "parameters":{ 

   "systemUpdatesMonitoringEffect":{"value":"Disabled"}, 

   "systemConfigurationsMonitoringEffect":{"value":"Disabled"}, 

   "endpointProtectionMonitoringEffect":{"value":"Disabled"}, 

   }, 

    } 

   } 

   DELETE   
   
https://management.azure.com/{scope}/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/policyAssignments/{policyAssignmentNa
me}?api-version=2018-05-01 

 Enhance your custom recommendations with detailed information

This example shows you how to remove an assignment:

The built-in recommendations supplied with Microsoft Defender for Cloud include details such as severity levels

and remediation instructions. If you want to add this type of information to your custom recommendations so

that it appears in the Azure portal or wherever you access your recommendations, you'll need to use the REST

API.

The two types of information you can add are:

RemediationDescr iptionRemediationDescr iption – String

SeveritySeverity  – Enum [Low, Medium, High]

The metadata should be added to the policy definition for a policy that is part of the custom initiative. It should

be in the ‘securityCenter ’ property, as shown:



 "metadata": {
 "securityCenter": {
  "RemediationDescription": "Custom description goes here",
  "Severity": "High"
    },

{
"properties": {
 "displayName": "Security - ERvNet - AuditRGLock",
 "policyType": "Custom",
 "mode": "All",
 "description": "Audit required resource groups lock",
 "metadata": {
  "securityCenter": {
   "RemediationDescription": "Resource Group locks can be set via Azure Portal -> Resource Group -> Locks",
   "Severity": "High"
  }
 },
 "parameters": {
  "expressRouteLockLevel": {
   "type": "String",
   "metadata": {
    "displayName": "Lock level",
    "description": "Required lock level for ExpressRoute resource groups."
   },
   "allowedValues": [
    "CanNotDelete",
    "ReadOnly"
   ]
  }
 },
 "policyRule": {
  "if": {
   "field": "type",
   "equals": "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups"
  },
  "then": {
   "effect": "auditIfNotExists",
   "details": {
    "type": "Microsoft.Authorization/locks",
    "existenceCondition": {
     "field": "Microsoft.Authorization/locks/level",
     "equals": "[parameters('expressRouteLockLevel')]"
    }
   }
  }
 }
}
}

 Next steps

Below is an example of a custom policy including the metadata/securityCenter property:

For another example of using the securityCenter property, see this section of the REST API documentation.

In this article, you learned how to create custom security policies.

For other related material, see the following articles:

The overview of security policies

A list of the built-in security policies

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/assessmentsmetadata/createinsubscription#examples
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for servers?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for servers is one of the enhanced security features of Microsoft Defender for Cloud. Use it

to add threat detection and advanced defenses to your Windows and Linux machines whether they're running in

Azure, on-premises, or in a multi-cloud environment.

To protect machines in hybrid and multi-cloud environments, Defender for Cloud uses Azure Arc. Connect your

hybrid and multi-cloud machines as explained in the relevant quickstart:

Connect your non-Azure machines to Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Connect your AWS accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud

For details of which Defender for servers features are relevant for machines running on other cloud environments, see

Supported features for virtual machines and servers.

The threat detection and protection capabilities provided with Microsoft Defender for servers include:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Integrated license for Microsoft Defender for EndpointIntegrated license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint - Microsoft Defender for servers includes

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. Together, they provide comprehensive endpoint detection and response

(EDR) capabilities. For more information, see Protect your endpoints.

When Defender for Endpoint detects a threat, it triggers an alert. The alert is shown in Defender for

Cloud. From Defender for Cloud, you can also pivot to the Defender for Endpoint console, and perform a

detailed investigation to uncover the scope of the attack. Learn more about Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint.

Defender for Cloud’s integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is enabled by default. So when you enable

Microsoft Defender for servers, you give consent for Defender for Cloud to access the Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint data related to vulnerabilities, installed software, and alerts for your endpoints.

Learn more in Protect your endpoints with Defender for Cloud's integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint.

Vulnerability assessment tools for machinesVulnerability assessment tools for machines  - Microsoft Defender for servers includes a choice of

vulnerability discovery and management tools for your machines. From Defender for Cloud's settings

pages, you can select which of these tools to deploy to your machines and the discovered vulnerabilities

will be shown in a security recommendation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-servers-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/index
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/security/endpoint-defender


Microsoft threat and vulnerability managementMicrosoft threat and vulnerability management - Discover vulnerabilities and

misconfigurations in real time with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, and without the need of

additional agents or periodic scans. Threat and vulnerability management prioritizes vulnerabilities

based on the threat landscape, detections in your organization, sensitive information on vulnerable

devices, and business context. Learn more in Investigate weaknesses with Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management

Vulnerability scanner powered by QualysVulnerability scanner powered by Qualys  - Qualys' scanner is one of the leading tools for

real-time identification of vulnerabilities in your Azure and hybrid virtual machines. You don't need

a Qualys license or even a Qualys account - everything's handled seamlessly inside Defender for

Cloud. Learn more in Defender for Cloud's integrated Qualys scanner for Azure and hybrid

machines.

Just-in-time (JIT) vir tual machine (VM) accessJust-in-time (JIT) vir tual machine (VM) access  - Threat actors actively hunt accessible machines

with open management ports, like RDP or SSH. All of your virtual machines are potential targets for an

attack. When a VM is successfully compromised, it's used as the entry point to attack further resources

within your environment.

When you enable Microsoft Defender for servers, you can use just-in-time VM access to lock down the

inbound traffic to your VMs, reducing exposure to attacks while providing easy access to connect to VMs

when needed. For more information, see Understanding JIT VM access.

File integrity monitor ing (FIM)File integrity monitor ing (FIM)  - File integrity monitoring (FIM), also known as change monitoring,

examines files and registries of operating system, application software, and others for changes that might

indicate an attack. A comparison method is used to determine if the current state of the file is different

from the last scan of the file. You can use this comparison to determine if valid or suspicious

modifications have been made to your files.

When you enable Microsoft Defender for servers, you can use FIM to validate the integrity of Windows

files, your Windows registries, and Linux files. For more information, see File integrity monitoring in

Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Adaptive application controls (AAC)Adaptive application controls (AAC)  - Adaptive application controls are an intelligent and automated

solution for defining allowlists of known-safe applications for your machines.

When you've enabled and configured adaptive application controls, you'll get security alerts if any

application runs other than the ones you've defined as safe. For more information, see Use adaptive

application controls to reduce your machines' attack surfaces.

Adaptive network hardening (ANH)Adaptive network hardening (ANH) - Applying network security groups (NSG) to filter traffic to and

from resources, improves your network security posture. However, there can still be some cases in which

the actual traffic flowing through the NSG is a subset of the NSG rules defined. In these cases, further

improving the security posture can be achieved by hardening the NSG rules, based on the actual traffic

patterns.

Adaptive Network Hardening provides recommendations to further harden the NSG rules. It uses a

machine learning algorithm that factors in actual traffic, known trusted configuration, threat intelligence,

and other indicators of compromise, and then provides recommendations to allow traffic only from

specific IP/port tuples. For more information, see Improve your network security posture with adaptive

network hardening.

Docker host hardeningDocker host hardening - Microsoft Defender for Cloud identifies unmanaged containers hosted on

IaaS Linux VMs, or other Linux machines running Docker containers. Defender for Cloud continuously

assesses the configurations of these containers. It then compares them with the Center for Internet

Security (CIS) Docker Benchmark. Defender for Cloud includes the entire ruleset of the CIS Docker

Benchmark and alerts you if your containers don't satisfy any of the controls. For more information, see

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/next-gen-threat-and-vuln-mgt


 How does Defender for servers collect data?

 Simulating alerts

 Next steps

Harden your Docker hosts.

Fileless attack detectionFileless attack detection - Fileless attacks inject malicious payloads into memory to avoid detection by

disk-based scanning techniques. The attacker ’s payload then persists within the memory of compromised

processes and performs a wide range of malicious activities.

With fileless attack detection, automated memory forensic techniques identify fileless attack toolkits,

techniques, and behaviors. This solution periodically scans your machine at runtime, and extracts insights

directly from the memory of processes. Specific insights include the identification of:

Well-known toolkits and crypto mining software

Shellcode, which is a small piece of code typically used as the payload in the exploitation of a

software vulnerability.

Injected malicious executable in process memory

Fileless attack detection generates detailed security alerts that include descriptions with process metadata

such as network activity. These details accelerate alert triage, correlation, and downstream response time.

This approach complements event-based EDR solutions, and provides increased detection coverage.

For details of the fileless attack detection alerts, see the Reference table of alerts.

L inux auditd aler ts and Log Analytics agent integration (L inux only)L inux auditd aler ts and Log Analytics agent integration (L inux only)  - The auditd system

consists of a kernel-level subsystem, which is responsible for monitoring system calls. It filters them by a

specified rule set, and writes messages for them to a socket. Defender for Cloud integrates functionalities

from the auditd package within the Log Analytics agent. This integration enables collection of auditd

events in all supported Linux distributions, without any prerequisites.

Log Analytics agent for Linux collects auditd records and enriches and aggregates them into events.

Defender for Cloud continuously adds new analytics that use Linux signals to detect malicious behaviors

on cloud and on-premises Linux machines. Similar to Windows capabilities, these analytics span across

suspicious processes, dubious sign-in attempts, kernel module loading, and other activities. These

activities can indicate a machine is either under attack or has been breached.

For a list of the Linux alerts, see the Reference table of alerts.

For Windows, Microsoft Defender for Cloud integrates with Azure services to monitor and protect your

Windows-based machines. Defender for Cloud presents the alerts and remediation suggestions from all of

these services in an easy-to-use format.

For Linux, Defender for Cloud collects audit records from Linux machines by using auditd, one of the most

common Linux auditing frameworks.

For hybrid and multi-cloud scenarios, Defender for Cloud integrates with Azure Arc to ensure these non-Azure

machines are seen as Azure resources.

You can simulate alerts by downloading one of the following playbooks:

For Windows: Microsoft Defender for Cloud Playbook: Security Alerts

For Linux: Microsoft Defender for Cloud Playbook: Linux Detections.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/index
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/blob/master/Simulations/Azure%20Security%20Center%20Security%20Alerts%20Playbook_v2.pdf
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/blob/master/Simulations/Azure%20Security%20Center%20Linux%20Detections_v2.pdf


In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for servers.

Enable enhanced protections

For related material, see the following page:

Whether an alert is generated by Defender for Cloud, or received by Defender for Cloud from a different

security product, you can export it. To export your alerts to Microsoft Sentinel, any third-party SIEM, or any

other external tool, follow the instructions in Exporting alerts to a SIEM.



   

 

Apply Azure security baselines to machines
 2/15/2022 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Preview.
The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional
legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,
preview, or otherwise not yet released into general
availability.

Pricing: Free

Prerequisites: Machines must (1) be members of a workgroup, (2) have the
Guest Configuration extension, (3) have a system-assigned
managed-identity, and (4) be running a supported OS:
• Windows Server 2012, 2012r2, 2016 or 2019
• Ubuntu 14.04, 16.04, 17.04, 18.04 or 20.04
• Debian 7, 8, 9, or 10
• CentOS 7 or 8
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7 or 8
• Oracle Linux 7 or 8
• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12

Required roles and permissions: To install the Guest Configuration extension and its
prerequisites, writewrite permission is required on the relevant
machines.
To viewview the recommendations and explore the OS baseline
data, readread permission is required at the subscription level.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

To reduce a machine's attack surface and avoid known risks, it's important to configure the operating system

(OS) as securely as possible.

The Azure Security Benchmark has guidance for OS hardening which has led to security baseline documents for

Windows and Linux.

Use the security recommendations described in this article to assess the machines in your environment and:

Identify gaps in the security configurations

Learn how to remediate those gaps

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/apply-security-baseline.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-linux
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/


 What are the hardening recommendations?

 Compare machines in your subscriptions with the OS security
baselines

Microsoft Defender for Cloud includes two recommendations that check whether the configuration of Windows

and Linux machines in your environment meet the Azure security baseline configurations:

For WindowsWindows machines, Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your Windows machines should be

remediated (powered by Guest Configuration) compares the configuration with the Windows security

baseline.

For L inuxLinux machines, Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your Linux machines should be remediated

(powered by Guest Configuration) compares the configuration with the Linux security baseline.

These recommendations use the guest configuration feature of Azure Policy to compare the OS configuration of

a machine with the baseline defined in the Azure Security Benchmark.

To compare machines with the OS security baselines:

1. From Defender for Cloud's portal pages, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

2. Select the relevant recommendation:

For WindowsWindows machines, Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your Windows machines should

be remediated (powered by Guest Configuration)

For L inuxLinux machines, Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your Linux machines should be

remediated (powered by Guest Configuration)

3. On the recommendation details page you can see:

a. The affected resources.

b. The specific security checks that failed.

4. To learn more about a specific finding, select it.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1f655fb7-63ca-4980-91a3-56dbc2b715c6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-windows
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8c3d9ad0-3639-4686-9cd2-2b2ab2609bda
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1f655fb7-63ca-4980-91a3-56dbc2b715c6
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/8c3d9ad0-3639-4686-9cd2-2b2ab2609bda
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/apply-security-baseline/recommendations-baseline.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/apply-security-baseline/recommendation-details-page-vulnerabilities-windows.png#lightbox


 FAQ - Hardening an OS according to the security baseline

  How do I deploy the prerequisites for the security configuration recommendations?How do I deploy the prerequisites for the security configuration recommendations?

  Why is a machine shown as not applicable?Why is a machine shown as not applicable?

REA SO NREA SO N DETA IL SDETA IL S

No scan data available on the machineNo scan data available on the machine There aren't any compliance results for this machine in Azure
Resource Graph. All compliance results are written to Azure
Resource Graph by the Guest Configuration extension. You
can check the data in Azure Resource Graph using the
sample queries in Azure Policy Guest Configuration - sample
ARG queries.

Guest Configuration extension is not installed onGuest Configuration extension is not installed on
the machinethe machine

The machine is missing the Guest Configuration extension,
which is a prerequisite for assessing the compliance with the
Azure security baseline.

5. Other investigation possibilities:

To view the list of machines that have been assessed, open Affected resourcesAffected resources .

To view the list of findings for one machine, select a machine from the Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  tab. A

page will open listing only the findings for that machine.

How do I deploy the prerequisites for the security configuration recommendations?

Why is a machine shown as not applicable?

To deploy the Guest Configuration extension with its prerequisites:

For selected machines, follow the security recommendation Guest Configuration extension shouldGuest Configuration extension should

be installed on your machinesbe installed on your machines  from the Implement security best practicesImplement security best practices  security control.

At scale, assign the policy initiative Deploy prerequisites to enable Guest Configuration policiesDeploy prerequisites to enable Guest Configuration policies

on vir tual machineson vir tual machines .

The list of resources in the Not applicableNot applicable tab includes a ReasonReason column. Some of the common reasons

include:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/apply-security-baseline/finding-details.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/resource-graph-samples


System managed identity is not configured on theSystem managed identity is not configured on the
machinemachine

A system-assigned, managed identity must be deployed on
the machine.

The recommendation is disabled in policyThe recommendation is disabled in policy The policy definition that assesses the OS baseline is disabled
on the scope that includes the relevant machine.

REA SO NREA SO N DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Next steps
In this document, you learned how to use Defender for Cloud's guest configuration recommendations to

compare the hardening of your OS with the Azure security baseline.

To learn more about these configuration settings, see:

Windows security baseline

Linux security baseline

Azure Security Benchmark

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/guest-configuration-baseline-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/overview


   

 

Investigate weaknesses with Microsoft Defender for
Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management

 2/15/2022 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Machine types:  Azure virtual machines

 Azure Arc-enabled machines 

Supported machines

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Prerequisites: Enable the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint

Required roles and permissions: Owner (resource group level) can deploy the scanner
Security Reader can view findings

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Onboarding your machines to threat and vulnerability management

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft's threat and vulnerability management is a built-in module in Microsoft Defender for Endpoint that

can:

Discover vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in near real time

Prioritize vulnerabilities based on the threat landscape and detections in your organization

If you've enabled the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, you'll automatically get the threat and

vulnerability management findings without the need for additional agents.

As it's a built-in module for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, threat and vulnerability managementthreat and vulnerability management doesn't

require periodic scans.

For a quick overview of threat and vulnerability management, watch this video:

As well as alerting you to vulnerabilities, threat and vulnerability management provides additional functionality for

Defender for Cloud's asset inventory tool. Learn more in Software inventory.

The integration with Microsoft Defender for Cloud doesn't involve any changes at the endpoint level: it takes

place in the background between the two platforms.

To manually onboard one or more machinesTo manually onboard one or more machines  to threat and vulnerability management, use the

security recommendation "Machines should have a vulnerability assessment solution":

To automatically surface the vulnerabilitiesTo automatically surface the vulnerabilities , on existing and new machines, without the need to

manually remediate the recommendation mentioned above, see Automatically configure vulnerability

assessment for your machines.

To onboard via the REST APITo onboard via the REST API, run PUT/DELETE using this URL: 
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/.../resourceGroups/.../providers/Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/.../providers/Microsoft.Security/serverVulnerabilityAssessments/mdetvm?
api-version=2015-06-01-preview

The findings for allall  vulnerability assessment tools are provided in a Defender for Cloud recommendation

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-tvm.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/next-gen-threat-and-vuln-mgt
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4mLsn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/tvm-supported-os
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/ffff0522-1e88-47fc-8382-2a80ba848f5d


 Next steps

Vulnerabilities in your vir tual machines should be remediatedVulnerabilities in your vir tual machines should be remediated. Learn about how to View and remediate

findings from vulnerability assessment solutions on your VMs

Remediate the findings from your vulnerability assessment solution

Defender for Cloud also offers vulnerability analysis for your :

SQL databases - see Explore vulnerability assessment reports in the vulnerability assessment dashboard

Azure Container Registry images - see Use Microsoft Defender for container registries to scan your images

for vulnerabilities



   

 

Defender for Cloud's integrated Qualys vulnerability
scanner for Azure and hybrid machines

 2/15/2022 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE
Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

A core component of every cyber risk and security program is the identification and analysis of vulnerabilities.

Defender for Cloud regularly checks your connected machines to ensure they're running vulnerability

assessment tools.

When a machine is found that doesn't have vulnerability assessment solution deployed, Defender for Cloud

generates the following security recommendation:

Machines should have a vulnerability assessment solutionMachines should have a vulnerability assessment solution

Use this recommendation to deploy the vulnerability assessment solution to your Azure virtual machines and

your Azure Arc-enabled hybrid machines.

Deploy the vulnerability assessment solution that best meets your needs and budget:

TIPTIP

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management toolsMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management tools  - Discover

vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in real time with sensors, and without the need of agents or

periodic scans. It prioritizes vulnerabilities based on the threat landscape, detections in your organization,

sensitive information on vulnerable devices, and business context. Learn more in Investigate weaknesses

with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management.

Integrated vulnerability assessment solution (powered by Qualys)Integrated vulnerability assessment solution (powered by Qualys)  - Defender for Cloud includes

vulnerability scanning for your machines at no extra cost. You don't need a Qualys license or even a

Qualys account - everything's handled seamlessly inside Defender for Cloud. This page provides details

of this scanner and instructions for how to deploy it.

The integrated vulnerability assessment solution supports both Azure virtual machines and hybrid machines. To

deploy the vulnerability assessment scanner to your on-premises and multi-cloud machines, connect them to

Azure first with Azure Arc as described in Connect your non-Azure machines to Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud's integrated vulnerability assessment solution works seamlessly with Azure Arc. When you've

deployed Azure Arc, your machines will appear in Defender for Cloud and no Log Analytics agent is required.

Bring your own license (BYOL) solutionsBring your own license (BYOL) solutions  - Defender for Cloud supports the integration of tools from

other vendors, but you'll need to handle the licensing costs, deployment, and configuration. By deploying

your tool with Defender for Cloud, you'll get information about which Azure virtual machines are missing

the tool. You'll also be able to view findings within Defender for Cloud. If you'd prefer to use your

organization's private Qualys or Rapid7 license instead of the Qualys license included with Defender for

Cloud, see How to deploy a BYOL solution.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-vm.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Machine types (hybrid scenarios):  Azure virtual machines

 Azure Arc-enabled machines

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Required roles and permissions: Owner (resource group level) can deploy the scanner
Security Reader can view findings

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connected AWS accounts

 Overview of the integrated vulnerability scanner

  How the integrated vulnerability scanner worksHow the integrated vulnerability scanner works

The vulnerability scanner included with Microsoft Defender for Cloud is powered by Qualys. Qualys' scanner is

one of the leading tools for real-time identification of vulnerabilities. It's only available with Microsoft Defender

for servers. You don't need a Qualys license or even a Qualys account - everything's handled seamlessly inside

Defender for Cloud.

The vulnerability scanner extension works as follows:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. DeployDeploy  - Microsoft Defender for Cloud monitors your machines and provides recommendations to

deploy the Qualys extension on your selected machine/s.

2. Gather informationGather information - The extension collects artifacts and sends them for analysis in the Qualys cloud

service in the defined region.

3. AnalyzeAnalyze - Qualys' cloud service conducts the vulnerability assessment and sends its findings to Defender

for Cloud.

To ensure the privacy, confidentiality, and security of our customers, we don't share customer details with Qualys.

Learn more about the privacy standards built into Azure.

4. Repor tRepor t - The findings are available in Defender for Cloud.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://www.microsoft.com/trust-center/privacy


 Deploy the integrated scanner to your Azure and hybrid machines
1. From the Azure portal, open Defender for CloudDefender for Cloud.

2. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

3. Select the recommendation Machines should have a vulnerability assessment solutionMachines should have a vulnerability assessment solution.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/built-in-vulnerability-assessment/va-vm-flow-diagram.png#lightbox
https://azure.microsoft.com/features/azure-portal/
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-vm/recommendation-page-machine-groupings.png#lightbox


TIPTIP
The machine "server16-test" above, is an Azure Arc-enabled machine. To deploy the vulnerability assessment

scanner to your on-premises and multi-cloud machines, see Connect your non-Azure machines to Defender for

Cloud.

Defender for Cloud works seamlessly with Azure Arc. When you've deployed Azure Arc, your machines will appear

in Defender for Cloud and no Log Analytics agent is required.

Your machines will appear in one or more of the following groups:

VEN DO RVEN DO R O SO S SUP P O RT ED VERSIO N SSUP P O RT ED VERSIO N S

Microsoft Windows All

Amazon Amazon Linux 2015.09-2018.03

Amazon Amazon Linux 2 2017.03-2.0.2021

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4+, 6, 7-7.9, 8-8.3

Red Hat CentOS 5.4+, 6, 7, 7.1-7.8, 8-8.4

Red Hat Fedora 22-33

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11, 12, 15

SUSE openSUSE 12, 13, 15.0-15.2

SUSE Leap 42.1

Oracle Enterprise Linux 5.11, 6, 7-7.9, 8-8.4

Debian Debian 7.x-10.x

Ubuntu Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, 14.04 LTS, 15.x, 16.04
LTS, 18.04 LTS, 19.10, 20.04 LTS

Healthy resourcesHealthy resources  – Defender for Cloud has detected a vulnerability assessment solution

running on these machines.

Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  – A vulnerability scanner extension can be deployed to these machines.

Not applicable resourcesNot applicable resources  – these machines can't have a vulnerability scanner extension

deployed. Your machine might be in this tab because it's an image in an AKS cluster, it's part of a

virtual machine scale set, or it's not running one of the supported operating systems for the

integrated vulnerability scanner :

4. From the list of unhealthy machines, select the ones to receive a vulnerability assessment solution and

select RemediateRemediate.



 Automate at-scale deployments

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Depending on your configuration, this list might appear differently.

If you haven't got a third-party vulnerability scanner configured, you won't be offered the opportunity to

deploy it.

If your selected machines aren't protected by Microsoft Defender for servers, the Defender for Cloud

integrated vulnerability scanner option won't be available.

5. Choose the recommended option, Deploy integrated vulnerability scannerDeploy integrated vulnerability scanner , and ProceedProceed.

6. You'll be asked for one further confirmation. Select RemediateRemediate.

The scanner extension will be installed on all of the selected machines within a few minutes.

Scanning begins automatically as soon as the extension is successfully deployed. Scans will then run

every 12 hours. This interval isn't configurable.

If the deployment fails on one or more machines, ensure the target machines can communicate with Qualys' cloud

service by adding the following IPs to your allow lists (via port 443 - the default for HTTPS):

https://qagpublic.qg3.apps.qualys.com  - Qualys' US data center

https://qagpublic.qg2.apps.qualys.eu  - Qualys' European data center

If your machine is in a European Azure region, its artifacts will be processed in Qualys' European data center.

Artifacts for virtual machines located elsewhere are sent to the US data center.

All of the tools described in this section are available from Defender for Cloud's GitHub community repository. There, you

can find scripts, automations, and other useful resources to use throughout your Defender for Cloud deployment.

Some of these tools only affect new machines connected after you enable at scale deployment. Others also deploy to

existing machines. You can combine multiple approaches.

Some of the ways you can automate deployment at scale of the integrated scanner :

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/blob/master/README.md


 Trigger an on-demand scan

 FAQ - Integrated vulnerability scanner (powered by Qualys)
  Are there any additional charges for the Qualys license?Are there any additional charges for the Qualys license?

  What prerequisites and permissions are required to install the Qualys extension?What prerequisites and permissions are required to install the Qualys extension?

Azure Resource ManagerAzure Resource Manager  – This method is available from view recommendation logicview recommendation logic in the Azure

portal. The remediation script includes the relevant ARM template you can use for your automation:

DeployIfNotExists policyDeployIfNotExists policy  – A custom policy for ensuring all newly created machines receive the scanner.

Select Deploy to AzureDeploy to Azure and set the relevant parameters. You can assign this policy at the level of resource

groups, subscriptions, or management groups.

PowerShell Scr iptPowerShell Scr ipt – Use the Update qualys-remediate-unhealthy-vms.ps1  script to deploy the extension for

all unhealthy virtual machines. To install on new resources, automate the script with Azure Automation. The

script finds all unhealthy machines discovered by the recommendation and executes an Azure Resource

Manager call.

Azure Logic AppsAzure Logic Apps  – Build a logic app based on the sample app. Use Defender for Cloud's workflow

automation tools to trigger your logic app to deploy the scanner whenever the Machines should have aMachines should have a

vulnerability assessment solutionvulnerability assessment solution recommendation is generated for a resource.

REST APIREST API – To deploy the integrated vulnerability assessment solution using the Defender for Cloud REST

API, make a PUT request for the following URL and add the relevant resource ID: 
https://management.azure.com/<resourceId>/providers/Microsoft.Security/serverVulnerabilityAssessments/default?
api-Version=2015-06-01-preview

You can trigger an on-demand scan from the machine itself, using locally or remotely executed scripts or Group

Policy Object (GPO). Alternatively, you can integrate it into your software distribution tools at the end of a patch

deployment job.

The following commands trigger an on-demand scan:

Windows machinesWindows machines : 
REG ADD HKLM\SOFTWARE\Qualys\QualysAgent\ScanOnDemand\Vulnerability /v "ScanOnDemand" /t REG_DWORD /d "1"
/f

Linux machinesLinux machines : sudo /usr/local/qualys/cloud-agent/bin/cloudagentctl.sh action=demand type=vm

No. The built-in scanner is free to all Microsoft Defender for servers users. The recommendation deploys the

scanner with its licensing and configuration information. No additional licenses are required.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-vm/deploy-at-scale-remediation-logic.png#lightbox
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Remediation%20scripts/Enable%20the%20built-in%20vulnerability%20assessment%20solution%20on%20virtual%20machines%20(powered%20by%20Qualys)/Azure%20Policy
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/automation/automation-intro.html
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation/Install-VulnAssesmentAgent


  Can I remove the Defender for Cloud Qualys extension?Can I remove the Defender for Cloud Qualys extension?

  How does the extension get updated?How does the extension get updated?

  Why does my machine show as "not applicable" in the recommendation?Why does my machine show as "not applicable" in the recommendation?

You'll need write permissions for any machine on which you want to deploy the extension.

The Microsoft Defender for Cloud vulnerability assessment extension (powered by Qualys), like other

extensions, runs on top of the Azure Virtual Machine agent. So it runs as Local Host on Windows, and Root on

Linux.

During setup, Defender for Cloud checks to ensure that the machine can communicate with the following two

Qualys data centers (via port 443 - the default for HTTPS):

https://qagpublic.qg3.apps.qualys.com  - Qualys' US data center

https://qagpublic.qg2.apps.qualys.eu  - Qualys' European data center

The extension doesn't currently accept any proxy configuration details.

If you want to remove the extension from a machine, you can do it manually or with any of your programmatic

tools.

You'll need the following details:

On Linux, the extension is called "LinuxAgent.AzureSecurityCenter" and the publisher name is "Qualys"

On Windows, the extension is called "WindowsAgent.AzureSecurityCenter" and the provider name is

"Qualys"

Like the Microsoft Defender for Cloud agent itself and all other Azure extensions, minor updates of the Qualys

scanner might automatically happen in the background. All agents and extensions are tested extensively before

being automatically deployed.

The recommendation details page groups your machines into the following lists: healthyhealthy , unhealthyunhealthy , and notnot

applicableapplicable.

If you have machines in the not applicablenot applicable resources group, it means Defender for Cloud can't deploy the

vulnerability scanner extension on those machines.

Your machine might be in this tab because:

VEN DO RVEN DO R O SO S SUP P O RT ED VERSIO N SSUP P O RT ED VERSIO N S

Microsoft Windows All

Amazon Amazon Linux 2015.09-2018.03

Amazon Amazon Linux 2 2017.03-2.0.2021

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4+, 6, 7-7.9, 8-8.3

Red Hat CentOS 5.4+, 6, 7, 7.1-7.8, 8-8.4

It's not protected by Defender for Cloud - As explained above, the vulnerability scanner included with

Microsoft Defender for Cloud is only available for machines protected by Microsoft Defender for servers.

It's an image in an AKS cluster or part of a virtual machine scale set - This extension doesn't support VMs

that are PaaS resources.

It's not running one of the supported operating systems:



  What is scanned by the built-in vulnerability scanner?What is scanned by the built-in vulnerability scanner?

  Does the scanner integrate with my existing Qualys console?Does the scanner integrate with my existing Qualys console?

  How quickly will the scanner identify newly disclosed critical vulnerabilities?How quickly will the scanner identify newly disclosed critical vulnerabilities?

 Next steps

Red Hat Fedora 22-33

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11, 12, 15

SUSE openSUSE 12, 13, 15.0-15.2

SUSE Leap 42.1

Oracle Enterprise Linux 5.11, 6, 7-7.9, 8-8.4

Debian Debian 7.x-10.x

Ubuntu Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, 14.04 LTS, 15.x, 16.04
LTS, 18.04 LTS, 19.10, 20.04 LTS

VEN DO RVEN DO R O SO S SUP P O RT ED VERSIO N SSUP P O RT ED VERSIO N S

The scanner runs on your machine to look for vulnerabilities of the machine itself. From the machine, it can't

scan your network.

The Defender for Cloud extension is a separate tool from your existing Qualys scanner. Licensing restrictions

mean that it can only be used within Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Within 48 hrs of the disclosure of a critical vulnerability, Qualys incorporates the information into their

processing and can identify affected machines.

Remediate the findings from your vulnerability assessment solution

Defender for Cloud also offers vulnerability analysis for your :

SQL databases - see Explore vulnerability assessment reports in the vulnerability assessment dashboard

Azure Container Registry images - see Use Microsoft Defender for container registries to scan your images

for vulnerabilities
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Machine types:  Azure virtual machines

 Azure Arc-enabled machines

Pricing: Free

Required roles and permissions: Resource ownerResource owner  can deploy the scanner
Security readerSecurity reader  can view findings

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Deploy a BYOL solution from the Azure portal

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

If you've enabled Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers , you're able to use Microsoft Defender for Cloud's built-in

vulnerability assessment tool as described in Integrated Qualys vulnerability scanner for virtual machines. This

tool is integrated into Defender for Cloud and doesn't require any external licenses - everything's handled

seamlessly inside Defender for Cloud. In addition, the integrated scanner supports Azure Arc-enabled machines.

Alternatively, you might want to deploy your own privately licensed vulnerability assessment solution from

Qualys or Rapid7. You can install one of these partner solutions on multiple VMs belonging to the same

subscription (but not to Azure Arc-enabled machines).

The BYOL options refer to supported third-party vulnerability assessment solutions. Currently both Qualys and

Rapid7 are supported providers.

Supported solutions report vulnerability data to the partner's management platform. In turn, that platform

provides vulnerability and health monitoring data back to Defender for Cloud. You can identify vulnerable VMs

on the workload protection dashboard and switch to the partner management console directly from Defender

for Cloud for reports and more information.

1. From the Azure portal, open Defender for CloudDefender for Cloud.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-byol-vm.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.qualys.com/lp/azure
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightvm/
https://azure.microsoft.com/features/azure-portal/


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

2. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

3. Select the recommendation Machines should have a vulnerability assessment solutionMachines should have a vulnerability assessment solution.

Your VMs will appear in one or more of the following groups:

Healthy resourcesHealthy resources  – Defender for Cloud has detected a vulnerability assessment solution running

on these VMs.

Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  – A vulnerability scanner extension can be deployed to these VMs.

Not applicable resourcesNot applicable resources  – these VMs can't have a vulnerability scanner extension deployed.

4. From the list of unhealthy machines, select the ones to receive a vulnerability assessment solution and

select RemediateRemediate.

Depending on your configuration, you might only see a subset of this list.

If you haven't got a third-party vulnerability scanner configured, you won't be offered the opportunity to

deploy it.

If your selected VMs aren't protected by Microsoft Defender for servers, the Defender for Cloud integrated

vulnerability scanner option will be unavailable.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/deploy-vulnerability-assessment-vm/recommendation-page-machine-groupings.png#lightbox


 Deploy a BYOL solution using PowerShell and the REST API

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

5. If you're setting up a new BYOL configuration, select Configure a new third-par ty vulnerabilityConfigure a new third-par ty vulnerability

scannerscanner , select the relevant extension, select ProceedProceed, and enter the details from the provider as follows:

a. For Resource groupResource group, select Use existingUse existing. If you later delete this resource group, the BYOL solution

won't be available.

b. For LocationLocation, select where the solution is geographically located.

c. For Qualys, enter the license provided by Qualys into the L icense codeLicense code field.

d. For Rapid7, upload the Rapid7 Configuration FileRapid7 Configuration File.

e. In the Public keyPublic key  box, enter the public key information provided by the partner.

f. To automatically install this vulnerability assessment agent on all discovered VMs in the subscription

of this solution, select Auto deployAuto deploy .

g. Select OKOK.

6. If you've already set up your BYOL solution, select Deploy your configured third-par ty vulnerabilityDeploy your configured third-par ty vulnerability

scannerscanner , select the relevant extension, and select ProceedProceed.

After the vulnerability assessment solution is installed on the target machines, Defender for Cloud runs a scan to

detect and identify vulnerabilities in the system and application. It might take a couple of hours for the first scan

to complete. After that, it runs hourly.

To programmatically deploy your own privately licensed vulnerability assessment solution from Qualys or

Rapid7, use the supplied script PowerShell > Vulnerability Solution. This script uses the REST API to create a new

security solution in Defender for Cloud. You'll need a license and a key provided by your service provider

(Qualys or Rapid7).

Only one solution can be created per license. Attempting to create another solution using the same name/license/key will

fail.

https://www.qualys.com/lp/azure
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightvm/
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Powershell%20scripts/Vulnerability%20Solution


  PrerequisitesPrerequisites

  Run the scriptRun the script

PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER REQ UIREDREQ UIRED N OT ESN OT ES

SubscriptionIdSubscriptionId ✔ The subscriptionID of the Azure
Subscription that contains the
resources you want to analyze.

ResourceGroupNameResourceGroupName ✔ Name of the resource group. Use any
existing resource group including the
default ("DefaultResourceGroup-xxx").
Since the solution isn't an Azure
resource, it won't be listed under the
resource group, but it's still attached to
it. If you later delete the resource
group, the BYOL solution will be
unavailable.

vaSolutionNamevaSolutionName ✔ The name of the new solution.

vaTypevaType ✔ Qualys or Rapid7.

licenseCodelicenseCode ✔ Vendor provided license string.

publicKeypublicKey ✔ Vendor provided public key.

autoUpdateautoUpdate - Enable (true) or disable (false) auto
deploy for this VA solution. When
enabled, every new VM on the
subscription will automatically attempt
to link to the solution.
(Default: False)

.\New-ASCVASolution.ps1 -subscriptionId <Subscription Id> -resourceGroupName <RG Name>
-vaSolutionName <New solution name> -vaType <Qualys / Rapid7> -autoUpdate <true/false>
-licenseCode <License code from vendor> -publicKey <Public Key received from vendor>

Required PowerShell modules:

Install-module Az

Install-module Az.security

To run the script, you'll need the relevant information for the parameters below.

Syntax:

Example (this example doesn't include valid license details):



.\New-ASCVASolution.ps1 -subscriptionId 'f4cx1b69-dtgb-4ch6-6y6f-ea2e95373d3b' -resourceGroupName 
'DefaultResourceGroup-WEU' -vaSolutionName 'QualysVa001' -vaType 'Qualys' -autoUpdate 'false' `
-licenseCode 
'eyJjaWQiOiJkZDg5OTYzXe4iMTMzLWM4NTAtODM5FD2mZWM1N2Q3ZGU5MjgiLCJgbTYuOiIyMmM5NDg3MS1lNTVkLTQ1OGItYjhlMC03OTR
hMmM3YWM1ZGQiLCJwd3NVcmwiOiJodHRwczovL3FhZ3B1YmxpYy1wMDEuaW50LnF1YWx5cy5jb20vQ2xvdSKJY6VudC8iLCJwd3NQb3J0Ijo
iNDQzIn0=' `
-publicKey 
'MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQCOiOLXjOywMfLZIBGPZLwSocf1Q64GASLK9OHFEmanBl1nkJhZDrZ4YD5lM98fThYbAx1
Rde2iYV1ze/wDlX4cIvFAyXuN7HbdkeIlBl6vWXEBZpUU17bOdJOUGolzEzNBhtxi/elEZLghq9Chmah82me/okGMIhJJsCiTtglVQIDAQAB
'

 FAQ - BYOL vulnerability scanner

  If I deploy a Qualys agent, what communications settings are required?If I deploy a Qualys agent, what communications settings are required?

  Why do I have to specify a resource group when configuring a BYOL solution?Why do I have to specify a resource group when configuring a BYOL solution?

 Next steps

If I deploy a Qualys agent, what communications settings are required?

Why do I have to specify a resource group when configuring a BYOL solution?

The Qualys Cloud Agent is designed to communicate with Qualys's SOC at regular intervals for updates, and to

perform the various operations required for product functionality. To allow the agent to communicate

seamlessly with the SOC, configure your network security to allow inbound and outbound traffic to the Qualys

SOC CIDR and URLs.

There are multiple Qualys platforms across various geographic locations. The SOC CIDR and URLs will differ

depending on the host platform of your Qualys subscription. To identify your Qualys host platform, use this

page https://www.qualys.com/platform-identification/.

When you set up your solution, you must choose a resource group to attach it to. The solution isn't an Azure

resource, so it won't be included in the list of the resource group’s resources. Nevertheless, it's attached to that

resource group. If you later delete the resource group, the BYOL solution will be unavailable.

Remediate the findings from your vulnerability assessment solution

Defender for Cloud also offers vulnerability analysis for your :

SQL databases - see Explore vulnerability assessment reports in the vulnerability assessment dashboard

Azure Container Registry images - see Use Microsoft Defender for container registries to scan your images

for vulnerabilities

https://www.qualys.com/platform-identification/
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 Automatically enable a vulnerability assessment solution

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud collects data from your machines using agents and extensions. Those agents and extensions

can be installed manually (see Manual installation of the Log Analytics agent). However, auto provisioningauto provisioning

reduces management overhead by installing all required agents and extensions on existing - and new -

machines to ensure faster security coverage for all supported resources. Learn more in Configure auto

provisioning for agents and extensions from Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

To assess your machines for vulnerabilities, you can use one of the following solutions:

Microsoft's threat and vulnerability management module of Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (included with

Microsoft Defender for servers)

An integrated Qualys agent (included with Microsoft Defender for servers)

A Qualys or Rapid7 scanner which you have licensed separately and configured within Defender for Cloud

(this is called the Bring Your Own License, or BYOL, scenario)

To automatically configure a BYOL solution, see Integrate security solutions in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

3. Open the Auto provisioningAuto provisioning page.

4. Set the status of auto provisioning for the vulnerability assessment for machines to OnOn and select the

relevant solution.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/auto-deploy-vulnerability-assessment.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Next steps

TIPTIP
Defender for Cloud enables the following policy: (Preview) Configure machines to receive a vulnerability

assessment provider.

5. Select ApplyApply  and SaveSave.

6. To view the findings for allall  supported vulnerability assessment solutions, see the Machines shouldMachines should

have vulnerability findings resolvedhave vulnerability findings resolved recommendation.

Learn more in View and remediate findings from vulnerability assessment solutions on your machines.

Remediate the discovered vulnerabilities

Defender for Cloud also offers vulnerability assessment for your :

SQL databases - see Explore vulnerability assessment reports in the vulnerability assessment dashboard

Azure Container Registry images - see Use Microsoft Defender for container registries to scan your images

for vulnerabilities

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f13ce0167-8ca6-4048-8e6b-f996402e3c1b
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 View findings from the scans of your virtual machines

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

When your vulnerability assessment tool reports vulnerabilities to Defender for Cloud, Defender for Cloud

presents the findings and related information as recommendations. In addition, the findings include related

information such as remediation steps, relevant CVEs, CVSS scores, and more. You can view the identified

vulnerabilities for one or more subscriptions, or for a specific VM.

To view vulnerability assessment findings (from all of your configured scanners) and remediate identified

vulnerabilities:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

2. Select the recommendation Machines should have vulnerability findings resolvedMachines should have vulnerability findings resolved.

Defender for Cloud shows you all the findings for all VMs in the currently selected subscriptions. The

findings are ordered by severity.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/remediate-vulnerability-findings-vm.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


3. To filter the findings by a specific VM, open the "Affected resources" section and click the VM that

interests you. Or you can select a VM from the resource health view, and view all relevant

recommendations for that resource.

Defender for Cloud shows the findings for that VM, ordered by severity.

4. To learn more about a specific vulnerability, select it.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/remediate-vulnerability-findings-vm/vulnerabilities-should-be-remediated.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/remediate-vulnerability-findings-vm/vulnerability-details.png#lightbox


 Disable specific findings

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The details pane that appears contains extensive information about the vulnerability, including:

Links to all relevant CVEs (where available)

Remediation steps

Any additional reference pages

5. To remediate a finding, follow the remediation steps from this details pane.

If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.

When a finding matches the criteria you've defined in your disable rules, it won't appear in the list of findings.

Typical scenarios include:

Disable findings with severity below medium

Disable findings that are non-patchable

Disable findings with CVSS score below 6.5

Disable findings with specific text in the security check or category (for example, “RedHat”, “CentOS Security

Update for sudo”)

To create a rule, you need permissions to edit a policy in Azure Policy. Learn more in Azure RBAC permissions in Azure

Policy.

To create a rule:

1. From the recommendations detail page for Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved, select

Disable ruleDisable rule.

2. Select the relevant scope.

3. Define your criteria. You can use any of the following criteria:

Finding ID

Category

Security check

CVSS scores (v2, v3)

Severity

Patchable status

4. Select Apply ruleApply rule.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f


 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
Changes might take up to 24hrs to take effect.

5. To view, override, or delete a rule:

a. Select Disable ruleDisable rule.

b. From the scope list, subscriptions with active rules show as Rule appliedRule applied.

c. To view or delete the rule, select the ellipsis menu ("...").



Export the results

 Next steps

To export vulnerability assessment results, you'll need to use Azure Resource Graph (ARG). This tool provides

instant access to resource information across your cloud environments with robust filtering, grouping, and

sorting capabilities. It's a quick and efficient way to query information across Azure subscriptions

programmatically or from within the Azure portal.

For full instructions and a sample ARG query, see the following Tech Community post: Exporting vulnerability

assessment results in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

This article described the Microsoft Defender for Cloud vulnerability assessment extension (powered by Qualys)

for scanning your VMs. For related material, see the following articles:

Learn about the different elements of a recommendation

Learn how to remediate recommendations

https://azure.microsoft.com/features/resource-graph/
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/exporting-vulnerability-assessment-results-in-azure-security/ba-p/1212091
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 View findings from the scans of your virtual machines

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

When your vulnerability assessment tool reports vulnerabilities to Defender for Cloud, Defender for Cloud

presents the findings and related information as recommendations. In addition, the findings include related

information such as remediation steps, relevant CVEs, CVSS scores, and more. You can view the identified

vulnerabilities for one or more subscriptions, or for a specific VM.

To view vulnerability assessment findings (from all of your configured scanners) and remediate identified

vulnerabilities:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

2. Select the recommendation Machines should have vulnerability findings resolvedMachines should have vulnerability findings resolved.

Defender for Cloud shows you all the findings for all VMs in the currently selected subscriptions. The

findings are ordered by severity.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/remediate-vulnerability-findings-vm.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


3. To filter the findings by a specific VM, open the "Affected resources" section and click the VM that

interests you. Or you can select a VM from the resource health view, and view all relevant

recommendations for that resource.

Defender for Cloud shows the findings for that VM, ordered by severity.

4. To learn more about a specific vulnerability, select it.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/remediate-vulnerability-findings-vm/vulnerabilities-should-be-remediated.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/remediate-vulnerability-findings-vm/vulnerability-details.png#lightbox


 Disable specific findings

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The details pane that appears contains extensive information about the vulnerability, including:

Links to all relevant CVEs (where available)

Remediation steps

Any additional reference pages

5. To remediate a finding, follow the remediation steps from this details pane.

If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.

When a finding matches the criteria you've defined in your disable rules, it won't appear in the list of findings.

Typical scenarios include:

Disable findings with severity below medium

Disable findings that are non-patchable

Disable findings with CVSS score below 6.5

Disable findings with specific text in the security check or category (for example, “RedHat”, “CentOS Security

Update for sudo”)

To create a rule, you need permissions to edit a policy in Azure Policy. Learn more in Azure RBAC permissions in Azure

Policy.

To create a rule:

1. From the recommendations detail page for Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved, select

Disable ruleDisable rule.

2. Select the relevant scope.

3. Define your criteria. You can use any of the following criteria:

Finding ID

Category

Security check

CVSS scores (v2, v3)

Severity

Patchable status

4. Select Apply ruleApply rule.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f


 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
Changes might take up to 24hrs to take effect.

5. To view, override, or delete a rule:

a. Select Disable ruleDisable rule.

b. From the scope list, subscriptions with active rules show as Rule appliedRule applied.

c. To view or delete the rule, select the ellipsis menu ("...").



Export the results

 Next steps

To export vulnerability assessment results, you'll need to use Azure Resource Graph (ARG). This tool provides

instant access to resource information across your cloud environments with robust filtering, grouping, and

sorting capabilities. It's a quick and efficient way to query information across Azure subscriptions

programmatically or from within the Azure portal.

For full instructions and a sample ARG query, see the following Tech Community post: Exporting vulnerability

assessment results in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

This article described the Microsoft Defender for Cloud vulnerability assessment extension (powered by Qualys)

for scanning your VMs. For related material, see the following articles:

Learn about the different elements of a recommendation

Learn how to remediate recommendations

https://azure.microsoft.com/features/resource-graph/
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/exporting-vulnerability-assessment-results-in-azure-security/ba-p/1212091
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 The risk of open management ports on a virtual machine

 Why JIT VM access is the solution

 How JIT operates with network security groups and Azure Firewall

NOTENOTE

 How Defender for Cloud identifies which VMs should have JIT applied

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains the principles behind Microsoft Defender for Cloud's just-in-time (JIT) VM access feature and

the logic behind the recommendation.

To learn how to apply JIT to your VMs using the Azure portal (either Defender for Cloud or Azure Virtual

Machines) or programmatically, see How to secure your management ports with JIT.

Threat actors actively hunt accessible machines with open management ports, like RDP or SSH. All of your

virtual machines are potential targets for an attack. When a VM is successfully compromised, it's used as the

entry point to attack further resources within your environment.

As with all cybersecurity prevention techniques, your goal should be to reduce the attack surface. In this case,

that means having fewer open ports, especially management ports.

Your legitimate users also use these ports, so it's not practical to keep them closed.

To solve this dilemma, Microsoft Defender for Cloud offers JIT. With JIT, you can lock down the inbound traffic to

your VMs, reducing exposure to attacks while providing easy access to connect to VMs when needed.

When you enable just-in-time VM access, you can select the ports on the VM to which inbound traffic will be

blocked. Defender for Cloud ensures "deny all inbound traffic" rules exist for your selected ports in the network

security group (NSG) and Azure Firewall rules. These rules restrict access to your Azure VMs’ management ports

and defend them from attack.

If other rules already exist for the selected ports, then those existing rules take priority over the new "deny all

inbound traffic" rules. If there are no existing rules on the selected ports, then the new rules take top priority in

the NSG and Azure Firewall.

When a user requests access to a VM, Defender for Cloud checks that the user has Azure role-based access

control (Azure RBAC) permissions for that VM. If the request is approved, Defender for Cloud configures the

NSGs and Azure Firewall to allow inbound traffic to the selected ports from the relevant IP address (or range),

for the amount of time that was specified. After the time has expired, Defender for Cloud restores the NSGs to

their previous states. Connections that are already established are not interrupted.

JIT does not support VMs protected by Azure Firewalls controlled by Azure Firewall Manager. The Azure Firewall must be

configured with Rules (Classic) and cannot use Firewall policies.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/just-in-time-access-overview.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/rule-processing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/role-assignments-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall-manager/overview


The diagram below shows the logic that Defender for Cloud applies when deciding how to categorize your

supported VMs:

When Defender for Cloud finds a machine that can benefit from JIT, it adds that machine to the

recommendation's Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  tab.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/just-in-time-explained/jit-logic-flow.png#lightbox


 FAQ - Just-in-time virtual machine access
  What permissions are needed to configure and use JIT?What permissions are needed to configure and use JIT?

TIPTIP

TO  EN A B L E  A  USER TO :TO  EN A B L E  A  USER TO : P ERM ISSIO N S TO  SETP ERM ISSIO N S TO  SET

Configure or edit a JIT policy for a VM Assign these actions to the role:

JIT requires Microsoft Defender for servers to be enabled on the subscription.

ReaderReader  and SecurityReaderSecurityReader  roles can both view the JIT status and parameters.

If you want to create custom roles that can work with JIT, you'll need the details from the table below.

To create a least-privileged role for users that need to request JIT access to a VM, and perform no other JIT operations,

use the Set-JitLeastPrivilegedRole script from the Defender for Cloud GitHub community pages.

On the scope of a subscription or resource group
that is associated with the VM:
Microsoft.Security/locations/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/write

On the scope of a subscription or resource group of
VM: 
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/main/Powershell%20scripts/JIT%20Scripts/JIT%20Custom%20Role


Request JIT access to a VM Assign these actions to the user:

Read JIT policies Assign these actions to the user:

TO  EN A B L E  A  USER TO :TO  EN A B L E  A  USER TO : P ERM ISSIO N S TO  SETP ERM ISSIO N S TO  SET

 Next steps

On the scope of a subscription or resource group
that is associated with the VM:
Microsoft.Security/locations/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/initiate/action

On the scope of a subscription or resource group
that is associated with the VM:
Microsoft.Security/locations/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/*/read

On the scope of a subscription or resource group or
VM:
Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read

On the scope of a subscription or resource group or
VM:
Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/*/read

Microsoft.Security/locations/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/read

Microsoft.Security/locations/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/initiate/action

Microsoft.Security/policies/read

Microsoft.Security/pricings/read

Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read

Microsoft.Network/*/read

This page explained why just-in-time (JIT) virtual machine (VM) access should be used. To learn about how to

enable JIT and request access to your JIT-enabled VMs, see the following:

How to secure your management ports with JIT
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Supported VMs:  VMs deployed through Azure Resource Manager.

 VMs deployed with classic deployment models. Learn
more about these deployment models.

 VMs protected by Azure Firewalls  controlled by Azure
Firewall Manager.

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Lock down inbound traffic to your Azure Virtual Machines with Microsoft Defender for Cloud's just-in-time (JIT)

virtual machine (VM) access feature. This reduces exposure to attacks while providing easy access when you

need to connect to a VM.

For a full explanation about how JIT works and the underlying logic, see Just-in-time explained.

For a full explanation of the privilege requirements, see What permissions are needed to configure and use JIT?.

This page teaches you how to include JIT in your security program. You'll learn how to:

Enable JIT on your VMsEnable JIT on your VMs - You can enable JIT with your own custom options for one or more VMs using

Defender for Cloud, PowerShell, or the REST API. Alternatively, you can enable JIT with default, hard-coded

parameters, from Azure virtual machines. When enabled, JIT locks down inbound traffic to your Azure VMs

by creating a rule in your network security group.

Request access to a VM that has JIT enabledRequest access to a VM that has JIT enabled - The goal of JIT is to ensure that even though your

inbound traffic is locked down, Defender for Cloud still provides easy access to connect to VMs when needed.

You can request access to a JIT-enabled VM from Defender for Cloud, Azure virtual machines, PowerShell, or

the REST API.

Audit the activityAudit the activity  - To ensure your VMs are secured appropriately, review the accesses to your JIT-enabled

VMs as part of your regular security checks.

1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/just-in-time-access-usage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/deployment-models
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall-manager/overview


Required roles and permissions: ReaderReader  and SecurityReaderSecurityReader  roles can both view the JIT
status and parameters.
To create custom roles that can work with JIT, see What
permissions are needed to configure and use JIT?.
To create a least-privileged role for users that need to
request JIT access to a VM, and perform no other JIT
operations, use the Set-JitLeastPrivilegedRole script from the
Defender for Cloud GitHub community pages.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connected AWS accounts

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Enable JIT VM access
 

 

 

  Enable JIT on your VMs from Microsoft Defender for CloudEnable JIT on your VMs from Microsoft Defender for Cloud
  

 

 For any VM protected by Azure Firewall, JIT will only fully protect the machine if it's in the same VNET as the

firewall. VMs using VNET peering will not be fully protected.

1

You can enable JIT VM access with your own custom options for one or more VMs using Defender for Cloud or

programmatically.

Alternatively, you can enable JIT with default, hard-coded parameters, from Azure Virtual machines.

Each of these options is explained in a separate tab below.

Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud

Azure vir tual machinesAzure vir tual machines

PowerShellPowerShell

REST APIREST API

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/main/Powershell%20scripts/JIT%20Scripts/JIT%20Custom%20Role


From Defender for Cloud, you can enable and configure the JIT VM access.

1. Open the Workload protections dashboardWorkload protections dashboard and from the advanced protection area, select Just-in-Just-in-

time VM accesstime VM access .

The Just-in-time VM accessJust-in-time VM access  page opens with your VMs grouped into the following tabs:

ConfiguredConfigured - VMs that have been already been configured to support just-in-time VM access. For

each VM, the configured tab shows:

Not configuredNot configured - VMs without JIT enabled, but that can support JIT. We recommend that you enable

JIT for these VMs.

Unsuppor tedUnsuppor ted - VMs without JIT enabled and which don't support the feature. Your VM might be in

this tab for the following reasons:

the number of approved JIT requests in the last seven days

the last access date and time

the connection details configured

the last user

Missing network security group (NSG) or Azure Firewall - JIT requires an NSG to be configured

or a Firewall configuration (or both)

Classic VM - JIT supports VMs that are deployed through Azure Resource Manager, not 'classic

deployment'. Learn more about classic vs Azure Resource Manager deployment models.

Other - Your VM might be in this tab if the JIT solution is disabled in the security policy of the

subscription or the resource group.

2. From the Not configuredNot configured tab, mark the VMs to protect with JIT and select Enable JIT on VMsEnable JIT on VMs .

The JIT VM access page opens listing the ports that Defender for Cloud recommends protecting:

22 - SSH

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/deployment-models


  Edit the JIT configuration on a JIT-enabled VM using Defender for CloudEdit the JIT configuration on a JIT-enabled VM using Defender for Cloud
  

 Request access to a JIT-enabled VM

3389 - RDP

5985 - WinRM

5986 - WinRM

To accept the default settings, select SaveSave.

3. To customize the JIT options:

Add custom ports with the AddAdd button.

Modify one of the default ports, by selecting it from the list.

For each port (custom and default) the Add por t configurationAdd por t configuration pane offers the following options:

ProtocolProtocol- The protocol that is allowed on this port when a request is approved

Allowed source IPsAllowed source IPs- The IP ranges that are allowed on this port when a request is approved

Maximum request timeMaximum request time- The maximum time window during which a specific port can be opened

a. Set the port security to your needs.

b. Select OKOK.

4. Select SaveSave.

You can modify a VM's just-in-time configuration by adding and configuring a new port to protect for that VM,

or by changing any other setting related to an already protected port.

To edit the existing JIT rules for a VM:

1. Open the Workload protections dashboardWorkload protections dashboard and from the advanced protection area, select Just-in-Just-in-

time VM accesstime VM access .

2. From the ConfiguredConfigured tab, right-click on the VM to which you want to add a port, and select edit.

3. Under JIT VM access configurationJIT VM access configuration, you can either edit the existing settings of an already protected

port or add a new custom port.

4. When you've finished editing the ports, select SaveSave.

You can request access to a JIT-enabled VM from the Azure portal (in Defender for Cloud or Azure Virtual



 

 

  Request access to a JIT-enabled VM from Microsoft Defender for CloudRequest access to a JIT-enabled VM from Microsoft Defender for Cloud

NOTENOTE

machines) or programmatically.

Each of these options is explained in a separate tab below.

Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud

Azure vir tual machinesAzure vir tual machines

PowerShellPowerShell

REST APIREST API

When a VM has a JIT enabled, you have to request access to connect to it. You can request access in any of the

supported ways, regardless of how you enabled JIT.

1. From the Just-in-time VM accessJust-in-time VM access  page, select the ConfiguredConfigured tab.

2. Mark the VMs you want to access.

The icon in the Connection DetailsConnection Details  column indicates whether JIT is enabled on the network

security group or firewall. If it's enabled on both, only the firewall icon appears.

The Connection DetailsConnection Details  column provides the information required to connect the VM, and its

open ports.

3. Select Request accessRequest access . The Request accessRequest access  window opens.

4. Under Request accessRequest access , for each VM, configure the ports that you want to open and the source IP

addresses that the port is opened on and the time window for which the port will be open. It will only be

possible to request access to the configured ports. Each port has a maximum allowed time derived from

the JIT configuration you've created.

5. Select Open por tsOpen por ts .

If a user who is requesting access is behind a proxy, the option My IPMy IP  may not work. You may need to define the full IP

address range of the organization.



 Audit JIT access activity in Defender for Cloud

 Next steps

You can gain insights into VM activities using log search. To view the logs:

1. From Just-in-time VM accessJust-in-time VM access , select the ConfiguredConfigured tab.

2. For the VM that you want to audit, open the ellipsis menu at the end of the row.

3. Select Activity LogActivity Log from the menu.

The activity log provides a filtered view of previous operations for that VM along with time, date, and

subscription.

4. To download the log information, select Download as CSVDownload as CSV.

In this article, you learned how to configure and use just-in-time VM access. To learn why JIT should be used,

read the concept article explaining the threats it defends against:

JIT explained



   

 

Protect your endpoints with Defender for Cloud's
integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for
Endpoint
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Supported environments:  Azure Arc-enabled machines running Windows/Linux

 Azure VMs running Linux (supported versions)

 Azure VMs running Windows Server 2022, 2019, 2016,

2012 R2, 2008 R2 SP1, Azure Virtual Desktop (formerly
Windows Virtual Desktop), Windows 10 Enterprise multi-
session (formerly Enterprise for Virtual Desktops)

 Azure VMs running Windows 11 or Windows 10 (except

if running Azure Virtual Desktop or Windows 10 Enterprise
multi-session)

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is a holistic, cloud-delivered, endpoint security solution. Its main features are:

Risk-based vulnerability management and assessment

Attack surface reduction

Behavioral based and cloud-powered protection

Endpoint detection and response (EDR)

Automatic investigation and remediation

Managed hunting services

Originally launched as Windows Defender ATPWindows Defender ATP, in 2019, this EDR product was renamed Microsoft Defender ATPMicrosoft Defender ATP.

At Ignite 2020, we launched the Microsoft Defender for Cloud XDR suite, and this EDR component was renamed

Microsoft Defender for EndpointMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/integration-defender-for-endpoint.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.microsoft.com/security/business/threat-protection
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/microsoft-defender-endpoint-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/windows-10-multisession-faq


Required roles and permissions: * To enable/disable the integration: Security adminSecurity admin or
OwnerOwner
* To view Defender for Endpoint alerts in Defender for Cloud:
Security readerSecurity reader , ReaderReader , Resource Group ContributorResource Group Contributor ,
Resource Group OwnerResource Group Owner , Security adminSecurity admin, SubscriptionSubscription
ownerowner , or Subscription ContributorSubscription Contributor

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet 

 Connected AWS accounts

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Benefits of integrating Microsoft Defender for Endpoint with
Defender for Cloud
Microsoft Defender for Endpoint protects your Windows and Linux machines whether they're hosted in Azure,

hybrid clouds (on-premises), or AWS. Protections include:

Advanced post-breach detection sensorsAdvanced post-breach detection sensors . Defender for Endpoint's sensors collect a vast array of

behavioral signals from your machines.

Vulnerability assessment from the Microsoft threat and vulnerability management solutionVulnerability assessment from the Microsoft threat and vulnerability management solution.

With Microsoft Defender for Endpoint enabled, Defender for Cloud can show vulnerabilities discovered

by the threat and vulnerability management module and also offer this module as a supported

vulnerability assessment solution. Learn more in Investigate weaknesses with Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint's threat and vulnerability management.

This module also brings the software inventory features described in Access a software inventory and

can be automatically enabled for supported machines with the auto deploy settings.

Analytics-based, cloud-powered, post-breach detectionAnalytics-based, cloud-powered, post-breach detection. Defender for Endpoint quickly adapts to

changing threats. It uses advanced analytics and big data. It's amplified by the power of the Intelligent

Security Graph with signals across Windows, Azure, and Office to detect unknown threats. It provides

actionable alerts and enables you to respond quickly.

Threat intelligenceThreat intelligence. Defender for Endpoint generates alerts when it identifies attacker tools, techniques,

and procedures. It uses data generated by Microsoft threat hunters and security teams, augmented by

intelligence provided by partners.

By integrating Defender for Endpoint with Defender for Cloud, you'll benefit from the following extra

capabilities:

Automated onboardingAutomated onboarding. Defender for Cloud automatically enables the Defender for Endpoint sensor

on all supported machines connected to Defender for Cloud.

S ingle pane of glassSingle pane of glass . The Defender for Cloud portal pages display Defender for Endpoint alerts. To

investigate further, use Microsoft Defender for Endpoint's own portal pages where you'll see additional

information such as the alert process tree and the incident graph. You can also see a detailed machine

timeline that shows every behavior for a historical period of up to six months.



 What are the requirements for the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint
tenant?

 Enable the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration
  PrerequisitesPrerequisites

When you use Defender for Cloud to monitor your machines, a Defender for Endpoint tenant is automatically

created.

Location:Location: Data collected by Defender for Endpoint is stored in the geo-location of the tenant as identified

during provisioning. Customer data - in pseudonymized form - may also be stored in the central storage and

processing systems in the United States. After you've configured the location, you can't change it. If you have

your own license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint and need to move your data to another location,

contact Microsoft support to reset the tenant.

Moving subscr iptions:Moving subscr iptions: If you've moved your Azure subscription between Azure tenants, some manual

preparatory steps are required before Defender for Cloud will deploy Defender for Endpoint. For full details,

contact Microsoft support.

Confirm that your machine meets the necessary requirements for Defender for Endpoint:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Ensure the machine is connected to Azure and the internet as required:

Azure vir tual machines (Windows or L inux)Azure vir tual machines (Windows or L inux)  - Configure the network settings described in

configure device proxy and internet connectivity settings: Windows or Linux.

On-premises machinesOn-premises machines  - Connect your target machines to Azure Arc as explained in Connect

hybrid machines with Azure Arc-enabled servers.

2. Enable Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers . See Quickstart: Enable Defender for Cloud's enhanced

security features.

Defender for Cloud's integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is enabled by default. So when you enable

enhanced security features, you give consent for Microsoft Defender for servers to access the Microsoft Defender

for Endpoint data related to vulnerabilities, installed software, and alerts for your endpoints.

3. If you've moved your subscription between Azure tenants, some manual preparatory steps are also

required. For full details, contact Microsoft support.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/integration-defender-for-endpoint/microsoft-defender-security-center.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Support/HelpAndSupportBlade/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Support/HelpAndSupportBlade/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/microsoft-defender-atp/configure-proxy-internet
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/linux-static-proxy-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/learn/quick-enable-hybrid-vm
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Support/HelpAndSupportBlade/overview


  Enable the integrationEnable the integration
 

 

 Access the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint portal

 Send a test alert

 

 

WindowsWindows

LinuxLinux

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Environment settingsEnvironment settings  and select the subscription with the

Windows machines that you want to receive Defender for Endpoint.

2. Select IntegrationsIntegrations .

3. Select Allow Microsoft Defender for Endpoint to access my dataAllow Microsoft Defender for Endpoint to access my data, and select SaveSave.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud will automatically onboard your machines to Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint. Onboarding might take up to 12 hours. For new machines created after the integration has

been enabled, onboarding takes up to an hour.

1. Ensure the user account has the necessary permissions. Learn more in Assign user access to Microsoft

Defender Security Center.

2. Check whether you have a proxy or firewall that is blocking anonymous traffic. The Defender for Endpoint

sensor connects from the system context, so anonymous traffic must be permitted. To ensure unhindered

access to the Defender for Endpoint portal, follow the instructions in Enable access to service URLs in the

proxy server.

3. Open the Defender for Endpoint Security Center portal. Learn more about the portal's features and icons,

in Defender for Endpoint Security Center portal overview.

To generate a benign test alert from Defender for Endpoint, select the tab for the relevant operating system of

your endpoint:

WindowsWindows

LinuxLinux

For endpoints running Windows:

1. Create a folder 'C:\test-MDATP-test'.

2. Use Remote Desktop to access your machine.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/microsoft-defender-atp/assign-portal-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/microsoft-defender-atp/configure-proxy-internet#enable-access-to-microsoft-defender-atp-service-urls-in-the-proxy-server
https://securitycenter.windows.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/microsoft-defender-atp/portal-overview


 Remove Defender for Endpoint from a machine

 FAQ - Microsoft Defender for Cloud integration with Microsoft
Defender for Endpoint

powershell.exe -NoExit -ExecutionPolicy Bypass -WindowStyle Hidden (New-Object 
System.Net.WebClient).DownloadFile('http://127.0.0.1/1.exe', 'C:\\test-MDATP-test\\invoice.exe'); 
Start-Process 'C:\\test-MDATP-test\\invoice.exe'

TIPTIP

3. Open a command-line window.

4. At the prompt, copy and run the following command. The command prompt window will close

automatically.

If the command is successful, you'll see a new alert on the workload protection dashboard and the

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint portal. This alert might take a few minutes to appear.

5. To review the alert in Defender for Cloud, go to Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  > Suspicious PowerShellSuspicious PowerShell

CommandLineCommandLine.

6. From the investigation window, select the link to go to the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint portal.

The alert is triggered with InformationalInformational severity.

To remove the Defender for Endpoint solution from your machines:

1. Disable the integration:

a. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Environment settingsEnvironment settings  and select the subscription with the

relevant machines.

b. Open IntegrationsIntegrations  and clear the checkbox for Allow Microsoft Defender for Endpoint to accessAllow Microsoft Defender for Endpoint to access

my datamy data.

c. Select SaveSave.

2. Remove the MDE.Windows/MDE.Linux extension from the machine.

3. Follow the steps in Offboard devices from the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint service from the Defender

for Endpoint documentation.

What's this "MDE.Windows" / "MDE.Linux" extension running on my machine?

What are the licensing requirements for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint?

If I already have a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, can I get a discount for Microsoft Defender for

servers?

How do I switch from a third-party EDR tool?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/offboard-machines?view=o365-worldwide


  What's this "MDE.Windows" / "MDE.Linux" extension running on my machine?What's this "MDE.Windows" / "MDE.Linux" extension running on my machine?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  I've enabled the solution by the "MDE.Windows" / "MDE.Linux" extension isn't showing on my machineI've enabled the solution by the "MDE.Windows" / "MDE.Linux" extension isn't showing on my machine

  What are the licensing requirements for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint?What are the licensing requirements for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint?

  If I already have a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, can I get a discount for Microsoft DefenderIf I already have a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, can I get a discount for Microsoft Defender
for servers?for servers?

  How do I switch from a third-party EDR tool?How do I switch from a third-party EDR tool?

 Next steps

In the past, Microsoft Defender for Endpoint was provisioned by the Log Analytics agent. When we expanded

support to include Windows Server 2019 and Linux, we also added an extension to perform the automatic

onboarding.

Defender for Cloud automatically deploys the extension to machines running:

Windows Server 2019 & 2022.

Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD).

Other versions of Windows Server if Defender for Cloud doesn't recognize the OS version (for example,

when a custom VM image is used). In this case, Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is still provisioned by the

Log Analytics agent.

Linux.

If you delete the MDE.Windows/MDE.Linux extension, it will not remove Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. to 'offboard',

see Offboard Windows servers..

If you've enabled the integration, but still don't see the extension running on your machines, check the following:

1. If 12 hours hasn't passed since you enabled the solution, you'll need to wait until the end of this period to be

sure there's an issue to investigate.

2. After 12 hours have passed, if you still don't see the extension running on your machines, check that you've

met Prerequisites for the integration.

3. Ensure you've enabled the Microsoft Defender for servers plan for the subscriptions related to the machines

you're investigating.

4. If you've moved your Azure subscription between Azure tenants, some manual preparatory steps are

required before Defender for Cloud will deploy Defender for Endpoint. For full details, contact Microsoft

support.

Defender for Endpoint is included at no extra cost with Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers . Alternatively, it can

be purchased separately for 50 machines or more.

If you've already got a license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Ser versMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint for Ser vers  , you won't have to pay for

that part of your Microsoft Defender for servers license. Learn more about this license.

To request your discount, contact Defender for Cloud's support team. You'll need to provide the relevant

workspace ID, region, and number of Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for servers licenses applied for machines

in the given workspace.

The discount will be effective starting from the approval date, and won't take place retroactively.

Full instructions for switching from a non-Microsoft endpoint solution are available in the Microsoft Defender

for Endpoint documentation: Migration overview.

Platforms and features supported by Microsoft Defender for Cloud

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/configure-server-endpoints
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Support/HelpAndSupportBlade/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/minimum-requirements#licensing-requirements
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Support/HelpAndSupportBlade/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/microsoft-defender-atp/switch-to-microsoft-defender-migration
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/security-center-os-coverage.html


Learn how recommendations help you protect your Azure resources
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 What are adaptive application controls?

 What are the benefits of adaptive application controls?

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Learn about the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Cloud's adaptive application controls and how you can

enhance your security with this data-driven, intelligent feature.

Adaptive application controls are an intelligent and automated solution for defining allow lists of known-safe

applications for your machines.

Often, organizations have collections of machines that routinely run the same processes. Microsoft Defender for

Cloud uses machine learning to analyze the applications running on your machines and create a list of the

known-safe software. Allow lists are based on your specific Azure workloads, and you can further customize the

recommendations using the instructions below.

When you've enabled and configured adaptive application controls, you'll get security alerts if any application

runs other than the ones you've defined as safe.

By defining lists of known-safe applications, and generating alerts when anything else is executed, you can

achieve multiple oversight and compliance goals:

Identify potential malware, even any that might be missed by antimalware solutions

Improve compliance with local security policies that dictate the use of only licensed software

Identify outdated or unsupported versions of applications

Identify software that's banned by your organization but is nevertheless running on your machines

Increase oversight of apps that access sensitive data

No enforcement options are currently available. Adaptive application controls are intended to provide security

alerts if any application runs other than the ones you've defined as safe.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/adaptive-application-controls.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Supported machines:  Azure and non-Azure machines running Windows and

Linux
 Azure Arc machines

Required roles and permissions: Security ReaderSecurity Reader  and ReaderReader  roles can both view groups
and the lists of known-safe applications
ContributorContributor  and Security AdminSecurity Admin roles can both edit
groups and the lists of known-safe applications

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connected AWS accounts

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Enable application controls on a group of machines
If Microsoft Defender for Cloud has identified groups of machines in your subscriptions that consistently run a

similar set of applications, you'll be prompted with the following recommendation: Adaptive applicationAdaptive application

controls for defining safe applications should be enabled on your machinescontrols for defining safe applications should be enabled on your machines .

Select the recommendation, or open the adaptive application controls page to view the list of suggested known-

safe applications and groups of machines.

1. Open the Workload protections dashboard and from the advanced protection area, select AdaptiveAdaptive

application controlsapplication controls .

The Adaptive application controlsAdaptive application controls  page opens with your VMs grouped into the following tabs:

ConfiguredConfigured - Groups of machines that already have a defined allow list of applications. For each

group, the configured tab shows:

the number of machines in the group

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/index
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/adaptive-application/opening-adaptive-application-control.png#lightbox


TIPTIP
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recent alerts

RecommendedRecommended - Groups of machines that consistently run the same applications, and don't have

an allow list configured. We recommend that you enable adaptive application controls for these

groups.

If you see a group name with the prefix "REVIEWGROUP", it contains machines with a partially consistent

list of applications. Microsoft Defender for Cloud can't see a pattern but recommends reviewing this group

to see whether you can manually define some adaptive application controls rules as described in Editing a

group's adaptive application controls rule.

You can also move machines from this group to other groups as described in Move a machine from one

group to another.

No recommendationNo recommendation - Machines without a defined allow list of applications, and which don't

support the feature. Your machine might be in this tab for the following reasons:

It's missing a Log Analytics agent

The Log Analytics agent isn't sending events

It's a Windows machine with a pre-existing AppLocker policy enabled by either a GPO or a local

security policy

Defender for Cloud needs at least two weeks of data to define the unique recommendations per group of

machines. Machines that have recently been created, or which belong to subscriptions that were only

recently protected by Microsoft Defender for servers, will appear under the No recommendationNo recommendation tab.

2. Open the RecommendedRecommended tab. The groups of machines with recommended allow lists appears.

3. Select a group.

4. To configure your new rule, review the various sections of this Configure application control rulesConfigure application control rules

page and the contents, which will be unique to this specific group of machines:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/applocker-overview


 Edit a group's adaptive application controls rule

TIPTIP

a. Select machinesSelect machines  - By default, all machines in the identified group are selected. Unselect any to

removed them from this rule.

b. Recommended applicationsRecommended applications  - Review this list of applications that are common to the machines

within this group, and recommended to be allowed to run.

c. More applicationsMore applications  - Review this list of applications that are either seen less frequently on the

machines within this group, or are known to be exploitable. A warning icon indicates that a specific

application could be used by an attacker to bypass an application allow list. We recommend that

you carefully review these applications.

Both application lists include the option to restrict a specific application to certain users. Adopt the

principle of least privilege whenever possible.

Applications are defined by their publishers, if an application doesn't have publisher information (it's

unsigned), a path rule is created for the full path of the specific application.

d. To apply the rule, select AuditAudit.

You might decide to edit the allow list for a group of machines because of known changes in your organization.

To edit the rules for a group of machines:

1. Open the Workload protections dashboardWorkload protections dashboard and from the advanced protection area, select AdaptiveAdaptive

application controlsapplication controls .

2. From the ConfiguredConfigured tab, select the group with the rule you want to edit.

3. Review the various sections of the Configure application control rulesConfigure application control rules  page as described in Enable

adaptive application controls on a group of machines.

4. Optionally, add one or more custom rules:



 Review and edit a group's settings

TIPTIP

a. Select Add ruleAdd rule.

b. If you're defining a known safe path, change the Rule typeRule type to 'Path' and enter a single path. You

can include wildcards in the path.

Some scenarios for which wildcards in a path might be useful:

Using a wildcard at the end of a path to allow all executables within this folder and sub-folders.

Using a wildcard in the middle of a path to enable a known executable name with a changing folder

name (for example, personal user folders containing a known executable, automatically generated

folder names, etc).

c. Define the allowed users and protected file types.

d. When you've finished defining the rule, select AddAdd.

5. To apply the changes, select SaveSave.

1. To view the details and settings of your group, select Group settingsGroup settings

This pane shows the name of the group (which can be modified), the OS type, the location, and other

relevant details.



 Respond to the "Allowlist rules in your adaptive application control
policy should be updated" recommendation

 Audit alerts and violations

2. Optionally, modify the group's name or file type protection modes.

3. Select ApplyApply  and SaveSave.

You'll see this recommendation when Defender for Cloud's machine learning identifies potentially legitimate

behavior that hasn't previously been allowed. The recommendation suggests new rules for your existing

definitions to reduce the number of false positive alerts.

To remediate the issues:

1. From the recommendations page, select the Allowlist rules in your adaptive application controlAllowlist rules in your adaptive application control

policy should be updatedpolicy should be updated recommendation to see groups with newly identified, potentially legitimate

behavior.

2. Select the group with the rule you want to edit.

3. Review the various sections of the Configure application control rulesConfigure application control rules  page as described in Enable

adaptive application controls on a group of machines.

4. To apply the changes, select AuditAudit.

1. Open the Workload protections dashboardWorkload protections dashboard and from the advanced protection area, select AdaptiveAdaptive

application controlsapplication controls .

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/adaptive-application/adaptive-application-group-settings.png#lightbox


 Move a machine from one group to another

NOTENOTE

2. To see groups with machines that have recent alerts, review the groups listed in the ConfiguredConfigured tab.

3. To investigate further, select a group.

4. For further details, and the list of affected machines, select an alert.

The alerts page shows the more details of the alerts and provides a Take actionTake action link with

recommendations of how to mitigate the threat.

Adaptive application controls calculates events once every twelve hours. The "activity start time" shown in the

alerts page is the time that adaptive application controls created the alert, notnot  the time that the suspicious

process was active.

When you move a machine from one group to another, the application control policy applied to it changes to the



 Manage application controls via the REST API

 FAQ - Adaptive application controls

  Are there any options to enforce the application controls?Are there any options to enforce the application controls?

  Why do I see a Qualys app in my recommended applications?Why do I see a Qualys app in my recommended applications?

settings of the group that you moved it to. You can also move a machine from a configured group to a non-

configured group, doing so removes any application control rules that were applied to the machine.

1. Open the Workload protections dashboardWorkload protections dashboard and from the advanced protection area, select AdaptiveAdaptive

application controlsapplication controls .

2. From the Adaptive application controlsAdaptive application controls  page, from the ConfiguredConfigured tab, select the group containing

the machine to be moved.

3. Open the list of Configured machinesConfigured machines .

4. Open the machine's menu from three dots at the end of the row, and select MoveMove. The Move machineMove machine

to a different groupto a different group pane opens.

5. Select the destination group, and select Move machineMove machine.

6. To save your changes, select SaveSave.

To manage your adaptive application controls programmatically, use our REST API.

The relevant API documentation is available in the Adaptive Application Controls section of Defender for Cloud's

API docs.

Some of the functions that are available from the REST API:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

ListL ist retrieves all your group recommendations and provides a JSON with an object for each group.

GetGet retrieves the JSON with the full recommendation data (that is, list of machines, publisher/path rules,

and so on).

PutPut configures your rule (use the JSON you retrieved with GetGet as the body for this request).

The PutPut  function expects fewer parameters than the JSON returned by the Get command contains.

Remove the following properties before using the JSON in the Put request: recommendationStatus,

configurationStatus, issues, location, and sourceSystem.

Are there any options to enforce the application controls?

Why do I see a Qualys app in my recommended applications?

No enforcement options are currently available. Adaptive application controls are intended to provide securitysecurity

aler tsaler ts  if any application runs other than the ones you've defined as safe. They have a range of benefits (What

are the benefits of adaptive application controls?) and are extremely customizable as shown on this page.

Microsoft Defender for servers includes vulnerability scanning for your machines at no extra cost. You don't

need a Qualys license or even a Qualys account - everything's handled seamlessly inside Defender for Cloud.

For details of this scanner and instructions for how to deploy it, see Defender for Cloud's integrated Qualys

vulnerability assessment solution.

To ensure no alerts are generated when Defender for Cloud deploys the scanner, the adaptive application

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/adaptiveapplicationcontrols


 Next steps

controls recommended allow list includes the scanner for all machines.

On this page, you learned how to use adaptive application control in Microsoft Defender for Cloud to define

allow lists of applications running on your Azure and non-Azure machines. To learn more about some other

cloud workload protection features, see:

Understanding just-in-time (JIT) VM access

Securing your Azure Kubernetes clusters



   

 

Use asset inventory to manage your resources'
security posture

 2/15/2022 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free*
* Some features of the inventory page, such as the software
inventory require paid solutions to be in-place

Required roles and permissions: All users

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The asset inventory page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud provides a single page for viewing the security

posture of the resources you've connected to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud periodically analyzes the security state of resources connected to your subscriptions to

identify potential security vulnerabilities. It then provides you with recommendations on how to remediate those

vulnerabilities.

When any resource has outstanding recommendations, they'll appear in the inventory.

Use this view and its filters to address such questions as:

Which of my subscriptions with enhanced security features enabled have outstanding recommendations?

Which of my machines with the tag 'Production' are missing the Log Analytics agent?

How many of my machines tagged with a specific tag have outstanding recommendations?

Which machines in a specific resource group have a known vulnerability (using a CVE number)?

The asset management possibilities for this tool are substantial and continue to grow.

The security recommendations on the asset inventory page are the same as those on the RecommendationsRecommendations page, but

here they're shown according to the affected resource. For information about how to resolve recommendations, see

Implementing security recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/asset-inventory.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 What are the key features of asset inventory?

  1 - Summaries1 - Summaries

  2 - Filters2 - Filters

  3 - Export and asset management tools3 - Export and asset management tools

TIPTIP

The inventory page provides the following tools:

Before you define any filters, a prominent strip of values at the top of the inventory view shows:

Total resourcesTotal resources : The total number of resources connected to Defender for Cloud.

Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources : Resources with active security recommendations. Learn more about security

recommendations.

Unmonitored resourcesUnmonitored resources : Resources with agent monitoring issues - they have the Log Analytics agent

deployed, but the agent isn't sending data or has other health issues.

Unregistered subscr iptionsUnregistered subscr iptions : Any subscription in the selected scope that haven't yet been connected to

Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

The multiple filters at the top of the page provide a way to quickly refine the list of resources according to the

question you're trying to answer. For example, if you wanted to answer the question Which of my machines with

the tag 'Production' are missing the Log Analytics agent? you could combine the Agent monitor ingAgent monitor ing filter with

the TagsTags  filter.

As soon as you've applied filters, the summary values are updated to relate to the query results.

Expor t optionsExpor t options  - Inventory includes an option to export the results of your selected filter options to a CSV file.

You can also export the query itself to Azure Resource Graph Explorer to further refine, save, or modify the

Kusto Query Language (KQL) query.

The KQL documentation provides a database with some sample data together with some simple queries to get the "feel"

for the language. Learn more in this KQL tutorial.

Asset management optionsAsset management options  - When you've found the resources that match your queries, inventory provides

shortcuts for operations such as:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/highlights-of-inventory.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/tutorial?pivots=azuredataexplorer


 How does asset inventory work?

 How to use asset inventory

Assign tags to the filtered resources - select the checkboxes alongside the resources you want to tag.

Onboard new servers to Defender for Cloud - use the Add non-Azure ser versAdd non-Azure ser vers  toolbar button.

Automate workloads with Azure Logic Apps - use the Tr igger Logic AppTrigger Logic App button to run a logic app on one

or more resources. Your logic apps have to be prepared in advance, and accept the relevant trigger type

(HTTP request). Learn more about logic apps.

Asset inventory utilizes Azure Resource Graph (ARG), an Azure service that provides the ability to query

Defender for Cloud's security posture data across multiple subscriptions.

ARG is designed to provide efficient resource exploration with the ability to query at scale.

Using the Kusto Query Language (KQL), asset inventory can quickly produce deep insights by cross-referencing

Defender for Cloud data with other resource properties.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. From Defender for Cloud's sidebar, select Inventor yInventor y .

2. Use the Filter  by nameFilter  by name box to display a specific resource, or use the filters as described below.

3. Select the relevant options in the filters to create the specific query you want to perform.

By default, the resources are sorted by the number of active security recommendations.

The options in each filter are specific to the resources in the currently selected subscriptions andand your selections in

the other filters.

For example, if you've selected only one subscription, and the subscription has no resources with outstanding

security recommendations to remediate (0 unhealthy resources), the RecommendationsRecommendations filter will have no

options.

4. To use the Security findings containSecurity findings contain filter, enter free text from the ID, security check, or CVE name of a

vulnerability finding to filter to the affected resources:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


TIPTIP
The Security findings containSecurity findings contain and TagsTags filters only accept a single value. To filter by more than one, use AddAdd

filtersfilters .

5.  To use the Defender for CloudDefender for Cloud filter, select one or more options (Off, On, or Partial):

OffOff  - Resources that aren't protected by a Microsoft Defender plan. You can right-click on any of

these and upgrade them:

OnOn - Resources that are protected by a Microsoft Defender plan

Par tialPar tial  - This applies to subscr iptionssubscr iptions  that have some but not all of the Microsoft Defender plans

disabled. For example, the following subscription has seven Microsoft Defender plans disabled.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/upgrade-resource-inventory.png#lightbox


 Access a software inventory

6. To further examine the results of your query, select the resources that interest you.

7. To view the current selected filter options as a query in Resource Graph Explorer, select Open quer yOpen quer y .

8. If you've defined some filters and left the page open, Defender for Cloud won't update the results

automatically. Any changes to resources won't impact the displayed results unless you manually reload

the page or select RefreshRefresh.

If you've enabled the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint and enabled Microsoft Defender for

servers, you'll have access to the software inventory.



NOTENOTE
The "Blank" option shows machines without Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (or without Microsoft Defender for servers).

As well as the filters in the asset inventory page, you can explore the software inventory data from Azure

Resource Graph Explorer.

Examples of using Azure Resource Graph Explorer to access and explore software inventory data:

1. Open Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

2. Select the following subscription scope: securityresources/softwareinventories

3. Enter any of the following queries (or customize them or write your own!) and select Run quer yRun quer y .

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| project id, Vendor=properties.vendor, Software=properties.softwareName, 
Version=properties.version

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| project id, Vendor=properties.vendor, Software=properties.softwareName, 
Version=tostring(properties.    version)
| where Software=="windows_server_2019" and parse_version(Version)
<=parse_version("10.0.17763.1999")

To generate a basic list of installed software:

To filter by version numbers:



 FAQ - Inventory
  Why aren't all of my subscriptions, machines, storage accounts, etc. shown?Why aren't all of my subscriptions, machines, storage accounts, etc. shown?

  Why do some of my resources show blank values in the Defender for Cloud or monitoring agent columns?Why do some of my resources show blank values in the Defender for Cloud or monitoring agent columns?

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| extend vmId = properties.azureVmId
| where properties.softwareName == "apache_http_server" or properties.softwareName == "mysql"
| summarize count() by tostring(vmId)
| where count_ > 1

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/softwareinventories"
| extend vmId = tolower(properties.azureVmId)
| where properties.softwareName == "mysql"
| join (
securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/assessments"
| where properties.displayName == "Management ports should be closed on your virtual machines" 
and properties.status.code == "Unhealthy"
| extend vmId = tolower(properties.resourceDetails.Id)
) on vmId

To find machines with a combination of software products:

Combination of a software product with another security recommendation:

(In this example – machines having MySQL installed and exposed management ports)

The inventory view lists your Defender for Cloud connected resources from a Cloud Security Posture

Management (CSPM) perspective. The filters don't return every resource in your environment; only the ones

with outstanding (or 'active') recommendations.

For example, the following screenshot shows a user with access to 8 subscriptions but only 7 currently have

recommendations. So when they filter by Resource type = Subscr iptionsResource type = Subscr iptions , only those 7 subscriptions with

active recommendations appear in the inventory:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/filtered-subscriptions-some.png#lightbox


 Next steps

Not all Defender for Cloud monitored resources have agents. For example, Azure Storage accounts or PaaS

resources such as disks, Logic Apps, Data Lake Analysis, and Event Hub don't need agents to be monitored by

Defender for Cloud.

When pricing or agent monitoring isn't relevant for a resource, nothing will be shown in those columns of

inventory.

This article described the asset inventory page of Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

For more information on related tools, see the following pages:

Azure Resource Graph (ARG)

Kusto Query Language (KQL)

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/asset-inventory/agent-pricing-blanks.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


   

 

File integrity monitoring in Microsoft Defender for
Cloud

 2/15/2022 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers.
Using the Log Analytics agent, FIM uploads data to the Log
Analytics workspace. Data charges apply, based on the
amount of data you upload. See Log Analytics pricing to
learn more.

Required roles and permissions: Workspace ownerWorkspace owner  can enable/disable FIM (for more
information, see Azure Roles for Log Analytics).
ReaderReader  can view results.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

Supported only in regions where Azure Automation's change
tracking solution is available.

 Azure Arc enabled devices.

See Supported regions for linked Log Analytics workspace.
Learn more about change tracking.

 Connected AWS accounts

 What is FIM in Defender for Cloud?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Learn how to configure file integrity monitoring (FIM) in Microsoft Defender for Cloud using this walkthrough.

File integrity monitoring (FIM), also known as change monitoring, examines operating system files, Windows

registries, application software, Linux system files, and more, for changes that might indicate an attack.

Defender for Cloud recommends entities to monitor with FIM, and you can also define your own FIM policies or

entities to monitor. FIM informs you about suspicious activity such as:

File and registry key creation or removal

File modifications (changes in file size, access control lists, and hash of the content)

Registry modifications (changes in size, access control lists, type, and the content)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/file-integrity-monitoring-overview.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/log-analytics/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/services-hub/health/azure-roles#azure-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/how-to/region-mappings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/change-tracking/overview


 How does FIM work?

NOTENOTE

 Which files should I monitor?

L IN UX F IL ESL IN UX F IL ES W IN DO W S F IL ESW IN DO W S F IL ES
W IN DO W S REGIST RY  KEY S ( H KL M  =W IN DO W S REGIST RY  KEY S ( H KL M  =
H KEY _LO C A L _M A C H IN E)H KEY _LO C A L _M A C H IN E)

/bin/login C:\autoexec.bat HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Cryptogr
aphy\OID\EncodingType
0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg{
C689AAB8-8E78-11D0-8C47-
00C04FC295EE}

/bin/passwd C:\boot.ini HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Cryptogr
aphy\OID\EncodingType
0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg{
603BCC1F-4B59-4E08-B724-
D2C6297EF351}

/etc/*.conf C:\config.sys HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\IniFileMapping\SYS
TEM.ini\boot

/usr/bin C:\Windows\system.ini HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows

/usr/sbin C:\Windows\win.ini HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon

In this tutorial you'll learn how to:

Review the list of suggested entities to monitor with FIM

Define your own, custom FIM rules

Audit changes to your monitored entities

Use wildcards to simplify tracking across directories

The Log Analytics agent uploads data to the Log Analytics workspace. By comparing the current state of these

items with the state during the previous scan, FIM notifies you if suspicious modifications have been made.

FIM uses the Azure Change Tracking solution to track and identify changes in your environment. When file

integrity monitoring is enabled, you have a Change TrackingChange Tracking resource of type SolutionSolution. For data collection

frequency details, see Change Tracking data collection details.

If you remove the Change TrackingChange Tracking resource, you will also disable the file integrity monitoring feature in Defender for

Cloud.

When choosing which files to monitor, consider the files that are critical for your system and applications.

Monitor files that you don’t expect to change without planning. If you choose files that are frequently changed

by applications or operating system (such as log files and text files) it'll create a lot of noise, making it difficult to

identify an attack.

Defender for Cloud provides the following list of recommended items to monitor based on known attack

patterns.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/change-tracking/overview


/bin C:\Windows\regedit.exe HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Shell Folders

/sbin C:\Windows\System32\userinit.exe HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\Explorer\User Shell
Folders

/boot C:\Windows\explorer.exe HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\Run

/usr/local/bin C:\Program Files\Microsoft Security
Client\msseces.exe

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\RunOnce

/usr/local/sbin HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\RunOnceEx

/opt/bin HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\RunServices

/opt/sbin HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\RunServicesOnce

/etc/crontab HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Cryptography\OID\EncodingTy
pe
0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg{
C689AAB8-8E78-11D0-8C47-
00C04FC295EE}

/etc/init.d HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Cryptography\OID\EncodingTy
pe
0\CryptSIPDllRemoveSignedDataMsg{
603BCC1F-4B59-4E08-B724-
D2C6297EF351}

/etc/cron.hourly HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\IniFileMapping\syst
em.ini\boot

/etc/cron.daily HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows

/etc/cron.weekly HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon

/etc/cron.monthly HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explo
rer\Shell Folders

L IN UX F IL ESL IN UX F IL ES W IN DO W S F IL ESW IN DO W S F IL ES
W IN DO W S REGIST RY  KEY S ( H KL M  =W IN DO W S REGIST RY  KEY S ( H KL M  =
H KEY _LO C A L _M A C H IN E)H KEY _LO C A L _M A C H IN E)



HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explo
rer\User Shell Folders

HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
Once

HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
OnceEx

HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunS
ervices

HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Mi
crosoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunS
ervicesOnce

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Con
trol\hivelist

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Con
trol\Session Manager\KnownDLLs

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Ser
vices\SharedAccess\Parameters\Firewall
Policy\DomainProfile

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Ser
vices\SharedAccess\Parameters\Firewall
Policy\PublicProfile

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Ser
vices\SharedAccess\Parameters\Firewall
Policy\StandardProfile

L IN UX F IL ESL IN UX F IL ES W IN DO W S F IL ESW IN DO W S F IL ES
W IN DO W S REGIST RY  KEY S ( H KL M  =W IN DO W S REGIST RY  KEY S ( H KL M  =
H KEY _LO C A L _M A C H IN E)H KEY _LO C A L _M A C H IN E)

 Enable file integrity monitoring
FIM is only available from Defender for Cloud's pages in the Azure portal. There is currently no REST API for

working with FIM.

1. From the Workload protectionsWorkload protections  dashboard's Advanced protectionAdvanced protection area, select File integrityFile integrity

monitor ingmonitor ing.



The File integrity monitor ingFile integrity monitor ing configuration page opens.

The following information is provided for each workspace:

Total number of changes that occurred in the last week (you may see a dash "-“ if FIM is not enabled

on the workspace)

Total number of computers and VMs reporting to the workspace

Geographic location of the workspace

Azure subscription that the workspace is under

2. Use this page to:

Access and view the status and settings of each workspace

 Upgrade the workspace to use enhanced security features. This icon Indicates that

the workspace or subscription isn't protected with Microsoft Defender for servers. To use the FIM

features, your subscription must be protected with this plan. For more information, see Microsoft

Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features.

 Enable FIM on all machines under the workspace and configure the FIM options. This

icon indicates that FIM is not enabled for the workspace.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/file-integrity-monitoring-overview/open-file-integrity-monitoring.png#lightbox


NOTENOTE

 Audit monitored workspaces

TIPTIP
If there's no enable or upgrade button, and the space is blank, it means that FIM is already enabled on the

workspace.

3. Select ENABLEENABLE. The details of the workspace including the number of Windows and Linux machines

under the workspace is shown.

The recommended settings for Windows and Linux are also listed. Expand Windows filesWindows files , Registr yRegistr y , and

Linux filesL inux files  to see the full list of recommended items.

4. Clear the checkboxes for any recommended entities you do not want to be monitored by FIM.

5. Select Apply file integrity monitor ingApply file integrity monitor ing to enable FIM.

You can change the settings at any time. See Edit monitored entities below to learn more.

The File integrity monitor ingFile integrity monitor ing dashboard displays for workspaces where FIM is enabled. The FIM dashboard

opens after you enable FIM on a workspace or when you select a workspace in the file integrity monitor ingfile integrity monitor ing

window that already has FIM enabled.



The FIM dashboard for a workspace displays the following details:

Total number of machines connected to the workspace

Total number of changes that occurred during the selected time period

A breakdown of change type (files, registry)

A breakdown of change category (modified, added, removed)

Select FilterFilter  at the top of the dashboard to change the time period for which changes are shown.

The Ser versSer vers  tab lists the machines reporting to this workspace. For each machine, the dashboard lists:

Total changes that occurred during the selected period of time

A breakdown of total changes as file changes or registry changes

When you select a machine, the query appears along with the results that identify the changes made during the

selected time period for the machine. You can expand a change for more information.



The ChangesChanges  tab (shown below) lists all changes for the workspace during the selected time period. For each

entity that was changed, the dashboard lists the:

Machine that the change occurred on

Type of change (registry or file)

Category of change (modified, added, removed)

Date and time of change

Change detailsChange details  opens when you enter a change in the search field or select an entity listed under the ChangesChanges

tab.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/file-integrity-monitoring-overview/query-machine-changes.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/file-integrity-monitoring-overview/changes-tab.png#lightbox


 Edit monitored entities
1. From the File integrity monitor ing dashboardFile integrity monitor ing dashboard for a workspace, select SettingsSettings  from the toolbar.

Workspace ConfigurationWorkspace Configuration opens with tabs for each type of element that can be monitored:

Windows registry

Windows files

Linux Files

File content

Windows services

Each tab lists the entities that you can edit in that category. For each entity listed, Defender for Cloud

identifies whether FIM is enabled (true) or not enabled (false). Edit the entity to enable or disable FIM.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/file-integrity-monitoring-overview/change-details.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/file-integrity-monitoring-overview/file-integrity-monitoring-dashboard-settings.png#lightbox


 Add a new entity to monitor

2. Select an entry from one of the tabs and edit any of the available fields in the Edit for Change TrackingEdit for Change Tracking

pane. Options include:

Enable (True) or disable (False) file integrity monitoring

Provide or change the entity name

Provide or change the value or path

Delete the entity

3. Discard or save your changes.

1. From the File integrity monitor ing dashboardFile integrity monitor ing dashboard for a workspace, select SettingsSettings  from the toolbar.

The Workspace ConfigurationWorkspace Configuration opens.

2. One the Workspace ConfigurationWorkspace Configuration:

a. Select the tab for the type of entity that you want to add: Windows registry, Windows files, Linux

Files, file content, or Windows services.

b. Select AddAdd.

In this example, we selected L inux FilesL inux Files .



 Folder and path monitoring using wildcards

 Disable FIM

3. Select AddAdd. Add for Change TrackingAdd for Change Tracking opens.

4. Enter the necessary information and select SaveSave.

Use wildcards to simplify tracking across directories. The following rules apply when you configure folder

monitoring using wildcards:

Wildcards are required for tracking multiple files.

Wildcards can only be used in the last segment of a path, such as C:\folder\file or /etc/*.conf

If an environment variable includes a path that is not valid, validation will succeed but the path will fail when

inventory runs.

When setting the path, avoid general paths such as c:*.* which will result in too many folders being traversed.

You can disable FIM. FIM uses the Azure Change Tracking solution to track and identify changes in your

environment. By disabling FIM, you remove the Change Tracking solution from selected workspace.

To disable FIM:

1. From the File integrity monitor ing dashboardFile integrity monitor ing dashboard for a workspace, select DisableDisable.

2. Select RemoveRemove.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/file-integrity-monitoring-overview/file-integrity-monitoring-add-element.png#lightbox


 Next steps
In this article, you learned to use file integrity monitoring (FIM) in Defender for Cloud. To learn more about

Defender for Cloud, see the following pages:

Setting security policies -- Learn how to configure security policies for your Azure subscriptions and resource

groups.

Managing security recommendations -- Learn how recommendations help you protect your Azure resources.

Azure Security blog--Get the latest Azure security news and information.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/azuresecurity/


   

 

Compare baselines using File Integrity Monitoring
(FIM)

 2/15/2022 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Why use FIM?

 Enable built-in recursive registry checks

NOTENOTE

 Add a custom registry check

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

File Integrity Monitoring (FIM) informs you when changes occur to sensitive areas in your resources, so you can

investigate and address unauthorized activity. FIM monitors Windows files, Windows registries, and Linux files.

This topic explains how to enable FIM on the files and registries. For more information about FIM, see File

Integrity Monitoring in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Operating system, applications, and associated configurations control the behavior and security state of your

resources. Therefore, attackers target the files that control your resources, in order to overtake a resource's

operating system and/or execute activities without being detected.

In fact, many regulatory compliance standards such as PCI-DSS & ISO 17799 require implementing FIM

controls.

The FIM registry hive defaults provide a convenient way to monitor recursive changes within common security

areas. For example, an adversary may configure a script to execute in LOCAL_SYSTEM context by configuring an

execution at startup or shutdown. To monitor changes of this type, enable the built-in check.

Recursive checks apply only to recommended security hives and not to custom registry paths.

FIM baselines start by identifying characteristics of a known-good state for the operating system and

supporting application. For this example, we will focus on the password policy configurations for Windows

Server 2008 and higher.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/file-integrity-monitoring-usage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


P O L IC Y  N A M EP O L IC Y  N A M E REGIST RY  SET T IN GREGIST RY  SET T IN G

Domain controller: Refuse machine account password
changes

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\RefusePasswordChange

Domain member: Digitally encrypt or sign secure channel
data (always)

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\RequireSignOrSeal

Domain member: Digitally encrypt secure channel data
(when possible)

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\SealSecureChannel

Domain member: Digitally sign secure channel data (when
possible)

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\SignSecureChannel

Domain member: Disable machine account password
changes

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\DisablePasswordChange

Domain member: Maximum machine account password age MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\MaximumPasswordAge

Domain member: Require strong (Windows 2000 or later)
session key

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\RequireStrongKey

Network security: Restrict NTLM: NTLM authentication in this
domain

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\RestrictNTLMInDomain

Network security: Restrict NTLM: Add server exceptions in
this domain

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\DCAllowedNTLMServers

Network security: Restrict NTLM: Audit NTLM authentication
in this domain

MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services
\Netlogon\Parameters\AuditNTLMInDomain

NOTENOTE
To learn more about registry settings supported by various operating system versions, refer to the Group Policy Settings

reference spreadsheet.

To configure FIM to monitor registry baselines:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Netlogon\Parameters

1. In the Add Windows Registr y for Change TrackingAdd Windows Registr y for Change Tracking window, in the Windows Registr y KeyWindows Registr y Key  text box,

enter the following registry key:

https://www.microsoft.com/download/confirmation.aspx?id=25250


 Track changes to Windows files

 Retrieve change data

1. In the Add Windows File for Change TrackingAdd Windows File for Change Tracking window, in the Enter pathEnter path text box, enter the folder

which contains the files that you want to track. In the example in the following figure, Contoso WebContoso Web

AppApp resides in the D:\ drive within the ContosWebAppContosWebApp folder structure.

2. Create a custom Windows file entry by providing a name of the setting class, enabling recursion, and

specifying the top folder with a wildcard (*) suffix.

File Integrity Monitoring data resides within the Azure Log Analytics / ConfigurationChange table set.

1. Set a time range to retrieve a summary of changes by resource. In the following example, we are

retrieving all changes in the last fourteen days in the categories of registry and files:



ConfigurationChange

| where TimeGenerated > ago(14d)

| where ConfigChangeType in ('Registry', 'Files')

| summarize count() by Computer, ConfigChangeType

2. To view details of the registry changes:

a. Remove FilesFiles  from the wherewhere clause,

b. Remove the summarization line and replace it with an ordering clause:

ConfigurationChange

| where TimeGenerated > ago(14d)

| where ConfigChangeType in ('Registry')

| order by Computer, RegistryKey

Reports can be exported to CSV for archival and/or channeled to a Power BI report.



   

 

Improve your network security posture with
adaptive network hardening

 2/15/2022 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Required roles and permissions: Write permissions on the machine’s NSGs

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connected AWS accounts

 What is adaptive network hardening?

 View hardening alerts and recommended rules

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Adaptive network hardening is an agentless feature of Microsoft Defender for Cloud - nothing needs to be

installed on your machines to benefit from this network hardening tool.

This page explains how to configure and manage adaptive network hardening in Defender for Cloud.

Applying network security groups (NSG) to filter traffic to and from resources, improves your network security

posture. However, there can still be some cases in which the actual traffic flowing through the NSG is a subset of

the NSG rules defined. In these cases, further improving the security posture can be achieved by hardening the

NSG rules, based on the actual traffic patterns.

Adaptive network hardening provides recommendations to further harden the NSG rules. It uses a machine

learning algorithm that factors in actual traffic, known trusted configuration, threat intelligence, and other

indicators of compromise, and then provides recommendations to allow traffic only from specific IP/port tuples.

For example, let's say the existing NSG rule is to allow traffic from 140.20.30.10/24 on port 22. Based on traffic

analysis, adaptive network hardening might recommend narrowing the range to allow traffic from

140.23.30.10/29, and deny all other traffic to that port. For the full list of supported ports, see the FAQ entry

Which ports are supported?.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/adaptive-network-hardening.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview


TIPTIP

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Workload protectionsWorkload protections  dashboard.

2. Select the adaptive network hardening tile (1), or the insights panel item related to adaptive network

hardening (2).

The insights panel shows the percentage of your VMs currently defended with adaptive network hardening.

3. The details page for the Adaptive Network Hardening recommendations should be applied onAdaptive Network Hardening recommendations should be applied on

internet facing vir tual machinesinternet facing vir tual machines  recommendation opens with your network VMs grouped into three

tabs:

Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources : VMs that currently have recommendations and alerts that were triggered by

running the adaptive network hardening algorithm.

Healthy resourcesHealthy resources : VMs without alerts and recommendations.

Unscanned resourcesUnscanned resources : VMs that the adaptive network hardening algorithm cannot be run on

because of one of the following reasons:

VMs are Classic VMsVMs are Classic VMs : Only Azure Resource Manager VMs are supported.

Not enough data is availableNot enough data is available: In order to generate accurate traffic hardening

recommendations, Defender for Cloud requires at least 30 days of traffic data.

VM is not protected by Microsoft Defender for ser versVM is not protected by Microsoft Defender for ser vers : Only VMs protected with

Microsoft Defender for servers are eligible for this feature.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/adaptive-network-hardening/traffic-hardening.png#lightbox


TIPTIP

4. From the Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  tab, select a VM to view its alerts and the recommended hardening

rules to apply.

The RulesRules  tab lists the rules that adaptive network hardening recommends you add

The Aler tsAler ts  tab lists the alerts that were generated due to traffic, flowing to the resource, which is not

within the IP range allowed in the recommended rules.

5. Optionally, edit the rules:

Modify a rule

Delete a rule

Add a rule

6. Select the rules that you want to apply on the NSG, and select EnforceEnforce.

If the allowed source IP ranges shows as 'None', it means that recommended rule is a deny rule, otherwise, it is an

allow rule.



 Modify a rule
 

NOTENOTE
The enforced rules are added to the NSG(s) protecting the VM. (A VM could be protected by an NSG that is

associated to its NIC, or the subnet in which the VM resides, or both)

You may want to modify the parameters of a rule that has been recommended. For example, you may want to

change the recommended IP ranges.

Some important guidelines for modifying an adaptive network hardening rule:

You cannot change allowallow  rules to become denydeny  rules.

You can modify the parameters of allowallow  rules only.

Creating and modifying "deny" rules is done directly on the NSG. For more information, see Create,

change, or delete a network security group.

A Deny all trafficDeny all traffic rule is the only type of "deny" rule that would be listed here, and it cannot be

modified. You can, however, delete it (see Delete a rule). To learn about this type of rule, see the FAQ entry

When should I use a "Deny all traffic" rule?.

To modify an adaptive network hardening rule:

1. To modify some of the parameters of a rule, in the RulesRules  tab, select on the three dots (...) at the end of the

rule's row, and select EditEdit.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/manage-network-security-group


 Add a new rule
 

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

2. In the Edit ruleEdit rule window, update the details that you want to change, and select SaveSave.

After selecting SaveSave, you have successfully changed the rule. However, you have not applied it to the NSG. To

apply it, you must select the rule in the list, and select EnforceEnforce (as explained in the next step).

3. To apply the updated rule, from the list, select the updated rule and select EnforceEnforce.

You can add an "allow" rule that was not recommended by Defender for Cloud.

Only "allow" rules can be added here. If you want to add "deny" rules, you can do so directly on the NSG. For more

information, see Create, change, or delete a network security group.

To add an adaptive network hardening rule:

1. From the top toolbar, select Add ruleAdd rule.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/manage-network-security-group


 Delete a rule
 

NOTENOTE

2. In the New ruleNew rule window, enter the details and select AddAdd.

After selecting AddAdd, you have successfully added the rule, and it is listed with the other recommended rules.

However, you have not applied it on the NSG. To activate it, you must select the rule in the list, and select EnforceEnforce

(as explained in the next step).

3. To apply the new rule, from the list, select the new rule and select EnforceEnforce.

When necessary, you can delete a recommended rule for the current session. For example, you may determine

that applying a suggested rule could block legitimate traffic.

To delete an adaptive network hardening rule for your current session:

In the RulesRules  tab, select the three dots (...) at the end of the rule's row, and select DeleteDelete.



 FAQ - Adaptive network hardening

  Which ports are supported?Which ports are supported?

  Are there any prerequisites or VM extensions required for adaptive network hardening?Are there any prerequisites or VM extensions required for adaptive network hardening?

  When should I use a "Deny all traffic" rule?When should I use a "Deny all traffic" rule?

Which ports are supported?

Are there any prerequisites or VM extensions required for adaptive network hardening?

Adaptive network hardening recommendations are only supported on the following specific ports (for both

UDP and TCP):

13, 17, 19, 22, 23, 53, 69, 81, 111, 119, 123, 135, 137, 138, 139, 161, 162, 389, 445, 512, 514, 593, 636, 873,

1433, 1434, 1900, 2049, 2301, 2323, 2381, 3268, 3306, 3389, 4333, 5353, 5432, 5555, 5800, 5900, 5900, 5985,

5986, 6379, 6379, 7000, 7001, 7199, 8081, 8089, 8545, 9042, 9160, 9300, 11211, 16379, 26379, 27017, 37215

Adaptive network hardening is an agentless feature of Microsoft Defender for Cloud - nothing needs to be

installed on your machines to benefit from this network hardening tool.

A Deny all trafficDeny all traffic rule is recommended when, as a result of running the algorithm, Defender for Cloud does

not identify traffic that should be allowed, based on the existing NSG configuration. Therefore, the

recommended rule is to deny all traffic to the specified port. The name of this type of rule is displayed as

"System Generated". After enforcing this rule, its actual name in the NSG will be a string comprised of the

protocol, traffic direction, "DENY", and a random number.



   

 

Harden your Docker hosts
 2/15/2022 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Requires Microsoft Defender for servers

Required roles and permissions: ReaderReader  on the workspace to which the host connects

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connected AWS accounts

 Identify and remediate security vulnerabilities in your Docker
configuration

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud identifies unmanaged containers hosted on IaaS Linux VMs, or other Linux

machines running Docker containers. Defender for Cloud continuously assesses the configurations of these

containers. It then compares them with the Center for Internet Security (CIS) Docker Benchmark.

Defender for Cloud includes the entire ruleset of the CIS Docker Benchmark and alerts you if your containers

don't satisfy any of the controls. When it finds misconfigurations, Defender for Cloud generates security

recommendations. Use Defender for Cloud's recommendations pagerecommendations page to view recommendations and

remediate issues.

When vulnerabilities are found, they're grouped inside a single recommendation.

These CIS benchmark checks will not run on AKS-managed instances or Databricks-managed VMs.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

2. Filter to the recommendation Vulnerabilities in container security configurations should beVulnerabilities in container security configurations should be

remediatedremediated and select the recommendation.

The recommendation page shows the affected resources (Docker hosts).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/harden-docker-hosts.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/docker/


NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

Machines that aren't running Docker will be shown in the Not applicable resourcesNot applicable resources tab. They'll appear in Azure

Policy as Compliant.

3. To view and remediate the CIS controls that a specific host failed, select the host you want to investigate.

If you started at the asset inventory page and reached this recommendation from there, select the Take actionTake action

button on the recommendation page.

Log Analytics opens with a custom operation ready to run. The default custom query includes a list of all

failed rules that were assessed, along with guidelines to help you resolve the issues.



 Next steps

4. Tweak the query parameters if necessary.

5. When you're sure the command is appropriate and ready for your host, select RunRun.

Docker hardening is just one aspect of Defender for Cloud's container security features.

Learn more Container security in Defender for Cloud.



   

 

Introduction to Microsoft Defender for SQL
 2/15/2022 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Microsoft Defender for Azure SQL database ser versMicrosoft Defender for Azure SQL database ser vers
- Generally available (GA)
Microsoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesMicrosoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machines -
Generally available (GA)

Pricing: The two plans that form Microsoft Defender for SQLMicrosoft Defender for SQL  are
billed as shown on the pricing page

Protected SQL versions: SQL on Azure virtual machines
SQL Server on Azure Arc-enabled servers
On-premises SQL servers on Windows machines without
Azure Arc
Azure SQL single databases and elastic pools
Azure SQL Managed Instance
Azure Synapse Analytics (formerly SQL DW) dedicated SQL
pool

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet (Par tialPar tial: Subset of alerts and

vulnerability assessment for SQL servers. Behavioral threat
protections aren't available.)

 What does Microsoft Defender for SQL protect?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for SQL includes two Microsoft Defender plans that extend Microsoft Defender for Cloud's

data security package to secure your databases and their data wherever they're located. Microsoft Defender for

SQL includes functionalities for discovering and mitigating potential database vulnerabilities, and detecting

anomalous activities that could indicate a threat to your databases.

Microsoft Defender for SQLMicrosoft Defender for SQL  comprises two separate Microsoft Defender plans:

Microsoft Defender for Azure SQL database ser versMicrosoft Defender for Azure SQL database ser vers  protects:

Azure SQL Database

Azure SQL Managed Instance

Dedicated SQL pool in Azure Synapse

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-sql-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/azure-defender-for-sql
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/virtual-machines/windows/sql-server-on-azure-vm-iaas-what-is-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/sql-server/azure-arc/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/single-database-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/elastic-pool-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/managed-instance/sql-managed-instance-paas-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-overview-what-is
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/sql-database-paas-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/managed-instance/sql-managed-instance-paas-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-overview-what-is


 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for SQL?

TIPTIP

 Is there a performance impact from deploying Microsoft Defender for
SQL on machines?

 What kind of alerts does Microsoft Defender for SQL provide?

Microsoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesMicrosoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machines  extends the protections for your Azure-native

SQL Servers to fully support hybrid environments and protect SQL servers (all supported version)

hosted in Azure, other cloud environments, and even on-premises machines:

SQL Server on Virtual Machines

On-premises SQL servers:

Azure Arc-enabled SQL Server (preview)

SQL Server running on Windows machines without Azure Arc

When you enable either of these plans, all supported resources that exist within the subscription are protected.

Future resources created on the same subscription will also be protected.

These two plans include functionality for identifying and mitigating potential database vulnerabilities and

detecting anomalous activities that could indicate threats to your databases.

A vulnerability assessment service discovers, tracks, and helps you remediate potential database vulnerabilities.

Assessment scans provide an overview of your SQL machines' security state, and details of any security

findings.

Learn more about vulnerability assessment for Azure SQL Database.

Learn more about vulnerability assessment for Azure SQL servers on machines.

An advanced threat protection service continuously monitors your SQL servers for threats such as SQL

injection, brute-force attacks, and privilege abuse. This service provides action-oriented security alerts in

Microsoft Defender for Cloud with details of the suspicious activity, guidance on how to mitigate to the threats,

and options for continuing your investigations with Microsoft Sentinel. Learn more about advanced threat

protection.

View the list of security alerts for SQL servers in the alerts reference page.

The focus of Microsoft Defender for SQL on machinesMicrosoft Defender for SQL on machines  is obviously security. But we also care about your

business and so we've prioritized performance to ensure the minimal impact on your SQL servers.

The service has a split architecture to balance data uploading and speed with performance:

some of our detectors run on the machine for real-time speed advantages

others run in the cloud to spare the machine from heavy computational loads

Lab tests of our solution, comparing it against benchmark loads, showed CPU usage averaging 3% for peak

slices. An analysis of the telemetry for our current users shows a negligible impact on CPU and memory usage.

Of course, performance always varies between environments, machines, and loads. The statements and

numbers above are provided as a general guideline, not a guarantee for any individual deployment.

Threat intelligence enriched security alerts are triggered when there's:

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/virtual-machines/sql-server/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/sql-server/azure-arc/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agent-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/sql-vulnerability-assessment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/threat-detection-overview


 Next steps

Potential SQL injection attacksPotential SQL injection attacks  - including vulnerabilities detected when applications generate a faulty

SQL statement in the database

Anomalous database access and quer y patternsAnomalous database access and quer y patterns  - for example, an abnormally high number of failed

sign-in attempts with different credentials (a brute force attempt)

Suspicious database activitySuspicious database activity  - for example, a legitimate user accessing an SQL Server from a breached

computer which communicated with a crypto-mining C&C server

Alerts include details of the incident that triggered them, as well as recommendations on how to investigate and

remediate threats.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for SQL. To use the services that have been described:

Use Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on machines to scan your SQL servers for vulnerabilities

For a presentation of Microsoft Defender for SQL, see how Microsoft Defender for SQL can protect SQL

servers anywhere

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7RdB6RSVpc


   

 

Enable Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on
machines

 2/15/2022 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesMicrosoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machines is
billed as shown on the pricing page

Protected SQL versions: SQL Server (versions currently supported by Microsoft)

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet

 Set up Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on machines

  Step 1. Install the agent extensionStep 1. Install the agent extension

  Step 2. Provision the Log Analytics agent on your SQL server's host:Step 2. Provision the Log Analytics agent on your SQL server's host:

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This Microsoft Defender plan detects anomalous activities indicating unusual and potentially harmful attempts

to access or exploit databases.

You'll see alerts when there are suspicious database activities, potential vulnerabilities, or SQL injection attacks,

and anomalous database access and query patterns.

To enable this plan:

Step 1. Install the agent extension

Step 2. Provision the Log Analytics agent on your SQL server's host:

Step 3. Enable the optional plan in Defender for Cloud's environment settings page:

SQL Ser ver on Azure VMSQL Ser ver on Azure VM - Register your SQL Server VM with the SQL IaaS Agent extension as

explained in Register SQL Server VM with SQL IaaS Agent Extension.

SQL Ser ver on Azure Arc-enabled ser versSQL Ser ver on Azure Arc-enabled ser vers  - Install the Azure Arc agent by following the installation

methods described in the Azure Arc documentation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-sql-usage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/plan-design/configs/support-for-sql-server-versions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/virtual-machines/windows/sql-agent-extension-manually-register-single-vm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/manage-vm-extensions


  Step 3. Enable the optional plan in Defender for Cloud's environment settings page:Step 3. Enable the optional plan in Defender for Cloud's environment settings page:

 Microsoft Defender for SQL alerts

 

SQL Ser ver on Azure VMSQL Ser ver on Azure VM - If your SQL machine is hosted on an Azure VM, you can enable auto

provisioning of the Log Analytics agent
 . Alternatively, you can follow the manual procedure for Onboard your Azure Stack Hub VMs.

SQL Ser ver on Azure Arc-enabled ser versSQL Ser ver on Azure Arc-enabled ser vers  - If your SQL Server is managed by Azure Arc enabled

servers, you can deploy the Log Analytics agent using the Defender for Cloud recommendation “Log

Analytics agent should be installed on your Windows-based Azure Arc machines (Preview)”.

SQL Ser ver on-premSQL Ser ver on-prem - If your SQL Server is hosted on an on-premises Windows machine without

Azure Arc, you have two options for connecting it to Azure:

Deploy Azure ArcDeploy Azure Arc - You can connect any Windows machine to Defender for Cloud. However,

Azure Arc provides deeper integration across all of your Azure environment. If you set up Azure

Arc, you'll see the SQL Ser ver – Azure ArcSQL Ser ver – Azure Arc page in the portal and your security alerts will

appear on a dedicated SecuritySecurity  tab on that page. So the first and recommended option is to set

up Azure Arc on the host and follow the instructions for SQL Ser ver on Azure ArcSQL Ser ver on Azure Arc, above.

Connect the Windows machine without Azure ArcConnect the Windows machine without Azure Arc - If you choose to connect a SQL Server

running on a Windows machine without using Azure Arc, follow the instructions in Connect

Windows machines to Azure Monitor.

TIPTIP

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page.

If you're using Microsoft Defender for Cloud's default workspaceMicrosoft Defender for Cloud's default workspace (named

“defaultworkspace-[your subscription ID]-[region]”), select the relevant subscr iptionsubscr iption.

If you're using a non-default workspacea non-default workspace, select the relevant workspaceworkspace (enter the workspace's

name in the filter if necessary).

2. Set the option for Microsoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesMicrosoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machines  plan to onon.

The plan will be enabled on all SQL servers connected to the selected workspace. The protection will be

fully active after the first restart of the SQL Server instance.

To create a new workspace, follow the instructions in Create a Log Analytics workspace.

3. Optionally, configure email notification for security alerts.

You can set a list of recipients to receive an email notification when Defender for Cloud alerts are

generated. The email contains a direct link to the alert in Microsoft Defender for Cloud with all the

relevant details. For more information, see Set up email notifications for security alerts.

Alerts are generated by unusual and potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit SQL machines. These

events can trigger alerts shown in the alerts reference page.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/onboard-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agent-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/logs/quick-create-workspace


Explore and investigate security alerts

 FAQ - Microsoft Defender for SQL servers on machines
  If I enable this Microsoft Defender plan on my subscription, are all SQL servers on the subscriptionIf I enable this Microsoft Defender plan on my subscription, are all SQL servers on the subscription
protected?protected?

 Next steps

Microsoft Defender for SQL alerts are available in Defender for Cloud's alerts page, the machine's security page,

the workload protections dashboard, or through the direct link in the alert emails.

1. To view alerts, select Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  from Defender for Cloud's menu and select an alert.

2. Alerts are designed to be self-contained, with detailed remediation steps and investigation information in

each one. You can investigate further by using other Microsoft Defender for Cloud and Microsoft Sentinel

capabilities for a broader view:

Enable SQL Server's auditing feature for further investigations. If you're a Microsoft Sentinel user, you

can upload the SQL auditing logs from the Windows Security Log events to Sentinel and enjoy a rich

investigation experience. Learn more about SQL Server Auditing.

To improve your security posture, use Defender for Cloud's recommendations for the host machine

indicated in each alert. This will reduce the risks of future attacks.

Learn more about managing and responding to alerts.

No. To defend a SQL Server deployment on an Azure virtual machine, or a SQL Server running on an Azure Arc-

enabled machine, Defender for Cloud requires the following:

a Log Analytics agent on the machine

the relevant Log Analytics workspace to have the Microsoft Defender for SQL solution enabled

The subscription status, shown in the SQL server page in the Azure portal, reflects the default workspace status

and applies to all connected machines. Only the SQL servers on hosts with a Log Analytics agent reporting to

that workspace are protected by Defender for Cloud.

For related material, see the following article:

Security alerts for SQL Database and Azure Synapse Analytics

Set up email notifications for security alerts

Learn more about Microsoft Sentinel

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/create-a-server-audit-and-server-audit-specification?preserve-view=true&view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for open-source relationalMicrosoft Defender for open-source relational
databasesdatabases is billed as shown on the pricing page

Supported environments:  PaaS

 Azure Arc-enabled machines

Protected versions of PostgreSQL: Single Server - General Purpose and Memory Optimized.
Learn more in PostgreSQL pricing tiers.

Protected versions of MySQL: Single Server - General Purpose and Memory Optimized.
Learn more in MySQL pricing tiers.

Protected versions of MariaDB: General Purpose and Memory Optimized. Learn more in
MariaDB pricing tiers.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for open-source
relational databases?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This plan brings threat protections for the following open-source relational databases:

Azure Database for PostgreSQL

Azure Database for MySQL

Azure Database for MariaDB

Defender for Cloud detects anomalous activities indicating unusual and potentially harmful attempts to access

or exploit databases. The plan makes it simple to address potential threats to databases without the need to be a

security expert or manage advanced security monitoring systems.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-databases-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mariadb/index
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/concepts-pricing-tiers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/concepts-pricing-tiers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mariadb/concepts-pricing-tiers


 What kind of alerts does Microsoft Defender for open-source
relational databases provide?

TIPTIP

 Next steps

Defender for Cloud provides security alerts on anomalous activities so that you can detect potential threats and

respond to them as they occur.

When you enable this plan, Defender for Cloud will provide alerts when it detects anomalous database access

and query patterns as well as suspicious database activities.

These alerts appear in Defender for Cloud's security alerts page and include:

details of the suspicious activity that triggered them

the associated MITRE ATT&CK tactic

recommended actions for how to investigate and mitigate the threat

options for continuing your investigations with Microsoft Sentinel

Threat intelligence enriched security alerts are triggered when there are:

Anomalous database access and quer y patternsAnomalous database access and quer y patterns  - For example, an abnormally high number of failed

sign-in attempts with different credentials (a brute force attempt)

Suspicious database activitiesSuspicious database activities  - For example, a legitimate user accessing an SQL Server from a breached

computer which communicated with a crypto-mining C&C server

Brute-force attacksBrute-force attacks  – With the ability to separate simple brute force from brute force on a valid user or a

successful brute force

View the full list of security alerts for database servers in the alerts reference page.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for open-source relational databases.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-databases-introduction/defender-alerts.png#lightbox


Enable enhanced protections
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 Enable enhanced security

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud detects anomalous activities indicating unusual and potentially harmful attempts

to access or exploit databases for the following services:

Azure Database for PostgreSQL

Azure Database for MySQL

Azure Database for MariaDB

To get alerts from the Microsoft Defender plan you'll first need to enable it as shown below.

Learn more about this Microsoft Defender plan in Introduction to Microsoft Defender for open-source relational

databases.

1. From the Azure portal, open the configuration page of the database server you want to protect.

2. From the security menu on the left, select Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud.

3. If enhanced security isn't enabled, you'll see a button as shown in the following screenshot. Select EnableEnable

Microsoft Defender for [Database type]Microsoft Defender for [Database type]  (for example, "Microsoft Defender for MySQL") and select

SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-databases-usage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mariadb/index
https://portal.azure.com


 Respond to security alerts

TIPTIP

  Respond to email notifications of security alertsRespond to email notifications of security alerts

TIPTIP
This page in the portal will be the same regardless of the database type (PostgreSQL, MySQL, or MariaDB).

When Microsoft Defender for Cloud is enabled on your database, it detects anomalous activities and generates

alerts. These alerts are available from multiple locations, including:

In the Azure portal:

In the inbox of whoever in your organization has been designated to receive email alerts.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's security aler ts pageMicrosoft Defender for Cloud's security aler ts page - Shows alerts for all resources protected

by Defender for Cloud in the subscriptions you've got permissions to view.

The resource's Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud page - Shows alerts and recommendations for one

specific resource, as shown above in Enable enhanced security.

A live tile on Microsoft Defender for Cloud's overview dashboard tracks the status of active threats to all your resources

including databases. Select the tile to launch the Defender for Cloud alerts page and get an overview of active threats

detected on your databases.

For detailed steps and the recommended method to respond to security alerts, see Respond to a security alert.

Defender for Cloud sends email notifications when it detects anomalous database activities. The email includes

details of the suspicious security event such as the nature of the anomalous activities, database name, server

name, application name, and event time. The email also provides information on possible causes and

recommended actions to investigate and mitigate any potential threats to the database.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-databases-usage/enable-defender-for-mysql.png#lightbox


1. From the email, select the View the full aler tView the full aler t link to launch the Azure portal and show the alerts page,

which provides an overview of active threats detected on the database.

View active threats at the subscription level from within the Defender for Cloud portal pages:



TIPTIP

 Next steps

2. For additional details and recommended actions for investigating the current threat and remediating

future threats, select a specific alert.

For a detailed tutorial on how to handle your alerts, see Tutorial: Triage, investigate, and respond to security alerts.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-databases-usage/db-alerts-page.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-databases-usage/specific-alert-details.png#lightbox


Automate responses to Defender for Cloud triggers

Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or ITSM solution

Suppress alerts from Defender for Cloud
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 Explore vulnerability assessment reports

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesMicrosoft Defender for SQL ser vers on machines  extends the protections for your Azure-native SQL

Servers to fully support hybrid environments and protect SQL servers (all supported version) hosted in Azure,

other cloud environments, and even on-premises machines:

SQL Server on Virtual Machines

On-premises SQL servers:

SQL Server on Azure Arc-enabled servers

SQL Server running on Windows machines without Azure Arc

The integrated vulnerability assessment scanner discovers, tracks, and helps you remediate potential database

vulnerabilities. Assessment scans findings provide an overview of your SQL machines' security state, and details

of any security findings.

The scan is lightweight, safe, only takes a few seconds per database to run and is entirely read-only. It does not make any

changes to your database.

The vulnerability assessment service scans your databases every 12 hours.

The vulnerability assessment dashboard provides an overview of your assessment results across all your

databases, along with a summary of healthy and unhealthy databases, and an overall summary of failing checks

according to risk distribution.

You can view the vulnerability assessment results directly from Defender for Cloud.

1. From Defender for Cloud's sidebar, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page.

2. Select the recommendation SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings resolved. For

more information, see the Defender for Cloud recommendations reference page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-sql-on-machines-vulnerability-assessment.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/virtual-machines/sql-server/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/sql-server/azure-arc/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agent-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/sql-vulnerability-assessment
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f97aa83c-9b63-4f9a-99f6-b22c4398f936


The detailed view for this recommendation appears.

3. For more details, drill down:

For an overview of scanned resources (databases) and the list of security checks that were tested,

open the Affected resourcesAffected resources  and select the server of interest.

For an overview of the vulnerabilities grouped by a specific SQL database, select the database of

interest.

In each view, the security checks are sorted by SeveritySeverity . Select a specific security check to see a details

pane with a Descr iptionDescr iption, how to RemediateRemediate it, and other related information such as ImpactImpact or

BenchmarkBenchmark .



 Set a baseline

 Export results

 View vulnerabilities in graphical, interactive reports

As you review your assessment results, you can mark results as being an acceptable baseline in your

environment. The baseline is essentially a customization of how the results are reported. Results that match the

baseline are considered as passing in subsequent scans. After you've established your baseline security state, the

vulnerability assessment scanner only reports on deviations from the baseline. In this way, you can focus your

attention on the relevant issues.

Use the Continuous export feature of Microsoft Defender for Cloud to export vulnerability assessment findings

to Azure Event Hub or to Log Analytics workspace.

Defender for Cloud's integrated Azure Monitor Workbooks gallery includes an interactive report of all findings

from the vulnerability scanners for machines, containers in container registries, and SQL servers.

Findings for each of these scanners are reported in separate recommendations:

Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

Container registry images should have vulnerability findings resolved (powered by Qualys)

SQL databases should have vulnerability findings resolved

SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

The 'Vulnerability Assessment Findings' report gathers all of these findings and organizes them by severity,

resource type, and category. You can find the report in the workbooks gallery available from Defender for

Cloud's sidebar.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/82e20e14-edc5-4373-bfc4-f13121257c37
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f97aa83c-9b63-4f9a-99f6-b22c4398f936


 Disable specific findings

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.

When a finding matches the criteria you've defined in your disable rules, it won't appear in the list of findings.

Typical scenarios include:

Disable findings with severity below medium

Disable findings that are non-patchable

Disable findings from benchmarks that aren't of interest for a defined scope

To disable specific findings, you need permissions to edit a policy in Azure Policy. Learn more in Azure RBAC permissions in

Azure Policy.

To create a rule:

1. From the recommendations detail page for SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings

resolved, select Disable ruleDisable rule.

2. Select the relevant scope.

3. Define your criteria. You can use any of the following criteria:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f97aa83c-9b63-4f9a-99f6-b22c4398f936


 Manage vulnerability assessments programmatically
  Using Azure PowerShellUsing Azure PowerShell

Finding ID

Severity

Benchmarks

4. Select Apply ruleApply rule. Changes might take up to 24 hrs to take effect.

5. To view, override, or delete a rule:

a. Select Disable ruleDisable rule.

b. From the scope list, subscriptions with active rules show as Rule appliedRule applied.

c. To view or delete the rule, select the ellipsis menu ("...").

You can use Azure PowerShell cmdlets to programmatically manage your vulnerability assessments. The
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Add-AzSecuritySqlVulnerabilityAssessmentBaseline Add SQL Vulnerability Assessment baseline.

Get-AzSecuritySqlVulnerabilityAssessmentBaseline Get SQL Vulnerability Assessment baseline.

Get-AzSecuritySqlVulnerabilityAssessmentScanResult Gets SQL Vulnerability Assessment scan results.

Get-AzSecuritySqlVulnerabilityAssessmentScanRecord Gets SQL Vulnerability Assessment scan records.

Remove-AzSecuritySqlVulnerabilityAssessmentBaseline Removes SQL Vulnerability Assessment baseline.

Set-AzSecuritySqlVulnerabilityAssessmentBaseline Sets new SQL Vulnerability Assessment baseline on a specific
database discards old baseline if any exists.

  

 Data residency

 Next steps

supported cmdlets are:

SQL Vulnerability Assessment queries the SQL server using publicly available queries under Defender for Cloud

recommendations for SQL Vulnerability Assessment, and stores the query results. SQL Vulnerability Assessment

data is stored in the location of the Log Analytics workspace that the machine is connected to. For example, if the

user connects a SQL Virtual Machine to a Log Analytics workspace in West Europe, the results will be stored in

West Europe. This data will be collected only if the SQL Vulnerability Assessment solution is enabled on the Log

Analytics workspace.

Metadata information about the connected machine is also collected. Specifically:

Operating system name, type, and version

Computer fully qualified domain name (FQDN)

Connected Machine agent version

UUID (BIOS ID)

SQL server name and underlying database names

You can specify the region where your SQL Vulnerability Assessment data will be stored by choosing the Log

Analytics workspace location. Microsoft may replicate to other regions for data resiliency, but Microsoft does not

replicate data outside the geography.

Learn more about Defender for Cloud's protections for SQL resources in Introduction to Microsoft Defender for

SQL.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/add-azsecuritysqlvulnerabilityassessmentbaseline
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/get-azsecuritysqlvulnerabilityassessmentbaseline
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/get-azsecuritysqlvulnerabilityassessmentscanresult
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/get-azsecuritysqlvulnerabilityassessmentscanrecord
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/remove-azsecuritysqlvulnerabilityassessmentbaseline
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/set-azsecuritysqlvulnerabilityassessmentbaseline
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 How do I access the SQL information protection policy?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

SQL information protection's data discovery and classification mechanism provides advanced capabilities for

discovering, classifying, labeling, and reporting the sensitive data in your databases. It's built into Azure SQL

Database, Azure SQL Managed Instance, and Azure Synapse Analytics.

The classification mechanism is based on the following two elements:

LabelsLabels  – The main classification attributes, used to define the sensitivity level of the data stored in the

column.

Information TypesInformation Types  – Provides additional granularity into the type of data stored in the column.

The information protection policy options within Defender for Cloud provide a predefined set of labels and

information types which serve as the defaults for the classification engine. You can customize the policy,

according to your organization's needs, as described below.

There are three ways to access the information protection policy:

(Recommended)(Recommended)  From the Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page of Defender for Cloud

From the security recommendation "Sensitive data in your SQL databases should be classified"

From the Azure SQL DB data discovery page

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/sql-information-protection-policy.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/data-discovery-and-classification-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/sql-database-paas-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/managed-instance/sql-managed-instance-paas-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-overview-what-is


 

 

  Access the policy from Defender for Cloud's environment settings pageAccess the policy from Defender for Cloud's environment settings page
  

NOTENOTE

 Customize your information types

Each of these is shown in the relevant tab below.

From Defender for Cloud's settingsFrom Defender for Cloud's settings

From Defender for Cloud's recommendationFrom Defender for Cloud's recommendation

From Azure SQLFrom Azure SQL

From Defender for Cloud's Environment settingsEnvironment settings  page, select SQL information protectionSQL information protection.

This option only appears for users with tenant-level permissions. Grant tenant-wide permissions to yourself.

To manage and customize information types:

1. Select Manage information typesManage information types .

2. To add a new type, select Create information typeCreate information type. You can configure a name, description, and search

pattern strings for the information type. Search pattern strings can optionally use keywords with wildcard

characters (using the character '%'), which the automated discovery engine uses to identify sensitive data

in your databases, based on the columns' metadata.



 Exporting and importing a policy

TIPTIP

3. You can also modify the built-in types by adding additional search pattern strings, disabling some of the

existing strings, or by changing the description.

You can't delete built-in types or change their names.

4. Information typesInformation types  are listed in order of ascending discovery ranking, meaning that the types higher in

the list will attempt to match first. To change the ranking between information types, drag the types to the

right spot in the table, or use the Move upMove up and Move downMove down buttons to change the order.

5. Select OKOK when you are done.

6. After you completed managing your information types, be sure to associate the relevant types with the

relevant labels, by clicking ConfigureConfigure for a particular label, and adding or deleting information types as

appropriate.

7. To apply your changes, select SaveSave in the main LabelsLabels  page.

You can download a JSON file with your defined labels and information types, edit the file in the editor of your

choice, and then import the updated file.



NOTENOTE

 Permissions

 Manage SQL information protection using Azure PowerShell

 Next steps

You'll need tenant level permissions to import a policy file.

To customize the information protection policy for your Azure tenant, you'll need the following actions on the

tenant's root management group:

Microsoft.Security/informationProtectionPolicies/read

Microsoft.Security/informationProtectionPolicies/write

Learn more in Grant and request tenant-wide visibility.

Get-AzSqlInformationProtectionPolicy: Retrieves the effective tenant SQL information protection policy.

Set-AzSqlInformationProtectionPolicy: Sets the effective tenant SQL information protection policy.

In this article, you learned about defining an information protection policy in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. To

learn more about using SQL Information Protection to classify and protect sensitive data in your SQL databases,

see Azure SQL Database Data Discovery and Classification.

For more information on security policies and data security in Defender for Cloud, see the following articles:

Setting security policies in Microsoft Defender for Cloud: Learn how to configure security policies for your

Azure subscriptions and resource groups

Microsoft Defender for Cloud data security: Learn how Defender for Cloud manages and safeguards data

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/get-azsqlinformationprotectionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/set-azsqlinformationprotectionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/data-discovery-and-classification-overview
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Release state: General availability (GA)
Where indicated, specific features are in preview. The Azure
Preview Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms
that apply to Azure features that are in beta, preview, or
otherwise not yet released into general availability.

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for ContainersMicrosoft Defender for Containers  is billed as shown on
the pricing page

Registries and images: Suppor tedSuppor ted
• Linux images in Azure Container Registry (ACR) registries
accessible from the public internet with shell access
• Private registries with access granted to Trusted Services
• ACR registries protected with Azure Private Link

Unsuppor tedUnsuppor ted
• Windows images
• Super-minimalist images such as Docker scratch images
• "Distroless" images that only contain an application and its
runtime dependencies without a package manager, shell, or
OS
• Images with Open Container Initiative (OCI) Image Format
Specification

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Containers is the cloud-native solution for securing your containers.

On this page, you'll learn how you can use Defender for Containers to improve, monitor, and maintain the

security of your clusters, containers, and their applications.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-containers-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/allow-access-trusted-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-private-link
https://hub.docker.com/_/scratch/
https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/spec.md


Kubernetes distributions and configurations: Suppor tedSuppor ted
• Any Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) certified
Kubernetes clusters

Unsuppor tedUnsuppor ted
• Any taints applied to your nodes might disrupt the
configuration of Defender for Containers
•The AKS Defender profile doesn't support AKS clusters that
don't have RBAC role enabled.

Tested onTested on
• Azure Kubernetes Service
• Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS)
• Azure Kubernetes Service on Azure Stack HCI
• Kubernetes
• AKS Engine
• Azure Red Hat OpenShift
• Red Hat OpenShift (version 4.6 or newer)
• VMware Tanzu Kubernetes Grid
• Rancher Kubernetes Engine

Required roles and permissions: • To auto provision the required components, Contributor,
Log Analytics Contributor, or Azure Kubernetes Service
Contributor Role
• Security adminSecurity admin can dismiss alerts
• Security readerSecurity reader  can view vulnerability assessment
findings
See also Azure Container Registry roles and permissions

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

(Except for preview features)
 Connected AWS accounts (Preview)

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Containers?

 Architecture overview

Defender for Containers helps with the core aspects of container security:

Environment hardeningEnvironment hardening - Defender for Containers protects your Kubernetes clusters whether they're

running on Azure Kubernetes Service, Kubernetes on-prem / IaaS, or Amazon EKS. By continuously

assessing clusters, Defender for Containers provides visibility into misconfigurations and guidelines to

help mitigate identified threats. Learn more in Environment hardening through security

recommendations.

Vulnerability assessmentVulnerability assessment - Vulnerability assessment and management tools for images storedstored in ACR

registries and runningrunning in Azure Kubernetes Service. Learn more in Vulnerability assessment.

Run-time threat protection for nodes and clustersRun-time threat protection for nodes and clusters  - Threat protection for clusters and Linux nodes

generates security alerts for suspicious activities. Learn more in Run-time protection for Kubernetes

nodes, clusters, and hosts.

The architecture of the various elements involved in the full range of protections provided by Defender for

Containers varies depending on where your Kubernetes clusters are hosted.

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/scheduling-eviction/taint-and-toleration/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/intro-kubernetes
https://aws.amazon.com/eks/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/aks-hci/overview
https://kubernetes.io/docs/home/
https://github.com/Azure/aks-engine
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/openshift/
https://www.openshift.com/learn/topics/kubernetes/
https://tanzu.vmware.com/kubernetes-grid
https://rancher.com/docs/rke/latest/en/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-roles


NOTENOTE

 

 

  Architecture diagram of Defender for Cloud and AKS clustersArchitecture diagram of Defender for Cloud and AKS clusters
  

NOTENOTE

Defender for Containers protects your clusters whether they're running in:

Azure Kubernetes Ser vice (AKS)Azure Kubernetes Ser vice (AKS)  - Microsoft's managed service for developing, deploying, and

managing containerized applications.

Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Ser vice (EKS) in a connected Amazon Web Ser vices (AWS)Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Ser vice (EKS) in a connected Amazon Web Ser vices (AWS)

accountaccount - Amazon's managed service for running Kubernetes on AWS without needing to install,

operate, and maintain your own Kubernetes control plane or nodes.

An unmanaged Kubernetes distr ibutionAn unmanaged Kubernetes distr ibution (using Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes) - Cloud Native

Computing Foundation (CNCF) certified Kubernetes clusters hosted on-premises or on IaaS.

Defender for Containers' support for Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters (and therefore AWS EKS too) is a preview feature.

For high-level diagrams of each scenario, see the relevant tabs below.

In the diagrams you'll see that the items received and analyzed by Defender for Cloud include:

Audit logs and security events from the API server

Cluster configuration information from the control plane

Workload configuration from Azure Policy

Security signals and events from the node level

AKS clusterAKS cluster

Azure Arc-enabled KubernetesAzure Arc-enabled Kubernetes

AWS EKSAWS EKS

When Defender for Cloud protects a cluster hosted in Azure Kubernetes Service, the collection of audit log data

is agentless and frictionless.

The Defender profile (preview)Defender profile (preview)  deployed to each node provides the runtime protections and collects signals

from nodes using eBPF technology.

The Azure Policy add-on for KubernetesAzure Policy add-on for Kubernetes  collects cluster and workload configuration for admission control

policies as explained in Protect your Kubernetes workloads.

Defender for Containers' Defender profileDefender profile is a preview feature.

https://ebpf.io/


  Defender profile component detailsDefender profile component details
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*

kube-system DeamonSet A set of
containers
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collecting
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the
Kubernetes
environment.
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https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/daemonset/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/deployment/
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 Environment hardening through security recommendations
  Continuous monitoring of your Kubernetes clusters - wherever they're hostedContinuous monitoring of your Kubernetes clusters - wherever they're hosted

  Workload protection best-practices using Kubernetes admission controlWorkload protection best-practices using Kubernetes admission control

 Vulnerability assessment
  Scanning images in ACR registriesScanning images in ACR registries

* resource limits are not configurable

Defender for Cloud continuously assesses the configurations of your clusters and compares them with the

initiatives applied to your subscriptions. When it finds misconfigurations, Defender for Cloud generates security

recommendations. Use Defender for Cloud's recommendations pagerecommendations page to view recommendations and

remediate issues. For details of the relevant Defender for Cloud recommendations that might appear for this

feature, see the compute section of the recommendations reference table.

For Kubernetes clusters on EKS, you'll need to connect your AWS account to Microsoft Defender for Cloud via

the environment settings page as described in Connect your AWS accounts to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Then ensure you've enabled the CSPM plan.

When reviewing the outstanding recommendations for your container-related resources, whether in asset

inventory or the recommendations page, you can use the resource filter :

For a bundle of recommendations to protect the workloads of your Kubernetes containers, install the AzureAzure

Policy for KubernetesPolicy for Kubernetes . You can also auto deploy this component as explained in enable auto provisioning of

agents and extensions. By default, auto provisioning is enabled when you enable Defender for Containers.

With the add-on on your AKS cluster, every request to the Kubernetes API server will be monitored against the

predefined set of best practices before being persisted to the cluster. You can then configure to enforceenforce the best

practices and mandate them for future workloads.

For example, you can mandate that privileged containers shouldn't be created, and any future requests to do so

will be blocked.

Learn more in Protect your Kubernetes workloads.

Defender for Containers includes an integrated vulnerability scanner for scanning images in Azure Container

Registry registries.

There are four triggers for an image scan:

On pushOn push - Whenever an image is pushed to your registry, Defender for container registries

automatically scans that image. To trigger the scan of an image, push it to your repository.

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/daemonset/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/limit-egress-traffic


  View vulnerabilities for running imagesView vulnerabilities for running images

Recently pulledRecently pulled - Since new vulnerabilities are discovered every day, Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

ContainersContainers  also scans, on a weekly basis, any image that has been pulled within the last 30 days. There's

no extra charge for these rescans; as mentioned above, you're billed once per image.

On impor tOn impor t - Azure Container Registry has import tools to bring images to your registry from Docker

Hub, Microsoft Container Registry, or another Azure container registry. Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

container Containerscontainer Containers  scans any supported images you import. Learn more in Import container images

to a container registry.

Continuous scanContinuous scan- This trigger has two modes:

A Continuous scan based on an image pull. This scan is performed every 7 days after an image

was pulled, and only for 30 days after the image was pulled. This mode doesn't require the security

profile, or extension.

(Preview) Continuous scan for running images. This scan is performed every 7 days for as long as

the image runs. This mode runs instead of the above mode when the Defender profile, or

extension is running on the cluster.

This scan typically completes within 2 minutes, but it might take up to 40 minutes. For every vulnerability

identified, Defender for Cloud provides actionable recommendations, along with a severity classification, and

guidance for how to remediate the issue.

Defender for Cloud filters, and classifies findings from the scanner. When an image is healthy, Defender for

Cloud marks it as such. Defender for Cloud generates security recommendations only for images that have

issues to be resolved. By only notifying when there are problems, Defender for Cloud reduces the potential for

unwanted informational alerts.

Defender for Containers expands on the registry scanning features of the Defender for container registries plan

by introducing the preview featurepreview feature of run-time visibility of vulnerabilities powered by the Defender profile, or

extension.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-import-images
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-containers/recommendation-acr-images-with-vulnerabilities.png#lightbox


 Run-time protection for Kubernetes nodes and clusters

The new recommendation, Running container images should have vulnerability findings resolvedRunning container images should have vulnerability findings resolved,

only shows vulnerabilities for running images, and relies on the Defender security profile, or extension to

discover which images are currently running. This recommendation groups running images that have

vulnerabilities, and provides details about the issues discovered, and how to remediate them. The Defender

profile, or extension is used to gain visibility into vulnerable containers that are active.

This recommendation shows running images, and their vulnerabilities based on ACR image image. Images that

are deployed from a non ACR registry, will not be scanned, and will appear under the Not applicable tab.

Defender for Cloud provides real-time threat protection for your containerized environments and generates

alerts for suspicious activities. You can use this information to quickly remediate security issues and improve the

security of your containers.

Threat protection at the cluster level is provided by the Defender profile and analysis of the Kubernetes audit

logs. Examples of events at this level include exposed Kubernetes dashboards, creation of high-privileged roles,

and the creation of sensitive mounts.

In addition, our threat detection goes beyond the Kubernetes management layer. Defender for Containers

includes host-level threat detectionhost-level threat detection with over 60 Kubernetes-aware analytics, AI, and anomaly detections

based on your runtime workload. Our global team of security researchers constantly monitor the threat

landscape. They add container-specific alerts and vulnerabilities as they're discovered. Together, this solution

monitors the growing attack surface of multi-cloud Kubernetes deployments and tracks the MITRE ATT&CK®

matrix for Containers, a framework that was developed by the Center for Threat-Informed Defense in close

partnership with Microsoft and others.

The full list of available alerts can be found in the Reference table of alerts.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-containers/running-image-vulnerabilities-recommendation-expanded.png#lightbox
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/04/29/center-for-threat-informed-defense-teams-up-with-microsoft-partners-to-build-the-attck-for-containers-matrix/
https://mitre-engenuity.org/ctid/


 FAQ - Defender for Containers

  What happens to subscriptions with Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes or Microsoft Defender for containerWhat happens to subscriptions with Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes or Microsoft Defender for container
registries enabled?registries enabled?

  Is Defender for Containers a mandatory upgrade?Is Defender for Containers a mandatory upgrade?

  Does the new plan reflect a price increase?Does the new plan reflect a price increase?

  What are the options to enable the new plan at scale?What are the options to enable the new plan at scale?

 Next steps

What happens to subscriptions with Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes or Microsoft Defender for container

registries enabled?

Is Defender for Containers a mandatory upgrade?

Does the new plan reflect a price increase?

What are the options to enable the new plan at scale?

Subscriptions that already have one of these plans enabled can continue to benefit from it.

If you haven't enabled them yet, or create a new subscription, these plans can no longer be enabled.

No. Subscriptions that have either Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes or Microsoft Defender for container

registries enabled don't need to be upgraded to the new Microsoft Defender for Containers plan. However, they

won't benefit from the new and improved capabilities and they’ll have an upgrade icon shown alongside them

in the Azure portal.

No. There’s no direct price increase. The new comprehensive Container security plan combines Kubernetes

protection and container registry image scanning, and removes the previous dependency on the (paid)

Defender for Servers plan.

We’ve rolled out a new policy in Azure Policy, Configure Microsoft Defender for Containers to beConfigure Microsoft Defender for Containers to be

enabledenabled, to make it easier to enable the new plan at scale.

In this overview, you learned about the core elements of container security in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. To

enable the plan, see:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-containers/sample-containers-plan-alerts.png#lightbox
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Enable Microsoft Defender for Containers
 2/15/2022 • 15 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites

 Prerequisites

DO M A INDO M A IN P O RTP O RT

*.ods.opinsights.azure.com 443

*.oms.opinsights.azure.com 443

login.microsoftonline.com 443

 Enable the plan

Microsoft Defender for Containers is the cloud-native solution for securing your containers.

Defender for Containers protects your clusters whether they're running in:

Azure Kubernetes Ser vice (AKS)Azure Kubernetes Ser vice (AKS)  - Microsoft's managed service for developing, deploying, and

managing containerized applications.

Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Ser vice (EKS) in a connected Amazon Web Ser vices (AWS)Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Ser vice (EKS) in a connected Amazon Web Ser vices (AWS)

accountaccount - Amazon's managed service for running Kubernetes on AWS without needing to install,

operate, and maintain your own Kubernetes control plane or nodes.

An unmanaged Kubernetes distr ibutionAn unmanaged Kubernetes distr ibution (using Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes) - Cloud Native

Computing Foundation (CNCF) certified Kubernetes clusters hosted on-premises or on IaaS.

Learn about this plan in Overview of Microsoft Defender for Containers.

Defender for Containers' support for Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters (and therefore AWS EKS too) is a preview feature.

The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,

preview, or otherwise not yet released into general availability.

Validate the following endpoints are configured for outbound access so that the Defender profile can connect to

Microsoft Defender for Cloud to send security data and events:

See the required FQDN/application rules for Microsoft Defender for Containers.

By default, AKS clusters have unrestricted outbound (egress) internet access.

Validate the following endpoints are configured for outbound access so that the Defender extension can connect

to Microsoft Defender for Cloud to send security data and events:

For Azure public cloud deployments:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-containers-enable.md
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/limit-egress-traffic


TIPTIP

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settings page and select the relevant

subscription.

2. In the Defender plans page, enable Defender for ContainersDefender for Containers

If the subscription already has Defender for Kubernetes and/or Defender for container registries enabled, an

update notice is shown. Otherwise, the only option will be Defender for ContainersDefender for Containers .

3. By default, the plan is configured to automatically defend any supported Kubernetes cluster that is

attached to this subscription. To optionally modify the configuration, select configure* from the

configuration column.

You can also modify this configuration from the Auto provisioning page on the Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

Containers components (preview)Containers components (preview)  row:

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/SecurityMenuBlade/EnvironmentSettings
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/SecurityMenuBlade/pricingTier
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/SecurityMenuBlade/dataCollection


 Deploy the Defender profile

 

 

  Use the fix button from the Defender for Cloud recommendationUse the fix button from the Defender for Cloud recommendation

NOTENOTE
If you choose to disable the plandisable the plan at any time after enabling if through the portal as shown above, you'll need to

manually disable auto provisioning of the Defender for Containers components. This will not remove the

components from machines on which they've already been deployed.

4. If you disable the auto provisioning of any component, you can easily deploy the component to one or

more clusters using the appropriate recommendation:

Policy Add-on for Kubernetes - Azure Kubernetes Service clusters should have the Azure Policy Add-

on for Kubernetes installed

Azure Kubernetes Service profile - Azure Kubernetes Service clusters should have Defender profile

enabled

Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes extension - Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should have the

Defender extension installed

You can enable the Defender for Containers plan and deploy all of the relevant components from the Azure

portal, the REST API, or with a Resource Manager template. For detailed steps, select the relevant tab.

The Defender security profile is a preview feature. The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional

legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta, preview, or otherwise not yet released into general

availability.

Azure por talAzure por tal

REST APIREST API

Resource ManagerResource Manager

A streamlined, frictionless, process lets you use the Azure portal pages to enable the Defender for Cloud plan

and setup auto provisioning of all the necessary components for defending your Kubernetes clusters at scale.

A dedicated Defender for Cloud recommendation provides:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-containers/auto-provisioning-defender-for-containers.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/08e628db-e2ed-4793-bc91-d13e684401c3
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/56a83a6e-c417-42ec-b567-1e6fcb3d09a9
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/3ef9848c-c2c8-4ff3-8b9c-4c8eb8ddfce6
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/


 Enable the plan

VisibilityVisibility  about which of your clusters has the Defender profile deployed

FixFix button to deploy it to those clusters without the extension

TIPTIP

1. From Microsoft Defender for Cloud's recommendations page, open the Enable enhanced securityEnable enhanced security

security control.

2. Use the filter to find the recommendation named Azure Kubernetes Ser vice clusters should haveAzure Kubernetes Ser vice clusters should have

Defender profile enabledDefender profile enabled.

Notice the FixFix icon in the actions column

3. Select the clusters to see the details of the healthy and unhealthy resources - clusters with and without

the profile.

4. From the unhealthy resources list, select a cluster and select RemediateRemediate to open the pane with the

remediation confirmation.

5. Select Fix Fix [x][x]  resources resources .

TIPTIP

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Environment settings page and select the relevant

subscription.

2. In the Defender plans page, enable Defender for ContainersDefender for Containers

If the subscription already has Defender for Kubernetes and/or Defender for container registries enabled, an

update notice is shown. Otherwise, the only option will be Defender for ContainersDefender for Containers .

3. By default, the plan is configured to automatically defend any supported Kubernetes cluster that is

attached to this subscription. To optionally modify the configuration, select configure* from the

configuration column.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/SecurityMenuBlade/EnvironmentSettings
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/SecurityMenuBlade/pricingTier


NOTENOTE

You can also modify this configuration from the Auto provisioning page on the Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

Containers components (preview)Containers components (preview)  row:

If you choose to disable the plandisable the plan at any time after enabling if through the portal as shown above, you'll need to

manually disable auto provisioning of the Defender for Containers components. This will not remove the

components from machines on which they've already been deployed.

4. If you disable the auto provisioning of any component, you can easily deploy the component to one or

more clusters using the appropriate recommendation:

Policy Add-on for Kubernetes - Azure Kubernetes Service clusters should have the Azure Policy Add-

on for Kubernetes installed

Azure Kubernetes Service profile - Azure Kubernetes Service clusters should have Defender profile

enabled

Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes extension - Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should have the

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/SecurityMenuBlade/dataCollection
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-containers/auto-provisioning-defender-for-containers.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/08e628db-e2ed-4793-bc91-d13e684401c3
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/56a83a6e-c417-42ec-b567-1e6fcb3d09a9
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/3ef9848c-c2c8-4ff3-8b9c-4c8eb8ddfce6


 Additional Prerequisites

 Deploy the Defender extension

 

 

  Use the fix button from the Defender for Cloud recommendationUse the fix button from the Defender for Cloud recommendation

Defender extension installed

Before deploying the extension, ensure you:

Connect the Kubernetes cluster to Azure Arc

Complete the pre-requisites listed under the generic cluster extensions documentation.

You can deploy the Defender extension using a range of methods. For detailed steps, select the relevant tab.

Azure por talAzure por tal

Azure CLIAzure CLI

Resource ManagerResource Manager

REST APIREST API

A dedicated Defender for Cloud recommendation provides:

VisibilityVisibility  about which of your clusters has the Defender for Kubernetes extension deployed

FixFix button to deploy it to those clusters without the extension

TIPTIP

1. From Microsoft Defender for Cloud's recommendations page, open the Enable enhanced securityEnable enhanced security

security control.

2. Use the filter to find the recommendation named Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters shouldAzure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should

have Defender for Cloud's extension installedhave Defender for Cloud's extension installed.

Notice the FixFix icon in the actions column

3. Select the extension to see the details of the healthy and unhealthy resources - clusters with and without

the extension.

4. From the unhealthy resources list, select a cluster and select RemediateRemediate to open the pane with the

remediation options.

5. Select the relevant Log Analytics workspace and select Remediate x resourceRemediate x resource.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/quickstart-connect-cluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/extensions
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc/extension-recommendation.png#lightbox


 Verify the deployment

 

 

  Use Defender for Cloud recommendation to verify the status of your extensionUse Defender for Cloud recommendation to verify the status of your extension

 

To verify that your cluster has the Defender extension installed on it, follow the steps in one of the tabs below:

Azure por tal - Defender for CloudAzure por tal - Defender for Cloud

Azure por tal - Azure ArcAzure por tal - Azure Arc

Azure CLIAzure CLI

REST APIREST API

1. From Microsoft Defender for Cloud's recommendations page, open the Enable Microsoft DefenderEnable Microsoft Defender

for Cloudfor Cloud security control.

2. Select the recommendation named Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should haveAzure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should have

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's extension installedMicrosoft Defender for Cloud's extension installed.

3. Check that the cluster on which you deployed the extension is listed as HealthyHealthy .

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc/extension-recommendation.png#lightbox


Protect Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service clusters

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
If you haven't already connected an AWS account, do so now using the instructions in Connect your AWS accounts to

Microsoft Defender for Cloud and skip to step 3 below.

To protect your EKS clusters, enable the Containers plan on the relevant account connector :

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the AWS connector.

3. Set the toggle for the ContainersContainers  plan to OnOn.

4. Optionally, to change the retention period for your audit logs, select ConfigureConfigure, enter the required

timeframe, and select SaveSave.

5. Continue through the remaining pages of the connector wizard.

6. Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes and the Defender extension should be installed and running on your EKS

clusters. A dedicated Defender for Cloud recommendation deploys the extension (and Arc if necessary):

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-intro/adjust-eks-logs-retention.png#lightbox


  View recommendations and alerts for your EKS clustersView recommendations and alerts for your EKS clusters

TIPTIP

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

a. From Defender for Cloud's RecommendationsRecommendations  page, search for EKS clusters should haveEKS clusters should have

Azure Defender's extension for Azure Arc installedAzure Defender's extension for Azure Arc installed.

b. Select an unhealthy cluster.

You must select the clusters one at a time.

Don't select the clusters by their hyperlinked names: select anywhere else in the relevant row.

c. Select FixFix.

d. Defender for Cloud generates a script in the language of your choice: select Bash (for Linux) or

PowerShell (for Windows).

e. Select Download remediation logicDownload remediation logic.

f. Run the generated script on your cluster.

You can simulate container alerts by following the instructions in this blog post.

To view the alerts and recommendations for your EKS clusters, use the filters on the alerts, recommendations,

and inventory pages to filter by resource type AWS EKS clusterAWS EKS cluster .

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/how-to-demonstrate-the-new-containers-features-in-azure-security/ba-p/1011270


 Simulate security alerts from Microsoft Defender for Containers
A full list of supported alerts is available in the reference table of all Defender for Cloud security alerts.

kubectl get pods --namespace=asc-alerttest-662jfi039n

1. To simulate a security alert, run the following command from the cluster :

The expected response is "No resource found".

Within 30 minutes, Defender for Cloud will detect this activity and trigger a security alert.

2. In the Azure portal, open Microsoft Defender for Cloud's security alerts page and look for the alert on the

relevant resource:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-intro/view-alerts-for-aws-eks-clusters.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc/sample-kubernetes-security-alert.png#lightbox


 Remove the Defender extension

 

 

  Use Azure portal to remove the extensionUse Azure portal to remove the extension

 Remove the Defender profile

 

 

  Use REST API to remove the Defender profile from AKSUse REST API to remove the Defender profile from AKS

To remove this - or any - Defender for Cloud extension, it's not enough to turn off auto provisioning:

EnablingEnabling auto provisioning, potentially impacts existing and future machines.

DisablingDisabling auto provisioning for an extension, only affects the future machines - nothing is uninstalled by

disabling auto provisioning.

Nevertheless, to ensure the Defender for Containers components aren't automatically provisioned to your

resources from now on, disable auto provisioning of the extensions as explained in Configure auto provisioning

for agents and extensions from Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

You can remove the extension using Azure portal, Azure CLI, or REST API as explained in the tabs below.

Azure por tal - ArcAzure por tal - Arc

Azure CLIAzure CLI

REST APIREST API

1. From the Azure portal, open Azure Arc.

2. From the infrastructure list, select Kubernetes clustersKubernetes clusters  and then select the specific cluster.

3. Open the extensions page. The extensions on the cluster are listed.

4. Select the cluster and select UninstallUninstall .

To remove this - or any - Defender for Cloud extension, it's not enough to turn off auto provisioning:

EnablingEnabling auto provisioning, potentially impacts existing and future machines.

DisablingDisabling auto provisioning for an extension, only affects the future machines - nothing is uninstalled by

disabling auto provisioning.

Nevertheless, to ensure the Defender for Containers components aren't automatically provisioned to your

resources from now on, disable auto provisioning of the extensions as explained in Configure auto provisioning

for agents and extensions from Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

You can remove the profile using the REST API or a Resource Manager template as explained in the tabs below.

REST APIREST API

Resource ManagerResource Manager

To remove the profile using the REST API, run the following PUT command:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc/extension-uninstall-clusters-page.png#lightbox


https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{{SubscriptionId}}/resourcegroups/{{ResourceGroup}}/providers/Mic
rosoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/{{ClusterName}}?api-version={{ApiVersion}}

N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M A N DATO RYM A N DATO RY

SubscriptionId Cluster's subscription ID Yes

ResourceGroup Cluster's resource group Yes

ClusterName Cluster's name Yes

ApiVersion API version, must be >= 2021-07-01 Yes

{
  "location": "{{Location}}",
  "properties": {
    "securityProfile": {
            "azureDefender": {
                "enabled": false
            }
        }
    }
}

N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M A N DATO RYM A N DATO RY

location Cluster's location Yes

properties.securityProfile.azureDefende
r.enabled

Determines whether to enable or
disable Microsoft Defender for
Containers on the cluster

Yes

Request body:

Request body parameters:
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 Availability

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud provides environment hardening, workload protection, and run-time protections

as outlined in Container security in Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Kubernetes protects your Kubernetes clusters whether they're running in:

Azure Kubernetes Ser vice (AKS)Azure Kubernetes Ser vice (AKS)  - Microsoft's managed service for developing, deploying, and

managing containerized applications.

Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Ser vice (EKS) in a connected Amazon Web Ser vices (AWS)Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Ser vice (EKS) in a connected Amazon Web Ser vices (AWS)

accountaccount (preview) - Amazon's managed service for running Kubernetes on AWS without needing to

install, operate, and maintain your own Kubernetes control plane or nodes.

An unmanaged Kubernetes distr ibutionAn unmanaged Kubernetes distr ibution - Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) certified

Kubernetes clusters on premises or on IaaS. Learn more in Defend Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters

running in on-premises and multi-cloud environments.

Host-level threat detection for your Linux AKS nodes is available if you enable Microsoft Defender for servers

and its Log Analytics agent. However, if your cluster is deployed on an Azure Kubernetes Service virtual machine

scale set, the Log Analytics agent is not currently supported.

Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes has been replaced with Microsoft Defender for ContainersMicrosoft Defender for Containers . If you've already

enabled Defender for Kubernetes on a subscription, you can continue to use it. However, you won't get Defender for

Containers' improvements and new features.

This plan is no longer available for subscriptions where it isn't already enabled.

To upgrade to Microsoft Defender for Containers, open the Defender plans page in the portal and enable the new plan:

Learn more about this change in the release note.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-kubernetes-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc.html


A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)
Protections for EKS clusters are preview. The Azure Preview
Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms that apply
to Azure features that are in beta, preview, or otherwise not
yet released into general availability.

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for KubernetesMicrosoft Defender for Kubernetes is billed as shown
on the pricing page.
Containers planContainers plan for EKS clusters in connected AWS
accounts is free while it's in preview.

Required roles and permissions: Security adminSecurity admin can dismiss alerts.
Security readerSecurity reader  can view findings.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Connected AWS accounts (Preview)

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes?

TIPTIP

 Protect Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) clusters

Our global team of security researchers constantly monitor the threat landscape. As container-specific alerts and

vulnerabilities are discovered, these researchers add them to our threat intelligence feeds and Defender for

Cloud alerts you to any that are relevant for your environment.

In addition, Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes provides cluster-level threat protectioncluster-level threat protection by monitoring your

clusters' logs. This means that security alerts are only triggered for actions and deployments that occur after

you've enabled Defender for Kubernetes on your subscription.

For EKS-based clusters, we monitor the control plane audit logs. These are enabled in the containers plan configuration:

Examples of security events that Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes monitors include:

Exposed Kubernetes dashboards

Creation of high privileged roles

Creation of sensitive mounts.

For a full list of the cluster level alerts, see the reference table of alerts.

To protect your AKS clusters, enable the Defender plan on the relevant subscription:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


 Protect Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service clusters

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

3. In the Defender plansDefender plans  page, set the status of Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes to OnOn.

4. Select SaveSave.

If you haven't already connected an AWS account, do so now using the instructions in Connect your AWS accounts to

Microsoft Defender for Cloud and skip to step 3 below.

To protect your EKS clusters, enable the Containers plan on the relevant account connector :

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the AWS connector.

3. Set the toggle for the ContainersContainers  plan to OnOn.

4. Optionally, to change the retention period for your audit logs, select ConfigureConfigure, enter the desired

timeframe, and select SaveSave.



  

5. Continue through the remaining pages of the connector wizard.

6. Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes and the Defender extension should be installed and running on your EKS

clusters. A dedicated Defender for Cloud recommendation deploys the extension (and Arc if necessary):

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

a. From Defender for Cloud's RecommendationsRecommendations  page, search for EKS clusters should haveEKS clusters should have

Azure Defender's extension for Azure Arc installedAzure Defender's extension for Azure Arc installed.

b. Select an unhealthy cluster.

You must select the clusters one at a time.

Don't select the clusters by their hyperlinked names: select anywhere else in the relevant row.

c. Select FixFix.

d. Defender for Cloud generates a script in the language of your choice: select Bash (for Linux) or

PowerShell (for Windows).

e. Select Download remediation logicDownload remediation logic.

f. Run the generated script on your cluster.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-intro/adjust-eks-logs-retention.png#lightbox


View recommendations and alerts for your EKS clustersView recommendations and alerts for your EKS clusters

TIPTIP

 FAQ - Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes

  Can I still get cluster protections without the Log Analytics agent?Can I still get cluster protections without the Log Analytics agent?

  Does AKS allow me to install custom VM extensions on my AKS nodes?Does AKS allow me to install custom VM extensions on my AKS nodes?

You can simulate container alerts by following the instructions in this blog post.

To view the alerts and recommendations for your EKS clusters, use the filters on the alerts, recommendations,

and inventory pages to filter by resource type AWS EKS clusterAWS EKS cluster .

Can I still get cluster protections without the Log Analytics agent?

Does AKS allow me to install custom VM extensions on my AKS nodes?

If my cluster is already running an Azure Monitor for containers agent, do I need the Log Analytics agent too?

Does Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes support AKS with virtual machine scale set nodes?

Microsoft Defender for KubernetesMicrosoft Defender for Kubernetes  provides protections at the cluster level. If you also deploy the Log

Analytics agent of Microsoft Defender for ser versMicrosoft Defender for ser vers , you'll get the threat protection for your nodes that's

provided with that plan. Learn more in Introduction to Microsoft Defender for servers.

We recommend deploying both, for the most complete protection possible.

If you choose not to install the agent on your hosts, you'll only receive a subset of the threat protection benefits

and security alerts. You'll still receive alerts related to network analysis and communications with malicious

servers.

For Defender for Cloud to monitor your AKS nodes, they must be running the Log Analytics agent.

AKS is a managed service and since the Log Analytics agent is a Microsoft-managed extension, it is also

supported on AKS clusters. However, if your cluster is deployed on an Azure Kubernetes Service virtual machine

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/how-to-demonstrate-the-new-containers-features-in-azure-security/ba-p/1011270
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-intro/view-alerts-for-aws-eks-clusters.png#lightbox


  If my cluster is already running an Azure Monitor for containers agent, do I need the Log Analytics agentIf my cluster is already running an Azure Monitor for containers agent, do I need the Log Analytics agent
too?too?

  Does Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes support AKS with virtual machine scale set nodes?Does Microsoft Defender for Kubernetes support AKS with virtual machine scale set nodes?

 Next steps

scale set, the Log Analytics agent isn't currently supported.

For Defender for Cloud to monitor your nodes, they must be running the Log Analytics agent.

If your clusters are already running the Azure Monitor for containers agent, you can install the Log Analytics

agent too and the two agents can work alongside one another without any problems.

Learn more about the Azure Monitor for containers agent.

If your cluster is deployed on an Azure Kubernetes Service virtual machine scale set, the Log Analytics agent is

not currently supported.

In this article, you learned about Kubernetes protection in Defender for Cloud, including Microsoft Defender for

Kubernetes.

Enable enhanced protections

For related material, see the following articles:

Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution

Reference table of alerts

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/containers/container-insights-manage-agent
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 Availability

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: Generally available (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for container registriesMicrosoft Defender for container registries  is billed as
shown on the pricing page

Supported registries and images: Linux images in ACR registries accessible from the public
internet with shell access
ACR registries protected with Azure Private Link

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Azure Container Registry (ACR) is a managed, private Docker registry service that stores and manages your

container images for Azure deployments in a central registry. It's based on the open-source Docker Registry 2.0.

To protect the Azure Resource Manager based registries in your subscription, enable Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

container registr iescontainer registr ies  at the subscription level. Defender for Cloud will then scan all images when they’re

pushed to the registry, imported into the registry, or pulled within the last 30 days. You’ll be charged for every

image that gets scanned – once per image.

Microsoft Defender for container registries has been replaced with Microsoft Defender for ContainersMicrosoft Defender for Containers . If you've

already enabled Defender for container registries on a subscription, you can continue to use it. However, you won't get

Defender for Containers' improvements and new features.

This plan is no longer available for subscriptions where it isn't already enabled.

To upgrade to Microsoft Defender for Containers, open the Defender plans page in the portal and enable the new plan:

Learn more about this change in the release note.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-container-registries-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-private-link


Unsupported registries and images: Windows images
'Private' registries (unless access is granted to Trusted
Services)
Super-minimalist images such as Docker scratch images, or
"Distroless" images that only contain an application and its
runtime dependencies without a package manager, shell, or
OS
Images with Open Container Initiative (OCI) Image Format
Specification

Required roles and permissions: Security readerSecurity reader  and Azure Container Registry roles and
permissions

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for container registries?

 When are images scanned?

Defender for Cloud identifies Azure Resource Manager based ACR registries in your subscription and seamlessly

provides Azure-native vulnerability assessment and management for your registry's images.

Microsoft Defender for container registr iesMicrosoft Defender for container registr ies  includes a vulnerability scanner to scan the images in your

Azure Resource Manager-based Azure Container Registry registries and provide deeper visibility into your

images' vulnerabilities. The integrated scanner is powered by Qualys, the industry-leading vulnerability

scanning vendor.

When issues are found – by Qualys or Defender for Cloud – you'll get notified in the workload protection

dashboard. For every vulnerability, Defender for Cloud provides actionable recommendations, along with a

severity classification, and guidance for how to remediate the issue. For details of Defender for Cloud's

recommendations for containers, see the reference list of recommendations.

Defender for Cloud filters and classifies findings from the scanner. When an image is healthy, Defender for

Cloud marks it as such. Defender for Cloud generates security recommendations only for images that have

issues to be resolved. Defender for Cloud provides details of each reported vulnerability and a severity

classification. Additionally, it gives guidance for how to remediate the specific vulnerabilities found on each

image.

By only notifying when there are problems, Defender for Cloud reduces the potential for unwanted

informational alerts.

There are three triggers for an image scan:

On pushOn push - Whenever an image is pushed to your registry, Defender for container registries

automatically scans that image. To trigger the scan of an image, push it to your repository.

Recently pulledRecently pulled - Since new vulnerabilities are discovered every day, Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

container registr iescontainer registr ies  also scans, on a weekly basis, any image that has been pulled within the last 30

days. There's no additional charge for these rescans; as mentioned above, you're billed once per image.

On impor tOn impor t - Azure Container Registry has import tools to bring images to your registry from Docker

Hub, Microsoft Container Registry, or another Azure container registry. Microsoft Defender forMicrosoft Defender for

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/allow-access-trusted-services
https://hub.docker.com/_/scratch/
https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/spec.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-roles


 How does Defender for Cloud work with Azure Container Registry

container registr iescontainer registr ies  scans any supported images you import. Learn more in Import container images

to a container registry.

The scan completes typically within 2 minutes, but it might take up to 40 minutes. Findings are made available

as security recommendations such as this one:

Below is a high-level diagram of the components and benefits of protecting your registries with Defender for

Cloud.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-import-images
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-containers/recommendation-acr-images-with-vulnerabilities.png#lightbox


 FAQ - Azure Container Registry image scanning
  How does Defender for Cloud scan an image?How does Defender for Cloud scan an image?

  Can I get the scan results via REST API?Can I get the scan results via REST API?

  What registry types are scanned? What types are billed?What registry types are scanned? What types are billed?

  Can I customize the findings from the vulnerability scanner?Can I customize the findings from the vulnerability scanner?

  Why is Defender for Cloud alerting me to vulnerabilities about an image that isn’t in my registry?Why is Defender for Cloud alerting me to vulnerabilities about an image that isn’t in my registry?

Defender for Cloud pulls the image from the registry and runs it in an isolated sandbox with the Qualys scanner.

The scanner extracts a list of known vulnerabilities.

Defender for Cloud filters and classifies findings from the scanner. When an image is healthy, Defender for

Cloud marks it as such. Defender for Cloud generates security recommendations only for images that have

issues to be resolved. By only notifying you when there are problems, Defender for Cloud reduces the potential

for unwanted informational alerts.

Yes. The results are under Sub-Assessments Rest API. Also, you can use Azure Resource Graph (ARG), the Kusto-

like API for all of your resources: a query can fetch a specific scan.

For a list of the types of container registries supported by Microsoft Defender for container registries, see

Availability.

If you connect unsupported registries to your Azure subscription, Defender for Cloud won't scan them and won't

bill you for them.

Yes. If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.

Learn about creating rules to disable findings from the integrated vulnerability assessment tool.

Defender for Cloud provides vulnerability assessments for every image pushed or pulled in a registry. Some

images may reuse tags from an image that was already scanned. For example, you may reassign the tag “Latest”

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/subassessments/list/


 Next steps

every time you add an image to a digest. In such cases, the ‘old’ image does still exist in the registry and may

still be pulled by its digest. If the image has security findings and is pulled, it'll expose security vulnerabilities.

Scan your images for vulnerabilities
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Identify vulnerabilities in images in Azure container registries

 Identify vulnerabilities in images in other container registries

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how to use the built-in vulnerability scanner to scan the container images stored in your

Azure Resource Manager-based Azure Container Registry.

When Microsoft Defender for container registr iesMicrosoft Defender for container registr ies  is enabled, any image you push to your registry will be

scanned immediately. In addition, any image pulled within the last 30 days is also scanned.

When the scanner reports vulnerabilities to Defender for Cloud, Defender for Cloud presents the findings and

related information as recommendations. In addition, the findings include related information such as

remediation steps, relevant CVEs, CVSS scores, and more. You can view the identified vulnerabilities for one or

more subscriptions, or for a specific registry.

You can also scan container images for vulnerabilities as the images are built in your CI/CD GitHub workflows. Learn more

in Identify vulnerable container images in your CI/CD workflows.

To enable vulnerability scans of images stored in your Azure Resource Manager-based Azure Container Registry:

NOTENOTE

1. Enable Microsoft Defender for container registr iesMicrosoft Defender for container registr ies  for your subscription. Defender for Cloud is now

ready to scan images in your registries.

This feature is charged per image.

2. Image scans are triggered on every push or import, and if the image has been pulled within the last 30

days.

When the scan completes (typically after approximately 2 minutes, but can be up to 15 minutes), findings

are available as Defender for Cloud recommendations.

3. View and remediate findings as explained below.

1. Use the ACR tools to bring images to your registry from Docker Hub or Microsoft Container Registry.

When the import completes, the imported images are scanned by the built-in vulnerability assessment

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-container-registries-usage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 View and remediate findings

solution.

Learn more in Import container images to a container registry

When the scan completes (typically after approximately 2 minutes, but can be up to 15 minutes), findings

are available as Defender for Cloud recommendations.

2. View and remediate findings as explained below.

1. To view the findings, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page. If issues were found, you'll see the

recommendation Container registry images should have vulnerability findings resolved (powered by

Qualys).

2. Select the recommendation.

The recommendation details page opens with additional information. This information includes the list of

registries with vulnerable images ("Affected resources") and the remediation steps.

3. Select a specific registry to see the repositories within it that have vulnerable repositories.

The registry details page opens with the list of affected repositories.

4. Select a specific repository to see the repositories within it that have vulnerable images.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-import-images
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648


The repository details page opens. It lists the vulnerable images together with an assessment of the

severity of the findings.

5. Select a specific image to see the vulnerabilities.

The list of findings for the selected image opens.

6. To learn more about a finding, select the finding.

The findings details pane opens.



 Disable specific findings

NOTENOTE

This pane includes a detailed description of the issue and links to external resources to help mitigate the

threats.

7. Follow the steps in the remediation section of this pane.

8. When you have taken the steps required to remediate the security issue, replace the image in your

registry:

a. Push the updated image. This will trigger a scan.

b. Check the recommendations page for the recommendation Container registry images should have

vulnerability findings resolved (powered by Qualys).

If the recommendation still appears and the image you've handled still appears in the list of

vulnerable images, check the remediation steps again.

c. When you are sure the updated image has been pushed, scanned, and is no longer appearing in

the recommendation, delete the “old” vulnerable image from your registry.

The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,

preview, or otherwise not yet released into general availability.

If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.

When a finding matches the criteria you've defined in your disable rules, it won't appear in the list of findings.

Typical scenarios include:

Disable findings with severity below medium

Disable findings that are non-patchable

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/monitor-container-security/acr-finding-details-pane.png#lightbox
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Disable findings with CVSS score below 6.5

Disable findings with specific text in the security check or category (for example, “RedHat”, “CentOS Security

Update for sudo”)

To create a rule, you need permissions to edit a policy in Azure Policy.

Learn more in Azure RBAC permissions in Azure Policy.

You can use any of the following criteria:

Finding ID

Category

Security check

CVSS v3 scores

Severity

Patchable status

To create a rule:

1. From the recommendations detail page for Container registry images should have vulnerability findings

resolved (powered by Qualys), select Disable ruleDisable rule.

2. Select the relevant scope.

3. Define your criteria.

4. Select Apply ruleApply rule.

5. To view, override, or delete a rule:

a. Select Disable ruleDisable rule.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648


 Next steps

b. From the scope list, subscriptions with active rules show as Rule appliedRule applied.

c. To view or delete the rule, select the ellipsis menu ("...").

Learn more about the advanced protection plans of Microsoft Defender for Cloud.
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TIPTIP

 Availability
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Release state: This CI/CD integration is in preview.This CI/CD integration is in preview.
We recommend that you experiment with it on non-
production workflows only.
The Azure Preview Supplemental Terms include additional
legal terms that apply to Azure features that are in beta,
preview, or otherwise not yet released into general
availability.

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for container registriesMicrosoft Defender for container registries  is billed as
shown on the pricing page

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Prerequisites

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how to scan your Azure Container Registry-based container images with the integrated

vulnerability scanner when they're built as part of your GitHub workflows.

To set up the scanner, you'll need to enable Microsoft Defender for container registr iesMicrosoft Defender for container registr ies  and the CI/CD

integration. When your CI/CD workflows push images to your registries, you can view registry scan results and

a summary of CI/CD scan results.

The findings of the CI/CD scans are an enrichment to the existing registry scan findings by Qualys. Defender for

Cloud's CI/CD scanning is powered by Aqua Trivy.

You’ll get traceability information such as the GitHub workflow and the GitHub run URL, to help identify the

workflows that are resulting in vulnerable images.

The vulnerabilities identified in a scan of your registry might differ from the findings of your CI/CD scans. One reason for

these differences is that the registry scanning is continuous, whereas the CI/CD scanning happens immediately before the

workflow pushes the image into the registry.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-container-registries-cicd.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://github.com/aquasecurity/trivy
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/legal/preview-supplemental-terms/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


 Set up vulnerability scanning of your CI/CD workflows

  Step 1. Enable the CI/CD integration in Defender for CloudStep 1. Enable the CI/CD integration in Defender for Cloud

  Step 2. Add the necessary lines to your GitHub workflow and perform a scanStep 2. Add the necessary lines to your GitHub workflow and perform a scan

To scan your images as they're pushed by CI/CD workflows into your registries, you must have MicrosoftMicrosoft

Defender for container registr iesDefender for container registr ies  enabled on the subscription.

To enable vulnerability scans of images in your GitHub workflows:

Step 1. Enable the CI/CD integration in Defender for Cloud

Step 2. Add the necessary lines to your GitHub workflow

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the relevant subscription.

3. From the sidebar of the settings page for that subscription, select IntegrationsIntegrations .

4. In the pane that appears, select an Application Insights account to push the CI/CD scan results from your

workflow.

5. Copy the authentication token and connection string into your GitHub workflow.

The authentication token and connection string are used to correlate the ingested security telemetry with

resources in the subscription. If you use invalid values for these parameters, it'll lead to dropped telemetry.

TIPTIP

1. From your GitHub workflow, enable CI/CD scanning as follows:

We recommend creating two secrets in your repository to reference in your YAML file as shown below. The secrets

can be named according to your own naming conventions. In this example, the secrets are referenced as

AZ_APPINSIGHTS_CONNECTION_STRINGAZ_APPINSIGHTS_CONNECTION_STRING and AZ_SUBSCRIPTION_TOKENAZ_SUBSCRIPTION_TOKEN.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-container-registries-cicd/enable-cicd-integration.png#lightbox


 View CI/CD scan results

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

- run: |
  echo "github.sha=$GITHUB_SHA"
  docker build -t githubdemo1.azurecr.io/k8sdemo:${{ github.sha }}

- uses: Azure/container-scan@v0 
  name: Scan image for vulnerabilities
  id: container-scan
  continue-on-error: true
  with:
    image-name: githubdemo1.azurecr.io/k8sdemo:${{ github.sha }} 

- name: Push Docker image - githubdemo1.azurecr.io/k8sdemo:${{ github.sha }}
  run: |
  docker push githubdemo1.azurecr.io/k8sdemo:${{ github.sha }}

- name: Post logs to appinsights
  uses: Azure/publish-security-assessments@v0
  with: 
    scan-results-path: ${{ steps.container-scan.outputs.scan-report-path }}
    connection-string: ${{ secrets.AZ_APPINSIGHTS_CONNECTION_STRING }}
    subscription-token: ${{ secrets.AZ_SUBSCRIPTION_TOKEN }} 

The push to the registry must happen prior to the results being published.

2. Run the workflow that will push the image to the selected container registry. Once the image is pushed

into the registry, a scan of the registry runs and you can view the CI/CD scan results along with the

registry scan results within Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

3. View CI/CD scan results.

1. To view the findings, open the RecommendationsRecommendations  page. If issues were found, you'll see the

recommendation Container registry images should have vulnerability findings resolved (powered by

Qualys).

2. Select the recommendation.

The recommendation details page opens with additional information. This information includes the list of

registries with vulnerable images ("Affected resources") and the remediation steps.

3. Open the affected resourcesaffected resources  list and select an unhealthy registry to see the repositories within it that

have vulnerable images.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648


The registry details page opens with the list of affected repositories.

4. Select a specific repository to see the repositories within it that have vulnerable images.

The repository details page opens. It lists the vulnerable images together with an assessment of the

severity of the findings.

5. Select a specific image to see the vulnerabilities.



The list of findings for the selected image opens.

6. To learn more about which GitHub workflow is pushing these vulnerable images, select the information

bubble:



 Next steps
Learn more about the advanced protection plans of Microsoft Defender for Cloud.
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: AKS - General availability (GA) 
Arc enabled Kubernetes - Preview

Pricing: Free for AKS workloads
For Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes, it's billed according to
the Microsoft Defender for Containers plan

Required roles and permissions: OwnerOwner  or Security adminSecurity admin to edit an assignment
ReaderReader  to view the recommendations

Environment requirements: Kubernetes v1.14 (or newer) is required
No PodSecurityPolicy resource (old PSP model) on the
clusters
Windows nodes are not supported

Azure Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

Non-Azure Clouds, and On-prem: supported via Arc enabled Kubernetes.

 Set up your workload protection

 Prerequisites

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page describes how to use Microsoft Defender for Cloud's set of security recommendations dedicated to

Kubernetes workload protection.

For a list of the security recommendations that might appear for Kubernetes clusters and nodes, see the Container

recommendations of the recommendations reference table.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud includes a bundle of recommendations that are available once you've installed the

Azure Policy add-on for Kubernetes or extensionsAzure Policy add-on for Kubernetes or extensions .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/kubernetes-workload-protections.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Enable Kubernetes workload protection

Add the Required FQDN/application rules for Azure policy.

(For non AKS clusters) Connect an existing Kubernetes cluster to Azure Arc.

When you enable Microsoft Defender for Containers, Azure Kubernetes Service clusters, and Azure Arc enabled

Kubernetes clusters (Preview) protection are both enabled by default. You can configure your Kubernetes

workload protections, when you enable Microsoft Defender for Containers.

To enable Azure Kubernetes Ser vice clusters and Azure Arc enabled Kubernetes clusters (Preview)To enable Azure Kubernetes Ser vice clusters and Azure Arc enabled Kubernetes clusters (Preview) :

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.

2. Navigate to Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud > Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

3. Select the relevant subscription.

4. On the Defender plans page, ensure that Containers is toggled to OnOn.

5. Select ConfigureConfigure.

6. On the Advanced configuration page, toggle each relevant component to OnOn.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/limit-egress-traffic
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/quickstart-connect-cluster
https://portal.azure.com


 Configure Defender for Containers components

7. Select SaveSave.

If you disabled any of the default protections when you enabled Microsoft Defender for Containers, you can

change the configurations and reenable them via auto provisioning.

To configure the Defender for Containers componentsTo configure the Defender for Containers components :

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.

2. Navigate to Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud > Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

3. Select the relevant subscription.

4. From the left side tool bar, select Auto provisioningAuto provisioning.

5. Ensure that Microsoft Defenders for Containers components (preview) is toggled to On.

https://portal.azure.com


6. Select Edit configurationEdit configuration.

7. On the Advanced configuration page, toggle each relevant component to OnOn.



 Deploy the add-on to specified clusters

8. Select ConfirmConfirm .

You can manually configure the Kubernetes workload add-on, or extension protection through the

Recommendations page. This can be accomplished by remediating the 

Azure Policy add-on for Kubernetes should be installed and enabled on your clusters  recommendation.

To Deploy the add-on to specified clustersTo Deploy the add-on to specified clusters :

1. From the recommendations page, search for the recommendation 

Azure Policy add-on for Kubernetes should be installed and enabled on your clusters .



TIPTIP
The recommendation is included in five different security controls and it doesn't matter which one you select in

the next step.

2. From any of the security controls, select the recommendation to see the resources on which you can

install the add-on.

3. Select the relevant cluster, and RemediateRemediate.



 View and configure the bundle of recommendations

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

REC O M M EN DAT IO N  N A M EREC O M M EN DAT IO N  N A M E SEC URIT Y  C O N T RO LSEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L C O N F IGURAT IO N  REQ UIREDC O N F IGURAT IO N  REQ UIRED

Container CPU and memory limits
should be enforced

Protect applications against
DDoSattack

YesYes

Container images should
bedeployedonlyfrom trusted
registries

Remediatevulnerabilities YesYes

Containers should listen on allowed
ports only

Restrict unauthorized networkaccess YesYes

Least privilegedLinux
capabilitiesshould be enforced for
containers

Manage access andpermissions YesYes

Overriding or disabling of containers
AppArmor profile should be
restricted

Remediate security configurations YesYes

Services should listen on allowed
ports only

Restrict unauthorized networkaccess YesYes

Usage of host networking and ports
should be restricted

Restrict unauthorized network
access

YesYes

Usage of pod HostPath volume
mounts should be restricted to a
known list

Manage access and permissions YesYes

Container with privilege escalation
should be avoided

Manage access andpermissions No

Containers sharing sensitive host
namespaces should be avoided

Manage access and permissions No

1. Approximately 30 minutes after the add-on installation completes, Defender for Cloud shows the

clusters’ health status for the following recommendations, each in the relevant security control as shown:

If you're installing the add-on for the first time, these recommendations will appear as new additions in the list of

recommendations.

Some recommendations have parameters that must be customized via Azure Policy to use them effectively. For

example, to benefit from the recommendation Container images should beContainer images should bedeployeddeployedonlyonly from trustedfrom trusted

registriesregistries , you'll have to define your trusted registries.

If you don't enter the necessary parameters for the recommendations that require configuration, your workloads

will be shown as unhealthy.



Immutable (read-only) root
filesystem should be enforced for
containers

Manage access andpermissions No

Kubernetes clusters should be
accessible only over HTTPS

Encrypt data in transit No

Kubernetes clusters should disable
automounting API credentials

Manage access andpermissions No

Kubernetes clusters should not use
the default namespace

Implement security best practices No

Privileged containers should be
avoided

Manage access andpermissions No

Running containers as root user
should be avoided

Manage access andpermissions No

REC O M M EN DAT IO N  N A M EREC O M M EN DAT IO N  N A M E SEC URIT Y  C O N T RO LSEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L C O N F IGURAT IO N  REQ UIREDC O N F IGURAT IO N  REQ UIRED

For recommendations with parameters that need to be customized, you will need to set the parameters:

To set the parametersTo set the parameters :

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.

2. Navigate to Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud > Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

3. Select the relevant subscription.

4. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Security policySecurity policy .

5. Select the relevant assignment. The default assignment is ASC default .

6. Open the ParametersParameters  tab and modify the values as required.

7. Select Review + saveReview + save.

8. Select SaveSave.

To enforce any of the recommendationsTo enforce any of the recommendations :

1. Open the recommendation details page and select DenyDeny :

https://portal.azure.com


This will open the pane where you set the scope.

2. When you've set the scope, select Change to denyChange to deny .

To see which recommendations apply to your clustersTo see which recommendations apply to your clusters :

1. Open Defender for Cloud's asset inventory page and use the resource type filter to KubernetesKubernetes

ser vicesser vices .

2. Select a cluster to investigate and review the available recommendations available for it.

When viewing a recommendation from the workload protection set, you'll see the number of affected pods

("Kubernetes components") listed alongside the cluster. For a list of the specific pods, select the cluster and then

select Take actionTake action.



 Healthy deployment example .yaml file

To test the enforcement, use the two Kubernetes deployments belowTo test the enforcement, use the two Kubernetes deployments below :

One is for a healthy deployment, compliant with the bundle of workload protection recommendations.

The other is for an unhealthy deployment, non-compliant with any of the recommendations.

Deploy the example .yaml files as-is, or use them as a reference to remediate your own workload (step VIII).



apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: redis-healthy-deployment
  labels:
    app: redis
spec:
  replicas: 3
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: redis
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: redis
      annotations:
        container.apparmor.security.beta.kubernetes.io/redis: runtime/default
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: redis
        image: <customer-registry>.azurecr.io/redis:latest
        ports:
        - containerPort: 80
        resources:
          limits:
            cpu: 100m
            memory: 250Mi
        securityContext:
          privileged: false
          readOnlyRootFilesystem: true
          allowPrivilegeEscalation: false
          runAsNonRoot: true
          runAsUser: 1000
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: redis-healthy-service
spec:
  type: LoadBalancer
  selector:
    app: redis
  ports:
  - port: 80
    targetPort: 80

 Unhealthy deployment example .yaml file



apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: redis-unhealthy-deployment
  labels:
    app: redis
spec:
  replicas: 3
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: redis
  template:
    metadata:      
      labels:
        app: redis
    spec:
      hostNetwork: true
      hostPID: true 
      hostIPC: true
      containers:
      - name: redis
        image: redis:latest
        ports:
        - containerPort: 9001
          hostPort: 9001
        securityContext:
          privileged: true
          readOnlyRootFilesystem: false
          allowPrivilegeEscalation: true
          runAsUser: 0
          capabilities:
            add:
              - NET_ADMIN
        volumeMounts:
        - mountPath: /test-pd
          name: test-volume
          readOnly: true
      volumes:
      - name: test-volume
        hostPath:
          # directory location on host
          path: /tmp
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: redis-unhealthy-service
spec:
  type: LoadBalancer
  selector:
    app: redis
  ports:
  - port: 6001
    targetPort: 9001

 Next steps
In this article, you learned how to configure Kubernetes workload protection.

For other related material, see the following pages:

Defender for Cloud recommendations for compute

Alerts for AKS cluster level
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 Prerequisites

 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for App Service is billed as shown on the
pricing page
Billing is according to total compute instances in all plans

Supported App Service plans: All App Service plans are supported except Azure Functions
on the consumption plan.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for App Service?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Defender for Cloud is natively integrated with App Service, eliminating the need for deployment and

onboarding - the integration is transparent.

To protect your Azure App Service plan with Microsoft Defender for App Service, you'll need:

TIPTIP

A supported App Service plan associated with dedicated machines. Supported plans are listed in

Availability.

Defender for Cloud's enhanced protections enabled on your subscription as described in Quickstart:

Enable enhanced security features.

You can optionally enable individual Microsoft Defender plans, like Microsoft Defender for App Service.

Azure App Service is a fully managed platform for building and hosting your web apps and APIs. Since the

platform is fully managed, you don't have to worry about the infrastructure. It provides management,

monitoring, and operational insights to meet enterprise-grade performance, security, and compliance

requirements. For more information, see Azure App Service.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-app-service-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/app-service/plans/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/functions-scale
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/app-service/


 What threats can Defender for App Service detect?
  Threats by MITRE ATT&CK tacticsThreats by MITRE ATT&CK tactics

  Dangling DNS detectionDangling DNS detection

Microsoft Defender for App Ser viceMicrosoft Defender for App Ser vice uses the scale of the cloud to identify attacks targeting applications

running over App Service. Attackers probe web applications to find and exploit weaknesses. Before being routed

to specific environments, requests to applications running in Azure go through several gateways, where they're

inspected and logged. This data is then used to identify exploits and attackers, and to learn new patterns that will

be used later.

When you enable Microsoft Defender for App Service, you immediately benefit from the following services

offered by this Defender plan:

SecureSecure - Defender for App Service assesses the resources covered by your App Service plan and

generates security recommendations based on its findings. Use the detailed instructions in these

recommendations to harden your App Service resources.

DetectDetect - Defender for App Service detects a multitude of threats to your App Service resources by

monitoring:

the VM instance in which your App Service is running, and its management interface

the requests and responses sent to and from your App Service apps

the underlying sandboxes and VMs

App Service internal logs - available thanks to the visibility that Azure has as a cloud provider

As a cloud-native solution, Defender for App Service can identify attack methodologies applying to multiple

targets. For example, from a single host it would be difficult to identify a distributed attack from a small subset

of IPs, crawling to similar endpoints on multiple hosts.

The log data and the infrastructure together can tell the story: from a new attack circulating in the wild to

compromises in customer machines. Therefore, even if Microsoft Defender for App Service is deployed after a

web app has been exploited, it might be able to detect ongoing attacks.

Defender for Cloud monitors for many threats to your App Service resources. The alerts cover almost the

complete list of MITRE ATT&CK tactics from pre-attack to command and control.

Pre-attack threatsPre-attack threats  - Defender for Cloud can detect the execution of multiple types of vulnerability

scanners that attackers frequently use to probe applications for weaknesses.

Initial access threatsInitial access threats  - Microsoft Threat Intelligence powers these alerts that include triggering an alert

when a known malicious IP address connects to your Azure App Service FTP interface.

Execution threatsExecution threats  - Defender for Cloud can detect attempts to run high privilege commands, Linux

commands on a Windows App Service, fileless attack behavior, digital currency mining tools, and many

other suspicious and malicious code execution activities.

Defender for App Service also identifies any DNS entries remaining in your DNS registrar when an App Service

website is decommissioned - these are known as dangling DNS entries. When you remove a website and don't

remove its custom domain from your DNS registrar, the DNS entry is pointing at a non-existent resource and

your subdomain is vulnerable to a takeover. Defender for Cloud doesn't scan your DNS registrar for existing

dangling DNS entries; it alerts you when an App Service website is decommissioned and its custom domain

(DNS entry) isn't deleted.

Subdomain takeovers are a common, high-severity threat for organizations. When a threat actor detects a

dangling DNS entry, they create their own site at the destination address. The traffic intended for the

organization’s domain is then directed to the threat actor's site, and they can use that traffic for a wide range of

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684


NOTENOTE

 Next steps

malicious activity.

Dangling DNS protection is available whether your domains are managed with Azure DNS or an external

domain registrar and applies to App Service on both Windows and Linux.

Learn more about dangling DNS and the threat of subdomain takeover, in Prevent dangling DNS entries and

avoid subdomain takeover.

For a full list of the App Service alerts, see the Reference table of alerts.

Defender for Cloud might not trigger dangling DNS alerts if your custom domain doesn't point directly to an App Service

resource, or if Defender for Cloud hasn't monitored traffic to your website since the dangling DNS protection was enabled

(because there won't be logs to help identify the custom domain).

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for App Service.

Enable enhanced protections

For related material, see the following articles:

To export your alerts to Microsoft Sentinel, any third-party SIEM, or any other external tool, follow the

instructions in Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution.

For a list of the Microsoft Defender for App Service alerts, see the Reference table of alerts.

For more information on App Service plans, see App Service plans.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-app-service-introduction/dangling-dns-alert.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/subdomain-takeover
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/app-service/plans/
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for StorageMicrosoft Defender for Storage is billed as shown on
the pricing page

Protected storage types: Blob Storage (Standard/Premium StorageV2, Block Blobs) 
Azure Files (over REST API and SMB)
Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 (Standard/Premium accounts
with hierarchical namespaces enabled)

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet

 Connected AWS accounts

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Storage?

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for StorageMicrosoft Defender for Storage is an Azure-native layer of security intelligence that detects unusual and

potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit your storage accounts. It uses advanced threat detection

capabilities and Microsoft Threat Intelligence data to provide contextual security alerts. Those alerts also include

steps to mitigate the detected threats and prevent future attacks.

You can enable Microsoft Defender for StorageMicrosoft Defender for Storage at either the subscription level (recommended) or the

resource level.

Defender for Storage continually analyzes the telemetry stream generated by the Azure Blob Storage and Azure

Files services. When potentially malicious activities are detected, security alerts are generated. These alerts are

displayed in Microsoft Defender for Cloud together with the details of the suspicious activity along with the

relevant investigation steps, remediation actions, and security recommendations.

Analyzed telemetry of Azure Blob Storage includes operation types such as Get BlobGet Blob, Put BlobPut Blob, GetGet

Container ACLContainer ACL , L ist BlobsList Blobs , and Get Blob Proper tiesGet Blob Proper ties . Examples of analyzed Azure Files operation types

include Get FileGet File, Create FileCreate File, L ist FilesL ist Files , Get File Proper tiesGet File Proper ties , and Put RangePut Range.

Defender for Storage doesn't access the Storage account data and has no impact on its performance.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-storage-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/storage/blobs/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-files-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-introduction


 Security threats in cloud-based storage services

Defender for Storage provides:

Azure-native securityAzure-native security  - With 1-click enablement, Defender for Storage protects data stored in Azure Blob,

Azure Files, and Data Lakes. As an Azure-native service, Defender for Storage provides centralized security

across all data assets that are managed by Azure and is integrated with other Azure security services such as

Microsoft Sentinel.

R ich detection suiteRich detection suite - Powered by Microsoft Threat Intelligence, the detections in Defender for Storage

cover the top storage threats such as unauthenticated access, compromised credentials, social engineering

attacks, data exfiltration, privilege abuse, and malicious content.

Response at scaleResponse at scale - Defender for Cloud's automation tools make it easier to prevent and respond to

identified threats. Learn more in Automate responses to Defender for Cloud triggers.

Microsoft security researchers have analyzed the attack surface of storage services. Storage accounts can be

subject to data corruption, exposure of sensitive content, malicious content distribution, data exfiltration,

unauthorized access, and more.

The potential security risks are described in the threat matrix for cloud-based storage services and are based on

the MITRE ATT&CK® framework, a knowledge base for the tactics and techniques employed in cyber attacks.

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/04/08/threat-matrix-for-storage/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/enterprise/


 What kind of alerts does Microsoft Defender for Storage provide?

T Y P E  O F  T H REATT Y P E O F  T H REAT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Unusual access to an accountUnusual access to an account For example, access from a TOR exit node, suspicious IP
addresses, unusual applications, unusual locations, and
anonymous access without authentication.

Unusual behavior in an accountUnusual behavior in an account Behavior that deviates from a learned baseline, such as a
change of access permissions in an account, unusual access
inspection, unusual data exploration, unusual deletion of
blobs/files, or unusual data extraction.

Hash reputation based Malware detectionHash reputation based Malware detection Detection of known malware based on full blob/file hash.
This can help detect ransomware, viruses, spyware, and
other malware uploaded to an account, prevent it from
entering the organization, and spreading to more users and
resources. See also Limitations of hash reputation analysis.

Unusual file uploadsUnusual file uploads Unusual cloud service packages and executable files that
have been uploaded to an account.

Public visibilityPublic visibility Potential break-in attempts by scanning containers and
pulling potentially sensitive data from publicly accessible
containers.

Phishing campaignsPhishing campaigns When content that's hosted on Azure Storage is identified as
part of a phishing attack that's impacting Microsoft 365
users.

Security alerts are triggered for the following scenarios (typically from 1-2 hours after the event):

Alerts include details of the incident that triggered them, and recommendations on how to investigate and

remediate threats. Alerts can be exported to Microsoft Sentinel or any other third-party SIEM or any other

external tool. Learn more in Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-storage-introduction/storage-threat-matrix.png#lightbox
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  Limitations of hash reputation analysisLimitations of hash reputation analysis

TIPTIP

 Enable Defender for Storage

 Trigger a test alert for Microsoft Defender for Storage

For a comprehensive list of all Defender for Storage alerts, see the alerts reference page. This is useful for workload

owners who want to know what threats can be detected and help SOC teams gain familiarity with detections before

investigating them. Learn more about what's in a Defender for Cloud security alert, and how to manage your alerts in

Manage and respond to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Hash reputation isn't deep file inspectionHash reputation isn't deep file inspection - Microsoft Defender for Storage uses hash reputation

analysis supported by Microsoft Threat Intelligence to determine whether an uploaded file is suspicious.

The threat protection tools don’t scan the uploaded files; rather they analyze the telemetry generated

from the Blobs Storage and Files services. Defender for Storage then compares the hashes of newly

uploaded files with hashes of known viruses, trojans, spyware, and ransomware.

Hash reputation analysis isn't suppor ted for all files protocols and operation typesHash reputation analysis isn't suppor ted for all files protocols and operation types  - Some,

but not all, of the telemetry logs contain the hash value of the related blob or file. In some cases, the

telemetry doesn't contain a hash value. As a result, some operations can't be monitored for known

malware uploads. Examples of such unsupported use cases include SMB file-shares and when a blob is

created using Put Block and Put Block List.

When a file is suspected to contain malware, Defender for Cloud displays an alert and can optionally email the storage

owner for approval to delete the suspicious file. To set up this automatic removal of files that hash reputation analysis

indicates contain malware, deploy a workflow automation to trigger on alerts that contain "Potential malware uploaded to

a storage account”.

When you enable this Defender plan on a subscription, all existing Azure Storage accounts will be protected and

any storage resources added to that subscription in the future will also be automatically protected.

You can enable Defender for Storage in any of several ways, described in Set up Microsoft Defender for Cloud in

the Azure Storage documentation.

To test the security alerts from Microsoft Defender for Storage in your environment, generate the alert "Access

from a Tor exit node to a storage account" with the following steps:

1. Open a storage account with Microsoft Defender for Storage enabled.

2. From the sidebar, select “Containers” and open an existing container or create a new one.

3. Upload a file to that container.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/put-block
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/put-block-list
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/how-to-respond-to-potential-malware-uploaded-to-azure-storage/ba-p/1452005
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/azure-defender-storage-configure
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-storage-introduction/opening-storage-container.png#lightbox
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Don't upload a file containing sensitive data.

4. Use the context menu on the uploaded file to select “Generate SAS”.

5. Leave the default options and select Generate SAS token and URLGenerate SAS token and URL .

6. Copy the generated SAS URL.

7. On your local machine, open the Tor browser.

You can download Tor from the Tor Project site https://www.torproject.org/download/.

8. In the Tor browser, navigate to the SAS URL.

9. Download the file you uploaded in step 3.

Within two hours you'll get the following security alert from Defender for Cloud:

https://www.torproject.org/download/


 FAQ - Microsoft Defender for Storage

  How do I estimate charges at the account level?How do I estimate charges at the account level?

  Can I exclude a specific Azure Storage account from a protected subscription?Can I exclude a specific Azure Storage account from a protected subscription?

  How do I configure automatic responses for security alerts?How do I configure automatic responses for security alerts?

TIPTIP

 Next steps

How do I estimate charges at the account level?

Can I exclude a specific Azure Storage account from a protected subscription?

How do I configure automatic responses for security alerts?

To optimize costs, you might want to exclude specific Storage accounts associated with high traffic from

Defender for Storage protections. To get an estimate of Defender for Storage costs, use the Price Estimation

Dashboard.

To exclude a specific Storage account when Defender for Storage is enabled on a subscription, follow the

instructions in Exclude a storage account from Microsoft Defender for Storage protections.

Use workflow automation to trigger automatic responses to Defender for Cloud security alerts.

For example, you can set up automation to open tasks or tickets for specific personnel or teams in an external

task management system.

Explore the automations available from the Defender for Cloud community pages: ServiceNow automation, Jira

automation, Azure DevOps automation, Slack automation or build your own.

Use automation for automatic response - to define your own or use ready-made automation from the

community (such as removing malicious files upon detection). For more solutions, visit the Microsoft

community on GitHub.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for Storage.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-defender-for-cloud/microsoft-defender-for-storage-price-estimation-dashboard/ba-p/2429724
https://github.com/Azure/Microsoft-Defender-for-Cloud/tree/main/Workflow%20automation/Create-SNOWIncfromASCAlert
https://github.com/Azure/Microsoft-Defender-for-Cloud/tree/main/Workflow%20automation/Open-JIRA-Ticket
https://github.com/Azure/Microsoft-Defender-for-Cloud/tree/main/Workflow%20automation/Open-DevOpsTaskAlert
https://github.com/Azure/Microsoft-Defender-for-Cloud/tree/main/Workflow%20automation/Post-SlackMessageAlert


Enable Defender for Storage

The full list of Microsoft Defender for Storage alerts

Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution

Save Storage telemetry for investigation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/diagnostic-settings
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 Exclude a specific storage account

 

 

  Use PowerShell to exclude an Azure Storage accountUse PowerShell to exclude an Azure Storage account

Excluding resources from advanced threat protection is not recommended and leaves your cloud workload

exposed.

When you enable Microsoft Defender for Storage on a subscription, all existing Azure Storage accounts will be

protected and any storage resources added to that subscription in the future will also be automatically

protected.

If you need to exempt a specific Azure Storage account from this Defender plan, use the instructions on this

page.

We recommend enabling Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager for any accounts with unprotected Azure Storage

resources. Defender for Resource Manager automatically monitors your organization's resource management operations,

whether they're performed through the Azure portal, Azure REST APIs, Azure CLI, or other Azure programmatic clients.

To exclude specific storage accounts from Microsoft Defender for Storage when the plan is enabled on a

subscription:

PowerShellPowerShell

Azure CLIAzure CLI

Azure por talAzure por tal

Update-AzTag -ResourceId <resourceID> -Tag @{"AzDefenderPlanAutoEnable" = "off"} -Operation Merge 

TIPTIP

1. If you don't have the Azure Az PowerShell module installed, install it using the instructions from the Azure

PowerShell documentation.

2. Using an authenticated account, connect to Azure with the Connect-AzAccount  cmdlet, as explained in

Sign in with Azure PowerShell.

3. Define the AzDefenderPlanAutoEnable tag on the storage account with the Update-AzTag  cmdlet (replace

the ResourceId with the resource ID of the relevant storage account):

If you skip this stage, your untagged resources will continue receiving daily updates from the

subscription level enablement policy. That policy will enable Defender for Storage again on the account.

Learn more about tags in Use tags to organize your Azure resources and management hierarchy.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-storage-exclude.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/azure-defender-storage-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/install-az-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/authenticate-azureps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/tag-resources


 Exclude an Azure Databricks Storage account
  Exclude an active Databricks workspaceExclude an active Databricks workspace

Disable-AzSecurityAdvancedThreatProtection -ResourceId <resourceId> 

4. Disable Microsoft Defender for Storage for the desired account on the relevant subscription with the 

Disable-AzSecurityAdvancedThreatProtection  cmdlet (using the same resource ID):

Learn more about this cmdlet.

Microsoft Defender for Storage can exclude specific active Databricks workspace storage accounts, when the

plan is already enabled on a subscription.

To exclude an active Databricks workspaceTo exclude an active Databricks workspace:

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.

2. Navigate to Azure DatabricksAzure Databricks  > Your Databricks workspace  > TagsTags .

3. In the Name field, enter AzDefenderPlanAutoEnable .

4. In the Value field, enter off .

5. Select ApplyApply .

6. Navigate to Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud > Environment settingsEnvironment settings  > Your subscription .

7. Toggle the Defender for Storage plan to OffOff .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security/disable-azsecurityadvancedthreatprotection
https://portal.azure.com


NOTENOTE

  Prevent auto-enabling on a new Databricks workspace storage accountPrevent auto-enabling on a new Databricks workspace storage account

8. Select SaveSave.

9. Toggle the Defender for Storage plan to OnOn.

10. Select SaveSave.

The tags will be inherited by the Storage account of the Databricks workspace and prevent Defender for Storage

from turning on.

Tags can't be added directly to the Databricks Storage account, or its Managed Resource Group.

When you create a new Databricks workspace, you have the ability to add a tag that will prevent your Microsoft

Defender for Storage account from enabling automatically.

To prevent auto-enabling on a new Databricks workspace storage accountTo prevent auto-enabling on a new Databricks workspace storage account:

1. Follow these steps to create a new Azure Databricks workspace.

2. In the Tags tab, enter a tag named AzDefenderPlanAutoEnable .

3. Enter the value off .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databricks/scenarios/quickstart-create-databricks-workspace-portal?tabs=azure-portal


 Next steps

4. Continue following the instructions to create your new Azure Databricks workspace.

The Microsoft Defender for Storage account will inherit the tag of the Databricks workspace, which will prevent

Defender for Storage from turning on automatically.

Explore the Microsoft Defender for Storage – Price Estimation Dashboard

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-defender-for-cloud/microsoft-defender-for-storage-price-estimation-dashboard/ba-p/2429724
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 Availability
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Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for Key VaultMicrosoft Defender for Key Vault  is billed as shown on
the pricing page

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Key Vault?

 Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Azure Key Vault is a cloud service that safeguards encryption keys and secrets like certificates, connection

strings, and passwords.

Enable Microsoft Defender for Key VaultMicrosoft Defender for Key Vault for Azure-native, advanced threat protection for Azure Key Vault,

providing an additional layer of security intelligence.

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault detects unusual and potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit Key Vault

accounts. This layer of protection helps you address threats even if you're not a security expert, and without the

need to manage third-party security monitoring systems.

When anomalous activities occur, Defender for Key Vault shows alerts and optionally sends them via email to

relevant members of your organization. These alerts include the details of the suspicious activity and

recommendations on how to investigate and remediate threats.

When you get an alert from Microsoft Defender for Key Vault, we recommend you investigate and respond to

the alert as described in Respond to Microsoft Defender for Key Vault. Microsoft Defender for Key Vault protects

applications and credentials, so even if you're familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's

important to check the situation surrounding every alert.

The alerts appear in Key Vault's SecuritySecurity  page, the Workload protections, and Defender for Cloud's alerts page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-key-vault-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-key-vault-usage.html


TIPTIP

 Respond to Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts

You can simulate Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts by following the instructions in Validating Azure Key Vault threat

detection in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

When you receive an alert from Microsoft Defender for Key Vault, we recommend you investigate and respond

to the alert as described below. Microsoft Defender for Key Vault protects applications and credentials, so even if

you're familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's important to verify the situation

surrounding every alert.

Alerts from Microsoft Defender for Key Vault includes these elements:

Object ID

User Principal Name or IP address of the suspicious resource

Depending on the type of access that occurred, some fields might not be available. For example, if your key vault

was accessed by an application, you won't see an associated User Principal Name. If the traffic originated from

outside of Azure, you won't see an Object ID.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/validating-azure-key-vault-threat-detection-in-azure-security/ba-p/1220336


TIPTIP

  Step 1. Identify the sourceStep 1. Identify the source

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Step 2. Respond accordinglyStep 2. Respond accordingly

  Step 3. Measure the impactStep 3. Measure the impact

  Step 4. Take actionStep 4. Take action

Azure virtual machines are assigned Microsoft IPs. This means that an alert might contain a Microsoft IP even though it

relates to activity performed from outside of Microsoft. So even if an alert has a Microsoft IP, you should still investigate

as described on this page.

1. Verify whether the traffic originated from within your Azure tenant. If the key vault firewall is enabled, it's

likely that you've provided access to the user or application that triggered this alert.

2. If you can't verify the source of the traffic, continue to Step 2. Respond accordingly.

3. If you can identify the source of the traffic in your tenant, contact the user or owner of the application.

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault is designed to help identify suspicious activity caused by stolen credentials.

Don'tDon't dismiss the alert simply because you recognize the user or application. Contact the owner of the

application or the user and verify the activity was legitimate. You can create a suppression rule to eliminate noise

if necessary. Learn more in Suppress security alerts.

If you don't recognize the user or application, or if you think the access shouldn't have been authorized:

If the traffic came from an unrecognized IP Address:

1. Enable the Azure Key Vault firewall as described in Configure Azure Key Vault firewalls and virtual

networks.

2. Configure the firewall with trusted resources and virtual networks.

If the source of the alert was an unauthorized application or suspicious user :

1. Open the key vault's access policy settings.

2. Remove the corresponding security principal, or restrict the operations the security principal can

perform.

If the source of the alert has an Azure Active Directory role in your tenant:

1. Contact your administrator.

2. Determine whether there's a need to reduce or revoke Azure Active Directory permissions.

When the event has been mitigated, investigate the secrets in your key vault that were affected:

1. Open the SecuritySecurity  page on your Azure key vault and view the triggered alert.

2. Select the specific alert that was triggered and review the list of the secrets that were accessed and the

timestamp.

3. Optionally, if you have key vault diagnostic logs enabled, review the previous operations for the

corresponding caller IP, user principal, or object ID.

When you've compiled your list of the secrets, keys, and certificates that were accessed by the suspicious user or

application, you should rotate those objects immediately.

1. Affected secrets should be disabled or deleted from your key vault.

2. If the credentials were used for a specific application:

a. Contact the administrator of the application and ask them to audit their environment for any uses of

the compromised credentials since they were compromised.

b. If the compromised credentials were used, the application owner should identify the information that

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/general/network-security


 Next steps

was accessed and mitigate the impact.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for Key Vault.

For related material, see the following articles:

Key Vault security alerts--The Key Vault section of the reference table for all Microsoft Defender for Cloud

alerts

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data

Suppress security alerts
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 Availability
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Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for Key VaultMicrosoft Defender for Key Vault  is billed as shown on
the pricing page

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Key Vault?

 Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Azure Key Vault is a cloud service that safeguards encryption keys and secrets like certificates, connection

strings, and passwords.

Enable Microsoft Defender for Key VaultMicrosoft Defender for Key Vault for Azure-native, advanced threat protection for Azure Key Vault,

providing an additional layer of security intelligence.

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault detects unusual and potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit Key Vault

accounts. This layer of protection helps you address threats even if you're not a security expert, and without the

need to manage third-party security monitoring systems.

When anomalous activities occur, Defender for Key Vault shows alerts and optionally sends them via email to

relevant members of your organization. These alerts include the details of the suspicious activity and

recommendations on how to investigate and remediate threats.

When you get an alert from Microsoft Defender for Key Vault, we recommend you investigate and respond to

the alert as described in Respond to Microsoft Defender for Key Vault. Microsoft Defender for Key Vault protects

applications and credentials, so even if you're familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's

important to check the situation surrounding every alert.

The alerts appear in Key Vault's SecuritySecurity  page, the Workload protections, and Defender for Cloud's alerts page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-key-vault-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-key-vault-usage.html


TIPTIP

 Respond to Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts

You can simulate Microsoft Defender for Key Vault alerts by following the instructions in Validating Azure Key Vault threat

detection in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

When you receive an alert from Microsoft Defender for Key Vault, we recommend you investigate and respond

to the alert as described below. Microsoft Defender for Key Vault protects applications and credentials, so even if

you're familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's important to verify the situation

surrounding every alert.

Alerts from Microsoft Defender for Key Vault includes these elements:

Object ID

User Principal Name or IP address of the suspicious resource

Depending on the type of access that occurred, some fields might not be available. For example, if your key vault

was accessed by an application, you won't see an associated User Principal Name. If the traffic originated from

outside of Azure, you won't see an Object ID.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/validating-azure-key-vault-threat-detection-in-azure-security/ba-p/1220336


TIPTIP

  Step 1. Identify the sourceStep 1. Identify the source

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Step 2. Respond accordinglyStep 2. Respond accordingly

  Step 3. Measure the impactStep 3. Measure the impact

  Step 4. Take actionStep 4. Take action

Azure virtual machines are assigned Microsoft IPs. This means that an alert might contain a Microsoft IP even though it

relates to activity performed from outside of Microsoft. So even if an alert has a Microsoft IP, you should still investigate

as described on this page.

1. Verify whether the traffic originated from within your Azure tenant. If the key vault firewall is enabled, it's

likely that you've provided access to the user or application that triggered this alert.

2. If you can't verify the source of the traffic, continue to Step 2. Respond accordingly.

3. If you can identify the source of the traffic in your tenant, contact the user or owner of the application.

Microsoft Defender for Key Vault is designed to help identify suspicious activity caused by stolen credentials.

Don'tDon't dismiss the alert simply because you recognize the user or application. Contact the owner of the

application or the user and verify the activity was legitimate. You can create a suppression rule to eliminate noise

if necessary. Learn more in Suppress security alerts.

If you don't recognize the user or application, or if you think the access shouldn't have been authorized:

If the traffic came from an unrecognized IP Address:

1. Enable the Azure Key Vault firewall as described in Configure Azure Key Vault firewalls and virtual

networks.

2. Configure the firewall with trusted resources and virtual networks.

If the source of the alert was an unauthorized application or suspicious user :

1. Open the key vault's access policy settings.

2. Remove the corresponding security principal, or restrict the operations the security principal can

perform.

If the source of the alert has an Azure Active Directory role in your tenant:

1. Contact your administrator.

2. Determine whether there's a need to reduce or revoke Azure Active Directory permissions.

When the event has been mitigated, investigate the secrets in your key vault that were affected:

1. Open the SecuritySecurity  page on your Azure key vault and view the triggered alert.

2. Select the specific alert that was triggered and review the list of the secrets that were accessed and the

timestamp.

3. Optionally, if you have key vault diagnostic logs enabled, review the previous operations for the

corresponding caller IP, user principal, or object ID.

When you've compiled your list of the secrets, keys, and certificates that were accessed by the suspicious user or

application, you should rotate those objects immediately.

1. Affected secrets should be disabled or deleted from your key vault.

2. If the credentials were used for a specific application:

a. Contact the administrator of the application and ask them to audit their environment for any uses of

the compromised credentials since they were compromised.

b. If the compromised credentials were used, the application owner should identify the information that

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/general/network-security


 Next steps

was accessed and mitigate the impact.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for Key Vault.

For related material, see the following articles:

Key Vault security alerts--The Key Vault section of the reference table for all Microsoft Defender for Cloud

alerts

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data

Suppress security alerts
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 Availability
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Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for Resource ManagerMicrosoft Defender for Resource Manager  is billed as
shown on the pricing page

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure Government

 Azure China 21Vianet

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Azure Resource Manager is the deployment and management service for Azure. It provides a management layer

that enables you to create, update, and delete resources in your Azure account. You use management features,

like access control, locks, and tags, to secure and organize your resources after deployment.

The cloud management layer is a crucial service connected to all your cloud resources. Because of this, it is also

a potential target for attackers. Consequently, we recommend security operations teams monitor the resource

management layer closely.

Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager automatically monitors the resource management operations in your

organization, whether they're performed through the Azure portal, Azure REST APIs, Azure CLI, or other Azure

programmatic clients. Defender for Cloud runs advanced security analytics to detect threats and alerts you

about suspicious activity.

Some of these analytics are powered by Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps (formerly known as Microsoft Cloud App

Security). To benefit from these analytics, you must activate a Defender for Cloud Apps license. If you have a Defender for

Cloud Apps license, then these alerts are enabled by default. To disable the alerts:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the subscription you want to change.

3. Select IntegrationsIntegrations .

4. Clear Allow Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps to access my dataAllow Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps to access my data, and select SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-resource-manager-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/what-is-cloud-app-security
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


 

What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager?

 How to investigate alerts from Microsoft Defender for Resource
Manager

Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager protects against issues including:

Suspicious resource management operationsSuspicious resource management operations , such as operations from malicious IP addresses,

disabling antimalware and suspicious scripts running in VM extensions

Use of exploitation toolkitsUse of exploitation toolkits  like Microburst or PowerZure

Lateral movementLateral movement from the Azure management layer to the Azure resources data plane

A full list of the alerts provided by Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager is on the alerts reference page.

Security alerts from Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager are based on threats detected by monitoring

Azure Resource Manager operations. Defender for Cloud uses internal log sources of Azure Resource Manager

as well as Azure Activity log, a platform log in Azure that provides insight into subscription-level events.

Learn more about Azure Activity log.

To investigate security alerts from Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager :

1. Open Azure Activity log.

2. Filter the events to:

The subscription mentioned in the alert

The timeframe of the detected activity

The related user account (if relevant)

3. Look for suspicious activities.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/activity-log


TIPTIP

 Next steps

For a better, richer investigation experience, stream your Azure activity logs to Microsoft Sentinel as described in Connect

data from Azure Activity log.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager.

Enable enhanced protections

For related material, see the following article:

Security alerts might be generated or received by Defender for Cloud from different security products. To

export all of these alerts to Microsoft Sentinel, any third-party SIEM, or any other external tool, follow the

instructions in Exporting alerts to a SIEM solution.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/data-connectors-reference
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 Step 1. Contact

 Step 2. Immediate mitigation

 Next steps

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

When you receive an alert from Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager, we recommend you investigate and

respond to the alert as described below. Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager protects all connected

resources, so even if you're familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's important to verify

the situation surrounding every alert.

1. Contact the resource owner to determine whether the behavior was expected or intentional.

2. If the activity is expected, dismiss the alert.

3. If the activity is unexpected, treat the related user accounts, subscriptions, and virtual machines as

compromised and mitigate as described in the following step.

1. Remediate compromised user accounts:

If they’re unfamiliar, delete them as they may have been created by a threat actor

If they’re familiar, change their authentication credentials

Use Azure Activity Logs to review all activities performed by the user and identify any that are

suspicious

2. Remediate compromised subscriptions:

Remove any unfamiliar Runbooks from the compromised automation account

Review IAM permissions for the subscription and remove permissions for any unfamiliar user account

Review all Azure resources in the subscription and delete any that are unfamiliar

Review and investigate any security alerts for the subscription in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Use Azure Activity Logs to review all activities performed in the subscription and identify any that are

suspicious

3. Remediate the compromised virtual machines

Change the passwords for all users

Run a full antimalware scan on the machine

Reimage the machines from a malware-free source

This page explained the process of responding to an alert from Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager. For

related information see the following pages:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-resource-manager-usage.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Introduction to Microsoft Defender for Resource Manager

Suppress security alerts

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data
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 Availability
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Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for DNSMicrosoft Defender for DNS is billed as shown on the
pricing page

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure China 21Vianet

 Azure Government

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for DNS?

 Dependencies

 Respond to Microsoft Defender for DNS alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for DNS provides an additional layer of protection for resources that use Azure DNS's

Azure-provided name resolution capability.

From within Azure DNS, Defender for DNS monitors the queries from these resources and detects suspicious

activities without the need for any additional agents on your resources.

Microsoft Defender for DNS detects suspicious and anomalous activities such as:

Data exfiltrationData exfiltration from your Azure resources using DNS tunneling

MalwareMalware communicating with command and control servers

DNS attacksDNS attacks  - communication with malicious DNS resolvers

Communication with domains used for malicious activitiesCommunication with domains used for malicious activities  such as phishing and crypto mining

A full list of the alerts provided by Microsoft Defender for DNS is on the alerts reference page.

Microsoft Defender for DNS doesn't use any agents.

To protect your DNS layer, enable Microsoft Defender for DNS for each of your subscriptions as described in

Enable enhanced protections.

When you receive an alert from Microsoft Defender for DNS, we recommend you investigate and respond to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-dns-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-name-resolution-for-vms-and-role-instances
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


  Step 1. ContactStep 1. Contact

  Step 2. Immediate mitigationStep 2. Immediate mitigation

 Next steps

the alert as described below. Microsoft Defender for DNS protects all connected resources, so even if you're

familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's important to verify the situation surrounding

every alert.

1. Contact the resource owner to determine whether the behavior was expected or intentional.

2. If the activity is expected, dismiss the alert.

3. If the activity is unexpected, treat the resource as potentially compromised and mitigate as described in the

next step.

1. Isolate the resource from the network to prevent lateral movement.

2. Run a full antimalware scan on the resource, following any resulting remediation advice.

3. Review installed and running software on the resource, removing any unknown or unwanted packages.

4. Revert the machine to a known good state, reinstalling the operating system if required, and restore software

from a verified malware-free source.

5. Resolve any Microsoft Defender for Cloud recommendations for the machine, remediating highlighted

security issues to prevent future breaches.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for DNS.

Enable enhanced protections

For related material, see the following article:

Security alerts might be generated by Defender for Cloud or received from other security products. To export

all of these alerts to Microsoft Sentinel, any third-party SIEM, or any other external tool, follow the

instructions in Exporting alerts to a SIEM.
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Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Microsoft Defender for DNSMicrosoft Defender for DNS is billed as shown on the
pricing page

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 Azure China 21Vianet

 Azure Government

 What are the benefits of Microsoft Defender for DNS?

 Dependencies

 Respond to Microsoft Defender for DNS alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for DNS provides an additional layer of protection for resources that use Azure DNS's

Azure-provided name resolution capability.

From within Azure DNS, Defender for DNS monitors the queries from these resources and detects suspicious

activities without the need for any additional agents on your resources.

Microsoft Defender for DNS detects suspicious and anomalous activities such as:

Data exfiltrationData exfiltration from your Azure resources using DNS tunneling

MalwareMalware communicating with command and control servers

DNS attacksDNS attacks  - communication with malicious DNS resolvers

Communication with domains used for malicious activitiesCommunication with domains used for malicious activities  such as phishing and crypto mining

A full list of the alerts provided by Microsoft Defender for DNS is on the alerts reference page.

Microsoft Defender for DNS doesn't use any agents.

To protect your DNS layer, enable Microsoft Defender for DNS for each of your subscriptions as described in

Enable enhanced protections.

When you receive an alert from Microsoft Defender for DNS, we recommend you investigate and respond to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-dns-introduction.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-name-resolution-for-vms-and-role-instances
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/


  Step 1. ContactStep 1. Contact

  Step 2. Immediate mitigationStep 2. Immediate mitigation

 Next steps

the alert as described below. Microsoft Defender for DNS protects all connected resources, so even if you're

familiar with the application or user that triggered the alert, it's important to verify the situation surrounding

every alert.

1. Contact the resource owner to determine whether the behavior was expected or intentional.

2. If the activity is expected, dismiss the alert.

3. If the activity is unexpected, treat the resource as potentially compromised and mitigate as described in the

next step.

1. Isolate the resource from the network to prevent lateral movement.

2. Run a full antimalware scan on the resource, following any resulting remediation advice.

3. Review installed and running software on the resource, removing any unknown or unwanted packages.

4. Revert the machine to a known good state, reinstalling the operating system if required, and restore software

from a verified malware-free source.

5. Resolve any Microsoft Defender for Cloud recommendations for the machine, remediating highlighted

security issues to prevent future breaches.

In this article, you learned about Microsoft Defender for DNS.

Enable enhanced protections

For related material, see the following article:

Security alerts might be generated by Defender for Cloud or received from other security products. To export

all of these alerts to Microsoft Sentinel, any third-party SIEM, or any other external tool, follow the

instructions in Exporting alerts to a SIEM.
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 Onboard Windows Admin Center managed servers into Defender for
Cloud

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Windows Admin Center is a management tool for your Windows servers. It's a single location for system

administrators to access the majority of the most commonly used admin tools. From within Windows Admin

Center, you can directly onboard your on-premises servers into Microsoft Defender for Cloud. You can then view

a summary of your security recommendations and alerts directly in the Windows Admin Center experience.

Your Azure subscription and the associated Log Analytics workspace both need to have Microsoft Defender for Cloud's

enhanced security features enabled in order to enable the Windows Admin Center integration. Enhanced security features

are free for the first 30 days if you haven't previously used it on the subscription and workspace. For pricing details in

your local currency or region, see the pricing page.

When you've successfully onboarded a server from Windows Admin Center to Microsoft Defender for Cloud,

you can:

View security alerts and recommendations inside the Defender for Cloud extension in Windows Admin

Center

View the security posture and retrieve additional detailed information of your Windows Admin Center

managed servers in Defender for Cloud within the Azure portal (or via an API)

By combining these two tools, Defender for Cloud becomes your single pane of glass to view all your security

information, whatever the resource: protecting your Windows Admin Center managed on-premises servers,

your VMs, and any additional PaaS workloads.

1. From Windows Admin Center, select one of your servers, and in the ToolsTools  pane, select the Microsoft

Defender for Cloud extension:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/windows-admin-center-integration.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
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If the server is already onboarded to Defender for Cloud, the set-up window will not appear.

2. Click S ign in to Azure and set upSign in to Azure and set up. 



 View security recommendations and alerts in Windows Admin Center

NOTENOTE

3. Follow the instructions to connect your server to Defender for Cloud. After you've entered the necessary

details and confirmed, Defender for Cloud makes the necessary configuration changes to ensure that all

of the following are true:

An Azure Gateway is registered.

The server has a workspace to report to and an associated subscription.

Defender for Cloud's Log Analytics solution is enabled on the workspace. This solution provides

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's features for all servers and virtual machines reporting to this

workspace.

Microsoft Defender for servers is enabled on the subscription.

The Log Analytics agent is installed on the server and configured to report to the selected workspace.

If the server already reports to another workspace, it's configured to report to the newly selected

workspace as well.

It may take some time after onboarding for recommendations to appear. In fact, depending on on your server

activity you may not receive any alerts. To generate test alerts to test your alerts are working correctly, follow the

instructions in the alert validation procedure.

Once onboarded, you can view your alerts and recommendations directly in the Microsoft Defender for Cloud

area of Windows Admin Center. Click a recommendation or an alert to view them in the Azure portal. There,

you'll get additional information and learn how to remediate issues.



 View security recommendations and alerts for Windows Admin
Center managed servers in Defender for Cloud
From Microsoft Defender for Cloud:

To view security recommendations for all your Windows Admin Center servers, open asset inventory and

filter to the machine type that you want to investigate. select the VMs and ComputersVMs and Computers  tab.

To view security alerts for all your Windows Admin Center servers, open Security aler tsSecurity aler ts . Click FilterFilter

and ensure onlyonly  "Non-Azure" is selected:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/windows-admin-center-integration/asc-recommendations-and-alerts-in-wac.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/windows-admin-center-integration/filtering-alerts-by-environment.png#lightbox
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 Integrated Azure security solutions
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 How security solutions are integrated

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This document helps you to manage security solutions already connected to Microsoft Defender for Cloud and

add new ones.

Defender for Cloud makes it easy to enable integrated security solutions in Azure. Benefits include:

S implified deploymentSimplified deployment: Defender for Cloud offers streamlined provisioning of integrated partner

solutions. For solutions like antimalware and vulnerability assessment, Defender for Cloud can provision the

agent on your virtual machines. For firewall appliances, Defender for Cloud can take care of much of the

network configuration required.

Integrated detectionsIntegrated detections : Security events from partner solutions are automatically collected, aggregated, and

displayed as part of Defender for Cloud alerts and incidents. These events also are fused with detections

from other sources to provide advanced threat-detection capabilities.

Unified health monitor ing and managementUnified health monitor ing and management: Customers can use integrated health events to monitor all

partner solutions at a glance. Basic management is available, with easy access to advanced setup by using

the partner solution.

Currently, integrated security solutions include vulnerability assessment by Qualys and Rapid7.

Defender for Cloud does not install the Log Analytics agent on partner virtual appliances because most security vendors

prohibit external agents running on their appliances.

To learn more about the integration of vulnerability scanning tools from Qualys, including a built-in scanner

available to customers who've enabled Microsoft Defender for servers, see Defender for Cloud's integrated

Qualys vulnerability scanner for Azure and hybrid machines.

Defender for Cloud also offers vulnerability analysis for your :

SQL databases - see Explore vulnerability assessment reports in the vulnerability assessment dashboard

Azure Container Registry images - see Use Microsoft Defender for container registries to scan your images

for vulnerabilities

Azure security solutions that are deployed from Defender for Cloud are automatically connected. You can also

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/partner-integration.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.qualys.com/public-cloud/#azure
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightvm/


 Manage integrated Azure security solutions and other data sources

  Connected solutionsConnected solutions

connect other security data sources, including computers running on-premises or in other clouds.

1. From the Azure portal, open Defender for CloudDefender for Cloud.

2. From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Security solutionsSecurity solutions .

From the Security solutionsSecurity solutions  page, you can see the health of integrated Azure security solutions and run basic

management tasks.

The Connected solutionsConnected solutions  section includes security solutions that are currently connected to Defender for

Cloud. It also shows the health status of each solution.

The status of a partner solution can be:

HealthyHealthy  (green) - no health issues.

UnhealthyUnhealthy  (red) - there's a health issue that requires immediate attention.

Stopped repor tingStopped repor ting (orange) - the solution has stopped reporting its health.

Not repor tedNot repor ted (gray) - the solution hasn't reported anything yet and no health data is available. A solution's

status may be unreported if it was connected recently and is still deploying.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/partner-integration/security-solutions-page.png#lightbox
https://azure.microsoft.com/features/azure-portal/
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  Discovered solutionsDiscovered solutions

NOTENOTE

  Add data sourcesAdd data sources

If health status data is not available, Defender for Cloud shows the date and time of the last event received to indicate

whether the solution is reporting or not. If no health data is available and no alerts were received within the last 14 days,

Defender for Cloud indicates that the solution is unhealthy or not reporting.

Select VIEWVIEW for additional information and options such as:

Solution consoleSolution console - Opens the management experience for this solution.

L ink VMLink VM - Opens the Link Applications page. Here you can connect resources to the partner solution.

Delete solutionDelete solution

ConfigureConfigure

Defender for Cloud automatically discovers security solutions running in Azure but not connected to Defender

for Cloud and displays the solutions in the Discovered solutionsDiscovered solutions  section. These solutions include Azure

solutions, like Azure AD Identity Protection, and partner solutions.

Enable advanced protectionsadvanced protections at the subscription level for the discovered solutions feature. Learn more in Quickstart:

Enable enhanced security features.

Select CONNECTCONNECT under a solution to integrate with Defender for Cloud and be notified of security alerts.

The Add data sourcesAdd data sources  section includes other available data sources that can be connected. For instructions on

adding data from any of these sources, click ADDADD.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-protection/overview-identity-protection


 Next steps
In this article, you learned how to integrate partner solutions in Defender for Cloud. To learn how to setup an

integration with Microsoft Sentinel, or any other SIEM, see Continuously export Defender for Cloud data.
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 View your networking resources and their recommendations

 Network map

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud continuously analyzes the security state of your Azure resources for network

security best practices. When Defender for Cloud identifies potential security vulnerabilities, it creates

recommendations that guide you through the process of configuring the needed controls to harden and protect

your resources.

For a full list of the recommendations for Networking, see Networking recommendations.

This article addresses recommendations that apply to your Azure resources from a network security perspective.

Networking recommendations center around next generation firewalls, Network Security Groups, JIT VM access,

overly permissive inbound traffic rules, and more. For a list of networking recommendations and remediation

actions, see Managing security recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

The NetworkingNetworking features of Defender for Cloud include:

Network map (requires Microsoft Defender for servers)

Adaptive network hardening (requires Microsoft Defender for servers)

Networking security recommendations

From the asset inventory page, use the resource type filter to select the networking resources that you want to

investigate:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/protect-network-resources.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/protect-network-resources/network-filters-inventory.png#lightbox


The interactive network map provides a graphical view with security overlays giving you recommendations and

insights for hardening your network resources. Using the map you can see the network topology of your Azure

workloads, connections between your virtual machines and subnets, and the capability to drill down from the

map into specific resources and the recommendations for those resources.

To open the Network map:

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Workload protectionsWorkload protections  dashboard.

2. Select Network mapNetwork map.

3. Select the LayersLayers  menu choose TopologyTopology .

The default view of the topology map displays:

Currently selected subscriptions - The map is optimized for the subscriptions you selected in the portal. If

you modify your selection, the map is regenerated with the new selections.

VMs, subnets, and VNets of the Resource Manager resource type ("classic" Azure resources are not

supported)

Peered VNets

Only resources that have network recommendations with a high or medium severity

Internet-facing resources

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/protect-network-resources/opening-network-map.png#lightbox


 Understanding the network map

  The topology viewThe topology view

The network map can show you your Azure resources in a TopologyTopology  view and a TrafficTraffic view.

In the TopologyTopology  view of the networking map, you can view the following insights about your networking

resources:

In the inner circle, you can see all the Vnets within your selected subscriptions, the next circle is all the

subnets, the outer circle is all the virtual machines.

The lines connecting the resources in the map let you know which resources are associated with each other,

and how your Azure network is structured.

Use the severity indicators to quickly get an overview of which resources have open recommendations from

Defender for Cloud.

You can click any of the resources to drill down into them and view the details of that resource and its

recommendations directly, and in the context of the Network map.

If there are too many resources being displayed on the map, Microsoft Defender for Cloud uses its

proprietary algorithm to 'smart cluster' your resources, highlighting the ones that are in the most critical

state, and have the most high severity recommendations.

Because the map is interactive and dynamic, every node is clickable, and the view can change based on the

filters:

1. You can modify what you see on the network map by using the filters at the top. You can focus the map

based on:

Security healthSecurity health : You can filter the map based on Severity (High, Medium, Low) of your Azure

resources.

RecommendationsRecommendations : You can select which resources are displayed based on which recommendations

are active on those resources. For example, you can view only resources for which Defender for Cloud

recommends you enable Network Security Groups.

Network zonesNetwork zones : By default, the map displays only Internet facing resources, you can select internal

VMs as well.

2. You can click ResetReset in top left corner at any time to return the map to its default state.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/protect-network-resources/network-map-info.png#lightbox


  The Traffic viewThe Traffic view

  Uncover unwanted connectionsUncover unwanted connections

  Investigate resourcesInvestigate resources

To drill down into a resource:

1. When you select a specific resource on the map, the right pane opens and gives you general information

about the resource, connected security solutions if there are any, and the recommendations relevant to the

resource. It's the same type of behavior for each type of resource you select.

2. When you hover over a node in the map, you can view general information about the resource, including

subscription, resource type, and resource group.

3. Use the link to zoom into the tool tip and refocus the map on that specific node.

4. To refocus the map away from a specific node, zoom out.

The TrafficTraffic view provides you with a map of all the possible traffic between your resources. This provides you

with a visual map of all the rules you configured that define which resources can communicate with whom. This

enables you to see the existing configuration of the network security groups as well as quickly identify possible

risky configurations within your workloads.

The strength of this view is in its ability to show you these allowed connections together with the vulnerabilities

that exist, so you can use this cross-section of data to perform the necessary hardening on your resources.

For example, you might detect two machines that you weren’t aware could communicate, enabling you to better

isolate the workloads and subnets.

To drill down into a resource:

1. When you select a specific resource on the map, the right pane opens and gives you general information

about the resource, connected security solutions if there are any, and the recommendations relevant to the

resource. It's the same type of behavior for each type of resource you select.

2. Click TrafficTraffic to see the list of possible outbound and inbound traffic on the resource - this is a

comprehensive list of who can communicate with the resource and who it can communicate with, and

through which protocols and ports. For example, when you select a VM, all the VMs it can communicate with

are shown, and when you select a subnet, all the subnets which it can communicate with are shown.

This data is based on analysis of the Network Security Groups as well as advanced machineThis data is based on analysis of the Network Security Groups as well as advanced machine

learning algorithms that analyze multiple rules to understand their  crossovers and interactions.learning algorithms that analyze multiple rules to understand their  crossovers and interactions.



 Next steps
To learn more about recommendations that apply to other Azure resource types, see the following:

Protecting your machines and applications in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/protect-network-resources/network-map-traffic.png#lightbox
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 MFA and Microsoft Defender for Cloud

  Free option - security defaultsFree option - security defaults

  MFA for Microsoft 365 Business, E3, or E5 customersMFA for Microsoft 365 Business, E3, or E5 customers

  MFA for Azure AD Premium customersMFA for Azure AD Premium customers

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

If you're only using passwords to authenticate your users, you're leaving an attack vector open. Users often use

weak passwords or reuse them for multiple services. With MFA enabled, your accounts are more secure, and

users can still authenticate to almost any application with single sign-on (SSO).

There are multiple ways to enable MFA for your Azure Active Directory (AD) users based on the licenses that

your organization owns. This page provides the details for each in the context of Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud places a high value on MFA. The security control that contributes the most to your secure

score is Enable MFAEnable MFA.

The recommendations in the Enable MFA control ensure you're meeting the recommended practices for users of

your subscriptions:

MFA should be enabled on accounts with owner permissions on your subscription

MFA should be enabled on accounts with write permissions on your subscription

There are three ways to enable MFA and be compliant with the two recommendations in Defender for Cloud:

security defaults, per-user assignment, conditional access (CA) policy. Each of these options is explained below.

If you're using the free edition of Azure AD, use security defaults to enable multi-factor authentication on your

tenant.

Customers with Microsoft 365 can use Per-user assignmentPer-user assignment. In this scenario, Azure AD MFA is either enabled

or disabled for all users, for all sign-in events. There is no ability to enable multi-factor authentication for a

subset of users, or under certain scenarios, and management is through the Office 365 portal.

For an improved user experience, upgrade to Azure AD Premium P1 or P2 for conditional access (CA) policyconditional access (CA) policy

options. To configure a CA policy, you'll need Azure Active Directory (AD) tenant permissions.

Your CA policy must:

enforce MFA

include the Microsoft Azure Management app ID (797f4846-ba00-4fd7-ba43-dac1f8f63013) or all apps

not exclude the Microsoft Azure Management app ID

Azure AD Premium P1Azure AD Premium P1  customers can use Azure AD CA to prompt users for multi-factor authentication

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/multi-factor-authentication-enforcement.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.microsoft.com/security/business/identity/mfa
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/concept-fundamentals-security-defaults
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/roles/permissions-reference


 Identify accounts without multi-factor authentication (MFA) enabled

  View the accounts without MFA enabled in the Azure portalView the accounts without MFA enabled in the Azure portal

  View the accounts without MFA enabled using Azure Resource GraphView the accounts without MFA enabled using Azure Resource Graph

TIPTIP

 FAQ - MFA in Defender for Cloud

during certain scenarios or events to fit your business requirements. Other licenses that include this

functionality: Enterprise Mobility + Security E3, Microsoft 365 F1, and Microsoft 365 E3.

Azure AD Premium P2Azure AD Premium P2  provides the strongest security features and an improved user experience. This license

adds risk-based conditional access to the Azure AD Premium P1 features. Risk-based CA adapts to your users'

patterns and minimizes multi-factor authentication prompts. Other licenses that include this functionality:

Enterprise Mobility + Security E5 or Microsoft 365 E5.

Learn more in the Azure Conditional Access documentation.

You can view the list of user accounts without MFA enabled from either the Defender for Cloud

recommendations details page, or using Azure Resource Graph.

From the recommendation details page, select a subscription from the Unhealthy resourcesUnhealthy resources  list or select TakeTake

actionaction and the list will be displayed.

To see which accounts don't have MFA enabled, use the following Azure Resource Graph query. The query

returns all unhealthy resources - accounts - of the recommendation "MFA should be enabled on accounts with

owner permissions on your subscription".

securityresources
 | where type == "microsoft.security/assessments"
 | where properties.displayName == "MFA should be enabled on accounts with owner permissions on your 
subscription"
 | where properties.status.code == "Unhealthy"

NOTENOTE

1. Open Azure Resource Graph ExplorerAzure Resource Graph Explorer .

2. Enter the following query and select Run quer yRun quer y .

3. The additionalData  property reveals the list of account object IDs for accounts that don't have MFA

enforced.

The accounts are shown as object IDs rather than account names to protect the privacy of the account holders.

Alternatively, you can use the Defender for Cloud REST API method Assessments - Get.

We're already using CA policy to enforce MFA. Why do we still get the Defender for Cloud recommendations?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-policy-risk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/assessments/get


  We're already using CA policy to enforce MFA. Why do we still get the Defender for CloudWe're already using CA policy to enforce MFA. Why do we still get the Defender for Cloud
recommendations?recommendations?

  We're using a third-party MFA tool to enforce MFA. Why do we still get the Defender for CloudWe're using a third-party MFA tool to enforce MFA. Why do we still get the Defender for Cloud
recommendations?recommendations?

  Why does Defender for Cloud show user accounts without permissions on the subscription as "requiringWhy does Defender for Cloud show user accounts without permissions on the subscription as "requiring
MFA"?MFA"?

  We're enforcing MFA with PIM. Why are PIM accounts shown as noncompliant?We're enforcing MFA with PIM. Why are PIM accounts shown as noncompliant?

  Can I exempt or dismiss some of the accounts?Can I exempt or dismiss some of the accounts?

  Are there any limitations to Defender for Cloud's identity and access protections?Are there any limitations to Defender for Cloud's identity and access protections?

 Next steps

We're using a third-party MFA tool to enforce MFA. Why do we still get the Defender for Cloud

recommendations?

Why does Defender for Cloud show user accounts without permissions on the subscription as "requiring

MFA"?

We're enforcing MFA with PIM. Why are PIM accounts shown as noncompliant?

Can I exempt or dismiss some of the accounts?

Are there any limitations to Defender for Cloud's identity and access protections?

To investigate why the recommendations are still being generated, verify the following configuration options in

your MFA CA policy:

You've included the accounts in the UsersUsers  section of your MFA CA policy (or one of the groups in the

GroupsGroups  section)

The Azure Management app ID (797f4846-ba00-4fd7-ba43-dac1f8f63013), or all apps, are included in the

AppsApps  section of your MFA CA policy

The Azure Management app ID isn't excluded in the AppsApps  section of your MFA CA policy

Defender for Cloud's MFA recommendations don't support third-party MFA tools (for example, DUO).

If the recommendations are irrelevant for your organization, consider marking them as "mitigated" as described

in Exempting resources and recommendations from your secure score. You can also disable a recommendation.

Defender for Cloud's MFA recommendations refer to Azure RBAC roles and the Azure classic subscription

administrators role. Verify that none of the accounts have such roles.

Defender for Cloud's MFA recommendations currently don't support PIM accounts. You can add these accounts

to a CA Policy in the Users/Group section.

The capability to exempt some accounts that don’t use MFA isn't currently supported.

There are some limitations to Defender for Cloud's identity and access protections:

Identity recommendations aren't available for subscriptions with more than 600 accounts. In such cases,

these recommendations will be listed under "unavailable assessments".

Identity recommendations aren't available for Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) partner's admin agents.

Identity recommendations don’t identify accounts that are managed with a privileged identity management

(PIM) system. If you're using a PIM tool, you might see inaccurate results in the Manage access andManage access and

permissionspermissions  control.

To learn more about recommendations that apply to other Azure resource types, see the following article:

Protecting your network in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/role-definitions-list
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/classic-administrators
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 Threat protection for Azure network layer
 

 Threat protection for Azure Cosmos DB (Preview)
 

 Display recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps
 

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

In addition to its built-in advanced protection plans, Microsoft Defender for Cloud also offers the following

threat protection capabilities.

To enable Defender for Cloud's threat protection capabilities, you must enable enhanced security features on the

subscription containing the applicable workloads.

Defender for Cloud network-layer analytics are based on sample IPFIX data, which are packet headers collected

by Azure core routers. Based on this data feed, Defender for Cloud uses machine learning models to identify and

flag malicious traffic activities. Defender for Cloud also uses the Microsoft Threat Intelligence database to enrich

IP addresses.

Some network configurations restrict Defender for Cloud from generating alerts on suspicious network activity.

For Defender for Cloud to generate network alerts, ensure that:

Your virtual machine has a public IP address (or is on a load balancer with a public IP address).

Your virtual machine's network egress traffic isn't blocked by an external IDS solution.

For a list of the Azure network layer alerts, see the Reference table of alerts.

The Azure Cosmos DB alerts are generated by unusual and potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit

Azure Cosmos DB accounts.

For more information, see:

Advanced threat protection for Azure Cosmos DB (Preview)

The list of threat protection alerts for Azure Cosmos DB (Preview)

Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps (formerly known as Microsoft Cloud App Security) is a cloud access security

broker (CASB) that supports various deployment modes including log collection, API connectors, and reverse

proxy. It provides rich visibility, control over data travel, and sophisticated analytics to identify and combat

cyberthreats across all your Microsoft and third-party cloud services.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/other-threat-protections.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_Flow_Information_Export
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/cosmos-db/cosmos-db-advanced-threat-protection.html
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 Stream security alerts from other Microsoft services
 

  Display Azure WAF alerts in Defender for CloudDisplay Azure WAF alerts in Defender for Cloud
  

  Display Azure DDoS Protection alerts in Defender for CloudDisplay Azure DDoS Protection alerts in Defender for Cloud
  

 Next steps

If you've enabled Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps, and selected the integration from within Defender for

Cloud's settings, your hardening recommendations from Defender for Cloud will appear in Defender for Cloud

Apps with no additional configuration needed.

Defender for Cloud stores security-related customer data in the same geo as its resource. If Microsoft hasn't yet deployed

Defender for Cloud in the resource's geo, then it stores the data in the United States. When Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Apps is enabled, this information is stored in accordance with the geo location rules of Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Apps. For more information, see Data storage for non-regional services.

Azure Application Gateway offers a web application firewall (WAF) that provides centralized protection of your

web applications from common exploits and vulnerabilities.

Web applications are increasingly targeted by malicious attacks that exploit commonly known vulnerabilities.

The Application Gateway WAF is based on Core Rule Set 3.0 or 2.2.9 from the Open Web Application Security

Project. The WAF is updated automatically to protect against new vulnerabilities.

If you have a license for Azure WAF, your WAF alerts are streamed to Defender for Cloud with no additional

configuration needed. For more information on the alerts generated by WAF, see Web application firewall CRS

rule groups and rules.

Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are known to be easy to execute. They've become a great security

concern, particularly if you're moving your applications to the cloud. A DDoS attack attempts to exhaust an

application's resources, making the application unavailable to legitimate users. DDoS attacks can target any

endpoint that can be reached through the internet.

To defend against DDoS attacks, purchase a license for Azure DDoS Protection and ensure you're following

application design best practices. DDoS Protection provides different service tiers. For more information, see

Azure DDoS Protection overview.

If you have Azure DDoS Protection enabled, your DDoS alerts are streamed to Defender for Cloud with no

additional configuration needed. For more information on the alerts generated by DDoS Protection, see

Reference table of alerts.

To learn more about the security alerts from these threat protection features, see the following articles:

Reference table for all Defender for Cloud alerts

Security alerts in Defender for Cloud

Manage and respond to security alerts in Defender for Cloud

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data

https://azuredatacentermap.azurewebsites.net/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/web-application-firewall/ag/application-gateway-crs-rulegroups-rules
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/ddos-protection/ddos-protection-overview
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 Organize your subscriptions into management groups
  Introduction to management groupsIntroduction to management groups

  View and create management groups in the Azure portalView and create management groups in the Azure portal

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how to manage your organization’s security posture at scale by applying security policies to

all Azure subscriptions linked to your Azure Active Directory tenant.

For visibility into the security posture of all subscriptions linked to an Azure AD tenant, you'll need an Azure role

with sufficient read permissions assigned on the root management group.

Use management groups to efficiently manage access, policies, and reporting on groups of subscr iptionsgroups of subscr iptions , as

well as effectively manage the entire Azure estate by performing actions on the root management group. You

can organize subscriptions into management groups and apply your governance policies to the management

groups. All subscriptions within a management group automatically inherit the policies applied to the

management group.

Each Azure AD tenant is given a single top-level management group called the root management grouproot management group. This

root management group is built into the hierarchy to have all management groups and subscriptions fold up to

it. This group allows global policies and Azure role assignments to be applied at the directory level.

The root management group is created automatically when you do any of the following actions:

Open Management GroupsManagement Groups  in the Azure portal.

Create a management group with an API call.

Create a management group with PowerShell. For PowerShell instructions, see Create management groups

for resource and organization management.

Management groups aren't required to onboard Defender for Cloud, but we recommend creating at least one so

that the root management group gets created. After the group is created, all subscriptions under your Azure AD

tenant will be linked to it.

For a detailed overview of management groups, see the Organize your resources with Azure management

groups article.

1. From the Azure portal, use the search box in the top bar to find and open Management GroupsManagement Groups .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/management-groups-roles.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://portal.azure.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/management-groups/create-management-group-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/management-groups/overview
https://portal.azure.com


  Add subscriptions to a management groupAdd subscriptions to a management group

The list of your management groups appears.

2. To create a management group, select Add management groupAdd management group, enter the relevant details, and select

SaveSave.

The Management Group IDManagement Group ID is the directory unique identifier that is used to submit commands on

this management group. This identifier isn't editable after creation as it is used throughout the Azure

system to identify this group.

The display name field is the name that is displayed within the Azure portal. A separate display name

is an optional field when creating the management group and can be changed at any time.

You can add subscriptions to the management group that you created.

1. From the Azure portal, open Management GroupsManagement Groups  and select the management group for your

subscription.



 Assign Azure roles to other users
  Assign Azure roles to users through the Azure portal:Assign Azure roles to users through the Azure portal:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

2. When the group's page opens, select Subscr iptionsSubscr iptions .

3. From the subscriptions page, select AddAdd, then select your subscriptions and select SaveSave. Repeat until

you've added all the subscriptions in the scope.

Management groups can contain both subscriptions and child management groups. When you assign a user an

Azure role to the parent management group, the access is inherited by the child management group's

subscriptions. Policies set at the parent management group are also inherited by the children.

1. From the Azure portal, use the search box in the top bar to find and open Management GroupsManagement Groups .

https://portal.azure.com


  Assign Azure roles to users with PowerShell:Assign Azure roles to users with PowerShell:

The list of your management groups appears.

2. Select the relevant management group.

3. Select Access control (IAM)Access control (IAM) , open the Role assignmentsRole assignments  tab and select AddAdd > Add roleAdd role

assignmentassignment.

4. From the Add role assignmentAdd role assignment page, select the relevant role.

5. From the MembersMembers  tab, select + Select members+ Select members  and assign the role to the relevant members.

6. On the Review + assignReview + assign tab, select Review + assignReview + assign to assign the role.

1. Install Azure PowerShell.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/install-az-ps


 Remove elevated access

 Next steps

# Login to Azure as a Global Administrator user
Connect-AzAccount

# Add Reader role to the required user on the Root Management Group
# Replace "user@domian.com” with the user to grant access to
New-AzRoleAssignment -SignInName "user@domain.com" -RoleDefinitionName "Reader" -Scope "/"

Remove-AzRoleAssignment -SignInName "user@domain.com" -RoleDefinitionName "Reader" -Scope "/" 

2. Run the following commands:

3. When prompted, sign in with global admin credentials.

4. Grant reader role permissions by running the following command:

5. To remove the role, use the following command:

Once the Azure roles have been assigned to the users, the tenant administrator should remove itself from the

user access administrator role.

1. Sign in to the Azure portal or the Azure Active Directory admin center.

2. In the navigation list, select Azure Active Director yAzure Active Director y  and then select Proper tiesProper ties .

3. Under Access management for Azure resourcesAccess management for Azure resources , set the switch to NoNo.

4. To save your setting, select SaveSave.

On this page, you learned how to organize subscriptions into management groups and assign roles to users. For

related information, see:

Permissions in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

https://portal.azure.com
https://aad.portal.azure.com
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 Grant tenant-wide permissions to yourself

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

A user with the Azure Active Directory (AD) role of Global AdministratorGlobal Administrator  might have tenant-wide

responsibilities, but lack the Azure permissions to view that organization-wide information in Microsoft

Defender for Cloud. Permission elevation is required because Azure AD role assignments don't grant access to

Azure resources.

To assign yourself tenant-level permissions:

1. If your organization manages resource access with Azure AD Privileged Identity Management (PIM), or

any other PIM tool, the global administrator role must be active for the user following the procedure

below.

2. As a Global Administrator user without an assignment on the root management group of the tenant,

open Defender for Cloud's Over viewOver view  page and select the tenant-wide visibilitytenant-wide visibility  link in the banner.

3. Select the new Azure role to be assigned.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/tenant-wide-permissions-management.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-configure


 Request tenant-wide permissions when yours are insufficient

TIPTIP
Generally, the Security Admin role is required to apply policies on the root level, while Security Reader will suffice to

provide tenant-level visibility. For more information about the permissions granted by these roles, see the Security

Admin built-in role description or the Security Reader built-in role description.

For differences between these roles specific to Defender for Cloud, see the table in Roles and allowed actions.

The organizational-wide view is achieved by granting roles on the root management group level of the

tenant.

4. Log out of the Azure portal, and then log back in again.

5. Once you have elevated access, open or refresh Microsoft Defender for Cloud to verify you have visibility

into all subscriptions under your Azure AD tenant.

The simple process above performs a number of operations automatically for you:

1. The user's permissions are temporarily elevated.

2. Using the new permissions, the user is assigned to the desired Azure RBAC role on the root management

group.

3. The elevated permissions are removed.

For more details of the Azure AD elevation process, see Elevate access to manage all Azure subscriptions and

management groups.

If you login to Defender for Cloud and see a banner telling you that your view is limited, you can click through to

send a request to the global administrator for your organization. In the request, you can include the role you'd

like to be assigned and the global administrator will make a decision about which role to grant.

It's the global administrator's decision whether to accept or reject these requests.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/elevate-access-global-admin


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
You can only submit one request every seven days.

To request elevated permissions from your global administrator :

1. From the Azure portal, open Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

2. If you see the banner "You're seeing limited information." select it.

3. In the detailed request form, select the desired role and the justification for why you need these

permissions.



4. Select Request accessRequest access .

An email is sent to the global administrator. The email contains a link to Defender for Cloud where they

can approve or reject the request.



 Next steps

After the global administrator selects Review the requestReview the request and completes the process, the decision is

emailed to the requesting user.

Learn more about Defender for Cloud permissions in the following related page:

Permissions in Microsoft Defender for Cloud
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NOTENOTE
Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

You can use Azure Policy to enable Microsoft Defender for Cloud on all the Azure subscriptions within the same

management group (MG). This is more convenient than accessing them individually from the portal, and works

even if the subscriptions belong to different owners.

To onboard a management group and all its subscriptions:

TIPTIP

1. As a user with Security AdminSecurity Admin permissions, open Azure Policy and search for the definition EnableEnable

Defender for Cloud on your subscr iptionDefender for Cloud on your subscr iption.

2. Select AssignAssign and ensure you set the scope to the MG level.

Other than the scope, there are no required parameters.

3. Select Create a remediation taskCreate a remediation task to ensure all existing subscriptions that don't have Defender for

Cloud enabled, will get onboarded.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/onboard-management-group.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Optional modifications

4. When the definition is assigned it will:

a. Detect all subscriptions in the MG that aren't yet registered with Defender for Cloud.

b. Mark those subscriptions as “non-compliant”.

c. Mark as "compliant" all registered subscriptions (regardless of whether they have Defender for

Cloud's enhanced security features on or off).

The remediation task will then enable Defender for Cloud, for free, on the non-compliant subscriptions.

The policy definition will only enable Defender for Cloud on existingexisting subscriptions. To register newly created

subscriptions, open the compliance tab, select the relevant non-compliant subscriptions, and create a remediation

task.Repeat this step when you have one or more new subscriptions you want to monitor with Defender for Cloud.

There are a variety of ways you might choose to modify the Azure Policy definition:

TIPTIP

Define compliance differentlyDefine compliance differently  - The supplied policy classifies all subscriptions in the MG that aren't

yet registered with Defender for Cloud as “non-compliant”. You might choose to set it to all subscriptions

without Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features enabled.

The supplied definition, defines either of the 'pricing' settings below as compliant. Meaning that a

subscription set to 'standard' or 'free' is compliant.

When any Microsoft Defender plan is enabled, it's described in a policy definition as being on the 'Standard'

setting. When it's disabled, it's 'Free'. To learn about the differences between these plans, see Microsoft Defender

for Cloud's enhanced security features.



 Next steps:

"existenceCondition": {
    "anyof": [
        {
            "field": "microsoft.security/pricings/pricingTier",
            "equals": "standard"
        },
        {
            "field": "microsoft.security/pricings/pricingTier",
            "equals": "free"
        }
    ]
},

"existenceCondition": {
      {
        "field": "microsoft.security/pricings/pricingTier",
        "equals": "standard"
      },
},

If you change it to the following, only subscriptions set to 'standard' would be classified as compliant:

Define some Microsoft Defender plans to apply when enabling Defender for CloudDefine some Microsoft Defender plans to apply when enabling Defender for Cloud - The

supplied policy enables Defender for Cloud without any of the optional enhanced security features. You

might choose to enable one or more of the Microsoft Defender plans.

The supplied definition's deployment  section has a parameter pricingTier . By default, this is set to free ,

but you can modify it.

Now that you've onboarded an entire management group, enable the enhanced security features.

Enable enhanced protections
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 Set up cross-tenant management

 How does cross-tenant management work in Defender for Cloud

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Cross-tenant management enables you to view and manage the security posture of multiple tenants in

Defender for Cloud by leveraging Azure Lighthouse. Manage multiple tenants efficiently, from a single view,

without having to sign in to each tenant's directory.

Service providers can manage the security posture of resources, for multiple customers, from within their

own tenant.

Security teams of organizations with multiple tenants can view and manage their security posture from a

single location.

Azure delegated resource management is one of the key components of Azure Lighthouse. Set up cross-tenant

management by delegating access to resources of managed tenants to your own tenant using these instructions

from Azure Lighthouse's documentation: Onboard a customer to Azure Lighthouse.

You are able to review and manage subscriptions across multiple tenants in the same way that you manage

multiple subscriptions in a single tenant.

From the top menu bar, click the filter icon, and select the subscriptions, from each tenant's directory, you'd like

to view.

The views and actions are basically the same. Here are some examples:

Manage security policiesManage security policies : From one view, manage the security posture of many resources with

policies, take actions with security recommendations, and collect and manage security-related data.

Improve Secure Score and compliance postureImprove Secure Score and compliance posture: Cross-tenant visibility enables you to view the

overall security posture of all your tenants and where and how to best improve the secure score and

compliance posture for each of them.

Remediate recommendationsRemediate recommendations : Monitor and remediate a recommendation for many resources from

various tenants at one time. You can then immediately tackle the vulnerabilities that present the highest

risk across all tenants.

Manage Aler tsManage Aler ts : Detect alerts throughout the different tenants. Take action on resources that are out of

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/cross-tenant-management.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/lighthouse/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/lighthouse/concepts/architecture
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/lighthouse/how-to/onboard-customer


 Next steps

compliance with actionable remediation steps.

Manage advanced cloud defense features and moreManage advanced cloud defense features and more: Manage the various threat protection

services, such as just-in-time (JIT) VM access, Adaptive Network Hardening, adaptive application controls,

and more.

This article explains how cross-tenant management works in Defender for Cloud. To discover how Azure

Lighthouse can simplify cross-tenant management within an enterprise which uses multiple Azure AD tenants,

see Azure Lighthouse in enterprise scenarios.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/lighthouse/concepts/enterprise
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 Prerequisites

 Onboard Defender for Cloud using PowerShell

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

You can secure your Azure workloads programmatically, using the Microsoft Defender for Cloud PowerShell

module. Using PowerShell enables you to automate tasks and avoid the human error inherent in manual tasks.

This is especially useful in large-scale deployments that involve dozens of subscriptions with hundreds and

thousands of resources, all of which must be secured from the beginning.

Onboarding Microsoft Defender for Cloud using PowerShell enables you to programmatically automate

onboarding and management of your Azure resources and add the necessary security controls.

This article provides a sample PowerShell script that can be modified and used in your environment to roll out

Defender for Cloud across your subscriptions.

In this example, we will enable Defender for Cloud on a subscription with ID: d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-

9c817742786c and apply the recommended settings that provide a high level of protection, by enabling

Microsoft Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features, which provides advanced threat protection and

detection capabilities:

1. Enable the enhanced security in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

2. Set the Log Analytics workspace to which the Log Analytics agent will send the data it collects on the VMs

associated with the subscription – in this example, an existing user defined workspace (myWorkspace).

3. Activate Defender for Cloud’s automatic agent provisioning which deploys the Log Analytics agent.

4. Set the organization’s CISO as the security contact for Defender for Cloud alerts and notable events.

5. Assign Defender for Cloud’s default security policies.

These steps should be performed before you run the Defender for Cloud cmdlets:

Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy AllSigned

Install-Module -Name Az.Security -Force

1. Run PowerShell as admin.

2. Run the following commands in PowerShell:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/powershell-onboarding.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Set-AzContext -Subscription "d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-9c817742786c"

Register-AzResourceProvider -ProviderNamespace 'Microsoft.Security'

Set-AzContext -Subscription "d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-9c817742786c"

Set-AzSecurityPricing -Name "VirtualMachines" -PricingTier "Standard"

Set-AzSecurityWorkspaceSetting -Name "default" -Scope "/subscriptions/d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-
9c817742786c" -WorkspaceId"/subscriptions/d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-
9c817742786c/resourceGroups/myRg/providers/Microsoft.OperationalInsights/workspaces/myWorkspace"

Set-AzContext -Subscription "d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-9c817742786c"

Set-AzSecurityAutoProvisioningSetting -Name "default" -EnableAutoProvision

NOTENOTE

Set-AzSecurityContact -Name "default1" -Email "CISO@my-org.com" -AlertAdmin -NotifyOnAlert

Register-AzResourceProvider -ProviderNamespace 'Microsoft.PolicyInsights'

$Policy = Get-AzPolicySetDefinition | where {$_.Properties.displayName -EQ 'Azure Security 
Benchmark'} 

New-AzPolicyAssignment -Name 'ASC Default <d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-9c817742786c>' -DisplayName 
'Defender for Cloud Default <subscription ID>' -PolicySetDefinition $Policy -Scope 
'/subscriptions/d07c0080-170c-4c24-861d-9c817742786c'

1. Register your subscriptions to the Defender for Cloud Resource Provider :

2. Optional: Set the coverage level (Microsoft Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features on/off) of the

subscriptions. If undefined, these features are off:

3. Configure a Log Analytics workspace to which the agents will report. You must have a Log Analytics

workspace that you already created, that the subscription’s VMs will report to. You can define multiple

subscriptions to report to the same workspace. If not defined, the default workspace will be used.

4. Auto-provision installation of the Log Analytics agent on your Azure VMs:

We recommend that you enable auto provisioning to make sure that your Azure virtual machines are

automatically protected by Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

5. Optional: It is highly recommended that you define the security contact details for the subscriptions you

onboard, which will be used as the recipients of alerts and notifications generated by Defender for Cloud:

6. Assign the default Defender for Cloud policy initiative:



 See also

You've successfully onboarded Microsoft Defender for Cloud with PowerShell.

You can now use these PowerShell cmdlets with automation scripts to programmatically iterate across

subscriptions and resources. This saves time and reduces the likelihood of human error. You can use this sample

script as reference.

To learn more about how you can use PowerShell to automate onboarding to Defender for Cloud, see the

following article:

Az.Security

To learn more about Defender for Cloud, see the following articles:

Setting security policies in Microsoft Defender for Cloud -- Learn how to configure security policies for your

Azure subscriptions and resource groups.

Managing and responding to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud -- Learn how to manage and

respond to security alerts.

https://github.com/Microsoft/Azure-Security-Center/blob/master/quickstarts/ASC-Samples.ps1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/az.security
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 What are security alerts?

 Manage your security alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This topic shows you how to view and process Defender for Cloud's alerts and protect your resources.

Advanced detections that trigger security alerts are only available with Microsoft Defender for Cloud's enhanced

security features enabled. A free trial is available. To upgrade, see Enable enhanced protections.

Defender for Cloud automatically collects, analyzes, and integrates log data from your Azure resources, the

network, and connected partner solutions - like firewall and endpoint protection solutions - to detect real

threats and reduce false positives. A list of prioritized security alerts is shown in Defender for Cloud along with

the information you need to quickly investigate the problem and steps to take to remediate an attack.

To learn about the different types of alerts, see Security alerts - a reference guide.

For an overview of how Defender for Cloud generates alerts, see How Microsoft Defender for Cloud detects and

responds to threats.

1. From Defender for Cloud's overview page, select the Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  tile at the top of the page, or the

link from the sidebar..

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/managing-and-responding-alerts.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


The security alerts page opens.

2. To filter the alerts list, select any of the relevant filters. You can optionally add further filters with the AddAdd

filterfilter  option.



 Respond to security alerts

The list updates according to the filtering options you've selected. Filtering can be very helpful. For

example, you might you want to address security alerts that occurred in the last 24 hours because you

are investigating a potential breach in the system.

TIPTIP

1. From the Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  list, select an alert. A side pane opens and shows a description of the alert and

all the affected resources.

With this side pane open, you can quickly review the alerts list with the up and down arrows on your keyboard.

2. For further information, select View full detailsView full details .

The left pane of the security alert page shows high-level information regarding the security alert: title,

severity, status, activity time, description of the suspicious activity, and the affected resource. Alongside

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/managing-and-responding-alerts/alerts-adding-filters-large.png#lightbox


the affected resource are the Azure tags relevant to the resource. Use these to infer the organizational

context of the resource when investigating the alert.

The right pane includes the Aler t detailsAler t details  tab containing further details of the alert to help you

investigate the issue: IP addresses, files, processes, and more.

Also in the right pane is the Take actionTake action tab. Use this tab to take further actions regarding the security

alert. Actions such as:

Mitigate the threat - provides manual remediation steps for this security alert

Prevent future attacks - provides security recommendations to help reduce the attack surface, increase

security posture, and thus prevent future attacks

Trigger automated response - provides the option to trigger a logic app as a response to this security

alert

Suppress similar alerts - provides the option to suppress future alerts with similar characteristics if the

alert isn’t relevant for your organization



 Change the status of multiple security alerts at once
The alerts list includes checkboxes so you can handle multiple alerts at once. For example, for triaging purposes

you might decide to dismiss all informational alerts for a specific resource.

1. Filter according to the alerts you want to handle in bulk.

In this example, we've selected all alerts with severity of 'Informational' for the resource 'ASC-AKS-

CLOUD-TALK'.

2. Use the checkboxes to select the alerts to be processed - or use the checkbox at the top of the list to select

them all.

In this example, we've selected all alerts. Notice that the Change statusChange status  button is now available.



 See also

3. Use the Change statusChange status  options to set the desired status.

The alerts shown in the current page will have their status changed to the selected value.

In this document, you learned how to view security alerts. See the following pages for related material:

Configure alert suppression rules

Automate responses to Defender for Cloud triggers

Security alerts - a reference guide
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free
(Most security alerts are only available with enhanced
security features)

Required roles and permissions: Security adminSecurity admin and OwnerOwner  can create/delete rules.
Security readerSecurity reader  and ReaderReader  can view rules.

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 What are suppression rules?

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how you can use alerts suppression rules to suppress false positives or other unwanted

security alerts from Defender for Cloud.

The various Microsoft Defender plans detect threats in any area of your environment and generate security

alerts.

When a single alert isn't interesting or relevant, you can manually dismiss it. Alternatively, use the suppression

rules feature to automatically dismiss similar alerts in the future. Typically, you'd use a suppression rule to:

Suppress alerts that you've identified as false positives

Suppress alerts that are being triggered too often to be useful

Your suppression rules define the criteria for which alerts should be automatically dismissed.

Suppressing security alerts reduces the effectiveness of Defender for Cloud's threat protection. You should

carefully check the potential impact of any suppression rule, and monitor it over time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/alerts-suppression-rules.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Create a suppression rule
There are a few ways you can create rules to suppress unwanted security alerts:

To suppress alerts at the management group level, use Azure Policy

To suppress alerts at the subscription level, you can use the Azure portal or the REST API as explained below

Suppression rules can only dismiss alerts that have already been triggered on the selected subscriptions.

To create a rule directly in the Azure portal:

1. From Defender for Cloud's security alerts page:

Select the specific alert you don't want to see anymore, and from the details pane, select TakeTake

actionaction.

Or, select the suppression rulessuppression rules  link at the top of the page, and from the suppression rules page

select Create new suppression ruleCreate new suppression rule:

2. In the new suppression rule pane, enter the details of your new rule.



TIPTIP

Your rule can dismiss the alert on all resourcesall resources  so you don't get any alerts like this one in the future.

Your rule can dismiss the alert on specific cr iter iaon specific cr iter ia - when it relates to a specific IP address, process

name, user account, Azure resource, or location.

If you opened the new rule page from a specific alert, the alert and subscription will be automatically configured in

your new rule. If you used the Create new suppression ruleCreate new suppression rule link, the selected subscriptions will match the

current filter in the portal.

3. Enter details of the rule:

NameName - A name for the rule. Rule names must begin with a letter or a number, be between 2 and 50

characters, and contain no symbols other than dashes (-) or underscores (_).

StateState - Enabled or disabled.

ReasonReason - Select one of the built-in reasons or 'other' if they don't meet your needs.

Expiration dateExpiration date - An end date and time for the rule. Rules can run for up to six months.

4. Optionally, test the rule using the S imulateSimulate button to see how many alerts would have been dismissed if

this rule had been active.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/alerts-suppression-rules/new-suppression-rule-pane.png#lightbox


 Edit a suppression rule

 Delete a suppression rule

 Create and manage suppression rules with the API

5. Save the rule.

To edit a rule you've created, use the suppression rules page.

1. From Defender for Cloud's security alerts page, select the suppression rulessuppression rules  link at the top of the page.

2. The suppression rules page opens with all the rules for the selected subscriptions.

3. To edit a single rule, open the ellipsis menu (...) for the rule and select EditEdit.

4. Make the necessary changes and select ApplyApply .

To delete one or more rules you've created, use the suppression rules page.

1. From Defender for Cloud's security alerts page, select the suppression rulessuppression rules  link at the top of the page.

2. The suppression rules page opens with all the rules for the selected subscriptions.

3. To delete a single rule, open the ellipsis menu (...) for the rule and select DeleteDelete.

4. To delete multiple rules, select the check boxes for the rules to be deleted and select DeleteDelete. 

You can create, view, or delete alert suppression rules via Defender for Cloud's REST API.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/alerts-suppression-rules/suppression-rules-page.png#lightbox


 Next steps

The relevant HTTP methods for suppression rules in the REST API are:

PUTPUT: To create or update a suppression rule in a specified subscription.

GETGET:

To list all rules configured for a specified subscription. This method returns an array of the

applicable rules.

To get the details of a specific rule on a specified subscription. This method returns one

suppression rule.

To simulate the impact of a suppression rule still in the design phase. This call identifies which of

your existing alerts would have been dismissed if the rule had been active.

DELETEDELETE: Deletes an existing rule (but doesn't change the status of alerts already dismissed by it).

For full details and usage examples, see the API documentation.

This article described the suppression rules in Microsoft Defender for Cloud that automatically dismiss

unwanted alerts.

For more information on security alerts, see the following pages:

Security alerts and the intent kill chain - A reference guide to the security alerts you might get from Defender

for Cloud.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/
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 Stream alerts to Microsoft Sentinel

  Microsoft Sentinel's connectors for Defender for CloudMicrosoft Sentinel's connectors for Defender for Cloud

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud can stream your security alerts into the most popular Security Information and

Event Management (SIEM), Security Orchestration Automated Response (SOAR), and IT Service Management

(ITSM) solutions.

There are Azure-native tools for ensuring you can view your alert data in all of the most popular solutions in use

today, including:

Microsoft SentinelMicrosoft Sentinel

Splunk Enterprise and Splunk CloudSplunk Enterprise and Splunk Cloud

IBM's QRadarIBM's QRadar

Ser viceNowSer viceNow

ArcSightArcSight

Power BIPower BI

Palo Alto NetworksPalo Alto Networks

Defender for Cloud natively integrates with Microsoft Sentinel, Azure's cloud-native SIEM and SOAR solution.

Learn more about Microsoft Sentinel.

Microsoft Sentinel includes built-in connectors for Microsoft Defender for Cloud at the subscription and tenant

levels:

Stream alerts to Microsoft Sentinel at the subscription level

Connect all subscriptions in your tenant to Microsoft Sentinel

When you connect Defender for Cloud to Microsoft Sentinel, the status of Defender for Cloud alerts that get

ingested into Microsoft Sentinel is synchronized between the two services. So, for example, when an alert is

closed in Defender for Cloud, that alert will display as closed in Microsoft Sentinel as well. Changing the status

of an alert in Defender for Cloud "won't"* affect the status of any Microsoft Sentinel incidentsincidents  that contain the

synchronized Microsoft Sentinel alert, only that of the synchronized alert itself.

Enabling the preview feature, bi-directional aler t synchronizationbi-directional aler t synchronization, will automatically sync the status of the

original Defender for Cloud alerts with Microsoft Sentinel incidents that contain the copies of those Defender for

Cloud alerts. So, for example, when a Microsoft Sentinel incident containing a Defender for Cloud alert is closed,

Defender for Cloud will automatically close the corresponding original alert.

Learn more in Connect alerts from Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/export-to-siem.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-azure-security-center.html
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-sentinel/azure-security-center-auto-connect-to-sentinel/ba-p/1387539
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-azure-security-center.html


NOTENOTE

  Configure ingestion of all audit logs into Microsoft SentinelConfigure ingestion of all audit logs into Microsoft Sentinel

TIPTIP

 Stream alerts with Azure Monitor

NOTENOTE

 Other streaming options

The bi-directional alert synchronization feature isn't available in the Azure Government cloud.

Another alternative for investigating Defender for Cloud alerts in Microsoft Sentinel is to stream your audit logs

into Microsoft Sentinel: - Connect Windows security events - Collect data from Linux-based sources using

Syslog - Connect data from Azure Activity log

Microsoft Sentinel is billed based on the volume of data ingested for analysis in Microsoft Sentinel and stored in the Azure

Monitor Log Analytics workspace. Microsoft Sentinel offers a flexible and predictable pricing model. Learn more at the

Microsoft Sentinel pricing page.

To stream alerts into ArcSightArcSight, SplunkSplunk, QRadarQRadar , SumoLogicSumoLogic, Syslog ser versSyslog ser vers , LogRhythmLogRhythm, Logz.io CloudLogz.io Cloud

Obser vability PlatformObser vability Platform , and other monitoring solutions. connect Defender for Cloud with Azure monitor via

Azure Event Hubs:

To stream alerts at the tenant level, use this Azure policy and set the scope at the root management group (you'll need

permissions for the root management group as explained in Defender for Cloud permissions): Deploy export to event hub

for Microsoft Defender for Cloud alerts and recommendations.

1. Enable continuous export to stream Defender for Cloud alerts into a dedicated event hub at the

subscription level. To do this at the Management Group level using Azure Policy, see Create continuous

export automation configurations at scale

2. Connect the event hub to your preferred solution using Azure Monitor's built-in connectors.

3. Optionally, stream the raw logs to the event hub and connect to your preferred solution. Learn more in

Monitoring data available.

To view the event schemas of the exported data types, visit the Event hub event schemas.

As an alternative to Sentinel and Azure Monitor, you can use Defender for Cloud's built-in integration with

Microsoft Graph Security API. No configuration is required and there are no additional costs.

You can use this API to stream alerts from your entire tenantentire tenant (and data from many other Microsoft Security

products) into third-party SIEMs and other popular platforms:

Splunk Enterprise and Splunk CloudSplunk Enterprise and Splunk Cloud - Use the Microsoft Graph Security API Add-On for Splunk

Power BIPower BI - Connect to the Microsoft Graph Security API in Power BI Desktop

Ser viceNowSer viceNow  - Follow the instructions to install and configure the Microsoft Graph Security API application

from the ServiceNow Store

QRadarQRadar  - IBM's Device Support Module for Microsoft Defender for Cloud via Microsoft Graph API

Palo Alto NetworksPalo Alto Networks , AnomaliAnomali , LookoutLookout, InSparkInSpark , and more - Microsoft Graph Security API

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-windows-security-events.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/connect-syslog
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/data-connectors-reference
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/azure-sentinel/
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fcdfcce10-4578-4ecd-9703-530938e4abcb
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/stream-monitoring-data-event-hubs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/stream-monitoring-data-event-hubs
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
https://www.microsoft.com/security/business/graph-security-api
https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/4564/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/connect-data/desktop-connect-graph-security
https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/orlando-security-management/page/product/secops-integration-sir/secops-integration-ms-graph/task/ms-graph-install.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS42VS_DSM/com.ibm.dsm.doc/c_dsm_guide_ms_azure_security_center_overview.html
https://www.microsoft.com/security/business/graph-security-api#office-MultiFeatureCarousel-09jr2ji


 

Next steps
This page explained how to ensure your Microsoft Defender for Cloud alert data is available in your SIEM, SOAR,

or ITSM tool of choice. For related material, see:

What is Microsoft Sentinel?

Alert validation in Microsoft Defender for Cloud - Verify your alerts are correctly configured

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud generates detailed security alerts and recommendations. You can view them in the

portal or through programmatic tools. You might also need to export some or all of this information for tracking

with other monitoring tools in your environment.

You fully customize what will be exported, and where it will go with continuous expor tcontinuous expor t. For example, you can

configure it so that:

All high severity alerts are sent to an Azure Event Hub

All medium or higher severity findings from vulnerability assessment scans of your SQL servers are sent to a

specific Log Analytics workspace

Specific recommendations are delivered to an Event Hub or Log Analytics workspace whenever they're

generated

The secure score for a subscription is sent to a Log Analytics workspace whenever the score for a control

changes by 0.01 or more

Even though the feature is called continuous, there's also an option to export weekly snapshots.

This article describes how to configure continuous export to Log Analytics workspaces or Azure Event Hubs.

If you need to integrate Defender for Cloud with a SIEM, see Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management

solution.

Defender for Cloud also offers the option to perform a one-time, manual export to CSV. Learn more in Manual one-time

export of alerts and recommendations.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/continuous-export.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Required roles and permissions:

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 What data types can be exported?

 Set up a continuous export

 

Security adminSecurity admin or OwnerOwner  on the resource group

Write permissions for the target resource.

If you're using the Azure Policy 'DeployIfNotExist'
policies described below you'll also need permissions
for assigning policies

To export data to Event Hub, you'll need Write
permission on the Event Hub Policy.

To export to a Log Analytics workspace:

if it has the SecurityCenterFree solutionhas the SecurityCenterFree solution,
you'll need a minimum of read permissions for
the workspace solution: 
Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions/read

if it doesn't have the SecurityCenterFreedoesn't have the SecurityCenterFree
solutionsolution, you'll need write permissions for
the workspace solution: 
Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions/action

Learn more about Azure Monitor and Log
Analytics workspace solutions

Continuous export can export the following data types whenever they change:

Security alerts.

Security recommendations.

Security findings. These can be thought of as 'sub' recommendations and belong to a 'parent'

recommendation. For example:

NOTENOTE

Secure score per subscription or per control.

Regulatory compliance data.

The recommendations System updates should be installed on your machines (powered by Update

Center) and System updates should be installed on your machines each has one 'sub'

recommendation per outstanding system update.

The recommendation Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved has a 'sub'

recommendation for every vulnerability identified by the vulnerability scanner.

If you’re configuring a continuous export with the REST API, always include the parent with the findings.

You can configure continuous export from the Microsoft Defender for Cloud pages in Azure portal, via the REST

API, or at scale using the supplied Azure Policy templates. Select the appropriate tab below for details of each.

Use the Azure por talUse the Azure por tal

Use the REST APIUse the REST API

Deploy at scale with Azure PolicyDeploy at scale with Azure Policy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/solutions
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e1145ab1-eb4f-43d8-911b-36ddf771d13f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4ab6e3c5-74dd-8b35-9ab9-f61b30875b27
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f


 
  Configure continuous export from the Defender for Cloud pages in Azure portalConfigure continuous export from the Defender for Cloud pages in Azure portal
The steps below are necessary whether you're setting up a continuous export to Log Analytics workspace or

Azure Event Hubs.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the specific subscription for which you want to configure the data export.

3. From the sidebar of the settings page for that subscription, select Continuous Expor tContinuous Expor t.

Here you see the export options. There's a tab for each available export target.

4. Select the data type you'd like to export and choose from the filters on each type (for example, export

only high severity alerts).

5. Select the appropriate export frequency:

StreamingStreaming – assessments will be sent when a resource’s health state is updated (if no updates occur,

no data will be sent).

SnapshotsSnapshots  – a snapshot of the current state of the selected data types will be sent once a week per

subscription. To identify snapshot data, look for the field IsSnapshot .



 Information about exporting to a Log Analytics workspace

  Log Analytics tables and schemasLog Analytics tables and schemas

TIPTIP

6. Optionally, if your selection includes one of these recommendations, you can include the vulnerability

assessment findings together with them:

SQL databases should have vulnerability findings resolved

SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

Container registry images should have vulnerability findings resolved (powered by Qualys)

Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

System updates should be installed on your machines

To include the findings with these recommendations, enable the include security findingsinclude security findings  option.

7. From the "Export target" area, choose where you'd like the data saved. Data can be saved in a target on a

different subscription (for example on a Central Event Hub instance or a central Log Analytics workspace).

8. Select SaveSave.

If you want to analyze Microsoft Defender for Cloud data inside a Log Analytics workspace or use Azure alerts

together with Defender for Cloud alerts, set up continuous export to your Log Analytics workspace.

Security alerts and recommendations are stored in the SecurityAlert and SecurityRecommendation tables

respectively.

The name of the Log Analytics solution containing these tables depends on whether you have enabled the

enhanced security features: Security ('Security and Audit') or SecurityCenterFree.

To see the data on the destination workspace, you must enable one of these solutions Security and AuditSecurity and Audit  or

SecurityCenterFreeSecurityCenterFree.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/82e20e14-edc5-4373-bfc4-f13121257c37
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f97aa83c-9b63-4f9a-99f6-b22c4398f936
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4ab6e3c5-74dd-8b35-9ab9-f61b30875b27


 View exported alerts and recommendations in Azure Monitor

To view the event schemas of the exported data types, visit the Log Analytics table schemas.

You might also choose to view exported Security Alerts and/or recommendations in Azure Monitor.

Azure Monitor provides a unified alerting experience for a variety of Azure alerts including Diagnostic Log,

Metric alerts, and custom alerts based on Log Analytics workspace queries.

To view alerts and recommendations from Defender for Cloud in Azure Monitor, configure an Alert rule based

on Log Analytics queries (Log Alert):

1. From Azure Monitor's Aler tsAler ts  page, select New aler t ruleNew aler t rule.

2. In the create rule page, configure your new rule (in the same way you'd configure a log alert rule in Azure

Monitor):

For ResourceResource, select the Log Analytics workspace to which you exported security alerts and

recommendations.

For ConditionCondition, select Custom log searchCustom log search. In the page that appears, configure the query,

lookback period, and frequency period. In the search query, you can type SecurityAlert or

SecurityRecommendation to query the data types that Defender for Cloud continuously exports to

https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/alerts-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/alerts-unified-log


 Manual one-time export of alerts and recommendations

TIPTIP

as you enable the Continuous export to Log Analytics feature.

Optionally, configure the Action Group that you'd like to trigger. Action groups can trigger email

sending, ITSM tickets, WebHooks, and more. 

You'll now see new Microsoft Defender for Cloud alerts or recommendations (depending on your configured

continuous export rules and the condition you defined in your Azure Monitor alert rule) in Azure Monitor alerts,

with automatic triggering of an action group (if provided).

To download a CSV report for alerts or recommendations, open the Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  or RecommendationsRecommendations

page and select the Download CSV repor tDownload CSV repor t button.

Due to Azure Resource Graph limitations, the reports are limited to a file size of 13K rows. If you're seeing errors related

to too much data being exported, try limiting the output by selecting a smaller set of subscriptions to be exported.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/action-groups
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 FAQ - Continuous export
  What are the costs involved in exporting data?What are the costs involved in exporting data?

  Does the export include data about the current state of all resources?Does the export include data about the current state of all resources?

  Why are recommendations sent at different intervals?Why are recommendations sent at different intervals?

  Does continuous export support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?Does continuous export support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?

  Is continuous export available for free?Is continuous export available for free?

These reports contain alerts and recommendations for resources from the currently selected subscriptions.

There is no cost for enabling a continuous export. Costs might be incurred for ingestion and retention of data in

your Log Analytics workspace, depending on your configuration there.

Learn more about Log Analytics workspace pricing.

Learn more about Azure Event Hub pricing.

No. Continuous export is built for streaming of eventsevents :

Aler tsAler ts  received before you enabled export won't be exported.

RecommendationsRecommendations  are sent whenever a resource's compliance state changes. For example, when a

resource turns from healthy to unhealthy. Therefore, as with alerts, recommendations for resources that

haven't changed state since you enabled export won't be exported.

Secure scoreSecure score per security control or subscription is sent when a security control's score changes by 0.01 or

more.

Regulator y compliance statusRegulator y compliance status  is sent when the status of the resource's compliance changes.

Different recommendations have different compliance evaluation intervals, which can vary from a few minutes

to every few days. Consequently, recommendations will differ in the amount of time it takes for them to appear

in your exports.

When preparing your environment for BCDR scenarios, where the target resource is experiencing an outage or

other disaster, it's the organization's responsibility to prevent data loss by establishing backups according to the

guidelines from Azure Event Hubs, Log Analytics workspace, and Logic App.

Learn more in Azure Event Hubs - Geo-disaster recovery.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/continuous-export/download-alerts-csv.png#lightbox
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/monitor/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/event-hubs/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/event-hubs-geo-dr


 Next steps

Yes! Note that many alerts are only provided when you've enabled advanced protections. A good way to

preview the alerts you'll get in your exported data is to see the alerts shown in Defender for Cloud's pages in the

Azure portal.

In this article, you learned how to configure continuous exports of your recommendations and alerts. You also

learned how to download your alerts data as a CSV file.

For related material, see the following documentation:

Learn more about workflow automation templates.

Azure Event Hubs documentation

Microsoft Sentinel documentation

Azure Monitor documentation

Export data types schemas

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/index
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud generates detailed security alerts and recommendations. You can view them in the

portal or through programmatic tools. You might also need to export some or all of this information for tracking

with other monitoring tools in your environment.

You fully customize what will be exported, and where it will go with continuous expor tcontinuous expor t. For example, you can

configure it so that:

All high severity alerts are sent to an Azure Event Hub

All medium or higher severity findings from vulnerability assessment scans of your SQL servers are sent to a

specific Log Analytics workspace

Specific recommendations are delivered to an Event Hub or Log Analytics workspace whenever they're

generated

The secure score for a subscription is sent to a Log Analytics workspace whenever the score for a control

changes by 0.01 or more

Even though the feature is called continuous, there's also an option to export weekly snapshots.

This article describes how to configure continuous export to Log Analytics workspaces or Azure Event Hubs.

If you need to integrate Defender for Cloud with a SIEM, see Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management

solution.

Defender for Cloud also offers the option to perform a one-time, manual export to CSV. Learn more in Manual one-time

export of alerts and recommendations.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/continuous-export.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


Required roles and permissions:

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

 What data types can be exported?

 Set up a continuous export

 

Security adminSecurity admin or OwnerOwner  on the resource group

Write permissions for the target resource.

If you're using the Azure Policy 'DeployIfNotExist'
policies described below you'll also need permissions
for assigning policies

To export data to Event Hub, you'll need Write
permission on the Event Hub Policy.

To export to a Log Analytics workspace:

if it has the SecurityCenterFree solutionhas the SecurityCenterFree solution,
you'll need a minimum of read permissions for
the workspace solution: 
Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions/read

if it doesn't have the SecurityCenterFreedoesn't have the SecurityCenterFree
solutionsolution, you'll need write permissions for
the workspace solution: 
Microsoft.OperationsManagement/solutions/action

Learn more about Azure Monitor and Log
Analytics workspace solutions

Continuous export can export the following data types whenever they change:

Security alerts.

Security recommendations.

Security findings. These can be thought of as 'sub' recommendations and belong to a 'parent'

recommendation. For example:

NOTENOTE

Secure score per subscription or per control.

Regulatory compliance data.

The recommendations System updates should be installed on your machines (powered by Update

Center) and System updates should be installed on your machines each has one 'sub'

recommendation per outstanding system update.

The recommendation Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved has a 'sub'

recommendation for every vulnerability identified by the vulnerability scanner.

If you’re configuring a continuous export with the REST API, always include the parent with the findings.

You can configure continuous export from the Microsoft Defender for Cloud pages in Azure portal, via the REST

API, or at scale using the supplied Azure Policy templates. Select the appropriate tab below for details of each.

Use the Azure por talUse the Azure por tal

Use the REST APIUse the REST API

Deploy at scale with Azure PolicyDeploy at scale with Azure Policy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/solutions
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/e1145ab1-eb4f-43d8-911b-36ddf771d13f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4ab6e3c5-74dd-8b35-9ab9-f61b30875b27
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f


 
  Configure continuous export from the Defender for Cloud pages in Azure portalConfigure continuous export from the Defender for Cloud pages in Azure portal
The steps below are necessary whether you're setting up a continuous export to Log Analytics workspace or

Azure Event Hubs.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open Environment settingsEnvironment settings .

2. Select the specific subscription for which you want to configure the data export.

3. From the sidebar of the settings page for that subscription, select Continuous Expor tContinuous Expor t.

Here you see the export options. There's a tab for each available export target.

4. Select the data type you'd like to export and choose from the filters on each type (for example, export

only high severity alerts).

5. Select the appropriate export frequency:

StreamingStreaming – assessments will be sent when a resource’s health state is updated (if no updates occur,

no data will be sent).

SnapshotsSnapshots  – a snapshot of the current state of the selected data types will be sent once a week per

subscription. To identify snapshot data, look for the field IsSnapshot .



 Information about exporting to a Log Analytics workspace

  Log Analytics tables and schemasLog Analytics tables and schemas

TIPTIP

6. Optionally, if your selection includes one of these recommendations, you can include the vulnerability

assessment findings together with them:

SQL databases should have vulnerability findings resolved

SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

Container registry images should have vulnerability findings resolved (powered by Qualys)

Machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

System updates should be installed on your machines

To include the findings with these recommendations, enable the include security findingsinclude security findings  option.

7. From the "Export target" area, choose where you'd like the data saved. Data can be saved in a target on a

different subscription (for example on a Central Event Hub instance or a central Log Analytics workspace).

8. Select SaveSave.

If you want to analyze Microsoft Defender for Cloud data inside a Log Analytics workspace or use Azure alerts

together with Defender for Cloud alerts, set up continuous export to your Log Analytics workspace.

Security alerts and recommendations are stored in the SecurityAlert and SecurityRecommendation tables

respectively.

The name of the Log Analytics solution containing these tables depends on whether you have enabled the

enhanced security features: Security ('Security and Audit') or SecurityCenterFree.

To see the data on the destination workspace, you must enable one of these solutions Security and AuditSecurity and Audit  or

SecurityCenterFreeSecurityCenterFree.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/82e20e14-edc5-4373-bfc4-f13121257c37
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/f97aa83c-9b63-4f9a-99f6-b22c4398f936
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/dbd0cb49-b563-45e7-9724-889e799fa648
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4ab6e3c5-74dd-8b35-9ab9-f61b30875b27


 View exported alerts and recommendations in Azure Monitor

To view the event schemas of the exported data types, visit the Log Analytics table schemas.

You might also choose to view exported Security Alerts and/or recommendations in Azure Monitor.

Azure Monitor provides a unified alerting experience for a variety of Azure alerts including Diagnostic Log,

Metric alerts, and custom alerts based on Log Analytics workspace queries.

To view alerts and recommendations from Defender for Cloud in Azure Monitor, configure an Alert rule based

on Log Analytics queries (Log Alert):

1. From Azure Monitor's Aler tsAler ts  page, select New aler t ruleNew aler t rule.

2. In the create rule page, configure your new rule (in the same way you'd configure a log alert rule in Azure

Monitor):

For ResourceResource, select the Log Analytics workspace to which you exported security alerts and

recommendations.

For ConditionCondition, select Custom log searchCustom log search. In the page that appears, configure the query,

lookback period, and frequency period. In the search query, you can type SecurityAlert or

SecurityRecommendation to query the data types that Defender for Cloud continuously exports to

https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/alerts-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/alerts-unified-log


 Manual one-time export of alerts and recommendations

TIPTIP

as you enable the Continuous export to Log Analytics feature.

Optionally, configure the Action Group that you'd like to trigger. Action groups can trigger email

sending, ITSM tickets, WebHooks, and more. 

You'll now see new Microsoft Defender for Cloud alerts or recommendations (depending on your configured

continuous export rules and the condition you defined in your Azure Monitor alert rule) in Azure Monitor alerts,

with automatic triggering of an action group (if provided).

To download a CSV report for alerts or recommendations, open the Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  or RecommendationsRecommendations

page and select the Download CSV repor tDownload CSV repor t button.

Due to Azure Resource Graph limitations, the reports are limited to a file size of 13K rows. If you're seeing errors related

to too much data being exported, try limiting the output by selecting a smaller set of subscriptions to be exported.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/action-groups


NOTENOTE

 FAQ - Continuous export
  What are the costs involved in exporting data?What are the costs involved in exporting data?

  Does the export include data about the current state of all resources?Does the export include data about the current state of all resources?

  Why are recommendations sent at different intervals?Why are recommendations sent at different intervals?

  Does continuous export support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?Does continuous export support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?

  Is continuous export available for free?Is continuous export available for free?

These reports contain alerts and recommendations for resources from the currently selected subscriptions.

There is no cost for enabling a continuous export. Costs might be incurred for ingestion and retention of data in

your Log Analytics workspace, depending on your configuration there.

Learn more about Log Analytics workspace pricing.

Learn more about Azure Event Hub pricing.

No. Continuous export is built for streaming of eventsevents :

Aler tsAler ts  received before you enabled export won't be exported.

RecommendationsRecommendations  are sent whenever a resource's compliance state changes. For example, when a

resource turns from healthy to unhealthy. Therefore, as with alerts, recommendations for resources that

haven't changed state since you enabled export won't be exported.

Secure scoreSecure score per security control or subscription is sent when a security control's score changes by 0.01 or

more.

Regulator y compliance statusRegulator y compliance status  is sent when the status of the resource's compliance changes.

Different recommendations have different compliance evaluation intervals, which can vary from a few minutes

to every few days. Consequently, recommendations will differ in the amount of time it takes for them to appear

in your exports.

When preparing your environment for BCDR scenarios, where the target resource is experiencing an outage or

other disaster, it's the organization's responsibility to prevent data loss by establishing backups according to the

guidelines from Azure Event Hubs, Log Analytics workspace, and Logic App.

Learn more in Azure Event Hubs - Geo-disaster recovery.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/continuous-export/download-alerts-csv.png#lightbox
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/monitor/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/event-hubs/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/event-hubs-geo-dr


 Next steps

Yes! Note that many alerts are only provided when you've enabled advanced protections. A good way to

preview the alerts you'll get in your exported data is to see the alerts shown in Defender for Cloud's pages in the

Azure portal.

In this article, you learned how to configure continuous exports of your recommendations and alerts. You also

learned how to download your alerts data as a CSV file.

For related material, see the following documentation:

Learn more about workflow automation templates.

Azure Event Hubs documentation

Microsoft Sentinel documentation

Azure Monitor documentation

Export data types schemas

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/index
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 The schemas
 

 

  The data model of the schemaThe data model of the schema

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

If your subscription has enhanced security features enabled, you'll receive security alerts when Defender for

Cloud detects threats to their resources.

You can view these security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud's pages - overview dashboard, alerts,

resource health pages, or workload protections dashboard - and through external tools such as:

Microsoft Sentinel - Microsoft's cloud-native SIEM. The Sentinel Connector gets alerts from Microsoft

Defender for Cloud and sends them to the Log Analytics workspace for Microsoft Sentinel.

Third-party SIEMs - Send data to Azure Event Hubs. Then integrate your Event Hub data with a third-party

SIEM. Learn more in Stream alerts to a SIEM, SOAR, or IT Service Management solution.

The REST API - If you're using the REST API to access alerts, see the online Alerts API documentation.

If you're using any programmatic methods to consume the alerts, you'll need the correct schema to find the

fields that are relevant to you. Also, if you're exporting to an Event Hub or trying to trigger Workflow

Automation with generic HTTP connectors, use the schemas to properly parse the JSON objects.

The schema is slightly different for each of these scenarios, so make sure you select the relevant tab below.

Microsoft Sentinel

Azure Activity Log

Workflow automation

Continuous export

MS Graph API

The Sentinel Connector gets alerts from Microsoft Defender for Cloud and sends them to the Log Analytics

Workspace for Microsoft Sentinel.

To create a Microsoft Sentinel case or incident using Defender for Cloud alerts, you'll need the schema for those

alerts shown below.

Learn more in the Microsoft Sentinel documentation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/alerts-schemas.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/logs/quick-create-workspace
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/alerts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
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Aler tNameAler tName Alert display name

Aler tTypeAler tType unique alert identifier

ConfidenceLevelConfidenceLevel (Optional) The confidence level of this alert (High/Low)

ConfidenceScoreConfidenceScore (Optional) Numeric confidence indicator of the security alert

DescriptionDescription Description text for the alert

DisplayNameDisplayName The alert's display name

EndTimeEndTime The impact end time of the alert (the time of the last event
contributing to the alert)

EntitiesEntities A list of entities related to the alert. This list can hold a
mixture of entities of diverse types

ExtendedLinksExtendedLinks (Optional) A bag for all links related to the alert. This bag can
hold a mixture of links for diverse types

ExtendedProper tiesExtendedProper ties A bag of additional fields which are relevant to the alert

IsIncidentIsIncident Determines if the alert is an incident or a regular alert. An
incident is a security alert that aggregates multiple alerts
into one security incident

ProcessingEndTimeProcessingEndTime UTC timestamp in which the alert was created

ProductComponentNameProductComponentName (Optional) The name of a component inside the product
which generated the alert.

ProductNameProductName constant ('Azure Security Center')

ProviderNameProviderName unused

RemediationStepsRemediationSteps Manual action items to take to remediate the security threat

ResourceIdResourceId Full identifier of the affected resource

SeveritySeverity The alert severity (High/Medium/Low/Informational)

SourceComputerIdSourceComputerId a unique GUID for the affected server (if the alert is
generated on the server)

SourceSystemSourceSystem unused

Star tTimeStar tTime The impact start time of the alert (the time of the first event
contributing to the alert)

SystemAler tIdSystemAler tId Unique identifier of this security alert instance



TenantIdTenantId the identifier of the parent Azure Active directory tenant of
the subscription under which the scanned resource resides

TimeGeneratedTimeGenerated UTC timestamp on which the assessment took place
(Security Center's scan time) (identical to
DiscoveredTimeUTC)

TypeType constant ('SecurityAlert')

VendorNameVendorName The name of the vendor that provided the alert (e.g.
'Microsoft')

VendorOriginalIdVendorOriginalId unused

WorkspaceResourceGroupWorkspaceResourceGroup in case the alert is generated on a VM, Server, Virtual
Machine Scale Set or App Service instance that reports to a
workspace, contains that workspace resource group name

WorkspaceSubscriptionIdWorkspaceSubscriptionId in case the alert is generated on a VM, Server, Virtual
Machine Scale Set or App Service instance that reports to a
workspace, contains that workspace subscriptionId

F IEL DF IEL D DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Next steps
This article described the schemas that Microsoft Defender for Cloud's threat protection tools use when sending

security alert information.

For more information on the ways to access security alerts from outside Defender for Cloud, see:

Microsoft Sentinel - Microsoft's cloud-native SIEM

Azure Event Hubs - Microsoft's fully managed, real-time data ingestion service

Continuously export Defender for Cloud data

Log Analytics workspaces - Azure Monitor stores log data in a Log Analytics workspace, a container that

includes data and configuration information

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/logs/quick-create-workspace
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 What is a security incident?

 Managing security incidents

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Triaging and investigating security alerts can be time consuming for even the most skilled security analysts. For

many, it's hard to know where to begin.

Defender for Cloud uses analytics to connect the information between distinct security alerts. Using these

connections, Defender for Cloud can provide a single view of an attack campaign and its related alerts to help

you understand the attacker's actions and the affected resources.

This page provides an overview of incidents in Defender for Cloud.

In Defender for Cloud, a security incident is an aggregation of all alerts for a resource that align with kill chain

patterns. Incidents appear in the Security alerts page. Select an incident to view the related alerts and get more

information.

1. On Defender for Cloud's alerts page, use the Add filterAdd filter  button to filter by alert name to the alert name

Security incident detected on multiple resourcesSecurity incident detected on multiple resources .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/incidents.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


The list is now filtered to show only incidents. Notice that security incidents have a different icon to

security alerts.

2. To view details of an incident, select one from the list. A side pane appears with more details about the

incident.

3. To view more details, select View full detailsView full details .



TIPTIP

The left pane of the security incident page shows high-level information about the security incident: title,

severity, status, activity time, description, and the affected resource. Next to the affected resource you can

see the relevant Azure tags. Use these tags to infer the organizational context of the resource when

investigating the alert.

The right pane includes the Aler tsAler ts  tab with the security alerts that were correlated as part of this

incident.

For more information about a specific alert, select it.

To switch to the Take actionTake action tab, select the tab or the button on the bottom of the right pane. Use this tab

to take further actions such as:

Mitigate the threat - provides manual remediation steps for this security incident

Prevent future attacks - provides security recommendations to help reduce the attack surface, increase

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/incidents/incident-details.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/incidents/incident-take-action-tab.png#lightbox


 Next steps

NOTENOTE

security posture, and prevent future attacks

Trigger automated response - provides the option to trigger a Logic App as a response to this security

incident

Suppress similar alerts - provides the option to suppress future alerts with similar characteristics if the

alert isn’t relevant for your organization

The same alert can exist as part of an incident, as well as to be visible as a standalone alert.

4. To remediate the threats in the incident, follow the remediation steps provided with each alert.

This page explained the security incident capabilities of Defender for Cloud. For related information, see the

following pages:

Security alerts in Defender for Cloud

Manage and respond to security alerts
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 What is a threat intelligence report?

NOTENOTE

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page explains how Microsoft Defender for Cloud's threat intelligence reports can help you learn more

about a threat that triggered a security alert.

Defender for Cloud's threat protection works by monitoring security information from your Azure resources, the

network, and connected partner solutions. It analyzes this information, often correlating information from

multiple sources, to identify threats. For more information, see How Microsoft Defender for Cloud detects and

responds to threats.

When Defender for Cloud identifies a threat, it triggers a security alert, which contains detailed information

regarding the event, including suggestions for remediation. To help incident response teams investigate and

remediate threats, Defender for Cloud provides threat intelligence reports containing information about

detected threats. The report includes information such as:

Attacker ’s identity or associations (if this information is available)

Attackers’ objectives

Current and historical attack campaigns (if this information is available)

Attackers’ tactics, tools, and procedures

Associated indicators of compromise (IoC) such as URLs and file hashes

Victimology, which is the industry and geographic prevalence to assist you in determining if your Azure

resources are at risk

Mitigation and remediation information

The amount of information in any particular report will vary; the level of detail is based on the malware’s activity and

prevalence.

Defender for Cloud has three types of threat reports, which can vary according to the attack. The reports

available are:

Activity Group Repor tActivity Group Repor t: provides deep dives into attackers, their objectives, and tactics.

Campaign Repor tCampaign Repor t: focuses on details of specific attack campaigns.

Threat Summar y Repor tThreat Summar y Repor t: covers all of the items in the previous two reports.

This type of information is useful during the incident response process, where there's an ongoing investigation

to understand the source of the attack, the attacker ’s motivations, and what to do to mitigate this issue in the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/threat-intelligence-reports.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 How to access the threat intelligence report?

future.

1. From Defender for Cloud's menu, open the Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  page.

2. Select an alert.

The alerts details page opens with more details about the alert. Below is the Ransomware indicatorsRansomware indicators

detecteddetected alert details page.

3. Select the link to the report, and a PDF will open in your default browser.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/threat-intelligence-reports/ransomware-indicators-detected-link-to-threat-intel-report.png#lightbox


 Next steps

TIPTIP

You can optionally download the PDF report.

The amount of information available for each security alert will vary according to the type of alert.

This page explained how to open threat intelligence reports when investigating security alerts. For related

information, see the following pages:

Managing and responding to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. Learn how to manage and

respond to security alerts.

Handling security incidents in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/threat-intelligence-reports/threat-intelligence-report.png#lightbox
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 What are security alerts?

 Generate sample security alerts

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This document helps you learn how to verify if your system is properly configured for Microsoft Defender for

Cloud alerts.

Alerts are the notifications that Defender for Cloud generates when it detects threats on your resources. It

prioritizes and lists the alerts along with the information needed to quickly investigate the problem. Defender

for Cloud also provides recommendations for how you can remediate an attack. For more information, see

Security alerts in Defender for Cloud and Managing and responding to security alerts

If you're using the new, preview alerts experience as described in Manage and respond to security alerts in

Microsoft Defender for Cloud, you can create sample alerts in a few clicks from the security alerts page in the

Azure portal.

Use sample alerts to:

evaluate the value and capabilities of your Microsoft Defender plans

validate any configurations you've made for your security alerts (such as SIEM integrations, workflow

automation, and email notifications)

To create sample alerts:

1. As a user with the role Subscr iption Contr ibutorSubscr iption Contr ibutor , from the toolbar on the alerts page, select CreateCreate

sample aler tssample aler ts .

2. Select the subscription.

3. Select the relevant Microsoft Defender plan/s for which you want to see alerts.

4. Select Create sample aler tsCreate sample aler ts .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/alert-validation.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Simulate alerts on your Azure VMs (Windows)
 

TIPTIP

A notification appears letting you know that the sample alerts are being created:

After a few minutes, the alerts appear in the security alerts page. They'll also appear anywhere else that

you've configured to receive your Microsoft Defender for Cloud security alerts (connected SIEMs, email

notifications, and so on).

The alerts are for simulated resources.

After the Log Analytics agent is installed on your machine, follow these steps from the computer where you

want to be the attacked resource of the alert:

1. Copy an executable (for example calc.execalc.exe) to the computer's desktop, or other directory of your



NOTENOTE

 Simulate alerts on your Azure VMs (Linux)
 

 Simulate alerts on Kubernetes
 

 Next steps

convenience, and rename it as ASC_Aler tTest_662jfi039N.exeASC_Aler tTest_662jfi039N.exe.

2. Open the command prompt and execute this file with an argument ( just a fake argument name), such as: 

ASC_AlertTest_662jfi039N.exe -foo

3. Wait 5 to 10 minutes and open Defender for Cloud Alerts. An alert should appear.

When reviewing this test alert for Windows, make sure the field Arguments Auditing EnabledArguments Auditing Enabled is truetrue. If it is falsefalse,

then you need to enable command-line arguments auditing. To enable it, use the following command:

reg add "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\policies\system\Audit" /f /v
"ProcessCreationIncludeCmdLine_Enabled"

After the Log Analytics agent is installed on your machine, follow these steps from the computer where you

want to be the attacked resource of the alert:

1. Copy an executable to a convenient location and rename it to ./asc_alerttest_662jfi039n . For example:

cp /bin/echo ./asc_alerttest_662jfi039n

2. Open the command prompt and execute this file:

./asc_alerttest_662jfi039n testing eicar pipe

3. Wait 5 to 10 minutes and then open Defender for Cloud Alerts. An alert should appear.

If you've integrated Azure Kubernetes Service with Defender for Cloud, you can test that your alerts are working

with the following kubectl command:

kubectl get pods --namespace=asc-alerttest-662jfi039n

For more information about defending your Kubernetes nodes and clusters, see Introduction to Microsoft

Defender for Containers

This article introduced you to the alerts validation process. Now that you're familiar with this validation, try the

following articles:

Validating Azure Key Vault threat detection in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Managing and responding to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud - Learn how to manage alerts,

and respond to security incidents in Defender for Cloud.

Understanding security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud - Learn about the different types of security

alerts.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/validating-azure-key-vault-threat-detection-in-azure-security/ba-p/1220336
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 Availability

A SP EC TA SP EC T DETA IL SDETA IL S

Release state: General availability (GA)

Pricing: Free

Required roles and permissions: Security admin roleSecurity admin role or OwnerOwner  on the resource group
Must also have write permissions for the target resource

To work with Azure Logic Apps workflows, you must also
have the following Logic Apps roles/permissions:
- Logic App Operator permissions are required or Logic App
read/trigger access (this role can't create or edit logic apps;
only run existing ones)
- Logic App Contributor permissions are required for Logic
App creation and modification
If you want to use Logic App connectors, you may need
additional credentials to sign in to their respective services
(for example, your Outlook/Teams/Slack instances)

Clouds:  Commercial clouds

 National (Azure Government, Azure China 21Vianet)

 Create a logic app and define when it should automatically run

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Every security program includes multiple workflows for incident response. These processes might include

notifying relevant stakeholders, launching a change management process, and applying specific remediation

steps. Security experts recommend that you automate as many steps of those procedures as you can.

Automation reduces overhead. It can also improve your security by ensuring the process steps are done quickly,

consistently, and according to your predefined requirements.

This article describes the workflow automation feature of Microsoft Defender for Cloud. This feature can trigger

Logic Apps on security alerts, recommendations, and changes to regulatory compliance. For example, you might

want Defender for Cloud to email a specific user when an alert occurs. You'll also learn how to create Logic Apps

using Azure Logic Apps.

1. From Defender for Cloud's sidebar, select Workflow automationWorkflow automation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/workflow-automation.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles


From this page you can create new automation rules, as well as enable, disable, or delete existing ones.

2. To define a new workflow, click Add workflow automationAdd workflow automation. The options pane for your new automation

opens.

Here you can enter :

a. A name and description for the automation.

b. The triggers that will initiate this automatic workflow. For example, you might want your Logic App

to run when a security alert that contains "SQL" is generated.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/list-of-workflow-automations.png#lightbox


TIPTIP

NOTENOTE
If your trigger is a recommendation that has "sub-recommendations", for example VulnerabilityVulnerability

assessment findings on your SQL databases should be remediatedassessment findings on your SQL databases should be remediated, the logic app will not trigger

for every new security finding; only when the status of the parent recommendation changes.

c. The Logic App that will run when your trigger conditions are met.

3. From the Actions section, select visit the Logic Apps pagevisit the Logic Apps page to begin the Logic App creation process.

You'll be taken to Azure Logic Apps.

4. Select AddAdd.

5. Enter a name, resource group, and location, and select Review and createReview and create > CreateCreate.

The message Deployment is in progressDeployment is in progress  appears. Wait for the deployment complete notification to

appear and select Go to resourceGo to resource from the notification.

6. In your new logic app, you can choose from built-in, predefined templates from the security category. Or

you can define a custom flow of events to occur when this process is triggered.

Sometimes in a logic app, parameters are included in the connector as part of a string and not in their own field.

For an example of how to extract parameters, see step #14 of Working with logic app parameters while building

Microsoft Defender for Cloud workflow automations.

The logic app designer supports these Defender for Cloud triggers:

When a Microsoft Defender for Cloud Recommendation is created or tr iggeredWhen a Microsoft Defender for Cloud Recommendation is created or tr iggered - If your

logic app relies on a recommendation that gets deprecated or replaced, your automation will stop

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/logic-apps-create-new.png#lightbox
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/working-with-logic-app-parameters-while-building-azure-security/ba-p/1342121


 Manually trigger a Logic App

NOTENOTE

working and you'll need to update the trigger. To track changes to recommendations, use the

release notes.

When a Defender for Cloud Aler t is created or tr iggeredWhen a Defender for Cloud Aler t is created or tr iggered - You can customize the trigger so

that it relates only to alerts with the severity levels that interest you.

When a Defender for Cloud regulator y compliance assessment is created or tr iggeredWhen a Defender for Cloud regulator y compliance assessment is created or tr iggered

- Trigger automations based on updates to regulatory compliance assessments.

If you are using the legacy trigger "When a response to a Microsoft Defender for Cloud alert is triggered", your

logic apps will not be launched by the Workflow Automation feature. Instead, use either of the triggers mentioned

above.

7. After you've defined your logic app, return to the workflow automation definition pane ("Add workflow

automation"). Click RefreshRefresh to ensure your new Logic App is available for selection.

8. Select your logic app and save the automation. Note that the Logic App dropdown only shows Logic Apps

with supporting Defender for Cloud connectors mentioned above.

You can also run Logic Apps manually when viewing any security alert or recommendation.

To manually run a Logic App, open an alert or a recommendation and click Tr igger Logic AppTrigger Logic App:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/sample-logic-app.png#lightbox


 Configure workflow automation at scale using the supplied policies
Automating your organization's monitoring and incident response processes can greatly improve the time it

takes to investigate and mitigate security incidents.

To deploy your automation configurations across your organization, use the supplied Azure Policy

'DeployIfNotExist' policies described below to create and configure workflow automation procedures.

Get started with workflow automation templates.

To implement these policies:

GO A LGO A L P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

Workflow automation for security
alerts

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Microsoft Defender for Cloud alerts

f1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-
268cdd02361e

Workflow automation for security
recommendations

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Microsoft Defender for Cloud
recommendations

73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-
43795f3492ef

Workflow automation for regulatory
compliance changes

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Microsoft Defender for Cloud
regulatory compliance

509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-
d0dac20be63c

1. From the table below, select the policy you want to apply:

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/manually-trigger-logic-app.png#lightbox
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252ff1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-268cdd02361e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-43795f3492ef
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-d0dac20be63c


TIPTIP
You can also find these by searching Azure Policy:

1. Open Azure Policy.

2. From the Azure Policy menu, select DefinitionsDefinitions and search for them by name.

2. From the relevant Azure Policy page, select AssignAssign.

3. Open each tab and set the parameters as desired:

a. In the BasicsBasics  tab, set the scope for the policy. To use centralized management, assign the policy to

the Management Group containing the subscriptions that will use the workflow automation

configuration.

b. In the ParametersParameters  tab, set the resource group and data type details.



 Data types schemas

 FAQ - Workflow automation
  Does workflow automation support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?Does workflow automation support any business continuity or disaster recovery (BCDR) scenarios?

 Next steps

TIPTIP
Each parameter has a tooltip explaining the options available to you.

Azure Policy's parameters tab (1) provides access to similar configuration options as Defender for Cloud's

workflow automation page (2).

c. Optionally, to apply this assignment to existing subscriptions, open the RemediationRemediation tab and

select the option to create a remediation task.

4. Review the summary page and select CreateCreate.

To view the raw event schemas of the security alerts or recommendations events passed to the Logic App

instance, visit the Workflow automation data types schemas. This can be useful in cases where you are not using

Defender for Cloud's built-in Logic App connectors mentioned above, but instead are using Logic App's generic

HTTP connector - you could use the event JSON schema to manually parse it as you see fit.

When preparing your environment for BCDR scenarios, where the target resource is experiencing an outage or

other disaster, it's the organization's responsibility to prevent data loss by establishing backups according to the

guidelines from Azure Event Hubs, Log Analytics workspace, and Logic App.

For every active automation, we recommend you create an identical (disabled) automation and store it in a

different location. When there's an outage, you can enable these backup automations and maintain normal

operations.

Learn more about Business continuity and disaster recovery for Azure Logic Apps.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/workflow-automation/azure-policy-next-to-workflow-automation.png#lightbox
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/business-continuity-disaster-recovery-guidance


In this article, you learned about creating Logic Apps, automating their execution in Defender for Cloud, and

running them manually.

For related material, see:

The Microsoft Learn module on how to use workflow automation to automate a security response

Security recommendations in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

About Azure Logic Apps

Connectors for Azure Logic Apps

Workflow automation data types schemas

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/resolve-threats-with-azure-security-center/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/connectors/apis-list
https://aka.ms/ASCAutomationSchemas
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NOTENOTE

 August 2021

  Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Linux now supported by Azure Defender for servers (in preview)Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Linux now supported by Azure Defender for servers (in preview)

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

The primary What's new in Defender for Cloud? release notes page contains updates for the last six months,

while this page contains older items.

This page provides you with information about:

New features

Bug fixes

Deprecated functionality

Updates in August include:

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Linux now supported by Azure Defender for servers (in preview)

Two new recommendations for managing endpoint protection solutions (in preview)

Built-in troubleshooting and guidance for solving common issues

Regulatory compliance dashboard's Azure Audit reports released for general availability (GA)

Deprecated recommendation 'Log Analytics agent health issues should be resolved on your machines'

Azure Defender for container registries now scans for vulnerabilities in registries protected with Azure

Private Link

Security Center can now auto provision the Azure Policy's Guest Configuration extension (in preview)

Recommendations to enable Azure Defender plans now support "Enforce"

CSV exports of recommendation data now limited to 20 MB

Recommendations page now includes multiple views

Azure Defender for servers includes an integrated license for Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. Together, they

provide comprehensive endpoint detection and response (EDR) capabilities.

When Defender for Endpoint detects a threat, it triggers an alert. The alert is shown in Security Center. From

Security Center, you can also pivot to the Defender for Endpoint console, and perform a detailed investigation to

uncover the scope of the attack.

During the preview period, you'll deploy the Defender for Endpoint for Linux sensor to supported Linux

machines in one of two ways depending on whether you've already deployed it to your Windows machines:

Existing users with Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features enabled and Microsoft Defender for

Endpoint for Windows

New users who have never enabled the integration with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint for Windows

Learn more in Protect your endpoints with Security Center's integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/release-notes-archive.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/security/endpoint-defender
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/microsoft-defender-endpoint-linux


  Two new recommendations for managing endpoint protection solutions (in preview)Two new recommendations for managing endpoint protection solutions (in preview)

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Endpoint protection should be
installed on your machines

To protect your machines from threats
and vulnerabilities, install a supported
endpoint protection solution. 
Learn more about how Endpoint
Protection for machines is evaluated.
(Related policy: Monitor missing
Endpoint Protection in Azure Security
Center)

High

Endpoint protection health issues
should be resolved on your machines

Resolve endpoint protection health
issues on your virtual machines to
protect them from latest threats and
vulnerabilities. Azure Security Center
supported endpoint protection
solutions are documented here.
Endpoint protection assessment is
documented here.
(Related policy: Monitor missing
Endpoint Protection in Azure Security
Center)

Medium

NOTENOTE

  Built-in troubleshooting and guidance for solving common issuesBuilt-in troubleshooting and guidance for solving common issues

Endpoint.

We've added two previewpreview  recommendations to deploy and maintain the endpoint protection solutions on your

machines. Both recommendations include support for Azure virtual machines and machines connected to Azure

Arc-enabled servers.

The recommendations show their freshness interval as 8 hours, but there are some scenarios in which this might take

significantly longer. For example, when an on premises machine is deleted, it takes 24 hours for Security Center to identify

the deletion. After that, the assessment will take up to 8 hours to return the information. In that specific situation

therefore, it may take 32 hours for the machine to be removed from the list of affected resources.

A new, dedicated area of the Security Center pages in the Azure portal provides a collated, ever-growing set of

self-help materials for solving common challenges with Security Center and Azure Defender.

When you're facing an issue, or are seeking advice from our support team, Diagnose and solve problemsDiagnose and solve problems is

another tool to help you find the solution:

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4fb67663-9ab9-475d-b026-8c544cced439
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/endpoint-protection-recommendations-technical
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252faf6cd1bd-1635-48cb-bde7-5b15693900b9
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/37a3689a-818e-4a0e-82ac-b1392b9bb000
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/endpoint-protection-recommendations-technical
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252faf6cd1bd-1635-48cb-bde7-5b15693900b9


  Regulatory compliance dashboard's Azure Audit reports released for general availability (GA)Regulatory compliance dashboard's Azure Audit reports released for general availability (GA)
The regulatory compliance dashboard's toolbar offers Azure and Dynamics certification reports for the

standards applied to your subscriptions.

You can select the tab for the relevant reports types (PCI, SOC, ISO, and others) and use filters to find the specific

reports you need.

For more information, see Generate compliance status reports and certificates.



  Deprecated recommendation 'Log Analytics agent health issues should be resolved on your machines'Deprecated recommendation 'Log Analytics agent health issues should be resolved on your machines'

TIPTIP

  Azure Defender for container registries now scans for vulnerabilities in registries protected with AzureAzure Defender for container registries now scans for vulnerabilities in registries protected with Azure
Private LinkPrivate Link

We've found that recommendation Log Analytics agent health issues should be resolved on yourLog Analytics agent health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  impacts secure scores in ways that are inconsistent with Security Center's Cloud Security Posture

Management (CSPM) focus. Typically, CSPM relates to identifying security misconfigurations. Agent health

issues don't fit into this category of issues.

Also, the recommendation is an anomaly when compared with the other agents related to Security Center : this

is the only agent with a recommendation related to health issues.

The recommendation has been deprecated.

As a result of this deprecation, we've also made minor changes to the recommendations for installing the Log

Analytics agent (Log Analytics agent should be installed on...Log Analytics agent should be installed on...).

It's likely that this change will impact your secure scores. For most subscriptions, we expect the change to lead to

an increased score, but it's possible the updates to the installation recommendation might result in decreased

scores in some cases.

The asset inventory page was also affected by this change as it displays the monitored status for machines (monitored,

not monitored, or partially monitored - a state which refers to an agent with health issues).

Azure Defender for container registries includes a vulnerability scanner to scan images in your Azure Container

Registry registries. Learn how to scan your registries and remediate findings in Use Azure Defender for

container registries to scan your images for vulnerabilities.

To limit access to a registry hosted in Azure Container Registry, assign virtual network private IP addresses to

the registry endpoints and use Azure Private Link as explained in Connect privately to an Azure container

registry using Azure Private Link.

As part of our ongoing efforts to support additional environments and use cases, Azure Defender now also

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-private-link


  Security Center can now auto provision the Azure Policy's Guest Configuration extension (in preview)Security Center can now auto provision the Azure Policy's Guest Configuration extension (in preview)

  Recommendations to enable Azure Defender plans now support "Enforce"Recommendations to enable Azure Defender plans now support "Enforce"

  CSV exports of recommendation data now limited to 20 MBCSV exports of recommendation data now limited to 20 MB

scans container registries protected with Azure Private Link.

Azure Policy can audit settings inside a machine, both for machines running in Azure and Arc connected

machines. The validation is performed by the Guest Configuration extension and client. Learn more in

Understand Azure Policy's Guest Configuration.

With this update, you can now set Security Center to automatically provision this extension to all supported

machines.

Learn more about how auto provisioning works in Configure auto provisioning for agents and extensions.

Security Center includes two features that help ensure newly created resources are provisioned in a secure

manner: enforceenforce and denydeny . When a recommendation offers these options, you can ensure your security

requirements are met whenever someone attempts to create a resource:

DenyDeny  stops unhealthy resources from being created

EnforceEnforce automatically remediates non-compliant resources when they're created

With this update, the enforce option is now available on the recommendations to enable Azure Defender plans

(such as Azure Defender for App Ser vice should be enabledAzure Defender for App Ser vice should be enabled, Azure Defender for Key Vault should beAzure Defender for Key Vault should be

enabledenabled, Azure Defender for Storage should be enabledAzure Defender for Storage should be enabled).

Learn more about these options in Prevent misconfigurations with Enforce/Deny recommendations.

We're instituting a limit of 20 MB when exporting Security Center recommendations data.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/private-link/private-link-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration


  Recommendations page now includes multiple viewsRecommendations page now includes multiple views

 July 2021

If you need to export larger amounts of data, use the available filters before selecting, or select subsets of your

subscriptions and download the data in batches.

Learn more about performing a CSV export of your security recommendations.

The recommendations page now has two tabs to provide alternate ways to view the recommendations relevant

to your resources:

Secure score recommendationsSecure score recommendations  - Use this tab to view the list of recommendations grouped by security

control. Learn more about these controls in Security controls and their recommendations.

All recommendationsAll recommendations  - Use this tab to view the list of recommendations as a flat list. This tab is also great

for understanding which initiative (including regulatory compliance standards) generated the

recommendation. Learn more about initiatives and their relationship to recommendations in What are

security policies, initiatives, and recommendations?.



  Azure Sentinel connector now includes optional bi-directional alert synchronization (in preview)Azure Sentinel connector now includes optional bi-directional alert synchronization (in preview)

  Logical reorganization of Azure Defender for Resource Manager alertsLogical reorganization of Azure Defender for Resource Manager alerts

Updates in July include:

Azure Sentinel connector now includes optional bi-directional alert synchronization (in preview)

Logical reorganization of Azure Defender for Resource Manager alerts

Enhancements to recommendation to enable Azure Disk Encryption (ADE)

Continuous export of secure score and regulatory compliance data released for general availability (GA)

Workflow automations can be triggered by changes to regulatory compliance assessments (GA)

Assessments API field 'FirstEvaluationDate' and 'StatusChangeDate' now available in workspace schemas and

logic apps

'Compliance over time' workbook template added to Azure Monitor Workbooks gallery

Security Center natively integrates with Azure Sentinel, Azure's cloud-native SIEM and SOAR solution.

Azure Sentinel includes built-in connectors for Azure Security Center at the subscription and tenant levels. Learn

more in Stream alerts to Azure Sentinel.

When you connect Azure Defender to Azure Sentinel, the status of Azure Defender alerts that get ingested into

Azure Sentinel is synchronized between the two services. So, for example, when an alert is closed in Azure

Defender, that alert will display as closed in Azure Sentinel as well. Changing the status of an alert in Azure

Defender "won't"* affect the status of any Azure Sentinel incidentsincidents  that contain the synchronized Azure

Sentinel alert, only that of the synchronized alert itself.

Enabling this preview feature, bi-directional aler t synchronizationbi-directional aler t synchronization, will automatically sync the status of the

original Azure Defender alerts with Azure Sentinel incidents that contain the copies of those Azure Defender

alerts. So, for example, when an Azure Sentinel incident containing an Azure Defender alert is closed, Azure

Defender will automatically close the corresponding original alert.

Learn more in Connect Azure Defender alerts from Azure Security Center.

The alerts listed below were provided as part of the Azure Defender for Resource Manager plan.

As part of a logical reorganization of some of the Azure Defender plans, we've moved some alerts from AzureAzure

Defender for Resource ManagerDefender for Resource Manager  to Azure Defender for ser versAzure Defender for ser vers .

The alerts are organized according to two main principles:

Alerts that provide control-plane protection - across many Azure resource types - are part of Azure Defender

for Resource Manager

Alerts that protect specific workloads are in the Azure Defender plan that relates to the corresponding

workload

These are the alerts that were part of Azure Defender for Resource Manager, and which, as a result of this

change, are now part of Azure Defender for servers:

ARM_AmBroadFilesExclusion

ARM_AmDisablementAndCodeExecution

ARM_AmDisablement

ARM_AmFileExclusionAndCodeExecution

ARM_AmTempFileExclusionAndCodeExecution

ARM_AmTempFileExclusion

ARM_AmRealtimeProtectionDisabled

ARM_AmTempRealtimeProtectionDisablement

ARM_AmRealtimeProtectionDisablementAndCodeExec

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/index
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/sentinel/connect-azure-security-center.html


  Enhancements to recommendation to enable Azure Disk Encryption (ADE)Enhancements to recommendation to enable Azure Disk Encryption (ADE)

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Vir tual machines should encr yptVir tual machines should encr ypt
temp disks, caches, and datatemp disks, caches, and data
flows between Compute andflows between Compute and
Storage resourcesStorage resources

By default, a virtual machine’s OS and
data disks are encrypted-at-rest using
platform-managed keys; temp disks
and data caches aren’t encrypted, and
data isn’t encrypted when flowing
between compute and storage
resources. For a comparison of
different disk encryption technologies
in Azure, see
https://aka.ms/diskencryptioncomparis
on.
Use Azure Disk Encryption to encrypt
all this data. Disregard this
recommendation if: (1) you’re using
the encryption-at-host feature, or (2)
server-side encryption on Managed
Disks meets your security
requirements. Learn more in Server-
side encryption of Azure Disk Storage.

High

  Continuous export of secure score and regulatory compliance data released for general availability (GA)Continuous export of secure score and regulatory compliance data released for general availability (GA)

ARM_AmMalwareCampaignRelatedExclusion

ARM_AmTemporarilyDisablement

ARM_UnusualAmFileExclusion

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousCmd

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousEntryPoint

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousPayload

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionSuspiciousFailure

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionUnusualDeletion

ARM_CustomScriptExtensionUnusualExecution

ARM_VMAccessUnusualConfigReset

ARM_VMAccessUnusualPasswordReset

ARM_VMAccessUnusualSSHReset

Learn more about the Azure Defender for Resource Manager and Azure Defender for servers plans.

Following user feedback, we've renamed the recommendation Disk encr yption should be applied onDisk encr yption should be applied on

vir tual machinesvir tual machines .

The new recommendation uses the same assessment ID and is called Vir tual machines should encr yptVir tual machines should encr ypt

temp disks, caches, and data flows between Compute and Storage resourcestemp disks, caches, and data flows between Compute and Storage resources .

The description has also been updated to better explain the purpose of this hardening recommendation:

Continuous export provides the mechanism for exporting your security alerts and recommendations for

tracking with other monitoring tools in your environment.

When you set up your continuous export, you configure what is exported, and where it will go. Learn more in

the overview of continuous export.

We've enhanced and expanded this feature over time:

In November 2020, we added the previewpreview  option to stream changes to your secure scoresecure score.

https://aka.ms/diskencryptioncomparison


  Workflow automations can be triggered by changes to regulatory compliance assessments (GA)Workflow automations can be triggered by changes to regulatory compliance assessments (GA)

  Assessments API field 'FirstEvaluationDate' and 'StatusChangeDate' now available in workspace schemas andAssessments API field 'FirstEvaluationDate' and 'StatusChangeDate' now available in workspace schemas and
logic appslogic apps

  'Compliance over time' workbook template added to Azure Monitor Workbooks gallery'Compliance over time' workbook template added to Azure Monitor Workbooks gallery

For full details, see Secure score is now available in continuous export (preview).

In December 2020, we added the previewpreview  option to stream changes to your regulator y complianceregulator y compliance

assessment dataassessment data.

For full details, see Continuous export gets new data types (preview).

With this update, these two options are released for general availability (GA).

In February 2021, we added a previewpreview  third data type to the trigger options for your workflow automations:

changes to regulatory compliance assessments. Learn more in Workflow automations can be triggered by

changes to regulatory compliance assessments.

With this update, this trigger option is released for general availability (GA).

Learn how to use the workflow automation tools in Automate responses to Security Center triggers.

In May 2021, we updated the Assessment API with two new fields, FirstEvaluationDateFirstEvaluationDate and

StatusChangeDateStatusChangeDate. For full details, see Assessments API expanded with two new fields.

Those fields were accessible through the REST API, Azure Resource Graph, continuous export, and in CSV

exports.

With this change, we're making the information available in the Log Analytics workspace schema and from logic

apps.

In March, we announced the integrated Azure Monitor Workbooks experience in Security Center (see Azure

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/regulatory-compliance-triggers-workflow-automation.png#lightbox


 June 2021

  New alert for Azure Defender for Key VaultNew alert for Azure Defender for Key Vault

Monitor Workbooks integrated into Security Center and three templates provided).

The initial release included three templates to build dynamic and visual reports about your organization's

security posture.

We've now added a workbook dedicated to tracking a subscription's compliance with the regulatory or industry

standards applied to it.

Learn about using these reports or building your own in Create rich, interactive reports of Security Center data.

Updates in June include:

New alert for Azure Defender for Key Vault

Recommendations to encrypt with customer-managed keys (CMKs) disabled by default

Prefix for Kubernetes alerts changed from "AKS_" to "K8S_"

Deprecated two recommendations from "Apply system updates" security control

To expand the threat protections provided by Azure Defender for Key Vault, we've added the following alert:



A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M IT RE TA C T ICM IT RE TA C T IC SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Access from a suspicious IP
address to a key vault
(KV_SuspiciousIPAccess)

A key vault has been
successfully accessed by an
IP that has been identified
by Microsoft Threat
Intelligence as a suspicious
IP address. This may
indicate that your
infrastructure has been
compromised. We
recommend further
investigation. Learn more
about Microsoft's threat
intelligence capabilities.

Credential Access Medium

  Recommendations to encrypt with customer-managed keys (CMKs) disabled by defaultRecommendations to encrypt with customer-managed keys (CMKs) disabled by default

  Prefix for Kubernetes alerts changed from "AKS_" to "K8S_"Prefix for Kubernetes alerts changed from "AKS_" to "K8S_"

For more information, see:

Introduction to Azure Defender for Key Vault

Respond to Azure Defender for Key Vault alerts

List of alerts provided by Azure Defender for Key Vault

Security Center includes multiple recommendations to encrypt data at rest with customer-managed keys, such

as:

Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-managed key (CMK)

Azure Cosmos DB accounts should use customer-managed keys to encrypt data at rest

Azure Machine Learning workspaces should be encrypted with a customer-managed key (CMK)

Data in Azure is encrypted automatically using platform-managed keys, so the use of customer-managed keys

should only be applied when required for compliance with a specific policy your organization is choosing to

enforce.

With this change, the recommendations to use CMKs are now disabled by defaultdisabled by default. When relevant for your

organization, you can enable them by changing the Effect parameter for the corresponding security policy to

AuditIfNotExistsAuditIfNotExists  or EnforceEnforce. Learn more in Enable a security policy.

This change is reflected in the names of the recommendation with a new prefix, [Enable if required][Enable if required] , as shown

in the following examples:

[Enable if required] Storage accounts should use customer-managed key to encrypt data at rest

[Enable if required] Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-managed key (CMK)

[Enable if required] Azure Cosmos DB accounts should use customer-managed keys to encrypt data at rest

Azure Defender for Kubernetes recently expanded to protect Kubernetes clusters hosted on-premises and in

multi-cloud environments. Learn more in Use Azure Defender for Kubernetes to protect hybrid and multi-cloud

Kubernetes deployments (in preview).

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2128684
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-key-vault-usage.html
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/upcoming-changes/customer-managed-keys-disabled.png#lightbox


A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Kubernetes penetration testing tool detected
(AKSAKS_PenTestToolsKubeHunter)

Kubernetes audit log analysis detected usage of Kubernetes
penetration testing tool in the AKSAKS cluster. While this
behavior can be legitimate, attackers might use such public
tools for malicious purposes.

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Kubernetes penetration testing tool detected
(K8SK8S_PenTestToolsKubeHunter)

Kubernetes audit log analysis detected usage of Kubernetes
penetration testing tool in the KubernetesKubernetes cluster. While
this behavior can be legitimate, attackers might use such
public tools for malicious purposes.

  Deprecated two recommendations from "Apply system updates" security controlDeprecated two recommendations from "Apply system updates" security control

 May 2021

  Azure Defender for DNS and Azure Defender for Resource Manager released for general availability (GA)Azure Defender for DNS and Azure Defender for Resource Manager released for general availability (GA)

To reflect the fact that the security alerts provided by Azure Defender for Kubernetes are no longer restricted to

clusters on Azure Kubernetes Service, we've changed the prefix for the alert types from "AKS_" to "K8S_". Where

necessary, the names and descriptions were updated too. For example, this alert:

was changed to:

Any suppression rules that refer to alerts beginning "AKS_" were automatically converted. If you've setup SIEM

exports, or custom automation scripts that refer to Kubernetes alerts by alert type, you'll need to update them

with the new alert types.

For a full list of the Kubernetes alerts, see Alerts for Kubernetes clusters.

The following two recommendations were deprecated:

OS version should be updated for your cloud ser vice rolesOS version should be updated for your cloud ser vice roles  - By default, Azure periodically updates

your guest OS to the latest supported image within the OS family that you've specified in your service

configuration (.cscfg), such as Windows Server 2016.

Kubernetes Ser vices should be upgraded to a non-vulnerable Kubernetes versionKubernetes Ser vices should be upgraded to a non-vulnerable Kubernetes version - This

recommendation's evaluations aren't as wide-ranging as we'd like them to be. We plan to replace the

recommendation with an enhanced version that's better aligned with your security needs.

Updates in May include:

Azure Defender for DNS and Azure Defender for Resource Manager released for general availability (GA)

Azure Defender for open-source relational databases released for general availability (GA)

New alerts for Azure Defender for Resource Manager

CI/CD vulnerability scanning of container images with GitHub workflows and Azure Defender (preview)

More Resource Graph queries available for some recommendations

SQL data classification recommendation severity changed

New recommendations to enable trusted launch capabilities (in preview)

New recommendations for hardening Kubernetes clusters (in preview)

Assessments API expanded with two new fields

Asset inventory gets a cloud environment filter



NOTENOTE

  Azure Defender for open-source relational databases released for general availability (GA)Azure Defender for open-source relational databases released for general availability (GA)

  New alerts for Azure Defender for Resource ManagerNew alerts for Azure Defender for Resource Manager

These two cloud-native breadth threat protection plans are now GA.

These new protections greatly enhance your resiliency against attacks from threat actors, and significantly

increase the number of Azure resources protected by Azure Defender.

Azure Defender for Resource ManagerAzure Defender for Resource Manager  - automatically monitors all resource management

operations performed in your organization. For more information, see:

Introduction to Azure Defender for Resource Manager

Respond to Azure Defender for Resource Manager alerts

List of alerts provided by Azure Defender for Resource Manager

Azure Defender for DNSAzure Defender for DNS  - continuously monitors all DNS queries from your Azure resources. For

more information, see:

Introduction to Azure Defender for DNS

Respond to Azure Defender for DNS alerts

List of alerts provided by Azure Defender for DNS

To simplify the process of enabling these plans, use the recommendations:

Azure Defender for Resource Manager should be enabledAzure Defender for Resource Manager should be enabled

Azure Defender for DNS should be enabledAzure Defender for DNS should be enabled

Enabling Azure Defender plans results in charges. Learn about the pricing details per region on Security Center's pricing

page: https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center.

Azure Security Center expands its offer for SQL protection with a new bundle to cover your open-source

relational databases:

Azure Defender for Azure SQL database ser versAzure Defender for Azure SQL database ser vers  - defends your Azure-native SQL Servers

Azure Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesAzure Defender for SQL ser vers on machines  - extends the same protections to your SQL servers in

hybrid, multi-cloud, and on-premises environments

Azure Defender for open-source relational databasesAzure Defender for open-source relational databases  - defends your Azure Databases for MySQL,

PostgreSQL, and MariaDB single servers

Azure Defender for open-source relational databases constantly monitors your servers for security threats and

detects anomalous database activities indicating potential threats to Azure Database for MySQL, PostgreSQL,

and MariaDB. Some examples are:

Granular detection of brute force attacksGranular detection of brute force attacks  - Azure Defender for open-source relational databases

provides detailed information on attempted and successful brute force attacks. This lets you investigate and

respond with a more complete understanding of the nature and status of the attack on your environment.

Behavioral aler ts detectionBehavioral aler ts detection - Azure Defender for open-source relational databases alerts you to

suspicious and unexpected behaviors on your servers, such as changes in the access pattern to your

database.

Threat intelligence-based detectionThreat intelligence-based detection - Azure Defender applies Microsoft’s threat intelligence and vast

knowledge base to surface threat alerts so you can act against them.

Learn more in Introduction to Azure Defender for open-source relational databases.

To expand the threat protections provided by Azure Defender for Resource Manager, we've added the following

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-dns-usage.html
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center


A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

Permissions granted forPermissions granted for
an RBAC role in anan RBAC role in an
unusual way for yourunusual way for your
Azure environmentAzure environment
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_AnomalousRBACRole
Assignment)

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager detected
an RBAC role assignment
that's unusual when
compared with other
assignments performed by
the same assigner /
performed for the same
assignee / in your tenant
due to the following
anomalies: assignment time,
assigner location, assigner,
authentication method,
assigned entities, client
software used, assignment
extent. This operation might
have been performed by a
legitimate user in your
organization. Alternatively,
it might indicate that an
account in your
organization was breached,
and that the threat actor is
trying to grant permissions
to an additional user
account they own.

Lateral Movement, Defense
Evasion

Medium

Privileged custom rolePrivileged custom role
created for yourcreated for your
subscription in asubscription in a
suspicious waysuspicious way
(Preview)(Preview)
(ARM_PrivilegedRoleDefiniti
onCreation)

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager detected
a suspicious creation of
privileged custom role
definition in your
subscription. This operation
might have been performed
by a legitimate user in your
organization. Alternatively,
it might indicate that an
account in your
organization was breached,
and that the threat actor is
trying to create a privileged
role to use in the future to
evade detection.

Lateral Movement, Defense
Evasion

Low

Azure ResourceAzure Resource
Manager operationManager operation
from suspicious IPfrom suspicious IP
address (Preview)address (Preview)
(ARM_OperationFromSuspic
iousIP)

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager detected
an operation from an IP
address that has been
marked as suspicious in
threat intelligence feeds.

Execution Medium

alerts:



Azure ResourceAzure Resource
Manager operationManager operation
from suspicious proxyfrom suspicious proxy
IP address (Preview)IP address (Preview)
(ARM_OperationFromSuspic
iousProxyIP)

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager detected
a resource management
operation from an IP
address that is associated
with proxy services, such as
TOR. While this behavior
can be legitimate, it's often
seen in malicious activities,
when threat actors try to
hide their source IP.

Defense Evasion Medium

A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E)A L ERT  ( A L ERT  T Y P E) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N M IT RE TA C T IC SM IT RE TA C T IC S SEVERIT YSEVERIT Y

  CI/CD vulnerability scanning of container images with GitHub workflows and Azure Defender (preview)CI/CD vulnerability scanning of container images with GitHub workflows and Azure Defender (preview)

  More Resource Graph queries available for some recommendationsMore Resource Graph queries available for some recommendations

For more information, see:

Introduction to Azure Defender for Resource Manager

Respond to Azure Defender for Resource Manager alerts

List of alerts provided by Azure Defender for Resource Manager

Azure Defender for container registries now provides DevSecOps teams observability into GitHub Action

workflows.

The new vulnerability scanning feature for container images, utilizing Trivy, helps your developers scan for

common vulnerabilities in their container images before pushing images to container registries.

Container scan reports are summarized in Azure Security Center, providing security teams better insight and

understanding about the source of vulnerable container images and the workflows and repositories from where

they originate.

Learn more in Identify vulnerable container images in your CI/CD workflows.

All of Security Center's recommendations have the option to view the information about the status of affected

resources using Azure Resource Graph from the Open quer yOpen quer y . For full details about this powerful feature, see

Review recommendation data in Azure Resource Graph Explorer (ARG).

Security Center includes built-in vulnerability scanners to scan your VMs, SQL servers and their hosts, and

container registries for security vulnerabilities. The findings are returned as recommendations with all the

individual findings for each resource type gathered into a single view. The recommendations are:

Vulnerabilities in Azure Container Registry images should be remediated (powered by Qualys)

Vulnerabilities in your virtual machines should be remediated

SQL databases should have vulnerability findings resolved

SQL servers on machines should have vulnerability findings resolved

With this change, you can use the Open quer yOpen quer y  button to also open the query showing the security findings.



  SQL data classification recommendation severity changedSQL data classification recommendation severity changed

  New recommendations to enable trusted launch capabilities (in preview)New recommendations to enable trusted launch capabilities (in preview)

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The Open quer yOpen quer y  button offers additional options for some other recommendations where relevant.

Learn more about Security Center's vulnerability scanners:

Azure Defender's integrated Qualys vulnerability scanner for Azure and hybrid machines

Azure Defender's integrated vulnerability assessment scanner for SQL servers

Azure Defender's integrated vulnerability assessment scanner for container registries

The severity of the recommendation Sensitive data in your SQL databases should be classifiedSensitive data in your SQL databases should be classified has been

changed from HighHigh to LowLow .

This is part of an ongoing change to this recommendation announced in our upcoming changes page.

Azure offers trusted launch as a seamless way to improve the security of generation 2 VMs. Trusted launch

protects against advanced and persistent attack techniques. Trusted launch is composed of several, coordinated

infrastructure technologies that can be enabled independently. Each technology provides another layer of

defense against sophisticated threats. Learn more in Trusted launch for Azure virtual machines.

Trusted launch requires the creation of new virtual machines. You can't enable trusted launch on existing virtual machines

that were initially created without it.

Trusted launch is currently in public preview. The preview is provided without a service level agreement, and it's not

recommended for production workloads. Certain features might not be supported or might have constrained capabilities.

Security Center's recommendation, vTPM should be enabled on suppor ted vir tual machinesvTPM should be enabled on suppor ted vir tual machines , ensures

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/generation-2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/trusted-launch


  New recommendations for hardening Kubernetes clusters (in preview)New recommendations for hardening Kubernetes clusters (in preview)

  Assessments API expanded with two new fieldsAssessments API expanded with two new fields

TO O LTO O L DETA IL SDETA IL S

REST API call GET
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/<SUBSCRIPTI
ON_ID>/providers/Microsoft.Security/assessments?api-
version=2019-01-01-
preview&$expand=statusEvaluationDates

Azure Resource Graph securityresources

where type == "microsoft.security/assessments"

Continuous export The two dedicated fields will be available the Log Analytics
workspace data

CSV export The two fields are included in the CSV files

your Azure VMs are using a vTPM. This virtualized version of a hardware Trusted Platform Module enables

attestation by measuring the entire boot chain of your VM (UEFI, OS, system, and drivers).

With the vTPM enabled, the Guest Attestation extensionGuest Attestation extension can remotely validate the secure boot. The following

recommendations ensure this extension is deployed:

Secure Boot should be enabled on suppor ted Windows vir tual machinesSecure Boot should be enabled on suppor ted Windows vir tual machines

Guest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted Windows vir tual machinesGuest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted Windows vir tual machines

Guest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted Windows vir tual machine scaleGuest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted Windows vir tual machine scale

setssets

Guest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted L inux vir tual machinesGuest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted L inux vir tual machines

Guest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted L inux vir tual machine scale setsGuest Attestation extension should be installed on suppor ted L inux vir tual machine scale sets

Learn more in Trusted launch for Azure virtual machines.

The following recommendations allow you to further harden your Kubernetes clusters

Kubernetes clusters should not use the default namespaceKubernetes clusters should not use the default namespace - To protect against unauthorized access

for ConfigMap, Pod, Secret, Service, and ServiceAccount resource types, prevent usage of the default

namespace in Kubernetes clusters.

Kubernetes clusters should disable automounting API credentialsKubernetes clusters should disable automounting API credentials  - To prevent a potentially

compromised Pod resource from running API commands against Kubernetes clusters, disable automounting

API credentials.

Kubernetes clusters should not grant CAPSYSADMIN security capabilitiesKubernetes clusters should not grant CAPSYSADMIN security capabilities

Learn how Security Center can protect your containerized environments in Container security in Security Center.

We've added the following two fields to the Assessments REST API:

FirstEvaluationDateFirstEvaluationDate – The time that the recommendation was created and first evaluated. Returned as UTC

time in ISO 8601 format.

StatusChangeDateStatusChangeDate – The time that the status of the recommendation last changed. Returned as UTC time in

ISO 8601 format.

The initial default value for these fields - for all recommendations - is 2021-03-14T00:00:00+0000000Z .

To access this information, you can use any of the methods in the table below.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/trusted-launch
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/assessments
https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/


TO O LTO O L DETA IL SDETA IL S

  Asset inventory gets a cloud environment filterAsset inventory gets a cloud environment filter

 April 2021

Learn more about the Assessments REST API.

Security Center's asset inventory page offers many filters to quickly refine the list of resources displayed. Learn

more in Explore and manage your resources with asset inventory.

A new filter offers the option to refine the list according to the cloud accounts you've connected with Security

Center's multi-cloud features:

Learn more about the multi-cloud capabilities:

Connect your AWS accounts to Azure Security Center

Connect your GCP accounts to Azure Security Center

Updates in April include:

Refreshed resource health page (in preview)

Container registry images that have been recently pulled are now rescanned weekly (released for general

availability (GA))

Use Azure Defender for Kubernetes to protect hybrid and multi-cloud Kubernetes deployments (in preview)

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration with Azure Defender now supports Windows Server 2019 and

Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD) released for general availability (GA)

Recommendations to enable Azure Defender for DNS and Resource Manager (in preview)

Three regulatory compliance standards added: Azure CIS 1.3.0, CMMC Level 3, and New Zealand ISM

Restricted

Four new recommendations related to guest configuration (in preview)

CMK recommendations moved to best practices security control

11 Azure Defender alerts deprecated

Two recommendations from "Apply system updates" security control were deprecated

Azure Defender for SQL on machine tile removed from Azure Defender dashboard

21 recommendations moved between security controls

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/assessments


  Refreshed resource health page (in preview)Refreshed resource health page (in preview)

  Container registry images that have been recently pulled are now rescanned weekly (released for generalContainer registry images that have been recently pulled are now rescanned weekly (released for general
availability (GA))availability (GA))

Security Center's resource health has been expanded, enhanced, and improved to provide a snapshot view of

the overall health of a single resource.

You can review detailed information about the resource and all recommendations that apply to that resource.

Also, if you're using the advanced protection plans of Microsoft Defender, you can see outstanding security

alerts for that specific resource too.

To open the resource health page for a resource, select any resource from the asset inventory page.

This preview page in Security Center's portal pages shows:

1. Resource informationResource information - The resource group and subscription it's attached to, the geographic location, and

more.

2. Applied security featureApplied security feature - Whether Azure Defender is enabled for the resource.

3. Counts of outstanding recommendations and aler tsCounts of outstanding recommendations and aler ts  - The number of outstanding security

recommendations and Azure Defender alerts.

4. Actionable recommendations and aler tsActionable recommendations and aler ts  - Two tabs list the recommendations and alerts that apply to

the resource.

Learn more in Tutorial: Investigate the health of your resources.

Azure Defender for container registries includes a built-in vulnerability scanner. This scanner immediately scans

any image you push to your registry and any image pulled within the last 30 days.

New vulnerabilities are discovered every day. With this update, container images that were pulled from your

registries during the last 30 days will be rescannedrescanned every week. This ensures that newly discovered

vulnerabilities are identified in your images.

Scanning is charged on a per image basis, so there's no additional charge for these rescans.

Learn more about this scanner in Use Azure Defender for container registries to scan your images for

vulnerabilities.



  

Use Azure Defender for Kubernetes to protect hybrid and multi-cloud Kubernetes deployments (in preview)Use Azure Defender for Kubernetes to protect hybrid and multi-cloud Kubernetes deployments (in preview)

  Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration with Azure Defender now supports Windows Server 2019 andMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint integration with Azure Defender now supports Windows Server 2019 and
Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD) released for general availability (GA)Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD) released for general availability (GA)

NOTENOTE

  Recommendations to enable Azure Defender for DNS and Resource Manager (in preview)Recommendations to enable Azure Defender for DNS and Resource Manager (in preview)

Azure Defender for Kubernetes is expanding its threat protection capabilities to defend your clusters wherever

they're deployed. This has been enabled by integrating with Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes and its new

extensions capabilities.

When you've enabled Azure Arc on your non-Azure Kubernetes clusters, a new recommendation from Azure

Security Center offers to deploy the Azure Defender extension to them with only a few clicks.

Use the recommendation (Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should have Azure Defender'sAzure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters should have Azure Defender's

extension installedextension installed) and the extension to protect Kubernetes clusters deployed in other cloud providers,

although not on their managed Kubernetes services.

This integration between Azure Security Center, Azure Defender, and Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes brings:

Easy provisioning of the Azure Defender extension to unprotected Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters

(manually and at-scale)

Monitoring of the Azure Defender extension and its provisioning state from the Azure Arc Portal

Security recommendations from Security Center are reported in the new Security page of the Azure Arc

Portal

Identified security threats from Azure Defender are reported in the new Security page of the Azure Arc Portal

Azure Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters are integrated into the Azure Security Center platform and experience

Learn more in Use Azure Defender for Kubernetes with your on-premises and multi-cloud Kubernetes clusters.

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is a holistic, cloud delivered endpoint security solution. It provides risk-based

vulnerability management and assessment as well as endpoint detection and response (EDR). For a full list of

the benefits of using Defender for Endpoint together with Azure Security Center, see Protect your endpoints with

Security Center's integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

When you enable Azure Defender for servers on a Windows server, a license for Defender for Endpoint is

included with the plan. If you've already enabled Azure Defender for servers and you have Windows 2019

servers in your subscription, they'll automatically receive Defender for Endpoint with this update. No manual

action is required.

Support has now been expanded to include Windows Server 2019 and Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD).

If you're enabling Defender for Endpoint on a Windows Server 2019 machine, ensure it meets the prerequisites described

in Enable the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/kubernetes/extensions
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc.html
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc/extension-recommendation.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/overview


TIPTIP

  Three regulatory compliance standards added: Azure CIS 1.3.0, CMMC Level 3, and New Zealand ISMThree regulatory compliance standards added: Azure CIS 1.3.0, CMMC Level 3, and New Zealand ISM
RestrictedRestricted

Two new recommendations have been added to simplify the process of enabling Azure Defender for Resource

Manager and Azure Defender for DNS:

Azure Defender for Resource Manager should be enabledAzure Defender for Resource Manager should be enabled - Defender for Resource Manager

automatically monitors the resource management operations in your organization. Azure Defender detects

threats and alerts you about suspicious activity.

Azure Defender for DNS should be enabledAzure Defender for DNS should be enabled - Defender for DNS provides an additional layer of

protection for your cloud resources by continuously monitoring all DNS queries from your Azure resources.

Azure Defender alerts you about suspicious activity at the DNS layer.

Enabling Azure Defender plans results in charges. Learn about the pricing details per region on Security Center's

pricing page: https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center.

Preview recommendations don't render a resource unhealthy, and they aren't included in the calculations of your secure

score. Remediate them wherever possible, so that when the preview period ends they'll contribute towards your score.

Learn more about how to respond to these recommendations in Remediate recommendations in Azure Security Center.

We've added three standards for use with Azure Security Center. Using the regulatory compliance dashboard,

you can now track your compliance with:

CIS Microsoft Azure Foundations Benchmark 1.3.0

CMMC Level 3

New Zealand ISM Restricted

You can assign these to your subscriptions as described in Customize the set of standards in your regulatory

compliance dashboard.

https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/cis-azure-1-3-0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/cmmc-l3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/new-zealand-ism
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/additional-regulatory-compliance-standards.png#lightbox


  Four new recommendations related to guest configuration (in preview)Four new recommendations related to guest configuration (in preview)

  CMK recommendations moved to best practices security controlCMK recommendations moved to best practices security control

  11 Azure Defender alerts deprecated11 Azure Defender alerts deprecated

Learn more in:

Customize the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard

Tutorial: Improve your regulatory compliance

FAQ - Regulatory compliance dashboard

Azure's Guest Configuration extension reports to Security Center to help ensure your virtual machines' in-guest

settings are hardened. The extension isn't required for Arc-enabled servers because it's included in the Arc

Connected Machine agent. The extension requires a system-managed identity on the machine.

We've added four new recommendations to Security Center to make the most of this extension.

Two recommendations prompt you to install the extension and its required system-managed identity:

Guest Configuration extension should be installed on your machinesGuest Configuration extension should be installed on your machines

Vir tual machines' Guest Configuration extension should be deployed with system-Vir tual machines' Guest Configuration extension should be deployed with system-

assigned managed identityassigned managed identity

When the extension is installed and running, it will begin auditing your machines and you'll be prompted

to harden settings such as configuration of the operating system and environment settings. These two

recommendations will prompt you to harden your Windows and Linux machines as described:

Windows Defender Exploit Guard should be enabled on your machinesWindows Defender Exploit Guard should be enabled on your machines

Authentication to L inux machines should require SSH keysAuthentication to L inux machines should require SSH keys

Learn more in Understand Azure Policy's Guest Configuration.

Every organization's security program includes data encryption requirements. By default, Azure customers' data

is encrypted at rest with service-managed keys. However, customer-managed keys (CMK) are commonly

required to meet regulatory compliance standards. CMKs let you encrypt your data with an Azure Key Vault key

created and owned by you. This gives you full control and responsibility for the key lifecycle, including rotation

and management.

Azure Security Center's security controls are logical groups of related security recommendations, and reflect

your vulnerable attack surfaces. Each control has a maximum number of points you can add to your secure

score if you remediate all of the recommendations listed in the control, for all of your resources. The

Implement security best practicesImplement security best practices  security control is worth zero points. So recommendations in this control

don't affect your secure score.

The recommendations listed below are being moved to the Implement security best practicesImplement security best practices  security

control to better reflect their optional nature. This move ensures that these recommendations are in the most

appropriate control to meet their objective.

Azure Cosmos DB accounts should use customer-managed keys to encrypt data at rest

Azure Machine Learning workspaces should be encrypted with a customer-managed key (CMK)

Cognitive Services accounts should enable data encryption with a customer-managed key (CMK)

Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-managed key (CMK)

SQL managed instances should use customer-managed keys to encrypt data at rest

SQL servers should use customer-managed keys to encrypt data at rest

Storage accounts should use customer-managed key (CMK) for encryption

Learn which recommendations are in each security control in Security controls and their recommendations.

The 11 Azure Defender alerts listed below have been deprecated.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/general/overview


  Two recommendations from "Apply system updates" security control were deprecatedTwo recommendations from "Apply system updates" security control were deprecated

A L ERT T Y P EA L ERT T Y P E A L ERT DISP L AY N A M EA L ERT DISP L AY N A M E

ARM_MicroBurstDomainInfo PREVIEW - MicroBurst toolkit "Get-AzureDomainInfo"
function run detected

ARM_MicroBurstRunbook PREVIEW - MicroBurst toolkit "Get-AzurePasswords"
function run detected

A L ERT T Y P EA L ERT T Y P E A L ERT DISP L AY N A M EA L ERT DISP L AY N A M E

UnfamiliarLocation Unfamiliar sign-in properties

AnonymousLogin Anonymous IP address

InfectedDeviceLogin Malware linked IP address

ImpossibleTravel Atypical travel

MaliciousIP Malicious IP address

LeakedCredentials Leaked credentials

PasswordSpray Password Spray

LeakedCredentials Azure AD threat intelligence

AADAI Azure AD AI

TIPTIP

New alerts will replace these two alerts and provide better coverage:

These nine alerts relate to an Azure Active Directory Identity Protection connector (IPC) that has already

been deprecated:

These nine IPC alerts were never Security Center alerts. They’re part of the Azure Active Directory (AAD) Identity

Protection connector (IPC) that was sending them to Security Center. For the last two years, the only customers

who’ve been seeing those alerts are organizations who configured the export (from the connector to ASC) in 2019

or earlier. AAD IPC has continued to show them in its own alerts systems and they’ve continued to be available in

Azure Sentinel. The only change is that they’re no longer appearing in Security Center.

The following two recommendations were deprecated and the changes might result in a slight impact on your

secure score:

Your machines should be restar ted to apply system updatesYour machines should be restar ted to apply system updates

Monitor ing agent should be installed on your machinesMonitor ing agent should be installed on your machines . This recommendation relates to on-premises

machines only and some of its logic will be transferred to another recommendation, Log Analytics agentLog Analytics agent

health issues should be resolved on your machineshealth issues should be resolved on your machines



  Azure Defender for SQL on machine tile removed from Azure Defender dashboardAzure Defender for SQL on machine tile removed from Azure Defender dashboard

  21 recommendations moved between security controls21 recommendations moved between security controls

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N C H A N GE A N D IM PA C TC H A N GE A N D IM PA C T

Vulnerability assessment should be enabled on your SQL
servers
Vulnerability assessment should be enabled on your SQL
managed instances
Vulnerabilities on your SQL databases should be remediated
new
Vulnerabilities on your SQL databases in VMs should be
remediated

Moving from Remediate vulnerabilities (worth 6 points)
to Remediate security configurations (worth 4 points).
Depending on your environment, these recommendations
will have a reduced impact on your score.

There should be more than one owner assigned to your
subscription
Automation account variables should be encrypted
IoT Devices - Auditd process stopped sending events
IoT Devices - Operating system baseline validation failure
IoT Devices - TLS cipher suite upgrade needed
IoT Devices - Open Ports On Device
IoT Devices - Permissive firewall policy in one of the chains
was found
IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule in the input chain was
found
IoT Devices - Permissive firewall rule in the output chain was
found
Diagnostic logs in IoT Hub should be enabled
IoT Devices - Agent sending underutilized messages
IoT Devices - Default IP Filter Policy should be Deny
IoT Devices - IP Filter rule large IP range
IoT Devices - Agent message intervals and size should be
adjusted
IoT Devices - Identical Authentication Credentials
IoT Devices - Audited process stopped sending events
IoT Devices - Operating system (OS) baseline configuration
should be fixed

Moving to Implement security best practicesImplement security best practices .
When a recommendation moves to the Implement security
best practices security control, which is worth no points, the
recommendation no longer affects your secure score.

 March 2021

We recommend checking your continuous export and workflow automation configurations to see whether

these recommendations are included in them. Also, any dashboards or other monitoring tools that might be

using them should be updated accordingly.

Learn more about these recommendations in the security recommendations reference page.

The Azure Defender dashboard's coverage area includes tiles for the relevant Azure Defender plans for your

environment. Due to an issue with the reporting of the numbers of protected and unprotected resources, we've

decided to temporarily remove the resource coverage status for Azure Defender for SQL on machinesAzure Defender for SQL on machines  until

the issue is resolved.

The following recommendations were moved to different security controls. Security controls are logical groups

of related security recommendations, and reflect your vulnerable attack surfaces. This move ensures that each of

these recommendations is in the most appropriate control to meet its objective.

Learn which recommendations are in each security control in Security controls and their recommendations.

Updates in March include:



  Azure Firewall management integrated into Security CenterAzure Firewall management integrated into Security Center

  SQL vulnerability assessment now includes the "Disable rule" experience (preview)SQL vulnerability assessment now includes the "Disable rule" experience (preview)

Azure Firewall management integrated into Security Center

SQL vulnerability assessment now includes the "Disable rule" experience (preview)

Azure Monitor Workbooks integrated into Security Center and three templates provided

Regulatory compliance dashboard now includes Azure Audit reports (preview)

Recommendation data can be viewed in Azure Resource Graph with "Explore in ARG"

Updates to the policies for deploying workflow automation

Two legacy recommendations no longer write data directly to Azure activity log

Recommendations page enhancements

When you open Azure Security Center, the first page to appear is the overview page.

This interactive dashboard provides a unified view into the security posture of your hybrid cloud workloads.

Additionally, it shows security alerts, coverage information, and more.

As part of helping you view your security status from a central experience, we have integrated the Azure Firewall

Manager into this dashboard. You can now check Firewall coverage status across all networks and centrally

manage Azure Firewall policies starting from Security Center.

Learn more about this dashboard in Azure Security Center's overview page.

Security Center includes a built-in vulnerability scanner to help you discover, track, and remediate potential

database vulnerabilities. The results from your assessment scans provide an overview of your SQL machines'

security state, and details of any security findings.

If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.



  Azure Monitor Workbooks integrated into Security Center and three templates providedAzure Monitor Workbooks integrated into Security Center and three templates provided

  Regulatory compliance dashboard now includes Azure Audit reports (preview)Regulatory compliance dashboard now includes Azure Audit reports (preview)

Learn more in Disable specific findings.

As part of Ignite Spring 2021, we announced an integrated Azure Monitor Workbooks experience in Security

Center.

You can use the new integration to start using the out-of-the-box templates from Security Center ’s gallery. By

using workbook templates, you can access and build dynamic and visual reports to track your organization’s

security posture. Additionally, you can create new workbooks based on Security Center data or any other

supported data types and quickly deploy community workbooks from Security Center's GitHub community.

Three templates reports are provided:

Secure Score Over TimeSecure Score Over Time - Track your subscriptions' scores and changes to recommendations for your

resources

System UpdatesSystem Updates  - View missing system updates by resources, OS, severity, and more

Vulnerability Assessment FindingsVulnerability Assessment Findings  - View the findings of vulnerability scans of your Azure resources

Learn about using these reports or building your own in Create rich, interactive reports of Security Center data.

From the regulatory compliance dashboard's toolbar, you can now download Azure and Dynamics certification

reports.

You can select the tab for the relevant reports types (PCI, SOC, ISO, and others) and use filters to find the specific

reports you need.

Learn more about Managing the standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.



  Recommendation data can be viewed in Azure Resource Graph with "Explore in ARG"Recommendation data can be viewed in Azure Resource Graph with "Explore in ARG"
The recommendation details pages now include the "Explore in ARG" toolbar button. Use this button to open an

Azure Resource Graph query and explore, export, and share the recommendation's data.

Azure Resource Graph (ARG) provides instant access to resource information across your cloud environments

with robust filtering, grouping, and sorting capabilities. It's a quick and efficient way to query information across

Azure subscriptions programmatically or from within the Azure portal.

Learn more about Azure Resource Graph (ARG).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index


  Updates to the policies for deploying workflow automationUpdates to the policies for deploying workflow automation

GO A LGO A L P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

Workflow automation for security
alerts

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Azure Security Center alerts

f1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-
268cdd02361e

Workflow automation for security
recommendations

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Azure Security Center
recommendations

73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-
43795f3492ef

Workflow automation for regulatory
compliance changes

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Azure Security Center regulatory
compliance

509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-
d0dac20be63c

Automating your organization's monitoring and incident response processes can greatly improve the time it

takes to investigate and mitigate security incidents.

We provide three Azure Policy 'DeployIfNotExist' policies that create and configure workflow automation

procedures so that you can deploy your automations across your organization:

There are two updates to the features of these policies:

When assigned, they will remain enabled by enforcement.

You can now customize these policies and update any of the parameters even after they have already been

deployed. For example, if a user wants to add another assessment key, or edit an existing assessment key,

they can do so.

Get started with workflow automation templates.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252ff1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-268cdd02361e
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-43795f3492ef
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f73d6ab6c-509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-d0dac20be63c
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation


  Two legacy recommendations no longer write data directly to Azure activity logTwo legacy recommendations no longer write data directly to Azure activity log

  Recommendations page enhancementsRecommendations page enhancements

 February 2021

Learn more about how to Automate responses to Security Center triggers.

Security Center passes the data for almost all security recommendations to Azure Advisor, which in turn, writes

it to Azure activity log.

For two recommendations, the data is simultaneously written directly to Azure activity log. With this change,

Security Center stops writing data for these legacy security recommendations directly to activity Log. Instead,

we're exporting the data to Azure Advisor as we do for all the other recommendations.

The two legacy recommendations are:

Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your machines

Vulnerabilities in security configuration on your machines should be remediated

If you've been accessing information for these two recommendations in activity log's "Recommendation of type

TaskDiscovery" category, this is no longer available.

We've released an improved version of the recommendations list to present more information at a glance.

Now on the page you'll see:

1. The maximum score and current score for each security control.

2. Icons replacing tags such as FixFix and PreviewPreview .

3. A new column showing the Policy initiative related to each recommendation - visible when "Group by

controls" is disabled.

Learn more in Security recommendations in Azure Security Center.

Updates in February include:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/activity-log
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/recommendations-grid-enhancements.png#lightbox
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/recommendations-grid-enhancements-initiatives.png#lightbox


  New security alerts page in the Azure portal released for general availability (GA)New security alerts page in the Azure portal released for general availability (GA)

New security alerts page in the Azure portal released for general availability (GA)

Kubernetes workload protection recommendations released for general availability (GA)

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration with Azure Defender now supports Windows Server 2019 and

Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD) (in preview)

Direct link to policy from recommendation details page

SQL data classification recommendation no longer affects your secure score

Workflow automations can be triggered by changes to regulatory compliance assessments (in preview)

Asset inventory page enhancements

Azure Security Center's security alerts page has been redesigned to provide:

Improved tr iage experience for aler tsImproved tr iage experience for aler ts  - helping to reduce alerts fatigue and focus on the most relevant

threats easier, the list includes customizable filters and grouping options.

More information in the aler ts listMore information in the aler ts list - such as MITRE ATT&ACK tactics.

Button to create sample aler tsButton to create sample aler ts  - to evaluate Azure Defender capabilities and test your alerts.

configuration (for SIEM integration, email notifications, and workflow automations), you can create sample

alerts from all Azure Defender plans.

Alignment with Azure Sentinel's incident experienceAlignment with Azure Sentinel's incident experience - for customers who use both products,

switching between them is now a more straightforward experience and it's easy to learn one from the other.

Better performanceBetter performance for large alerts lists.

Keyboard navigationKeyboard navigation through the alert list.

Aler ts from Azure Resource GraphAler ts from Azure Resource Graph - you can query alerts in Azure Resource Graph, the Kusto-like API for

all of your resources. This is also useful if you're building your own alerts dashboards. Learn more about

Azure Resource Graph.

Create sample aler ts featureCreate sample aler ts feature - To create sample alerts from the new alerts experience, see Generate

sample Azure Defender alerts.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index


  Kubernetes workload protection recommendations released for general availability (GA)Kubernetes workload protection recommendations released for general availability (GA)

NOTENOTE

  Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration with Azure Defender now supports Windows Server 2019 andMicrosoft Defender for Endpoint integration with Azure Defender now supports Windows Server 2019 and
Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD) (in preview)Windows 10 Virtual Desktop (WVD) (in preview)

NOTENOTE

  Direct link to policy from recommendation details pageDirect link to policy from recommendation details page

We're happy to announce the general availability (GA) of the set of recommendations for Kubernetes workload

protections.

To ensure that Kubernetes workloads are secure by default, Security Center has added Kubernetes level

hardening recommendations, including enforcement options with Kubernetes admission control.

When the Azure Policy add-on for Kubernetes is installed on your Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) cluster, every

request to the Kubernetes API server will be monitored against the predefined set of best practices - displayed

as 13 security recommendations - before being persisted to the cluster. You can then configure to enforce the

best practices and mandate them for future workloads.

For example, you can mandate that privileged containers shouldn't be created, and any future requests to do so

will be blocked.

Learn more in Workload protection best-practices using Kubernetes admission control.

While the recommendations were in preview, they didn't render an AKS cluster resource unhealthy, and they weren't

included in the calculations of your secure score. with this GA announcement these will be included in the score

calculation. If you haven't remediated them already, this might result in a slight impact on your secure score. Remediate

them wherever possible as described in Remediate recommendations in Azure Security Center.

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is a holistic, cloud delivered endpoint security solution. It provides risk-based

vulnerability management and assessment as well as endpoint detection and response (EDR). For a full list of

the benefits of using Defender for Endpoint together with Azure Security Center, see Protect your endpoints with

Security Center's integrated EDR solution: Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

When you enable Azure Defender for servers on a Windows server, a license for Defender for Endpoint is

included with the plan. If you've already enabled Azure Defender for servers and you have Windows 2019

servers in your subscription, they'll automatically receive Defender for Endpoint with this update. No manual

action is required.

Support has now been expanded to include Windows Server 2019 and Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD).

If you're enabling Defender for Endpoint on a Windows Server 2019 machine, ensure it meets the prerequisites described

in Enable the Microsoft Defender for Endpoint integration.

When you're reviewing the details of a recommendation, it's often helpful to be able to see the underlying policy.

For every recommendation supported by a policy, there's a new link from the recommendation details page:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/overview


  SQL data classification recommendation no longer affects your secure scoreSQL data classification recommendation no longer affects your secure score

  Workflow automations can be triggered by changes to regulatory compliance assessments (in preview)Workflow automations can be triggered by changes to regulatory compliance assessments (in preview)

Use this link to view the policy definition and review the evaluation logic.

If you're reviewing the list of recommendations on our Security recommendations reference guide, you'll also

see links to the policy definition pages:

The recommendation Sensitive data in your SQL databases should be classifiedSensitive data in your SQL databases should be classified no longer affects your

secure score. This is the only recommendation in the Apply data classificationApply data classification security control, so that control

now has a secure score value of 0.

For a full list of all security controls in Security Center, together with their scores and a list of the

recommendations in each, see Security controls and their recommendations.

We've added a third data type to the trigger options for your workflow automations: changes to regulatory

compliance assessments.

Learn how to use the workflow automation tools in Automate responses to Security Center triggers.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/view-policy-definition-from-documentation.png#lightbox


  Asset inventory page enhancementsAsset inventory page enhancements
Security Center's asset inventory page has been improved in the following ways:

Summaries at the top of the page now include Unregistered subscr iptionsUnregistered subscr iptions , showing the number of

subscriptions without Security Center enabled.

Filters have been expanded and enhanced to include:

CountsCounts  - Each filter presents the number of resources that meet the criteria of each category

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/regulatory-compliance-triggers-workflow-automation.png#lightbox
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Contains exemptions filterContains exemptions filter  (Optional) - narrow the results to resources that have/haven't got

exemptions. This filter isn't shown by default, but is accessible from the Add filterAdd filter  button.

Learn more about how to Explore and manage your resources with asset inventory.

Updates in January include:

Azure Security Benchmark is now the default policy initiative for Azure Security Center

Vulnerability assessment for on-premise and multi-cloud machines is released for general availability (GA)

Secure score for management groups is now available in preview

Secure score API is released for general availability (GA)

Dangling DNS protections added to Azure Defender for App Service

Multi-cloud connectors are released for general availability (GA)



  Azure Security Benchmark is now the default policy initiative for Azure Security CenterAzure Security Benchmark is now the default policy initiative for Azure Security Center

  Vulnerability assessment for on-premise and multi-cloud machines is released for general availability (GA)Vulnerability assessment for on-premise and multi-cloud machines is released for general availability (GA)

Exempt entire recommendations from your secure score for subscriptions and management groups

Users can now request tenant-wide visibility from their global administrator

35 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure Security Benchmark

CSV export of filtered list of recommendations

"Not applicable" resources now reported as "Compliant" in Azure Policy assessments

Export weekly snapshots of secure score and regulatory compliance data with continuous export (preview)

Azure Security Benchmark is the Microsoft-authored, Azure-specific set of guidelines for security and

compliance best practices based on common compliance frameworks. This widely respected benchmark builds

on the controls from the Center for Internet Security (CIS) and the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) with a focus on cloud-centric security.

In recent months, Security Center's list of built-in security recommendations has grown significantly to expand

our coverage of this benchmark.

From this release, the benchmark is the foundation for Security Center ’s recommendations and fully integrated

as the default policy initiative.

All Azure services have a security baseline page in their documentation. These baselines are built on Azure

Security Benchmark.

If you're using Security Center's regulatory compliance dashboard, you'll see two instances of the benchmark

during a transition period:

Existing recommendations are unaffected and as the benchmark grows, changes will automatically be reflected

within Security Center.

To learn more, see the following pages:

Learn more about Azure Security Benchmark

Customize the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard

In October, we announced a preview for scanning Azure Arc-enabled servers with Azure Defender for servers'

integrated vulnerability assessment scanner (powered by Qualys).

It's now released for general availability (GA).

When you've enabled Azure Arc on your non-Azure machines, Security Center will offer to deploy the integrated

vulnerability scanner on them - manually and at-scale.

https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://www.nist.gov/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


  Secure score for management groups is now available in previewSecure score for management groups is now available in preview

  Secure score API is released for general availability (GA)Secure score API is released for general availability (GA)

  Dangling DNS protections added to Azure Defender for App ServiceDangling DNS protections added to Azure Defender for App Service

With this update, you can unleash the power of Azure Defender for ser versAzure Defender for ser vers  to consolidate your vulnerability

management program across all of your Azure and non-Azure assets.

Main capabilities:

Monitoring the VA (vulnerability assessment) scanner provisioning state on Azure Arc machines

Provisioning the integrated VA agent to unprotected Windows and Linux Azure Arc machines (manually and

at-scale)

Receiving and analyzing detected vulnerabilities from deployed agents (manually and at-scale)

Unified experience for Azure VMs and Azure Arc machines

Learn more about deploying the integrated Qualys vulnerability scanner to your hybrid machines.

Learn more about Azure Arc-enabled servers.

The secure score page now shows the aggregated secure scores for your management groups in addition to the

subscription level. So now you can see the list of management groups in your organization and the score for

each management group.

Learn more about secure score and security controls in Azure Security Center.

You can now access your score via the secure score API. The API methods provide the flexibility to query the data

and build your own reporting mechanism of your secure scores over time. For example:

use the Secure ScoresSecure Scores  API to get the score for a specific subscription

use the Secure Score ControlsSecure Score Controls  API to list the security controls and the current score of your subscriptions

Learn about external tools made possible with the secure score API in the secure score area of our GitHub

community.

Learn more about secure score and security controls in Azure Security Center.

Subdomain takeovers are a common, high-severity threat for organizations. A subdomain takeover can occur

when you have a DNS record that points to a deprovisioned web site. Such DNS records are also known as

"dangling DNS" entries. CNAME records are especially vulnerable to this threat.

Subdomain takeovers enable threat actors to redirect traffic intended for an organization’s domain to a site

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/securescores/
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score


  Multi-cloud connectors are released for general availability (GA)Multi-cloud connectors are released for general availability (GA)

  Exempt entire recommendations from your secure score for subscriptions and management groupsExempt entire recommendations from your secure score for subscriptions and management groups

performing malicious activity.

Azure Defender for App Service now detects dangling DNS entries when an App Service website is

decommissioned. This is the moment at which the DNS entry is pointing at a non-existent resource, and your

website is vulnerable to a subdomain takeover. These protections are available whether your domains are

managed with Azure DNS or an external domain registrar and applies to both App Service on Windows and App

Service on Linux.

Learn more:

App Service alert reference table - Includes two new Azure Defender alerts that trigger when a dangling DNS

entry is detected

Prevent dangling DNS entries and avoid subdomain takeover - Learn about the threat of subdomain

takeover and the dangling DNS aspect

Introduction to Azure Defender for App Service

With cloud workloads commonly spanning multiple cloud platforms, cloud security services must do the same.

Azure Security Center protects workloads in Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Google Cloud Platform

(GCP).

Connecting your AWS or GCP accounts integrates their native security tools like AWS Security Hub and GCP

Security Command Center into Azure Security Center.

This capability means that Security Center provides visibility and protection across all major cloud

environments. Some of the benefits of this integration:

Automatic agent provisioning - Security Center uses Azure Arc to deploy the Log Analytics agent to your

AWS instances

Policy management

Vulnerability management

Embedded Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)

Detection of security misconfigurations

A single view showing security recommendations from all cloud providers

Incorporate all of your resources into Security Center's secure score calculations

Regulatory compliance assessments of your AWS and GCP resources

From Defender for Cloud's menu, select Multi-cloud connectorsMulti-cloud connectors  and you'll see the options for creating new

connectors:

Learn more in:

Connect your AWS accounts to Azure Security Center

Connect your GCP accounts to Azure Security Center

We're expanding the exemption capability to include entire recommendations. Providing further options to fine-

tune the security recommendations that Security Center makes for your subscriptions, management group, or

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/subdomain-takeover


  Users can now request tenant-wide visibility from their global administratorUsers can now request tenant-wide visibility from their global administrator

  35 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure Security Benchmark35 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure Security Benchmark

resources.

Occasionally, a resource will be listed as unhealthy when you know the issue has been resolved by a third-party

tool which Security Center hasn't detected. Or a recommendation will show in a scope where you feel it doesn't

belong. The recommendation might be inappropriate for a specific subscription. Or perhaps your organization

has decided to accept the risks related to the specific resource or recommendation.

With this preview feature, you can now create an exemption for a recommendation to:

Exempt a resourceExempt a resource to ensure it isn't listed with the unhealthy resources in the future, and doesn't

impact your secure score. The resource will be listed as not applicable and the reason will be shown as

"exempted" with the specific justification you select.

Exempt a subscr iption or management groupExempt a subscr iption or management group to ensure that the recommendation doesn't impact

your secure score and won't be shown for the subscription or management group in the future. This

relates to existing resources and any you create in the future. The recommendation will be marked with

the specific justification you select for the scope that you selected.

Learn more in Exempting resources and recommendations from your secure score.

If a user doesn't have permissions to see Security Center data, they'll now see a link to request permissions from

their organization's global administrator. The request includes the role they'd like and the justification for why

it's necessary.

Learn more in Request tenant-wide permissions when yours are insufficient.

Azure Security Benchmark is the default policy initiative in Azure Security Center.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


TIPTIP

SEC URIT Y  C O N T RO LSEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L N EW  REC O M M EN DAT IO N SN EW  REC O M M EN DAT IO N S

Enable encryption at rest - Azure Cosmos DB accounts should use customer-managed
keys to encrypt data at rest
- Azure Machine Learning workspaces should be encrypted
with a customer-managed key (CMK)
- Bring your own key data protection should be enabled for
MySQL servers
- Bring your own key data protection should be enabled for
PostgreSQL servers
- Cognitive Services accounts should enable data encryption
with a customer-managed key(CMK)
- Container registries should be encrypted with a customer-
managed key (CMK)
- SQL managed instances should use customer-managed
keys to encrypt data at rest
- SQL servers should use customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest
- Storage accounts should use customer-managed key
(CMK) for encryption

Implement security best practices - Subscriptions should have a contact email address for
security issues
- Auto provisioning of the Log Analytics agent should be
enabled on your subscription
- Email notification for high severity alerts should be enabled
- Email notification to subscription owner for high severity
alerts should be enabled
- Key vaults should have purge protection enabled
- Key vaults should have soft delete enabled

Manage access and permissions - Function apps should have 'Client Certificates (Incoming
client certificates)' enabled

Protect applications against DDoS attacks - Web Application Firewall (WAF) should be enabled for
Application Gateway
- Web Application Firewall (WAF) should be enabled for
Azure Front Door Serviceservice

To increase the coverage of this benchmark, the following 35 preview recommendations have been added to

Security Center.

Preview recommendations don't render a resource unhealthy, and they aren't included in the calculations of your secure

score. Remediate them wherever possible, so that when the preview period ends they'll contribute towards your score.

Learn more about how to respond to these recommendations in Remediate recommendations in Azure Security Center.



Restrict unauthorized network access - Firewall should be enabled on Key Vault
- Private endpoint should be configured for Key Vault
- App Configuration should use private link
- Azure Cache for Redis should reside within a virtual
network
- Azure Event Grid domains should use private link
- Azure Event Grid topics should use private link
- Azure Machine Learning workspaces should use private
link
- Azure SignalR Service should use private link
- Azure Spring Cloud should use network injection
- Container registries should not allow unrestricted network
access
- Container registries should use private link
- Public network access should be disabled for MariaDB
servers
- Public network access should be disabled for MySQL
servers
- Public network access should be disabled for PostgreSQL
servers
- Storage account should use a private link connection
- Storage accounts should restrict network access using
virtual network rules
- VM Image Builder templates should use private link

SEC URIT Y  C O N T RO LSEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L N EW  REC O M M EN DAT IO N SN EW  REC O M M EN DAT IO N S

  CSV export of filtered list of recommendationsCSV export of filtered list of recommendations

Related links:

Learn more about Azure Security Benchmark

Learn more about Azure Database for MariaDB

Learn more about Azure Database for MySQL

Learn more about Azure Database for PostgreSQL

In November 2020, we added filters to the recommendations page (Recommendations list now includes filters).

In December, we expanded those filters (Recommendations page has new filters for environment, severity, and

available responses).

With this announcement, we're changing the behavior of the Download to CSVDownload to CSV button so that the CSV export

only includes the recommendations currently displayed in the filtered list.

For example, in the image below you can see that the list has been filtered to two recommendations. The CSV

file that is generated includes the status details for every resource affected by those two recommendations.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mariadb/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/overview


  "Not applicable" resources now reported as "Compliant" in Azure Policy assessments"Not applicable" resources now reported as "Compliant" in Azure Policy assessments

  Export weekly snapshots of secure score and regulatory compliance data with continuous export (preview)Export weekly snapshots of secure score and regulatory compliance data with continuous export (preview)

 December 2020

  Azure Defender for SQL servers on machines is generally availableAzure Defender for SQL servers on machines is generally available

Learn more in Security recommendations in Azure Security Center.

Previously, resources that were evaluated for a recommendation and found to be not applicablenot applicable appeared in

Azure Policy as "Non-compliant". No user actions could change their state to "Compliant". With this change,

they're reported as "Compliant" for improved clarity.

The only impact will be seen in Azure Policy where the number of compliant resources will increase. There will

be no impact to your secure score in Azure Security Center.

We've added a new preview feature to the continuous export tools for exporting weekly snapshots of secure

score and regulatory compliance data.

When you define a continuous export, set the export frequency:

StreamingStreaming – assessments will be sent when a resource’s health state is updated (if no updates occur, no data

will be sent).

SnapshotsSnapshots  – a snapshot of the current state of all regulatory compliance assessments will be sent every

week (this is a preview feature for weekly snapshots of secure scores and regulatory compliance data).

Learn more about the full capabilities of this feature in Continuously export Security Center data.

Updates in December include:

Azure Defender for SQL servers on machines is generally available

Azure Defender for SQL support for Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool is generally available

Global Administrators can now grant themselves tenant-level permissions

Two new Azure Defender plans: Azure Defender for DNS and Azure Defender for Resource Manager (in

preview)

New security alerts page in the Azure portal (preview)

Revitalized Security Center experience in Azure SQL Database & SQL Managed Instance

Asset inventory tools and filters updated

Recommendation about web apps requesting SSL certificates no longer part of secure score

Recommendations page has new filters for environment, severity, and available responses

Continuous export gets new data types and improved deployifnotexist policies

Azure Security Center offers two Azure Defender plans for SQL Servers:

Azure Defender for Azure SQL database ser versAzure Defender for Azure SQL database ser vers  - defends your Azure-native SQL Servers

Azure Defender for SQL ser vers on machinesAzure Defender for SQL ser vers on machines  - extends the same protections to your SQL servers in



  Azure Defender for SQL support for Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool is generally availableAzure Defender for SQL support for Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool is generally available

  Global Administrators can now grant themselves tenant-level permissionsGlobal Administrators can now grant themselves tenant-level permissions

  Two new Azure Defender plans: Azure Defender for DNS and Azure Defender for Resource Manager (inTwo new Azure Defender plans: Azure Defender for DNS and Azure Defender for Resource Manager (in
preview)preview)

hybrid, multi-cloud, and on-premises environments

With this announcement, Azure Defender for SQLAzure Defender for SQL  now protects your databases and their data wherever

they're located.

Azure Defender for SQL includes vulnerability assessment capabilities. The vulnerability assessment tool

includes the following advanced features:

Baseline configurationBaseline configuration (New!) to intelligently refine the results of vulnerability scans to those that might

represent real security issues. After you've established your baseline security state, the vulnerability

assessment tool only reports deviations from that baseline state. Results that match the baseline are

considered as passing subsequent scans. This lets you and your analysts focus your attention where it

matters.

Detailed benchmark informationDetailed benchmark information to help you understand the discovered findings, and why they relate to

your resources.

Remediation scr iptsRemediation scr ipts  to help you mitigate identified risks.

Learn more about Azure Defender for SQL.

Azure Synapse Analytics (formerly SQL DW) is an analytics service that combines enterprise data warehousing

and big data analytics. Dedicated SQL pools are the enterprise data warehousing features of Azure Synapse.

Learn more in What is Azure Synapse Analytics (formerly SQL DW)?.

Azure Defender for SQL protects your dedicated SQL pools with:

Advanced threat protectionAdvanced threat protection to detect threats and attacks

Vulnerability assessment capabilitiesVulnerability assessment capabilities  to identify and remediate security misconfigurations

Azure Defender for SQL's support for Azure Synapse Analytics SQL pools is automatically added to Azure SQL

databases bundle in Azure Security Center. You'll find a new “Azure Defender for SQL” tab in your Synapse

workspace page in the Azure portal.

Learn more about Azure Defender for SQL.

A user with the Azure Active Directory role of Global AdministratorGlobal Administrator  might have tenant-wide responsibilities,

but lack the Azure permissions to view that organization-wide information in Azure Security Center.

To assign yourself tenant-level permissions, follow the instructions in Grant tenant-wide permissions to yourself.

We've added two new cloud-native breadth threat protection capabilities for your Azure environment.

These new protections greatly enhance your resiliency against attacks from threat actors, and significantly

increase the number of Azure resources protected by Azure Defender.

Azure Defender for Resource ManagerAzure Defender for Resource Manager  - automatically monitors all resource management

operations performed in your organization. For more information, see:

Introduction to Azure Defender for Resource Manager

Respond to Azure Defender for Resource Manager alerts

List of alerts provided by Azure Defender for Resource Manager

Azure Defender for DNSAzure Defender for DNS  - continuously monitors all DNS queries from your Azure resources. For

more information, see:

Introduction to Azure Defender for DNS

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-overview-what-is


  New security alerts page in the Azure portal (preview)New security alerts page in the Azure portal (preview)

  Revitalized Security Center experience in Azure SQL Database & SQL Managed InstanceRevitalized Security Center experience in Azure SQL Database & SQL Managed Instance

Respond to Azure Defender for DNS alerts

List of alerts provided by Azure Defender for DNS

Azure Security Center's security alerts page has been redesigned to provide:

Improved tr iage experience for aler tsImproved tr iage experience for aler ts  - helping to reduce alerts fatigue and focus on the most relevant

threats easier, the list includes customizable filters and grouping options

More information in the aler ts listMore information in the aler ts list - such as MITRE ATT&ACK tactics

Button to create sample aler tsButton to create sample aler ts  - to evaluate Azure Defender capabilities and test your alerts

configuration (for SIEM integration, email notifications, and workflow automations), you can create sample

alerts from all Azure Defender plans

Alignment with Azure Sentinel's incident experienceAlignment with Azure Sentinel's incident experience - for customers who use both products,

switching between them is now a more straightforward experience and it's easy to learn one from the other

Better performanceBetter performance for large alerts lists

Keyboard navigationKeyboard navigation through the alert list

Aler ts from Azure Resource GraphAler ts from Azure Resource Graph - you can query alerts in Azure Resource Graph, the Kusto-like API for

all of your resources. This is also useful if you're building your own alerts dashboards. Learn more about

Azure Resource Graph.

To access the new experience, use the 'try it now' link from the banner at the top of the security alerts page.

To create sample alerts from the new alerts experience, see Generate sample Azure Defender alerts.

The Security Center experience within SQL provides access to the following Security Center and Azure Defender

for SQL features:

Security recommendationsSecurity recommendations  – Security Center periodically analyzes the security state of all connected

Azure resources to identify potential security misconfigurations. It then provides recommendations on how

to remediate those vulnerabilities and improve organizations’ security posture.

Security aler tsSecurity aler ts  – a detection service that continuously monitors Azure SQL activities for threats such as

SQL injection, brute-force attacks, and privilege abuse. This service triggers detailed and action-oriented

security alerts in Security Center and provides options for continuing investigations with Azure Sentinel,

Microsoft’s Azure-native SIEM solution.

FindingsFindings  – a vulnerability assessment service that continuously monitors Azure SQL configurations and

helps remediate vulnerabilities. Assessment scans provide an overview of Azure SQL security states together

with detailed security findings.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-dns-usage.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/index


  Asset inventory tools and filters updatedAsset inventory tools and filters updated

  Recommendation about web apps requesting SSL certificates no longer part of secure scoreRecommendation about web apps requesting SSL certificates no longer part of secure score

The inventory page in Azure Security Center has been refreshed with the following changes:

Guides and feedbackGuides and feedback added to the toolbar. This opens a pane with links to related information and

tools.

Subscr iptions filterSubscr iptions filter  added to the default filters available for your resources.

Open quer yOpen quer y  link for opening the current filter options as an Azure Resource Graph query (formerly

called "View in resource graph explorer").

Operator optionsOperator options  for each filter. Now you can choose from more logical operators other than '='. For

example, you might want to find all resources with active recommendations whose titles include the

string 'encrypt'.

Learn more about inventory in Explore and manage your resources with asset inventory.

The recommendation "Web apps should request an SSL certificate for all incoming requests" has been moved

from the security control Manage access and permissionsManage access and permissions  (worth a maximum of 4 pts) into ImplementImplement

security best practicessecurity best practices  (which is worth no points).



  Recommendations page has new filters for environment, severity, and available responsesRecommendations page has new filters for environment, severity, and available responses

Ensuring a web app requests a certificate certainly makes it more secure. However, for public-facing web apps

it's irrelevant. If you access your site over HTTP and not HTTPS, you will not receive any client certificate. So if

your application requires client certificates, you should not allow requests to your application over HTTP. Learn

more in Configure TLS mutual authentication for Azure App Service.

With this change, the recommendation is now a recommended best practice that does not impact your score.

Learn which recommendations are in each security control in Security controls and their recommendations.

Azure Security Center monitors all connected resources and generates security recommendations. Use these

recommendations to strengthen your hybrid cloud posture and track compliance with the policies and

standards relevant to your organization, industry, and country.

As Security Center continues to expand its coverage and features, the list of security recommendations is

growing every month. For example, see 29 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure

Security Benchmark.

With the growing list, there's a need to filter the recommendations to find the ones of greatest interest. In

November, we added filters to the recommendations page (see Recommendations list now includes filters).

The filters added this month provide options to refine the recommendations list according to:

TIPTIP

EnvironmentEnvironment - View recommendations for your AWS, GCP, or Azure resources (or any combination)

SeveritySeverity  - View recommendations according to the severity classification set by Security Center

Response actionsResponse actions  - View recommendations according to the availability of Security Center response

options: Fix, Deny, and Enforce

The response actions filter replaces the Quick fix available (Yes/No)Quick fix available (Yes/No) filter.

Learn more about each of these response options:

Fix button

Prevent misconfigurations with Enforce/Deny recommendations

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-web-configure-tls-mutual-auth


  Continuous export gets new data types and improved deployifnotexist policiesContinuous export gets new data types and improved deployifnotexist policies
Azure Security Center's continuous export tools enable you to export Security Center's recommendations and

alerts for use with other monitoring tools in your environment.

Continuous export lets you fully customize what will be exported, and where it will go. For full details, see

Continuously export Security Center data.

These tools have been enhanced and expanded in the following ways:

Continuous expor t's deployifnotexist policies enhancedContinuous expor t's deployifnotexist policies enhanced. The policies now:

Check whether the configuration is enabled.Check whether the configuration is enabled. If it isn't, the policy will show as non-compliant

and create a compliant resource. Learn more about the supplied Azure Policy templates in the

"Deploy at scale with Azure Policy tab" in Set up a continuous export.

Suppor t expor ting security findings.Suppor t expor ting security findings. When using the Azure Policy templates, you can

configure your continuous export to include findings. This is relevant when exporting

recommendations that have 'sub' recommendations, like findings from vulnerability assessment

scanners or specific system updates for the 'parent' recommendation "System updates should be

installed on your machines".

Suppor t expor ting secure score data.Suppor t expor ting secure score data.

Regulator y compliance assessment data added (in preview).Regulator y compliance assessment data added (in preview). You can now continuously export

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/media/release-notes/added-recommendations-filters.png#lightbox


 November 2020

  29 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure Security Benchmark29 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure Security Benchmark

updates to regulatory compliance assessments, including for any custom initiatives, to a Log Analytics

workspace or Event Hub. This feature is unavailable on national clouds.

Updates in November include:

29 preview recommendations added to increase coverage of Azure Security Benchmark

NIST SP 800 171 R2 added to Security Center's regulatory compliance dashboard

Recommendations list now includes filters

Auto provisioning experience improved and expanded

Secure score is now available in continuous export (preview)

"System updates should be installed on your machines" recommendation now includes

subrecommendations

Policy management page in the Azure portal now shows status of default policy assignments

Azure Security Benchmark is the Microsoft-authored, Azure-specific, set of guidelines for security and

compliance best practices based on common compliance frameworks. Learn more about Azure Security

Benchmark.

The following 29 preview recommendations have been added to Security Center to increase the coverage of this

benchmark.

Preview recommendations don't render a resource unhealthy, and they aren't included in the calculations of

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction


SEC URIT Y  C O N T RO LSEC URIT Y  C O N T RO L N EW  REC O M M EN DAT IO N SN EW  REC O M M EN DAT IO N S

Encrypt data in transit - Enforce SSL connection should be enabled for PostgreSQL
database servers
- Enforce SSL connection should be enabled for MySQL
database servers
- TLS should be updated to the latest version for your API
app
- TLS should be updated to the latest version for your
function app
- TLS should be updated to the latest version for your web
app
- FTPS should be required in your API App
- FTPS should be required in your function App
- FTPS should be required in your web App

Manage access and permissions - Web apps should request an SSL certificate for all incoming
requests
- Managed identity should be used in your API App
- Managed identity should be used in your function App
- Managed identity should be used in your web App

Restrict unauthorized network access - Private endpoint should be enabled for PostgreSQL servers
- Private endpoint should be enabled for MariaDB servers
- Private endpoint should be enabled for MySQL servers

Enable auditing and logging - Diagnostic logs in App Services should be enabled

Implement security best practices - Azure Backup should be enabled for virtual machines
- Geo-redundant backup should be enabled for Azure
Database for MariaDB
- Geo-redundant backup should be enabled for Azure
Database for MySQL
- Geo-redundant backup should be enabled for Azure
Database for PostgreSQL
- PHP should be updated to the latest version for your API
app
- PHP should be updated to the latest version for your web
app
- Java should be updated to the latest version for your API
app
- Java should be updated to the latest version for your
function app
- Java should be updated to the latest version for your web
app
- Python should be updated to the latest version for your
API app
- Python should be updated to the latest version for your
function app
- Python should be updated to the latest version for your
web app
- Audit retention for SQL servers should be set to at least 90
days

your secure score. Remediate them wherever possible, so that when the preview period ends they'll contribute

towards your score. Learn more about how to respond to these recommendations in Remediate

recommendations in Azure Security Center.

Related links:



  NIST SP 800 171 R2 added to Security Center's regulatory compliance dashboardNIST SP 800 171 R2 added to Security Center's regulatory compliance dashboard

  Recommendations list now includes filtersRecommendations list now includes filters

Learn more about Azure Security Benchmark

Learn more about Azure API apps

Learn more about Azure function apps

Learn more about Azure web apps

Learn more about Azure Database for MariaDB

Learn more about Azure Database for MySQL

Learn more about Azure Database for PostgreSQL

The NIST SP 800-171 R2 standard is now available as a built-in initiative for use with Azure Security Center's

regulatory compliance dashboard. The mappings for the controls are described in Details of the NIST SP 800-

171 R2 Regulatory Compliance built-in initiative.

To apply the standard to your subscriptions and continuously monitor your compliance status, use the

instructions in Customize the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

For more information about this compliance standard, see NIST SP 800-171 R2.

You can now filter the list of security recommendations according to a range of criteria. In the following example,

the recommendations list has been filtered to show recommendations that:

are generally availablegenerally available (that is, not preview)

are for storage accountsstorage accounts

support quick fixquick fix remediation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-web-tutorial-rest-api
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/functions-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mariadb/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/postgresql/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/nist-sp-800-171-r2
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-171/rev-2/final


  Auto provisioning experience improved and expandedAuto provisioning experience improved and expanded

  Secure score is now available in continuous export (preview)Secure score is now available in continuous export (preview)

  "System updates should be installed on your machines" recommendation now includes subrecommendations"System updates should be installed on your machines" recommendation now includes subrecommendations

The auto provisioning feature helps reduce management overhead by installing the required extensions on new

- and existing - Azure VMs so they can benefit from Security Center's protections.

As Azure Security Center grows, more extensions have been developed and Security Center can monitor a larger

list of resource types. The auto provisioning tools have now been expanded to support other extensions and

resource types by leveraging the capabilities of Azure Policy.

You can now configure the auto provisioning of:

Log Analytics agent

(New) Azure Policy Add-on for Kubernetes

(New) Microsoft Dependency agent

Learn more in Auto provisioning agents and extensions from Azure Security Center.

With continuous export of secure score, you can stream changes to your score in real-time to Azure Event Hubs

or a Log Analytics workspace. Use this capability to:

track your secure score over time with dynamic reports

export secure score data to Azure Sentinel (or any other SIEM)

integrate this data with any processes you might already be using to monitor secure score in your

organization

Learn more about how to Continuously export Security Center data.

The System updates should be installed on your machinesSystem updates should be installed on your machines  recommendation has been enhanced. The

new version includes subrecommendations for each missing update and brings the following improvements:

A redesigned experience in the Azure Security Center pages of the Azure portal. The recommendation

details page for System updates should be installed on your machinesSystem updates should be installed on your machines  includes the list of findings

as shown below. When you select a single finding, the details pane opens with a link to the remediation

information and a list of affected resources.



  Policy management page in the Azure portal now shows status of default policy assignmentsPolicy management page in the Azure portal now shows status of default policy assignments

securityresources
| where type =~ "microsoft.security/assessments/subassessments"
| where extract(@"(?i)providers/Microsoft.Security/assessments/([^/]*)", 1, id) == "4ab6e3c5-74dd-
8b35-9ab9-f61b30875b27"
| where properties.status.code == "Unhealthy"

Enriched data for the recommendation from Azure Resource Graph (ARG). ARG is an Azure service that's

designed to provide efficient resource exploration. You can use ARG to query at scale across a given set of

subscriptions so that you can effectively govern your environment.

For Azure Security Center, you can use ARG and the Kusto Query Language (KQL) to query a wide range

of security posture data.

Previously, if you queried this recommendation in ARG, the only available information was that the

recommendation needs to be remediated on a machine. The following query of the enhanced version will

return each missing system updates grouped by machine.

You can now see whether or not your subscriptions have the default Security Center policy assigned, in the

Security Center's security policysecurity policy  page of the Azure portal.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


 October 2020

  Vulnerability assessment for on-premise and multi-cloud machines (preview)Vulnerability assessment for on-premise and multi-cloud machines (preview)

Updates in October include:

Vulnerability assessment for on-premise and multi-cloud machines (preview)

Azure Firewall recommendation added (preview)

Authorized IP ranges should be defined on Kubernetes Services recommendation updated with quick fix

Regulatory compliance dashboard now includes option to remove standards

Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses table removed from Azure Resource Graph (ARG)

Azure Defender for servers' integrated vulnerability assessment scanner (powered by Qualys) now scans Azure

Arc-enabled servers.

When you've enabled Azure Arc on your non-Azure machines, Security Center will offer to deploy the integrated

vulnerability scanner on them - manually and at-scale.

With this update, you can unleash the power of Azure Defender for ser versAzure Defender for ser vers  to consolidate your vulnerability

management program across all of your Azure and non-Azure assets.

Main capabilities:

Monitoring the VA (vulnerability assessment) scanner provisioning state on Azure Arc machines

Provisioning the integrated VA agent to unprotected Windows and Linux Azure Arc machines (manually and

at-scale)

Receiving and analyzing detected vulnerabilities from deployed agents (manually and at-scale)

Unified experience for Azure VMs and Azure Arc machines

Learn more about deploying the integrated Qualys vulnerability scanner to your hybrid machines.

Learn more about Azure Arc-enabled servers.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/index


  Azure Firewall recommendation added (preview)Azure Firewall recommendation added (preview)

  Authorized IP ranges should be defined on Kubernetes Services recommendation updated with quick fixAuthorized IP ranges should be defined on Kubernetes Services recommendation updated with quick fix

  Regulatory compliance dashboard now includes option to remove standardsRegulatory compliance dashboard now includes option to remove standards

  Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses table removed from Azure Resource Graph (ARG)Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses table removed from Azure Resource Graph (ARG)

A new recommendation has been added to protect all your virtual networks with Azure Firewall.

The recommendation, Vir tual networks should be protected by Azure FirewallVir tual networks should be protected by Azure Firewall  advises you to restrict

access to your virtual networks and prevent potential threats by using Azure Firewall.

Learn more about Azure Firewall.

The recommendation Authorized IP ranges should be defined on Kubernetes Ser vicesAuthorized IP ranges should be defined on Kubernetes Ser vices  now has a quick

fix option.

For more information about this recommendation and all other Security Center recommendations, see Security

recommendations - a reference guide.

Security Center's regulatory compliance dashboard provides insights into your compliance posture based on

how you're meeting specific compliance controls and requirements.

The dashboard includes a default set of regulatory standards. If any of the supplied standards isn't relevant to

your organization, it's now a simple process to remove them from the UI for a subscription. Standards can be

removed only at the subscription level; not the management group scope.

Learn more in Remove a standard from your dashboard.

Azure Resource Graph is a service in Azure that is designed to provide efficient resource exploration with the

ability to query at scale across a given set of subscriptions so that you can effectively govern your environment.

For Azure Security Center, you can use ARG and the Kusto Query Language (KQL) to query a wide range of

security posture data. For example:

Asset inventory utilizes (ARG)

We have documented a sample ARG query for how to Identify accounts without multifactor authentication

(MFA) enabled

Within ARG, there are tables of data for you to use in your queries.

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/azure-firewall/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


TIPTIP

{
id: "/subscriptions/449bcidd-3470-4804-ab56-2752595 felab/resourceGroups/mico-
rg/providers/Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/mico-rg-
vnet/providers/Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses/mico-rg-vnet",
name: "mico-rg-vnet",
type: "Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses",
properties:  {
    policyAssessments: [
        {assessmentKey: "e3deicce-f4dd-3b34-e496-8b5381bazd7e", category: "Networking", policyName: "Azure 
DDOS Protection Standard should be enabled",...},
        {assessmentKey: "sefac66a-1ec5-b063-a824-eb28671dc527", category: "Compute", policyName: "",...}
    ],
    securitystateByCategory: [{category: "Networking", securityState: "None" }, {category: "Compute",...],
    name: "GenericResourceHealthProperties",
    type: "VirtualNetwork",
    securitystate: "High"
}

The ARG documentation lists all the available tables in Azure Resource Graph table and resource type reference.

From this update, the Microsoft.Security/securityStatusesMicrosoft.Security/securityStatuses  table has been removed. The securityStatuses API

is still available.

Data replacement can be used by Microsoft.Security/Assessments table.

The major difference between Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses and Microsoft.Security/Assessments is that

while the first shows aggregation of assessments, the seconds holds a single record for each.

For example, Microsoft.Security/securityStatuses would return a result with an array of two policyAssessments:

Whereas, Microsoft.Security/Assessments will hold a record for each such policy assessment as follows:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/reference/supported-tables-resources


{
type: "Microsoft.Security/assessments",
id:  "/subscriptions/449bc1dd-3470-4804-ab56-2752595f01ab/resourceGroups/mico-rg/providers/Microsoft. 
Network/virtualNetworks/mico-rg-vnet/providers/Microsoft.Security/assessments/e3delcce-f4dd-3b34-e496-
8b5381ba2d70",
name: "e3deicce-f4dd-3b34-e496-8b5381ba2d70",
properties:  {
    resourceDetails: {Source: "Azure", Id: "/subscriptions/449bc1dd-3470-4804-ab56-
2752595f01ab/resourceGroups/mico-rg/providers/Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/mico-rg-vnet"...},
    displayName: "Azure DDOS Protection Standard should be enabled",
    status: (code: "NotApplicable", cause: "VnetHasNOAppGateways", description: "There are no Application 
Gateway resources attached to this Virtual Network"...}
}

{
type: "Microsoft.Security/assessments",
id:  "/subscriptions/449bc1dd-3470-4804-ab56-2752595f01ab/resourcegroups/mico-
rg/providers/microsoft.network/virtualnetworks/mico-rg-
vnet/providers/Microsoft.Security/assessments/80fac66a-1ec5-be63-a824-eb28671dc527",
name: "8efac66a-1ec5-be63-a824-eb28671dc527",
properties: {
    resourceDetails: (Source: "Azure", Id: "/subscriptions/449bc1dd-3470-4804-ab56-
2752595f01ab/resourcegroups/mico-rg/providers/microsoft.network/virtualnetworks/mico-rg-vnet"...),
    displayName: "Audit diagnostic setting",
    status:  {code: "Unhealthy"}
}

SecurityResources 
| where type == 'microsoft.security/securitystatuses' and properties.type == 'virtualMachine'
| where name in ({vmnames}) 
| project name, resourceGroup, policyAssesments = properties.policyAssessments, resourceRegion = location, 
id, resourceDetails = properties.resourceDetails

securityresources
| where type == "microsoft.security/assessments" and id contains "virtualMachine"
| extend resourceName = extract(@"(?i)/([^/]*)/providers/Microsoft.Security/assessments", 1, id)
| extend source = tostring(properties.resourceDetails.Source)
| extend resourceId = trim(" ", tolower(tostring(case(source =~ "azure", properties.resourceDetails.Id,
source =~ "aws", properties.additionalData.AzureResourceId,
source =~ "gcp", properties.additionalData.AzureResourceId,
extract("^(.+)/providers/Microsoft.Security/assessments/.+$",1,id)))))
| extend resourceGroup = tolower(tostring(split(resourceId, "/")[4]))
| where resourceName in ({vmnames}) 
| project resourceName, resourceGroup, resourceRegion = location, id, resourceDetails = 
properties.additionalData

 September 2020

Example of conver ting an existing ARG quer y using securityStatuses to now use the assessmentsExample of conver ting an existing ARG quer y using securityStatuses to now use the assessments

table:table:

Query that references SecurityStatuses:

Replacement query for the Assessments table:

Learn more at the following links:

How to create queries with Azure Resource Graph Explorer

Kusto Query Language (KQL)

Updates in September include:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/first-query-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/


  Security Center gets a new look!Security Center gets a new look!

  Azure Defender releasedAzure Defender released

  Azure Defender for Key Vault is generally availableAzure Defender for Key Vault is generally available

Security Center gets a new look!

Azure Defender released

Azure Defender for Key Vault is generally available

Azure Defender for Storage protection for Files and ADLS Gen2 is generally available

Asset inventory tools are now generally available

Disable a specific vulnerability finding for scans of container registries and virtual machines

Exempt a resource from a recommendation

AWS and GCP connectors in Security Center bring a multi-cloud experience

Kubernetes workload protection recommendation bundle

Vulnerability assessment findings are now available in continuous export

Prevent security misconfigurations by enforcing recommendations when creating new resources

Network security group recommendations improved

Deprecated preview AKS recommendation "Pod Security Policies should be defined on Kubernetes Services"

Email notifications from Azure Security Center improved

Secure score doesn't include preview recommendations

Recommendations now include a severity indicator and the freshness interval

We've released a refreshed UI for Security Center's portal pages. The new pages include a new overview page

and dashboards for secure score, asset inventory, and Azure Defender.

The redesigned overview page now has a tile for accessing the secure score, asset inventory, and Azure

Defender dashboards. It also has a tile linking to the regulatory compliance dashboard.

Learn more about the overview page.

Azure DefenderAzure Defender  is the cloud workload protection platform (CWPP) integrated within Security Center for

advanced, intelligent, protection of your Azure and hybrid workloads. It replaces Security Center's standard

pricing tier option.

When you enable Azure Defender from the Pr icing and settingsPricing and settings  area of Azure Security Center, the following

Defender plans are all enabled simultaneously and provide comprehensive defenses for the compute, data, and

service layers of your environment:

Azure Defender for servers

Azure Defender for App Service

Azure Defender for Storage

Azure Defender for SQL

Azure Defender for Key Vault

Azure Defender for Kubernetes

Azure Defender for container registries

Each of these plans is explained separately in the Security Center documentation.

With its dedicated dashboard, Azure Defender provides security alerts and advanced threat protection for virtual

machines, SQL databases, containers, web applications, your network, and more.

Learn more about Azure Defender

Azure Key Vault is a cloud service that safeguards encryption keys and secrets like certificates, connection

strings, and passwords.

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/azure-defender.html


  Azure Defender for Storage protection for Files and ADLS Gen2 is generally availableAzure Defender for Storage protection for Files and ADLS Gen2 is generally available

  Asset inventory tools are now generally availableAsset inventory tools are now generally available

  Disable a specific vulnerability finding for scans of container registries and virtual machinesDisable a specific vulnerability finding for scans of container registries and virtual machines

  Exempt a resource from a recommendationExempt a resource from a recommendation

  

Azure Defender for Key VaultAzure Defender for Key Vault provides Azure-native, advanced threat protection for Azure Key Vault,

providing an additional layer of security intelligence. By extension, Azure Defender for Key Vault is consequently

protecting many of the resources dependent upon your Key Vault accounts.

The optional plan is now GA. This feature was in preview as "advanced threat protection for Azure Key Vault".

Also, the Key Vault pages in the Azure portal now include a dedicated SecuritySecurity  page for Security CenterSecurity Center

recommendations and alerts.

Learn more in Azure Defender for Key Vault.

Azure Defender for StorageAzure Defender for Storage detects potentially harmful activity on your Azure Storage accounts. Your data

can be protected whether it's stored as blob containers, file shares, or data lakes.

Support for Azure Files and Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 is now generally available.

From 1 October 2020, we'll begin charging for protecting resources on these services.

Learn more in Azure Defender for Storage.

The asset inventory page of Azure Security Center provides a single page for viewing the security posture of the

resources you've connected to Security Center.

Security Center periodically analyzes the security state of your Azure resources to identify potential security

vulnerabilities. It then provides you with recommendations on how to remediate those vulnerabilities.

When any resource has outstanding recommendations, they'll appear in the inventory.

Learn more in Explore and manage your resources with asset inventory.

Azure Defender includes vulnerability scanners to scan images in your Azure Container Registry and your

virtual machines.

If you have an organizational need to ignore a finding, rather than remediate it, you can optionally disable it.

Disabled findings don't impact your secure score or generate unwanted noise.

When a finding matches the criteria you've defined in your disable rules, it won't appear in the list of findings.

This option is available from the recommendations details pages for :

Vulnerabilities in Azure Container Registr y images should be remediatedVulnerabilities in Azure Container Registr y images should be remediated

Vulnerabilities in your vir tual machines should be remediatedVulnerabilities in your vir tual machines should be remediated

Learn more in Disable specific findings for your container images and Disable specific findings for your virtual

machines.

Occasionally, a resource will be listed as unhealthy regarding a specific recommendation (and therefore

lowering your secure score) even though you feel it shouldn't be. It might have been remediated by a process

not tracked by Security Center. Or perhaps your organization has decided to accept the risk for that specific

resource.

In such cases, you can create an exemption rule and ensure that resource isn't listed amongst the unhealthy

resources in the future. These rules can include documented justifications as described below.

Learn more in Exempt a resource from recommendations and secure score.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-files-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-introduction


AWS and GCP connectors in Security Center bring a multi-cloud experienceAWS and GCP connectors in Security Center bring a multi-cloud experience

  Kubernetes workload protection recommendation bundleKubernetes workload protection recommendation bundle

  Vulnerability assessment findings are now available in continuous exportVulnerability assessment findings are now available in continuous export

With cloud workloads commonly spanning multiple cloud platforms, cloud security services must do the same.

Azure Security Center now protects workloads in Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Google Cloud

Platform (GCP).

Onboarding your AWS and GCP accounts into Security Center, integrates AWS Security Hub, GCP Security

Command and Azure Security Center.

Learn more in Connect your AWS accounts to Azure Security Center and Connect your GCP accounts to Azure

Security Center.

To ensure that Kubernetes workloads are secure by default, Security Center is adding Kubernetes level

hardening recommendations, including enforcement options with Kubernetes admission control.

When you've installed the Azure Policy add-on for Kubernetes on your AKS cluster, every request to the

Kubernetes API server will be monitored against the predefined set of best practices before being persisted to

the cluster. You can then configure to enforce the best practices and mandate them for future workloads.

For example, you can mandate that privileged containers shouldn't be created, and any future requests to do so

will be blocked.

Learn more in Workload protection best-practices using Kubernetes admission control.

Use continuous export to stream your alerts and recommendations to Azure Event Hubs, Log Analytics

workspaces, or Azure Monitor. From there, you can integrate this data with SIEMs (such as Azure Sentinel, Power

BI, Azure Data Explorer, and more.

Security Center's integrated vulnerability assessment tools return findings about your resources as actionable

recommendations within a 'parent' recommendation such as "Vulnerabilities in your virtual machines should be

remediated".

The security findings are now available for export through continuous export when you select

recommendations and enable the include security findingsinclude security findings  option.

Related pages:

Security Center's integrated Qualys vulnerability assessment solution for Azure virtual machines

Security Center's integrated vulnerability assessment solution for Azure Container Registry images



  Prevent security misconfigurations by enforcing recommendations when creating new resourcesPrevent security misconfigurations by enforcing recommendations when creating new resources

  Network security group recommendations improvedNetwork security group recommendations improved

  Deprecated preview AKS recommendation "Pod Security Policies should be defined on KubernetesDeprecated preview AKS recommendation "Pod Security Policies should be defined on Kubernetes
Services"Services"

  Email notifications from Azure Security Center improvedEmail notifications from Azure Security Center improved

  Secure score doesn't include preview recommendationsSecure score doesn't include preview recommendations

Continuous export

Security misconfigurations are a major cause of security incidents. Security Center now has the ability to help

prevent misconfigurations of new resources with regard to specific recommendations.

This feature can help keep your workloads secure and stabilize your secure score.

Enforcing a secure configuration, based on a specific recommendation, is offered in two modes:

Using the DenyDeny  effect of Azure Policy, you can stop unhealthy resources from being created

Using the EnforceEnforce option, you can take advantage of Azure Policy's DeployIfNotExistDeployIfNotExist effect and

automatically remediate non-compliant resources upon creation

This is available for selected security recommendations and can be found at the top of the resource details page.

Learn more in Prevent misconfigurations with Enforce/Deny recommendations.

The following security recommendations related to network security groups have been improved to reduce

some instances of false positives.

All network ports should be restricted on NSG associated to your VM

Management ports should be closed on your virtual machines

Internet-facing virtual machines should be protected with Network Security Groups

Subnets should be associated with a Network Security Group

The preview recommendation "Pod Security Policies should be defined on Kubernetes Services" is being

deprecated as described in the Azure Kubernetes Service documentation.

The pod security policy (preview) feature, is set for deprecation and will no longer be available after October 15,

2020 in favor of Azure Policy for AKS.

After pod security policy (preview) is deprecated, you must disable the feature on any existing clusters using the

deprecated feature to perform future cluster upgrades and stay within Azure support.

The following areas of the emails regarding security alerts have been improved:

Added the ability to send email notifications about alerts for all severity levels

Added the ability to notify users with different Azure roles on the subscription

We're proactively notifying subscription owners by default on high-severity alerts (which have a high-

probability of being genuine breaches)

We've removed the phone number field from the email notifications configuration page

Learn more in Set up email notifications for security alerts.

Security Center continually assesses your resources, subscriptions, and organization for security issues. It then

aggregates all the findings into a single score so that you can tell, at a glance, your current security situation: the

higher the score, the lower the identified risk level.

As new threats are discovered, new security advice is made available in Security Center through new

recommendations. To avoid surprise changes your secure score, and to provide a grace period in which you can

explore new recommendations before they impact your scores, recommendations flagged as PreviewPreview  are no

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/use-pod-security-policies


  Recommendations now include a severity indicator and the freshness intervalRecommendations now include a severity indicator and the freshness interval

 August 2020

  Asset inventory - powerful new view of the security posture of your assetsAsset inventory - powerful new view of the security posture of your assets

longer included in the calculations of your secure score. They should still be remediated wherever possible, so

that when the preview period ends they'll contribute towards your score.

Also, PreviewPreview  recommendations don't render a resource "Unhealthy".

An example of a preview recommendation:

Learn more about secure score.

The details page for recommendations now includes a freshness interval indicator (whenever relevant) and a

clear display of the severity of the recommendation.

Updates in August include:

Asset inventory - powerful new view of the security posture of your assets

Added support for Azure Active Directory security defaults (for multifactor authentication)

Service principals recommendation added

Vulnerability assessment on VMs - recommendations and policies consolidated

New AKS security policies added to ASC_default initiative – for use by private preview customers only

Security Center's asset inventory (currently in preview) provides a way to view the security posture of the

resources you've connected to Security Center.

Security Center periodically analyzes the security state of your Azure resources to identify potential security

vulnerabilities. It then provides you with recommendations on how to remediate those vulnerabilities. When any

resource has outstanding recommendations, they'll appear in the inventory.



  Added support for Azure Active Directory security defaults (for multifactor authentication)Added support for Azure Active Directory security defaults (for multifactor authentication)

  Service principals recommendation addedService principals recommendation added

  Vulnerability assessment on VMs - recommendations and policies consolidatedVulnerability assessment on VMs - recommendations and policies consolidated

UN IF IED REC O M M EN DAT IO NUN IF IED REC O M M EN DAT IO N C H A N GE DESC RIP T IO NC H A N GE DESC RIP T IO N

A vulnerability assessment solution should beA vulnerability assessment solution should be
enabled on your vir tual machinesenabled on your vir tual machines

Replaces the following two recommendations:
***** Enable the built-in vulnerability assessment solution on
virtual machines (powered by Qualys (now deprecated)
(Included with standard tier)
***** Vulnerability assessment solution should be installed
on your virtual machines (now deprecated) (Standard and
free tiers)

Vulnerabilit ies in your vir tual machines should beVulnerabilit ies in your vir tual machines should be
remediatedremediated

Replaces the following two recommendations:
***** Remediate vulnerabilities found on your virtual
machines (powered by Qualys) (now deprecated)
***** Vulnerabilities should be remediated by a Vulnerability
Assessment solution (now deprecated)

You can use the view and its filters to explore your security posture data and take further actions based on your

findings.

Learn more about asset inventory.

Security Center has added full support for security defaults, Microsoft's free identity security protections.

Security defaults provide preconfigured identity security settings to defend your organization from common

identity-related attacks. Security defaults already protecting more than 5 million tenants overall; 50,000 tenants

are also protected by Security Center.

Security Center now provides a security recommendation whenever it identifies an Azure subscription without

security defaults enabled. Until now, Security Center recommended enabling multifactor authentication using

conditional access, which is part of the Azure Active Directory (AD) premium license. For customers using Azure

AD free, we now recommend enabling security defaults.

Our goal is to encourage more customers to secure their cloud environments with MFA, and mitigate one of the

highest risks that is also the most impactful to your secure score.

Learn more about security defaults.

A new recommendation has been added to recommend that Security Center customers using management

certificates to manage their subscriptions switch to service principals.

The recommendation, Ser vice pr incipals should be used to protect your subscr iptions instead ofSer vice pr incipals should be used to protect your subscr iptions instead of

Management Cer tificatesManagement Cer tificates  advises you to use Service Principals or Azure Resource Manager to more securely

manage your subscriptions.

Learn more about Application and service principal objects in Azure Active Directory.

Security Center inspects your VMs to detect whether they're running a vulnerability assessment solution. If no

vulnerability assessment solution is found, Security Center provides a recommendation to simplify the

deployment.

When vulnerabilities are found, Security Center provides a recommendation summarizing the findings for you

to investigate and remediate as necessary.

To ensure a consistent experience for all users, regardless of the scanner type they're using, we've unified four

recommendations into the following two:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/concept-fundamentals-security-defaults
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/concept-fundamentals-security-defaults
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/app-objects-and-service-principals


UN IF IED REC O M M EN DAT IO NUN IF IED REC O M M EN DAT IO N C H A N GE DESC RIP T IO NC H A N GE DESC RIP T IO N

  Updating dependenciesUpdating dependencies

  B e fo r e  A u g u st  2 0 2 0B e fo r e  A u g u st  2 0 2 0

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N SC O P ESC O P E

Enable the built- in vulnerability assessment solutionEnable the built- in vulnerability assessment solution
on vir tual machines (powered by Qualys)on vir tual machines (powered by Qualys)
Key: 550e890b-e652-4d22-8274-60b3bdb24c63

Built-in

Remediate vulnerabilit ies found on your vir tualRemediate vulnerabilit ies found on your vir tual
machines (powered by Qualys)machines (powered by Qualys)
Key: 1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f

Built-in

Vulnerability assessment solution should beVulnerability assessment solution should be
installed on your vir tual machinesinstalled on your vir tual machines
Key: 01b1ed4c-b733-4fee-b145-f23236e70cf3

BYOL

Vulnerabilit ies should be remediated by aVulnerabilit ies should be remediated by a
Vulnerability Assessment solutionVulnerability Assessment solution
Key: 71992a2a-d168-42e0-b10e-6b45fa2ecddb

BYOL

P O L IC YP O L IC Y SC O P ESC O P E

Vulnerability assessment should be enabled onVulnerability assessment should be enabled on
vir tual machinesvir tual machines
Policy ID: 501541f7-f7e7-4cd6-868c-4190fdad3ac9

Built-in

Vulnerabilit ies should be remediated by aVulnerabilit ies should be remediated by a
vulnerability assessment solutionvulnerability assessment solution
Policy ID: 760a85ff-6162-42b3-8d70-698e268f648c

BYOL

  F r o m  A u g u st  2 0 2 0F r o m  A u g u st  2 0 2 0

REC O M M EN DAT IO NREC O M M EN DAT IO N SC O P ESC O P E

A vulnerability assessment solution should beA vulnerability assessment solution should be
enabled on your vir tual machinesenabled on your vir tual machines
Key: ffff0522-1e88-47fc-8382-2a80ba848f5d

Built-in + BYOL

Vulnerabilit ies in your vir tual machines should beVulnerabilit ies in your vir tual machines should be
remediatedremediated
Key: 1195afff-c881-495e-9bc5-1486211ae03f

Built-in + BYOL

Now you'll use the same recommendation to deploy Security Center's vulnerability assessment extension or a

privately licensed solution ("BYOL") from a partner such as Qualys or Rapid7.

Also, when vulnerabilities are found and reported to Security Center, a single recommendation will alert you to

the findings regardless of the vulnerability assessment solution that identified them.

If you have scripts, queries, or automations referring to the previous recommendations or policy keys/names,

use the tables below to update the references:



P O L IC YP O L IC Y SC O P ESC O P E

Vulnerability assessment should be enabled onVulnerability assessment should be enabled on
vir tual machinesvir tual machines
Policy ID: 501541f7-f7e7-4cd6-868c-4190fdad3ac9

Built-in + BYOL

  New AKS security policies added to ASC_default initiative – for use by private preview customers onlyNew AKS security policies added to ASC_default initiative – for use by private preview customers only

 July 2020

  Vulnerability assessment for virtual machines is now available for non-marketplace imagesVulnerability assessment for virtual machines is now available for non-marketplace images

  Threat protection for Azure Storage expanded to include Azure Files and Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2Threat protection for Azure Storage expanded to include Azure Files and Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2
(preview)(preview)

To ensure that Kubernetes workloads are secure by default, Security Center is adding Kubernetes level policies

and hardening recommendations, including enforcement options with Kubernetes admission control.

The early phase of this project includes a private preview and the addition of new (disabled by default) policies

to the ASC_default initiative.

You can safely ignore these policies and there will be no impact on your environment. If you'd like to enable

them, sign up for the preview at https://aka.ms/SecurityPrP and select from the following options:

1. S ingle PreviewSingle Preview  – To join only this private preview. Explicitly mention "ASC Continuous Scan" as the preview

you would like to join.

2. Ongoing ProgramOngoing Program – To be added to this and future private previews. You'll need to complete a profile and

privacy agreement.

Updates in July include:

Vulnerability assessment for virtual machines is now available for non-marketplace images

Threat protection for Azure Storage expanded to include Azure Files and Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2

(preview)

Eight new recommendations to enable threat protection features

Container security improvements - faster registry scanning and refreshed documentation

Adaptive application controls updated with a new recommendation and support for wildcards in path rules

Six policies for SQL advanced data security deprecated

When deploying a vulnerability assessment solution, Security Center previously performed a validation check

before deploying. The check was to confirm a marketplace SKU of the destination virtual machine.

From this update, the check has been removed and you can now deploy vulnerability assessment tools to

'custom' Windows and Linux machines. Custom images are ones that you've modified from the marketplace

defaults.

Although you can now deploy the integrated vulnerability assessment extension (powered by Qualys) on many

more machines, support is only available if you're using an OS listed in Deploy the integrated vulnerability

scanner to standard tier VMs

Learn more about the integrated vulnerability scanner for virtual machines (requires Azure Defender).

Learn more about using your own privately-licensed vulnerability assessment solution from Qualys or Rapid7 in

Deploying a partner vulnerability scanning solution.

Threat protection for Azure Storage detects potentially harmful activity on your Azure Storage accounts. Security

Center displays alerts when it detects attempts to access or exploit your storage accounts.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f501541f7-f7e7-4cd6-868c-4190fdad3ac9
https://aka.ms/SecurityPrP


  Eight new recommendations to enable threat protection featuresEight new recommendations to enable threat protection features

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Container security improvements - faster registry scanning and refreshed documentationContainer security improvements - faster registry scanning and refreshed documentation

  Adaptive application controls updated with a new recommendation and support for wildcards in path rulesAdaptive application controls updated with a new recommendation and support for wildcards in path rules

Your data can be protected whether it's stored as blob containers, file shares, or data lakes.

Eight new recommendations have been added to provide a simple way to enable Azure Security Center's threat

protection features for the following resource types: virtual machines, App Service plans, Azure SQL Database

servers, SQL servers on machines, Azure Storage accounts, Azure Kubernetes Service clusters, Azure Container

Registry registries, and Azure Key Vault vaults.

The new recommendations are:

Advanced data security should be enabled on Azure SQL Database ser versAdvanced data security should be enabled on Azure SQL Database ser vers

Advanced data security should be enabled on SQL ser vers on machinesAdvanced data security should be enabled on SQL ser vers on machines

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure App Ser vice plansAdvanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure App Ser vice plans

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Container Registr y registr iesAdvanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Container Registr y registr ies

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Key Vault vaultsAdvanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Key Vault vaults

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Kubernetes Ser vice clustersAdvanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Kubernetes Ser vice clusters

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Storage accountsAdvanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Storage accounts

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on vir tual machinesAdvanced threat protection should be enabled on vir tual machines

These new recommendations belong to the Enable Azure DefenderEnable Azure Defender  security control.

The recommendations also include the quick fix capability.

Remediating any of these recommendations will result in charges for protecting the relevant resources. These charges will

begin immediately if you have related resources in the current subscription. Or in the future, if you add them at a later

date.

For example, if you don't have any Azure Kubernetes Service clusters in your subscription and you enable the threat

protection, no charges will be incurred. If, in the future, you add a cluster on the same subscription, it will automatically be

protected and charges will begin at that time.

Learn more about each of these in the security recommendations reference page.

Learn more about threat protection in Azure Security Center.

As part of the continuous investments in the container security domain, we are happy to share a significant

performance improvement in Security Center's dynamic scans of container images stored in Azure Container

Registry. Scans now typically complete in approximately two minutes. In some cases, they might take up to 15

minutes.

To improve the clarity and guidance regarding Azure Security Center's container security capabilities, we've also

refreshed the container security documentation pages.

Learn more about Security Center's container security in the following articles:

Overview of Security Center's container security features

Details of the integration with Azure Container Registry

Details of the integration with Azure Kubernetes Service

How-to scan your registries and harden your Docker hosts

Security alerts from the threat protection features for Azure Kubernetes Service clusters

Security recommendations for containers

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/azure-defender.html


  Six policies for SQL advanced data security deprecatedSix policies for SQL advanced data security deprecated

 June 2020

  Secure score API (preview)Secure score API (preview)

The adaptive application controls feature has received two significant updates:

A new recommendation identifies potentially legitimate behavior that hasn't previously been allowed. The

new recommendation, Allowlist rules in your adaptive application control policy should beAllowlist rules in your adaptive application control policy should be

updatedupdated, prompts you to add new rules to the existing policy to reduce the number of false positives in

adaptive application controls violation alerts.

Path rules now support wildcards. From this update, you can configure allowed path rules using

wildcards. There are two supported scenarios:

Using a wildcard at the end of a path to allow all executables within this folder and sub-folders

Using a wildcard in the middle of a path to enable a known executable name with a changing

folder name (e.g. personal user folders with a known executable, automatically generated folder

names, etc.).

Learn more about adaptive application controls.

Six policies related to advanced data security for SQL machines are being deprecated:

Advanced threat protection types should be set to 'All' in SQL managed instance advanced data security

settings

Advanced threat protection types should be set to 'All' in SQL server advanced data security settings

Advanced data security settings for SQL managed instance should contain an email address to receive

security alerts

Advanced data security settings for SQL server should contain an email address to receive security alerts

Email notifications to admins and subscription owners should be enabled in SQL managed instance

advanced data security settings

Email notifications to admins and subscription owners should be enabled in SQL server advanced data

security settings

Learn more about built-in policies.

Updates in June include:

Secure score API (preview)

Advanced data security for SQL machines (Azure, other clouds, and on-premises) (preview)

Two new recommendations to deploy the Log Analytics agent to Azure Arc machines (preview)

New policies to create continuous export and workflow automation configurations at scale

New recommendation for using NSGs to protect non-internet-facing virtual machines

New policies for enabling threat protection and advanced data security

You can now access your score via the secure score API (currently in preview). The API methods provide the

flexibility to query the data and build your own reporting mechanism of your secure scores over time. For

example, you can use the Secure ScoresSecure Scores  API to get the score for a specific subscription. In addition, you can use

the Secure Score ControlsSecure Score Controls  API to list the security controls and the current score of your subscriptions.

For examples of external tools made possible with the secure score API, see the secure score area of our GitHub

community.

Learn more about secure score and security controls in Azure Security Center.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/securescores/
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Secure%20Score


  Advanced data security for SQL machines (Azure, other clouds, and on-premises) (preview)Advanced data security for SQL machines (Azure, other clouds, and on-premises) (preview)

  Two new recommendations to deploy the Log Analytics agent to Azure Arc machines (preview)Two new recommendations to deploy the Log Analytics agent to Azure Arc machines (preview)

  New policies to create continuous export and workflow automation configurations at scaleNew policies to create continuous export and workflow automation configurations at scale

GO A LGO A L P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

Continuous export to Event Hub Deploy export to Event Hub for Azure
Security Center alerts and
recommendations

cdfcce10-4578-4ecd-9703-
530938e4abcb

Continuous export to Log Analytics
workspace

Deploy export to Log Analytics
workspace for Azure Security Center
alerts and recommendations

ffb6f416-7bd2-4488-8828-
56585fef2be9

Workflow automation for security
alerts

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Azure Security Center alerts

f1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-
268cdd02361e

Azure Security Center's advanced data security for SQL machines now protects SQL Servers hosted in Azure, on

other cloud environments, and even on-premises machines. This extends the protections for your Azure-native

SQL Servers to fully support hybrid environments.

Advanced data security provides vulnerability assessment and advanced threat protection for your SQL

machines wherever they're located.

Set up involves two steps:

1. Deploying the Log Analytics agent to your SQL Server's host machine to provide the connection to Azure

account.

2. Enabling the optional bundle in Security Center's pricing and settings page.

Learn more about advanced data security for SQL machines.

Two new recommendations have been added to help deploy the Log Analytics Agent to your Azure Arc

machines and ensure they're protected by Azure Security Center :

Log Analytics agent should be installed on your Windows-based Azure Arc machines (Preview)Log Analytics agent should be installed on your Windows-based Azure Arc machines (Preview)

Log Analytics agent should be installed on your L inux-based Azure Arc machines (Preview)Log Analytics agent should be installed on your L inux-based Azure Arc machines (Preview)

These new recommendations will appear in the same four security controls as the existing (related)

recommendation, Monitor ing agent should be installed on your machinesMonitor ing agent should be installed on your machines : remediate security

configurations, apply adaptive application control, apply system updates, and enable endpoint protection.

The recommendations also include the Quick fix capability to help speed up the deployment process.

Learn more about these two new recommendations in the Compute and app recommendations table.

Learn more about how Azure Security Center uses the agent in What is the Log Analytics agent?.

Learn more about extensions for Azure Arc machines.

Automating your organization's monitoring and incident response processes can greatly improve the time it

takes to investigate and mitigate security incidents.

To deploy your automation configurations across your organization, use these built-in 'DeployIfdNotExist' Azure

policies to create and configure continuous export and workflow automation procedures:

The policy definitions can be found in Azure Policy:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/log-analytics-agent
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-data-collection-agents.html#what-is-the-log-analytics-agent-
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-arc/servers/manage-vm-extensions
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fcdfcce10-4578-4ecd-9703-530938e4abcb
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fffb6f416-7bd2-4488-8828-56585fef2be9
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252ff1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-268cdd02361e


Workflow automation for security
recommendations

Deploy Workflow Automation for
Azure Security Center
recommendations

73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-
43795f3492ef

GO A LGO A L P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

  New recommendation for using NSGs to protect non-internet-facing virtual machinesNew recommendation for using NSGs to protect non-internet-facing virtual machines

  New policies for enabling threat protection and advanced data securityNew policies for enabling threat protection and advanced data security

P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

Advanced data security should be enabled on Azure SQL
Database servers

7fe3b40f-802b-4cdd-8bd4-fd799c948cc2

Advanced data security should be enabled on SQL servers
on machines

6581d072-105e-4418-827f-bd446d56421b

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure
Storage accounts

308fbb08-4ab8-4e67-9b29-592e93fb94fa

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure Key
Vault vaults

0e6763cc-5078-4e64-889d-ff4d9a839047

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure App
Service plans

2913021d-f2fd-4f3d-b958-22354e2bdbcb

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure
Container Registry registries

c25d9a16-bc35-4e15-a7e5-9db606bf9ed4

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Azure
Kubernetes Service clusters

523b5cd1-3e23-492f-a539-13118b6d1e3a

Advanced threat protection should be enabled on Virtual
Machines

4da35fc9-c9e7-4960-aec9-797fe7d9051d

Get started with workflow automation templates.

Learn more about using the two export policies in Configure workflow automation at scale using the supplied

policies and Set up a continuous export.

The "implement security best practices" security control now includes the following new recommendation:

Non-internet-facing vir tual machines should be protected with network security groupsNon-internet-facing vir tual machines should be protected with network security groups

An existing recommendation, Internet-facing vir tual machines should be protected with networkInternet-facing vir tual machines should be protected with network

security groupssecurity groups , didn't distinguish between internet-facing and non-internet facing VMs. For both, a high-

severity recommendation was generated if a VM wasn't assigned to a network security group. This new

recommendation separates the non-internet-facing machines to reduce the false positives and avoid

unnecessary high-severity alerts.

Learn more in the Network recommendations table.

The new policy definitions below were added to the ASC Default initiative and are designed to assist with

enabling threat protection or advanced data security for the relevant resource types.

The policy definitions can be found in Azure Policy:

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-43795f3492ef
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Security-Center/tree/master/Workflow%20automation
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f7fe3b40f-802b-4cdd-8bd4-fd799c948cc2
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f6581d072-105e-4418-827f-bd446d56421b
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f308fbb08-4ab8-4e67-9b29-592e93fb94fa
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f0e6763cc-5078-4e64-889d-ff4d9a839047
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f2913021d-f2fd-4f3d-b958-22354e2bdbcb
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252fc25d9a16-bc35-4e15-a7e5-9db606bf9ed4
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f523b5cd1-3e23-492f-a539-13118b6d1e3a
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252fproviders%252fMicrosoft.Authorization%252fpolicyDefinitions%252f4da35fc9-c9e7-4960-aec9-797fe7d9051d


P O L IC YP O L IC Y P O L IC Y  IDP O L IC Y  ID

 May 2020

  Alert suppression rules (preview)Alert suppression rules (preview)

  Virtual machine vulnerability assessment is now generally availableVirtual machine vulnerability assessment is now generally available

  Changes to just-in-time (JIT) virtual machine (VM) accessChanges to just-in-time (JIT) virtual machine (VM) access

Learn more about Threat protection in Azure Security Center.

Updates in May include:

Alert suppression rules (preview)

Virtual machine vulnerability assessment is now generally available

Changes to just-in-time (JIT) virtual machine (VM) access

Custom recommendations have been moved to a separate security control

Toggle added to view recommendations in controls or as a flat list

Expanded security control "Implement security best practices"

Custom policies with custom metadata are now generally available

Crash dump analysis capabilities migrating to fileless attack detection

This new feature (currently in preview) helps reduce alert fatigue. Use rules to automatically hide alerts that are

known to be innocuous or related to normal activities in your organization. This lets you focus on the most

relevant threats.

Alerts that match your enabled suppression rules will still be generated, but their state will be set to dismissed.

You can see the state in the Azure portal or however you access your Security Center security alerts.

Suppression rules define the criteria for which alerts should be automatically dismissed. Typically, you'd use a

suppression rule to:

suppress alerts that you've identified as false positives

suppress alerts that are being triggered too often to be useful

Learn more about suppressing alerts from Azure Security Center's threat protection.

Security Center's standard tier now includes an integrated vulnerability assessment for virtual machines for no

additional fee. This extension is powered by Qualys but reports its findings directly back to Security Center. You

don't need a Qualys license or even a Qualys account - everything's handled seamlessly inside Security Center.

The new solution can continuously scan your virtual machines to find vulnerabilities and present the findings in

Security Center.

To deploy the solution, use the new security recommendation:

"Enable the built-in vulnerability assessment solution on virtual machines (powered by Qualys)"

Learn more about Security Center's integrated vulnerability assessment for virtual machines.

Security Center includes an optional feature to protect the management ports of your VMs. This provides a

defense against the most common form of brute force attacks.

This update brings the following changes to this feature:

The recommendation that advises you to enable JIT on a VM has been renamed. Formerly, "Just-in-time

network access control should be applied on virtual machines" it's now: "Management ports of virtual

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/azure-defender.html


  Custom recommendations have been moved to a separate security controlCustom recommendations have been moved to a separate security control

  Toggle added to view recommendations in controls or as a flat listToggle added to view recommendations in controls or as a flat list

machines should be protected with just-in-time network access control".

The recommendation is triggered only if there are open management ports.

Learn more about the JIT access feature.

One security control introduced with the enhanced secure score was "Implement security best practices". Any

custom recommendations created for your subscriptions were automatically placed in that control.

To make it easier to find your custom recommendations, we've moved them into a dedicated security control,

"Custom recommendations". This control has no impact on your secure score.

Learn more about security controls in Enhanced secure score (preview) in Azure Security Center.

Security controls are logical groups of related security recommendations. They reflect your vulnerable attack

surfaces. A control is a set of security recommendations, with instructions that help you implement those

recommendations.

To immediately see how well your organization is securing each individual attack surface, review the scores for

each security control.

By default, your recommendations are shown in the security controls. From this update, you can also display

them as a list. To view them as simple list sorted by the health status of the affected resources, use the new

toggle 'Group by controls'. The toggle is above the list in the portal.

The security controls - and this toggle - are part of the new secure score experience. Remember to send us your

feedback from within the portal.

Learn more about security controls in Enhanced secure score (preview) in Azure Security Center.



  Expanded security control "Implement security best practices"Expanded security control "Implement security best practices"
One security control introduced with the enhanced secure score is "Implement security best practices". When a

recommendation is in this control, it doesn't impact the secure score.

With this update, three recommendations have moved out of the controls in which they were originally placed,

and into this best practices control. We've taken this step because we've determined that the risk of these three

recommendations is lower than was initially thought.

In addition, two new recommendations have been introduced and added to this control.

The three recommendations that moved are:

MFA should be enabled on accounts with read permissions on your subscr iptionMFA should be enabled on accounts with read permissions on your subscr iption (originally in the

"Enable MFA" control)

External accounts with read permissions should be removed from your subscr iptionExternal accounts with read permissions should be removed from your subscr iption (originally in

the "Manage access and permissions" control)

A maximum of 3 owners should be designated for your subscr iptionA maximum of 3 owners should be designated for your subscr iption (originally in the "Manage

access and permissions" control)

The two new recommendations added to the control are:

Guest configuration extension should be installed on Windows vir tual machines (Preview)Guest configuration extension should be installed on Windows vir tual machines (Preview)  -

Using Azure Policy Guest Configuration provides visibility inside virtual machines to server and

application settings (Windows only).

Windows Defender Exploit Guard should be enabled on your machines (Preview)Windows Defender Exploit Guard should be enabled on your machines (Preview)  - Windows

Defender Exploit Guard leverages the Azure Policy Guest Configuration agent. Exploit Guard has four

components that are designed to lock down devices against a wide variety of attack vectors and block

behaviors commonly used in malware attacks while enabling enterprises to balance their security risk

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration


  Custom policies with custom metadata are now generally availableCustom policies with custom metadata are now generally available

  Crash dump analysis capabilities migrating to fileless attack detectionCrash dump analysis capabilities migrating to fileless attack detection

 April 2020

  Dynamic compliance packages are now generally availableDynamic compliance packages are now generally available

and productivity requirements (Windows only).

Learn more about Windows Defender Exploit Guard in Create and deploy an Exploit Guard policy.

Learn more about security controls in Enhanced secure score (preview).

Custom policies are now part of the Security Center recommendations experience, secure score, and the

regulatory compliance standards dashboard. This feature is now generally available and allows you to extend

your organization's security assessment coverage in Security Center.

Create a custom initiative in Azure Policy, add policies to it and onboard it to Azure Security Center, and visualize

it as recommendations.

We've now also added the option to edit the custom recommendation metadata. Metadata options include

severity, remediation steps, threats information, and more.

Learn more about enhancing your custom recommendations with detailed information.

We are integrating the Windows crash dump analysis (CDA) detection capabilities into fileless attack detection.

Fileless attack detection analytics brings improved versions of the following security alerts for Windows

machines: Code injection discovered, Masquerading Windows Module Detected, Shell code discovered, and

Suspicious code segment detected.

Some of the benefits of this transition:

Proactive and timely malware detectionProactive and timely malware detection - The CDA approach involved waiting for a crash to occur

and then running analysis to find malicious artifacts. Using fileless attack detection brings proactive

identification of in-memory threats while they are running.

Enriched aler tsEnriched aler ts  - The security alerts from fileless attack detection include enrichments that aren't

available from CDA, such as the active network connections information.

Aler t aggregationAler t aggregation - When CDA detected multiple attack patterns within a single crash dump, it

triggered multiple security alerts. Fileless attack detection combines all of the identified attack patterns

from the same process into a single alert, removing the need to correlate multiple alerts.

Reduced requirements on your Log Analytics workspaceReduced requirements on your Log Analytics workspace - Crash dumps containing potentially

sensitive data will no longer be uploaded to your Log Analytics workspace.

Updates in April include:

Dynamic compliance packages are now generally available

Identity recommendations now included in Azure Security Center free tier

The Azure Security Center regulatory compliance dashboard now includes dynamic compliance packagesdynamic compliance packages

(now generally available) to track additional industry and regulatory standards.

Dynamic compliance packages can be added to your subscription or management group from the Security

Center security policy page. When you've onboarded a standard or benchmark, the standard appears in your

regulatory compliance dashboard with all associated compliance data mapped as assessments. A summary

report for any of the standards that have been onboarded will be available to download.

Now, you can add standards such as:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/protect/deploy-use/create-deploy-exploit-guard-policy


  Identity recommendations now included in Azure Security Center free tierIdentity recommendations now included in Azure Security Center free tier

 March 2020

  Workflow automation is now generally availableWorkflow automation is now generally available

  Integration of Azure Security Center with Windows Admin CenterIntegration of Azure Security Center with Windows Admin Center

NIST SP 800-53 R4NIST SP 800-53 R4

SWIFT CSP CSCF-v2020SWIFT CSP CSCF-v2020

UK Official and UK NHSUK Official and UK NHS

Canada Federal PBMMCanada Federal PBMM

Azure CIS 1.1 .0 (new)Azure CIS 1.1 .0 (new)  (which is a more complete representation of Azure CIS 1.1.0)

In addition, we've recently added the Azure Security Benchmark, the Microsoft-authored Azure-specific

guidelines for security and compliance best practices based on common compliance frameworks. Additional

standards will be supported in the dashboard as they become available.

Learn more about customizing the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

Security recommendations for identity and access on the Azure Security Center free tier are now generally

available. This is part of the effort to make the cloud security posture management (CSPM) features free. Until

now, these recommendations were only available on the standard pricing tier.

Examples of identity and access recommendations include:

"Multifactor authentication should be enabled on accounts with owner permissions on your subscription."

"A maximum of three owners should be designated for your subscription."

"Deprecated accounts should be removed from your subscription."

If you have subscriptions on the free pricing tier, their secure scores will be impacted by this change because

they were never assessed for their identity and access security.

Learn more about identity and access recommendations.

Learn more about Managing multifactor authentication (MFA) enforcement on your subscriptions.

Updates in March include:

Workflow automation is now generally available

Integration of Azure Security Center with Windows Admin Center

Protection for Azure Kubernetes Service

Improved just-in-time experience

Two security recommendations for web applications deprecated

The workflow automation feature of Azure Security Center is now generally available. Use it to automatically

trigger Logic Apps on security alerts and recommendations. In addition, manual triggers are available for alerts

and all recommendations that have the quick fix option available.

Every security program includes multiple workflows for incident response. These processes might include

notifying relevant stakeholders, launching a change management process, and applying specific remediation

steps. Security experts recommend that you automate as many steps of those procedures as you can.

Automation reduces overhead and can improve your security by ensuring the process steps are done quickly,

consistently, and according to your predefined requirements.

For more information about the automatic and manual Security Center capabilities for running your workflows,

see workflow automation.

Learn more about creating Logic Apps.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview


  Protection for Azure Kubernetes ServiceProtection for Azure Kubernetes Service

  Improved just-in-time experienceImproved just-in-time experience

  Two security recommendations for web applications deprecatedTwo security recommendations for web applications deprecated

It's now possible to move your on-premises Windows servers from the Windows Admin Center directly to the

Azure Security Center. Security Center then becomes your single pane of glass to view security information for

all your Windows Admin Center resources, including on-premises servers, virtual machines, and additional PaaS

workloads.

After moving a server from Windows Admin Center to Azure Security Center, you'll be able to:

View security alerts and recommendations in the Security Center extension of the Windows Admin Center.

View the security posture and retrieve additional detailed information of your Windows Admin Center

managed servers in the Security Center within the Azure portal (or via an API).

Learn more about how to integrate Azure Security Center with Windows Admin Center.

Azure Security Center is expanding its container security features to protect Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS).

The popular, open-source platform Kubernetes has been adopted so widely that it's now an industry standard

for container orchestration. Despite this widespread implementation, there's still a lack of understanding

regarding how to secure a Kubernetes environment. Defending the attack surfaces of a containerized application

requires expertise to ensuring the infrastructure is configured securely and constantly monitored for potential

threats.

The Security Center defense includes:

Discover y and visibilityDiscover y and visibility  - Continuous discovery of managed AKS instances within the subscriptions

registered to Security Center.

Security recommendationsSecurity recommendations  - Actionable recommendations to help you comply with security best-

practices for AKS. These recommendations are included in your secure score to ensure they're viewed as a

part of your organization's security posture. An example of an AKS-related recommendation you might see is

"Role-based access control should be used to restrict access to a Kubernetes service cluster".

Threat protectionThreat protection - Through continuous analysis of your AKS deployment, Security Center alerts you to

threats and malicious activity detected at the host and AKS cluster level.

Learn more about Azure Kubernetes Services' integration with Security Center.

Learn more about the container security features in Security Center.

The features, operation, and UI for Azure Security Center's just-in-time tools that secure your management ports

have been enhanced as follows:

Justification fieldJustification field - When requesting access to a virtual machine (VM) through the just-in-time page of the

Azure portal, a new optional field is available to enter a justification for the request. Information entered into

this field can be tracked in the activity log.

Automatic cleanup of redundant just-in-time (JIT) rulesAutomatic cleanup of redundant just-in-time (JIT) rules  - Whenever you update a JIT policy, a cleanup

tool automatically runs to check the validity of your entire ruleset. The tool looks for mismatches between

rules in your policy and rules in the NSG. If the cleanup tool finds a mismatch, it determines the cause and,

when it's safe to do so, removes built-in rules that aren't needed anymore. The cleaner never deletes rules

that you've created.

Learn more about the JIT access feature.

Two security recommendations related to web applications are being deprecated:

The rules for web applications on IaaS NSGs should be hardened. (Related policy: The NSGs rules for web

applications on IaaS should be hardened)



 February 2020
  Fileless attack detection for Linux (preview)Fileless attack detection for Linux (preview)

 January 2020
  Enhanced secure score (preview)Enhanced secure score (preview)

 November 2019

  Threat Protection for Azure Key Vault in North America Regions (preview)Threat Protection for Azure Key Vault in North America Regions (preview)

Access to App Services should be restricted. (Related policy: Access to App Services should be restricted

[preview])

These recommendations will no longer appear in the Security Center list of recommendations. The related

policies will no longer be included in the initiative named "Security Center Default".

Learn more about security recommendations.

As attackers increasing employ stealthier methods to avoid detection, Azure Security Center is extending fileless

attack detection for Linux, in addition to Windows. Fileless attacks exploit software vulnerabilities, inject

malicious payloads into benign system processes, and hide in memory. These techniques:

minimize or eliminate traces of malware on disk

greatly reduce the chances of detection by disk-based malware scanning solutions

To counter this threat, Azure Security Center released fileless attack detection for Windows in October 2018, and

has now extended fileless attack detection on Linux as well.

An enhanced version of the secure score feature of Azure Security Center is now available in preview. In this

version, multiple recommendations are grouped into Security Controls that better reflect your vulnerable attack

surfaces (for example, restrict access to management ports).

Familiarize yourself with the secure score changes during the preview phase and determine other remediations

that will help you to further secure your environment.

Learn more about enhanced secure score (preview).

Updates in November include:

Threat Protection for Azure Key Vault in North America regions (preview)

Threat Protection for Azure Storage includes Malware Reputation Screening

Workflow automation with Logic Apps (preview)

Quick Fix for bulk resources generally available

Scan container images for vulnerabilities (preview)

Additional regulatory compliance standards (preview)

Threat Protection for Azure Kubernetes Service (preview)

Virtual machine vulnerability assessment (preview)

Advanced data security for SQL servers on Azure Virtual Machines (preview)

Support for custom policies (preview)

Extending Azure Security Center coverage with platform for community and partners

Advanced integrations with export of recommendations and alerts (preview)

Onboard on-prem servers to Security Center from Windows Admin Center (preview)

Azure Key Vault is an essential service for protecting data and improving performance of cloud applications by

offering the ability to centrally manage keys, secrets, cryptographic keys and policies in the cloud. Since Azure



  Threat Protection for Azure Storage includes Malware Reputation ScreeningThreat Protection for Azure Storage includes Malware Reputation Screening

  Workflow automation with Logic Apps (preview)Workflow automation with Logic Apps (preview)

  Quick Fix for bulk resources generally availableQuick Fix for bulk resources generally available

  Scan container images for vulnerabilities (preview)Scan container images for vulnerabilities (preview)

  Additional regulatory compliance standards (preview)Additional regulatory compliance standards (preview)

Key Vault stores sensitive and business critical data, it requires maximum security for the key vaults and the data

stored in them.

Azure Security Center's support for Threat Protection for Azure Key Vault provides an additional layer of security

intelligence that detects unusual and potentially harmful attempts to access or exploit key vaults. This new layer

of protection allows customers to address threats against their key vaults without being a security expert or

manage security monitoring systems. The feature is in public preview in North America Regions.

Threat protection for Azure Storage offers new detections powered by Microsoft Threat Intelligence for detecting

malware uploads to Azure Storage using hash reputation analysis and suspicious access from an active Tor exit

node (an anonymizing proxy). You can now view detected malware across storage accounts using Azure Security

Center.

Organizations with centrally managed security and IT/operations implement internal workflow processes to

drive required action within the organization when discrepancies are discovered in their environments. In many

cases, these workflows are repeatable processes and automation can greatly streamline processes within the

organization.

Today we are introducing a new capability in Security Center that allows customers to create automation

configurations leveraging Azure Logic Apps and to create policies that will automatically trigger them based on

specific ASC findings such as Recommendations or Alerts. Azure Logic App can be configured to do any custom

action supported by the vast community of Logic App connectors, or use one of the templates provided by

Security Center such as sending an email or opening a ServiceNow™ ticket.

For more information about the automatic and manual Security Center capabilities for running your workflows,

see workflow automation.

To learn about creating Logic Apps, see Azure Logic Apps.

With the many tasks that a user is given as part of Secure Score, the ability to effectively remediate issues across

a large fleet can become challenging.

To simplify remediation of security misconfigurations and to be able to quickly remediate recommendations on

a bulk of resources and improve your secure score, use Quick Fix remediation.

This operation will allow you to select the resources you want to apply the remediation to and launch a

remediation action that will configure the setting on your behalf.

Quick fix is generally available today customers as part of the Security Center recommendations page.

See which recommendations have quick fix enabled in the reference guide to security recommendations.

Azure Security Center can now scan container images in Azure Container Registry for vulnerabilities.

The image scanning works by parsing the container image file, then checking to see whether there are any

known vulnerabilities (powered by Qualys).

The scan itself is automatically triggered when pushing new container images to Azure Container Registry.

Found vulnerabilities will surface as Security Center recommendations and included in the secure score together

with information on how to patch them to reduce the attack surface they allowed.

The Regulatory Compliance dashboard provides insights into your compliance posture based on Security Center

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview


  Threat Protection for Azure Kubernetes Service (preview)Threat Protection for Azure Kubernetes Service (preview)

  Virtual machine vulnerability assessment (preview)Virtual machine vulnerability assessment (preview)

  Advanced data security for SQL servers on Azure Virtual Machines (preview)Advanced data security for SQL servers on Azure Virtual Machines (preview)

  Support for custom policies (preview)Support for custom policies (preview)

assessments. The dashboard shows how your environment complies with controls and requirements designated

by specific regulatory standards and industry benchmarks and provides prescriptive recommendations for how

to address these requirements.

The regulatory compliance dashboard has thus far supported four built-in standards: Azure CIS 1.1.0, PCI-DSS,

ISO 27001, and SOC-TSP. We are now announcing the public preview release of additional supported standards:

NIST SP 800-53 R4, SWIFT CSP CSCF v2020, Canada Federal PBMM and UK Official together with UK NHS. We

are also releasing an updated version of Azure CIS 1.1.0, covering more controls from the standard and

enhancing extensibility.

Learn more about customizing the set of standards in your regulatory compliance dashboard.

Kubernetes is quickly becoming the new standard for deploying and managing software in the cloud. Few

people have extensive experience with Kubernetes and many only focuses on general engineering and

administration and overlook the security aspect. Kubernetes environment needs to be configured carefully to be

secure, making sure no container focused attack surface doors are not left open is exposed for attackers.

Security Center is expanding its support in the container space to one of the fastest growing services in Azure -

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS).

The new capabilities in this public preview release include:

Discover y & VisibilityDiscover y & Visibility  - Continuous discovery of managed AKS instances within Security Center's

registered subscriptions.

Secure Score recommendationsSecure Score recommendations  - Actionable items to help customers comply with security best practices

for AKS, and increase their secure score. Recommendations include items such as "Role-based access control

should be used to restrict access to a Kubernetes Service Cluster".

Threat DetectionThreat Detection - Host and cluster-based analytics, such as "A privileged container detected".

Applications that are installed in virtual machines could often have vulnerabilities that could lead to a breach of

the virtual machine. We are announcing that the Security Center standard tier includes built-in vulnerability

assessment for virtual machines for no additional fee. The vulnerability assessment, powered by Qualys in the

public preview, will allow you to continuously scan all the installed applications on a virtual machine to find

vulnerable applications and present the findings in the Security Center portal's experience. Security Center takes

care of all deployment operations so that no extra work is required from the user. Going forward we are

planning to provide vulnerability assessment options to support our customers' unique business needs.

Learn more about vulnerability assessments for your Azure Virtual Machines.

Azure Security Center's support for threat protection and vulnerability assessment for SQL DBs running on IaaS

VMs is now in preview.

Vulnerability assessment is an easy to configure service that can discover, track, and help you remediate

potential database vulnerabilities. It provides visibility into your security posture as part of secure score and

includes the steps to resolve security issues and enhance your database fortifications.

Advanced threat protection detects anomalous activities indicating unusual and potentially harmful attempts to

access or exploit your SQL server. It continuously monitors your database for suspicious activities and provides

action-oriented security alerts on anomalous database access patterns. These alerts provide the suspicious

activity details and recommended actions to investigate and mitigate the threat.

Azure Security Center now supports custom policies (in preview).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/sql-vulnerability-assessment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/threat-detection-overview


  Extending Azure Security Center coverage with platform for community and partnersExtending Azure Security Center coverage with platform for community and partners

  Advanced integrations with export of recommendations and alerts (preview)Advanced integrations with export of recommendations and alerts (preview)

  Onboard on-prem servers to Security Center from Windows Admin Center (preview)Onboard on-prem servers to Security Center from Windows Admin Center (preview)

 September 2019

  Managing rules with adaptive application controls improvementsManaging rules with adaptive application controls improvements

  Control container security recommendation using Azure PolicyControl container security recommendation using Azure Policy

Our customers have been wanting to extend their current security assessments coverage in Security Center with

their own security assessments based on policies that they create in Azure Policy. With support for custom

policies, this is now possible.

These new policies will be part of the Security Center recommendations experience, Secure Score, and the

regulatory compliance standards dashboard. With the support for custom policies, you're now able to create a

custom initiative in Azure Policy, then add it as a policy in Security Center and visualize it as a recommendation.

Use Security Center to receive recommendations not only from Microsoft but also from existing solutions from

partners such as Check Point, Tenable, and CyberArk with many more integrations coming. Security Center's

simple onboarding flow can connect your existing solutions to Security Center, enabling you to view your

security posture recommendations in a single place, run unified reports and leverage all of Security Center's

capabilities against both built-in and partner recommendations. You can also export Security Center

recommendations to partner products.

Learn more about Microsoft Intelligent Security Association.

In order to enable enterprise level scenarios on top of Security Center, it's now possible to consume Security

Center alerts and recommendations in additional places except the Azure portal or API. These can be directly

exported to an Event Hub and to Log Analytics workspaces. Here are a few workflows you can create around

these new capabilities:

With export to Log Analytics workspace, you can create custom dashboards with Power BI.

With export to Event Hub, you'll be able to export Security Center alerts and recommendations to your third-

party SIEMs, to a third-party solution, or Azure Data Explorer.

Windows Admin Center is a management portal for Windows Servers who are not deployed in Azure offering

them several Azure management capabilities such as backup and system updates. We have recently added an

ability to onboard these non-Azure servers to be protected by ASC directly from the Windows Admin Center

experience.

With this new experience users will be to onboard a WAC server to Azure Security Center and enable viewing its

security alerts and recommendations directly in the Windows Admin Center experience.

Updates in September include:

Managing rules with adaptive application controls improvements

Control container security recommendation using Azure Policy

The experience of managing rules for virtual machines using adaptive application controls has improved. Azure

Security Center's adaptive application controls help you control which applications can run on your virtual

machines. In addition to a general improvement to rule management, a new benefit enables you to control

which file types will be protected when you add a new rule.

Learn more about adaptive application controls.

Azure Security Center's recommendation to remediate vulnerabilities in container security can now be enabled

or disabled via Azure Policy.

https://www.microsoft.com/security/partnerships/intelligent-security-association


 August 2019

  Just-in-time (JIT) VM access for Azure FirewallJust-in-time (JIT) VM access for Azure Firewall

  Single click remediation to boost your security posture (preview)Single click remediation to boost your security posture (preview)

  Cross-tenant managementCross-tenant management

 July 2019
  Updates to network recommendationsUpdates to network recommendations

 June 2019
  Adaptive Network Hardening - generally availableAdaptive Network Hardening - generally available

To view your enabled security policies, from Security Center open the Security Policypage.

Updates in August include:

Just-in-time (JIT) VM access for Azure Firewall

Single click remediation to boost your security posture (preview)

Cross-tenant management

Just-in-time (JIT) VM access for Azure Firewall is now generally available. Use it to secure your Azure Firewall

protected environments in addition to your NSG protected environments.

JIT VM access reduces exposure to network volumetric attacks by providing controlled access to VMs only when

needed, using your NSG and Azure Firewall rules.

When you enable JIT for your VMs, you create a policy that determines the ports to be protected, how long the

ports are to remain open, and approved IP addresses from where these ports can be accessed. This policy helps

you stay in control of what users can do when they request access.

Requests are logged in the Azure Activity Log, so you can easily monitor and audit access. The just-in-time page

also helps you quickly identify existing VMs that have JIT enabled and VMs where JIT is recommended.

Learn more about Azure Firewall.

Secure score is a tool that helps you assess your workload security posture. It reviews your security

recommendations and prioritizes them for you, so you know which recommendations to perform first. This

helps you find the most serious security vulnerabilities to prioritize investigation.

In order to simplify remediation of security misconfigurations and help you to quickly improve your secure

score, we've added a new capability that allows you to remediate a recommendation on a bulk of resources in a

single click.

This operation will allow you to select the resources you want to apply the remediation to and launch a

remediation action that will configure the setting on your behalf.

See which recommendations have quick fix enabled in the reference guide to security recommendations.

Security Center now supports cross-tenant management scenarios as part of Azure Lighthouse. This enables

you to gain visibility and manage the security posture of multiple tenants in Security Center.

Learn more about cross-tenant management experiences.

Azure Security Center (ASC) has launched new networking recommendations and improved some existing ones.

Now, using Security Center ensures even greater networking protection for your resources.

Learn more about network recommendations.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/overview


One of the biggest attack surfaces for workloads running in the public cloud are connections to and from the

public Internet. Our customers find it hard to know which Network Security Group (NSG) rules should be in

place to make sure that Azure workloads are only available to required source ranges. With this feature, Security

Center learns the network traffic and connectivity patterns of Azure workloads and provides NSG rule

recommendations, for Internet facing virtual machines. This helps our customer better configure their network

access policies and limit their exposure to attacks.

Learn more about adaptive network hardening.
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Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

To help customers prevent, detect, and respond to threats, Microsoft Defender for Cloud collects and processes

security-related data, including configuration information, metadata, event logs, and more. Microsoft adheres to

strict compliance and security guidelines—from coding to operating a service.

This article explains how data is managed and safeguarded in Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud analyzes data from the following sources to provide visibility into your security state,

identify vulnerabilities and recommend mitigations, and detect active threats:

Azure ser vicesAzure ser vices : Uses information about the configuration of Azure services you have deployed by

communicating with that service’s resource provider.

Network trafficNetwork traffic: Uses sampled network traffic metadata from Microsoft’s infrastructure, such as

source/destination IP/port, packet size, and network protocol.

Par tner solutionsPar tner solutions : Uses security alerts from integrated partner solutions, such as firewalls and antimalware

solutions.

Your machinesYour machines : Uses configuration details and information about security events, such as Windows event

and audit logs, and syslog messages from your machines.

Data is kept logically separate on each component throughout the service. All data is tagged per organization.

This tagging persists throughout the data lifecycle, and it is enforced at each layer of the service.

To provide security recommendations and investigate potential security threats, Microsoft personnel may access

information collected or analyzed by Azure services, including process creation events, and other artifacts, which

may unintentionally include customer data or personal data from your machines.

We adhere to the Microsoft Online Services Data Protection Addendum, which states that Microsoft will not use

Customer Data or derive information from it for any advertising or similar commercial purposes. We only use

Customer Data as needed to provide you with Azure services, including purposes compatible with providing

those services. You retain all rights to Customer Data.

Microsoft uses patterns and threat intelligence seen across multiple tenants to enhance our prevention and

detection capabilities; we do so in accordance with the privacy commitments described in our Privacy Statement.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/data-security.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/Downloader.aspx?DocumentId=17880
https://privacy.microsoft.com/privacystatement


Manage data collection from machines
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 Data consumption

When you enable Defender for Cloud in Azure, data collection is turned on for each of your Azure subscriptions.

You can also enable data collection for your subscriptions in Defender for Cloud. When data collection is

enabled, Defender for Cloud provisions the Log Analytics agent on all existing supported Azure virtual machines

and any new ones that are created.

The Log Analytics agent scans for various security-related configurations and events it into Event Tracing for

Windows (ETW) traces. In addition, the operating system will raise event log events during the course of running

the machine. Examples of such data are: operating system type and version, operating system logs (Windows

event logs), running processes, machine name, IP addresses, logged in user, and tenant ID. The Log Analytics

agent reads event log entries and ETW traces and copies them to your workspace(s) for analysis. The Log

Analytics agent also enables process creation events and command line auditing.

If you aren't using Microsoft Defender for Cloud's enhanced security features, you can also disable data

collection from virtual machines in the Security Policy. Data Collection is required for subscriptions that are

protected by enhanced security features. VM disk snapshots and artifact collection will still be enabled even if

data collection has been disabled.

You can specify the workspace and region where data collected from your machines is stored. The default is to

store data collected from your machines in the nearest workspace as shown in the following table:

Microsoft Defender for StorageMicrosoft Defender for Storage stores artifacts regionally according to the location of the related Azure resource.

Learn more in Introduction to Microsoft Defender for Storage.

Customers can access Defender for Cloud related data from the following data streams:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/etw/event-tracing-portal


ST REA MST REA M DATA  T Y P ESDATA  T Y P ES

Azure Activity log All security alerts, approved Defender for Cloud just-in-time
access requests, and all alerts generated by adaptive
application controls.

Azure Monitor logs All security alerts.

Azure Resource Graph Security alerts, security recommendations, vulnerability
assessment results, secure score information, status of
compliance checks, and more.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud REST API Security alerts, security recommendations, and more.

 Next steps
In this document, you learned how data is managed and safeguarded in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

To learn more about Microsoft Defender for Cloud, see What is Microsoft Defender for Cloud?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/activity-log
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/data-platform
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/resource-graph/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/securitycenter/
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 Microsoft Defender for Cloud initiatives

N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N P O L IC IESP O L IC IES VERSIO NVERSIO N

Azure Security Benchmark The Azure Security
Benchmark initiative
represents the policies and
controls implementing
security recommendations
defined in Azure Security
Benchmark v2, see
https://aka.ms/azsecbm.
This also serves as the
Azure Security Center
default policy initiative. You
can directly assign this
initiative, or manage its
policies and compliance
results within Azure Security
Center.

205 45.0.0

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This page is an index of Azure Policy built-in policy definitions related to Microsoft Defender for Cloud. The

following groupings of policy definitions are available:

The initiatives group lists the Azure Policy initiative definitions in the "Defender for Cloud" category.

The default initiative group lists all the Azure Policy definitions that are part of Defender for Cloud's default

initiative, Azure Security Benchmark. This Microsoft-authored, widely respected benchmark builds on

controls from the Center for Internet Security (CIS) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) with a focus on cloud-centric security.

The category group lists all the Azure Policy definitions in the "Defender for Cloud" category.

For more information about security policies, see Working with security policies. For additional Azure Policy

built-ins for other services, see Azure Policy built-in definitions.

The name of each built-in policy definition links to the policy definition in the Azure portal. Use the link in the

VersionVersion column to view the source on the Azure Policy GitHub repo.

To learn about the built-in initiatives that are monitored by Defender for Cloud, see the following table:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/policy-reference.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/introduction
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/azure/
https://www.nist.gov/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/samples/built-in-policies
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policySetDefinitions/Security%20Center/AzureSecurityCenter.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/overview


Configure Advanced Threat
Protection to be enabled on
open-source relational
databases

Enable Advanced Threat
Protection on your non-
Basic tier open-source
relational databases to
detect anomalous activities
indicating unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit databases. See
https://aka.ms/AzDforOpen
SourceDBsDocu.

3 1.0.0

Configure Azure Defender
to be enabled on SQL
Servers and SQL Managed
Instances

Enable Azure Defender on
your SQL Servers and SQL
Managed Instances to
detect anomalous activities
indicating unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit databases.

2 2.0.0
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 Defender for Cloud's default initiative (Azure Security Benchmark)
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[Preview]: All Internet traffic
should be routed via your
deployed Azure Firewall

Azure Security Center has
identified that some of your
subnets aren't protected
with a next generation
firewall. Protect your
subnets from potential
threats by restricting access
to them with Azure Firewall
or a supported next
generation firewall

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0-preview

[Preview]: Azure Arc
enabled Kubernetes clusters
should have Azure
Defender's extension
installed

Azure Defender's extension
for Azure Arc provides
threat protection for your
Arc enabled Kubernetes
clusters. The extension
collects data from nodes in
the cluster and sends it to
the Azure Defender for
Kubernetes backend in the
cloud for further analysis.
Learn more in
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/security-
center/defender-for-
kubernetes-azure-arc.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0-preview

To learn about the built-in policies that are monitored by Defender for Cloud, see the following table:

( A ZURE  PO RTA L)( A ZURE  PO RTA L) ( GIT HUB)( GIT HUB)

https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policySetDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AtpForOssDatabases.json
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policySetDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureDefenderForSql.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffc5e4038-4584-4632-8c85-c0448d374b2c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Network/ASC_All_Internet_traffic_should_be_routed_via_Azure_Firewall.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8dfab9c4-fe7b-49ad-85e4-1e9be085358f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-kubernetes-azure-arc
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ASC_Azure_Defender_Kubernetes_Arc_Extension_Audit.json


[Preview]: Azure Arc
enabled Kubernetes clusters
should have the Azure
Policy extension installed

The Azure Policy extension
for Azure Arc provides at-
scale enforcements and
safeguards on your Arc
enabled Kubernetes clusters
in a centralized, consistent
manner. Learn more at
https://aka.ms/akspolicydoc.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: Azure Key Vault
should disable public
network access

Disable public network
access for your key vault so
that it's not accessible over
the public internet. This can
reduce data leakage risks.
Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/akvprivatelin
k.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0-preview

[Preview]: Azure Kubernetes
Service clusters should have
Defender profile enabled

Microsoft Defender for
Containers provides cloud-
native Kubernetes security
capabilities including
environment hardening,
workload protection, and
run-time protection. When
you enable the
SecurityProfile.AzureDefend
er on your Azure
Kubernetes Service cluster,
an agent is deployed to
your cluster to collect
security event data. Learn
more about Microsoft
Defender for Containers in
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/security-
center/defender-for-
kubernetes-introduction

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1-preview

[Preview]: Certificates
should have the specified
maximum validity period

Manage your organizational
compliance requirements by
specifying the maximum
amount of time that a
certificate can be valid
within your key vault.

audit, deny, disabled 2.1.0-preview

[Preview]: Guest Attestation
extension should be
installed on supported
Linux virtual machines

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
Linux virtual machines to
allow Azure Security Center
to proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity.
Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via
Remote Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
Linux virtual machines.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6b2122c1-8120-4ff5-801b-17625a355590
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ArcPolicyExtension_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F55615ac9-af46-4a59-874e-391cc3dfb490
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/general/private-link-service
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/AzureKeyVaultFirewallEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa1840de2-8088-4ea8-b153-b4c723e9cb01
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/defender-for-kubernetes-introduction
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ASC_Azure_Defender_Kubernetes_AKS_SecurityProfile_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0a075868-4c26-42ef-914c-5bc007359560
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/Certificates_ValidityPeriod.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F672fe5a1-2fcd-42d7-b85d-902b6e28c6ff
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLinuxGAExtOnVm_Audit.json


[Preview]: Guest Attestation
extension should be
installed on supported
Linux virtual machines scale
sets

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
Linux virtual machines scale
sets to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Once installed,
boot integrity will be
attested via Remote
Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
Linux virtual machine scale
sets.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0-preview

[Preview]: Guest Attestation
extension should be
installed on supported
Windows virtual machines

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
virtual machines to allow
Azure Security Center to
proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity.
Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via
Remote Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
virtual machines.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0-preview

[Preview]: Guest Attestation
extension should be
installed on supported
Windows virtual machines
scale sets

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
virtual machines scale sets
to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Once installed,
boot integrity will be
attested via Remote
Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
virtual machine scale sets.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa21f8c92-9e22-4f09-b759-50500d1d2dda
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLinuxGAExtOnVmss_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1cb4d9c2-f88f-4069-bee0-dba239a57b09
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallWindowsGAExtOnVm_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff655e522-adff-494d-95c2-52d4f6d56a42
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallWindowsGAExtOnVmss_Audit.json


[Preview]: Kubernetes
clusters should gate
deployment of vulnerable
images

Protect your Kubernetes
clusters and container
workloads from potential
threats by restricting
deployment of container
images with vulnerable
software components. Use
Azure Defender CI/CD
scanning
(https://aka.ms/AzureDefen
derCICDscanning) and
Azure defender for
container registries
(https://aka.ms/AzureDefen
derForContainerRegistries)
to identify and patch
vulnerabilities prior to
deployment. Evaluation
prerequisite: Policy Addon
and Azure Defender Profile.
Only applicable for private
preview customers.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.2-preview

[Preview]: Log Analytics
extension should be
installed on your Linux
Azure Arc machines

This policy audits Linux
Azure Arc machines if the
Log Analytics extension is
not installed.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1-preview

[Preview]: Log Analytics
extension should be
installed on your Windows
Azure Arc machines

This policy audits Windows
Azure Arc machines if the
Log Analytics extension is
not installed.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1-preview

[Preview]: Network traffic
data collection agent should
be installed on Linux virtual
machines

Security Center uses the
Microsoft Dependency
agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure
virtual machines to enable
advanced network
protection features such as
traffic visualization on the
network map, network
hardening
recommendations and
specific network threats.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2-preview

[Preview]: Network traffic
data collection agent should
be installed on Windows
virtual machines

Security Center uses the
Microsoft Dependency
agent to collect network
traffic data from your Azure
virtual machines to enable
advanced network
protection features such as
traffic visualization on the
network map, network
hardening
recommendations and
specific network threats.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F13cd7ae3-5bc0-4ac4-a62d-4f7c120b9759
https://aka.ms/AzureDefenderCICDscanning
https://aka.ms/AzureDefenderForContainerRegistries
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/BlockVulnerableImages.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F842c54e8-c2f9-4d79-ae8d-38d8b8019373
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Monitoring/Arc_Linux_LogAnalytics_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd69b1763-b96d-40b8-a2d9-ca31e9fd0d3e
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Monitoring/Arc_Windows_LogAnalytics_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F04c4380f-3fae-46e8-96c9-30193528f602
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Monitoring/ASC_Dependency_Agent_Audit_Linux.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2f2ee1de-44aa-4762-b6bd-0893fc3f306d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Monitoring/ASC_Dependency_Agent_Audit_Windows.json


[Preview]: Private endpoint
should be configured for
Key Vault

Private link provides a way
to connect Key Vault to
your Azure resources
without sending traffic over
the public internet. Private
link provides defense in
depth protection against
data exfiltration.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0-preview

[Preview]: Secure Boot
should be enabled on
supported Windows virtual
machines

Enable Secure Boot on
supported Windows virtual
machines to mitigate
against malicious and
unauthorized changes to
the boot chain. Once
enabled, only trusted
bootloaders, kernel and
kernel drivers will be
allowed to run. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
Windows virtual machines.

Audit, Disabled 3.0.0-preview

[Preview]: Storage account
public access should be
disallowed

Anonymous public read
access to containers and
blobs in Azure Storage is a
convenient way to share
data but might present
security risks. To prevent
data breaches caused by
undesired anonymous
access, Microsoft
recommends preventing
public access to a storage
account unless your
scenario requires it.

audit, deny, disabled 3.0.1-preview

[Preview]: vTPM should be
enabled on supported
virtual machines

Enable virtual TPM device
on supported virtual
machines to facilitate
Measured Boot and other
OS security features that
require a TPM. Once
enabled, vTPM can be used
to attest boot integrity. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
virtual machines.

Audit, Disabled 2.0.0-preview

A maximum of 3 owners
should be designated for
your subscription

It is recommended to
designate up to 3
subscription owners in
order to reduce the
potential for breach by a
compromised owner.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5f0bc445-3935-4915-9981-011aa2b46147
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/AzureKeyVaultPrivateEndpointEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F97566dd7-78ae-4997-8b36-1c7bfe0d8121
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableWindowsSB_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4fa4b6c0-31ca-4c0d-b10d-24b96f62a751
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/ASC_Storage_DisallowPublicBlobAccess_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1c30f9cd-b84c-49cc-aa2c-9288447cc3b3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableVTPM_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4f11b553-d42e-4e3a-89be-32ca364cad4c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_DesignateLessThanXOwners_Audit.json


A vulnerability assessment
solution should be enabled
on your virtual machines

Audits virtual machines to
detect whether they are
running a supported
vulnerability assessment
solution. A core component
of every cyber risk and
security program is the
identification and analysis of
vulnerabilities. Azure
Security Center's standard
pricing tier includes
vulnerability scanning for
your virtual machines at no
extra cost. Additionally,
Security Center can
automatically deploy this
tool for you.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Adaptive application
controls for defining safe
applications should be
enabled on your machines

Enable application controls
to define the list of known-
safe applications running on
your machines, and alert
you when other
applications run. This helps
harden your machines
against malware. To simplify
the process of configuring
and maintaining your rules,
Security Center uses
machine learning to analyze
the applications running on
each machine and suggest
the list of known-safe
applications.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Adaptive network
hardening
recommendations should
be applied on internet
facing virtual machines

Azure Security Center
analyzes the traffic patterns
of Internet facing virtual
machines and provides
Network Security Group
rule recommendations that
reduce the potential attack
surface

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

All network ports should be
restricted on network
security groups associated
to your virtual machine

Azure Security Center has
identified some of your
network security groups'
inbound rules to be too
permissive. Inbound rules
should not allow access
from 'Any' or 'Internet'
ranges. This can potentially
enable attackers to target
your resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F501541f7-f7e7-4cd6-868c-4190fdad3ac9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ServerVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F47a6b606-51aa-4496-8bb7-64b11cf66adc
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AdaptiveApplicationControls_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F08e6af2d-db70-460a-bfe9-d5bd474ba9d6
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AdaptiveNetworkHardenings_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9daedab3-fb2d-461e-b861-71790eead4f6
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UnprotectedEndpoints_Audit.json


Allowlist rules in your
adaptive application control
policy should be updated

Monitor for changes in
behavior on groups of
machines configured for
auditing by Azure Security
Center's adaptive
application controls.
Security Center uses
machine learning to analyze
the running processes on
your machines and suggest
a list of known-safe
applications. These are
presented as recommended
apps to allow in adaptive
application control policies.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

An Azure Active Directory
administrator should be
provisioned for SQL servers

Audit provisioning of an
Azure Active Directory
administrator for your SQL
server to enable Azure AD
authentication. Azure AD
authentication enables
simplified permission
management and
centralized identity
management of database
users and other Microsoft
services

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

API App should only be
accessible over HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures
server/service
authentication and protects
data in transit from network
layer eavesdropping
attacks.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0

API Management services
should use a virtual
network

Azure Virtual Network
deployment provides
enhanced security, isolation
and allows you to place
your API Management
service in a non-internet
routable network that you
control access to. These
networks can then be
connected to your on-
premises networks using
various VPN technologies,
which enables access to
your backend services
within the network and/or
on-premises. The developer
portal and API gateway, can
be configured to be
accessible either from the
Internet or only within the
virtual network.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F123a3936-f020-408a-ba0c-47873faf1534
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AdaptiveApplicationControlsUpdate_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1f314764-cb73-4fc9-b863-8eca98ac36e9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SQL_DB_AuditServerADAdmins_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb7ddfbdc-1260-477d-91fd-98bd9be789a6
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppServiceApiApp_AuditHTTP_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fef619a2c-cc4d-4d03-b2ba-8c94a834d85b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/API%20Management/ApiManagement_VNETEnabled_Audit.json


App Configuration should
use private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The private link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to your app configuration
instances instead of the
entire service, you'll also be
protected against data
leakage risks. Learn more
at:
https://aka.ms/appconfig/pr
ivate-endpoint.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Audit usage of custom
RBAC rules

Audit built-in roles such as
'Owner, Contributer, Reader'
instead of custom RBAC
roles, which are error prone.
Using custom roles is
treated as an exception and
requires a rigorous review
and threat modeling

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0

Auditing on SQL server
should be enabled

Auditing on your SQL
Server should be enabled to
track database activities
across all databases on the
server and save them in an
audit log.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Authentication to Linux
machines should require
SSH keys

Although SSH itself
provides an encrypted
connection, using
passwords with SSH still
leaves the VM vulnerable to
brute-force attacks. The
most secure option for
authenticating to an Azure
Linux virtual machine over
SSH is with a public-private
key pair, also known as SSH
keys. Learn more:
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/virtual-
machines/linux/create-ssh-
keys-detailed.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.2.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fca610c1d-041c-4332-9d88-7ed3094967c7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-app-configuration/concept-private-endpoint
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Configuration/PrivateLink_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa451c1ef-c6ca-483d-87ed-f49761e3ffb5
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/General/Subscription_AuditCustomRBACRoles_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa6fb4358-5bf4-4ad7-ba82-2cd2f41ce5e9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlServerAuditing_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F630c64f9-8b6b-4c64-b511-6544ceff6fd6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/create-ssh-keys-detailed
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_LinuxNoPasswordForSSH_AINE.json


Authorized IP ranges
should be defined on
Kubernetes Services

Restrict access to the
Kubernetes Service
Management API by
granting API access only to
IP addresses in specific
ranges. It is recommended
to limit access to authorized
IP ranges to ensure that
only applications from
allowed networks can
access the cluster.

Audit, Disabled 2.0.1

Auto provisioning of the
Log Analytics agent should
be enabled on your
subscription

To monitor for security
vulnerabilities and threats,
Azure Security Center
collects data from your
Azure virtual machines.
Data is collected by the Log
Analytics agent, formerly
known as the Microsoft
Monitoring Agent (MMA),
which reads various
security-related
configurations and event
logs from the machine and
copies the data to your Log
Analytics workspace for
analysis. We recommend
enabling auto provisioning
to automatically deploy the
agent to all supported
Azure VMs and any new
ones that are created.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Automation account
variables should be
encrypted

It is important to enable
encryption of Automation
account variable assets
when storing sensitive data

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0

Azure Backup should be
enabled for Virtual
Machines

Ensure protection of your
Azure Virtual Machines by
enabling Azure Backup.
Azure Backup is a secure
and cost effective data
protection solution for
Azure.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0e246bcf-5f6f-4f87-bc6f-775d4712c7ea
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableIpRanges_KubernetesService_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F475aae12-b88a-4572-8b36-9b712b2b3a17
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Automatic_provisioning_log_analytics_monitoring_agent.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F3657f5a0-770e-44a3-b44e-9431ba1e9735
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Automation/Automation_AuditUnencryptedVars_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F013e242c-8828-4970-87b3-ab247555486d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Backup/VirtualMachines_EnableAzureBackup_Audit.json


Azure Cache for Redis
should reside within a
virtual network

Azure Virtual Network
deployment provides
enhanced security and
isolation for your Azure
Cache for Redis, as well as
subnets, access control
policies, and other features
to further restrict
access.When an Azure
Cache for Redis instance is
configured with a virtual
network, it is not publicly
addressable and can only
be accessed from virtual
machines and applications
within the virtual network.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.3

Azure Cosmos DB accounts
should have firewall rules

Firewall rules should be
defined on your Azure
Cosmos DB accounts to
prevent traffic from
unauthorized sources.
Accounts that have at least
one IP rule defined with the
virtual network filter
enabled are deemed
compliant. Accounts
disabling public access are
also deemed compliant.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

Azure Cosmos DB accounts
should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt
data at rest

Use customer-managed
keys to manage the
encryption at rest of your
Azure Cosmos DB. By
default, the data is
encrypted at rest with
service-managed keys, but
customer-managed keys
are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance
standards. Customer-
managed keys enable the
data to be encrypted with
an Azure Key Vault key
created and owned by you.
You have full control and
responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation
and management. Learn
more at
https://aka.ms/cosmosdb-
cmk.

audit, deny, disabled 1.0.2

Azure DDoS Protection
Standard should be enabled

DDoS protection standard
should be enabled for all
virtual networks with a
subnet that is part of an
application gateway with a
public IP.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7d092e0a-7acd-40d2-a975-dca21cae48c4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cache/RedisCache_CacheInVnet_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F862e97cf-49fc-4a5c-9de4-40d4e2e7c8eb
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cosmos%20DB/Cosmos_NetworkRulesExist_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1f905d99-2ab7-462c-a6b0-f709acca6c8f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/how-to-setup-cmk
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cosmos%20DB/Cosmos_CMK_Deny.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa7aca53f-2ed4-4466-a25e-0b45ade68efd
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableDDoSProtection_Audit.json


Azure Defender for App
Service should be enabled

Azure Defender for App
Service leverages the scale
of the cloud, and the
visibility that Azure has as a
cloud provider, to monitor
for common web app
attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3

Azure Defender for Azure
SQL Database servers
should be enabled

Azure Defender for SQL
provides functionality for
surfacing and mitigating
potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting
anomalous activities that
could indicate threats to
SQL databases, and
discovering and classifying
sensitive data.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure Defender for DNS
should be enabled

Azure Defender for DNS
provides an additional layer
of protection for your cloud
resources by continuously
monitoring all DNS queries
from your Azure resources.
Azure Defender alerts you
about suspicious activity at
the DNS layer. Learn more
about the capabilities of
Azure Defender for DNS at
https://aka.ms/defender-
for-dns . Enabling this Azure
Defender plan results in
charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on
Security Center's pricing
page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center .

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Azure Defender for Key
Vault should be enabled

Azure Defender for Key
Vault provides an additional
layer of protection and
security intelligence by
detecting unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit key vault accounts.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2913021d-f2fd-4f3d-b958-22354e2bdbcb
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnAppServices_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7fe3b40f-802b-4cdd-8bd4-fd799c948cc2
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedDataSecurityOnSqlServers_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbdc59948-5574-49b3-bb91-76b7c986428d
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAzureDefenderOnDns_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0e6763cc-5078-4e64-889d-ff4d9a839047
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnKeyVaults_Audit.json


Azure Defender for open-
source relational databases
should be enabled

Azure Defender for open-
source relational databases
detects anomalous activities
indicating unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit databases. Learn
more about the capabilities
of Azure Defender for
open-source relational
databases at
https://aka.ms/AzDforOpen
SourceDBsDocu. Important:
Enabling this plan will result
in charges for protecting
your open-source relational
databases. Learn about the
pricing on Security Center's
pricing page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager should
be enabled

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager
automatically monitors the
resource management
operations in your
organization. Azure
Defender detects threats
and alerts you about
suspicious activity. Learn
more about the capabilities
of Azure Defender for
Resource Manager at
https://aka.ms/defender-
for-resource-manager .
Enabling this Azure
Defender plan results in
charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on
Security Center's pricing
page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center .

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Azure Defender for servers
should be enabled

Azure Defender for servers
provides real-time threat
protection for server
workloads and generates
hardening
recommendations as well as
alerts about suspicious
activities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0a9fbe0d-c5c4-4da8-87d8-f4fd77338835
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAzureDefenderOnOpenSourceRelationalDatabases_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc3d20c29-b36d-48fe-808b-99a87530ad99
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAzureDefenderOnResourceManager_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4da35fc9-c9e7-4960-aec9-797fe7d9051d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnVM_Audit.json


Azure Defender for SQL
servers on machines should
be enabled

Azure Defender for SQL
provides functionality for
surfacing and mitigating
potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting
anomalous activities that
could indicate threats to
SQL databases, and
discovering and classifying
sensitive data.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure Defender for SQL
should be enabled for
unprotected Azure SQL
servers

Audit SQL servers without
Advanced Data Security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.1

Azure Defender for SQL
should be enabled for
unprotected SQL Managed
Instances

Audit each SQL Managed
Instance without advanced
data security.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure Defender for Storage
should be enabled

Azure Defender for Storage
provides detections of
unusual and potentially
harmful attempts to access
or exploit storage accounts.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3

Azure Event Grid domains
should use private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The Private Link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to your Event Grid domain
instead of the entire service,
you'll also be protected
against data leakage risks.
Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/privateendp
oints.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6581d072-105e-4418-827f-bd446d56421b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedDataSecurityOnSqlServerVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fabfb4388-5bf4-4ad7-ba82-2cd2f41ceae9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlServer_AdvancedDataSecurity_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fabfb7388-5bf4-4ad7-ba99-2cd2f41cebb9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlManagedInstance_AdvancedDataSecurity_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F308fbb08-4ab8-4e67-9b29-592e93fb94fa
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnStorageAccounts_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9830b652-8523-49cc-b1b3-e17dce1127ca
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-grid/configure-private-endpoints
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Event%20Grid/Domains_PrivateEndpoint_Audit.json


Azure Event Grid topics
should use private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The Private Link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to your Event Grid topic
instead of the entire service,
you'll also be protected
against data leakage risks.
Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/privateendp
oints.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure Machine Learning
workspaces should be
encrypted with a customer-
managed key

Manage encryption at rest
of Azure Machine Learning
workspace data with
customer-managed keys. By
default, customer data is
encrypted with service-
managed keys, but
customer-managed keys
are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance
standards. Customer-
managed keys enable the
data to be encrypted with
an Azure Key Vault key
created and owned by you.
You have full control and
responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation
and management. Learn
more at
https://aka.ms/azureml-
workspaces-cmk.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.3
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4b90e17e-8448-49db-875e-bd83fb6f804f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-grid/configure-private-endpoints
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Event%20Grid/Topics_PrivateEndpoint_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fba769a63-b8cc-4b2d-abf6-ac33c7204be8
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-create-workspace-template#deploy-an-encrypted-workspace%22
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Machine%20Learning/Workspace_CMKEnabled_Audit.json


Azure Machine Learning
workspaces should use
private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The Private Link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to Azure Machine Learning
workspaces, data leakage
risks are reduced. Learn
more about private links at:
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/machine-
learning/how-to-configure-
private-link.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0

Azure Policy Add-on for
Kubernetes service (AKS)
should be installed and
enabled on your clusters

Azure Policy Add-on for
Kubernetes service (AKS)
extends Gatekeeper v3, an
admission controller
webhook for Open Policy
Agent (OPA), to apply at-
scale enforcements and
safeguards on your clusters
in a centralized, consistent
manner.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure SignalR Service
should use private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The private link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to your Azure SignalR
Service resource instead of
the entire service, you'll
reduce your data leakage
risks. Learn more about
private links at:
https://aka.ms/asrs/privateli
nk.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.1
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F40cec1dd-a100-4920-b15b-3024fe8901ab
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-configure-private-link
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Machine%20Learning/Workspace_PrivateEndpoint_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0a15ec92-a229-4763-bb14-0ea34a568f8d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/AKS_AzurePolicyAddOn_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F53503636-bcc9-4748-9663-5348217f160f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-signalr/howto-private-endpoints
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SignalR/SignalR_PrivateEndpointEnabled_Audit.json


Azure Spring Cloud should
use network injection

Azure Spring Cloud
instances should use virtual
network injection for the
following purposes: 1.
Isolate Azure Spring Cloud
from Internet. 2. Enable
Azure Spring Cloud to
interact with systems in
either on premises data
centers or Azure service in
other virtual networks. 3.
Empower customers to
control inbound and
outbound network
communications for Azure
Spring Cloud.

Audit, Disabled, Deny 1.1.0

Azure Web Application
Firewall should be enabled
for Azure Front Door entry-
points

Deploy Azure Web
Application Firewall (WAF) in
front of public facing web
applications for additional
inspection of incoming
traffic. Web Application
Firewall (WAF) provides
centralized protection of
your web applications from
common exploits and
vulnerabilities such as SQL
injections, Cross-Site
Scripting, local and remote
file executions. You can also
restrict access to your web
applications by countries, IP
address ranges, and other
http(s) parameters via
custom rules.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.2

Cognitive Services accounts
should disable public
network access

Disabling public network
access improves security by
ensuring that Cognitive
Services account isn't
exposed on the public
internet. Creating private
endpoints can limit
exposure of Cognitive
Services account. Learn
more at:
https://go.microsoft.com/fwl
ink/?linkid=2129800.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Faf35e2a4-ef96-44e7-a9ae-853dd97032c4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Platform/Spring_VNETEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F055aa869-bc98-4af8-bafc-23f1ab6ffe2c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Network/WAF_AFD_Enabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0725b4dd-7e76-479c-a735-68e7ee23d5ca
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/private-link/index
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cognitive%20Services/CognitiveServices_DisablePublicNetworkAccess_Audit.json


Cognitive Services accounts
should enable data
encryption with a
customer-managed key

Customer-managed keys
are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance
standards. Customer-
managed keys enable the
data stored in Cognitive
Services to be encrypted
with an Azure Key Vault key
created and owned by you.
You have full control and
responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation
and management. Learn
more about customer-
managed keys at
https://go.microsoft.com/fwl
ink/?linkid=2121321.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

Cognitive Services accounts
should restrict network
access

Network access to
Cognitive Services accounts
should be restricted.
Configure network rules so
only applications from
allowed networks can
access the Cognitive
Services account. To allow
connections from specific
internet or on-premises
clients, access can be
granted to traffic from
specific Azure virtual
networks or to public
internet IP address ranges.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

Container registries should
be encrypted with a
customer-managed key

Use customer-managed
keys to manage the
encryption at rest of the
contents of your registries.
By default, the data is
encrypted at rest with
service-managed keys, but
customer-managed keys
are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance
standards. Customer-
managed keys enable the
data to be encrypted with
an Azure Key Vault key
created and owned by you.
You have full control and
responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation
and management. Learn
more at
https://aka.ms/acr/CMK.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F67121cc7-ff39-4ab8-b7e3-95b84dab487d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/encryption/cognitive-services-encryption-keys-portal
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cognitive%20Services/CognitiveServices_CustomerManagedKey_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F037eea7a-bd0a-46c5-9a66-03aea78705d3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cognitive%20Services/CognitiveServices_NetworkAcls_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5b9159ae-1701-4a6f-9a7a-aa9c8ddd0580
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-customer-managed-keys
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Container%20Registry/ACR_CMKEncryptionEnabled_Audit.json


Container registries should
not allow unrestricted
network access

Azure container registries
by default accept
connections over the
internet from hosts on any
network. To protect your
registries from potential
threats, allow access from
only specific public IP
addresses or address
ranges. If your registry
doesn't have an IP/firewall
rule or a configured virtual
network, it will appear in
the unhealthy resources.
Learn more about
Container Registry network
rules here:
https://aka.ms/acr/portal/pu
blic-network and here
https://aka.ms/acr/vnet.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0

Container registries should
use private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The private link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network.By
mapping private endpoints
to your container registries
instead of the entire service,
you'll also be protected
against data leakage risks.
Learn more at:
https://aka.ms/acr/private-
link.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1

Container registry images
should have vulnerability
findings resolved

Container image
vulnerability assessment
scans your registry for
security vulnerabilities and
exposes detailed findings
for each image. Resolving
the vulnerabilities can
greatly improve your
containers' security posture
and protect them from
attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.1

CORS should not allow
every resource to access
your API App

Cross-Origin Resource
Sharing (CORS) should not
allow all domains to access
your API app. Allow only
required domains to
interact with your API app.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd0793b48-0edc-4296-a390-4c75d1bdfd71
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-access-selected-networks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-vnet
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Container%20Registry/ACR_NetworkRulesExist_AuditDeny.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe8eef0a8-67cf-4eb4-9386-14b0e78733d4
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-private-link
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Container%20Registry/ACR_PrivateEndpointEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5f0f936f-2f01-4bf5-b6be-d423792fa562
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ContainerRegistryVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F358c20a6-3f9e-4f0e-97ff-c6ce485e2aac
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_RestrictCORSAccess_ApiApp_Audit.json


CORS should not allow
every resource to access
your Function Apps

Cross-Origin Resource
Sharing (CORS) should not
allow all domains to access
your Function app. Allow
only required domains to
interact with your Function
app.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

CORS should not allow
every resource to access
your Web Applications

Cross-Origin Resource
Sharing (CORS) should not
allow all domains to access
your web application. Allow
only required domains to
interact with your web app.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Deprecated accounts
should be removed from
your subscription

Deprecated accounts
should be removed from
your subscriptions.
Deprecated accounts are
accounts that have been
blocked from signing in.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Deprecated accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription

Deprecated accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription. Deprecated
accounts are accounts that
have been blocked from
signing in.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Email notification for high
severity alerts should be
enabled

To ensure the relevant
people in your organization
are notified when there is a
potential security breach in
one of your subscriptions,
enable email notifications
for high severity alerts in
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Email notification to
subscription owner for high
severity alerts should be
enabled

To ensure your subscription
owners are notified when
there is a potential security
breach in their subscription,
set email notifications to
subscription owners for
high severity alerts in
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0820b7b9-23aa-4725-a1ce-ae4558f718e5
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_RestrictCORSAccess_FuntionApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5744710e-cc2f-4ee8-8809-3b11e89f4bc9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_RestrictCORSAccess_WebApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6b1cbf55-e8b6-442f-ba4c-7246b6381474
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveDeprecatedAccounts_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Febb62a0c-3560-49e1-89ed-27e074e9f8ad
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveDeprecatedAccountsWithOwnerPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6e2593d9-add6-4083-9c9b-4b7d2188c899
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Email_notification.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0b15565f-aa9e-48ba-8619-45960f2c314d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Email_notification_to_subscription_owner.json


Endpoint protection health
issues should be resolved
on your machines

Resolve endpoint protection
health issues on your
virtual machines to protect
them from latest threats
and vulnerabilities. Azure
Security Center supported
endpoint protection
solutions are documented
here -
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/security-
center/security-center-
services?tabs=features-
windows#supported-
endpoint-protection-
solutions. Endpoint
protection assessment is
documented here -
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/security-
center/security-center-
endpoint-protection.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Endpoint protection should
be installed on your
machines

To protect your machines
from threats and
vulnerabilities, install a
supported endpoint
protection solution.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Endpoint protection
solution should be installed
on virtual machine scale
sets

Audit the existence and
health of an endpoint
protection solution on your
virtual machines scale sets,
to protect them from
threats and vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Enforce SSL connection
should be enabled for
MySQL database servers

Azure Database for MySQL
supports connecting your
Azure Database for MySQL
server to client applications
using Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL). Enforcing SSL
connections between your
database server and your
client applications helps
protect against 'man in the
middle' attacks by
encrypting the data stream
between the server and
your application. This
configuration enforces that
SSL is always enabled for
accessing your database
server.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8e42c1f2-a2ab-49bc-994a-12bcd0dc4ac2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-services?tabs=features-windows#supported-endpoint-protection-solutions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-endpoint-protection
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EndpointProtectionHealthIssuesShouldBeResolvedOnYourMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1f7c564c-0a90-4d44-b7e1-9d456cffaee8
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EndpointProtectionShouldBeInstalledOnYourMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F26a828e1-e88f-464e-bbb3-c134a282b9de
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VmssMissingEndpointProtection_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe802a67a-daf5-4436-9ea6-f6d821dd0c5d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/MySQL_EnableSSL_Audit.json


Enforce SSL connection
should be enabled for
PostgreSQL database
servers

Azure Database for
PostgreSQL supports
connecting your Azure
Database for PostgreSQL
server to client applications
using Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL). Enforcing SSL
connections between your
database server and your
client applications helps
protect against 'man in the
middle' attacks by
encrypting the data stream
between the server and
your application. This
configuration enforces that
SSL is always enabled for
accessing your database
server.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1

Ensure API app has 'Client
Certificates (Incoming client
certificates)' set to 'On'

Client certificates allow for
the app to request a
certificate for incoming
requests. Only clients that
have a valid certificate will
be able to reach the app.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0

Ensure that 'Java version' is
the latest, if used as a part
of the API app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for Java either
due to security flaws or to
include additional
functionality. Using the
latest Python version for
API apps is recommended
in order to take advantage
of security fixes, if any,
and/or new functionalities
of the latest version.
Currently, this policy only
applies to Linux web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Ensure that 'Java version' is
the latest, if used as a part
of the Function app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for Java
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Java
version for Function apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd158790f-bfb0-486c-8631-2dc6b4e8e6af
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/PostgreSQL_EnableSSL_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0c192fe8-9cbb-4516-85b3-0ade8bd03886
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_ApiApp_Audit_ClientCert.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F88999f4c-376a-45c8-bcb3-4058f713cf39
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_ApiApp_Audit_java_Latest.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9d0b6ea4-93e2-4578-bf2f-6bb17d22b4bc
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_FunctionApp_Audit_java_Latest.json


Ensure that 'Java version' is
the latest, if used as a part
of the Web app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for Java
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Java
version for web apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Ensure that 'PHP version' is
the latest, if used as a part
of the API app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for PHP
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest PHP
version for API apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.1.0

Ensure that 'PHP version' is
the latest, if used as a part
of the WEB app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for PHP
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest PHP
version for web apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.1.0

Ensure that 'Python version'
is the latest, if used as a
part of the API app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for Python
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Python
version for API apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F496223c3-ad65-4ecd-878a-bae78737e9ed
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_WebApp_Audit_java_Latest.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1bc1795e-d44a-4d48-9b3b-6fff0fd5f9ba
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_ApiApp_Audit_PHP_Latest.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7261b898-8a84-4db8-9e04-18527132abb3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_Webapp_Audit_PHP_Latest.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F74c3584d-afae-46f7-a20a-6f8adba71a16
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_ApiApp_Audit_python_Latest.json


Ensure that 'Python version'
is the latest, if used as a
part of the Function app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for Python
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Python
version for Function apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Ensure that 'Python version'
is the latest, if used as a
part of the Web app

Periodically, newer versions
are released for Python
software either due to
security flaws or to include
additional functionality.
Using the latest Python
version for web apps is
recommended in order to
take advantage of security
fixes, if any, and/or new
functionalities of the latest
version. Currently, this
policy only applies to Linux
web apps.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Ensure WEB app has 'Client
Certificates (Incoming client
certificates)' set to 'On'

Client certificates allow for
the app to request a
certificate for incoming
requests. Only clients that
have a valid certificate will
be able to reach the app.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0

External accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription

External accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription in order to
prevent unmonitored
access.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

External accounts with read
permissions should be
removed from your
subscription

External accounts with read
privileges should be
removed from your
subscription in order to
prevent unmonitored
access.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

External accounts with write
permissions should be
removed from your
subscription

External accounts with write
privileges should be
removed from your
subscription in order to
prevent unmonitored
access.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7238174a-fd10-4ef0-817e-fc820a951d73
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_FunctionApp_Audit_python_Latest.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7008174a-fd10-4ef0-817e-fc820a951d73
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_WebApp_Audit_python_Latest.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5bb220d9-2698-4ee4-8404-b9c30c9df609
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_Webapp_Audit_ClientCert.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff8456c1c-aa66-4dfb-861a-25d127b775c9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveExternalAccountsWithOwnerPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5f76cf89-fbf2-47fd-a3f4-b891fa780b60
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveExternalAccountsReadPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5c607a2e-c700-4744-8254-d77e7c9eb5e4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveExternalAccountsWritePermissions_Audit.json


FTPS only should be
required in your API App

Enable FTPS enforcement
for enhanced security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

FTPS only should be
required in your Function
App

Enable FTPS enforcement
for enhanced security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

FTPS should be required in
your Web App

Enable FTPS enforcement
for enhanced security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Function App should only
be accessible over HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures
server/service
authentication and protects
data in transit from network
layer eavesdropping
attacks.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0

Function apps should have
'Client Certificates
(Incoming client
certificates)' enabled

Client certificates allow for
the app to request a
certificate for incoming
requests. Only clients with
valid certificates will be able
to reach the app.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1

Geo-redundant backup
should be enabled for Azure
Database for MariaDB

Azure Database for
MariaDB allows you to
choose the redundancy
option for your database
server. It can be set to a
geo-redundant backup
storage in which the data is
not only stored within the
region in which your server
is hosted, but is also
replicated to a paired region
to provide recovery option
in case of a region failure.
Configuring geo-redundant
storage for backup is only
allowed during server
create.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1

Geo-redundant backup
should be enabled for Azure
Database for MySQL

Azure Database for MySQL
allows you to choose the
redundancy option for your
database server. It can be
set to a geo-redundant
backup storage in which the
data is not only stored
within the region in which
your server is hosted, but is
also replicated to a paired
region to provide recovery
option in case of a region
failure. Configuring geo-
redundant storage for
backup is only allowed
during server create.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9a1b8c48-453a-4044-86c3-d8bfd823e4f5
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_AuditFTPS_ApiApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F399b2637-a50f-4f95-96f8-3a145476eb15
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_AuditFTPS_FunctionApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4d24b6d4-5e53-4a4f-a7f4-618fa573ee4b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_AuditFTPS_WebApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6d555dd1-86f2-4f1c-8ed7-5abae7c6cbab
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppServiceFunctionApp_AuditHTTP_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Feaebaea7-8013-4ceb-9d14-7eb32271373c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_FunctionApp_Audit_ClientCert.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0ec47710-77ff-4a3d-9181-6aa50af424d0
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/GeoRedundant_DBForMariaDB_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F82339799-d096-41ae-8538-b108becf0970
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/GeoRedundant_DBForMySQL_Audit.json


Geo-redundant backup
should be enabled for Azure
Database for PostgreSQL

Azure Database for
PostgreSQL allows you to
choose the redundancy
option for your database
server. It can be set to a
geo-redundant backup
storage in which the data is
not only stored within the
region in which your server
is hosted, but is also
replicated to a paired region
to provide recovery option
in case of a region failure.
Configuring geo-redundant
storage for backup is only
allowed during server
create.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.1

Guest Configuration
extension should be
installed on your machines

To ensure secure
configurations of in-guest
settings of your machine,
install the Guest
Configuration extension. In-
guest settings that the
extension monitors include
the configuration of the
operating system,
application configuration or
presence, and environment
settings. Once installed, in-
guest policies will be
available such as 'Windows
Exploit guard should be
enabled'. Learn more at
https://aka.ms/gcpol.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Internet-facing virtual
machines should be
protected with network
security groups

Protect your virtual
machines from potential
threats by restricting access
to them with network
security groups (NSG).
Learn more about
controlling traffic with NSGs
at https://aka.ms/nsg-doc

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

IP Forwarding on your
virtual machine should be
disabled

Enabling IP forwarding on a
virtual machine's NIC allows
the machine to receive
traffic addressed to other
destinations. IP forwarding
is rarely required (e.g., when
using the VM as a network
virtual appliance), and
therefore, this should be
reviewed by the network
security team.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F48af4db5-9b8b-401c-8e74-076be876a430
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/GeoRedundant_DBForPostgreSQL_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fae89ebca-1c92-4898-ac2c-9f63decb045c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_GCExtOnVm.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff6de0be7-9a8a-4b8a-b349-43cf02d22f7c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_NetworkSecurityGroupsOnInternetFacingVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbd352bd5-2853-4985-bf0d-73806b4a5744
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_IPForwardingOnVirtualMachines_Audit.json


Key Vault keys should have
an expiration date

Cryptographic keys should
have a defined expiration
date and not be permanent.
Keys that are valid forever
provide a potential attacker
with more time to
compromise the key. It is a
recommended security
practice to set expiration
dates on cryptographic
keys.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.2

Key Vault secrets should
have an expiration date

Secrets should have a
defined expiration date and
not be permanent. Secrets
that are valid forever
provide a potential attacker
with more time to
compromise them. It is a
recommended security
practice to set expiration
dates on secrets.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.2

Key vaults should have
purge protection enabled

Malicious deletion of a key
vault can lead to permanent
data loss. A malicious
insider in your organization
can potentially delete and
purge key vaults. Purge
protection protects you
from insider attacks by
enforcing a mandatory
retention period for soft
deleted key vaults. No one
inside your organization or
Microsoft will be able to
purge your key vaults
during the soft delete
retention period.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

Key vaults should have soft
delete enabled

Deleting a key vault without
soft delete enabled
permanently deletes all
secrets, keys, and
certificates stored in the key
vault. Accidental deletion of
a key vault can lead to
permanent data loss. Soft
delete allows you to recover
an accidentally deleted key
vault for a configurable
retention period.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F152b15f7-8e1f-4c1f-ab71-8c010ba5dbc0
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/Keys_ExpirationSet.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F98728c90-32c7-4049-8429-847dc0f4fe37
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/Secrets_ExpirationSet.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0b60c0b2-2dc2-4e1c-b5c9-abbed971de53
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/KeyVault_Recoverable_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1e66c121-a66a-4b1f-9b83-0fd99bf0fc2d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/KeyVault_SoftDeleteMustBeEnabled_Audit.json


Kubernetes cluster
containers CPU and
memory resource limits
should not exceed the
specified limits

Enforce container CPU and
memory resource limits to
prevent resource
exhaustion attacks in a
Kubernetes cluster. This
policy is generally available
for Kubernetes Service
(AKS), and preview for AKS
Engine and Azure Arc
enabled Kubernetes. For
more information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 7.0.1

Kubernetes cluster
containers should not share
host process ID or host IPC
namespace

Block pod containers from
sharing the host process ID
namespace and host IPC
namespace in a Kubernetes
cluster. This
recommendation is part of
CIS 5.2.2 and CIS 5.2.3
which are intended to
improve the security of
your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 3.0.2

Kubernetes cluster
containers should only use
allowed AppArmor profiles

Containers should only use
allowed AppArmor profiles
in a Kubernetes cluster. This
recommendation is part of
Pod Security Policies which
are intended to improve the
security of your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.3
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe345eecc-fa47-480f-9e88-67dcc122b164
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerResourceLimits.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F47a1ee2f-2a2a-4576-bf2a-e0e36709c2b8
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/BlockHostNamespace.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F511f5417-5d12-434d-ab2e-816901e72a5e
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/EnforceAppArmorProfile.json


Kubernetes cluster
containers should only use
allowed capabilities

Restrict the capabilities to
reduce the attack surface of
containers in a Kubernetes
cluster. This
recommendation is part of
CIS 5.2.8 and CIS 5.2.9
which are intended to
improve the security of
your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.2

Kubernetes cluster
containers should only use
allowed images

Use images from trusted
registries to reduce the
Kubernetes cluster's
exposure risk to unknown
vulnerabilities, security
issues and malicious
images. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 7.0.4

Kubernetes cluster
containers should run with
a read only root file system

Run containers with a read
only root file system to
protect from changes at
run-time with malicious
binaries being added to
PATH in a Kubernetes
cluster. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc26596ff-4d70-4e6a-9a30-c2506bd2f80c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerAllowedCapabilities.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffebd0533-8e55-448f-b837-bd0e06f16469
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerAllowedImages.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fdf49d893-a74c-421d-bc95-c663042e5b80
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ReadOnlyRootFileSystem.json


Kubernetes cluster pod
hostPath volumes should
only use allowed host paths

Limit pod HostPath volume
mounts to the allowed host
paths in a Kubernetes
Cluster. This
recommendation is part of
Pod Security Policies which
are intended to improve the
security of your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.2

Kubernetes cluster pods
and containers should only
run with approved user and
group IDs

Control the user, primary
group, supplemental group
and file system group IDs
that pods and containers
can use to run in a
Kubernetes Cluster. This
recommendation is part of
Pod Security Policies which
are intended to improve the
security of your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.3

Kubernetes cluster pods
should only use approved
host network and port
range

Restrict pod access to the
host network and the
allowable host port range in
a Kubernetes cluster. This
recommendation is part of
CIS 5.2.4 which is intended
to improve the security of
your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F098fc59e-46c7-4d99-9b16-64990e543d75
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/AllowedHostPaths.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff06ddb64-5fa3-4b77-b166-acb36f7f6042
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/AllowedUsersGroups.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F82985f06-dc18-4a48-bc1c-b9f4f0098cfe
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/HostNetworkPorts.json


Kubernetes cluster services
should listen only on
allowed ports

Restrict services to listen
only on allowed ports to
secure access to the
Kubernetes cluster. This
policy is generally available
for Kubernetes Service
(AKS), and preview for AKS
Engine and Azure Arc
enabled Kubernetes. For
more information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 6.1.2

Kubernetes cluster should
not allow privileged
containers

Do not allow privileged
containers creation in a
Kubernetes cluster. This
recommendation is part of
CIS 5.2.1 which is intended
to improve the security of
your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 7.0.1

Kubernetes clusters should
be accessible only over
HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures
authentication and protects
data in transit from network
layer eavesdropping
attacks. This capability is
currently generally available
for Kubernetes Service
(AKS), and in preview for
AKS Engine and Azure Arc
enabled Kubernetes. For
more info, visit
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc

audit, deny, disabled 6.0.1

Kubernetes clusters should
disable automounting API
credentials

Disable automounting API
credentials to prevent a
potentially compromised
Pod resource to run API
commands against
Kubernetes clusters. For
more information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 2.0.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F233a2a17-77ca-4fb1-9b6b-69223d272a44
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ServiceAllowedPorts.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F95edb821-ddaf-4404-9732-666045e056b4
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerNoPrivilege.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1a5b4dca-0b6f-4cf5-907c-56316bc1bf3d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/IngressHttpsOnly.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F423dd1ba-798e-40e4-9c4d-b6902674b423
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/BlockAutomountToken.json


Kubernetes clusters should
not allow container privilege
escalation

Do not allow containers to
run with privilege escalation
to root in a Kubernetes
cluster. This
recommendation is part of
CIS 5.2.5 which is intended
to improve the security of
your Kubernetes
environments. This policy is
generally available for
Kubernetes Service (AKS),
and preview for AKS Engine
and Azure Arc enabled
Kubernetes. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 4.0.1

Kubernetes clusters should
not grant CAP_SYS_ADMIN
security capabilities

To reduce the attack surface
of your containers, restrict
CAP_SYS_ADMIN Linux
capabilities. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 3.0.2

Kubernetes clusters should
not use the default
namespace

Prevent usage of the
default namespace in
Kubernetes clusters to
protect against
unauthorized access for
ConfigMap, Pod, Secret,
Service, and ServiceAccount
resource types. For more
information, see
https://aka.ms/kubepolicyd
oc.

audit, deny, disabled 2.1.2

Latest TLS version should
be used in your API App

Upgrade to the latest TLS
version

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Latest TLS version should
be used in your Function
App

Upgrade to the latest TLS
version

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Latest TLS version should
be used in your Web App

Upgrade to the latest TLS
version

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Linux machines should have
Log Analytics agent
installed on Azure Arc

Machines are non-
compliant if Log Analytics
agent is not installed on
Azure Arc enabled Linux
server.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.1.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1c6e92c9-99f0-4e55-9cf2-0c234dc48f99
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerNoPrivilegeEscalation.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd2e7ea85-6b44-4317-a0be-1b951587f626
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/ContainerDisallowedSysAdminCapability.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9f061a12-e40d-4183-a00e-171812443373
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/policy-for-kubernetes
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/BlockDefaultNamespace.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8cb6aa8b-9e41-4f4e-aa25-089a7ac2581e
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_RequireLatestTls_ApiApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff9d614c5-c173-4d56-95a7-b4437057d193
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_RequireLatestTls_FunctionApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff0e6e85b-9b9f-4a4b-b67b-f730d42f1b0b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_RequireLatestTls_WebApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1e7fed80-8321-4605-b42c-65fc300f23a3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_LinuxLogAnalyticsAgentInstalled_AINE.json


Linux machines should
meet requirements for the
Azure compute security
baseline

Requires that prerequisites
are deployed to the policy
assignment scope. For
details, visit
https://aka.ms/gcpol.
Machines are non-
compliant if the machine is
not configured correctly for
one of the
recommendations in the
Azure compute security
baseline.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.3.0

Log Analytics agent should
be installed on your virtual
machine for Azure Security
Center monitoring

This policy audits any
Windows/Linux virtual
machines (VMs) if the Log
Analytics agent is not
installed which Security
Center uses to monitor for
security vulnerabilities and
threats

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Log Analytics agent should
be installed on your virtual
machine scale sets for Azure
Security Center monitoring

Security Center collects data
from your Azure virtual
machines (VMs) to monitor
for security vulnerabilities
and threats.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Managed identity should be
used in your API App

Use a managed identity for
enhanced authentication
security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Managed identity should be
used in your Function App

Use a managed identity for
enhanced authentication
security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Managed identity should be
used in your Web App

Use a managed identity for
enhanced authentication
security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Management ports of
virtual machines should be
protected with just-in-time
network access control

Possible network Just In
Time (JIT) access will be
monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Management ports should
be closed on your virtual
machines

Open remote management
ports are exposing your VM
to a high level of risk from
Internet-based attacks.
These attacks attempt to
brute force credentials to
gain admin access to the
machine.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffc9b3da7-8347-4380-8e70-0a0361d8dedd
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_AzureLinuxBaseline_AINE.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa4fe33eb-e377-4efb-ab31-0784311bc499
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLaAgentOnVm.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa3a6ea0c-e018-4933-9ef0-5aaa1501449b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLaAgentOnVmss.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc4d441f8-f9d9-4a9e-9cef-e82117cb3eef
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_UseManagedIdentity_ApiApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0da106f2-4ca3-48e8-bc85-c638fe6aea8f
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_UseManagedIdentity_FunctionApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2b9ad585-36bc-4615-b300-fd4435808332
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_UseManagedIdentity_WebApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb0f33259-77d7-4c9e-aac6-3aabcfae693c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_JITNetworkAccess_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F22730e10-96f6-4aac-ad84-9383d35b5917
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_OpenManagementPortsOnVirtualMachines_Audit.json


MFA should be enabled
accounts with write
permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) should be enabled
for all subscription accounts
with write privileges to
prevent a breach of
accounts or resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

MFA should be enabled on
accounts with owner
permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) should be enabled
for all subscription accounts
with owner permissions to
prevent a breach of
accounts or resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

MFA should be enabled on
accounts with read
permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) should be enabled
for all subscription accounts
with read privileges to
prevent a breach of
accounts or resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Microsoft Defender for
Containers should be
enabled

Microsoft Defender for
Containers provides
hardening, vulnerability
assessment and run-time
protections for your Azure,
hybrid, and multi-cloud
Kubernetes environments.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Monitor missing Endpoint
Protection in Azure Security
Center

Servers without an installed
Endpoint Protection agent
will be monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

MySQL servers should use
customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest

Use customer-managed
keys to manage the
encryption at rest of your
MySQL servers. By default,
the data is encrypted at
rest with service-managed
keys, but customer-
managed keys are
commonly required to meet
regulatory compliance
standards. Customer-
managed keys enable the
data to be encrypted with
an Azure Key Vault key
created and owned by you.
You have full control and
responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation
and management.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.4
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9297c21d-2ed6-4474-b48f-163f75654ce3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableMFAForWritePermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Faa633080-8b72-40c4-a2d7-d00c03e80bed
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableMFAForOwnerPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe3576e28-8b17-4677-84c3-db2990658d64
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableMFAForReadPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1c988dd6-ade4-430f-a608-2a3e5b0a6d38
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnContainers_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Faf6cd1bd-1635-48cb-bde7-5b15693900b9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_MissingEndpointProtection_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F83cef61d-dbd1-4b20-a4fc-5fbc7da10833
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/MySQL_EnableByok_Audit.json


Network Watcher should be
enabled

Network Watcher is a
regional service that
enables you to monitor and
diagnose conditions at a
network scenario level in,
to, and from Azure.
Scenario level monitoring
enables you to diagnose
problems at an end to end
network level view. It is
required to have a network
watcher resource group to
be created in every region
where a virtual network is
present. An alert is enabled
if a network watcher
resource group is not
available in a particular
region.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Non-internet-facing virtual
machines should be
protected with network
security groups

Protect your non-internet-
facing virtual machines
from potential threats by
restricting access with
network security groups
(NSG). Learn more about
controlling traffic with NSGs
at https://aka.ms/nsg-doc

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Only secure connections to
your Azure Cache for Redis
should be enabled

Audit enabling of only
connections via SSL to
Azure Cache for Redis. Use
of secure connections
ensures authentication
between the server and the
service and protects data in
transit from network layer
attacks such as man-in-the-
middle, eavesdropping, and
session-hijacking

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb6e2945c-0b7b-40f5-9233-7a5323b5cdc6
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Network/NetworkWatcher_Enabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbb91dfba-c30d-4263-9add-9c2384e659a6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_NetworkSecurityGroupsOnInternalVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F22bee202-a82f-4305-9a2a-6d7f44d4dedb
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Cache/RedisCache_AuditSSLPort_Audit.json


PostgreSQL servers should
use customer-managed
keys to encrypt data at rest

Use customer-managed
keys to manage the
encryption at rest of your
PostgreSQL servers. By
default, the data is
encrypted at rest with
service-managed keys, but
customer-managed keys
are commonly required to
meet regulatory compliance
standards. Customer-
managed keys enable the
data to be encrypted with
an Azure Key Vault key
created and owned by you.
You have full control and
responsibility for the key
lifecycle, including rotation
and management.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.4

Private endpoint
connections on Azure SQL
Database should be
enabled

Private endpoint
connections enforce secure
communication by enabling
private connectivity to
Azure SQL Database.

Audit, Disabled 1.1.0

Private endpoint should be
enabled for MariaDB
servers

Private endpoint
connections enforce secure
communication by enabling
private connectivity to
Azure Database for
MariaDB. Configure a
private endpoint connection
to enable access to traffic
coming only from known
networks and prevent
access from all other IP
addresses, including within
Azure.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Private endpoint should be
enabled for MySQL servers

Private endpoint
connections enforce secure
communication by enabling
private connectivity to
Azure Database for MySQL.
Configure a private
endpoint connection to
enable access to traffic
coming only from known
networks and prevent
access from all other IP
addresses, including within
Azure.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F18adea5e-f416-4d0f-8aa8-d24321e3e274
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/PostgreSQL_EnableByok_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7698e800-9299-47a6-b3b6-5a0fee576eed
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlServer_PrivateEndpoint_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0a1302fb-a631-4106-9753-f3d494733990
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/MariaDB_EnablePrivateEndPoint_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7595c971-233d-4bcf-bd18-596129188c49
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/MySQL_EnablePrivateEndPoint_Audit.json


Private endpoint should be
enabled for PostgreSQL
servers

Private endpoint
connections enforce secure
communication by enabling
private connectivity to
Azure Database for
PostgreSQL. Configure a
private endpoint connection
to enable access to traffic
coming only from known
networks and prevent
access from all other IP
addresses, including within
Azure.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Public network access on
Azure SQL Database should
be disabled

Disabling the public
network access property
improves security by
ensuring your Azure SQL
Database can only be
accessed from a private
endpoint. This configuration
denies all logins that match
IP or virtual network based
firewall rules.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0

Public network access
should be disabled for
MariaDB servers

Disable the public network
access property to improve
security and ensure your
Azure Database for
MariaDB can only be
accessed from a private
endpoint. This configuration
strictly disables access from
any public address space
outside of Azure IP range,
and denies all logins that
match IP or virtual
network-based firewall
rules.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Public network access
should be disabled for
MySQL servers

Disable the public network
access property to improve
security and ensure your
Azure Database for MySQL
can only be accessed from a
private endpoint. This
configuration strictly
disables access from any
public address space
outside of Azure IP range,
and denies all logins that
match IP or virtual
network-based firewall
rules.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0564d078-92f5-4f97-8398-b9f58a51f70b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/PostgreSQL_EnablePrivateEndPoint_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1b8ca024-1d5c-4dec-8995-b1a932b41780
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlServer_PublicNetworkAccess_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffdccbe47-f3e3-4213-ad5d-ea459b2fa077
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/MariaDB_DisablePublicNetworkAccess_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd9844e8a-1437-4aeb-a32c-0c992f056095
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/MySQL_DisablePublicNetworkAccess_Audit.json


Public network access
should be disabled for
PostgreSQL servers

Disable the public network
access property to improve
security and ensure your
Azure Database for
PostgreSQL can only be
accessed from a private
endpoint. This configuration
disables access from any
public address space
outside of Azure IP range,
and denies all logins that
match IP or virtual
network-based firewall
rules.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Remote debugging should
be turned off for API Apps

Remote debugging requires
inbound ports to be
opened on API apps.
Remote debugging should
be turned off.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Remote debugging should
be turned off for Function
Apps

Remote debugging requires
inbound ports to be
opened on function apps.
Remote debugging should
be turned off.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Remote debugging should
be turned off for Web
Applications

Remote debugging requires
inbound ports to be
opened on a web
application. Remote
debugging should be
turned off.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Resource logs in App
Services should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs on the app. This
enables you to recreate
activity trails for
investigation purposes if a
security incident occurs or
your network is
compromised.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Resource logs in Azure Data
Lake Store should be
enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Azure
Kubernetes Service should
be enabled

Azure Kubernetes Service's
resource logs can help
recreate activity trails when
investigating security
incidents. Enable it to make
sure the logs will exist when
needed

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb52376f7-9612-48a1-81cd-1ffe4b61032c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/PostgreSQL_DisablePublicNetworkAccess_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe9c8d085-d9cc-4b17-9cdc-059f1f01f19e
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_DisableRemoteDebugging_ApiApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0e60b895-3786-45da-8377-9c6b4b6ac5f9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_DisableRemoteDebugging_FunctionApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fcb510bfd-1cba-4d9f-a230-cb0976f4bb71
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_DisableRemoteDebugging_WebApp_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F91a78b24-f231-4a8a-8da9-02c35b2b6510
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppService_ResourceLoggingMonitoring_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F057ef27e-665e-4328-8ea3-04b3122bd9fb
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Data%20Lake/DataLakeStore_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F245fc9df-fa96-4414-9a0b-3738c2f7341c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Kubernetes/Kubernetes_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json


Resource logs in Azure
Stream Analytics should be
enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Batch
accounts should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Data Lake
Analytics should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Event Hub
should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in IoT Hub
should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.1

Resource logs in Key Vault
should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Logic Apps
should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff9be5368-9bf5-4b84-9e0a-7850da98bb46
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Stream%20Analytics/StreamAnalytics_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F428256e6-1fac-4f48-a757-df34c2b3336d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Batch/Batch_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc95c74d9-38fe-4f0d-af86-0c7d626a315c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Data%20Lake/DataLakeAnalytics_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F83a214f7-d01a-484b-91a9-ed54470c9a6a
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Event%20Hub/EventHub_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F383856f8-de7f-44a2-81fc-e5135b5c2aa4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Internet%20of%20Things/IoTHub_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fcf820ca0-f99e-4f3e-84fb-66e913812d21
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Key%20Vault/KeyVault_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F34f95f76-5386-4de7-b824-0d8478470c9d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Logic%20Apps/LogicApps_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json


Resource logs in Search
services should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Service Bus
should be enabled

Audit enabling of resource
logs. This enables you to
recreate activity trails to use
for investigation purposes;
when a security incident
occurs or when your
network is compromised

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0

Resource logs in Virtual
Machine Scale Sets should
be enabled

It is recommended to
enable Logs so that activity
trail can be recreated when
investigations are required
in the event of an incident
or a compromise.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.1.0

Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) should be used on
Kubernetes Services

To provide granular filtering
on the actions that users
can perform, use Role-
Based Access Control
(RBAC) to manage
permissions in Kubernetes
Service Clusters and
configure relevant
authorization policies.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Running container images
should have vulnerability
findings resolved

Container image
vulnerability assessment
scans container images
running on your
Kubernetes clusters for
security vulnerabilities and
exposes detailed findings
for each image. Resolving
the vulnerabilities can
greatly improve your
containers' security posture
and protect them from
attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb4330a05-a843-4bc8-bf9a-cacce50c67f4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Search/Search_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff8d36e2f-389b-4ee4-898d-21aeb69a0f45
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Service%20Bus/ServiceBus_AuditDiagnosticLog_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F7c1b1214-f927-48bf-8882-84f0af6588b1
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Compute/ServiceFabric_and_VMSS_AuditVMSSDiagnostics.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fac4a19c2-fa67-49b4-8ae5-0b2e78c49457
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableRBAC_KubernetesService_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0fc39691-5a3f-4e3e-94ee-2e6447309ad9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_KuberenetesRuningImagesVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json


Secure transfer to storage
accounts should be enabled

Audit requirement of Secure
transfer in your storage
account. Secure transfer is
an option that forces your
storage account to accept
requests only from secure
connections (HTTPS). Use of
HTTPS ensures
authentication between the
server and the service and
protects data in transit from
network layer attacks such
as man-in-the-middle,
eavesdropping, and
session-hijacking

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

Service Fabric clusters
should have the
ClusterProtectionLevel
property set to
EncryptAndSign

Service Fabric provides
three levels of protection
(None, Sign and
EncryptAndSign) for node-
to-node communication
using a primary cluster
certificate. Set the
protection level to ensure
that all node-to-node
messages are encrypted
and digitally signed

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0

Service Fabric clusters
should only use Azure
Active Directory for client
authentication

Audit usage of client
authentication only via
Azure Active Directory in
Service Fabric

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.0

Service principals should be
used to protect your
subscriptions instead of
management certificates

Management certificates
allow anyone who
authenticates with them to
manage the subscription(s)
they are associated with. To
manage subscriptions more
securely, use of service
principals with Resource
Manager is recommended
to limit the impact of a
certificate compromise.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

SQL databases should have
vulnerability findings
resolved

Monitor vulnerability
assessment scan results and
recommendations for how
to remediate database
vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F404c3081-a854-4457-ae30-26a93ef643f9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/Storage_AuditForHTTPSEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F617c02be-7f02-4efd-8836-3180d47b6c68
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Service%20Fabric/ServiceFabric_AuditClusterProtectionLevel_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb54ed75b-3e1a-44ac-a333-05ba39b99ff0
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Service%20Fabric/ServiceFabric_AuditADAuth_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6646a0bd-e110-40ca-bb97-84fcee63c414
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UseServicePrincipalToProtectSubscriptions.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffeedbf84-6b99-488c-acc2-71c829aa5ffc
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_SQLDbVulnerabilities_Audit.json


SQL managed instances
should use customer-
managed keys to encrypt
data at rest

Implementing Transparent
Data Encryption (TDE) with
your own key provides you
with increased transparency
and control over the TDE
Protector, increased security
with an HSM-backed
external service, and
promotion of separation of
duties. This
recommendation applies to
organizations with a related
compliance requirement.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

SQL servers on machines
should have vulnerability
findings resolved

SQL vulnerability
assessment scans your
database for security
vulnerabilities, and exposes
any deviations from best
practices such as
misconfigurations, excessive
permissions, and
unprotected sensitive data.
Resolving the vulnerabilities
found can greatly improve
your database security
posture.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

SQL servers should use
customer-managed keys to
encrypt data at rest

Implementing Transparent
Data Encryption (TDE) with
your own key provides
increased transparency and
control over the TDE
Protector, increased security
with an HSM-backed
external service, and
promotion of separation of
duties. This
recommendation applies to
organizations with a related
compliance requirement.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.1

SQL servers with auditing
to storage account
destination should be
configured with 90 days
retention or higher

For incident investigation
purposes, we recommend
setting the data retention
for your SQL Server'
auditing to storage account
destination to at least 90
days. Confirm that you are
meeting the necessary
retention rules for the
regions in which you are
operating. This is
sometimes required for
compliance with regulatory
standards.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fac01ad65-10e5-46df-bdd9-6b0cad13e1d2
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlManagedInstance_EnsureServerTDEisEncryptedWithYourOwnKey_Deny.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6ba6d016-e7c3-4842-b8f2-4992ebc0d72d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ServerSQLVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0a370ff3-6cab-4e85-8995-295fd854c5b8
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlServer_EnsureServerTDEisEncryptedWithYourOwnKey_Deny.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F89099bee-89e0-4b26-a5f4-165451757743
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlServerAuditingRetentionDays_Audit.json


Storage accounts should be
migrated to new Azure
Resource Manager
resources

Use new Azure Resource
Manager for your storage
accounts to provide security
enhancements such as:
stronger access control
(RBAC), better auditing,
Azure Resource Manager
based deployment and
governance, access to
managed identities, access
to key vault for secrets,
Azure AD-based
authentication and support
for tags and resource
groups for easier security
management

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.0

Storage accounts should
restrict network access

Network access to storage
accounts should be
restricted. Configure
network rules so only
applications from allowed
networks can access the
storage account. To allow
connections from specific
internet or on-premises
clients, access can be
granted to traffic from
specific Azure virtual
networks or to public
internet IP address ranges

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.1.1

Storage accounts should
restrict network access
using virtual network rules

Protect your storage
accounts from potential
threats using virtual
network rules as a preferred
method instead of IP-based
filtering. Disabling IP-based
filtering prevents public IPs
from accessing your storage
accounts.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.1

Storage accounts should
use customer-managed key
for encryption

Secure your blob and file
storage account with
greater flexibility using
customer-managed keys.
When you specify a
customer-managed key,
that key is used to protect
and control access to the
key that encrypts your
data. Using customer-
managed keys provides
additional capabilities to
control rotation of the key
encryption key or
cryptographically erase
data.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.3
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F37e0d2fe-28a5-43d6-a273-67d37d1f5606
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/Classic_AuditForClassicStorages_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F34c877ad-507e-4c82-993e-3452a6e0ad3c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/Storage_NetworkAcls_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2a1a9cdf-e04d-429a-8416-3bfb72a1b26f
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/StorageAccountOnlyVnetRulesEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6fac406b-40ca-413b-bf8e-0bf964659c25
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/StorageAccountCustomerManagedKeyEnabled_Audit.json


Storage accounts should
use private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The Private Link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to your storage account,
data leakage risks are
reduced. Learn more about
private links at -
https://aka.ms/azureprivatel
inkoverview

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Subnets should be
associated with a Network
Security Group

Protect your subnet from
potential threats by
restricting access to it with
a Network Security Group
(NSG). NSGs contain a list of
Access Control List (ACL)
rules that allow or deny
network traffic to your
subnet.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Subscriptions should have a
contact email address for
security issues

To ensure the relevant
people in your organization
are notified when there is a
potential security breach in
one of your subscriptions,
set a security contact to
receive email notifications
from Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

System updates on virtual
machine scale sets should
be installed

Audit whether there are any
missing system security
updates and critical updates
that should be installed to
ensure that your Windows
and Linux virtual machine
scale sets are secure.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

System updates should be
installed on your machines

Missing security system
updates on your servers will
be monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0

There should be more than
one owner assigned to your
subscription

It is recommended to
designate more than one
subscription owner in order
to have administrator
access redundancy.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6edd7eda-6dd8-40f7-810d-67160c639cd9
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/private-link/private-link-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Storage/StorageAccountPrivateEndpointEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe71308d3-144b-4262-b144-efdc3cc90517
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_NetworkSecurityGroupsOnSubnets_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4f4f78b8-e367-4b10-a341-d9a4ad5cf1c7
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Security_contact_email.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc3f317a7-a95c-4547-b7e7-11017ebdf2fe
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VmssMissingSystemUpdates_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F86b3d65f-7626-441e-b690-81a8b71cff60
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_MissingSystemUpdates_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F09024ccc-0c5f-475e-9457-b7c0d9ed487b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_DesignateMoreThanOneOwner_Audit.json


Transparent Data
Encryption on SQL
databases should be
enabled

Transparent data encryption
should be enabled to
protect data-at-rest and
meet compliance
requirements

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Virtual machines should be
migrated to new Azure
Resource Manager
resources

Use new Azure Resource
Manager for your virtual
machines to provide
security enhancements such
as: stronger access control
(RBAC), better auditing,
Azure Resource Manager
based deployment and
governance, access to
managed identities, access
to key vault for secrets,
Azure AD-based
authentication and support
for tags and resource
groups for easier security
management

Audit, Deny, Disabled 1.0.0

Virtual machines should
encrypt temp disks, caches,
and data flows between
Compute and Storage
resources

By default, a virtual
machine's OS and data disks
are encrypted-at-rest using
platform-managed keys.
Temp disks, data caches and
data flowing between
compute and storage aren't
encrypted. Disregard this
recommendation if: 1. using
encryption-at-host, or 2.
server-side encryption on
Managed Disks meets your
security requirements.
Learn more in: Server-side
encryption of Azure Disk
Storage:
https://aka.ms/disksse,
Different disk encryption
offerings:
https://aka.ms/diskencrypti
oncomparison

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.3

Virtual machines' Guest
Configuration extension
should be deployed with
system-assigned managed
identity

The Guest Configuration
extension requires a system
assigned managed identity.
Azure virtual machines in
the scope of this policy will
be non-compliant when
they have the Guest
Configuration extension
installed but do not have a
system assigned managed
identity. Learn more at
https://aka.ms/gcpol

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F17k78e20-9358-41c9-923c-fb736d382a12
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/SqlDBEncryption_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1d84d5fb-01f6-4d12-ba4f-4a26081d403d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Compute/ClassicCompute_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0961003e-5a0a-4549-abde-af6a37f2724d
https://aka.ms/disksse,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/disk-encryption-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UnencryptedVMDisks_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd26f7642-7545-4e18-9b75-8c9bbdee3a9a
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_GCExtOnVmWithNoSAMI.json


VM Image Builder
templates should use
private link

Azure Private Link lets you
connect your virtual
network to Azure services
without a public IP address
at the source or destination.
The Private Link platform
handles the connectivity
between the consumer and
services over the Azure
backbone network. By
mapping private endpoints
to your VM Image Builder
building resources, data
leakage risks are reduced.
Learn more about private
links at:
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/virtual-
machines/linux/image-
builder-networking#deploy-
using-an-existing-vnet.

Audit, Disabled, Deny 1.1.0

Vulnerabilities in container
security configurations
should be remediated

Audit vulnerabilities in
security configuration on
machines with Docker
installed and display as
recommendations in Azure
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your
machines should be
remediated

Servers which do not satisfy
the configured baseline will
be monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your
virtual machine scale sets
should be remediated

Audit the OS vulnerabilities
on your virtual machine
scale sets to protect them
from attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Vulnerability assessment
should be enabled on SQL
Managed Instance

Audit each SQL Managed
Instance which doesn't have
recurring vulnerability
assessment scans enabled.
Vulnerability assessment
can discover, track, and help
you remediate potential
database vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Vulnerability assessment
should be enabled on your
SQL servers

Audit Azure SQL servers
which do not have recurring
vulnerability assessment
scans enabled. Vulnerability
assessment can discover,
track, and help you
remediate potential
database vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2154edb9-244f-4741-9970-660785bccdaa
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/image-builder-networking
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/VM%20Image%20Builder/PrivateLinkEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe8cbc669-f12d-49eb-93e7-9273119e9933
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ContainerBenchmark_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe1e5fd5d-3e4c-4ce1-8661-7d1873ae6b15
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_OSVulnerabilities_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F3c735d8a-a4ba-4a3a-b7cf-db7754cf57f4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VmssOSVulnerabilities_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1b7aa243-30e4-4c9e-bca8-d0d3022b634a
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/VulnerabilityAssessmentOnManagedInstance_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fef2a8f2a-b3d9-49cd-a8a8-9a3aaaf647d9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/SQL/VulnerabilityAssessmentOnServer_Audit.json


Web Application Firewall
(WAF) should be enabled
for Application Gateway

Deploy Azure Web
Application Firewall (WAF) in
front of public facing web
applications for additional
inspection of incoming
traffic. Web Application
Firewall (WAF) provides
centralized protection of
your web applications from
common exploits and
vulnerabilities such as SQL
injections, Cross-Site
Scripting, local and remote
file executions. You can also
restrict access to your web
applications by countries, IP
address ranges, and other
http(s) parameters via
custom rules.

Audit, Deny, Disabled 2.0.0

Web Application should
only be accessible over
HTTPS

Use of HTTPS ensures
server/service
authentication and protects
data in transit from network
layer eavesdropping
attacks.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0

Windows Defender Exploit
Guard should be enabled
on your machines

Windows Defender Exploit
Guard uses the Azure Policy
Guest Configuration agent.
Exploit Guard has four
components that are
designed to lock down
devices against a wide
variety of attack vectors
and block behaviors
commonly used in malware
attacks while enabling
enterprises to balance their
security risk and
productivity requirements
(Windows only).

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.1.1

Windows machines should
have Log Analytics agent
installed on Azure Arc

Machines are non-
compliant if Log Analytics
agent is not installed on
Azure Arc enabled windows
server.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F564feb30-bf6a-4854-b4bb-0d2d2d1e6c66
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Network/WAF_AppGatewayEnabled_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa4af4a39-4135-47fb-b175-47fbdf85311d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/App%20Service/AppServiceWebapp_AuditHTTP_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbed48b13-6647-468e-aa2f-1af1d3f4dd40
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_WindowsDefenderExploitGuard_AINE.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4078e558-bda6-41fb-9b3c-361e8875200d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_WindowsLogAnalyticsAgentInstalled_AINE.json


Windows machines should
meet requirements of the
Azure compute security
baseline

Requires that prerequisites
are deployed to the policy
assignment scope. For
details, visit
https://aka.ms/gcpol.
Machines are non-
compliant if the machine is
not configured correctly for
one of the
recommendations in the
Azure compute security
baseline.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Windows web servers
should be configured to use
secure communication
protocols

To protect the privacy of
information communicated
over the Internet, your web
servers should use the
latest version of the
industry-standard
cryptographic protocol,
Transport Layer Security
(TLS). TLS secures
communications over a
network by using security
certificates to encrypt a
connection between
machines.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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[Preview]: [Preview]: Azure
Security agent should be
installed on your Linux Arc
machines

Install the Azure Security
agent on your Linux Arc
machines in order to
monitor your machines for
security configurations and
vulnerabilities. Results of the
assessments can seen and
managed in Azure Security
Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Azure
Security agent should be
installed on your Linux
virtual machine scale sets

Install the Azure Security
agent on your Linux virtual
machine scale sets in order
to monitor your machines
for security configurations
and vulnerabilities. Results
of the assessments can
seen and managed in Azure
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F72650e9f-97bc-4b2a-ab5f-9781a9fcecbc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_AzureWindowsBaseline_AINE.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5752e6d6-1206-46d8-8ab1-ecc2f71a8112
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Guest%20Configuration/GuestConfiguration_SecureWebProtocol_AINE.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1f300abb-f5a0-41c3-a163-91bd3ed35de7
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityLinuxAgent_Arc_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F62b52eae-c795-44e3-94e8-1b3d264766fb
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityLinuxAgent_VMSS_AuditIfNotExists.json


[Preview]: [Preview]: Azure
Security agent should be
installed on your Linux
virtual machines

Install the Azure Security
agent on your Linux virtual
machines in order to
monitor your machines for
security configurations and
vulnerabilities. Results of the
assessments can seen and
managed in Azure Security
Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Azure
Security agent should be
installed on your Windows
Arc machines

Install the Azure Security
agent on your Windows Arc
machines in order to
monitor your machines for
security configurations and
vulnerabilities. Results of the
assessments can seen and
managed in Azure Security
Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Azure
Security agent should be
installed on your Windows
virtual machine scale sets

Install the Azure Security
agent on your Windows
virtual machine scale sets in
order to monitor your
machines for security
configurations and
vulnerabilities. Results of the
assessments can seen and
managed in Azure Security
Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Azure
Security agent should be
installed on your Windows
virtual machines

Install the Azure Security
agent on your Windows
virtual machines in order to
monitor your machines for
security configurations and
vulnerabilities. Results of the
assessments can seen and
managed in Azure Security
Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
ChangeTracking extension
should be installed on your
Linux Arc machine

Install ChangeTracking
Extension on Linux Arc
machines to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitoring Agent.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe8794316-d918-4565-b57d-6b38a06381a0
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityLinuxAgent_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0367cfc4-90b3-46ba-a8a6-ddd5d3514878
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityWindowsAgent_Arc_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe16f967a-aa57-4f5e-89cd-8d1434d0a29a
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityWindowsAgent_VMSS_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbb2c6c6d-14bc-4443-bef3-c6be0adc6076
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityWindowsAgent_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffc47609f-4d9b-4aed-806b-446816cc63a3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingLinuxAgent_Arc_AuditIfNotExists.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
ChangeTracking extension
should be installed on your
Linux virtual machine

Install ChangeTracking
Extension on Linux virtual
machines to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitoring Agent.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
ChangeTracking extension
should be installed on your
Linux virtual machine scale
sets

Install ChangeTracking
Extension on Linux virtual
machine scale sets to
enable File Integrity
Monitoring(FIM) in Azure
Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitoring Agent.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
ChangeTracking extension
should be installed on your
Windows Arc machine

Install ChangeTracking
Extension on Windows Arc
machines to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitoring Agent.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8893442c-e7cb-4637-bab8-299a5d4ed96a
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingLinuxAgent_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe71c1e29-9c76-4532-8c4b-cb0573b0014c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingLinuxAgent_VMSS_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa7f5e735-d212-4c32-9229-d12bffbc7e00
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingWindowsAgent_Arc_AuditIfNotExists.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
ChangeTracking extension
should be installed on your
Windows virtual machine

Install ChangeTracking
Extension on Windows
virtual machines to enable
File Integrity
Monitoring(FIM) in Azure
Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitoring Agent.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
ChangeTracking extension
should be installed on your
Windows virtual machine
scale sets

Install ChangeTracking
Extension on Windows
virtual machine scale sets to
enable File Integrity
Monitoring(FIM) in Azure
Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitoring Agent.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure Association to
link virtual machines to
default Azure Security
Center Data Collection Rule

Configure machines to
automatically create an
association with the default
data collection rule for
Azure Security Center.
Deleting this association will
break the detection of
security vulnerabilities for
this virtual machine. Target
virtual machines must be in
a supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F221aac80-54d8-484b-83d7-24f4feac2ce0
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingWindowsAgent_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4bb303db-d051-4099-95d2-e3e1428a4d00
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingWindowsAgent_VMSS_AuditIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa2ea54a3-9707-45e3-8230-bbda8309d17e
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AMA_DefaultPipeline_DCRA_Deploy.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure Azure Defender
for SQL agent on virtual
machine

Configure Windows
machines to automatically
install the Azure Defender
for SQL agent where the
Azure Monitor Agent is
installed. Security Center
collects events from the
agent and uses them to
provide security alerts and
tailored hardening tasks
(recommendations). Creates
a resource group and Log
Analytics workspace in the
same region as the
machine. Target virtual
machines must be in a
supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure ChangeTracking
Extension for Linux Arc
machines

Configure Linux Arc
machines to automatically
install the ChangeTracking
Extension to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitor Agent.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure ChangeTracking
Extension for Linux virtual
machine scale sets

Configure Linux virtual
machine scale sets to
automatically install the
ChangeTracking Extension
to enable File Integrity
Monitoring(FIM) in Azure
Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitor Agent.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2ada9901-073c-444a-9a9a-91865174f0aa
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureDefenderForSql_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F10caed8a-652c-4d1d-84e4-2805b7c07278
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingLinuxAgent_Arc_DeployIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1288c8d7-4b05-4e3a-bc88-9053caefc021
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingLinuxAgent_VMSS_DeployIfNotExists.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure ChangeTracking
Extension for Linux virtual
machines

Configure Linux virtual
machines to automatically
install the ChangeTracking
Extension to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitor Agent.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure ChangeTracking
Extension for Windows Arc
machines

Configure Windows Arc
machines to automatically
install the ChangeTracking
Extension to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitor Agent.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure ChangeTracking
Extension for Windows
virtual machine scale sets

Configure Windows virtual
machine scale sets to
automatically install the
ChangeTracking Extension
to enable File Integrity
Monitoring(FIM) in Azure
Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitor Agent.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fec88097d-843f-4a92-8471-78016d337ba4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingLinuxAgent_DeployIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4bb303db-d051-4099-95d2-e3e1428a4cd5
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingWindowsAgent_Arc_DeployIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4bb303db-d051-4099-95d2-e3e1428a4d2c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingWindowsAgent_VMSS_DeployIfNotExists.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure ChangeTracking
Extension for Windows
virtual machines

Configure Windows virtual
machines to automatically
install the ChangeTracking
Extension to enable File
Integrity Monitoring(FIM) in
Azure Security Center. FIM
examines operating system
files, Windows registries,
application software, Linux
system files, and more, for
changes that might indicate
an attack. The extension
can be installed in virtual
machines and locations
supported by Azure
Monitor Agent.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure machines to
automatically create the
Azure Security Center
pipeline for Azure Monitor
Agent

Configure machines to
automatically create the
Azure Security Center
pipeline for Azure Monitor
Agent. Security Center
collects events from the
agent and uses them to
provide security alerts and
tailored hardening tasks
(recommendations). Create
a resource group and Log
Analytics workspace in the
same region as the machine
to store audit records.
Target virtual machines
must be in a supported
location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure machines to
receive a vulnerability
assessment provider

Azure Defender includes
vulnerability scanning for
your machines at no extra
cost. You don't need a
Qualys license or even a
Qualys account -
everything's handled
seamlessly inside Security
Center. When you enable
this policy, Azure Defender
automatically deploys the
Qualys vulnerability
assessment provider to all
supported machines that
don't already have it
installed.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 2.2.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff08f556c-12ff-464d-a7de-40cb5b6cccec
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ChangeTrackingWindowsAgent_DeployIfNotExists.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8b5ad9ab-3d44-4a6e-9ac3-75b04ea5fd28
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AMA_DefaultPipeline_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F13ce0167-8ca6-4048-8e6b-f996402e3c1b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VulnerabilityAssessment_ProvisionQualysAgent_Deploy.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported Linux
Arc machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent

Configure supported Linux
Arc machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent.
Security Center collects
events from the agent and
uses them to provide
security alerts and tailored
hardening tasks
(recommendations). Target
Linux Arc machines must be
in a supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported Linux
virtual machine scale sets to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent

Configure supported Linux
virtual machine scale sets to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent.
Security Center collects
events from the agent and
uses them to provide
security alerts and tailored
hardening tasks
(recommendations). Target
virtual machines must be in
a supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported Linux
virtual machine scale sets to
automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension

Configure supported Linux
virtual machines scale sets
to automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension
to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Boot integrity is
attested via Remote
Attestation.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported Linux
virtual machines to
automatically enable Secure
Boot

Configure supported Linux
virtual machines to
automatically enable Secure
Boot to mitigate against
malicious and unauthorized
changes to the boot chain.
Once enabled, only trusted
bootloaders, kernel and
kernel drivers will be
allowed to run.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0-preview
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2f47ec78-4301-4655-b78e-b29377030cdc
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityLinuxAgent_Arc_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6654c8c4-e6f8-43f8-8869-54327af7ce32
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityLinuxAgent_VMSS_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F57c2e3f0-98cf-4c3b-aa6b-e8f70726e74e
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLinuxGAExtOnVmss_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F95406fc3-1f69-47b0-8105-4c03b276ec5c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableLinuxSB_Deploy.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported Linux
virtual machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent

Configure supported Linux
virtual machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent.
Security Center collects
events from the agent and
uses them to provide
security alerts and tailored
hardening tasks
(recommendations). Target
virtual machines must be in
a supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 6.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported Linux
virtual machines to
automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension

Configure supported Linux
virtual machines to
automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension
to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Boot integrity is
attested via Remote
Attestation.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 6.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported virtual
machines to automatically
enable vTPM

Configure supported virtual
machines to automatically
enable vTPM to facilitate
Measured Boot and other
OS security features that
require a TPM. Once
enabled, vTPM can be used
to attest boot integrity.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported
Windows Arc machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent

Configure supported
Windows Arc machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent.
Security Center collects
events from the agent and
uses them to provide
security alerts and tailored
hardening tasks
(recommendations). Target
Windows Arc machines
must be in a supported
location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported
Windows machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent

Configure supported
Windows machines to
automatically install the
Azure Security agent.
Security Center collects
events from the agent and
uses them to provide
security alerts and tailored
hardening tasks
(recommendations). Target
virtual machines must be in
a supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0-preview
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityWindowsAgent_Arc_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1537496a-b1e8-482b-a06a-1cc2415cdc7b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_AzureSecurityWindowsAgent_Deploy.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported
Windows virtual machine
scale sets to automatically
install the Azure Security
agent

Configure supported
Windows virtual machine
scale sets to automatically
install the Azure Security
agent. Security Center
collects events from the
agent and uses them to
provide security alerts and
tailored hardening tasks
(recommendations). Target
Windows virtual machine
scale sets must be in a
supported location.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported
Windows virtual machine
scale sets to automatically
install the Guest Attestation
extension

Configure supported
Windows virtual machines
scale sets to automatically
install the Guest Attestation
extension to allow Azure
Security Center to
proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity.
Boot integrity is attested via
Remote Attestation.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported
Windows virtual machines
to automatically enable
Secure Boot

Configure supported
Windows virtual machines
to automatically enable
Secure Boot to mitigate
against malicious and
unauthorized changes to
the boot chain. Once
enabled, only trusted
bootloaders, kernel and
kernel drivers will be
allowed to run.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure supported
Windows virtual machines
to automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension

Configure supported
Windows virtual machines
to automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension
to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Boot integrity is
attested via Remote
Attestation.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure VMs created with
Shared Image Gallery
images to install the Guest
Attestation extension

Configure virtual machines
created with Shared Image
Gallery images to
automatically install the
Guest Attestation extension
to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Boot integrity is
attested via Remote
Attestation.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0-preview
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallGAExtOnSigVM_Deploy.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Configure VMSS created
with Shared Image Gallery
images to install the Guest
Attestation extension

Configure VMSS created
with Shared Image Gallery
images to automatically
install the Guest Attestation
extension to allow Azure
Security Center to
proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity.
Boot integrity is attested via
Remote Attestation.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Guest
Attestation extension
should be installed on
supported Linux virtual
machines

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
Linux virtual machines to
allow Azure Security Center
to proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity.
Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via
Remote Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
Linux virtual machines.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 5.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Guest
Attestation extension
should be installed on
supported Linux virtual
machines scale sets

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
Linux virtual machines scale
sets to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Once installed,
boot integrity will be
attested via Remote
Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
Linux virtual machine scale
sets.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Guest
Attestation extension
should be installed on
supported Windows virtual
machines

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
virtual machines to allow
Azure Security Center to
proactively attest and
monitor the boot integrity.
Once installed, boot
integrity will be attested via
Remote Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
virtual machines.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0-preview
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[Preview]: [Preview]: Guest
Attestation extension
should be installed on
supported Windows virtual
machines scale sets

Install Guest Attestation
extension on supported
virtual machines scale sets
to allow Azure Security
Center to proactively attest
and monitor the boot
integrity. Once installed,
boot integrity will be
attested via Remote
Attestation. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
virtual machine scale sets.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Linux
virtual machines should use
Secure Boot

To protect against the
installation of malware-
based rootkits and boot
kits, enable Secure Boot on
supported Linux virtual
machines. Secure Boot
ensures that only signed
operating systems and
drivers will be allowed to
run. This assessment only
applies to Linux virtual
machines that have the
Azure Monitor Agent
installed.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]:
Machines should have
ports closed that might
expose attack vectors

Azure's Terms Of Use
prohibit the use of Azure
services in ways that could
damage, disable,
overburden, or impair any
Microsoft server, or the
network. The exposed ports
identified by this
recommendation need to
be closed for your
continued security. For each
identified port, the
recommendation also
provides an explanation of
the potential threat.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Secure
Boot should be enabled on
supported Windows virtual
machines

Enable Secure Boot on
supported Windows virtual
machines to mitigate
against malicious and
unauthorized changes to
the boot chain. Once
enabled, only trusted
bootloaders, kernel and
kernel drivers will be
allowed to run. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
Windows virtual machines.

Audit, Disabled 3.0.0-preview
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableWindowsSB_Audit.json


[Preview]: [Preview]:
Sensitive data in your SQL
databases should be
classified

Azure Security Center
monitors the data discovery
and classification scan
results for your SQL
databases and provides
recommendations to
classify the sensitive data in
your databases for better
monitoring and security

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: Virtual
machines guest attestation
status should be healthy

Guest attestation is
performed by sending a
trusted log (TCGLog) to an
attestation server. The
server uses these logs to
determine whether boot
components are
trustworthy. This
assessment is intended to
detect compromises of the
boot chain which might be
the result of a bootkit or
rootkit infection. This
assessment only applies to
Trusted Launch enabled
virtual machines that have
Guest Attestation extension
installed.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0-preview

[Preview]: [Preview]: vTPM
should be enabled on
supported virtual machines

Enable virtual TPM device
on supported virtual
machines to facilitate
Measured Boot and other
OS security features that
require a TPM. Once
enabled, vTPM can be used
to attest boot integrity. This
assessment only applies to
trusted launch enabled
virtual machines.

Audit, Disabled 2.0.0-preview

A maximum of 3 owners
should be designated for
your subscription

It is recommended to
designate up to 3
subscription owners in
order to reduce the
potential for breach by a
compromised owner.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_SQLDbDataClassification_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff6358610-e532-4236-b178-4c65865eb262
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_BootIntegrityAttestation_Audit.json
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4f11b553-d42e-4e3a-89be-32ca364cad4c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_DesignateLessThanXOwners_Audit.json


A vulnerability assessment
solution should be enabled
on your virtual machines

Audits virtual machines to
detect whether they are
running a supported
vulnerability assessment
solution. A core component
of every cyber risk and
security program is the
identification and analysis of
vulnerabilities. Azure
Security Center's standard
pricing tier includes
vulnerability scanning for
your virtual machines at no
extra cost. Additionally,
Security Center can
automatically deploy this
tool for you.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Adaptive application
controls for defining safe
applications should be
enabled on your machines

Enable application controls
to define the list of known-
safe applications running on
your machines, and alert
you when other
applications run. This helps
harden your machines
against malware. To simplify
the process of configuring
and maintaining your rules,
Security Center uses
machine learning to analyze
the applications running on
each machine and suggest
the list of known-safe
applications.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Adaptive network
hardening
recommendations should
be applied on internet
facing virtual machines

Azure Security Center
analyzes the traffic patterns
of Internet facing virtual
machines and provides
Network Security Group
rule recommendations that
reduce the potential attack
surface

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

All network ports should be
restricted on network
security groups associated
to your virtual machine

Azure Security Center has
identified some of your
network security groups'
inbound rules to be too
permissive. Inbound rules
should not allow access
from 'Any' or 'Internet'
ranges. This can potentially
enable attackers to target
your resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UnprotectedEndpoints_Audit.json


Allowlist rules in your
adaptive application control
policy should be updated

Monitor for changes in
behavior on groups of
machines configured for
auditing by Azure Security
Center's adaptive
application controls.
Security Center uses
machine learning to analyze
the running processes on
your machines and suggest
a list of known-safe
applications. These are
presented as recommended
apps to allow in adaptive
application control policies.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Authorized IP ranges
should be defined on
Kubernetes Services

Restrict access to the
Kubernetes Service
Management API by
granting API access only to
IP addresses in specific
ranges. It is recommended
to limit access to authorized
IP ranges to ensure that
only applications from
allowed networks can
access the cluster.

Audit, Disabled 2.0.1

Auto provisioning of the
Log Analytics agent should
be enabled on your
subscription

To monitor for security
vulnerabilities and threats,
Azure Security Center
collects data from your
Azure virtual machines.
Data is collected by the Log
Analytics agent, formerly
known as the Microsoft
Monitoring Agent (MMA),
which reads various
security-related
configurations and event
logs from the machine and
copies the data to your Log
Analytics workspace for
analysis. We recommend
enabling auto provisioning
to automatically deploy the
agent to all supported
Azure VMs and any new
ones that are created.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Azure DDoS Protection
Standard should be enabled

DDoS protection standard
should be enabled for all
virtual networks with a
subnet that is part of an
application gateway with a
public IP.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableDDoSProtection_Audit.json


Azure Defender for App
Service should be enabled

Azure Defender for App
Service leverages the scale
of the cloud, and the
visibility that Azure has as a
cloud provider, to monitor
for common web app
attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3

Azure Defender for Azure
SQL Database servers
should be enabled

Azure Defender for SQL
provides functionality for
surfacing and mitigating
potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting
anomalous activities that
could indicate threats to
SQL databases, and
discovering and classifying
sensitive data.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure Defender for DNS
should be enabled

Azure Defender for DNS
provides an additional layer
of protection for your cloud
resources by continuously
monitoring all DNS queries
from your Azure resources.
Azure Defender alerts you
about suspicious activity at
the DNS layer. Learn more
about the capabilities of
Azure Defender for DNS at
https://aka.ms/defender-
for-dns . Enabling this Azure
Defender plan results in
charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on
Security Center's pricing
page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center .

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Azure Defender for Key
Vault should be enabled

Azure Defender for Key
Vault provides an additional
layer of protection and
security intelligence by
detecting unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit key vault accounts.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3
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Azure Defender for open-
source relational databases
should be enabled

Azure Defender for open-
source relational databases
detects anomalous activities
indicating unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit databases. Learn
more about the capabilities
of Azure Defender for
open-source relational
databases at
https://aka.ms/AzDforOpen
SourceDBsDocu. Important:
Enabling this plan will result
in charges for protecting
your open-source relational
databases. Learn about the
pricing on Security Center's
pricing page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager should
be enabled

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager
automatically monitors the
resource management
operations in your
organization. Azure
Defender detects threats
and alerts you about
suspicious activity. Learn
more about the capabilities
of Azure Defender for
Resource Manager at
https://aka.ms/defender-
for-resource-manager .
Enabling this Azure
Defender plan results in
charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on
Security Center's pricing
page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center .

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Azure Defender for servers
should be enabled

Azure Defender for servers
provides real-time threat
protection for server
workloads and generates
hardening
recommendations as well as
alerts about suspicious
activities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3
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Azure Defender for SQL
servers on machines should
be enabled

Azure Defender for SQL
provides functionality for
surfacing and mitigating
potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting
anomalous activities that
could indicate threats to
SQL databases, and
discovering and classifying
sensitive data.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Azure Defender for Storage
should be enabled

Azure Defender for Storage
provides detections of
unusual and potentially
harmful attempts to access
or exploit storage accounts.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.3

Cloud Services (extended
support) role instances
should be configured
securely

Protect your Cloud Service
(extended support) role
instances from attacks by
ensuring they are not
expolosed to any OS
vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Cloud Services (extended
support) role instances
should have an endpoint
protection solution installed

Protect your Cloud Services
(extended support) role
instances from threats and
vulnerabilities by ensuring
an endpoint protection
solution is installed on
them.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Cloud Services (extended
support) role instances
should have system
updates installed

Secure your Cloud Services
(extended support) role
instances by ensuring the
latest security and critical
updates are installed on
them.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Configure Azure Defender
for App Service to be
enabled

Azure Defender for App
Service leverages the scale
of the cloud, and the
visibility that Azure has as a
cloud provider, to monitor
for common web app
attacks.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Configure Azure Defender
for Azure SQL database to
be enabled

Azure Defender for SQL
provides functionality for
surfacing and mitigating
potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting
anomalous activities that
could indicate threats to
SQL databases, and
discovering and classifying
sensitive data.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedDataSecurityOnSqlServerVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F308fbb08-4ab8-4e67-9b29-592e93fb94fa
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnStorageAccounts_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa0c11ca4-5828-4384-a2f2-fd7444dd5b4d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_CsesOSVulnerabilities_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1e378679-f122-4a96-a739-a7729c46e1aa
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_CsesMissingEndpointProtection_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4df26ba8-026d-45b0-9521-bffa44d741d2
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_CsesMissingSystemUpdates_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb40e7bcd-a1e5-47fe-b9cf-2f534d0bfb7d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_AppService_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb99b73e7-074b-4089-9395-b7236f094491
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_SQLDatabase_Deploy.json


Configure Azure Defender
for DNS to be enabled

Azure Defender for DNS
provides an additional layer
of protection for your cloud
resources by continuously
monitoring all DNS queries
from your Azure resources.
Azure Defender alerts you
about suspicious activity at
the DNS layer. Learn more
about the capabilities of
Azure Defender for DNS at
https://aka.ms/defender-
for-dns . Enabling this Azure
Defender plan results in
charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on
Security Center's pricing
page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center .

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Configure Azure Defender
for Key Vaults to be enabled

Azure Defender for Key
Vault provides an additional
layer of protection and
security intelligence by
detecting unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit key vault accounts.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Configure Azure Defender
for open-source relational
databases to be enabled

Azure Defender for open-
source relational databases
detects anomalous activities
indicating unusual and
potentially harmful
attempts to access or
exploit databases. Learn
more about the capabilities
of Azure Defender for
open-source relational
databases at
https://aka.ms/AzDforOpen
SourceDBsDocu. Important:
Enabling this plan will result
in charges for protecting
your open-source relational
databases. Learn about the
pricing on Security Center's
pricing page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F2370a3c1-4a25-4283-a91a-c9c1a145fb2f
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_DNS_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1f725891-01c0-420a-9059-4fa46cb770b7
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_KeyVault_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F44433aa3-7ec2-4002-93ea-65c65ff0310a
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_OpenSourceRelationalDatabases_Deploy.json


Configure Azure Defender
for Resource Manager to be
enabled

Azure Defender for
Resource Manager
automatically monitors the
resource management
operations in your
organization. Azure
Defender detects threats
and alerts you about
suspicious activity. Learn
more about the capabilities
of Azure Defender for
Resource Manager at
https://aka.ms/defender-
for-resource-manager .
Enabling this Azure
Defender plan results in
charges. Learn about the
pricing details per region on
Security Center's pricing
page:
https://aka.ms/pricing-
security-center .

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Configure Azure Defender
for servers to be enabled

Azure Defender for servers
provides real-time threat
protection for server
workloads and generates
hardening
recommendations as well as
alerts about suspicious
activities.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Configure Azure Defender
for SQL servers on
machines to be enabled

Azure Defender for SQL
provides functionality for
surfacing and mitigating
potential database
vulnerabilities, detecting
anomalous activities that
could indicate threats to
SQL databases, and
discovering and classifying
sensitive data.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Configure Azure Defender
for Storage to be enabled

Azure Defender for Storage
provides detections of
unusual and potentially
harmful attempts to access
or exploit storage accounts.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Configure Microsoft
Defender for Containers to
be enabled

Microsoft Defender for
Containers provides
hardening, vulnerability
assessment and run-time
protections for your Azure,
hybrid, and multi-cloud
Kubernetes environments.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb7021b2b-08fd-4dc0-9de7-3c6ece09faf9
https://aka.ms/pricing-security-center
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_ARM_deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8e86a5b6-b9bd-49d1-8e21-4bb8a0862222
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_Servers_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F50ea7265-7d8c-429e-9a7d-ca1f410191c3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_SQLServers_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F74c30959-af11-47b3-9ed2-a26e03f427a3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_Storage_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc9ddb292-b203-4738-aead-18e2716e858f
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Azure_Defender_Containers_Deploy.json


Container registry images
should have vulnerability
findings resolved

Container image
vulnerability assessment
scans your registry for
security vulnerabilities and
exposes detailed findings
for each image. Resolving
the vulnerabilities can
greatly improve your
containers' security posture
and protect them from
attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.1

Deploy - Configure
suppression rules for Azure
Security Center alerts

Suppress Azure Security
Center alerts to reduce
alerts fatigue by deploying
suppression rules on your
management group or
subscription.

deployIfNotExists 1.0.0

Deploy export to Event Hub
for Azure Security Center
data

Enable export to Event Hub
of Azure Security Center
data. This policy deploys an
export to Event Hub
configuration with your
conditions and target Event
Hub on the assigned scope.
To deploy this policy on
newly created subscriptions,
open the Compliance tab,
select the relevant non-
compliant assignment and
create a remediation task.

deployIfNotExists 4.0.0

Deploy export to Log
Analytics workspace for
Azure Security Center data

Enable export to Log
Analytics workspace of
Azure Security Center data.
This policy deploys an
export to Log Analytics
workspace configuration
with your conditions and
target workspace on the
assigned scope. To deploy
this policy on newly created
subscriptions, open the
Compliance tab, select the
relevant non-compliant
assignment and create a
remediation task.

deployIfNotExists 4.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5f0f936f-2f01-4bf5-b6be-d423792fa562
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ContainerRegistryVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F80e94a21-c6cd-4c95-a2c7-beb5704e61c0
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_SuppressionRulesForAlerts_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fcdfcce10-4578-4ecd-9703-530938e4abcb
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ExportToEventHubAzureSecurityCenterAlertsAndRecommendations_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fffb6f416-7bd2-4488-8828-56585fef2be9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ExportToLogAnalyticsWorkspaceAzureSecurityCenterAlertsAndRecommendations_Deploy.json


Deploy Workflow
Automation for Azure
Security Center alerts

Enable automation of Azure
Security Center alerts. This
policy deploys a workflow
automation with your
conditions and triggers on
the assigned scope. To
deploy this policy on newly
created subscriptions, open
the Compliance tab, select
the relevant non-compliant
assignment and create a
remediation task.

deployIfNotExists 4.0.0

Deploy Workflow
Automation for Azure
Security Center
recommendations

Enable automation of Azure
Security Center
recommendations. This
policy deploys a workflow
automation with your
conditions and triggers on
the assigned scope. To
deploy this policy on newly
created subscriptions, open
the Compliance tab, select
the relevant non-compliant
assignment and create a
remediation task.

deployIfNotExists 4.0.0

Deploy Workflow
Automation for Azure
Security Center regulatory
compliance

Enable automation of Azure
Security Center regulatory
compliance. This policy
deploys a workflow
automation with your
conditions and triggers on
the assigned scope. To
deploy this policy on newly
created subscriptions, open
the Compliance tab, select
the relevant non-compliant
assignment and create a
remediation task.

deployIfNotExists 4.0.0

Deprecated accounts
should be removed from
your subscription

Deprecated accounts
should be removed from
your subscriptions.
Deprecated accounts are
accounts that have been
blocked from signing in.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Deprecated accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription

Deprecated accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription. Deprecated
accounts are accounts that
have been blocked from
signing in.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff1525828-9a90-4fcf-be48-268cdd02361e
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_WorkflowAutomationAzureSecurityCenterAlerts_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F73d6ab6c-2475-4850-afd6-43795f3492ef
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_WorkflowAutomationAzureSecurityCenterRecommendations_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F509122b9-ddd9-47ba-a5f1-d0dac20be63c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_WorkflowAutomationAzureSecurityCenterRegulatoryCompliance_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6b1cbf55-e8b6-442f-ba4c-7246b6381474
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveDeprecatedAccounts_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Febb62a0c-3560-49e1-89ed-27e074e9f8ad
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveDeprecatedAccountsWithOwnerPermissions_Audit.json


Email notification for high
severity alerts should be
enabled

To ensure the relevant
people in your organization
are notified when there is a
potential security breach in
one of your subscriptions,
enable email notifications
for high severity alerts in
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Email notification to
subscription owner for high
severity alerts should be
enabled

To ensure your subscription
owners are notified when
there is a potential security
breach in their subscription,
set email notifications to
subscription owners for
high severity alerts in
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0

Enable Azure Security
Center on your subscription

Identifies existing
subscriptions that are not
monitored by Azure
Security Center (ASC).
Subscriptions not
monitored by ASC will be
registered to the free
pricing tier. Subscriptions
already monitored by ASC
(free or standard), will be
considered compliant. To
register newly created
subscriptions, open the
compliance tab, select the
relevant non-compliant
assignment and create a
remediation task. Repeat
this step when you have
one or more new
subscriptions you want to
monitor with Security
Center.

deployIfNotExists 1.0.0

Enable Security Center's
auto provisioning of the
Log Analytics agent on your
subscriptions with custom
workspace.

Allow Security Center to
auto provision the Log
Analytics agent on your
subscriptions to monitor
and collect security data
using a custom workspace.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Enable Security Center's
auto provisioning of the
Log Analytics agent on your
subscriptions with default
workspace.

Allow Security Center to
auto provision the Log
Analytics agent on your
subscriptions to monitor
and collect security data
using ASC default
workspace.

DeployIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6e2593d9-add6-4083-9c9b-4b7d2188c899
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Email_notification.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0b15565f-aa9e-48ba-8619-45960f2c314d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Email_notification_to_subscription_owner.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fac076320-ddcf-4066-b451-6154267e8ad2
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Register_To_Azure_Security_Center_Deploy.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8e7da0a5-0a0e-4bbc-bfc0-7773c018b616
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Deploy_auto_provisioning_log_analytics_monitoring_agent_custom_workspace.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6df2fee6-a9ed-4fef-bced-e13be1b25f1c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Deploy_auto_provisioning_log_analytics_monitoring_agent_default_workspace.json


Endpoint protection health
issues should be resolved
on your machines

Resolve endpoint protection
health issues on your
virtual machines to protect
them from latest threats
and vulnerabilities. Azure
Security Center supported
endpoint protection
solutions are documented
here -
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/security-
center/security-center-
services?tabs=features-
windows#supported-
endpoint-protection-
solutions. Endpoint
protection assessment is
documented here -
https://docs.microsoft.com/
azure/security-
center/security-center-
endpoint-protection.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Endpoint protection should
be installed on your
machines

To protect your machines
from threats and
vulnerabilities, install a
supported endpoint
protection solution.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Endpoint protection
solution should be installed
on virtual machine scale
sets

Audit the existence and
health of an endpoint
protection solution on your
virtual machines scale sets,
to protect them from
threats and vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

External accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription

External accounts with
owner permissions should
be removed from your
subscription in order to
prevent unmonitored
access.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

External accounts with read
permissions should be
removed from your
subscription

External accounts with read
privileges should be
removed from your
subscription in order to
prevent unmonitored
access.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

External accounts with write
permissions should be
removed from your
subscription

External accounts with write
privileges should be
removed from your
subscription in order to
prevent unmonitored
access.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F8e42c1f2-a2ab-49bc-994a-12bcd0dc4ac2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-services?tabs=features-windows#supported-endpoint-protection-solutions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-endpoint-protection
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EndpointProtectionHealthIssuesShouldBeResolvedOnYourMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1f7c564c-0a90-4d44-b7e1-9d456cffaee8
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EndpointProtectionShouldBeInstalledOnYourMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F26a828e1-e88f-464e-bbb3-c134a282b9de
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VmssMissingEndpointProtection_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff8456c1c-aa66-4dfb-861a-25d127b775c9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveExternalAccountsWithOwnerPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5f76cf89-fbf2-47fd-a3f4-b891fa780b60
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveExternalAccountsReadPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F5c607a2e-c700-4744-8254-d77e7c9eb5e4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_RemoveExternalAccountsWritePermissions_Audit.json


Guest Configuration
extension should be
installed on your machines

To ensure secure
configurations of in-guest
settings of your machine,
install the Guest
Configuration extension. In-
guest settings that the
extension monitors include
the configuration of the
operating system,
application configuration or
presence, and environment
settings. Once installed, in-
guest policies will be
available such as 'Windows
Exploit guard should be
enabled'. Learn more at
https://aka.ms/gcpol.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.2

Internet-facing virtual
machines should be
protected with network
security groups

Protect your virtual
machines from potential
threats by restricting access
to them with network
security groups (NSG).
Learn more about
controlling traffic with NSGs
at https://aka.ms/nsg-doc

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

IP Forwarding on your
virtual machine should be
disabled

Enabling IP forwarding on a
virtual machine's NIC allows
the machine to receive
traffic addressed to other
destinations. IP forwarding
is rarely required (e.g., when
using the VM as a network
virtual appliance), and
therefore, this should be
reviewed by the network
security team.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Kubernetes Services should
be upgraded to a non-
vulnerable Kubernetes
version

Upgrade your Kubernetes
service cluster to a later
Kubernetes version to
protect against known
vulnerabilities in your
current Kubernetes version.
Vulnerability CVE-2019-
9946 has been patched in
Kubernetes versions
1.11.9+, 1.12.7+, 1.13.5+,
and 1.14.0+

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Log Analytics agent should
be installed on your Cloud
Services (extended support)
role instances

Security Center collects data
from your Cloud Services
(extended support) role
instances to monitor for
security vulnerabilities and
threats.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fae89ebca-1c92-4898-ac2c-9f63decb045c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_GCExtOnVm.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ff6de0be7-9a8a-4b8a-b349-43cf02d22f7c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_NetworkSecurityGroupsOnInternetFacingVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbd352bd5-2853-4985-bf0d-73806b4a5744
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_IPForwardingOnVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffb893a29-21bb-418c-a157-e99480ec364c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UpgradeVersion_KubernetesService_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F15fdbc87-8a47-4ee9-a2aa-9a2ea1f37554
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLaAgentOnCSES.json


Log Analytics agent should
be installed on your virtual
machine for Azure Security
Center monitoring

This policy audits any
Windows/Linux virtual
machines (VMs) if the Log
Analytics agent is not
installed which Security
Center uses to monitor for
security vulnerabilities and
threats

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Log Analytics agent should
be installed on your virtual
machine scale sets for Azure
Security Center monitoring

Security Center collects data
from your Azure virtual
machines (VMs) to monitor
for security vulnerabilities
and threats.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Management ports of
virtual machines should be
protected with just-in-time
network access control

Possible network Just In
Time (JIT) access will be
monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Management ports should
be closed on your virtual
machines

Open remote management
ports are exposing your VM
to a high level of risk from
Internet-based attacks.
These attacks attempt to
brute force credentials to
gain admin access to the
machine.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

MFA should be enabled
accounts with write
permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) should be enabled
for all subscription accounts
with write privileges to
prevent a breach of
accounts or resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

MFA should be enabled on
accounts with owner
permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) should be enabled
for all subscription accounts
with owner permissions to
prevent a breach of
accounts or resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

MFA should be enabled on
accounts with read
permissions on your
subscription

Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) should be enabled
for all subscription accounts
with read privileges to
prevent a breach of
accounts or resources.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa4fe33eb-e377-4efb-ab31-0784311bc499
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLaAgentOnVm.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa3a6ea0c-e018-4933-9ef0-5aaa1501449b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_InstallLaAgentOnVmss.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fb0f33259-77d7-4c9e-aac6-3aabcfae693c
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_JITNetworkAccess_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F22730e10-96f6-4aac-ad84-9383d35b5917
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_OpenManagementPortsOnVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F9297c21d-2ed6-4474-b48f-163f75654ce3
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableMFAForWritePermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Faa633080-8b72-40c4-a2d7-d00c03e80bed
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableMFAForOwnerPermissions_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe3576e28-8b17-4677-84c3-db2990658d64
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableMFAForReadPermissions_Audit.json


Microsoft Defender for
Containers should be
enabled

Microsoft Defender for
Containers provides
hardening, vulnerability
assessment and run-time
protections for your Azure,
hybrid, and multi-cloud
Kubernetes environments.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Monitor missing Endpoint
Protection in Azure Security
Center

Servers without an installed
Endpoint Protection agent
will be monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Non-internet-facing virtual
machines should be
protected with network
security groups

Protect your non-internet-
facing virtual machines
from potential threats by
restricting access with
network security groups
(NSG). Learn more about
controlling traffic with NSGs
at https://aka.ms/nsg-doc

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) should be used on
Kubernetes Services

To provide granular filtering
on the actions that users
can perform, use Role-
Based Access Control
(RBAC) to manage
permissions in Kubernetes
Service Clusters and
configure relevant
authorization policies.

Audit, Disabled 1.0.2

Running container images
should have vulnerability
findings resolved

Container image
vulnerability assessment
scans container images
running on your
Kubernetes clusters for
security vulnerabilities and
exposes detailed findings
for each image. Resolving
the vulnerabilities can
greatly improve your
containers' security posture
and protect them from
attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Security Center standard
pricing tier should be
selected

The standard pricing tier
enables threat detection for
networks and virtual
machines, providing threat
intelligence, anomaly
detection, and behavior
analytics in Azure Security
Center

Audit, Disabled 1.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F1c988dd6-ade4-430f-a608-2a3e5b0a6d38
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableAdvancedThreatProtectionOnContainers_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Faf6cd1bd-1635-48cb-bde7-5b15693900b9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_MissingEndpointProtection_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fbb91dfba-c30d-4263-9add-9c2384e659a6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_NetworkSecurityGroupsOnInternalVirtualMachines_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fac4a19c2-fa67-49b4-8ae5-0b2e78c49457
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_EnableRBAC_KubernetesService_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0fc39691-5a3f-4e3e-94ee-2e6447309ad9
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_KuberenetesRuningImagesVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fa1181c5f-672a-477a-979a-7d58aa086233
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Standard_pricing_tier.json


Service principals should be
used to protect your
subscriptions instead of
management certificates

Management certificates
allow anyone who
authenticates with them to
manage the subscription(s)
they are associated with. To
manage subscriptions more
securely, use of service
principals with Resource
Manager is recommended
to limit the impact of a
certificate compromise.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

SQL databases should have
vulnerability findings
resolved

Monitor vulnerability
assessment scan results and
recommendations for how
to remediate database
vulnerabilities.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0

SQL servers on machines
should have vulnerability
findings resolved

SQL vulnerability
assessment scans your
database for security
vulnerabilities, and exposes
any deviations from best
practices such as
misconfigurations, excessive
permissions, and
unprotected sensitive data.
Resolving the vulnerabilities
found can greatly improve
your database security
posture.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.0

Subnets should be
associated with a Network
Security Group

Protect your subnet from
potential threats by
restricting access to it with
a Network Security Group
(NSG). NSGs contain a list of
Access Control List (ACL)
rules that allow or deny
network traffic to your
subnet.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Subscriptions should have a
contact email address for
security issues

To ensure the relevant
people in your organization
are notified when there is a
potential security breach in
one of your subscriptions,
set a security contact to
receive email notifications
from Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

System updates on virtual
machine scale sets should
be installed

Audit whether there are any
missing system security
updates and critical updates
that should be installed to
ensure that your Windows
and Linux virtual machine
scale sets are secure.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6646a0bd-e110-40ca-bb97-84fcee63c414
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UseServicePrincipalToProtectSubscriptions.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Ffeedbf84-6b99-488c-acc2-71c829aa5ffc
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_SQLDbVulnerabilities_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F6ba6d016-e7c3-4842-b8f2-4992ebc0d72d
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ServerSQLVulnerabilityAssessment_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe71308d3-144b-4262-b144-efdc3cc90517
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_NetworkSecurityGroupsOnSubnets_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F4f4f78b8-e367-4b10-a341-d9a4ad5cf1c7
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_Security_contact_email.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fc3f317a7-a95c-4547-b7e7-11017ebdf2fe
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VmssMissingSystemUpdates_Audit.json


System updates should be
installed on your machines

Missing security system
updates on your servers will
be monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 4.0.0

There should be more than
one owner assigned to your
subscription

It is recommended to
designate more than one
subscription owner in order
to have administrator
access redundancy.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Virtual machines should
encrypt temp disks, caches,
and data flows between
Compute and Storage
resources

By default, a virtual
machine's OS and data disks
are encrypted-at-rest using
platform-managed keys.
Temp disks, data caches and
data flowing between
compute and storage aren't
encrypted. Disregard this
recommendation if: 1. using
encryption-at-host, or 2.
server-side encryption on
Managed Disks meets your
security requirements.
Learn more in: Server-side
encryption of Azure Disk
Storage:
https://aka.ms/disksse,
Different disk encryption
offerings:
https://aka.ms/diskencrypti
oncomparison

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 2.0.3

Virtual machines' Guest
Configuration extension
should be deployed with
system-assigned managed
identity

The Guest Configuration
extension requires a system
assigned managed identity.
Azure virtual machines in
the scope of this policy will
be non-compliant when
they have the Guest
Configuration extension
installed but do not have a
system assigned managed
identity. Learn more at
https://aka.ms/gcpol

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 1.0.1

Vulnerabilities in container
security configurations
should be remediated

Audit vulnerabilities in
security configuration on
machines with Docker
installed and display as
recommendations in Azure
Security Center.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F86b3d65f-7626-441e-b690-81a8b71cff60
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_MissingSystemUpdates_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F09024ccc-0c5f-475e-9457-b7c0d9ed487b
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_DesignateMoreThanOneOwner_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F0961003e-5a0a-4549-abde-af6a37f2724d
https://aka.ms/disksse,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/disk-encryption-overview
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_UnencryptedVMDisks_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fd26f7642-7545-4e18-9b75-8c9bbdee3a9a
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_GCExtOnVmWithNoSAMI.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe8cbc669-f12d-49eb-93e7-9273119e9933
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_ContainerBenchmark_Audit.json


Vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your
machines should be
remediated

Servers which do not satisfy
the configured baseline will
be monitored by Azure
Security Center as
recommendations

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0

Vulnerabilities in security
configuration on your
virtual machine scale sets
should be remediated

Audit the OS vulnerabilities
on your virtual machine
scale sets to protect them
from attacks.

AuditIfNotExists, Disabled 3.0.0
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 Next steps
In this article, you learned about Azure Policy security policy definitions in Defender for Cloud. To learn more

about initiatives, policies, and how they relate to Defender for Cloud's recommendations, see What are security

policies, initiatives, and recommendations?.

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252Fe1e5fd5d-3e4c-4ce1-8661-7d1873ae6b15
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_OSVulnerabilities_Audit.json
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Policy/PolicyDetailBlade/definitionId/%252Fproviders%252FMicrosoft.Authorization%252FpolicyDefinitions%252F3c735d8a-a4ba-4a3a-b7cf-db7754cf57f4
https://github.com/Azure/azure-policy/blob/master/built-in-policies/policyDefinitions/Security%20Center/ASC_VmssOSVulnerabilities_Audit.json
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 Windows Defender

 Microsoft System Center endpoint protection

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud provides health assessments of supported versions of Endpoint protection

solutions. This article explains the scenarios that lead Defender for Cloud to generate the following two

recommendations:

Endpoint protection should be installed on your machines

Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your machines

At the end of 2021, we revised the recommendation that installs endpoint protection. One of the changes affects how the

recommendation displays machines that are powered off. In the previous version, machines that were turned off appeared

in the 'Not applicable' list. In the newer recommendation, they don't appear in any of the resources lists (healthy,

unhealthy, or not applicable).

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines

when Get-MpComputerStatus runs and the result is AMSer viceEnabled: FalseAMSer viceEnabled: False

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on yourEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  when Get-MpComputerStatus runs and any of the following occurs:

Any of the following properties are false:

AMSer viceEnabledAMSer viceEnabled

AntispywareEnabledAntispywareEnabled

RealTimeProtectionEnabledRealTimeProtectionEnabled

BehaviorMonitorEnabledBehaviorMonitorEnabled

IoavProtectionEnabledIoavProtectionEnabled

OnAccessProtectionEnabledOnAccessProtectionEnabled

If one or both of the following properties are 7 or more:

AntispywareSignatureAgeAntispywareSignatureAge

AntivirusSignatureAgeAntivirusSignatureAge

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/endpoint-protection-recommendations-technical.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/4fb67663-9ab9-475d-b026-8c544cced439
https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Security/RecommendationsBlade/assessmentKey/37a3689a-818e-4a0e-82ac-b1392b9bb000
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/defender/get-mpcomputerstatus
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/defender/get-mpcomputerstatus


 Trend Micro

 Symantec endpoint protection

when importing SCEPMpModule ("$env:ProgramFiles\Microsoft SecuritySCEPMpModule ("$env:ProgramFiles\Microsoft Security

Client\MpProvider\MpProvider.psd1")Client\MpProvider\MpProvider.psd1")  and running Get-MProtComputerStatusGet-MProtComputerStatus  results in

AMSer viceEnabled = falseAMSer viceEnabled = false.

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on yourEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  when Get-MprotComputerStatusGet-MprotComputerStatus  runs and any of the following occurs:

At least one of the following properties is false:

AMSer viceEnabledAMSer viceEnabled

AntispywareEnabledAntispywareEnabled

RealTimeProtectionEnabledRealTimeProtectionEnabled

BehaviorMonitorEnabledBehaviorMonitorEnabled

IoavProtectionEnabledIoavProtectionEnabled

OnAccessProtectionEnabledOnAccessProtectionEnabled

If one or both of the following Signature Updates are greater or equal to 7:

AntispywareSignatureAgeAntispywareSignatureAge

AntivirusSignatureAgeAntivirusSignatureAge

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines  when

any of the following checks aren't met:

HKLM:\SOFTWARE\TrendMicro\Deep Security AgentHKLM:\SOFTWARE\TrendMicro\Deep Security Agent exists

HKLM:\SOFTWARE\TrendMicro\Deep Security Agent\InstallationFolderHKLM:\SOFTWARE\TrendMicro\Deep Security Agent\InstallationFolder  exists

The dsa_quer y.cmddsa_quer y.cmd file is found in the Installation Folder

Running dsa_quer y.cmddsa_quer y.cmd results with Component.AM.mode: on - Trend Micro Deep SecurityComponent.AM.mode: on - Trend Micro Deep Security

Agent detectedAgent detected

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines  when any

of the following checks aren't met:

HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection\CurrentVersion\PRODUCTNAME =HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection\CurrentVersion\PRODUCTNAME =

"Symantec Endpoint Protection""Symantec Endpoint Protection"

HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection\CurrentVersion\public-HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection\CurrentVersion\public-

opstate\ASRunningStatus = 1opstate\ASRunningStatus = 1

Or

HKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec EndpointHKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint

Protection\CurrentVersion\PRODUCTNAME = "Symantec Endpoint Protection"Protection\CurrentVersion\PRODUCTNAME = "Symantec Endpoint Protection"

HKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec EndpointHKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint

Protection\CurrentVersion\public-opstate\ASRunningStatus = 1Protection\CurrentVersion\public-opstate\ASRunningStatus = 1

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on yourEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  when any of the following checks aren't met:

Check Symantec Version >= 12: Registry location: HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec EndpointHKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint

Protection\CurrentVersion" -Value "PRODUCTVERSION"Protection\CurrentVersion" -Value "PRODUCTVERSION"

Check Real-Time Protection status: HKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec EndpointHKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint

Protection\AV\Storages\Filesystem\RealTimeScan\OnOff == 1Protection\AV\Storages\Filesystem\RealTimeScan\OnOff == 1



 McAfee endpoint protection for Windows

 McAfee Endpoint Security for Linux Threat Prevention

 Sophos Antivirus for Linux

Check Signature Update status: HKLM\Software\Symantec\Symantec EndpointHKLM\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint

Protection\CurrentVersion\public-opstate\LatestVirusDefsDate <= 7 daysProtection\CurrentVersion\public-opstate\LatestVirusDefsDate <= 7 days

Check Full Scan status: HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec EndpointHKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint

Protection\CurrentVersion\public-opstate\LastSuccessfulScanDateTime <= 7 daysProtection\CurrentVersion\public-opstate\LastSuccessfulScanDateTime <= 7 days

Find signature version number Path to signature version for Symantec 12: Registr y Paths+Registr y Paths+

"CurrentVersion\SharedDefs" -Value "SRTSP""CurrentVersion\SharedDefs" -Value "SRTSP"

Path to signature version for Symantec 14: Registr y Paths+ "CurrentVersion\SharedDefs\SDSDefs" -Registr y Paths+ "CurrentVersion\SharedDefs\SDSDefs" -

Value "SRTSP"Value "SRTSP"

Registry Paths:

"HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection" + $Path;"HKLM:\Software\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection" + $Path;

"HKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection" + $Path"HKLM:\Software\Wow6432Node\Symantec\Symantec Endpoint Protection" + $Path

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines  when any

of the following checks aren't met:

HKLM:\SOFTWARE\McAfee\Endpoint\AV\ProductVersionHKLM:\SOFTWARE\McAfee\Endpoint\AV\ProductVersion exists

HKLM:\SOFTWARE\McAfee\AVSolution\MCSHIELDGLOBAL\GLOBAL\enableoas = 1HKLM:\SOFTWARE\McAfee\AVSolution\MCSHIELDGLOBAL\GLOBAL\enableoas = 1

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on yourEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  when any of the following checks aren't met:

McAfee Version: HKLM:\SOFTWARE\McAfee\Endpoint\AV\ProductVersion >= 10HKLM:\SOFTWARE\McAfee\Endpoint\AV\ProductVersion >= 10

Find Signature Version: HKLM:\Software\McAfee\AVSolution\DS\DS -ValueHKLM:\Software\McAfee\AVSolution\DS\DS -Value

"dwContentMajorVersion""dwContentMajorVersion"

Find Signature date: HKLM:\Software\McAfee\AVSolution\DS\DS -Value "szContentCreationDate"HKLM:\Software\McAfee\AVSolution\DS\DS -Value "szContentCreationDate"

>= 7 days>= 7 days

Find Scan date: HKLM:\Software\McAfee\Endpoint\AV\ODS -Value "LastFullScanOdsRunTime" >=HKLM:\Software\McAfee\Endpoint\AV\ODS -Value "LastFullScanOdsRunTime" >=

7 days7 days

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines  when any

of the following checks aren't met:

File /opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav  exists

"/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --version""/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --version" output is: McAfee name = McAfee EndpointMcAfee name = McAfee Endpoint

Security for L inux Threat Prevention and McAfee version >= 10Security for L inux Threat Prevention and McAfee version >= 10

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on yourEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  when any of the following checks aren't met:

"/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --listtask""/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --listtask" returns Quick scan, Full scanQuick scan, Full scan and both of the

scans <= 7 days

"/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --listtask""/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --listtask" returns DAT and engine Update timeDAT and engine Update time and

both of them <= 7 days

"/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --getoasconfig --summar y""/opt/isec/ens/threatprevention/bin/isecav --getoasconfig --summar y" returns On Access ScanOn Access Scan

status



 Troubleshoot and support
  TroubleshootTroubleshoot

  SupportSupport

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection should be installed on your machinesEndpoint protection should be installed on your machines  when any

of the following checks aren't met:

File /opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus  exits or search for customized location "readlink $(which"readlink $(which

savscan)"savscan)"

"/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus --version""/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus --version" returns Sophos name = Sophos Anti-Virus and SophosSophos Anti-Virus and Sophos

version >= 9version >= 9

Defender for Cloud recommends Endpoint protection health issues should be resolved on yourEndpoint protection health issues should be resolved on your

machinesmachines  when any of the following checks aren't met:

"/opt/sophos-av/bin/savlog --maxage=7 | grep -i "Scheduled scan .* completed" | tail -1""/opt/sophos-av/bin/savlog --maxage=7 | grep -i "Scheduled scan .* completed" | tail -1",

returns a value

"/opt/sophos-av/bin/savlog --maxage=7 | grep "scan finished""/opt/sophos-av/bin/savlog --maxage=7 | grep "scan finished" | tail -1", returns a value

"/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus --lastupdate""/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus --lastupdate" returns lastUpdate, which should be <= 7 days

"/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus -v""/opt/sophos-av/bin/savdstatus -v" is equal to "On-access scanning is running""On-access scanning is running"

"/opt/sophos-av/bin/savconfig get L iveProtection""/opt/sophos-av/bin/savconfig get L iveProtection" returns enabled

Microsoft Antimalware extension logs are available at:

%Systemdrive%\WindowsAzure\Logs\Plugins\Microsoft.Azure.Security.IaaSAntimalware(Or%Systemdrive%\WindowsAzure\Logs\Plugins\Microsoft.Azure.Security.IaaSAntimalware(Or

PaaSAntimalware)\1.5 .5 .x(version#)\CommandExecution.logPaaSAntimalware)\1.5 .5 .x(version#)\CommandExecution.log

For more help, contact the Azure experts on the MSDN Azure and Stack Overflow forums. Or file an Azure

support incident. Go to the Azure support site and select Get support. For information about using Azure

Support, read the Microsoft Azure support FAQ.

https://azure.microsoft.com/support/forums/
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/options/
https://azure.microsoft.com/support/faq/
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 Searching for and identifying personal data

 Classifying personal data

 Securing and controlling access to personal data

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This article provides information about how you can manage the user data in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Managing user data includes the ability to access, delete, or export data.

This article provides steps about how to delete personal data from the device or service and can be used to support your

obligations under the GDPR. For general information about GDPR, see the GDPR section of the Microsoft Trust Center

and the GDPR section of the Service Trust portal.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Reader, Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can access

customer data within the tool. To learn more about the Account Administrator role, see Built-in roles for Azure

role-based access control to learn more about the Reader, Owner, and Contributor roles. See Azure subscription

administrators.

A Defender for Cloud user can view their personal data through the Azure portal. Defender for Cloud only stores

security contact details such as email addresses and phone numbers. For more information, see Provide security

contact details in Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

In the Azure portal, a user can view allowed IP configurations using Defender for Cloud's just-in-time VM access

feature. For more information, see Manage virtual machine access using just-in-time.

In the Azure portal, a user can view security alerts provided by Defender for Cloud including IP addresses and

attacker details. For more information, see Managing and responding to security alerts in Microsoft Defender

for Cloud.

You don't need to classify personal data found in Defender for Cloud's security contact feature. The data saved is

an email address (or multiple email addresses) and a phone number. Contact data is validated by Defender for

Cloud.

You don't need to classify the IP addresses and port numbers saved by Defender for Cloud's just-in-time feature.

Only a user assigned the role of Administrator can classify personal data by viewing alerts in Defender for

Cloud.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Reader, Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can access

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/privacy.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://www.microsoft.com/trust-center/privacy/gdpr-overview
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/ViewPage/GDPRGetStarted
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/manage/add-change-subscription-administrator


 Updating personal data

 Deleting personal data

 Exporting personal data

security contact data.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Reader, Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can access

their just-in-time policies.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Reader, Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can view

their alerts.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can update

security contact data via the Azure portal.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can update their

just-in-time policies.

An Account Administrator can't edit alert incidents. An alert incident is considered security data and is read only.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can delete security

contact data via the Azure portal.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can delete the just-

in-time policies via the Azure portal.

A Defender for Cloud user can't delete alert incidents. For security reasons, an alert incident is considered read-

only data.

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Reader, Owner, Contributor, or Account Administrator can export

security contact data by:

Copying from the Azure portal

Executing the Azure REST API call, GET HTTP:

GET https://<endpoint>/subscriptions/{subscriptionId}/providers/Microsoft.Security/securityContacts?
api-version={api-version}

A Defender for Cloud user assigned the role of Account Administrator can export the just-in-time policies

containing the IP addresses by:

Copying from the Azure portal

Executing the Azure REST API call, GET HTTP:

GET 
https://<endpoint>/subscriptions/{subscriptionId}/resourceGroups/{resourceGroup}/providers/Microsoft.
Security/locations/{location}/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/default?api-version={api-version}

An Account Administrator can export the alert details by:

Copying from the Azure portal

Executing the Azure REST API call, GET HTTP:



 Restricting the use of personal data for profiling or marketing without
consent

 Auditing and reporting

GET https://<endpoint>/subscriptions/{subscriptionId}/providers/microsoft.Security/alerts?api-
version={api-version}

For more information, see Get Security Alerts (GET Collection).

A Defender for Cloud user can choose to opt out by deleting their security contact data.

Just-in-time data is considered non-identifiable data and is retained for a period of 30 days.

Alert data is considered security data and is retained for a period of two years.

Audit logs of security contact, just-in-time, and alert updates are maintained in Azure Activity Logs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/reference/mt704050(v=azure.100)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/platform-logs-overview
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 Understanding Defender for Cloud

 Planning and operations

  Onboarding computers to Defender for CloudOnboarding computers to Defender for Cloud

 Mitigating security issues using Defender for Cloud

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This document provides you a readiness roadmap that will assist you to get started with Defender for Cloud.

Defender for Cloud provides unified security management and advanced threat protection for workloads

running in Azure, on-premises, and in other clouds.

Use the following resources to get started with Defender for Cloud.

Articles

Introduction to Defender for Cloud

Defender for Cloud quickstart guide

Videos

Quick Introduction Video

Overview of Defender for Cloud Prevention, Detection and Response Capabilities

To take full advantage of Defender for Cloud, it is important to understand how different individuals or teams in

your organization use the service to meet secure operations, monitoring, governance, and incident response

needs.

Use the following resources to assist you during the planning and operations processes.

Defender for Cloud planning and operations guide

Defender for Cloud automatically detects any Azure subscriptions or workspaces not protected by Microsoft

Defender for Cloud. This includes Azure subscriptions using Defender for Cloud Free and workspaces that do

not have the security solution enabled.

Use the following resources to assist you during the onboarding processes.

Onboard non-Azure computers

Defender for Cloud Hybrid - Overview

Defender for Cloud automatically collects, analyzes, and integrates log data from your Azure resources, the

network, and connected partner solutions, like firewall and endpoint protection solutions, to detect real threats

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/security-center-readiness-roadmap.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/videos/introduction-to-azure-security-center/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/videos/azurecon-2015-new-azure-security-center-helps-you-prevent-detect-and-respond-to-threats/
https://youtu.be/NMa4L_M597k


  Defender for Cloud for incident responseDefender for Cloud for incident response

 Advanced cloud defense

 Hands-on activities

 Additional resources

and reduce false positives.

Use the following resources to assist you to manage security alerts and protect your resources.

Articles

Protecting your network in Defender for Cloud

Protecting Azure SQL service and data in Defender for Cloud

To reduce costs and damage, it's important to have an incident response plan in place before an attack takes

place. You can use Defender for Cloud in different stages of an incident response.

Use the following resources to understand how Defender for Cloud can be incorporated in your incident

response process.

Videos

Respond quickly to threats with next-generation security operation, and investigation

Articles

Using Defender for Cloud for an incident response

Use automation to respond to Defender for Cloud triggers

Azure VMs can take advantage of advanced cloud defense capabilities in Defender for Cloud. These capabilities

include just-in-time virtual machine (VM) access, and adaptive application controls.

Use the following resources to learn how to use these capabilities in Defender for Cloud.

Videos

Defender for Cloud – Just-in-time VM Access

Defender for Cloud - Adaptive Application Controls

Articles

Manage virtual machine access using just-in-time

Adaptive Application Controls in Defender for Cloud

Defender for Cloud hands-on lab

Web Application Firewall (WAF) recommendation playbook in Defender for Cloud

Defender for Cloud Playbook: Security Alerts

Defender for Cloud Documentation Page

Defender for Cloud REST API Documentation Page

Defender for Cloud frequently asked questions (FAQ)

Pricing page

Identity security best practices

Network security best practices

PaaS recommendations

https://youtu.be/e8iFCz5RM4g
https://youtu.be/UOQb2FcdQnU
https://youtu.be/wWWekI1Y9ck
https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs/?storyGuid=78871abf-6f35-4aa0-840f-d801f5cdbd72
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/ASC-Playbook-Protect-38bd47ff
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Azure-Security-Center-f621a046
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/index.html#body
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/reference/mt704034(v=azure.100)
file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-general.html#body
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/defender-for-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/identity-management-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/network-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/paas-deployments


Compliance

Log analytics customers can now use Defender for Cloud to protect their hybrid cloud workloads

https://www.microsoft.com/trustcenter/compliance/due-diligence-checklist
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/msoms/oms-customers-can-now-use-azure-security-center-to-protect-their-hybrid-cloud-workloads
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 Troubleshooting guide

Azure Security Center and Azure Defender are now called Microsoft Defender for CloudMicrosoft Defender for Cloud. We've also renamed Azure

Defender plans to Microsoft Defender plans. For example, Azure Defender for Storage is now Microsoft Defender for

Storage. Learn more about the recent renaming of Microsoft security services.

This guide is for information technology (IT) professionals, information security analysts, and cloud

administrators whose organizations need to troubleshoot Defender for Cloud related issues.

Defender for Cloud uses the Log Analytics agent to collect and store data. See Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Platform Migration to learn more. The information in this article represents Defender for Cloud functionality

after transition to the Log Analytics agent.

A dedicated area of the Defender for Cloud pages in the Azure portal provides a collated, ever-growing set of self-help

materials for solving common challenges with Defender for Cloud.

When you're facing an issue, or are seeking advice from our support team, Diagnose and solve problemsDiagnose and solve problems is good

place to look for solutions:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/defender-for-cloud/troubleshooting-guide.md
https://aka.ms/secblg11


 Audit log

 Log Analytics agent

This guide explains how to troubleshoot Defender for Cloud related issues.

Alert types:

Virtual Machine Behavioral Analysis (VMBA)

Network Analysis

SQL Database and Azure Synapse Analytics Analysis

Contextual Information

Depending on the alert types, customers can gather the necessary information to investigate the alert by using

the following resources:

Security logs in the Virtual Machine (VM) event viewer in Windows

AuditD in Linux

The Azure activity logs, and the enable diagnostic logs on the attack resource.

Customers can share feedback for the alert description and relevance. Navigate to the alert itself, select the WasWas

This UsefulThis Useful  button, select the reason, and then enter a comment to explain which explains the feedback. We

consistently monitor this feedback channel to improve our alerts.

Most of the troubleshooting done in Defender for Cloud takes place by first looking at the Audit Log records for

the failed component. Through audit logs, you can determine:

Which operations were taken place

Who initiated the operation

When the operation occurred

The status of the operation

The values of other properties that might help you research the operation

The audit log contains all write operations (PUT, POST, DELETE) performed on your resources, however it does

not include read operations (GET).

Defender for Cloud uses the Log Analytics agent – this is the same agent used by the Azure Monitor service – to

collect security data from your Azure virtual machines. After data collection is enabled and the agent is correctly

installed in the target machine, the process below should be in execution:

HealthService.exe

If you open the services management console (services.msc), you will also see the Log Analytics agent service

running as shown below:

To see which version of the agent you have, open Task ManagerTask Manager , in the ProcessesProcesses  tab locate the LogLog

Analytics agent Ser viceAnalytics agent Ser vice, right-click on it and click Proper tiesProper ties . In the DetailsDetails  tab, look the file version as

shown below:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/essentials/platform-logs-overview


 Log Analytics agent installation scenarios

NOTENOTE

 Troubleshooting monitoring agent network requirements
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*.ods.opinsights.azure.com 443 Yes

*.oms.opinsights.azure.com 443 Yes

*.blob.core.windows.net 443 Yes

*.azure-automation.net 443 Yes

There are two installation scenarios that can produce different results when installing the Log Analytics agent on

your computer. The supported scenarios are:

Agent installed automatically by Defender for CloudAgent installed automatically by Defender for Cloud: in this scenario you will be able to view the

alerts in both locations, Defender for Cloud and Log search. You will receive email notifications to the

email address that was configured in the security policy for the subscription the resource belongs to.

Agent manually installed on a VM located in AzureAgent manually installed on a VM located in Azure: in this scenario, if you are using agents

downloaded and installed manually prior to February 2017, you can view the alerts in the Defender for

Cloud portal only if you filter on the subscription the workspace belongs to. If you filter on the

subscription the resource belongs to, you won't see any alerts. You'll receive email notifications to the

email address that was configured in the security policy for the subscription the workspace belongs to.

To avoid the behavior explained in the second scenario, make sure you download the latest version of the agent.

 

For agents to connect to and register with Defender for Cloud, they must have access to network resources,

including the port numbers and domain URLs.

For proxy servers, you need to ensure that the appropriate proxy server resources are configured in agent

settings. Read this article for more information on how to change the proxy settings.

For firewalls that restrict access to the Internet, you need to configure your firewall to permit access to Log

Analytics. No action is needed in agent settings.

The following table shows resources needed for communication.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/agents/agent-windows


 Troubleshooting endpoint protection not working properly

 Troubleshooting problems loading the dashboard

 Contacting Microsoft Support

If you encounter onboarding issues with the agent, make sure to read the article How to troubleshoot

Operations Management Suite onboarding issues.

The guest agent is the parent process of everything the Microsoft Antimalware extension does. When the guest

agent process fails, the Microsoft Antimalware that runs as a child process of the guest agent may also fail. In

scenarios like that is recommended to verify the following options:

If the target VM is a custom image and the creator of the VM never installed guest agent.

If the target is a Linux VM instead of a Windows VM then installing the Windows version of the antimalware

extension on a Linux VM will fail. The Linux guest agent has specific requirements in terms of OS version and

required packages, and if those requirements are not met the VM agent will not work there either.

If the VM was created with an old version of guest agent. If it was, you should be aware that some old agents

could not auto-update itself to the newer version and this could lead to this problem. Always use the latest

version of guest agent if creating your own images.

Some third-party administration software may disable the guest agent, or block access to certain file

locations. If you have third-party installed on your VM, make sure that the agent is on the exclusion list.

Certain firewall settings or Network Security Group (NSG) may block network traffic to and from guest

agent.

Certain Access Control List (ACL) may prevent disk access.

Lack of disk space can block the guest agent from functioning properly.

By default the Microsoft Antimalware User Interface is disabled, read Enabling Microsoft Antimalware User

Interface on Azure Resource Manager VMs Post Deployment for more information on how to enable it if you

need.

If you experience issues loading the workload protection dashboard, ensure that the user that registers the

subscription to Defender for Cloud (i.e. the first user one who opened Defender for Cloud with the subscription)

and the user who would like to turn on data collection should be Owner or Contributor on the subscription.

From that moment on also users with Reader on the subscription can see the

dashboard/alerts/recommendation/policy.

Some issues can be identified using the guidelines provided in this article, others you can also find documented

at the Defender for Cloud public Microsoft Q&A page. However if you need further troubleshooting, you can

open a new support request using Azure por talAzure por tal  as shown below:

https://support.microsoft.com/help/3126513/how-to-troubleshoot-operations-management-suite-onboarding-issues
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/antimalware
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/azuresecurity/enabling-microsoft-antimalware-user-interface-post-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/answers/topics/azure-security-center.html


 See also
In this page, you learned how to configure security policies in Microsoft Defender for Cloud. To learn more about

Microsoft Defender for Cloud, see the following:

Managing and responding to security alerts in Microsoft Defender for Cloud — Learn how to manage and

respond to security alerts

Alerts Validation in Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Microsoft Defender for Cloud FAQ — Find frequently asked questions about using the service

file:///T:/1k1f/ccjx/azure/defender-for-cloud/faq-general.html#body
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